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PREFACE 

The XXBI SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics addressed the physics of the recently 
discovered top quark, and its connection to the electroweak interaction and to physics beyond the 
Standard Model. The Institute attracted 227 physicists from 13 countries to SLAC, from July 10 to 
21, 1995. The seven-day school portion of the Institute covered many avenues for studying the top 
quark, from its direct production at hadron colliders and at future electron-positron colliders, to its 
virtual effects in precision electroweak quantities, in heavy flavor physics, and in the renormalization 
of supersymmetric theories. Vertex detectors-ritical for identifying the b quark decay products of 
the top-and Cherenkov techniques for particle identification were also reviewed. The traditional 
format of the school, with morning lectures followed by afternoon discussion sessions, continued to 
work well, and there was much lively interaction between lecturers and students. 

The Institute concluded with a three-day topical conference covering recent developments in theory 
and experiment; this year, the highlights were the CDF and D@ top quark discovery. Also featured 
were updated precision electroweak measurements from SLC, LEP, and the Tevatron, heavy quark 
results from these facilities as well as CLEO, and new photoproduction and deep-inelastic scattering 
data from HERA. 

We are grateful to all speakers for their efforts in preparing clear and stimulating lectures. We also 
thank the provocateurs for their assistance at the afternoon discussion sessions. Finally, we are 
indebted to Lilian DePorcel and Jennifer Chan for their hard work in putting together such a 
smoothly run Institute, as well as these Proceedings. 

David Burke 
Lance Dixon 
David Leith 
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Introduction

An extensive search for top quarks has been performed at electron-positron and hadron

colliders for more than a decade. First evidence for top quark production in proton-

antiproton collisions has been announced by the CDF collaboration in the spring of 1994.

After collecting more luminosity subsequently both the CDF and the D0 experiments

presented the de�nite analysis [1] which demonstrated not only the existence of the anti-

cipated quark but at the same time also provided a kinematic determination of the top

quark mass around 180 GeV and a production cross section consistent with the QCD pre-
dictions. The mass value is in perfect agreement with the indirect mass determinations
based on precision measurements [2-7] of the electroweak parameters in e+e�annihilation
and in lepton-nucleon scattering. Exploiting the quadratic top mass dependence of radia-
tive corrections an indirect mass measurement of 180 GeV with a present uncertainty of

roughly 20 GeV has been achieved.

The top quark completes the fermionic spectrum of the Standard Model. All its properties

are uniquely �xed after the mass has been determined. However, as a consequence of its
large mass and decay rate it will behave markedly di�erent compared to the remaining
�ve lighter quarks.

It is not just the obvious aim for completion which raises the interest in the top quark.
With its mass comparable to the scale of the electroweak symmetry breaking it is plausible
that top quark studies could provide an important clue for the understanding of fermion
mass generation and the pattern of Yukawa couplings. In fact, it has been suggested

that a top quark condensate could even be responsible for the mechanism of spontaneous

symmetry breaking [8].

These lectures will be mainly concerned with top quark phenomenology within the frame-
work of the Standard Model (SM). The precise understanding of its production and decay

constitutes the basis of any search for deviations or physics beyond the SM.

The properties of the top quark will be covered in chapter 1. Direct and indirect determi-
nations of its decay rates, decay distributions including QCD and electroweak corrections
and decay modes predicted in supersymmetric extensions will be discussed. Top quark

production at hadron colliders will be the subject of chapter 2. The production cross sec-

tion and momentum distributions are important ingredients in any of the present analysis.

An alternative reaction, namely top quark production through W -b-fusion allows to de-

termine the W -b-�t coupling and thus indirectly the top quark decay rate.

Perspectives for top studies at a future e+e�collider will be presented in chapter 3. An

3



accurate determination of the top quark mass and its width to better than 1 GeV with

a relative accuracy of about 10% seems feasible, and the electroweak couplings of the

top quark could be precisely measured with the help of polarized beams. Of particular

interest is the interplay between the large top quark decay rate and the binding through

the QCD potential which will be also covered in chapter 3.
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Chapter 1

The Pro�le of the Top Quark

Hadron collider experiments at the TEVATRON have �rmly established the existence

of the top quark and already provide a fairly accurate determination of its mass. The
couplings of the top quark to the gauge bosons are uniquely �xed by the SM. Thus all its
properties | its production cross section and its decay rate and distributions | can be
predicted unambiguously.

The study of real top quarks at high energy colliders, in particular the observation of a
peak in the invariant mass of its decay products, is certainly the most impressive proof

of existence. Nevertheless, the indirect evidence for a top quark and the determination of
its mass is not only of historical interest. The arguments which anticipated the existence
of the top quark and its mass around 180 GeV illustrate the rigid structure of the SM,
its selfconsistency and beauty. They will be presented in section 1.1.

These theoretical arguments have inspired the experimental searches. The upper limit
on the top mass around 200 GeV deduced already relatively early from electroweak pre-
cision studies has provided encouragement that energies of present colliders were suited

to complete this enterprise. The agreement between the most recent indirect mass deter-
minations both through radiative corrections and through direct observation strengthens
the present belief into the quantum �eld aspect of the theory. It furthermore justi�es the

corresponding line of reasoning concerning the search for the last remaining ingredient of
the SM, the Higgs boson. Section 1.1 of this �rst chapter will, with this motivation in
mind, be devoted to a discussion of the indirect information on the top quark, its existence

and its mass. Top decays, including aspects of radiative corrections, polarisation e�ects

and decays induced by physics beyond the SM will be covered in section 1.2.
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1.1 Indirect information

1.1.1 Indirect evidence for the top quark

Several experimental results already prior to its discovery did provide strong evidence

that the fermion spectrum of the Standard Model�
�e

e�
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��
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��R

�
��

��
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�
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�
L
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does include the top quark, imprinting the same multiplet structure on the third family

as the �rst two families. The evidence is based on theoretical selfconsistency (absence of

anomalies), the absence of avour changing neutral currents (FCNC) and measurements

of the weak isospin of the b quark which has been proved to be non-zero, I3 = �1=2, thus
demanding an I3 = +1=2 partner in this isospin multiplet.

Absence of triangle anomalies

A compelling argument for the existence of top quarks follows from a theoretical consis-
tency requirement. The renormalizability of the Standard Model demands the absence of
triangle anomalies. Triangular fermion loops built-up by an axialvector charge I3A = �I3L
combined with two electric vector charges Q would spoil the renormalizability of the gauge
theory. Since the anomalies do not depend on the masses of the fermions circulating in

the loops, it is su�cient to demand that the sum

I3A

Q

Q

�X
L

I3AQ
2 = �X

L

I3

�
I3 +

1

2
Y

�2
�X

L

Y �X
L

Q

of all contributions be zero. Such a requirement can be translated into a condition on the

electric charges of all the left-handed fermionsX
L

Q = 0: (1.1)

This condition is met in a complete standard family in which the electric charges of the
lepton plus those of all color components of the up and down quarks add up to zero,X

L

Q = �1 + 3 �
��
+
2

3

�
+

�
�1

3

��
= 0:

If the top quark were absent from the third family, the condition would be violated and

the Standard Model would be theoretically inconsistent.
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Absence of FCNC decays

Mixing between quarks which belong to di�erent isospin multiplets

�
c

s
0

�
L b

0

L

s
0

L = sL cos #
0

+ bL sin #
0

b
0

L = �sL sin #0 + bL cos #
0

generates non-diagonal neutral current couplings, i.e. the breaking of the GIM mechanism

< I3 > = +
1

2
(�cL; cL)� 1

2

�
�s
0

L; s
0

L

�
=

1

2
(�cL; cL)��1

2
(�sL; sL) cos

2 #0 � 1

2

�
�bL; bL

�
sin2 #0

�1

2
sin #

0

cos #
0
�
(�sL; bL) +

�
�bL; sL

��
:

The non-diagonal current induces avor-changing neutral lepton pair decays b! s+ l+l�

which have been estimated to be a substantial fraction of all semileptonic B meson decays.
The relative strenth of neutral versus charged current induced rate is essentially given by

�NC

�CC
� 1

2

 
M2

W

M2
Z

!2
(v2b + a2b)(v

2
e + a2e)

(1 + 1)(1 + 1)
� 0:06: (1.2)

Taking the proper momentum dependence of the matrix element and the phase space into
account one �nds [9]

BR (B! l+l�X)

BR (B! l+�lX)
� 0:12: (1.3)

This ratio is four orders of magnitude larger than a bound set by the UA1 Collaboration
[10, 11]

BR (B! �+��X)

BR (B! ���X)
<

5:0 � 10�5

0:103 � 0:005
: (1.4)

so that the working hypothesis of an isosinglet b quark is clearly ruled out experimentally

also by this method.

Partial width �(Z! bb) and forward-backward asymmetry of b quarks

The Z boson couples to quarks through vector and axial{vector charges with the well{
known strength

Z

q

q

=

vuutGFm
2
Z

2
p
2
� [vq � aq5] :
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Depending on the isospin assignment of righthanded and lefthanded quark �elds these

charges are de�ned as

vq = 2(I3Lq + I3Rq )� 4eq sin
2 #W (1.5)

aq = 2(I3Lq � I3Rq ) (1.6)

For the present application the Born approximation in the massless limit provides an

adequate representation of the partial Z decay rate

�B(Z ! bb) � GFm
3
Z

8
p
2�

�
�
v2b + a2b

�
: (1.7)

In the Standard Model 2I3Rq = 0 and 2I3Lq = �1 for up/down quarks respectively.

The ratio between the predictions in the context of a topless model and the SM amounts

to

�topless

�SM
=

(4Qb sin
2 �W )2

(1 + 4Qb sin
2 �W )2 + 1

� 1=13 (1.8)

whereas theory and LEP experiments are well consistent

�(Z ! b�b)

�(Z ! had)
=

(
0:2155 � 0:0004 theory [3]
0:2219 � 0:0017 experiment [3]

(1.9)

ruling out the I = 0 assignement for the b-quark. The forward-backward asymmetry at
the Z resonance

AFB =
3

4
AeAb (1.10)

with

Af � 2vfaf

v2f + a2f
(1.11)

is sensitive toward the relative size of vector and axial b quark couplings. Up to a sign,

the �rst of these factors, Ae � 0:15, can be interpreted as the degree of longitudinal Z
polarisation, PZ = �Ae, which is induced by the electron coupling even for unpolarized

beams. For longitudinally polarized beams it can be replaced by unity. The second factor
represents essentially the analyzing power of b quarks. With a predicted value of 0.93 it

is close to its maximum in the SM. In fact, this high analysing power is the reason for

the large sensitivity of AFB toward sin2 �W [12]. For a �ctitious topless model Ab is zero.
The most recent experimental results from LEP and SLC are displayed in Fig. 1.1.

A remaining sign ambiguity is �nally resolved by the interference between NC and elec-

tromagnetic amplitude. It leads to a forward backward asymmetry at low energies

AFB = � 3GF s

16
p
2��

aeab

QeQb

(1.12)
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World Ab Measurements

Ab

LEP Average 0.883 ± 0.031

OPAL JetC 0.91 ± 0.06 ± 0.04

DELPHI JetC 0.93 ± 0.06 ± 0.04

ALEPH JetC 0.93 ± 0.07 ± 0.04

OPAL Lept 0.96 ± 0.08 ± 0.04

L3 Lept 0.96 ± 0.09 ± 0.04

DELPHI Lept 0.98 ± 0.07 ± 0.04

ALEPH Lept 0.80 ± 0.06 ± 0.02

SLD Average 0.858 ± 0.054

SLD K+- tag 0.91 ± 0.09 ± 0.09

SLD Lepton 0.87 ± 0.07 ± 0.08

SLD JetC 0.84 ± 0.05 ± 0.05

LEP Measurements:  Ab = 4 A0,b
FB / 3 Ae

Using Ae=0.1506±0.0028 (Combine SLD ALR and LEP Al)

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

Figure 1.1: Experimental results for the asymmetry parameter Ab [13].
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which has been studied in particular at PEP, PETRA, and most recently with highest

precision at Tristan at a cm energy of 58 GeV [14]. Using the data available shortly after

the turnon of LEP and combining �b�b, Ab, and AFB

fIL3 (b)gexp = �0:490+0:015�0:012 ! IL3 (b) = �1=2
fIR3 (b)gexp = �0:028�0:056 ! IR3 (b) = 0

has been obtained already some time ago [15]. As shown in Fig. 1.2 all measurements are

nicely consistent with the predictions of the SM1. The isospin assignment of the Standard

Model is thus well con�rmed.

Figure 1.2: The weak isospins IL3 (b) and IR3 (b) of the left{ and right{handed b quark

components, extracted from the data on �(Z! bb) and AFB(b) at LEP, and PETRA/PEP

and TRISTAN, Ref.[15].

1For a discussion of the most recent results for Rb, however, see [3].
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1.1.2 Mass limits and indirect mass determinations

Theoretical constraints

Present theoretical analyses of the Standard Model are based almost exclusively on per-

turbation theory. If this method is assumed to apply also to the top-quark sector, in

particular when linked to the Higgs sector, the top mass must be bounded as the strength

of the Yukawa-Higgs-top coupling is determined by this parameter. The following consis-

tency conditions must be met:

Perturbative Yukawa coupling gY (ttH)

De�ning the Yukawa coupling in the Standard Model through

LY = gY

 
v +Hp

2

!
(�tLtR + h.c.) (1.13)

the coupling constant gY is related to the top mass by

gY (ttH) = mt

q
2
p
2GF : (1.14)

Demanding the e�ective expansion parameter g2Y =4� to be smaller than 1, the top mass
is bounded to

mt <

vuutp2�
GF

� 620GeV: (1.15)

For a top mass of 180 GeV the coupling g2Y =4� � 0:085 is comfortably small so that
perturbation theory can safely be applied in this region.

Unitarity bound

At asymptotic energies the amplitude of the zeroth partial wave for elastic tt scattering
in the color singlet same-helicity channel [16]

a0 (tt! tt) = �3g2Y
8�

(1.16)

= �3GFm
2
t

4
p
2�

grows quadratically with the top mass. Unitarity however demands this real amplitude

to be bounded by jRea0j � 1=2. This condition translates to

mt <

vuut2
p
2�

3GF

� 500GeV: (1.17)

The bound improves by taking into account the running of the Yukawa coupling [17].

These arguments are equally applicable for any additional species of chiral fermions with

mass induced via spontaneous symmetry breaking.
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Stability of the Higgs system: top-Higgs bound

The quartic coupling � in the e�ective Higgs potential

V = �2 j�j2 + �

2
j�j4

depends on the scale at which the system is interacting. The running of � is induced by

higher-order loops built-up by the Higgs particles themselves, the vector bosons and the

fermions in the Standard Model [17, 18]. For moderate values of the top mass, mt � 77

GeV, these radiative corrections would have generated a lower bound on the Higgs mass

of 7 GeV. With the present experimental lower limit mH > 65 GeV and the top quark

mass determined around 180 GeV this bound is of no practical relevance any more. At

high energies the radiative corrections make � rise up to the Landau pole at the cut-

o� parameter � beyond which the Standard Model in the present formulation cannot be

continued [\triviality bound", as this bound could formally be misinterpreted as requiring

the low energy coupling to vanish]. If for a �xed Higgs mass the top mass is increased,

the top loop radiative corrections lead to negative values of the quartic coupling �

@�

@ log s
=

3

8�2

h
�2 � 4g4Y + gauge couplings

i
(1.18)

Since the potential is unbounded from below in this case, the Higgs system becomes
instable. Thus the stability requirement de�nes an upper value of the top mass mt for a

given Higgs mass mH and a cut-o� scale �. The result of such an analysis is presented in
Fig.1.3. Depending on the cut-o� scale � where new physics may set in, the top mass is
bounded to mt � 200 GeV if � exceeds the Planck scale but it rises up to 400 to 500 GeV
if the cut-o� is reached at a level of 1 TeV and below. The estimates are similar to the
unitarity analysis in the preceeding subsection. Lattice simulations of the Yukawa model
have arrived at qualitatively similar results (see e.g. [19]).

These theoretical analyses have shown that for the top mass around 180 GeV the Standard
Model may be valid up to a cut-o� at the Planck scale. [The hierarchy problem, that is

not touched in the present discussion, may enforce nevertheless new additional physical
phenomena already in the TeV range.]

In the context of the SM the top Yukawa coupling is simply present as a free parameter.
In the minimal supersymmetric model, however, the picture is changed completely. A

large Yukawa coupling may play the role of a driving term for the spontaneous breaking

of SU(2)�U(1), as discussed in [20] and in fact the large mass of the top quark had been
predicted on the basis of these arguments prior to its experimental discovery.

Mass estimates from radiative corrections

First indications of a high top quark mass were derived from the rapid (B�B) oscillations
observed by ARGUS [21]. However, due to the uncertainties of the CKM matrix element

Vtd and of the (b �d) wave function, not more than qualitative conclusions can be drawn

from such an analysis as the oscillation frequency �m � jVtdj2 f2Bm2
t depends on three

[unknown] parameters.
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Figure 1.3: Bounds on the Higgs and top masses following from triviality of the Higgs's
quartic self-coupling and the stability of the Higgs system; from [18].

The analysis of the radiative corrections to high precision electroweak observables is much
more advanced [2-7]. Since Higgs mass e�ects are weak as a result of the screening theorem
[22], the top mass is the dominant unknown in the framework of the Standard Model.
Combining the high precision measurements of the Z mass with sin2 �W from the Z decay

rate, from the forward-backward asymmetry and from LR polarization measurements, the
top quark mass has been determined up to a residual uncertainty of less than 10 GeV
plus an additional uncertainty of about 20 GeV induced through the variation of mH

mt = 178 � 8+17�20 GeV: (1.19)

The close agreement between direct and indirect top mass determination can be con-

sidered a triumph of the Standard Model. Its predictions are not only valid in Born

approximation, as expected for any e�ective theory, also quantum corrections play an
important role, and are indirectly con�rmed. Encouraged by this success and in view of

the improved accuracy of theory and experiment it is conceivable that the same strategy
can lead to a rough determination of the Higgs mass, or, at least, to a phenomenologically

relevant upper limit.

1.1.3 The quadratic top mass dependence of ��

The quadratic top mass dependence of �� is a cornerstone of the present precision mea-

surements [23]. In view of its importance and the pedagogical character of these lectures

13



it is perhaps worthwhile to present a fairly pedestrian derivation of this result.

Let us �rst consider the de�nition of the weak mixing angle in Born approximation. It

can be �xed through the relative strength of charged vs. neutral current couplings:

W

b

t

=
g

2
p
2
�(1� 5) (1.20)

Z

t,b

t,b

=
g

4 cos ��W

h�
2If3 � 4Qf sin

2 ��W
�
� + 2If3 �5

i
(1.21)

with the SU(2) coupling related to the electromagnetic coupling through g = e= sin ��W .

Alternatively sin2 �W is de�ned through the mass ratio

M2
W=M

2
Z = 1 � sin2 �W (1.22)

These two de�nitions coincide in Born approximation

�W = ��W
���
Born

(1.23)

However, the self energy diagrams depicted in Fig. 1.4 lead to marked di�erences between
the two options, in particular if mt �MW;Z � mb.

W+ W+
t

b

W0 W0
t

t

W0 W0
b

b

Figure 1.4: Self energy diagrams which induce the mass splitting between W� and W 0

and a � parameter di�erent from one.

This di�erence can be traced to a di�erence in the mass shift for the W and the Z boson.

For a simpli�ed discussion consider, in a �rst step, sin2 �W = 0 and hence the SU(2) part
of the theory only. The neutral boson will be denoted by W 0. In the lowest order this

implies

M� =M0 �M (1.24)
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and the couplings simplify to

W

b

t

=
g

2
p
2
�(1 � 5) (1.25)

Z

t,b

t,b

=
g

4
2I

f
3 �(1� 5) (1.26)

In order g2 the propagators of charged and neutral bosons are modi�ed by the self energies

W+ :
1

M2 � s
) 1

M2 � s ��+(s)

W 0 :
1

M2 � s
) 1

M2 � s ��0(s)
(1.27)

The mass shifts individually are given by

�M2
+;0 =M2

+;0 �M2 = �Re�+;0(M
2): (1.28)

They are most easily calculated through dispersion relations from their respective imagi-
nary parts. These can be interpreted as the \decay rate" of a �ctitious virtual boson of
mass �:

��(W �
+ ! t+�b) = Im�+(�

2)

�M2
+ =

1

�

Z
d�2

�2 �M2
Im�+(�

2): (1.29)

The decay rates of the virtual bosons are easily calculated (m � mtop)

��(W �
+ ! t�b) =

3

12�

 
g

2
p
2

!2
�22

 
1� m2

2�2
� m4

2�4

! 
1 � m2

�2

!
�(�2 �m2): (1.30)

The factor 3 originates from color, the factor 2 from the identical vector and axial contri-
butions, the squared matrix element and the phase space are responsible for the second

and third factors in brackets respectively.

Similarly one �nds

��(W �
0 ! b�b) + ��(W �

0 ! t�t) =

3

12�

�
g

4

�2
�2

8<:2�(�2) + 2

 
1� m2

�2

! 
1 � 4m2

�2

!1=2
�(�2 � 4m2)

9=;
�M2

0 =
1

�

Z
d�2

�2 �M2
Im�0(�

2): (1.31)
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With the large �2 behaviour of Im� given by Im� � �2 the dispersive integral eq. (1.29)

is evidently quadratically divergent. In the limit of large � the leading (� �2) and next-

to-leading (! const) terms of eqs. (1.30) and (1.31) coincide. The leading and next to

leading divergences can therefore be absorbed in a SU(2) invariant mass renormalization.

The relative mass shift, however, the only quantity accessible to experiment, remains

�nite and is given by

�M2 = �M2
+ � �M2

0

=
3

12�

g2

8

1

�

Z 1

0

d�2

�2 �M2
�2

�

8>>><>>>:
�2

�
1 � m2

�2

� �
1� m2

2�2
� m4

2�4

�
��(�2 �m2)

+1 ��(�2)�
1� m2

�2

� �
1 � 4m2

�2

�1=2 ��(�2 � 4m2)

(1.32)

We are only interested in the leading top mass dependence: m2 �M2. The leading term

is obtained by simply setting M2 ! 0 in the integrand. Introducing a cuto� �2 � m2

the leading contributions to the three integrals are given by�
�2�2 + 3m2 ln

�2

m2
+
3

2
m2 + : : :

+�2

+�2 � 3m2 ln
�2

m2

�
(1.33)

and hence

�M2 =
3

12�2
g2

8

3

2
m2 (1.34)

Up to the proportionality constant this result could have been guessed on dimensional
grounds from the very beginning.

It has become customary to express the SU(2) coupling in terms of GF and the W mass

g2

8
=
GFp
2
M2

W (1.35)

such that

�M2

M2
=

3

16�2

p
2GFm

2: (1.36)

The ratio of neutral versus charged current induced amplitude at small momentum trans-

fers is thus corrected by a factor

M2
+

M2
0

� 1 + �� =

 
1 +

�M2

M2

!
(1.37)

with �� given in eq. (1.36).
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To discuss the phenomenological implications of this result it is now necessary to rein-

troduce the weak mixing between the neutral SU(2) and U(1) gauge bosons. The gauge

boson masses are induced by the squared covariant derivative acting on the Higgs �eld

D��! �i
 
g ~W�

~�

2
+ g0BY

! 
0

v=
p
2

!
(1.38)

giving rise to the following mass terms in the Lagrangian

LM =
v2

8
(g2 + g02)

 
gp

g2 + g02
W3 � g0p

g2 + g02
B

!2

+
v2

8
g2(W 2

1 +W 2
2 )(1 + ��) (1.39)

The last term has been added to represent a contribution from a non vanishing ��, induced

e.g. by the large top mass. The �nite mass shift has been without loss of generality entirely

attributed to the charged W boson.

The mass eigenstates are easily identi�ed from eq. (1.39)

W� = (W1 � iW2)=
p
2

Z = (�cW3 � �sB)

A = (�cB + �sW3) (1.40)

with the weak mixing angle ��W

�c � cos ��W � gp
g2 + g02

�s � sin ��W � g0p
g2 + g02

(1.41)

de�ned through the couplings. This de�nition is, of course, very convenient for mea-

surements at LEP, where couplings are determined most precisely. The couplings of the
photon and the Z boson are thus also given in terms of �s. The masses are read o� from
eq. (1.39)

m2
A = 0

m2
Z =

v2

4
(g2 + g02)

m2
W =

v2

4
g2(1 + ��) (1.42)

and

m2
W

m2
Z

= �c2(1 + ��) (1.43)

which constitutes the standard de�nition of the � parameter. Alternatively one may de�ne

the mixing angle directly through the mass ratio

s2 � sin2 �W � 1 �M2
W=M

2
Z (1.44)
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The two de�nitions coincide in the Born approximation; they di�er, however, for �� 6= 0:

s2 = 1� �c2(1 + ��) = �s2 � �c2�� (1.45)

It is, of course, a matter of convention and convenience, which of the two de�nitions (or

their variants) are adopted. The choice of input parameters and observables will a�ect

the sensitivity towards ��| and hence towards mt. The observables which are measured

with the highest precision at present and in the forseable future are the �ne-structure

constant �, the muon life time which provides a value for GF and the Z boson mass. To

obtain the dependence of sin2 �W on �� we predict M2
W from these observables. We start

from

g2

8

1

M2
W

=
GFp
2

(1.46)

and express g2 through GF and M2
Z

g2 = 4
p
2GFM

2
Zc

2 (1.47)

Alternatively g can be related to the �ne structure constant

g2 = e2=�s2 (1.48)

Note the appearance of c2 in eq. (1.44) and of �s2 in eq. (1.41).

One thus arrives at

e2 = 4
p
2G2

FM
2
Zc

2(s2 + c2��) (1.49)

or, equivalently, at

4��

4
p
2GFM

2
Z

1

1 + cot2 �W ��
= s2c2: (1.50)

Solving for sin2 �W (de�ned through the mass ratio) one obtains on one hand

sin2 �W � 1

2

241�
vuut1� 4��p

2GFM
2
Z

35� c4

c2 � s2
�� (1.51)

where the Born values for c2 and s2 can be taken in the correction term. The de�nition
of sin2 ��W through the relative strength of SU(2) and U(1) couplings leads on the other

hand to

sin2 ��W � 1

2

241�
vuut1� 4��p

2GFM
2
Z

35� s2c2

c2 � s2
�� (1.52)

For the actual evaluation the running coupling �(MZ)
�1 � 129 must be employed [4].

Eq. (1.51) and eq. (1.52) exhibit rather di�erent sensitivity towards a variation of �� and
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hence of mt, with a ratio between the two coe�cients of c2=s2 � 3:3. For a precise com-

parison between theory and experiment subleading one-loop corrections must be included,

and subtle di�erences between variants of ��W must be taken into consideration, with �MS

and �
lept
e� as most frequently used options [2].

With increasing experimental accuracy numerous improvements must be and have been

incorporated into the theoretical predictions.

� The full one loop corrections including all subleading terms are know since long and

are certainly indispensible (see [4, 2, 24, 25] and references therein).

� Two loop purely weak corrections increase proportional (GFm
2
t=16�

2)2. A detailed

discussion can be found in [7].

� QCD corrections are available at the two- and even three-loop level [5, 24, 25].

With �, GF , and MZ �xed one may determine mt either from MW or alternatively
from sin2 ��W (corresponding to a measurement of the left right asymmetry with polarised

beams, the � polarisation or forward backward asymmetries of unpolarised beams). These
measurements are in beautiful agreement with the determination of mt in production ex-
periments at the TEVATRON (Fig. 1.5).

Figure 1.5:
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1.2 Top Decays

Various aspects of top decays have been scrutinized in the literature. The large top decay

rate predicted in the SM governs top quark physics. Radiative correctons from QCD

and electroweak interactions have been calculated for the decay rate and for di�erential

distributions of the decay products. Non-standard top decays are predicted in SUSY

extensions of the SM, with t ! Hb and t ! ~t~ as most promising and characteristic

signatures. Born predictions and radiative corrections (at least in part) have been worked

out also for these decay modes. Beyond that a number of even more exotic decay modes,

in particular FCNC decays, have been suggested.

1.2.1 Qualitative aspects { Born approximation

The decay of the top quark into b+W is governed by the following amplitude

M(t! bW ) =
igp
2
�b 6 "W 1� 5

2
t (1.53)

Adopting the high energy limit (m2
t > M2

W ) for the polarisation vector �L of the longitu-
dinal W (corresponding to helicity hW = 0)

"WL =

0BBB@
pW3
0
0
pW0

1CCCA 1

MW

=

0BBB@
pW0
0
0
pW3

1CCCA 1

MW

+O(MW=mt) (1.54)

the amplitude is dominated by contribution from longitudinal W 's

ML =
igp
2
�b 6 "WL

1 � 5
2

t � igp
2

mt

MW

�b
1 + 5

2
t

= i
p
2
mt

v
�b(1 + 5)t (1.55)

This part is thus proportional to the Yukawa coupling

gY =
p
2
mt

v
(1.56)

with a rate growing proportional m3
t . In contrast, the amplitude for the decay into

transverse W 's, is obtained with the polarisation vectors

"�T =
1p
2

0BBB@
0

1
�i
0

1CCCA (1.57)

and remains constant in the high mass limit. The rate is governed by the gauge coupling

g and increases only linearly with mt. The longitudinal or transversal W is produced in
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St = +1=2b t W

Sbz = +1=2 hW = 0

St = �1=2b t W

Sbz = +1=2 hW = �1
St = �1=2

forbidden

b t W

Sbz = +1=2 hW = +1

Figure 1.6: Top decays: angular momentum conservation

conjunction with a lefthanded b quark. The production of W 's with helicity hW = +1 is

thus forbidden by angular momentum conservation (see �g. 1.6).

In total one �nds

(hW = �1) : (hW = 0) : (hW = +1) = 1 :
m2

t

2M2
W

: 0: (1.58)

The implications for the angular distributions of the decay products will be discussed
below. The decay rate

� =
GFm

3
t

8
p
2�

 
1� M2

W

m2
t

!2  
1 + 2

M2
W

m2
t

!

� 175MeV
�
mt

MW

�3
(1.59)

increases with the third power of the quark mass and, for a realistic top mass around 180

GeV amounts to more than 1.5 GeV, exceeding signi�cantly all hadronic scales. Before
we discuss the implications of this fact let us briey pursue the close similarity between
the coupling of the longitudinal W to the tb system and the decay into a charged Higgs
boson in a two Higgs doublet model (THDM). The decay rate is given by (see also section
1.2.4)

�(t! H+b) =
GFm

3
t

8
p
2�

 
1� m2

H

m2
t

!2 "�
mb

mt

�2
tan2 � + cot2 �

#
(1.60)

The similarity between this rate and the rate for the decay into longitudinal W 's is
manifest from the cubic top mass dependence. The minimal value of the term in brackets

is assumed for tan � =
q
mt=mb. Adopting mb(running) � 3 GeV, the minimal value of

the last factor amounts to about 1=30. On the other hand, in any plausible THDM the

value of tan � should not exceedmt=mb. TheW decay mode will hence never be swamped
by the Higgs channel. (This fact is of course also implied by the actual observation of

the top quark at the TEVATRON.) Up to this point we have, tacitely, assumed the CKM
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matrix element Vtb to be close to one. In fact, in the three generation SM one predicts

(90% CL)

Vtb = 0:9990 � 0:0004 ) BR(b) � 1

Vts = 0:044 � 0:010 ) BR(s) � 0:2%

Vtd = 0:011 � 0:009 ) BR(d) � 0:01% (1.61)

on the basis of CKM unitarity. In a four generation model, however, sizeable mixing

between third and fourth generation could arise. Methods to determine the strength of Vtb
either through single top production at a hadron collider or through a direct measurement

of �t in e
+e� colliders will be discussed below in sects. 2.3 and 3.2.

The large top decay rate provides a cuto� for the long distance QCD dynamics. The

implications can be summarised in the statement: \t quarks are produced and decay like

free quarks" [26]. In particular the angular distributions of their decay products follow

the spin 1/2 predictions. This is in marked contrast to the situation for b quarks, with

B mesons decaying isotropically. The arguments for this claim are either based on a
comparison of energy scales, or, alternatively, on a comparison of the relevant time scales.

Let us start with the �rst of these two equivalent viewpoints: The mass di�erence between
B�� and B mesons amounts to 450 MeV. In the nonrelativistic quark model the B��

is interpreted as orbitally excited b�q state. With increasing mass of the heavy quark
this splitting remains approximately constant: it is essentially governed by light quark
dynamics. The hyper�ne splitting between B� and B, in contrast, is proportional to

the color magnetic moment and hence decreases � 1=mQ. Given a decay rate of about
1.5 GeV it is clear that T -, T �-, and T ��- mesons merge and act coherently, rendering
any distinction between individual mesons meaningless. In fact even individual toponium
states cease to exist. From the perturbative QCD potential an energy di�erence between
1S and 2S states around 1.2{1.5 GeV is predicted. This has to be contrasted with the

toponium decay rate �t�t � 2�t � 3 GeV. All resonances merge and result in an excitation
curve which will be discussed in chapter 3.

A similar line of reasoning is based on the comparison between di�erent characteristic
time scales: The formation time of a hadron from a locally produced t quark is governed
by its size which is signi�cantly larger than its lifetime

�Formation � size � 1=0:5GeV� �Decay � 1=�t (1.62)

Top quarks decay before they have time to communicate hadronically with light quarks

and dilute their spin orientation. For su�ciently rapid top quark decay even t�t bound

states cease to exist. The classical time of revolution Trev for a Coulombic bound state is
given by

�
�e� =

4
3
�s
�

Trev = ��e�

s
mred

2jEj3 (1.63)

With E = ��2effmred=2 for the ground state

Trev = �=jEj � 1=�t�t (1.64)
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is obtained. The lifetime of the t�t system is too small to allow for the proper de�nition

of a bound state with sharp binding energy.

1.2.2 Radiative corrections to the rate

Perturbative corrections to the lowest-order result a�ect the total decay rate as well as

di�erential distributions. Their inclusion is a necessary prerequisite for any analysis that

attempts a precision analysis of top decays. Both QCD and electroweak corrections are

well under control and will be discussed in the following.

QCD corrections

The correction to the decay rate is usually written in the form

� = �Born (1 + �QCD) = �Born

�
1� 2

3

�s

�
f

�
(1.65)

The correction function f has been calculated in [27] for nonvanishing and vanishing b

mass. In the limit m2
b=m

2
t ! 0 the result simpli�es considerably, but remains a valid

approximation (Fig.1.7):

f = F1=F0

F0 = 2(1 � y)2(1 + 2y)

F1 = F0

h
�2 + 2Li2(y)� 2Li2(1 � y)

i
+4y(1 � y � 2y2) ln y + 2(1 � y)2(5 + 4y) ln(1� y)

�(1 � y)(5 + 9y � 6y2); (1.66)

where y = m2
W=m

2
t . In the limit m2

t � m2
W f is well approximated by f(y) = 2=3�2 �

5=2 � 3y + 9y2=2� 3y2 ln y � 4. For mt � 180 GeV the QCD correction amounts to

�QCD � �3:7�s=� (1.67)

and lowers the decay rate by about 10%. This has a non-negligible impact on the height
and width of a toponium resonance or its remnant.

The �2s corrections are presently unknown, and the scale � in �s(�
2) is uncertain. Indica-

tions for a surprisingly large correction of order �2s, corresponding to a rather small scale

have been obtained recently. Diagrams with light fermion insertions into the gluon prop-
agator have been calculated numerically [28] and analytically [29] in the limit mt �MW

� = �Born

"
1� 2

3

�MS(m
2
t )

�

�
4�2 � 5

2

�

+

�
�MS

�

�2 �
�2nf

3

��
4

9
� 23

18
�2 � �3

�#
(1.68)
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Figure 1.7: QCD correction function f for the top quark decay rate. Solid line: exact
form; dashes: mb = 0, dotted: approximate form for large mt=MW .

The BLM prescription [30] suggests that the dominant �2s coe�cients can be estimated

through the replacement

�2nf

3
!
�
11 � 2nf

3

�
(1.69)

and absorbed through a change in the scale. For the problem at hand this corresponds to

a scale � = 0:122mt resulting in a fairly large e�ective value of �s of 0:15 instead of 0.11
for � = mt.

Electroweak corrections

Electroweak corrections to the top quark decay rate can be found in [31, 32]. They involve

a large number of diagrams. For asymptotically large top masses the Higgs exchange
diagram provides the dominant contribution. De�ning the Born term by means of the

Fermi coupling GF , one derives in this limit

� = �(GF )Born [1 + �EW ] ; (1.70)

�EW =
GFm

2
t

4
p
2�2

"
17

4
+ log

m2
H

m2
t

#
+ subleading terms:

While the Higgs{top coupling is the origin of the strong quadratic dependence on the

top mass, the Higgs itself is logarithmically screened in this limit. However, the detailed
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analysis reveals that the subleading terms are as important as the leading terms so that

�nally one observes only a very weak dependence of �EW on the top and the Higgs masses,

Fig.1.8. The numerical value of the corrections turns out to be small, �EW � +2%.

Electroweak corrections in the context of the two Higgs doublet model can be found in

[33] and are of comparable magnitude.

Figure 1.8: QCD and electroweak radiative corrections to the top decay width; adapted

from Ref.[31].

The positive correction �EW is nearly cancelled by the negative correction �� of -1.5%

from the nonvanishing �nite width of the W . The complete prediction taken from [34] is
displayed in table 1.1 for the choice �s(�

2 = m2
t ). For � = 0:112mt the QCD correction

mt [GeV] �s(mt) �Bornnar:w: [GeV] �
(0)
� [%] �nwQCD [%] �EW [%] � [GeV]

170 .108 1.41 -1.52 -8.34 1.67 1.29

180 .107 1.71 -1.45 -8.35 1.70 1.57

190 .106 2.06 -1.39 -8.36 1.73 1.89

Table 1.1: Top width as a function of top mass and the comparison of the di�erent
approximations.

amounts to -11.6 % instead of -8.3%. This variation characterises the present theoretical

uncertainty, which could be removed by a full �2s calculation only. Additional uncertain-

ties, e.g. from the input value of �s (� 1%) or from the fundamental uncertainty in
the relation between the pole mass mt and the experimentally measured excitation curve

(assuming perfect data) of perhaps 0.5 GeV can be neglected in the forseable future.
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Hence, it appears that the top quark width (and similarly the spectra to be discussed

below) are well under theoretical control, including QCD and electroweak corrections.

The remaining uncertainties are clearly smaller than the experimental error in �t, which

will amount to 5-10% even at a linear collider [35].

1.2.3 Decay spectra and angular distributions

Born predictions

Arising from a two body decay, the energy of the W and of the hadronic system (� b jet)

are �xed to

EW =
m2

t +m2
W �m2

b

2mt

Eh =
m2

t +m2
b �m2

W

2mt

(1.71)

as long as gluon radiation is ignored. The smearing of this � spike by the combined e�ects
of perturbative QCD and from the �nite width of the W will be treated below.

Top quarks will in general be polarized through their electroweak production mechanism.
For unpolarized beams and close to threshold their polarization is given by the right/left

asymmetry which would be measured with longitudinally polarized beams [36]:

Pt = ARL (1.72)

For fully longitudinally polarized electron (and unpolarized positron) beams the spin of
both t and t is aligned with the spin of the e�. Quark polarization then leads to angular
distributions of the decay products which allow for various tests of the chirality of the
tbW vertex.

The angular distribution of the longitudinal and transverse W's is analogous to those of
� mesons from � decay (m� ! mt;m� ! mW )

dNT=L

d cos �
=

1

2
(1� Pt cos �) for hW =

( 
+1

0

!
(1.73)

and, after summation over the W polarizations

dN

d cos �
=

1

2

 
1 +

m2
t � 2m2

W

m2
t + 2m2

W

Pt cos �

!
(1.74)

The angle between top quark spin and direction of the W is denoted by �. In the limit

of mt �MW the coe�cient of the Pt cos � term rises to 1, for mt = 180 GeV, however, it
amounts to 0.43 only.

The angular distribution of leptons from the chain t ! b + W (! `+�) will in general
follow a complicated pattern with an energy dependent angular distribution

dN

dxd cos �
= f(x) + g(x)Pt cos �: (1.75)
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In the SM, however, a remarkable simpli�cation arises. Energy and angular distribution

factorize [36, 37]
dN

dxd cos �
= f(x)(1 + Pt cos �)=2: (1.76)

This factorisation holds true for arbitrary mt and even including the e�ect of the nonva-

nishing b-quark mass [34].

QCD corrections

The � spike in the energy distribution of the hadrons from the decay t! b+W is smeared

by quark fragmentation (not treated in this context).

Hard gluon radiation leads to a slight shift and distortion of the energy spectra with a

tail extending from the lower limit given by two-body kinematics upwards to mt �mW

m2
t +m2

b �m2
W

2mt

� Ehad < mt �mW (1.77)

Including �nite W-width e�ects and mb 6= 0 the di�erential hadron energy distribution has
been calculated in [38]. The hadron energy distribution is shown in Fig.1.9 for mt = 180
GeV.

The lepton spectrum (as well as the neutrino spectrum) receives its main correction close
to the end points where the counting rates are fairly low.

Including QCD corrections [37, 39, 40, 41] the spectrum of both charged lepton and
neutrino can be cast into the form

dN

dxd cos �
= A(x) +B(x) cos � (1.78)

The shape of the charged lepton spectrum is hardly di�erent from the lowest order re-
sult [37] with main corrections towards the end point. Be(x) � Ae(x) remains valid to

extremely high precision [39]. The charged lepton direction is thus a perfect analyser
of the top spin, even after inclusion of QCD corrections. A small admixture of V + A

couplings will a�ect spectrum and angular distributions of electron and neutrino as well.

Assuming a V + A admixture of relative rate �2 = 0:1, the functions Ae, Be and A� are
only marginally modi�ed (Fig. 1.10 and 1.11). The angular dependence part of the neu-

trino spectrum B� , however, is changed signi�cantly (Fig. 1.11). This observation could
provide a useful tool in the search for new couplings.

1.2.4 Non{standard top decays

The theoretical study of non{standard top decays is motivated by the large top quark
mass which could allow for exciting novel decay modes, even at the Born level. A few

illustrative, but characteristic examples will be discussed in some detail in the following

section.
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Figure 1.9: Distribution of the W energy for mt = 180 GeV without (dashed) and with

(solid curve) QCD corrections.
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Charged Higgs decays

Charged Higgs states H� appear in 2{doublet Higgs models in which out of the eight

degrees of freedom three Goldstone bosons build up the longitudinal states of the vector

bosons and three neutral and two charged states correspond to real physical particles.

A strong motivation for this extended Higgs sector is provided by supersymmetry which

requires the Standard Model Higgs sector to be doubled in order to generate masses for

the up and down{type fermions. In the minimal version of that model the masses of

the charged Higgs particles are predicted to be larger than the W mass, mod. radiative

corrections,

m(H�) > m(W+) [mod. rad. corr.]

We shall adopt this speci�c model for the more detailed discussion in the following para-

graphs.

If the charged Higgs mass is lighter than the top mass, the top quark may decay into H+

plus a b quark [42],
t! b+H+

The coupling of the charged Higgs to the scalar (t; b) current is de�ned by the quark
masses and the parameter tan �,

J(b; t) =
1p
2v

[(mb tan � +mt cot�)� 5 (mb tan � �mt cot�)] : (1.79)

The parameter tan � is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs �elds
giving masses to up and down{type fermions, respectively. For the sake of consistency,

related to grand uni�cation, we shall assume tan � to be bounded by

1 < tan � =
v2

v1
<
mt

mb

� 60 (1.80)

with v =
q
v21 + v22 = (

p
2GF )

�1=2 corresponding to the ground state of the Standard
Model Higgs �eld. The width following from the coupling (1.79) has a form quite similar
to the Standard Model decay mode [see e.g. [43]],

�(t! b+H+) =
GFm

3
t

8
p
2�

"
1 � m2

H

m2
t

#2 "�
mb

mt

�2
tan2 � + cot2 �

#
(1.81)

The branching ratio of this novel Higgs decay mode is compared with the W decay mode
in Fig.1.12a (The behaviour is qualitatively similar for mt = 180 GeV.) In the parameter

range eq. (1.80) the W decay mode is dominant; the Higgs decay branching ratio is in
general small, yet large enough to be clearly observable [45]. The Higgs branching ratio

is minimal at tan � =
q
mt=mb � 6� 8. QCD corrections to the t! Hb mode have been

calculated in [46] and electroweak corrections in [47].

The detection of this scalar decay channel is facilitated by the characteristic decay pattern
of the charged Higgs bosons

H+! �+ + �� and c+ s
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Figure 1.12: (a) Branching ratios for the decays t! bW+ and t! bH+ in two{doublet

Higgs models [44].

Figure 1.12: (b) Branching ratios for charged Higgs decays to � leptons and quarks [44].
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Since H� bosons couple preferentially to down{type fermions [48] for tan � > 1,

�(H+! �+��) =
GFm

2
�p

2

mH

4�
tan2 � (1.82)

�(H+! cs) =
3GFm

2
cp

2

mH

4�

"�
ms

mc

�2
tan2 � + cot2 �

#
(1.83)

the � decay mode wins over the quark decay mode [Fig.1.12b], thus providing a clear

experimental signature. A �rst signal of top decays into charged Higgs particles would

therefore be the breakdown of �; e vs. � universality in semileptonic top decays.

An interesting method for a determination of tan � is based on an analysis of the angular

distribution of Higgs bosons in the decay of polarized top quarks

dN

d cos �
� m2

t cot
2 �(1 + cos �H) +m2

b tan
2 �(1� cos �H); (1.84)

an immediate consequence of the couplings given in (1.79).

Top decay to stop

Another exciting decay mode in supersymmetry models is the decay of the top to the
SUSY scalar partner stop plus neutralinos, mixtures of neutral gauginos and higgsinos
[49, 50]. This possibility is intimately related to the large top mass which leads to novel
phenomena induced by the strong Yukawa interactions. These e�ects do not occur in

light{quark systems but are special to the top.

The mass matrix of the scalar SUSY partners (~tL; ~tR) to the left{ and right{handed top{

quark components (tL; tR) is built{up by the following elements [51]

M2 =

 m
2
~tL
+m2

t � ~m2
LR

� ~m2
LR m2

~tR
+m2

t


Large Yukawa interactions lower the diagonal matrix elements � �m2

t with respect to the

common squark mass value in supergravity models, and they mix the ~tL and ~tR states

with the strength � mt to form the mass eigenstates ~t1; ~t2. Unlike the �ve light quark
species, these Yukawa interactions of O(mt) can be so large in the top sector that after
diagonalizing the mass matrix, the smaller eigenvalue may fall below the top quark mass,

m~t1 < mt [ : possible ]:

The decay modes
t! ~t+ neutralinos

then compete with the ordinary W decay mode. Identifying the lightest SUSY particle

with the photino ~ (the mass of which we neglect in this estimate) one �nds

�(t! ~t~)

�(t! bW )
� 8

p
2��

9GFm
2
t

[1�m2
~t
=m2

t ]
2

[1�m2
W=m

2
t ]
2[1 + 2m2

W=m
2
t ]

(1.85)
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This ratio is in general less than 10%. The subsequent ~t decays

~t ! b ~W; ~W! W ~ or l~� etc.

~t ! c~

lead to an overall softer charged lepton spectrum and, as a result of the escaping photi-

nos, to an increase of the missing energy, the characteristic signature for SUSY induced

phenomena.

Depending on the SUSY parameters however, stop decays could even be more enhanced

if the top is heavy. Decays into strongly coupled, fairly light higgsinos could thus occur

frequently.

FCNC decays

Within the Standard Model, FCNC decays like t! c are forbidden at the tree level by
the GIM mechanism. However, they do occur in principle at the one{loop level, though
strongly suppressed. The suppression is particularly severe for top decays since the quarks

building up the loops, must be down{type quarks with m2
b setting the scale of the decay

amplitude, �FCNC � �G2
Fm

4
bmt. A sample of branching ratios is given below [52]:

t b
γ

c

W+

BR(t! cg) � 10�10 BR(t! cZ) � 10�12

BR(t! c) � 10�12 BR(t! cH) � 10�7

At this level, no Standard Model generated t decays can be observed, even given millions
of top quarks in proton colliders. On the other hand, if these decay modes were detected,
they would be an undisputed signal of new physics beyond the Standard Model. From
such options we select one illustrative, though very speculative example for brutal GIM
breaking. It is tied to the large top mass and holds out faint hopes to be observable even

in low rate e+e� colliders.

The GIM mechanism requires all L and R quark components of the same electric charge

in di�erent families to carry identical isospin quantum numbers, respectively. This rule is

broken by adding quarks in LR symmetric vector representations [53] to the \light" chiral
representations or mirror quarks [54]:

vector quarks: � � �
"
t

b

#
L

tR
bR

"
U

D

#
L

"
U

D

#
R

mirror quarks: � � �
"
t

b

#
L

tR
bR

UL
DL

"
U

D

#
R

Low energy phenomenology requires the masses M of the new U;D quarks to be larger

than 300 GeV.
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Depending on the speci�c form of the mass matrix, mixing between the normal chiral

states and the new states may occur at the level �
q
m=M , so that FCNC (t; c) couplings

of the order �
q
mtmc=M2 can be induced. FCNC decays of top quarks, for example,

BR(t! cZ) � fraction of %

are therefore not excluded. Such branching ratios would be at the lower edge of the range

accessible at e+e� colliders.
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Chapter 2

Top quarks at hadron colliders

The search for new quarks and the exploration of their properties has been a most im-

portant task at hadron colliders in the past. The recent observation of top quarks with
a mass of around 180 GeV at the TEVATRON has demonstrated again the discovery
power of hadron colliders in the high energy region. Several ten's of top quarks have
been observed up to now. The signi�cant increase of luminosity toward the end of this

decade will sharpen the picture. The branching ratios of the dominant decay modes will
be determined and the uncertainty in the top mass reduced signi�cantly. For a detailed
study of the top quark properties the high energy collider LHC will provide the required
large number of top events [order 107].

The main production mechanisms for top quarks in proton-antiproton collisions, Fig.2.1,
are quark-antiquark fusion supplemented by a small admixture of gluon-gluon fusion [55].

gg and qq! tt

Top production at the LHC is of course dominated by the second reaction. The W -gluon
fusion process [56]

Wg ! tb

is interesting on its own. It is about a factor 0.1 { 0.2 below the dominant reaction and thus

well accessible at the high energy pp colliders | and perhaps even at the TEVATRON.

2.1 Lowest order predictions and qualitative features

The dominant Born terms for the total top cross section in gg=qq! tt fusion are well-

known to be of the form [55]

�gg(ŝ) =
4��2s
12ŝ

"
(1 + �+

�2

16
) ln

1 + �

1� �
� � (

7

4
+
31

16
�)

#
(1a)

�qq(ŝ) =
8��2s
27ŝ

� [1 +
�

2
] (1b)
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Figure 2.1: The main production mechanisms for top quarks in pp and pp colliders [generic
diagrams].

with � = 4m2
t=ŝ and � =

p
1� � being the velocity of the t quarks in the tt cm frame with

invariant energy
p
ŝ. The total p�p cross sections then follow by averaging the partonic

cross sections over the qq and gg luminosities in p�p (and similarly in pp) collisions,

� (p�p! tt) =
Z 1

4m2

t=s
d�

dL (gg)
d�

�gg (�s) + [qq] (2.2)

The relative enhancement of the q�q cross section by about a factor 3, as evident from the
threshold behaviour

�q�q � 4

9

��2s
ŝ
�

�gg � 7

48

��2s
ŝ
� (2.3)

has to be combined with the prominent q�q luminosity at the TEVATRON. As shown in

Fig. 2.2

dLq�q : dLggjpŝ=2m �
(

5 TEVATRON

0:1 LHC
(2.4)

which implies the dominance of q�q annihilation, in contrast to the situation at the LHC,
where gluon fusion is the dominant reaction.

A number of important features can be read o� from this lowest order result:

� Since the parton luminosities rise steeply with decreasing � , the production cross

sections increase dramatically with the energy (Fig. 2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Parton luminosities for TEVATRON and LHC energies.

Figure 2.3: Production cross section for tt pairs in pp and pp colliders: Tevatron (1.8

GeV); Tevatron II (3.6 TeV); LHC (16 TeV); SSC (40 TeV). Ref.[44].
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� Structure functions and quark-antiquark luminosities in the region of interest for

the TEVATRON, i.e. for
p
� between 0.2 and 0.4 are fairly well known from exper-

imental measurements at lower energies (combined with evolution equations) and

collider studies. The predictions are therefore quite stable with respect to variations

between di�erent sets of phenomenologically acceptable parton distributions. The

near tenfold increase of the energy at the LHC and the corresponding decrease of x

and
p
� by nearly a factor of ten leads to the dominance of gluon-gluon fusion and

results in a signi�cantly enhanced uncertainty in the production cross section.

� With the cross section proportional to �2s and uncertainties in �s(MZ) which may

be stretched up to �10% one might naively expect a resulting uncertainty in the

predicted cross section. However, the increase in the parton cross section with

increasing �s is, to some extent, compensated by a decrease in the parton luminos-

ity (with increasing �s) for the kinematical region of interest at the TEVATRON.

This compensation mechanism has been studied in [57] for inclusive jet production

(Fig. 2.4) and applies equally well for top quark production.

� At the TEVATRON the rapidity distribution is strongly dominated by central pro-
duction, jyj � 1, a consequence of the balance between the steeply falling proton and
antiproton parton distributions. At the LHC, however, a rapidity plateau develops
gradually and the distribution spans nearly four units in rapidity (Fig. 2.5).

� The transverse momentum distribution is relatively at, dropping down to half its
peak value at around pt � mt=2, again a consequence of the competition between
the increase of the phase space factor / � in the parton cross section and the steeply

decreasing parton luminosity (Fig. 2.6). At the LHC the distribution will be even
atter and pt values around 2mt are well within reach (Fig. 2.7). This corresponds to
CMS energies between 0.5 and 1 TeV in the parton subsystem and extremely large
subenergies are therefore accessible. This opens the possibility to search for the
radiation ofW , Z, or Higgs bosons in this reaction. For high energies the suppression

of the cross section through electroweak virtual corrections (cf. sect. 2.2.3) is, at least
partially, compensated by the large logarithm ln ŝ=M2

W;Z;H .
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Figure 2.4: The p�p{initiated jet ET distribution at

p
s = 1:8 TeV normalized to the

prediction from partons with �S = 0:115 (i.e. MRS.115). The data are the CDF mea-

surements of d2�=dETd� averaged over the rapidity interval 0:1 < j�j < 0:7. The curves
are obtained from a leading-order calculation evaluated at � = 0:4. The data are prelim-

inary and only the statistical errors are shown. The systematic errors are approximately

25% and are correlated between di�erent ET points. (From [57]).
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Figure 2.5: Rapidity distribution of top quarks in gg=q�q fusion at
p
s = 16 TeV [44].

2.2 QCD and electroweak corrections

The observation of top quarks has been well established during the last year. One of
the tools to study its properties, in particular its mass and its decay modes, is a precise
experimental determination of its production cross section and subsequent decay in the
t! b+W channel. A large de�ciency in the comparison between theory and experiment

would signal the presence of new decay modes which escape the canonical experimental
cuts; with t! bH+ as most prominent example. However, the early round of experiments

had indicated even an excess of top events when compared to the theoretical prediction for

mt � 180 GeV. This observation was di�cult to interpret and the original calculations
were scrutinized again by various authors. In particular, the resummation of leading

logarithms and the inuence of the Coulomb threshold enhancement was investigated |
in the end, however, the prediction remained fairly stable.

In these lectures we will, therefore, in a �rst step, present the results from a complete
NLO calculation (sect. 2.2.1). This is supplemented by a qualitative discussion of the

resummation of higher order leading logarithmic terms. The inuence of the Coulomb en-
hancement is studied in section 2.2.2, electroweak corrections are presented in sect. 2.2.3.

Radiation of gluons may have a sizeable e�ect on the aparent mass of top quarks as ob-

served in the experiment (sect. 2.2.4), with distinct di�erences between initial and �nal
state radiation.
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Figure 2.6: The di�erential cross section for p+ �p! t(�t)+X with mt = 120 GeV/c2 and

�R = Q =
q
m2

t + p2t at
p
s = 1:8 TeV. The cross section is shown at di�erent values of

rapidity for (1) dashed lines: lowest order contribution scaled by an arbitrary factor (2)
solid lines: full order �2s calculation. (From [58].)

2.2.1 Next to leading order (NLO) corrections and resummation

of large logarithms

Higher-order QCD corrections [59, 60, 58, 61] include loop corrections to the Born terms
and 2! 3 contributions like gg ! t�tg, q�q! t�tg etc. For q�q annihilation a few characteris-
tic diagrams are displayed in Fig. 2.8. Real and virtual initial state radiation (Fig. 2.8a,b)

dominate, �nal state radiation from the slow top quarks (Fig. 2.8c) is unimportant, vir-

tual gluon exchange at the t�t vertex (Fig. 2.8d) leads to the Coulomb enhancement and

will be discussed in sect. 2.2.2. The separation between q�q annihilation and qg reactions

(Fig. 2.9) depends on the choice of the so-called factorisation scale �2 which e�ectively
enters the de�nition of the structure functions.

The di�erential as well as the total production cross section can be cast into the following

form

d� =
X

i;j=partons

Z
dx1dx2F

p
i (x1; �

2)F �p
j (x2; �

2)d�ij
�
ŝ; : : : ; �2

�
(2.5)

The renormalization scale �R and the factorisation scale �F are in general identi�ed,

�R = �F ! �, a matter of convention and convenience more than a matter of necessity.
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Figure 2.7: Transverse momentum distribution of top quarks in gg=q�q at
p
s = 16 TeV.

(From [44].)

The parton distributions are extracted from structure functions as measured in deep
inelastic scattering, and the analysis has to be taylored to the order of the calculation, i.e.
to the NLO in the present case. The integrated expressions for the total cross sections
can still be cast into a simple form

�ij(ŝ;m
2
t ; �

2) =
�2s(�

2)

m2
t

"
f
(0)
ij (�) + 4��s(�

2)

 
f
(1)
ij (�) + �f

(1)
ij (�) ln

�2

m2
t

!#
(2.6)

where ŝ = x1x2s and the dominant lowest-order contributions f
(0)
ij (�) are given by the

parton cross sections above; in addition f (0)gq = f
(0)
g�q = 0. The subleading higher-order

expressions for f
(1)
ij and �f

(1)
ij are given in Refs.[59], [60]. The heavy quarks are treated

within the on-shell renormalization scheme with mt being the "physical" mass of the
top quark. Outside the heavy quark sector, the MS scheme has been employed. These

higher-order terms have to be used in conjunction with the running coupling �s (�
2) and

the gluon/light-quark parton densities evolved in 2-loop evolution equations. � is the

renormalization scale, identi�ed here also with the factorization scale; typical scales that

have been chosen are � = mt and
q
m2

t + p2T . More technical details are discussed in

Ref.[44].

The lowest- and higher-order predictions are compared with each other in Fig.2.3. In [44]
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Figure 2.9: Reaction qg! t�tq

it has been argued that the subdominant 2! 3 contributions add up to less than 10%
of the dominant lowest-order results. The theoretical uncertainties of the predictions for

the LHC due to di�erent parton distributions [62] were estimated about �10% plus a
�10% variation due to the scale ambiguity �. The impact of the additional shift from
the resummation of large logs arising in higher orders will be discussed below. Note that
the "K factor", de�ned formally by the higher order corrections to the LO parton cross
section, but the parton distributions and �s kept �xed, amounts to an � 50% correction

of the Born terms.

It is also instructive to study separate, physically distinct components of the �3s results
[61]. The initial state bremsstrahlung (ISGB) processes, illustrated for the gluon initiated

reactions in Fig.2.10, dominate around threshold [
p
ŝ � 2mt or pt < mt)], the case of

relevance at the TEVATRON. The gluon splitting (GS) and the avor excitation (FE)

contributions become increasingly important for
p
ŝ � 2mt, the situation anticipated for

the LHC.

Let us concentrate in the remainder of this section on the predictions for TEVATRON
energies. Initial state radiation reduces the e�ective energy in the partonic subsystem,

requiring larger initial parton energies to reach the threshold for top pair production.

Considering the steeply falling parton distributions Fj(x) one might, therefore, expect
a reduction of � through NLO contributions. However, the same e�ect is operative in
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Figure 2.10: Generic QCD diagrams of the dominant higher order mechanisms.

the very de�nition of Fj (Fig. 2.11) through deep inelastic scattering, including NLO

q q
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Figure 2.11: De�nition of quark distributions, including NLO.

corrections. In fact, without this compensation mechanism the result would not even be
�nite. However, the magnitude or even the sign of the correction cannot be guessed on an
intuitive basis, and, not quite unexpected, even the precise form of f (1) and �f (1) depends

on the de�nition of the structure functions. The most prominent examples are the MS

scheme where 1=� poles (plus ln(4�)� ) from collinear singularities are simply dropped
[more precisely, they are combined with the corresponding singular terms which arise in
the NLO de�nition of the structure function] and �nite corrections have to be applied
when comparing to deep inelastic scattering, and the DIS scheme, where Fj are de�ned

through deep inelastic scattering to all orders.

Let us illustrate the qualitative aspects in the simpler example of NLO contributions to

the Drell Yan process. The dominance of initial state radiation in the corrections to t�t

production will allow to apply the same reasoning to the case of interest in these lectures.
Including NLO corrections one obtains

d�

dQ2
= �0

X
i;j

Z 1

0

dxi

xi

dxj

xj
F p
i (xi; Q

2)F �p
j (xj; Q

2) � !ij
 

�

xixj
; �s

!

= �0
X
i;j

Z 1

�

dz

z
Fij(�=z) � !ij(z; �s) (2.7)

with

�0 � 4��2

9Q2s
� � Q2

s

!
(0)
q�q (z; �s) = e2q�(1� z)
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q�q (z; �s) = e2q

�s
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CF
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ln(1 � z)
1� z

!
+

+ 3

�
1

1� z

�
+

+

 
1 +

4�2

3

!
�(1� z) + regular functions

#
(2.8)

(The quark-gluon induced reactions will not be discussed in this connection.) The plus

prescription which regulates the singularity of the distributions at z = 1 arises from the

subtraction of collinear singularities. It can be understood by considering the limit 
lnn(1� z)

1 � z

!
+

� lim
�!0

 
lnn(1 � z)

1 � z
�(1 � �� z) + �(1� z)

lnn+1 �

n+ 1

!
(2.9)

with the coe�cient of the � function adjusted such that the integral from zero to one

vanishes.

Equivalently the plus-distribution can be de�ned through an integral with test functions

f(z). If f(z) vanishes outside the interval h�; 1i a convenient formula which will be of use
below reads as followsZ 1

�
dzf(z)

 
lnn(1� z)

1� z

!
+

=
Z 1

�
dz
f(z) � f(1)

1� z
lnn(1 � z)� f(1)

Z �

0
dz

lnn(1 � z)

1 � z
(2.10)

The Born term !(0) is simply given by a � function peak at z = 1, corresponding to the

requirement that the squared energy of the partonic system �=z�s and the squared mass
of the muon pair � � s = Q2 be equal. O(�s) corrections contribute to the � function
through vertex corrections and a continuous part from initial state radiation extending
through the range

� � z � 1 (2.11)

The upper limit z = 1 corresponds to the kinematic endpoint without radiation, the
requirement � � z originates from the fact that the parton luminoisities Fij(�=z) vanish

for �=z > 1. The regular and the subleading pieces of ! are process dependent, the leading

singularity � (1 + z2)
�
ln(1�z)
1�z

�
+
is universal (and closely related to the q ! qg splitting

function) and equally present in t�t production.

The suppression of �nal state radiation in top pair production allows to extend the anal-
ogy to the Drell Yan process and to employ resummation techniques that were successfully

developed and applied for muon pair production [63]. A complete treatment of this re-

summation is outside the scope of these lectures. Nevertheless we shall try to present

at least qualitative arguments which allow to understand the origin of these large log-

arithms. (For a similar line of argument see [63].) With the energies of the partonic
reaction

p
ŝ = O(2 � 4mt) � 350 � 700 GeV and the CMS energy

p
s = 1800 GeV of

comparable magnitude it is clear that the ratio ŝ=s will not give rise to large logs. How-

ever, large logarithms can be traced to the interplay between the collinear singularity in

the subprocess and the rapidly falling parton luminosity Fij (cf. eq. (2.7)). This rapid
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decrease leads to a reduction in the e�ective range of integration. Let us, for the sake of

argument assume a range reduced from

� � z � 1 (2.12)

to

1� � � z � 1 (2.13)

and evaluate the leading term. For a constant luminosity F(�=z)=z = F one would obtainZ 1

�
dz 2

 
ln(1� z)

1 � z

!
+

F = ln2(1 � � )F (2.14)

If the region of integration extended through the full kinematic range and with � =

4m2
t=s = 0:04 there would be no large log. For the restricted range of integration, however,

one �nds Z 1

1��
dz 2

 
ln(1� z)

1� z

!
+

F = ln2(�)F (2.15)

For small �, corresponding in practice to steeply falling luminosities one thus obtains
large, positive (!) corrections from the interplay between Fij(�=z) and !q�q.

To arrive at a reliable prediction the leading terms of the form (�s ln
2 : : :)n thus have to

be included. The results are based on alternatively momentum space or impact param-
eter techniques which were originally developed for the Drell Yan process and applied
to top pair production in [64]. An additional complication arises from the blow up of

the coupling constant associated with the radiation of soft gluons for ŝ ! 4m2
t . This

has been interpreted in [64] as a breakdown of perturbation theory. Di�erent regulator
prescriptions have been advertised. In [64] a cuto� ŝ � 4m2

t > �20 with �20 � 4m2
t was

introduced to exclude a small fraction of the phase space.

The result is fairly stable for q�q induced reactions with �0=mt chosen between 0.05 and
0.2. The small contribution from gluon fusion, however, is sensitive towards �0 which had
to be chosen in the range between 0:2mt and 0:3mt, a consequence of the enhancement of

radiation from gluons. A slightly di�erent approach (\principal value resummation") has

been advocated in [65] which circumvents the explicit �0 dependence of the result, but
leads essentially to the same �nal answer (Table 2.1).

The result of the improved prediction (central value) is compared to the �xed order

calculation (with �2 = 4m2;m2;m2=4) in �g. 2.12. Resummation evidently increases the

cross section slightly above the previously considered range. The history of predictions
is shown in table 2.2, with

p
s = 1:8 TeV and mt = 180 GeV as reference values. The

table demonstrates that the spread of predictions through a (fairly extreme) variation of

structure functions (DFLM vs. ELHQ) and through a variation of the renormalisation
and factorisation are comparable | typically around �10%. Leading log resummation

increases the cross sections by 10 � 15%, with a sizeable sensitivity towards the cuto�

prescription. A reduction in mt by 5 GeV leads to an increase of � by about 0.8 pb.
Theory and experiment, with its present result of 7:6+2:4�2:0 pb and 6:3 � 2:2 pb from CDF

and D0 respectively are thus well compatible (Fig. 2.13).
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mt [GeV] 175 180

�0 (min) 4.72 3.86

�0 (centr) 4.95 4.21

�0 (max) 5.65 4.78

\principal value" 5.6 4.8

Table 2.1: Top production cross section (in pb) for
p
s =1800 GeV for di�erent values of

the cuto� �0 [64] (�rst three lines) and for the \principal value" prescription [65] (fourth

line).

� [pb]

Altarelli et al. [59] 3:52 (DFLM)

4:10 (ELHQ)

Laenen et al. [64]
3:5 (�2 = 4m2)
3:8 (�2 = m2)
4:05 (�2 = m2=4)

9>=>; MRSD

Resummation

Laenen et al. [64]

3:86
4:21

4:78

9>=>; vary �0

Berends et al. [66] 4.8 central value

Berger et al. [65] 4.8 \principal value res."

Table 2.2: History of predictions for the production cross section for
p
s = 1:8 TeV and

mt = 180 GeV.

2.2.2 Threshold behaviour

Near the tt threshold the cross sections are a�ected by resonance production and Coulomb
rescattering forces [43], [67], [68]. These corrections can be estimated in a simpli�ed

potential picture. The driving one-gluon exchange potential is attractive if the tt is in
color-singlet state and repulsive in a color-octet state [68],

�(1)(gg! tt) =
2

7
�B(gg! tt) j	(1) j2

�(8)(gg! tt) =
5

7
�B(gg! tt) j	(8) j2 (2.16)

�(8)(qq! tt) = �B(qq! tt) j	(8) j2
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Figure 2.12: The NLO exact cross section as a function of the top quark mass for three
choices of scale: � = m=2 (upper solid line), � = m (central solid line) and � = 2m
(lower solid line), and the NLO exact cross section plus the O(�4s) contribution at � = m

(dashed line) (from [64]).

with the correction factors (see �g. 2.14) given in NLO by

�j j2 = �

 
1 +

��s

2�t

(
4=3 singlet

�1=6 octet

!
(2.17)

The summation of the leading ��s=� terms to all orders results in the familiar Sommerfeld
correction factor

�j j2 = �
x

1� e�x (2.18)

For t�t in the singlet con�guration x = x(1) � 4
3
��s
�
, for octet states x = x(8) � �1

6
��s
�
.

The Coulombic attraction thus leads to a sharp rise of the cross section at the threshold

in the singlet channel, even if no resonance can be formed anymore, since the phase space

suppression of the Born term �B / �t is neutralized by the Coulomb enhancement of
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of experimental results for the top quark mass and production
cross section with the theoretical prediction.

the wave function j	1j2 / �s=�. In the octet channel (dominant for q�q annihilation),

by contrast, the cross sections are strongly reduced by the Coulombic repulsion which
leads e�ectively to an exponential fall-o� of the cross sections �8 / exp [���s=6�t] at
the threshold [68]. Due to the averaging over parton luminosities the e�ects are less
spectacular in p�p or pp than in e+e� collisions.

The enhancement and suppression factors are compared to simple phase space � � in

Fig. 2.17. The dotted line corresponds to the phase space factor �, the dashed line to the
perturbative NLO calculation (2.17), the solid line to the Coulomb enhancement given
in eq. (2.18). The predictions for the singlet, octet (� q�q), and properly weighted gluon

fusion channel are displayed in Figs. 2.17 a, b, and c, respectively.
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Figure 2.14: Vertex corrections from gluon exchange in the threshold region.

2.2.3 Electroweak corrections

Another potentially important modi�cation which is closely tied to the Coulomb en-
hancement originates from vertex corrections induced by light Higgs boson exchange. In
a simpli�ed treatment these are lumped into a Yukawa potential

V (r) =

p
2GFm

2
t

4�

e�mHr

r
(2.19)

resulting in a reduction �E of the apparent threshold, with �E = �200 MeV for mH = 100
GeV as characteristic example. The change in the normalisation by +10% could become

relevant for precision measurements. The situation is quite similar to the one discussed
for e+e� colliders in section 3.2.

Genuine electroweak contributions of O (��2s) have been calculated to both the qq and
gg! tt subprocesses [69]. The corrections include vertex corrections and box diagrams
built-up by vector bosons and the Higgs boson (Fig. 2.16).

Except for a small region close to the production threshold, which is dominated by the
Yukawa potential, the corrections are always negative; they can become sizeably large,
in particular if the top is very heavy and if the energy of the subsystem exceeds 1 TeV,
not uncommon for t�t production at the LHC. In this case however, the large negative

corrections are compensated by positive contributions from real radiation of W , Z, or H.
The corrections for the q�q and gg subprocess as functions of the parton energies are shown

in Fig. 2.17. The sharp increase of the corrections close to threshold for a light Higgs
is clearly visible and, similarly, the large negative correction for large parton energies.

After convoluting the cross sections of the subprocesses with the parton distributions, a

reduction of the Born cross section at a level of a few percent is observed (Fig. 2.18).

2.2.4 Gluon radiation

Up to this point the discussion has centered around the predictions for inclusive top

quark production. Additional ingredients for the experimental analysis are the detailed
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Figure 2.15: Threshold enhancement and suppression factors for singlet (upper), octet
(middle), and properly weighted gluon fusion (lower �gure) for �s = 0:15. Dotted line:

Born approximation; dashed line: NLO approximation; solid line: Coulomb enhancement.
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Figure 2.16: Feynman diagrams contributing to the electroweak radiative corrections.

Dashed lines stand for H, Z, , or W .

topological structure of the signal, the number of jets, the characteristics of the underlying

event, and, of course, predictions for the background. This information allows to adjust
in an optimal way experimental cuts and to measure the top quark through a kinematic
analysis of its decay products. As a typical example the impact of gluon radiation on
the top mass determination has been analysed recently. An idealized study has been
performed e.g. in [70]. Radiated gluons are merged with the b jet from top decay or with

the quark jet from W ! q�q if they are found within a cone of opening angle

R =
q
(��)2 + (��)2 < Rcut (2.20)

with respect to b, q or �q and if their rapidity is below j�j < 2. In this case the gluon is
considered as top decay product and hence contributes to its invariant mass. If the gluon
jet falls outside the cuts, it is assigned the rest of the event.

Gluon radiation associated with top quark production, if erroneously associated with
top decay, will thus increase the apparent mt. Radiation from top decay, if outside the

forementioned cuts, will however, decrease the measured mass of the quark. The interplay

between the two compensating e�ects is displayed in Fig. 2.20. For a realistic Rcut � 0:6
a reduction �m of around 2 GeV is predicted.

2.3 Single top production

Virtual W bosons, originating from u ! dW splitting, can merge with bottom quarks
from gluon splitting g ! b�b to produce single top quarks in association with fairly collinear

d- and �b- jets (Fig. 2.21). The interaction radius in the QCD gg fusion process shrinks

with rising energy so that the cross section �(gg ! tt ) � �2s=ŝ [mod. log's] vanishes
asymptotically. By contrast, the interaction radius in the weak fusion process [56] is

set by the Compton wave length of the W boson and therefore asymptotically non-zero,
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Figure 2.17: Relative correction to the parton cross section for mt = 250 GeV (upper
�gure: q�q! t�t, lower �gure: gg ! t�t) (from [69]).
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Figure 2.18: Relative correction to the hadronic cross section for s = (16 TeV)2 (from
[69])

�! G2
Fm

2
W=2�. The subprocess has to be folded with the quark-gluon luminosities

�(p�p! t+X) =
Z 1

�

dz

z
Lug(�=z)�(ug! t+�b+ d) (2.21)

plus a similar contribution from �dg ! t+�b+�u. The fall-o� of the total cross section �(pp!
tb) is less steep than for the QCD fusion processes. As a result, the Wg fusion process

would have dominanted for large top quark masses � 250 GeV at the LHC (Fig. 2.23).

For mt = 180 GeV, the case of practical interest, single top production is about a factor

5 below the QCD reaction. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig.2.23, about 106 top quarks will
be produced at the LHC by this mechanism at an integrated luminosity of

R L = 104pb�1.
Also at the TEVATRON this process should be accessible with the anticipated luminosity.

A close inspection of the various contributions to the subprocess ug ! t + �b + d reveals
immediately that the by far dominant part of the cross section is due to b exchange, with
the b quark being near its mass shell. Since the b quark is almost collinear to the incoming

gluon, this cross section is logarithmically enhanced � ln(m2
t=m

2
b) over other mechanisms.

This naturally suggests to approximate the process by the subprocess u + b
W! d + t with

the b-quark distribution generated perturbatively by gluon splitting based on massless
evolution equations. The weak cross sections can be presented in a compact form,

�(ub
W! dt) =

G2
Fm

2
W

2�

(ŝ �m2
t )
2

ŝ (ŝ +m2
W �m2

t )
! G2

Fm
2
W

2�
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Figure 2.19: Gluon radiation from top production (upper) and decay (lower diagrams).
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and identically the same expressions for the C-conjugate reactions.
Top quarks are created in u + g collisions, anti-top quarks in d + g collisions where the
absorption of a W� transforms a b quark to a t quark. The na��ve expectation from
valence quark counting for the ratio of t=t cross sections, �(u! t) : �(d! t) � 2 : 1 is
corroborated by a detailed analysis; in fact, the ratio turns out to be 2.1 for top quark
masses of about 150 GeV.

The remaining possibilities for single top production are Compton scattering (Fig. 2.22(a))

g + b! W + t (2.22)

and the Drell Yan process (Fig. 2.22(b))

u+ �d! t+�b (2.23)

The predicted cross sections are too small to be of practical interest. Single top quark
production via the dominant mechanism (Fig. 2.21) o�ers a unique way for a measurement

of the CKMmatrix element Vtb and thus, indirectly of the top quark life time. As discussed
in section 1.2.1 Vtb is strongly constrained to be very close to one for three generations |

in a four generation model Vtb may be quite di�erent from these expectations.
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Figure 2.20: Shift in the apparent top mass as a function of R cut (from [70]).
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Figure 2.21: Characteristic diagram for single top production.
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Figure 2.22: Characteristic diagrams for top production via Compton scattering (a) and

Drell Yan process (b)

2.4 Quarkonium production

Both charm and bottom quarks have been discovered at hadron colliders in the form of
quarkonium resonances J= and � through their distinct signals in the �+�� channel.
The search for toponium at a hadron collider is, however, entirely useless. The broad (� �
2 GeV) resonances decay with an overwhelming probability through single quark decay

and are therefore indistinguishable from open top quarks produced close to threshold.

The situation could be di�erent in extensions of the SM. Decays of a fourth generation b0

b0 ! t+W (2.24)

are suppressed by small mixing angles. Alternatively, if mb0 < mt +mW , the b0 ! c+W

mode would have to compete with loop induced FCNC decays | leaving ample room for
narrow quarkonium states. Another example would be the production of weak isosinglet
quarks which are predicted in Grand Uni�ed Theories. The decay of these quarks would
again be inhibited by small mixing angles.

Of particular interest is the search for �b0, the
1S0 state composed of b0 and �b0 [71, 72, 73].

It is produced with appreciable cross section. Its dominant decay mode

�b0 ! H + Z (2.25)

is enhanced by the large Yukawa coupling, governing the coupling of the heavy quark to
the Higgs and the longitudinal Z. For large mb0 one obtains

�(�b0 ! H + Z)

�(�b0 ! )
� m4

b0

M4
W

(2.26)

The branching ratios as functions of M� are displayed in Fig. 2.24. The complete set of
QCD corrections for leading and subleading annihilation decay modes can be found in

[73]. They do not alter the picture signi�cantly.

It should be emphasized that the decay �b0 ! H + Z proceeds through the axial part of

the neutral current coupling which, in turn, is proportional to the third component of the
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Figure 2.23: Cross sections for several mechanisms of top quark production [44]. Various
parametrizations and models of the parton densities [62] have been used.

weak isospin. Bound states of isosinglet quarks would, therefore, decay dominantly into
two gluon jets.

The cross section for open b�b0 production at the LHC (with mb0 = 300 GeV) amounts to
about 100 pb. The fraction of the phase space where bound states can be formed, i.e. for
relative quark velocity � < 0:1, covers around 10�2 of the relevant regionR 0:1

0 d��R 1
0 d��

= 10�2 (2.27)

and indeed one predicts a production cross section somewhat less than 1 pb from a full

calculation.

For a detailed calculation of the production cross section a proper treatment of the QCD

potential is required to obtain a reliable prediction for the bound state wave function

at the origin. The structure of the NLO corrections for the production cross section,

in particular of the dominant terms, bears many similarities with the result for open
production and for the Drell Yan process (eq. 2.8). For gluon fusion the partonic cross
section is (in the MS scheme) given by [74, 75]

�̂gg =
1

s

�2

3

R2(0)

M3
�2
MS
(M2)

�
�(1� z)
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Figure 2.24: Branching ratios of �b0 for the dominant decay modes as functions of the

bound state mass M .
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1
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(2.29)

and z = M2=ŝ. Both Born term and the virtual correction are proportional to �(1 � z),

the structure of the dominant term due to gluon splitting � ln(1 � z)=(1 � z) is again

universal. Quark-gluon and quark-antiquark initiated subprocesses of order �3s can be
found in [74, 75]. It may be worth mentioning that the structure of QCD corrections to
light Higgs production [76] is nearly identical to eq. 2.28. From Fig. 2.25 it is evident
that �b0 states with masses up to 1 TeV are produced at the LHC with sizeable rates.
The fairly clean signature of the Z +H decay mode might allow to discover these exotic

quarkonia and the Higgs boson at the same time.
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Figure 2.25: Production cross section for �b0 including QCD corrections as function of the
bound state mass M for

p
s = 16 TeV and 40 TeV.
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Chapter 3

Top quarks in e
+
e
� annihilation

A variety of reactions is conceivable for top quark production at an electron positron col-

lider. Characteristic Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig.3.1. e+e� annihilation through
the virtual photon and Z (Fig.3.1a) dominates and constitutes the reaction of interest for
the currently envisaged energy region.

In addition one may also consider [77] a variety of gauge boson fusion reactions (Fig.3.1b-
d) that are in close analogy to  fusion into hadrons at e+e� machines of lower energy.
Speci�cally these are single top production,

e+e� ! ��e�t�b (3.1)

or its charge conjugate and top pair production through neutral or charged gauge boson
fusion

e+e� ! e+e�t�t

e+e� ! ���t�t (3.2)

The experimental observation of these reactions would allow to determine the coupling of
top quarks to gauge bosons, in particular also to longitudinal W bosons and Z bosons, in

the space-like region and eventually at large momentum transfers. This would constitute

a nontrivial test of the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking.

The various cross sections increase with energy in close analogy to  reactions, and
eventually even exceed e+e� annihilation rates. However, at energies accessible in the

foreseeable future these reactions are completely negligible: for an integrated luminosity

of 1040 cm�2, at Ecm = 500 GeV and for mt = 150 GeV one expects about one e+e�t�t
event (still dominated by  fusion). At that same energy the cross sections for e+��tb+c:c:

and ���t�t �nal states are still one to two orders of magnitude smaller.

Another interesting class of reactions is e+e� annihilation into heavy quarks in association

with gauge or Higgs bosons:

e+e� ! t�tZ (3.3)

e+e� ! t�bW� (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams for t�t or t�b production.

e+e� ! t�tH (3.5)

e+e� ! t�bH� (3.6)

Two amplitudes contribute to the �rst reaction [78]: The t�t system may be produced
through a virtual Higgs boson which by itself was radiated from a Z (Fig.3.2). The
corresponding amplitude dominates the rate and provides a direct measurement of the
Yukawa coupling. The radiation of longitudinal Z's from the quark line in principle also

carries information on the symmetry breaking mechanism of the theory. The transverse
part of the t�tZ coupling, i.e. the gauge part, can be measured directly through the cross

Figure 3.2: Amplitudes relevant for e+e� ! t�tZ and for e+e� ! t�tH.
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section or various asymmetries in e+e� ! t�t. The longitudinal part, however, could only

be isolated with t�tZ �nal states. For an integrated luminosity of 1040 cm�2 one expects
only about 40 events (see sect. 3.1.7) and it is therefore not clear whether these can be

�ltered from the huge background and eventually used for a detailed analysis.

Light Higgs bosons may be produced in conjunction with t�t [79]. They are radiated either

from the virtual Z with an amplitude that is present also for massless fermions or directly

from heavy quarks as a consequence of the large Yukawa coupling (Fig.3.2). The latter

dominates by far and may therefore be tested speci�cally with heavy quark �nal states.

The predictions for the rate will be discussed in sect. 3.1.7. Depending on the mass of

the Higgs and the top quark, the reaction could perhaps be detected with an integrated

luminosity of 1040cm�2.

Top quark production in  collisions is conceivable at a \Compton collider". It requires

special experimental provisions for the conversion of electron beams into well-focused

beams of energetic photons through rescattering of laser light. A detailed discussion can

be found in [80].

Chapter 3 will be entirely devoted to t�t production in e+e� annihilation. Section 3.1 will
be concerned with the energy region far above threshold | with electroweak aspects as
well as with speci�c aspects of top hadronisation. The emphasis of section 3.2 will be on
the threshold region which is governed by the interplay between bound state formation
and the rapid top decay.

3.1 Top production above threshold

3.1.1 Born predictions

From the preceding discussion it is evident that the bulk of top studies at an e+e� collider
will rely on quarks produced in e+e� annihilation through the virtual  and Z, with a
production cross section of the order of �point. For quarks tagged at an angle #, the

di�erential cross section in Born approximation is a binomial in cos#

d�

d cos #
=

3

8

�
1 + cos2 #

�
�U +

3

4
sin2 #�L +

3

4
cos#�F (3.7)

U and L denote the contributions of unpolarized and longitudinally polarized gauge bosons
along the # axis, and F denotes the di�erence between right and left polarizations. The

total cross section is the sum of U and L,

� = �U + �L (3.8)

the forward/backward asymmetry is given by the ratio

AFB =
3

4

�F

�
(3.9)
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The �i can be expressed in terms of the cross sections for the massless case in Born

approximation,

�UB = ��V V + �3�AA

�LB =
1

2

�
1� �2

�
��VV

�FB = �2�VA (3.10)

with

�V V =
4��2(s)e2ee
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The fermion couplings are given by

�f = 2If3 � 4ef sin
2 �w ; af = 2If3 (3.12)

and the possibility of longitudinal electron polarization (� = �1;+1; 0 for righthanded;
lefthanded; unpolarized electrons) has been included. Alternatively one may replace
GFm

2
Z by

GFm
2
Z =

��(s)p
2 sin2 �W cos2 �W

(3.13)

With sin2 �W (�0.23) interpreted as sin2 �eff [81] this formula accommodates the leading

logarithms from the running coupling constant as well as the quadratic top mass terms

in the threshold region.

3.1.2 Radiative corrections

QCD corrections to this formula are available for arbitrary m2=s up to �rst order in �s:

� =
(3� �2)

2
��VV

�
1 +

4

3

�s

�
KV

�
+�3�AA

�
1 +

4

3

�s

�
KA

�
(3.14)
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The exact result [82] for KV;A can be found in [83]. These QCD enhancement factors are

well approximated by [84]

KV = 1 +
4

3
�s

"
�

2�
� 3 + �

4

�
�

2
� 3

4�

�#

KA = 1 +
4

3
�s

"
�
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�
�
19

10
� 22

5
� +

7

2
�2
��

�

2
� 3

4�

�#

�s =
12�

25 log(4p2t=�
2)

(3.15)

The next to leading order corrections to KV were calculated only recently [85, 86]. The

scale in �s chosen above was guessed on the basis of general arguments [67] which were

con�rmed by the forementioned complete calculations.

For small � these factors develop the familiar Couloumb enhancement � 2��s
3�

, compen-

sating the phase space � �. This leads to a nonvanishing cross section which smoothly

joins the resonance region. Details of this transition will be treated in section 3.2.

To prepare this discussion, let us briey study the limit of applicability of �xed order
perturbation theory. The leading terms in the perturbative expansion close to threshold
are obtained from Sommerfeld's rescattering formula

�
x � 4

3
��
�

�
KSom

V =
x

1 � e�x = 1 +
x

2
+
B1x

2

2!
� B2x

4

4!
+
B3x

6

6!
� : : :

= 1 +
x

2
+
x2

12
� x4

720
+

x6

5040
� : : : (3.16)

with Bi being the Bernoulli numbers. At �rst glance one might require x � 1 for the

perturbative expansion to be valid. However, signi�cantly larger values of x are accept-
able. The full Sommerfeld factor KSom

V is remarkably well approximated by the �rst three
terms of the series for surprisingly large x (only 6% deviation for x = 4!). For top quarks
this corresponds to � � 0:13 � 0:14 and hence down to about 3 GeV above the nominal
threshold. Upon closer inspection one also observes that the formula given in eq. (3.15) (a

result of order �s) coincides numerically well with the correction factor KSom
V

�
1� 16

3
�s
�

�
which incorporates rescattering and hard gluon vertex corrections. The results presented
in these lectures are based on the Born predictions plus O(�s) corrections.
Initial state radiation has an important inuence on the magnitude of the cross section.
�(seff) is folded with the Bonneau Martin structure function, supplemented by the sum-

mation of large logarithms. A convenient formula for the non-singlet structure function

in the leading logarithmic approximation has been obtained in [87], which is a natural
extension of a formula proposed in [88]. This leads to a signi�cant suppression by about
a factor  

�W

mt

! 2�
�

�
ln

m2

t

m2
e
�1
�
� 0:5� 0:6 (3.17)

with �W = 1 � 5 GeV in the resonance and threshold region. The correction factor

increases rapidly with energy, but stays below 0.9 in the full range under consideration

(Fig.3.3).
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Electroweak corrections to the production cross section in the continuum have been stud-

ied in [89]. Apart from a small region close to threshold they are negative. Relative to the

GF parametrized Born approximation they decrease the cross section by -6.3% to -9.3%,

if mt is varied between 100 and 200 GeV, mH between 42 and 1000 GeV, and Ecm �xed

at 500 GeV. QCD and electroweak corrections are thus of equal importance (Fig. 3.4).

Close to threshold and for relatively small Higgs boson masses a rapid increase of these

corretions is observed (Fig. 3.5) which can be attributed to the attractive Yukawa potential

induced by light Higgs boson exchange. Several GeV above threshold, and for mH around

or below 100 GeV it is more appropriate to split these corrections into hard and soft

exchange and incorporate the latter in an instantaneous Yukawa potential [90].
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Figure 3.3: Cross section for t�t production, including resonances, QCD corrections and
initial state radiation in units of �point.

Longitudinal polarization

It should be mentioned that linear colliders might well operate to a large extent with

polarized (electron) beams. The cross section for this case can be derived from (3.11).
For top quarks the resulting right/left asymmetry

ALR = (�L � �R)=(�L + �R) (3.18)

is sizable (Fig.3.6) and amounts to about � 0:4, reducing the production cross section with

righthanded electrons. However, selection of righthanded electron beams decreases the W

pair cross section even stronger, thereby enhancing the top quark signal even before cuts
are applied. Electroweak corrections to ALR in the threshold region have been calculated

in [92].
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Figure 3.4: Genuine electroweak corrections to top production in e+e� annihilation. From
[89].

Figure 3.5: Relative size (in percent) of electroweak corrections in the threshold region

for mt = 200 GeV and di�erent Higgs masses (from [91]).
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Figure 3.6: Right/left asymmetry as function of Ecm for mt = 150 GeV .

3.1.3 Top quark fragmentation

The experimental analysis of charm and bottom fragmentation functions has clearly

demonstrated that heavy quark fragmentation is hard in contrast to the fragmentation
of light quarks. This is a consequence of the inertia of heavy particles, the momentum
of which is not altered much if a light quark �q is attached to the heavy quark Q in the
fragmentation process to form a bound state (Q�q), see e.g. [93]. At the same time soft
infrared gluon radiation is damped if the color source is heavy.

For mt � 100 GeV the strong fragmentation process and the weak decay mechanism are
intimately intertwined [94]. The lifetime �� < ��1 becomes so short that the mesonic (t�q)
and baryonic (tqq) bound states cannot be built{up anymore. Depending on the initial top
quark energy, even remnants of the t quark jet may not form anymore [43]. Hadrons can

be created in the string stretched between the t and the �t only if the quarks are separated

by about 1 fermi before they decay. If the ight path �� is less than 1=2 fm, the length
of the t � �t string is too short to form hadrons and jets cannot develop anymore along

the ight direction of the top quarks. For mt � 180 GeV top quark energies above 1 TeV
are required to allow nonperturbative strings between t and �t. \Early" nonperturbative

production of particles from the string between t and �t is thus absent for all realistic
experimental con�gurations. \Late" production from the b and �b jets produced in top

decays dominates. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Early production dominates for mt = 90
GeV, late production for mt = 120 GeV and a forteriori for the actual value around 180

GeV.

The perturbative radiation of soft gluons, too, is interrupted by the t quark decay [95].
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Figure 3.7: Rapidity distributions of \early" particles (full) and \late" ones (dashed) for
three di�erent top masses: 90 GeV in a) 100 GeV in b) and 120 GeV in c). (From [94].)
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Figure 3.8: Sensitivity of the soft gluon distribution to the top width for back-to-backk t
and b: dN=d cos(�g) for M = 140 GeV, �b = 180�, and � = 0, 0.7, 5, 20 GeV, and 1 as

marked. W = 1000 GeV. (From [96].)

The angular distribution (�) and the energy distribution (!) of the radiated gluons is

approximately given by

dPg =
4�s

3�

�2d�2h
�2 + 1

2

i2
+
h
�
!

i2 d!! (3.19)

for a short{lived radiation source accelerated to  = Et=mt. The gluons accumulate on

the surface of a cone with half{aperture �c � �1 for a long{lived t, but � �1
q
�=!

if the particle decays quickly. The energy spectrum rises from zero to a maximum at

! � � before falling o� � 1=! for large !, if the width is greater than the con�nement
scale �.

The impact of the �nite width on the angular distribution of gluon radiation will be

visible if ! � �tEt=mt. For a linear collider with c.m. energy of 2 TeV gluon jets with

energies of 10 GeV and below would be a�ected [96]. The radiation pattern is shown in
Fig. 3.8 for mt = 140 GeV and

p
s = 600 GeV, with �t tuned to di�erent values in order

to demonstrate the sensitivity of such a measurement. The impact of the conversion of

gluons to hadrons has been ignored in this study. The picture is, further, complicated
by the interference between radiation from top production and decay | a phenomen

characteristic for unstable particles. These phenomena allow to probe the time evolution

of hadronisation in a unique manner. Their understanding is a necessary prerequisite for

any top mass measurement through a kinematic analysis of b-jet-W �nal states.
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3.1.4 Static t parameters

Because of the large tmass, deviations from the Standard Model may manifest themselves

in the top quark sector �rst. Examples in which the large mass is crucial are provided by

multi{Higgs doublet models, models of dynamical symmetry breaking and compositeness.

These e�ects can globally be described by form factors parametrizing the electroweak t�t

production current (a = ; Z) and the weak (t; b) decay current (a = �) [97, 98],

ja� � F a
1L�PL + F a

1R�PR +
i���q�

2mt

[F a
2LPL + F a

2RPR] (3.20)

[PL;R project on the left and right chirality components of the wave functions.] In the

Standard Model, F�
1L = 1 while all other F�

i vanish; F

1L = F


1R = 1 and F


2L = F


2R = 0,

analogously for the Z current. CP invariance requires F ;Z
2L = F

;Z
2R in the t�t production

current, and equal phases for F�
1L and F�

2R etc. in the decay current. The static values of

the form factors F
;Z
2 are the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the top

quark.

The form factors are determined experimentally by measuring the angular distribution
of the t�t decay products, e+e�! t�t; t! bW+;W+! f �f 0 etc. This requires the top quark
to be treated as a free particle, the polarization of which not being a�ected by non{
perturbative hadronic binding e�ects. This assumption is justi�ed by the short lifetime
of the top quark as discussed earlier. Details of the general helicity analysis can be found
in the literature [97, 99].

3.1.5 Normal polarization of the top quarks

A non{zero component of the t polarization vector that is normal to the production
plane can be generated only by the interference between complex helicity ip and non{

ip amplitudes. Such relative phases can arise from CP violation but also from higher
order loop corrections due to gluon exchange in the �nal state [100, 101, 97] or electroweak
corrections involving Higgs and gauge bosons [97]. The QCD induced normal polarization
is generally less than 5%, the electroweak normal polarization is smaller still. [By contrast,
longitudinal and transverse polarization components within the t�t production plane are
generated already at the tree level of the electroweak interactions and they are large in

general; see [100] for the discussion of details.]

3.1.6 Angular correlations of t�t decay products

As stated in the previous chapter, top quarks are produced through the virtual photon

and Z. In the threshold region they are polarized to a degree

Pt = ARL � �0:4 (3.21)

Assuming for the distribution of leptons from the decay of polarized top quarks

dN

dx d cos �
= f(x) + g(x)Pt cos � (3.22)
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(with g(x) = f(x) in the Standard Model, see eq.1.75) the angular distribution allows

to test for the chirality of the tb current. Implicitly it was assumed that hadronization

does not a�ect the top spin degrees of freedom [26, 102]. This assumption can be tested

independently through the study of correlations between t and �t decay products. In the

threshold region the spins are correlated / (1 + 1
3
~s+ � ~s�). This leads to the following

correlated `+`� distribution:

dN

dx+dx�d cos �+�
= f+(x+)f�(x�) +

1

3
g+(x+)g�(x�) cos �+� (3.23)

where f+ = f� and g+ = �g�. �+� denotes the angle between `+ and `�. After averaging
the lepton energies,

dN

d cos �+�
= 1 +

1

3
h+h� cos �+� (3.24)

Note that the coe�cient of the correlation term is �h2+=3 and hence always negative

(assuming CP conservation). Since jh+j � 1 it ranges between 0 and �1=3. This limiting
value is assumed in the Standard Model. A detailed discussion with illustrative examples
is given in [45].

3.1.7 Testing the Yukawa Coupling

With its relatively large Yukawa coupling gY =
p
2mt=v � 1 the top quark is uniquely

suited to test one of the basic ingredients of the Standard Model, the coupling between
top quarks and the Higgs boson. The veri�cation of this crucial prediction would con�rm
the mechanism for the generation of fermion masses and hence complete the measurement
and analysis of basic couplings. Alternatively, any deviation would provide unambiguous
proof for new physics.

Di�erent strategies are at hand at an e+e�collider which are closely tied to the cms
energy available and to the mass of the Higgs boson. For relatively light bosons a variety
of possibilities appear to be promising: vertex corrections a�ect the cross section for t�t

production in the threshold region. For a collider in its early stage with an energy around
500 GeV it may well be the only option available and will be discussed more thoroughly
in section 3.2. For higher energies, say around 1 TeV, a promising choice is the radiation

of Higgs bosons from t�t (see Fig. 3.2) with a cross section around 1 fb (Fig. 3.9) [79].
Alternatively one may analyse the top quark �nal states in conjunction with a Z boson.

This reaction receives important contributions from the left one of the diagrams depicted
in Fig. 3.2 if the Higgs mass happens to be relatively close to 2mt [78]. Again, for simple

kinematical reasons, high energies are crucial for the reaction to be accessible (Fig. 3.10).

3.2 Threshold behaviour

The previous section dealt with top quark production su�ciently far above threshold for

the reaction to be well described by the Born cross section, modi�ed slightly by QCD
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Figure 3.9: The cross section �(e+e� ! t�tH) (from [79]).

and electroweak corrections. This is in contrast to the situation in the threshold region,
where QCD plays an important role and controls the cross section. Strong forces modify
the Born prediction. They compensate the phase space suppression and enhance the
production rate signi�cantly, leading to a step function like behaviour at threshold. The
large top decay rate also plays an important role. Quarkonium resonances cease to exist

and merge into a structureless excitation curve which joins smoothly with the continuum
prediction above the nominal threshold.

This sharply rising cross section allows to study top quarks in a particularly clean envi-
ronment and with large rates. The following physics questions can be addressed:

� The QCD potential can be scrutinized at short distances, with the non perturbative

tail cut o� by the top decay. As a result �QCD or �s could be determined accurately.

� The top quark mass can be measured with a precision which is only limited by the

theoretical understanding of the excitation curve, but in any case better than 500
MeV.

� Top quarks are strongly polarized (about 40%) even for unpolarized beams; and

longitudinal beam polarisation will enhance this value even further. Detailed studies
of top decays, in particular of the V �A structure of the tbW coupling are therefore

feasible.

� The interquark potential is | slightly | modi�ed by the Yukawa potential induced

by Higgs exchange. The excitation curve and the top quark momentum distribution
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Figure 3.10: The Higgs mass (mH) dependences of the total cross sections of e
+e� ! t�tZ

for various top quark masses mt. The c.m. energy
p
s is set to be 500 GeV (a) and 1 TeV

(b). (From [78].)
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may therefore lead to an indirect measurement of the Yukawa coupling.

� The large number of top quarks in combination with the constrained kinematics at

threshold, could facilitate the search for new decay modes expected in extensions of

the SM.

With this motivation in mind the following points will be discussed: After a brief review

of qualitative features of threshold production (section 3.2.1), the present status of our

theoretical understanding of the total cross section will be presented in section 3.2.2.

The momentum distribution of top quarks and their decay products o�ers an alternative

and complementary route to probe the interquark potential, as shown in section 3.2.3.

Spin e�ects and angular distributions are sensitive towards the small P -wave contribution

induced by the axial part of the neutral current. The theoretical framework and the

resulting predictions are collected in section 3.2.4. Rescattering, relativistic corrections

and other terms of order �2s will be touched upon in section 3.2.5.

3.2.1 Introductory remarks

For a qualitative understanding it is illustrative to compare the di�erent scales which
govern top production close to threshold. The quarks are produced at a scale comparable

to their Compton wave length

dprod � 1=mt (3.25)

Electroweak vertex corrections do not alter this behaviour signi�cantly, since Z- or W -
boson exchange proceeds at a distance � 1=mZ which is still short compared to scales
characteristic for the bound state dynamics. For the QCD potential

VQCD = �4

3

�s

r
(3.26)

one anticipates an e�ective coupling constant 4
3
�s � 0:2, if �s is evaluated at the scale of

the Bohr momentum

kB � 4

3
�s
mt

2
� 20GeV (3.27)

The resulting Bohr radius

rBohr = 1=kB (3.28)

is small compared to hadronic scales. The binding energy of the 1S level

EB =

�
4

3
�s

�2 mt

4
� 2GeV (3.29)

and, quite generally, the separation between di�erent resonances, is smaller than the decay
rate

2�t � 3GeV (3.30)
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whence all resonances will merge and join smoothly with the continuum.

The coupling strength � of the Yukawa potential

VY = ��
r
e�mHr with � =

p
2GF

m2
t

4�
= 0:042 (3.31)

is comparable to the QCD coupling 4=3�s = 0:2 in magnitude. The exponential damping,

however, with a cuto� 1=mH � rBohr and a lower limit mH > 65 GeV, reduces the impact

of the Yukawa potential quite drastically. (The situation may be di�erent in multi-Higgs-

models: the couplings could be enhanced and, even more important, the Higgs might be

lighter!) Furthermore, the nonrelativistic treatment is no longer adequate and retardation

e�ects must be taken into consideration.

The large top quark width plays a crucial role for the threshold behaviour, which is

best understood in the framework of (nonrelativistic) Green's function techniques. The

production of t�t from a pointlike source (actually of extension 1=mt) at x
0 with frequency

! = E is characterized by the time dependent Green's function G(~r; ~r0; t) which is a
solution of the time dependent Schr�odinger equation with a pointlike source term

(i@t �H)G(~r; ~r0; t) = �(~r� ~r0)e�iEt (3.32)

with

H =
p2

2m
+ V (~r) (3.33)

In the problem at hand m = mt=2 is the reduced mass, ~r the relative distance between
t and �t, and the width � = 2�t. The location of the source is at the origin ~r0 = 0 by

convention, and the second argument of G will be suppressed, G(~r; t) � G(~r; 0; t). For a
qualitative discussion one may ignore the potential and obtains for a stable quark

G(~r; t) = � m

2�r
ei
p
2mEre�iEt

eG(~p; t) =
1

E � p2

2m

e�iEt (3.34)

The corresponding current is owing in radial direction from the source

~j =
i

2m

�
G~rG� �G�~rG

�
= ~er

m2v

4�2r2
(3.35)

with a constant ux through a sphere around the origin, reecting the conservation of

probability.

The width � = 2�t is introduced in the Schr�odinger equation through the replacement

H ! H � i�=2 (3.36)

and, consequently, through the substitution E ! E+ i�=2 in eq. (3.34). The exponential
damping of the ux in radial direction

~j = ~er
m2v

4�2r2
ei(
p

2m(E+i�=2)�
p

2m(E�i�=2))r (3.37)
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is most easily interpreted in two limiting cases. For E � � the decrease

~j � ~er

r2
e�

p
2m�r (3.38)

is solely driven by the large width, with a cuto� x�1c =
p
2m� � 2:4 GeV for realistic

parameters. For E � �, on the other hand, the current decreases like

~j � ~er

r2
e��r=v (3.39)

In this latter case top quarks may travel appreciable distances, up to xcut � v=�. However,

for realisitic beam energies they hardly propagate beyond the perturbative region.

Predictions for the Coulomb potential

The large top decay rate restricts the range of sensitivity to the short distance part of the

potential

eV (q) = �16�

3

�V (q)

q2
(3.40)

which is approximately Coulombic, with a logarithmic variation of �V . Most of the
qualitative features of top quark threshold physics can be understood even on the basis
of the results for constant �V , which are available in analytical form.

A remarkable feature of heavy quark production is the sharp rise of the cross section
at threshold, a consequence of the attractive Coulomb force. The step function joins
smoothly with the smeared resonances.

Let us try to quantify this aspect with the help of simple nonrelativistic quantum mechan-
ics (� = 4

3
�s, m = mt=2). The narrow resonances below the nominal threshold (E=0)

are located at En = �ERyd=n
2 with ERyd = k2B=(2m) = �2m=2;

The production amplitude from a pointlike source with frequency ! = E is proportional

to

h~r = 0j ni =  n(0); (3.41)

the rate correspondingly to

R � j n(0)j2�(E �En) (3.42)

The wave function at the origin decreases with the third power of the radial quantum
number,

j n(0)j2 � 1=n3 (3.43)

their spacing becomes increasingly dense

�E = En+1 � En = ERyd

 
1

n2
� 1

(n+ 1)2

!
� ERyd

2

n3
(3.44)
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such that their average contribution to the cross section approaches a constant value

(Fig. 3.11). Above threshold one has to project the state h~r = 0j onto the Coulomb wave

functions in the continuum  E(~r). These replace the plane waves which are appropriate

for the case where �nal state interaction is absent.

The production amplitude is thus governed by

h~r = 0j Ei =  E(0) (3.45)

and the rate � j E(0)j2. The threshold phase space factor v is thus compensated by the

1=v singularity in j E(0)j2, and the cross section approaches a constant value for E ! 0.

E

R

Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of resonances (wiht the area of the boxes adjusted
to represent the weights of the respective delta functions) and the continuum cross section.

The explicit calculation yields

R(E) =
9�

2�2
�e�(E � En) = 3Q2

t

3

2

X
n

k2B
m2

1

n3
��

�
E � ERyd

1

n2

�
(3.46)

for energies below threshold, and

R(E) = 3Q2
t

3

2
�

x

1� e�x
(3.47)

with x = kB=k = ��=� for energies above threshold.1

The perturbative expansion breaks down in the limit � ! 0. The �rst term of this formal

series

�
x

1� e�x = �

�
x

2
� : : :

�
(3.48)

1For a textbook discussion of Coulomb scattering states and a derivation of this result see e.g. [103, 104]
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underestimates the exact result by a factor two.

Eq. (3.46) allows to connect the formalism based on narrow individual resonances with a

formulation which is tailored to the situation at hand, namely wide overlapping resonances

which merge into a smooth continuum.

Instead of summing the contributions from a large number of high radial excitations one

may directly calculate the imaginary part of the Greens function for complex energy

�(e+e� ! t�t) =
24�2�2

s

�v(s)

m2
t

�
1� 16

3

�s

�

�X
n

j n(0)j2 �t

(En � E)2 + �2t

=
24�2�2

s

�v(s)

m2
t

�
1� 16

3

�s

�

�X
n

Im
 n(0) 

�
n(0)

En � E � i�t

= �24�2�2

s

�v(s)

m2
t

�
1 � 16

3

�s

�

�
ImG(0; 0; E + i�) (3.49)

The factor �v(s) incorporates the contributions from the intermediate photon and Z and
is given by

�Bornv (s) =

�����etee + 1

y2
�t�eM

2
�

s�M2
Z + iMZ�Z

�����
2

+

����� 1y2 �taeM
2
G

s�M2
Z + iMZ�Z

����� (3.50)

�f = 2I3f � 4ef af = 2I3f y = 16 sin2 �W cos2 �W

(� = �e� = 1=128 has been adopted in the numerical evaluation. Radiative corrections
to this formula have been discussed in [92].)

The problem can be solved in closed analytical form for an exact Coulomb potential [105]

ImGE+i�t(0; 0) = �m
2
t

4�

"
k2

mt

+
2kB

mt

arctan
k2

k1

+
1X
n=1

2k2B
m2

t�
4

�tkBn+ k2

�
n2
q
E2 + �2t +

k2
B

mt

�
�
E +

k2
B

mtn2

�2
+ �2t

37775
k1;2 =

�
mt

�q
E2 + �2t � E

�
=2

�1=2
;

kB =
2

3
�smt: (3.51)

To arrive at a realistic prediction of the total (and, in sect 3.2.3 of the di�erential) cross
section the Coulomb potential must be replaced by the realistic QCD potential.

3.2.2 The QCD potential

On the basis of earlier conceptual work in [106, 107] the asymptotic behaviour of the

static potential has been derived in [108, 109]. In momentum space the potential reads
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in the MS subtraction scheme

V
�
Q2; �MS(Q

2)
�
= �16�

3

�MS(Q
2)

Q2

"
1 +

�
31

3
� 10

9
nf

�
�MS(Q

2)

4�

#
(3.52)

The renormalization scale �2 has been chosen as Q2, and nf refers to the number of

massless quarks. Employing standard arguments based on the renormalization group, the

Q2 expansion of �MS(Q
2) is given by

�MS(Q
2)

4�
=

1

b0 log
�
Q2=�2

MS

�
241� b1

b20

log log
�
Q2=�2

MS

�
log

�
Q2=�2

MS

�
35 (3.53)

b0 = 11 � 2

3
nf ; b1 = 102 � 38

3
nf

The leading behaviour of the potential at small distances [E = 0:5772 � � �]

V (r) =
16�

(33 � 2nf )r log 1=(�MSr)
2241 � b1

b20

log log 1=(�MSr)
2

log 1=(�MSr)
2

+

�
31
3
� 10

9
nf
�
=b0 + 2E

log 1=(�MSr)
2

+ � � �
35 (3.54)

is thus directly given in terms of the QCD scale parameter �. The exploration of V (r)

for small distances could thus lead to a direct determination of �. For quark masses
above 50-100 GeV the ground state properties become independent of the potential in the
nonperturbative region. As discussed in the previous section the large decay rate acts as a
cuto� and the predictions are fairly insensitive to the actual regularisation. However, an
additional constant which can be traded against a shift in mt must be carefully calibrated.

In practice one connects the theoretically predicted short distance part smoothly with the
empirically determined potential above �0.1 fermi. The asymptotic form given in (3.52)
is based on the assumption that nf species of light quarks, taken as massless, contribute

to the vacuum polarization, and heavier ones are ignored. The value of �MS in (3.53)
must be properly related to �MS as determined from other experiments with a di�erent

number of e�ective light avors [110, 111]. For the momentum range of around 15 GeV
explored by the t�t system nf =5 seems adequate.

In the subsequent discussion the Green's function will be calculated in momentum space

with the help of the Lippman-Schwinger integral equation [112]. The representation of the

QCD potential in momentum space with the large Q2 behaviour given by eqs. 3.52 and

3.53 will be employed. The intermediate and small momentum dependence will be based

on Richardson's potential. This choice allows to vary �MS(M
2
Z) (or equivalently �MS)

between 0.11 and 0.13, while maintaining a smooth Q2 dependence of �V (Q
2) (Fig. 3.12).

An additive constant in coordinate space (corresponding to a �-function in momentum

space) is adjusted to �x V (r = 1GeV �1) = �1=4 GeV for arbitrary �MS. This constraint

avoids the unmotivated and uncontroled variation of the long distance part of V (r) with
a change in �MS. The potential in coordinate space is shown in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.12: �e� for di�erent values of �s(MZ): solid: 0.12, dashed: 0.11, dashed-dotted:

0.13, dotted: 0.10 and 0.14.
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Figure 3.13: QCD potential in the position space VJKT for di�erent values of �s(MZ):
solid: 0.12, dashed: 0.11, dashed-dotted: 0.13, dotted: 0.10 and 0.14.
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3.2.3 Realistic predictions for �t�t.

For a realistic QCD potential the Green's function can only be calculated with numerical

methods. An elegant algorithm for a solution in coordinate space has been suggested in

[113]. As a consequence of the optical theorem (see also eqn. (3.49)) only the imaginary

part ofG(~r = 0; ~r0 = 0; E+i�t) is needed to predict the total cross section. The di�erential

equation for the Green's function"
(E + i�t)�

 
�r

2

2m
+ V (~r)

!#
G(~r; ~r0 = 0; E + i�t) = �(~r) (3.55)

is solved in a way which provides direct access to ImG(~r = 0; ~r0 = 0; E + i�t) without the

need to calculate the full ~r dependence. Alternatively, in [112, 114] the Green's function

in momentum space was obtained from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

G(~p;E + i�t) = G0(~p;E + i�t) +G0(~p;E + i�t)

�
Z

d~q

(2�)3
eV (~p � ~q)G(~q;E + i�t)

G0(~p;E + i�t) =
1

E � p2=2m + i�t
(3.56)

The total cross section is in this case obtained from the integral over the di�erential
distribution

d�

d3p
=

3�2

�sm2
t

�v(s)�tjG(~p;E + i�t)j2 (3.57)

This second formulation is particularly suited to introducing a momentum and energy

dependent width �(p;E) which allows to incorporate the phase space suppression and
certain �2s rescattering corrections to be discussed below in section 3.2.6.

It is well known that the coupling of the virtual photon to the quarkonium boundstate is
modi�ed by \hard" gluon exchange. The vertex correction to the vector current produces
an additional factor

�
1� 16

3
�s
�

�
for the quarkonium decay rate into e+e� through the

virtual photon or Z. This factor can be calculated by separating the gluon exchange [115]

correction to the vertex into the instanteneous potential piece and a remainder which

is attributed to gluons with high virtualities of order mt. A similar approach has been
developed in [90] for Higgs exchange. The vertex correction is again decomposed into a
part which is given by the instantaneous Yukawa potential

VY uk(r) = ��e
�mHr

r
(3.58)

with � =
p
2Gm2

t=4� and a remainder which is dominated by highly virtual Higgs ex-
change. The rapid increase of the correction in the threshold region (cf. sect. 3.1.2) is

driven by the potential; the remainder, the hard vertex correction, is fairly energy inde-

pendent. The total cross section is thus sensitive to the top mass, the width (which in the

SM is uniquely determined by mt), the strong coupling constant �s and the mass of the
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Higgs boson. This dependence is illustrated in Figs. 3.14-3.17. Apart from the trivial shift

of the threshold due to a change in mt the shape of � is a�ected by the rapidly increasing

width of the top quark which amounts to 0.81 GeV, 1.57 GeV and 2.24 GeV for mt = 150

GeV, 180 GeV, and 200 GeV respectively. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.14: A fairly

0
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0.6
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1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
E[GeV]

σ[pb]

mt = 150 GeV

mt = 180 GeV

mt = 200 GeV

αs = 0.125

Figure 3.14: Total cross section as function of E =
p
s � 2mt for three values of the top

quark mass.

pronounced 1S peak is still visible for mt = 150 GeV, for mt = 200 GeV, however, only
a smooth shoulder is predicted. The behaviour is qualitatively very similar, if we keep

mt �xed say at 180 GeV and decrease or increase �t be the corresponding amount. The

shape of the cross section will therefore allow to determine the width of the top quark.
A qualitatively very di�erent response is observed towards a change in �s (Fig. 3.15).
The binding energy increases with �s, the aparent threshold is thus lowered (This is the

reason for the strong correlation between �s and mt in the experimental analysis based

on �tot only [35, 116].) and the height of the \would-be resonance" is increased. Even

several GeV above threshold one observes a slight increase of the cross section with �s, a

consequence of the enhanced attraction between t and �t (cf. eq. 3.47). The impact of the
running of �s on the shape of the cross section is evident from Fig. 3.15. The full QCD

prediction with running �s (for �MS(M
2
Z) = 0.125) is compared to the prediction for a

Coulomb potential with �s �xed. It is impossible to describe the height of the peak and

the continuum above with the same value of �s, even allowing for an arbitrary additive

constant V0. The inuence of a variation in mH is shown in Fig. 3.17. Cross section
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Figure 3.15: Total cross section as function of E =
p
s� 2mt for three values of �s.

measurements with a precision better than 10% will become sensitive to the e�ect of a

light Higgs boson.

Up to this point the amplitude induced by virtual Z and  are included in Born approxi-

mation only. Electroweak corrections and initial state radiation are neglected. A detailed
discussion of electroweak corrections to the cross section and the left right asymmetry in
the context of the SM can be found in [92]. The corresponding discussion for the two-
Higgs-doublet model is presented in [117]. In this model one might encounter enhanced
Yukawa couplings which would amplify the e�ect under discussion.

Initial state radiation leads to a fairly drastic distortion of the shape of the cross section,
in particular to a smearing of any pronounced structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.18

where the predictions with and without initial state radiation are compared for otherwise
identical parameters.

Beamstrahlung and the energy spread of the beam lead to a further smearing of the
apparent cross section. These accelerator dependent issues are treated in more detail in

[35]. (For a related discussion see also [116].)
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between the predicted cross section for constant (dashed and
dotted lines) and running (solid lines) �s.

3.2.4 Momentum distributions of top quarks

The Green's function in momentum space and the momentum distribution of top quarks
(and thus their decay products) are intimately related. For a narrow quarkonium reso-

nance with orbital quantum number n the quarks' momentum distribution is evidently
given by the wave function in momentum space

dN

d~p
=
j e n(~p)j2
(2�)3

(3.59)

For J= or � this distribution is not directly accessible to experiment since these states

decay through Q �Q annihilation only. For toponium, however, which is dominated by
single quark decay, the decay products carry the information of their parent momentum

and hence allow for the reconstruction of the original quark momentum distribution [118].

For one individual resonance this leads to the di�erential t�t cross section (without Z

contribution and transverse gluon correction).

d�n

d~p
(~p;E) =

3�2Q2
t

�sm2
t

j n(~r = 0)j2 �t

(E �En)2 + �2t
j e n(~p)j2 (3.60)

Once �t is su�ciently large, interferences between di�erent radial excitations become

important and the right-hand side of this equation has to be replaced by the square of
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Figure 3.17: Total cross section as function of E =
p
s � 2mt for di�erent values of the

Higgs mass.

the Green's function [119, 112]

d�n

d~p
(~p;E) =

3�2Q2
t

�sm2
t

�t jG(~p;E + i�t)j2 (3.61)

with

G(~p;E + i�t) =
Z
d~rei~p~rG(~r; ~r0 = 0; E + i�t) (3.62)

As discussed in sect. 3.2.2, the Green's function can be obtained in momentum space

as a solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. For an energy close to the 1S peak

it exhibits a fairly smooth behaviour reminiscent of the 1S wave function in momentum
space (Fig. 3.19). With increasing energy an oscillatory pattern of the amplitude is
observed, and a shift towards larger momenta (Fig. 3.19). These results are intentionally

displayed for mt = 120 GeV, where the oscillations are still clearly visible, in contrast to

mt=180 GeV where all oscillations are smeared by the large width �t. The corresponding
predictions for the distributions at mt = 180 GeV are displayed in Fig. 3.20. The

transition from a wide distribution below the nominal threshold to a narrow one with the
location of the peak determined by trivial kinematics is clearly visible. The impact on

the energy distribution of the W 's from top decay is shown in Fig. 3.21.

To characterize the momentum distribution by a single parameter, one may either choose

its peak value, or the expectation value of the modulus of the momentum hpi, the latter
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of the t�t production cross section without (dashed) and with
(solid line) initial state radiation.

being well adopted to the experimental analysis. In the situation at hand the de�nition

of hpi has to be introduced with some care. The free Green's function G0 (see eq. 3.56)
drops � p�2 for large momenta and this behaviour is recovered also in the presence of
interaction. The expectation value hpi diverges logarithmically with the cuto�. In the
narrow width approximation one �nds for the leading terms

hpi =

R pm
0 d~pp jG0(~p;E + i�)j2R pm
0 d~p jG0(~p;E + i�)j2

=
q
mtE

0@1 + �

E

ln p2m=
�p

E2 + �2mt

�
�

1A (3.63)

where a cuto� pm has been introduced. As a consequence of the small numerical prefactor

of the divergent term and its logarithmic cuto� dependence the result is fairly insensitive

to the exact value of the cuto� for pm of order mt. Alternatively one may replace the

phase space element d~p=mt by the relativistic version d~p=E = d~p=
q
m2

t + p2 to obtain a

convergent result. In future measurements the cuto� will presumably be provided by the
experimental analysis.

In order to study the dependence of hpi on the strong coupling constant, consider for the
moment the predictions for a stable quark. Some intuition and qualitative understanding

can already be gained from the predictions based on a pure Coulomb potential [120].

For a stable top quark of �xed mass the \e�ective threshold" can be associated with the

location of the 1S resonance
p
sthr = 2mt + E1S with E1S = �ERyd = ��2mt=4 which
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Figure 3.19: Real (dashed) and imaginary (dotted) parts of the Green's function for an

energy corresponding to the 1S peak (upper �gure) and for E = 0 (lower �gure). Solid
curve: jpG(p)j2 � 0:002:
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Figure 3.20: Momentum distribution of top quarks for three di�erent cms energies.

decreases with increasing �. The height of the resonance cross section is proportional to

the square of the wave function at the origin and hence proportional to �3, as long as
the resonances are reasonably well separated. In the limit of large �t, i.e. far larger than
ERyd, the overlapping 1S, 2S : : : resonances have to �ll the gaps between the peaks. Since
these gaps themselves increase proportional to �2, one is left in the extreme case of large
width with a cross section linear in �. Note that this corresponds to the behaviour of the
cross section close to but slightly above the threshold which is also proportional to �.

For realistic top masses one thus observes a dependence of the peak cross section linear in
�. Since the location of the peak itself depends on �, only the analysis of the full shape

allows to extract the relevant information.

In a next step also the momentum distribution of top quarks has to be exploited to obtain

further information. The discussion is again particularly simple for the Coulomb potential

V (r) = ��=r and provides a nice exercise in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The
average momentum, in units of the Bohr momentum �mt=2, can be written in terms of a
function f(�) which depends only on one variable � = E=ERyd if the energy E =

p
s�2mt

is measured in terms of the Rydberg energy.

hpi = �mt

2
f(�) (3.64)

For positive arguments the function f can be derived from obvious kinematical consider-

ations.
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Figure 3.21: Energy distribution of W 's from top quark decay for three di�erent cms
energies.

f(�) =
p
� for � � 0 (3.65)

For the discrete negative arguments �n = �1=n2, corresponding to the locations of the
bound states, the radial wave functions in momentum space are given in terms of the
Gegenbauer polynomials Cm

n

 (~p ) =
16�n3=2

(1 + n2p2)2
C1
n�1

 
n2p2 � 1

n2p2 + 1

!
Y 0
0 (�; ') (3.66)

with Z
d~p

(2�)3
j (~p )j2 = 1 : (3.67)

Using the explicit forms of Cm
n

C1
0 (z) = 1; C1

1(z) = 2z; C1
2(z) = 4z2 � 1 (3.68)

one obtains through straightforward calculation

f(�1) = 8

3�
; f(�1=4) = 16

15�
; f(�1=9) = 24

35�
: (3.69)
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For arbitrary n one derives the general result

f

�
� 1

n2

�
=

8n

(2n� 1)(2n + 1)�
(3.70)

with the asymptotic behaviour

f

�
� 1

n2

�
! 2

n�
: (3.71)

This is in accord with the result expected from classical mechanics: For the average

momentum of a particle on a closed orbit in the Coulomb potential one derives

hp2�i =
�
�mt

2

�2�  �E
ERyd

!�
1

2�

Z 2�

0
d�

(1� e2 cos2 �)�

(1 � e cos �)2��1
: (3.72)

Quantum mechanical orbits with angular momentum zero and high radial quantum num-

bers correspond to classical motions with excentricity e = 1 (i.e. straight lines). In this

limiting case the classical expectation value is easily evaluated, and for � = 1=2 one
�nds agreement with the quantum mechanical result. For small negative energies one
therefore obtains the behaviour f(�) = 2

p��=�. Signi�cantly below threshold, however,

the average momentum obtained from the Green's function increases more rapidly with
decreasing energy and between the 1S and the 2S state one observes an approximately
linear dependence on the energy.

From these considerations the dependence of the average momentum on � (with E �xed)
is easily understandable, in particular the seemingly surprising observation that well below
threshold hpi decreases with increasing �. From (3.64) one derives for a shift in � (keeping
the energy E �xed) the following shift in hpi

�hpi
hpi =

 
1 � 2

f 0(�)

f(�)
�

!
��

�
: (3.73)

Above threshold as well as close to but below threshold f /
q
j�j. Hence �f 0=f = 1=2 and

the average momentum remains una�ected. The location of the minimum is thus an ideal
place to �x the mass of the top quark. Signi�cantly below threshold, however, �f 0=f � 1
and the factor in front of ��=� becomes negative. This explains the decrease of hpi with
increasing �.

These results are illustrated in Fig.3.22. In Fig.3.22b we demonstrate that hpi as evaluated
with the program for the Green function (solid line) coincides perfectly well with the

values calculated from the analytical formula on resonance, indicated by the triangles.

The prediction from classical mechanics, namely hpi /
q
j�j is shown by the dotted line

and agrees nicely for positive and negative energies. In Fig.3.22a �s is increased from 0.20

to 0.24 and hpi changes in accord with the previous discussion.

For de�niteness we have chosen m = mt=2 = 60 GeV for the reduced mass and � = 4�s=3

with �s varying between 0.20 and 0.24. The curves demonstrate the decrease of hpi by
about 10% for the corresponding increase in �. The triangles mark the locations of the

resonances and the expectation values for the momentum as calculated from (3.70).
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Figure 3.22: a) Average momentum as a function of E for di�erent values of �s. The
markers show the results of the analytical calculation at 1S, 2S, 3S energies. b) Compar-

ison with the analytical result for discrete energies and with the square{root dependence

close to threshold.
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Figure 3.23: Energy dependence of hpi, the average t quark momentum for �s = 0:13
(dotted) 0:12 (dashed) and 0:11 (solid) line for mt = 120 GeV. a) �t = 0:03 GeV and b)

�t = 0:3 GeV.
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The qualitative behaviour remains unchanged for realistic QCD potentials corresponding

to di�erent values of �s(MZ). Qualitatively the same behaviour is observed as in Fig.3.22.

In Fig.3.23a the top quark width has been set to an arti�cially small value of 0:03 GeV,

in Fig.3.23b the realistic value of 0:3 GeV has been adopted. The �nite width leads to an

additional contribution to the momentum of order
p
�m.

An important feature is evident from Fig.3.23: The momentum calculated for positive

energy is nearly independent from �s and reects merely the kinematic behaviour, just as

in the case of the Coulomb potential. This is characteristic for the choice of a potential

[114] where the large distance behaviour is �xed by phenomenology and decoupled from

the short distance value of �s.

The di�erent assumptions on the long distance behaviour are reected in di�erences be-

tween the predictions of [121, 119, 112] for the precise location of the t�t threshold for

identical values of �s and mt and in di�erences in the �s dependence of the momen-

tum distributions for �xed mt and energy (see also [116]). All these di�erences can be

attributed to the freedom in the additive constant discussed before. The same additive
constant appears in b�b spectroscopy, such that the mass di�erence between top and bottom
is independent from these considerations.

In Fig. 3.24 the predictions for hpi vs. energy are presented for the case of a realistic QCD
potential, assuming mt = 120=150=180 GeV. The strong rise of hpi as a consequence of
the strong increase of �t is clearly visible.

3.2.5 Angular distributions and polarization

Close to threshold the production amplitude is dominantly S-wave which leads to an

isotropic angular distribution. The spin of top quarks is alligned with the beam direction,
with a degree of polarization determined by the electroweak couplings, the beam polar-
ization and the mass of the top quark, but independent of the production dynamics, in
particular of the potential.

Small, but nevertheless experimentally accessible corrections do arise from the small ad-
mixture of P -wave contributions and from rescattering of the top quark decay products.
Let us concentrate for the moment on the �rst mechanism. P -wave amplitudes are pro-

portional to the top quark momentum. For stable noninteracting particles the momentum
vanishes at threshold. However, as discussed in the previous section the expectation value

of the quark momentum is nonzero for all energies | a consequence of the large top decay
rate and the uncertainty principle. Technically the P -wave contribution is calculated with

the help of the Green's function technique. The generalization of the Lippman-Schwinger

equation (3.56) from S- to P -waves reads as follows

F(p; E) = G0(p;E) +G0(p;E)
Z

d3k

(2�)3
p � k
p2

V (p� k)F(k;E) (3.74)

It is then straightforward to calculate the di�erential momentum distribution and the

polarization of top quarks produced in electron positron annihilation. Let us recall the
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Figure 3.24: Energy dependence of the average top quark momentum for mt =
120/150/180 GeV. Triangles, stars and circles correspond to hpti for S-states with �t = 0.
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following conventions for the fermion couplings

vf = 2I3f � 4qf sin
2 �W; af = 2I3f : (3.75)

P� denotes the longitudinal electron/positron polarization and � = (P+�P�)=(1�P+P�)
can be interpreted as e�ective longitudinal polarization of the virtual intermediate photon

or Z boson. The following abbreviations will be useful below:

a1 = q2eq
2
t + (v2e + a2e)v

2
t d

2 + 2qeqtvevtd

a2 = 2veaev
2
t d

2 + 2qeqtaevtd

a3 = 4veaevtatd
2 + 2qeqtaeatd (3.76)

a4 = 2(v2e + a2e)vtatd
2 + 2qeqtveatd

d =
1

16 sin2 �W cos2 �W

s

s�M2
Z

:

The di�erential cross section, summed over polarizations of quarks and including S-wave

and S-P{interference contributions, is thus given by

d3�

dp3
=

3�2�t

4�m4
t

(1 � P+P�)
�
(a1 + �a2)

�
1� 16�s

3�

�
jG(p; E)j2+

+(a3 + �a4)
�
1� 12�s

3�

�
p

mt

Re (G(p; E)F �(p; E) ) cos #
�
: (3.77)

The vertex corrections from hard gluon exchange for S-wave and P -wave amplitudes are
included in this formula. It leads to the following forward-backward asymmetry [122, 123]

AFB(p; E) = CFB(�)'R
(p; E); (3.78)

with

CFB(�) =
1

2

a3 + �a4

a1 + �a2
; (3.79)

'
R
= Re', and

'(p; E) =
(1 � 4�s=3�)

(1 � 8�s=3�)

p

mt

F �(p; E)

G�(p; E)
: (3.80)

This result is still di�erential in the top quark momentum. Replacing '(p; E) by

�(E) =
(1 � 4�s=3�)

(1 � 8�s=3�)

R pm
0 dp p3

mt
F �(p; E)G(p; E)R pm

0 dpp2 jG(p; E)j2 : (3.81)

one obtains the integrated forward-backward asymmetry again. Again, the cuto� pm must

be introduced to eliminate the logarithmic divergence of the integral.

Polarization

To describe top quark polarization in the threshold region it is convenient to align the
reference system with the beam direction (Fig. 3.25) and to de�ne

sk = ne� ; sN =
ne� � nt

jne� � ntj ; s? = sN � sk: (3.82)
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Figure 3.25: De�nition of the spin

directions. The normal compo-

nent sN points out of the plane.

In the limit of small � the quark spin is essentially aligned with the beam direction apart

from small corrections proportional to �, which depend on the production angle. A system

of reference with sk de�ned with respect to the top quark momentum [124] is convenient

in the high energy limit but evidently becomes less convenient close to threshold.

Including the QCD potential one obtains for the three components of the polarization

Pk(p; E; �) = C0
k(�) + C1

k(�)'R
(p; E) cos # (3.83)

P?(p; E; �) = C?(�)'R
(p; E) sin # (3.84)

PN(p; E; �) = CN(�)'I
(p; E) sin # ; (3.85)

C0
k(�) = �

a2 + �a1

a1 + �a2
; C1

k(�) =
�
1 � �2

� a2a3 � a1a4

(a1 + �a2)
2 ;

C?(�) = �1

2

a4 + �a3

a1 + �a2
; CN(�) = �1

2

a3 + �a4

a1 + �a2
= �CFB(�);

(3.86) with

'
I
= Im', and '(p; E) as de�ned in (3.80). The momentum integrated quantities are

obtained by the replacement '(p; E)! �(E). The case of non-interacting stable quarks
is recovered by the replacement �! �, an obvious consequence of (3.81).

Let us emphasize the main qualitative features of the result:

� Top quarks in the threshold region are highly polarized. Even for unpolarized beams

the longitudinal polarization amounts to about �0:41 and reaches �1 for fully po-
larized electron beams. This later feature is of purely kinematical origin and inde-

pendent of the structure of top quark couplings. Precision studies of polarized top

decays are therefore feasible.

� Corrections to this idealized picture arise from the small admixture of P -waves.

The transverse and the normal components of the polarization are of order 10%.
The angular dependent part of the parallel polarization is even more suppressed.
Moreover, as a consequence of the angular dependence its contribution vanishes

upon angular integration.

� The QCD dynamics is solely contained in the functions ' or � which is the same for

the angular distribution and the various components of the polarization. (However,
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this \universality" is a�ected by the rescattering corrections.) These functions which

evidently depend on QCD dynamics can thus be studied in a variety of ways.

� The relative importance of P -waves increases with energy, � �
q
E=mt. This is

expected from the close analogy between �R = Re� and �. In fact, the order

of magnitude of the various components of the polarization above, but close to

threshold, can be estimated by replacing �R ! p=mt.

The Ci are displayed in Fig. 3.26 as functions of the variable � (sin2�W = 0:2317, mt = 180

GeV). As discussed before, C0
k assumes its maximal value �1 for � = �1 and the coe�cient

C1
k is small throughout. The coe�cient C? varies between +0:7 and �0:5 whereas CN is

typically around �0:5. The dynamical factors � are around 0:1 or larger, such that the

P -wave induced e�ects should be observable experimentally.
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Figure 3.26: The coe�cients (3.86) for
p
s=2 = mt = 180 GeV.

The normal component of the polarization which is proportional to '
I
has been predicted

for stable quarks in the framework of perturbative QCD [125, 124]. In the threshold
region the phase can be traced to the t�t rescattering by the QCD potential. For stable

quarks, assuming a pure Coulomb potential V = �4�s=3r, the nonrelativistic problem

can be solved analytically [126] and one �nds

lim
�t!0

E!p2=mt

 
E � p2

mt

+ i�t

!
G(p; E) = exp

 
��k

2p

!
�(1 + i�k=p) (3.87)

lim
�t!0

E!p2=mt

 
E � p2

mt

+ i�t

!
F (p; E) =

 
1 � i

�k

p

!
exp

 
��k

2p

!
�(1 + i�k=p); (3.88)

with �k = 2mt�s=3 and hence

'
I
(p; E) ! 2

3
�s
1 � 4�s=3�

1 � 8�s=3�
(3.89)
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�I(E) ! 2

3
�s
1 � 4�s=3�

1 � 8�s=3�
: (3.90)

The component of the polarization normal to the production plane is thus approximately
independent of E and essentially measures the strong coupling constant. In fact one can

argue that this is a unique way to get a handle on the scattering of heavy quarks through

the QCD potential.

Predictions for real and imaginary parts of the function ' are displayed in Fig. 3.27 for

four di�erent energies.

The momentum integrated functions �(E) are shown in Fig. 3.28. From this �gure, in

combination with Fig. 3.26, it is clear that the contribution of P -wave amplitudes to the
quark polarization will amount to 10% at most and by construction vanishes upon angular

integration.
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3.2.6 Rescattering

For a particle with a very small decay rate production and decay amplitudes can be clearly

separated. This is fairly evident from the space-time picture of such a sequence. Prior to

its decay the particle travels away from the production point and any coherence is lost

between the two reactions. The situation is di�erent for the case under discussion, an

unstable top quark which decays within the range of interaction between t and �t. In such

a situation the decay products from t are still a�ected by the force originating from �t and

vice versa (Fig. 3.29).

W+

W-

b

b

W+

W-

b

b

a) b)

Figure 3.29: Lowest order rescattering diagrams.

In ref. [128, 129] it has been demonstrated that the total cross section remains una�ected

by rescattering in order �s. This result had been anticipated in [112] on the basis of
earlier work which considered the decay rate of a muon bound in the strong �eld of a
nucleus [130]. In contrast momentum and angular distributions [122, 129, 131] as well as
the top quark polarization [127] are a�ected by rescattering. For example the momentum
distribution has to be corrected by a factor (1 +  1(p;E)) with

 1(p; E) = 2 Im
Z

d3k

(2�)3
V (jk� pj)G(k; E)

G(p; E)

arctan jk�pj
�t

jk� pj (3.91)

(3.92)

The distribution is shifted towards smaller momenta by about 5% (Fig. 3.30), an ef-

fect that could become relevant in precision experiments. The inuence on the forward-
backward asymmetry and the polarization is even more pronounced [127], as far as the

S-P -wave interference terms are concerned which are thus intrinsically of order �. A
detailed discussion of these e�ects is beyond the scope of these lectures and can be found

in [127].

3.2.7 Relativistic corrections

In O(�2s) one anticipates e�ects from relativistic corrections, from the reduction of the
phase space through the binding energy and from the Coulomb wave function of the b

quark. Individually these e�ects are large. For the sake of the argument, let us adopt
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Figure 3.30: Modi�cation of the momentum distribution through rescattering. Dashed
line: no rescattering corrections included; Solid line: rescattering contribution with full

potential included; dotted line: rescattering contribution with pure Coulomb potential
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a pure Coulomb potential and a binding energy of -2.5 GeV. From the virial theorem

one derives a potential energy of -5 GeV. The phase space of the quark decaying �rst is

therefore reduced by this same amount. Assuming mt = 180 GeV one would arrive at a

reduction of �t by about 10%. A full calculation of all O(�2s) e�ects is not available at

present and one has to resort to models and analogies [112, 119, 114]. For example, it

has been shown [130, 132] that the decay rate of a muon bound in the �eld of a nucleus

is given by

� = �free
h
1� 5(Z�)2

i h
1 + 5(Z�)2

i "
1� (Z�)2

2

#
; (3.93)

where the �rst correction factor originates from the phase space suppression, the second

from the Coulomb enhancement, and the third from time dilatation. Thus there is no

�rst order correction to the total rate from rescattering in the nucleus potential, similar

to the t�t case discussed above. The second order contributions evidently compensate

to a large extent. In a model calculation where these features are implemented [114]
through a momentum dependent width, it is found that the total cross section as well as
the momentum distribution are hardly a�ected. These considerations have recently been
con�rmed in a more formal approach [133].
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The techniques used to study top quarks at hadron colliders are pre-

sented. The analyses that discovered the top quark are described,
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1 Introduction

1.1 The Case for Top

The top quark and the Higgs boson are the heaviest elementary particles predicted

by the standard model.1 The four lightest quark avours, the up, down, strange

and charm quarks, were well-established by the mid-1970's. The discovery in 19772

of the � resonances, a new family of massive hadrons, required the introduction

of the �fth quark avour. Experimental and theoretical studies have indicated

that this quark has a heavier partner, the top quark.

Indirect evidence for the top quark comes from a number of sources. The

most compelling data come from the observed properties of the scattering process

e+e� ! b�b, where the asymmetry in the scattering of the b quark relative to

the incoming electron direction implies that the b quark has weak isospin of 0.5.

The most precise measurement of this comes from the LEP collider, where this

asymmetry has been found3 to be in excellent agreement with the standard model

expectation of 0.100 assuming that the b quark is a member of an SU(2) doublet.

The other member of that doublet would by de�nition be the top quark.

Additional indirect evidence comes from the study of b quark decays. It has

been experimentally determined that the b quark does not decay via processes

that yield zero net avour in the �nal state (e.g., b ! �+��X), or where the

decay results in only a quark of the same charge (e.g., b! sX where X is a state

with no net avour quantum numbers).4 The absence of these \avour-changing

neutral currents" in the standard model implies that the b quark is a member of

an SU(2) doublet.

Finally, evidence for the existence of a massive fermion that couples via the

electroweak force to the b quark comes from detailed measurements of the Z� and

W+ bosons performed at LEP, SLC, the CERN Sp�pS and the Fermilab Tevatron

Collider. This body of data, and in particular the radiative mass shifts of the

electroweak bosons, can only be described in the standard model by introducing

a top quark. A recent compilation of data5 indicates that the standard model top

quark has a mass of

Mtop = 169+16�18

+17

�20 GeV=c
2: (1)

The second uncertainty corresponds to variations of the unknown Higgs boson

mass between 60 and 1000 GeV=c2 (its nominal value is 300 GeV=c2).



Taken together, these observations make a strong case for the top quark's

existence. They also imply that our understanding of nature via the standard

model would be profoundly shaken if the top quark was shown not to exist with its

expected properties. The observation of the top quark is therefore of considerable

signi�cance.

1.2 Earlier Top Quark Searches

Direct searches for the top quark have been performed at virtually all of the high-

energy collider facilities that have operated in the last twenty years.6 The most

model-independent searches have taken place at e+e� colliders, where one looks for

the production and decay of a pair of massive fermions. Because of the relatively

large mass of the top quark, its decay yields events that are quite spherical and

are relatively easy to separate from the background of lighter quark production.

The most stringent limits have been set by the LEP collaborations, which require

that Mtop > 46 GeV=c2 at 95% con�dence level (CL). These limits are insensitive

to the decay modes of the top quark and the coupling of the top quark to the

electroweak bosons.

Another relatively model-independent limit is set by measurements of the

width of the W+ boson. Direct and indirect measurements7 of �W indicate that

the top quark is massive enough that the decay channel W+ ! t�b does not con-

tribute to �W . The limit set is Mtop > 62 GeV=c2 at 95% CL.

Direct searches for the top quark at hadron colliders have focused on two spe-

ci�c models for top quark decay: i) the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM)8

where the decay mode t! H+b is also allowed (H+ is the charged Higgs boson),

and ii) the standard model where the top quark decays directly to t! W+b. The

most stringent limit9 assuming the MSSM requires that Mtop > 96 GeV=c2 at 95%

CL for the case where t ! H+b always and BR(H+ ! �+��) = 1:0. This limit,

however, depends on the overall width of the decay t ! H+b, the Higgs boson

branching fractions (H+ is expected to preferentially decay to c�s and ��� �nal

states) and the H+ detection e�ciency. The D0/ collaboration has published the

most sensitive standard model search using a 15 pb�1 dataset, and has excluded

a top quark with mass less than 131 GeV=c2 at 95% CL.10

On the other hand, the CDF collaboration published a study of � 20 pb�1

of data in April 1994 that claimed evidence for top quark production.11 A total



of 12 events were observed in several decay modes above a predicted background

of approximately 6 events. The probability that the observed event rate was

consistent with a background uctuation was estimated to be 0.25%. In addition,

evidence was presented that the events in the sample were consistent with arising

from the production and decay of a t�t system and inconsistent with the properties

expected of the dominant backgrounds. Although compelling, this observation was

statistically limited and the possibility that it arose from a background uctuation

could not be ruled out.

In this report, I will focus on the latest results to come from the D0/ and CDF

top quark searches using data collected between 1992 and 1995. Both collabora-

tions have acquired over three times more data, and have now reported conclusive

evidence for top quark production.12 I will describe the analyses performed by

both collaborations and compare the two results.

I believe an extremely persuasive case has been made that the top quark has

been found.

2 Production and Decay of Heavy Top

The production of heavy quarks in 1.8 TeV proton-antiproton (p�p) collisions is

predicted to take place through the two leading-order quantum-chromodynamic

(QCD) diagrams

q�q ! Q �Q (2)

gg ! Q �Q; (3)

with the relative rate of these two processes dictated largely by the mass of the

heavy quark (Q), the parton distribution functions of the proton and phase space.

Top quark pair-production is expected to dominate the production rate. The

production of single top quarks through the creation of a virtual W+ is smaller13

(of order 10% of the t t rate) and expected to occur in a relatively small part

of phase space. All heavy top quark searches have therefore ignored single top

production.

The next-to-leading order corrections14 to processes (2) and (3) are relatively

small for heavy quark masses greater than � 50 GeV=c2. More recently, these

estimates have been revised taking into account the e�ects of internal soft-gluon

emission.15,16 These cross sections are shown in Fig. 1 plotted as a function of
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Figure 1: The total cross section for top quark production in 1.8 TeV p�p collisions

as estimated by E. Laenen et al.. The upper and lower curves are a measure of

the theoretical uncertainties in the calculation.

the heavy quark mass. The uncertainty in these estimates reects the theoretical

uncertainty in this calculation, which is believed to be the choice of renormalisa-

tion scale. For top quark masses above 100 GeV=c2, the primary contribution to

the cross section comes from quark annihilation. This reduces the uncertainties

arising from our lack of knowledge of the parton distribution functions of the pro-

ton, as these have been relatively accurately measured at large Feynman x, the

kinematic region that would dominate very heavy quark production.

Top quark pair production will generate a top quark and anti-top quark that

are recoiling against each other in the lab. The production diagrams favour con-

�gurations where the top quarks are produced isotropically in the lab frame. The

relative motion of the t t system is expected to be small in comparison to the trans-



verse momentum� (PT ) distribution of the top quark itself.17 The expected PT

distribution for a heavy top quark has a peak around half the top quark mass with

a relatively long tail. The pseudorapidity distribution for top quarks is peaked at

0 and falls o� rapidly so that most of the top quarks are produced in the \cen-

tral" region with pseudorapidity j�j < 2. The combination of a relatively energetic

heavy quark produced centrally is ideal from an experimental point of view. The

top quark decay products are rather sti� and central, aiding their detection.

The standard model predicts that the top quark will decay almost always via

t ! W+b. The W+ decays approximately 2/3 of the time into q�q0 pairs (u �d or

c�s) and 1/3 of the time into one of the three lepton generations. This results in

a decay topology consisting of 6 energetic partons that could either be charged

leptons, neutral leptons or quark jets.

The decay channels involving �+ leptons are problematic given the di�culty of

cleanly identifying these weakly decaying leptons in a hadron collider environment.

They have therefore not been explicitly included in the searches I describe below.

The �nal states involving 6 quark jets su�er an enormous background from QCD

multijet production, with estimates of intrinsic signal-to-noise of < 10�4. Because

of these large backgrounds, this channel has not been the focus of most of the

e�ort, and I will ignore it here also. However, recent work has demonstrated that

a signi�cant t t signal can be observed in these modes.18

With these considerations, there are �ve �nal states that are experimentally

accessible:

t t ! e+�eb e
� ��e�b (1=81)

t t ! �+��b �
� ����b (1=81)

t t ! e+�eb �
� ����b (2=81) (4)

t t ! e+�eb q�q
0�b (12=81)

t t ! �+��b q�q
0�b (12=81);

where I have also listed the expected standard model branching fractions for each

channel. In all cases where I refer to a speci�c charge state, the charge conjugate

�I will employ a coordinate system where the proton beam direction de�nes the ẑ axis, and

transverse variables such as transverse momentum (PT ) and transverse energy (ET ) are de�ned

relative to this axis. The angle � represents the azimuthal angle about the beam axis and the

angle � represents the polar angle relative to the beam axis. Pseudorapidity � � � ln tan(�=2)

will often be employed instead of �.



mode is implied. The �rst three dilepton channels turn out to be the cleanest �nal

states, as the requirement of two energetic charged leptons and neutrinos virtually

eliminates all backgrounds. They su�er from rather small branching fractions and

are therefore the most statistically limited. The last two lepton+jets �nal states

together correspond to approximately 30% of the t t branching fraction. However,

these channels face the largest potential backgrounds.

3 Backgrounds to Top Quark Searches

Top quark production is an extremely rare process in p�p collisions; its cross section

of less than 100 pb can be compared with the total p�p cross section of over 50

mb (almost nine orders of magnitude di�erence). Since the total cross section is

dominated by \soft" QCD interactions, the top quark cross section can be more

fairly compared with the cross section for other high Q2 production processes,

such as inclusive W+ production (20 nb), Z� production (2 nb) and W+W� and

W+Z� production (10 and 5 pb, respectively). These processes are the sources of

the most severe background to t t production.

It is necessary to control these backgrounds so that one can be sensitive to a

top quark signal. All the channels listed in Eqs. (4) involve an energetic charged

electron or muon, and one or more energetic neutrinos. The requirement of these

two signatures in the �nal state using the D0/ and CDF lepton identi�cation sys-

tems are su�cient to adequately control the backgrounds associated with jets that

might satisfy the lepton ID criteria. The remaining backgrounds are dominated

by physics processes that generate real leptons in the �nal state.

In the case of the dielectron and dimuon modes, the single largest background

comes from Drell-Yan production (including Z� ! e+e� and Z� ! �+��). This is

controlled by requiring a neutrino signature as well as additional jet activity. The

single largest physics background in the e+�� �nal state comes from Z� ! �+��

decay, which can be similarily reduced by the requirement of a neutrino signature

and additional jets.

The single largest physics background to lepton+jets �nal states come from

inclusive W+ production where additional jets are produced via initial and �nal

state radiation.19 The intrinsic rate for this background depends strongly on the

multiplicity requirements placed on the jet candidates, as shown in Table 1 where

the observed W+jet production cross section is presented as a function of jet



Jet Multiplicity �B (pb) �TB (pb)

0 1740 � 31 � 288 1753 � 26� 123

1 336 � 14 � 63 287 � 4� 21

2 76� 12 � 18 59 � 2� 5

3 14 � 3� 3 11:0 � 0:3� 1:0

4 4:0 � 1:6� 1:2 2:0 � 0:1� 0:3

Table 1: TheW+jet production cross section times the branching ratio for W+ !
l+�l as a function of jet multiplicity. The second column presents the observed

cross sections for jets with corrected transverse energy > 15 GeV and j�j < 2:4.

The third column shows the predicted QCD cross section based on a VECBOS

Monte Carlo calculation.

multiplicity and compared with a QCD Monte Carlo prediction.20 One can see

from these rates that this background can overwhelm a t t signal. More stringent

kinematic cuts can be applied to reject the W+jet events, taking advantage of

the fact that the t t �nal states, on average, generate higher ET W+ bosons and

additional jets. Alternatively, since the t t �nal state has two b quark jets in it, the

requirement that one or more jets are consistent with arising from the fragmen-

tation and decay of a b quark will preferentially reduce the W+jets background.

Both of these techniques have been employed.

4 The Tevatron Collider

The Tevatron Collider is a 6 km circumference proton-antiproton storage ring

that creates p�p collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV. In its current

con�guration, the collider operates with six bunches of protons and six bunches

of counter-rotating antiprotons that are brought into collision at two intersection

points in the ring named B0 and D0. The B0 and D0 interaction regions house

the CDF and D0/ detectors, respectively.

The Tevatron embarked on a multi-year collider run starting in December

1992. The �rst stage of the run, known as Run IA, continued till August 1993, at

which time approximately 30 pb�1 had been delivered to each interaction region.

The second stage, Run IB, commenced in August 1994 and by February 1995



the collider had delivered an additional 80 pb�1 to each interaction region. The

maximum luminosity of the Collider during this period was 1:7 � 1031 cm�2s�1,

and has been steadily rising.

Run IB run ended in February 1996, with a total of � 150 pb�1 delivered to

each interaction region.

5 The D0/ and CDF Experiments

The D0/ and CDF detectors have been designed to trigger and record the high PT

collisions that result when two partons in the p�p system undergo a hard scatter.

Both instruments detect electrons, muons, neutrinos and quark and gluon jets us-

ing a set of complementary subdetectors. However, they accomplish this common

goal in rather di�erent ways.

5.1 The D0/ Detector

The D0/ detector was designed with the philosophy that a uniform, hermetic,

highly-segmented calorimeter should form the core of the detector.21 A cut-away

view of the detector is shown in Fig. 2. The D0/ calorimeter employs a uranium

absorber up to nine interaction lengths thick and a liquid argon readout system.

This provides excellent hermeticity and uniformity, except perhaps in the transi-

tion region between the barrel and endcap cryostats. The overall resolution of the

D0/ calorimeter is

�E

E
=

0:15p
E
� 0:004 for electromagnetic showers (5)

�E

E
=

0:80p
E

for hadrons; (6)

where E is measured in GeV.

A muon system consisting of charged particle detectors and 1.9 Tesla toroidal

magnets located outside the calorimeter provides good muon identi�cation. This

system identi�es muon candidates in the region j�j < 3:3 using sets of muon track-

ing chambers consisting of proportional drift tubes located interior and exterior

to the large toroidal magnetic �eld. The deection of the muon candidates in the

magnetic �eld provides a momentum measurement with an accuracy of

�

 
1

p

!
=

0:18 (p � 2)

p2
� 0:008; (7)



D0 Detector

Muon Chambers

Calorimeters Tracking Chambers

Figure 2: A cut-away view of the D0/ detector. The inner tracking detectors are

surrounded by the calorimeter cryostats, and both are situated inside the toroidal

magnet. Planes of chambers outside the magnet provide muon identi�cation and

momentum measurement.

where p is the muon momentum measured in GeV=c.

Vertex, central and forward drift chambers provide charged particle detection

in the interval j�j < 3:2. The tracking system does not incorporate a magnetic

�eld, as the presence of a magnetic coil would degrade calorimeter performance.

5.2 The CDF Detector

The CDF detector22 consists of a high-precision tracking system in a 1.4 T solenoid

magnetic �eld, surrounded by a hermetic highly-segmented calorimeter, as shown

in Fig. 3. The tracking system consists of three independent devices arranged

coaxial to the beam line. A 4-layer silicon-strip detector (SVX) with inner and

outer radii of 3.0 and 7.9 cm provides of order 40 � precision on the impact



parameter of individual charged track trajectories extrapolated to the beam line.

A set of time projection chambers (VTX) instrument the tracking region between

12 and 22 cm in radius, providing high-precision tracking in the r-z plane. An 84-

layer drift chamber (CTC) detects charged particles in the region between 30 and

132 cm from the beamline. Together, these detectors measure particle transverse

momentum to a precision �pT given by

�pT
pT

= 0:0009pT � 0:0066; (8)

for particles with pT >� 0:35 GeV=c.

The central calorimeter (CEM and CHA) instruments the region j�j < 1:1,

and is comprised of projective towers of size ����� = 0:1� 0:26 radians. Each

tower is made of a sandwich of Pb or Fe plates interleaved with scintillator. A

Pb sandwich 25 radiation lengths thick is used to measure electromagnetic shower

energies. An iron-scintillator sandwich approximately 5 interaction lengths thick

is used to detect hadronic showers. Plug and Forward calorimeters (PEM, PHA,

FEM and FHA) instrument the region 1:1 < j�j < 4:2, and consist of similar

absorber material. The showers in this region are detected with proportional wire

chambers as they provide for a more radiation-resistant detector system. The

presence of a solenoid magnet and a signi�cant amount of material in front of the

calorimeter leads to some compromise in calorimeter performance. The overall

resolution of the CDF calorimeter is

�E

E
=

0:137p
E
� 0:02 (for electromagnetic showers) (9)

�E

E
=

0:50p
E
� 0:03 (for hadrons): (10)

Planar drift chambers (CMU, CMP and CMX) located outside the calorime-

ter volume detect muons penetrating the calorimeter absorber, but precise muon

momentum and direction come from the associated charged track detected in the

inner tracking system. The central muon system is able to detect muons within

the pseudorapidity interval j�j < 1:0. A forward muon system (FMU) consisting

of large toriodal magnets surrounded by drift chambers and scintillator counters

detect muons in the rapidity region 2:2 � j�j � 3:5.
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Figure 3: A schematic view of one quarter of the CDF detector. The interaction

point is at the lower right corner of the �gure.

5.3 Triggering and Data Acquisition

Pair production of standard model top quarks and their subsequent decay into ei-

ther the dilepton or lepton+jets mode yields a signature that is relatively straight-

forward to trigger on. Both detectors employ multi-level trigger systems where at

each level more information is brought together to form a decision. The trigger

requirement of at least one energetic electron or muon is the primary tool used in

identifying online a sample of top quark candidate events that are subsequently

studied o�ine.

The requirement of at least one high PT electron or muon in both CDF and D0/

is imposed e�ciently in the trigger. The production of leptons above a transverse

energy of 15 GeV is dominated in both experiments by b and c quark produc-

tion, and by inclusive W+ boson production. For example, in CDF, the inclusive

electron trigger is implemented with the following requirements:

1. The level 1 trigger demands that at least one calorimeter trigger cell with

����� = 0:26 � 0:2 has > 6 GeV of electromagnetic energy.

2. The level 2 trigger demands that there be a charged track candidate pointing



at an electromagnetic energy cluster, and requires that the cluster properties

be consistent with those of an electromagnetic shower.

3. The level 3 trigger requires the presence of an electromagnetic cluster associ-

ated with a charged track reconstructed using the standard o�ine algorithms.

Further quality cuts on the properties of the electromagnetic shower are also

made.

These reduce the overall cross section of candidate events to approximately 50 nb,

of which approximately 30% is comprised of real electrons. For comparison, the

rate of W+ ! e+�e in this sample is of order 1 nb. The e�ciency of this trigger

for isolated electrons with 20 < ET < 150 GeV is 92:8� 0:2%.

As another example, the D0/ detector triggers on a sample of inclusive muon

candidates by using a two level decision process:

1. The level 1 trigger demands the presence of a charged track stub in the muon

toroidal spectrometer with a pT > 3 GeV=c.

2. The level 2 trigger demands a high quality muon candidate consisting of a

muon candidate in the muon system matched to a charged track observed

in the central tracking system. The central track candidate must be recon-

structed in all 3 dimensions, must be consistent with coming from the event

interaction and must have PT greater than 5 or 8 GeV=c, depending on the

speci�c muon trigger.

The e�ciency of this trigger is estimated to be 67 � 3%.

Both experiments employ inclusive electron and muon triggers, as well as trig-

gers that identify smaller samples of events useful to the top search. Since the

backgrounds to the dilepton sample are relatively small, it is convenient to iden-

tify the candidate events immediately in the trigger so that they can be analysed

as soon as possible. A high-PT dilepton trigger requiring at least two electron or

muon candidates is therefore employed to ag these candidates immediately. The

cross section for this trigger is only a few nb.

At a luminosity of 2 � 1031 cm�2s�1, a trigger cross section of 300 nb corre-

sponds to an event rate of 6 Hz, which can be comfortably recorded and analyzed.

Note, however, that even with a cross section of 10 nb, the total data sample for

an integrated luminosity of 50 pb�1 will consist of 500 000 events, with each event

comprised of order 200 kbytes of information.



5.4 The Run IA and IB Datasets

The Tevatron Collider started up after a three year shut-down in fall 1992, and

continued running through the summer of 1993. As this was the D0/ detector's �rst

collider run, it was remarkable that the collaboration was able to successfully use

40-50% of the collisions for their physics studies. The CDF collaboration gathered

19:6 � 0:7 pb�1 of data during this period.

From the start of Run IB in 1994 to February 1995, the Tevatron Collider had

delivered over 100 pb�1 of collisions to each detector. The D0/ and CDF collabo-

rations had recorded and analysed � 45 pb�1 of this data by this date, giving the

the two collaborations total Run I datasets of 50 and 67 pb�1, respectively.

In between Run IA and IB, both collaborations made incremental improve-

ments to their detectors. The D0/ detector's muon trigger was improved and

various detector subsystems were modi�ed with the goal of improving overall ro-

bustness and e�ciency. The CDF collaboration replaced the original 4-layer SVX

detector with a mechanically identical device that used newer, radiation-hard sili-

con strip wafers, and employed an AC-coupled readout design. The new detector,

known as the SVX', has much better signal-to-noise and is fundamentally better

understood.

5.5 Event Reconstruction

A schematic of a t t event being produced in a p�p collision and decaying into the

�nal state partons is shown in Fig. 4 Given the large number of partons that

arise from the decay of the t t system, each detector is required to reconstruct

with good e�ciency high energy electrons, muons and the jets resulting from the

fragmentation of high energy quarks, and to tag the presence of one or more

neutrinos by the imbalance of total transverse energy in the collision.

High energy electrons and muons are identi�ed in both detectors by the charged

track left in the central tracking systems, and by the behaviour of the leptons in the

calorimeters and muon identi�cation systems outside the calorimeters. Electrons

will generate an electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter, with a lateral and

longitudinal shower pro�le quite distinct from the shower intitiated by a charged

hadron. Muons are readily identi�ed as they generally pass unimpeded through

the calorimeter and are detected outside the calorimeters as charged particles that

point back to the particle trajectory in the central tracker. The CDF electron and
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Figure 4: A schematic of a t t event produced at the Tevatron and decaying into a

lepton+jets �nal state. In addition to the partons resulting from the decay, there

are additional jets produced by initial and �nal state radiation.

muon reconstruction algorithms have e�ciencies of 84 � 2% and 90:6 � 1:4% for

leptons from W+ boson decays. The D0/ electron reconstruction has an e�ciency

of 72 � 3%. These e�ciencies are quoted for electron and muon candidates that

have already passed the trigger requirements discussed earlier.

Neutrinos can only be detected by requiring that they have su�cient transverse

energy that the total measured energy ow sum to a value inconsistent with zero.

In practical terms, this energy ow vector is known as missing transverse energy

(6ET ). Note that we cannot use the imbalance in energy ow along the beamline in

this case as one can expect a signi�cant imbalance due to the di�ering momentum

of the partons in the proton and antiproton that collide to produce the t t system.

The resolution in 6ET is driven by both the uniformity of the calorimeter and its

inherent energy resolution. D0/ has a missing transverse energy resolution in each



transverse coordinate of

�x = 1:08 + 0:019
�X

ET

�
GeV; (11)

where the summation gives the total scalar transverse energy observed in the

calorimeter. CDF's transverse energy resolution is approximately 15-20% worse,

which has a modest impact on its neutrino detection ability.

Jets are constructed in both detectors as clusters of transverse energy within

a �xed cone de�ned in �-� space.23 The size of this cone is determined by the

competing requirements of making it large enough to capture most of the energy

associated with the fragmentation of a quark or gluon, and yet small enough that

it doesn't include energy associated with nearby high energy partons or from the

\underlying" event. The latter e�ect in itself contributes on average approxi-

mately 2 GeV per unit in �-� space, and the uctuations in this degrades the

jet energy resolution (the size of this e�ect depends on the rate of multiple in-

teractions). Monte Carlo (MC) calculations using a variety of models for quark

fragmentation and underlying event assumptions, as well as studies of the under-

lying events have indicated that a jet cluster cone size substantially smaller than

the traditional �-� radii of 0.7 or 1.0 employed in QCD studies is required. The

CDF analysis employs a cone radius of 0.4 in its top quark search, whereas the

D0/ collaboration has chosen to work with a cone radius of 0.5.

The requirement that most if not all daughters are reconstructed is not suf-

�cient to reject all backgrounds to t t production. There are other kinematical

variables that discriminate between t t and background events, most of them tak-

ing advantage of the fact that heavy top quark production will generate �nal state

daughters that are on average quite energetic. This motivates the use of a variable

called HT de�ned as

HT =
NpX
i=1

Ei
T ; (12)

where the sum is over all the jets and the leading electron cluster (in those chan-

nels where at least one electron is required). This variable is used by the D0/

collaboration in both their dilepton and lepton+jets analysis, and its e�ectiveness

in improving the signal-to-noise in the dilepton and lepton+jets channels is illus-

trated in Fig. 5. The CDF collaboration has recently reported the results of a top

analysis using a similar variable.24
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Figure 5: The HT distributions for e+��+jet events (a) and lepton+jet events

(b). The solid histograms are the distributions expected from t t events for a top

quark mass of 200 GeV=c2. The dashed histograms are the expected distributions

for the dominant backgrounds to t t production in both channels.

An additional kinematic variable known as aplanarity25 (A) has been employed

by the D0/ collaboration. This, as its name suggests, is a measure of how spherical

a candidate event is: t t events are expected to have larger values of A than the

corresponding physical backgrounds.

The �nal tool used in the reconstruction of t t events is the identi�cation or

\tagging" of jets that arise from the b quarks. There are two techniques employed

by the collaborations. The �rst takes advantage of the fact that bottom hadrons

decay semileptonically into electrons or muons about 20% of the time. D0/ and

CDF therefore search the interior of each jet cone for a muon candidate. CDF

also searches for low-energy electron candidates that can be associated with the

jet cluster. Because there are two b quarks in each t t decay, the e�ciency of this

soft lepton (SLT) tagging scheme ranges from 10-15%. The second technique is

used exclusively by CDF and takes advantage of the long-lived nature of bottom

hadrons and the SVX (or SVX') detector. A seach is performed for several charged

tracks detected in the SVX that form a secondary vertex a signi�cant distance from

the primary interaction. The e�ciency of this tagging scheme depends crucially

on the performance of the SVX/SVX'. It is estimated that over 40% of all t t



decays will have the presence of at least one SVX tag.

6 The Dilepton Top Quark Search

6.1 Dilepton Data Selection

The dilepton decay modes are the cleanest channel in which one would expect to

observe a heavy top quark. They su�er from the relatively small total branching

fraction of t t into these modes (a total of 4%), and from the presence of two

neutrinos in the �nal state that are not individually observable.

The dilepton searches break down into three separate channels, the e+e�, �+��

and e+�� �nal states. The CDF analysis requires two isolated lepton candidates,

each with PT > 20 GeV=c and with j�j < 1:0. The candidates must satisfy

standard lepton quality requirements that ensure high e�ciency and high rejection

from energetic, isolated charged hadrons. There are 2079 e+e� candidates, 2148

�+�� candidates and 25 e+�� candidates after these kinematical cuts. The large

e+e� and �+�� candidate samples are the result of Z� and Drell-Yan production,

as can be seen by examining the invariant mass (Mll) distribution of the dilepton

system. This background is removed by rejecting those events with

75 < Mll < 105 GeV=c2: (13)

This leaves 215, 233 and 25 candidate events in the e+e�, �+�� and e+�� channels,

respectively.

In addition, the events are required to have 6ET > 25 GeV and at least two jet

clusters with ET > 10 GeV and j�j < 2:0, since t t events are expected to have

two energetic neutrinos and a b quark and anti-quark in the �nal state. This still

leaves a background in the e+e� and �+�� sample from Drell-Yan production

where the 6ET signal arises from an accompanying jet that is mismeasured. The

distributions of the azimuthal opening angle between the missing transverse energy

vector and the closest jet or charged lepton candidate in the event versus the

missing transverse energy for each jet multiplicity are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for

the �+�� and e+�� channels, respectively. There is a clear cluster of events at

small 6ET -jet opening angles that extend to higher 6ET in the �+�� (and e+e�)

samples that results from the remnant Drell-Yan contamination in the samples.

The same enhancement is not present in the e+�� sample, which has no Drell-Yan



Mass (GeV=c2) D0/ CDF

150 2.4 6.2

160 2.0 4.4

170 1.6 3.0

180 1.2 2.4

Table 2: The expected number of dilepton events arising from t t production for

the D0/ and CDF selections as a function of top quark mass. The uncertainties on

these yields are of order 25-30%. The central value for the theoretical prediction

for the t t cross section is assumed.

contamination. A sti�er 6ET cut requiring at least 50 GeV of missing transverse

energy is imposed on those events that have 6ET -jet opening angles less than 20�.

The same region is occupied preferentially by backgrounds from Z ! �+�� in the

e+�� sample so it is also removed.

This leaves a total of 7 candidate CDF events, 5 in the e+�� channel and two

in the �+�� channel. No dielectron events survive the selection. One of the �+��

events has an energetic photon candidate with a �+�� invariant mass consistent

with that of a Z� boson. Although the expected background from radiative Z�

decay is only 0.04 events, the �+�� candidate is removed from the sample in

order to be conservative.

The D0/ analysis requires two high PT leptons; both leptons are required to

have PT > 20 GeV=c in the e+e� channel, PT > 15 GeV=c in the �+�� channel,

and PT > 15(12) GeV=c for the electron (muon) in the e+�� channel. A 6ET cut

requiring at least 20 GeV and 25 GeV is placed on the e+�� and e+e� channels,

respectively (no 6ET requirement is placed on �+�� candidate events). The selec-

tion requires at least two jets with corrected transverse energy> 15 with j�j < 2:5.

Finally, e+e� and e+�� candidate events are required to have HT > 120 GeV and

�+�� events are required to have HT > 100 GeV.

This leaves a total of 3 dilepton candidate events in the D0/ dataset. There are

2 e+�� events, no e+e� events, and 1 �+�� event. The integrated luminosities

corresponding to these three channels is 47:9 � 5:7, 55:7 � 6:7 and 44:2 � 5:3

pb�1, respectively. The number of observed events expected from t t production

is shown in Table 2.



Figure 6: The distribution of the azimuthal opening angle between the missing

ET vector and the highest energy jet or lepton versus the 6ET is shown for all CDF

candidate events, and for events with 0, 1 and � 2 jets in the �+�� channel. The

boundary shows the cuts placed to reject the remaining Drell-Yan background.



Figure 7: The distribution of the azimuthal opening angle between the missing ET

vector and the highest energy jet or lepton versus the events 6ET is shown for all

CDF candidate events, and for events with 0, 1 and � 2 jets in the e+�� channel.

The boundary shows the cuts placed to reject the Z ! �+�� background.



6.2 Dilepton Backgrounds

The number of dilepton events observed by CDF and D0/ is consistent with the rate

expected from t t production for a top quark mass of order 140 to 150 GeV=c2. It

is necessary to accurately estimate the number of events expected from standard

model background processes in order to interpret these event rates.

The most serious potential background comes from Z� boson production fol-

lowed by the decay Z� ! �+��. The �+ leptons then decay leptonically leaving

the dilepton signature and missing energy from the four neutrinos. The rate of

this background surviving the selection criteria can be accurately estimated using

the observed Z� boson kinematics in the dielectron and dimuon channels and sim-

ulating the decay of the �+ leptons. Other standard model sources of dileptons are

divector boson production, b�b and c�c production and Drell-Yan production. Most

of these are either very small (e.g., the backgrounds from W+W� and W+Z�

production) or can be estimated reliably from collider data (e.g. heavy quark

production). Jets misidenti�ed as leptons are a background source that also can

be accurately estimated using the data. CDF uses the strong correlation between

fake lepton candidates and the larger energy ow in proximity to the candidate.

D0/ employs similar techniques to estimate this background.

The estimated background rates in the three channels are listed in Table 3

and total to 1:3� 0:3 and 0:65� 0:15 for the CDF and D0/ analyses, respectively.

In both cases, there is an excess of observed candidate events above the expected

backgrounds.

The signi�cance of this observation can be quanti�ed in a number of ways. One

method is to ask how likely this observation is in the absence of t t production (the

null hypothesis). The answer to this is an exercise in classical statistics,26 where

one convolutes the Poisson distribution of expected background events with the

uncertainty in this expected rate. The signi�cance of the CDF observation is then

3 � 10�3; the signi�cance of the D0/ observation is 3 � 10�2.

In themselves, each analysis cannot rule out the possibility that the observed

events may be due to background sources. Taken together, however, they make

the background-only hypothesis very unlikely.y The obvious next step is to seek

yOne cannot simply multiply the two signi�cances together. To combine these observations, one

could de�ne a single statistic (like the total number of observed events in both experiments) and

then model the uctuations of this variable in the case of the null hypothesis. This would give

a larger probability of a background hypothesis than the product of the two probabilities.



Background CDF D0/

Z ! �+�� 0:38 � 0:07 0:16 � 0:09

Drell Yan 0:44 � 0:28 0:26 � 0:06

Fake e� or �� 0:23 � 0:15 0:16 � 0:08

W+W�=W�Z� 0:38 � 0:07 0:04 � 0:03

Heavy quarks 0:03 � 0:02 0:03 � 0:03

Total 1:3 � 0:3 0:65 � 0:15

Table 3: The number of background events expected to survive the CDF and D0/

dilepton analyses. Only the W+W� and heavy quark rates are estimated based

on Monte Carlo calculations in the CDF analysis. The other estimates are derived

from background rates obtained directly from data studies.

independent con�rmation.

6.3 B Tagging in the Dilepton Sample

If the dilepton sample has a contribution from t t production, it is reasonable to

search for evidence that two b quarks are being produced in association with the

dilepton pair and neutrinos.

The CDF collaboration has examined these events for such indications using

the b tagging algorithms described in detail in the following section. Three of

the six events have a total of �ve tagged jets, three with SLT tags and two with

SVX tags. CDF estimates that only 0.5 events with tags would be expected from

non-t t standard model sources, whereas one would expect 3.6 tags if the events

arose from the expected mixture of background and t t production. The data are

certainly consistent with the t t hypothesis, and motivate a detailed study of the

other potential channels.

7 The Lepton+Jets Top Quark Search

Both collaborations begin their lepton+jets analysis from a data sample domi-

nated by inclusive W+ production. They require events with signi�cant 6ET and

a well-identi�ed, high transverse momentum electron or muon. D0/ requires the
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Figure 8: The transverse mass distribution for the CDF electron and muon sam-

ples after requiring a well-identi�ed charged lepton and missing transverse energy

> 20 GeV. These data are from Run IA only.

presence of an isolated electron with ET > 20 GeV, and 6ET> 25 GeV to identify

an inclusive W+ ! e+�e sample, and an isolated muon with pT > 15 GeV=c and

6ET > 20 GeV to identify a W+ ! �+�� sample. CDF requires a candidate event

to have 6ET > 20 GeV and a charged lepton candidate in the central detector with

PT > 20 GeV=c and j�j < 1:0. The transverse mass for the resulting candidate

events, de�ned as

MT �
q
2ET 6ET (1� cos �l�); (14)

where �l� is the azimuthal opening angle between the charged lepton and the 6ET

vector, has a distribution with a clear Jacobian peak, as illustrated by the CDF

data shown in Fig. 8.

7.1 The D0/ Lepton+Jets Search

7.1.1 The D0/ Kinematic Analysis

The production of W+ bosons accompanied by additional jets form the largest

single background in the lepton+jets search. However, there are signi�cant di�er-

ences in the kinematics of the partons in the t t andW+jets �nal state that can be

used to di�erentiate between these processes. For example, the HT distribution



is compared for the t t and W+jets �nal state in Fig. 5(b). One sees that this

variable provides signi�cant separation between signal and background with only

a modest loss of signal.

The D0/ collaboration de�nes a t t candidate sample by requiring that HT >

200 GeV, that there be at least four jets in the �nal state with ET > 15 GeV

and j�j < 2:0, and that the aplanarity of the event A > 0:05. This leaves 5 e++

jet events and 3 �++ jet events in the sample. They expect to observe 3:8 � 0:6

events from t t production in this sample for a top quark mass of 180 GeV=c2.

The backgrounds to t t production in this sample are dominated by the inclu-

sive W+jets process. In order to estimate the size of this background, one can

use the rate of observed events in the W + 1, W + 2, and W + 3 jet sample and

extrapolate that to the number of events in theW+ � 4 jet sample. It is expected

that the ratio of W +n jet events to W +(n� 1) jet events will be constant given

the same jet requirements19 when the HT and aplanarity cuts are removed. This

prediction can be tested using the W +1 jets, W +2 and W +3 jet samples where

one expects to see little t t contribution. The results of this test, shown in Fig. 9,

con�rm that this ratio remains constant.

The D0/ collaboration then applies the HT and aplanarity cuts and uses the

relative e�ciency of these cuts on t t signal and theW+jets background to extract

the number of t t events in the sample and the number of background events that

remain. The D0/ collaboration estimates the size of the background in theirW +4

jet sample to be 1:9� 0:5 events. There is a clear excess of observed events above

the predicted background.

7.1.2 B Tagging in the D0/ Sample

D0/ has performed a separate analysis requiring that one of the jets also be con-

sistent with a b quark semileptonic decay. This study is complementary to the

D0/ kinematical analysis, and does not depend on the jet-scaling arguments to

estimate the backgrounds.

D0/'s excellent muon identi�cation capability makes it possible to tag b hadrons

by searching for the decay b ! �����X. Because there are two b jets in each t t

signal event, the fraction of tagged events will be twice the semileptonic branching

fraction of b hadrons times the e�ciency for identifying muons. D0/ studies show

that the use of standard muon identi�cation requirements applied to candidates

with PT> 4 GeV=c result in a tagging e�ciency for W+ � 3 jet events of � 20%.



Figure 9: The rate of W+ ! e+�e events as a function of the minimum jet mul-

tiplicity and jet ET requirements observed by the D0/ collaboration (the charged

conjugate mode is implied). These data are shown before the HT or aplanarity

cuts, and are compared to predictions from a QCD Monte Carlo calculation.

This is relatively insensitive to the actual top quark mass, rising slowly as a

function of Mtop.

\Fake" tags are expected to arise from real muons resulting from heavy quark

(b, c) semileptonic decay and decays-in-ight of � and K mesons. This would

imply that the fake rate per jet should be relatively independent of the number of

jets in a given event, or the topology of the jets in the event. The D0/ collaboration

has measured the expected background rate for their tagging scheme using a large

sample of events coming from their inclusive jet triggers. Since the jets in these

events are expected to arise predominantly from light quarks and gluons, they form

a good sample to estimate the probability of incorrectly b tagging a light quark or

gluon jet. This leads to an over-estimate of the background from light quark jets,

as some of the jets in this inclusive jet control sample will have c and b quarks



in them, albeit at a low rate. These studies show that the tag rate is between

0.005 and 0.010 per jet, and rises slowly with the ET of the jet. Detailed Monte

Carlo calculations using a full detector simulation verify this result. Based on

this study, D0/ expects that � 2% of the W + 3 and W + 4 jet background events

will be tagged. With this fake rate, b tagging provides an order of magnitude

improvement in signal-to-noise in this sample.

The D0/ collaboration use a less stringentW+jets selection when also requiring

a b quark tag in order to optimise the signal-to-noise of this analysis. The events

are required to haveHT > 140 GeV, and the jet multiplicity requirement is relaxed

to demand at least three jets with ET > 20 GeV. In addition, the aplanarity cut

is dropped altogether, and in the case of the electron + jets channel, the 6ET cut

is relaxed to require 6ET > 20 GeV. There are 3 events in the e+jet and �+jet

channels that survive these requirements, whereas only 0:85�0:14 and 0:36�0:08

events are expected from background sources, respectively. As in the dilepton and

lepton + jets channels, a excess of candidate events over background is observed.

7.2 The CDF Counting Experiment

The CDF collaboration has performed an analysis of their lepton+jets data similar

to that reported for the Run IA dataset.11 The analysis avoids making stringent

kinematical cuts that could result in large systematic uncertainties, and takes

advantage of the presence of two b quarks in the signal events to control the

expected backgrounds.

Starting from the inclusive W+ boson sample, the CDF analysis requires at

least three jets with ET > 15 GeV and j�j < 2:0. This results in 203 events,

with 164 and 39 events in the W + 3 and W+ � 4 jet samples, respectively. The

backgrounds estimated to make the largest contribution to this sample come from

realW+ boson production, from standard model sources of other isolated high ET

leptons (such as Z� boson production), from b and c quark semileptonic decays

and from events where the lepton candidate has been misidenti�ed. Most of the

non-W+ boson backgrounds have lower 6ET , and are characterised by lepton candi-

dates that are not well isolated from other particles in the event. The correlation

between this additional energy ow and 6ET in the event allows one to directly

measure this background fraction. This results in an estimate for the background

from sources of non-isolated lepton candidates of 10� 5%. The background rates



Background Fraction of Sample (%)

WW , WZ Production 5:0 � 2:3

Z� ! e+e�=�+�� 5:2 � 1:3

Z� ! �+�� 3:3 � 1:0

Fake Leptons, Conversions, b�b 10:0 � 5:0

Total 23:5 � 5:7

Table 4: The estimated fractions of events in the W+ � 3 jet sample arising from

the di�erent background sources to t t production. Only the requirement of at

least three jets has been imposed.

from sources that produce isolated lepton candidates have been estimated using

data and Monte Carlo calculations. These background estimates are summarised

in Table 4.

7.2.1 Secondary Vertex Tagging

The CDF detector has the unique capability of detecting b quarks by reconstruct-

ing the location of the b quark's decay vertex using the SVX detector. A schematic

of the decay topology for a bottom hadron is shown in Fig. 10. The charged parti-

cle trajectories are reconstructed in the CTC and then extrapolated into the SVX

detector to identify the track's hits in the silicon strip detector.

The quality of the reconstructed SVX track is determined by the number of

SVX coordinates found for the track and the accuracy of each coordinate. The

algorithm to reconstruct secondary vertices considers all tracks above a transverse

momentum of 1.5 GeV=c that have an impact parameter relative to the primary

vertex > 2�, where � is the estimated uncertainty in the impact parameter mea-

surement for the track. The algorithm �rst looks for vertices formed by three

tracks, making relatively loose quality cuts on each of the tracks. A vertex is

accepted if a �2 �t requiring the three tracks to come from a common point is

acceptable. Any remaining high-quality tracks with large impact parameter are

then paired up to look for two-track vertices. A jet containing a secondary vertex

found in this way that has a positive decay length is considered SVX tagged (the

sign of the decay length is taken from the dot product of the displacement vector

between the primary and secondary vertices, shown as Lxy in Fig. 10, and the



Figure 10: A schematic of the decay of a bottom quark, showing the primary and

secondary vertices, and the charged tracks reconstructed in the CDF CTC and

SVX detectors.

vector sum of the momenta of the daughter tracks).

The e�ciency of this SVX tagging algorithm has been measured using a large

sample of inclusive electron and J= ! �+�� candidates, where the heavy

quark contents in these samples have been independently estimated. This e�-

ciency agrees with that obtained using a full detector simulation; the ratio of the

measured e�ciency to the e�ciency determined using the detector simulation is

0:96 � 0:07.

The b quark SVX tags not arising from t t production come from track combi-

nations that for some reason result in a fake secondary vertex (mistags) and from

real sources of b and c quarks inW+ jet events. One way of estimating the mistag

rate is to note that the rate of these fakes must be equal for those secondary ver-

tices located on either side of the p�p collision vertex as determined by comparing

the displacement vector of the secondary vertex with the momentum vector of the

tracks de�ning the secondary vertex (positive and negative tags, respectively).

The rate of real b and c quarks not arising from t t production can be estimated

using theoretical calculations and comparing these with observed rates in other

channels.

The mistag probability has been measured using both samples of inclusive jets



and the inclusive electron and dimuon samples. The probability of mistagging as

a function of the number of jets in the event and the transverse energy of the jet

is shown in Fig. 11, based on the inclusive jet measurements where I have plotted

both the negative and positive tag rates. The negative tag rate is perhaps the best

estimate of the mistag rate, since one expects some number of real heavy quark

decays in this sample to enhance the positive tag rate. The mistag rate per jet

measured in this way is � 0:008, and is lower than the positive tag rate measured

in the inclusive jet sample (� 0:025), as expected from estimates of heavy quark

production in the inclusive jet sample.

To account for all sources of background tags, the number of tagged events

expected from sources of real heavy quark decays (primarily W+b�b and W+c�c

�nal states) is determined using a Monte Carlo calculation and a full simulation

of the detector. The sum of this \physics" tag rate and the mistag rate then

gives an estimate of the total background to t t production. This estimate can

be checked by using the positive tag rate in inclusive jet events as a measure of

the total non-t t tag rate in the W+ jet events. This gives us a somewhat higher

background rate, due primarily to the expected larger fraction of b and c quarks

in the inclusive jet sample compared to the W+jet events.

The e�ciency for �nding at least one jet with an SVX tag in a t t signal event

is calculated using the ISAJET Monte Carlo programme27 to generate a t t event,

and then applying the measured tagging e�ciencies as a function of jet ET to

determine how many reconstructed b quark jets are tagged. The SVX tagging

e�ciency, i.e. the fraction of W+ � 3 jet t t events with at least one SVX-tagged

jet, is found to be 0:42�0:05, making this technique a powerful way of identifying

t t candidate events.

7.2.2 Soft Lepton Tagging

The CDF collaboration developed the original lepton-tagging techniques to search

for b quarks in t t production,28 requiring the presence of a muon candidate in

proximity to one of the jets. The collaboration has enhanced these techniques

by extending the acceptance of the muon system and by searching for electron

candidates associated with a jet cluster. In both cases, it is optimal to allow for

relatively low energy leptons (down to PT 's as low as 2 GeV=c), so this technique

has become known as \soft lepton tagging." A candidate jet cluster with a soft

lepton candidate is considered to be SLT tagged.
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Figure 11: The rate of SVX tags as a function of the transverse energy of the jet

and the charged track multiplicity in the jet, as measured using the inclusive jet

sample. Tag rates for both positive and negative decay length vertices are shown.

The e�ciency of this tagging technique depends on the ability to identify

leptons in the presence of additional hadrons that come from the fragmentation

of the b quark and the decay of the resulting c quark system. Muons are identi�ed

by requiring a charged track in the CTC that matches a muon track stub. Electron

candidates are de�ned by an electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter with less

than 10% additional energy in the hadronic calorimeter towers directly behind

the shower, a well-reconstructed track in the CTC that matches the position of

the shower and shower pro�les consistent with those created by an electron. The

overall e�ciency for �nding at least one SLT tag in a t t event is 0:22� 0:02, and

is not a strong function of the top quark mass.

The rate at which this algorithm misidenti�es light quark or gluon jets as



having a soft lepton is determined empirically by studying events collected by

requiring the presence of at least one jet cluster. The mistag rate for muon tags

varies between 0.005 and 0.01 per charged track, and rises slowly with the energy

of the jet. The mistag rate for electrons also depends on the track momentum

and how well isolated it is from other charged tracks; it typically is of order 0.005

per track. Fake SLT tags where there is no heavy avour semileptonic decay is

expected to be the dominant source of background tags in the t t sample, due to

the larger SLT fake rates as compared to the SVX mistag rates.

7.2.3 Tagging Results in the CDF Lepton+Jets Sample

The SVX and SLT tagging techniques have been applied to the W+jet sample as

a function of the number of jets in the event, and the expected number of mistags

has been calculated for each sample. This provides a very strong consistency

check, as the number of observed tags in the W + 1 jet and W + 2 jet samples

should be dominated by background tags; the fraction in these two event classes

expected from t t production is less than 10% of the total number of candidate

events.

The number of candidate events and tags is shown in Table 5. There is good

agreement between the expected number of background tags and the number of

observed tags for the W + 1 jet and W + 2 jet samples. However, there is a clear

excess of tags observed in the W+ � 3 jet sample, where we observe 27 and 23

SVX and SLT events, respectively, and expect only 6:7� 2:1 and 15:4� 2:3 SVX

and SLT background tags. The excess of SVX tags is particularly signi�cant, with

the probability of at least this number of tags arising from background sources

being 2 � 10�5. The excess of SLT tags is less signi�cant because of the larger

expected background. The probability that at least 23 observed SLT tags would

arise from background only is 6� 10�2 and con�rms the SVX observation.

It is interesting to note that if we attribute the excess number of SVX tags

in the W+ � 3 jet sample to t t production, we would expect approximately 10

W + 2 jet tagged events resulting from t t production. This is in good agreement

with the excess of observed tags (13 � 7) in this sample, and corroborates the

hypothesis that the excess in the W+ � 3 jet sample is due to the t t process.

A striking feature of the tagged sample is the number of events with two or

more tagged jets. The 27 SVX tags are found in 21 events, so that there are

6 SVX double tags. There are also six SVX tagged events that have SLT tags.



Sample SVX bkg SVX tags SLT bkg SLT tags

W+1 jet 50 � 12 40 159 � 25 163

W+2 jet 21 � 7 34 46 � 7 55

W+� 3 jet 6:7 � 2:1 27 15:4 � 2:3 23

Table 5: The expected number of background tags and the observed number of

tags in the CDF lepton+jets sample as a function of the number of jets in event.

We would expect less than one SVX-SVX double tag and one SVX-SLT double

tag in the absence of t t production, whereas we would expect four events in each

category using the excess of SVX tags to estimate the t t production cross section.

A schematic of one of the SVX double tagged events is shown in Fig. 12, where

the tracks reconstructed in the SVX detector are displayed, along with the jets

and lepton candidates they are associated with. These observations strengthen

the t t interpretation of the CDF sample.

7.3 Summary of Counting Experiments

The results of the lepton+jets counting experiments performed by D0/ and CDF

are summarised in Table 6. Both collaborations observe an excess of events in all

the channels in which one can reasonably expect evidence for the top quark. Many

of the channels demonstrate correlated production of W+ bosons with b quarks {

exactly what we would expect from t t decay.

Taken together, this is overwhelming evidence that the two collaborations are

observing phenomena that within the context of the standard model can only be

attributed to pair production of top quarks.

8 Measurement of Top Quark Properties

In order to further test the interpretation that top quark production is responsi-

ble for the excess in the dilepton and lepton+jets channels, both collaborations

have measured the rate of top quark production and identi�ed a subset of their

candidate lepton+jet events where it is possible to directly measure the mass of

the top quark.
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Figure 12: The schematic in the r-� view of the SVX tracks reconstructed in one

of the CDF lepton+jet events that has two SVX tagged b jets. The jets associated

with the SVX tracks and the lepton candidates are identi�ed. The decay lengths

of each b candidate jet are noted in the �gure. This event is �tted to a top quark

mass of 170 � 10 GeV=c2, using the procedure discussed below.



Sample Background Observed

CDF Dileptons 1:3� 0:3 6

D0/ Dileptons 0:65 � 0:15 3

Lepton + Jets (D0/ Kinematics) 0:93 � 0:50 8

Lepton + Jets (D0/ B Tagging) 1:21 � 0:26 6

Lepton + Jets (CDF SVX tags) 6:7� 2:1 27

Lepton + Jets (CDF SLT tags) 15:4� 2:3 23

Table 6: The expected number of background events and the observed number of

events in the di�erent analyses. Note that some event samples and background

uncertainties are correlated so it is not straightforward to combine these observa-

tions into a single statement of statistical signi�cance.

These measurements allow us to test the standard model prediction for the

cross section as a function of the top quark mass. The initial evidence for top

quark production published by CDF11 implied a top quark production cross sec-

tion almost two standard deviations above the theoretically predicted value. More-

over, other standard model measurements, and in particular those performed at

LEP, constrain the top quark mass. It is important to directly verify that these

predictions agree with the top quark mass inferred from the Collider data.

The CDF and D0/ Collaborations have also begun other studies of top quark

properties that can be inferred from the Collider data. These include aspects of

both top quark decay and production, and I discuss their status in the following

subsections.

8.1 The Top Quark Cross Section

The acceptance of the D0/ and CDF top quark searches depend on the top quark

mass. We can therefore infer the t t production cross section as a function of the

top quark mass given the number of observed events in each channel.

For a data sample with integrated luminosity L, if we observe No
i candidate

events in a particular channel i and we expect N b
i background events, then the

maximum likelihood solution for the cross section of the process combining all



Source Uncertainty (%)

Lepton ID and Trigger 10

Initial State Radiation 7

Jet Energy Scale 6.5

b Tagging E�ciency 12

Table 7: The uncertainties in the acceptance calculation for the CDF cross section

measurement using the SVX tagged sample.

channels is

� =

P
i

�
No

i �N b
i

�
L (Pi �i)

; (15)

where �i is the acceptance for the search. This assumes that the observed number

of events has a Poisson distribution and that uncertainties on the acceptance can

be ignored. The latter restriction can be relaxed by numerically solving for the

maximum likelihood solution allowing for uncertainties in �i and N b
i , and any

correlations in the acceptances.

The CDF collaboration has performed a preliminary measurement of the t t

cross section using the SVX tagged sample. This is the single most signi�cant

measurement and can be performed only knowing the SVX tagging e�ciency and

background rates. The addition of the SLT sample and the dileptons into the

cross section measurement requires a knowledge of the e�ciency correlations in

the samples and is work in progress. The t t acceptance was determined using the

ISAJETMonte Carlo programme, and found to be 0:034�0:009. The uncertainties
associated with this acceptance calculation are listed in Table 7. The expected

background in the 21 tagged events is N b = 5:5 � 1:8 events.z
The resulting cross section determined from the SVX sample is 6:8+3:6�2:4 pb for

a nominal top quark mass of 175 GeV=c2. This is approximately one standard

deviation lower than the cross section determined in the Run IA CDF data. It is

in good agreement with the theoretically predicted value of 4:9 � 0:6 pb for the

same top quark mass.

zThe previous estimate of the expected SVX background tags assumed that there was no con-

tribution from t t production to the 203 events in the W+ � 3 jet sample prior to tagging.
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Figure 13: The top quark cross section determined by the D0/ collaboration as a

function of top quark mass. The QCD prediction for t t production is displayed

as the heavier band.

The D0/ collaboration estimates the t t cross section using the information from

all the channels they have studied. They also perform a background subtraction

and then correct for the acceptance, channel by channel. They determine �t t =

6:2 � 2:2 pb, for a top quark mass of 200 GeV=c2. This value doubles to � 12 pb

if one assumes a top quark mass of 160 GeV=c2. The top quark mass dependence

of the D0/ cross section is illustrated in Fig. 13.

The CDF and D0/ estimates are in reasonable agreement with each other, al-

though both have large uncertainties. A strong test of the lowest order calculation

for �t t and next-to-leading order corrections will have to wait for substantially

more statistics.

8.2 The Top Quark Mass

The top quark mass can be determined directly by correlating the kinematics

of the observed partons in the �nal state. The sensitivity of this measurement

depends on the amount of \missing" information in the events, and the inherent

resolution of the detectors to jets and missing energy. The lepton + � 4 jet events

o�er the possibility of fully reconstructing the t t system provided one assumes that

the missing transverse energy arises from the undetected neutrino, and that four



of the jets come from the b and �b quarks and the two quarks from the W+ decay.

Perhaps the most serious complication to this procedure is the di�culty of

associating �nal state jet clusters with the partons from the t t decay. The jets

are only approximate measures of the initial state parton, and there is often not a

1-to-1 correspondence between partons resulting from the t t decay and observed

jets. This is due to gluon radiation that can cause one parton to be observed

as two jet clusters, and overlap of jet clusters, where two partons merge into a

single jet cluster. To complicate matters further, additional partons are produced

by initial and �nal state radiation, so the number of observed jet clusters may

readily exceed four.

The number of combinatorial possibilities for assigning partons to jets in the

case where only four jets are observed is twelve (we only have to identify the two

jets associated with the W+ decay and not have to permute these two). If we can

identify one of the jets as arising from a bottom quark, the number of possible

assignments reduces to six. Any technique that reconstructs the t t decay in this

mode has to reduce the e�ect of these combinatorial backgrounds on the expected

signal.

8.2.1 CDF Mass Analysis

The CDF collaboration measures the top quark mass by selecting a sample of lep-

ton+jet events with at least four jets, and then making the parton-jet assignment

that best satis�es a constrained kinematic �t. The �t inputs are the observed jet

momentum vectors, the momentum vector for the charged lepton, the transverse

energy vector for the neutrino and the vector sum of the momentum of the unas-

signed jets in the event. The uncertainties in these quantities are determined from

the measured response of the detector. The �t assumes that the event arises from

the process

p�p ! t�tX; (16)

j�!q�q0�b

j�!l+�l b

The �t constrains the W+ and W� decay daughters to have an invariant mass

equal to the W+ mass and constrains the t and the �t to have the same mass. The

unknown recoil system X is observed in the detector as unassociated jets and the



\unclustered" energy in the calorimeter, i.e. the energy not associated with a jet.

Only the four highest ET jets are considered, reducing the possible combinations

at the cost of some degradation in top quark mass resolution (in those cases where

the t t daughter jets are not the four highest ET jets in the event).

Formally, there are two degrees of freedom in the �t when we take into ac-

count the number of constraints and the number of unmeasured quantities. A �2

function including the uncertainties in the measurements is minimised subject to

the kinematic constraints for each possible parton-jet assignment. The b-tagged

jets in the event are only allowed to be assigned to the b or �b quarks. Prior to the

�t all jet energies are corrected in order to account for detector inhomogeneities

and the e�ect of energy ow into and out of the jet clustering cone. The parton

assignment that produces the lowest �2 is selected for the subsequent analysis.

The event is rejected if the minimum �2 is greater than 10. Parton assignments

that result in a top quark mass greater than 260 GeV=c2 are also rejected as the

experiment is not expected to have any sensitivity to top quark masses of that

magnitude.

Monte Carlo studies have demonstrated that this procedure identi�es the cor-

rect parton-jet assignment about 40% of the time. The top quark mass resulting

from the �t in those cases is shown in Fig. 14 along with the mass distribution

for all lepton + � 4 jet events for a sample created assuming a top quark mass of

170 GeV=c2. From a single event, one is able to measure the top quark mass to an

accuracy of � 10 GeV=c2 when one makes the correct assignment. However, the

full distribution shows that the �tting and parton assignment procedure retains

much of this mass information even in those cases where the incorrect parton

assignment has been made.

Starting with the 203 W+ � 3 jet events, the CDF collaboration selects a

subset of events that have at least one additional jet with ET > 8 GeV and

j�j < 2:4. The requirements on the fourth jet are less stringent than the �rst

three jets in order to enhance the e�ciency for detecting all four jets from the

t t decay. There are 99 such events in the CDF sample prior to requiring a b-

tagged jet, and 88 of these pass the �2 cut on the best jet-parton assignment and

kinematic �t. The additional requirement of at least one SVX or SLT-tagged jet

leaves 19 events.

The background of non-t t events in this sample is estimated in the same

manner used in the cross section analysis. One assumes that the 88 event sample is
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Figure 14: The �tted top quark mass in Monte Carlo events for those events in

which the correct parton assignments have been made (dashed histogram) and for

all events that pass the �t procedure (solid histogram). A top quark mass of 170

GeV=c2 has been assumed.

a mixture of background and t t signal, and then applies the known background tag

rates to determine how many of the non-t t events would be tagged. This results

in a estimated background in the 19 events of 6:9+2:5�1:9 events. This background is

expected to be a combination of real W+jet events and events where an energetic

hadron fakes the lepton signature. Studies of the Z+jet events, candidate events

where the lepton is not well-isolated and W+jet Monte Carlo events show that

the resulting top quark mass distribution for these di�erent background events

are all similar. The CDF collaboration therefore uses the W+jet Monte Carlo

sample to estimate the background shape in the top quark mass distribution.

The resulting top quark mass distribution is shown in Fig. 15. One sees a

clear peak around 170-180 GeV=c2 with relatively long tails. The dotted distribu-
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four or more jets that satisfy the �t criteria. The dotted histogram reects the

shape and size of the estimated background. The dashed histogram is the result

of a �t of the reconstructed mass distribution to a combination of t t signal and

expected background. The inset distribution is the change in log-likelihood of this

�t.

tion represents the shape of the non-t t backgrounds, normalised to the estimated

background rate. The top quark mass is determined by performing a maximum

likelihood �t of this distribution to a linear combination of the expected t t signal

shape determined by Monte Carlo calculations for di�erent top quark masses and

the background. The background rate is constrained by the measured rate of

non-t t events in the sample. The negative log-likelihood distribution for this �t

is shown in the inset in Fig. 15. It results in a top quark mass of 176� 8 GeV=c2.

Since the �t constrains the invariant mass of the jets assigned to be the W+

boson daughters to the W+ boson mass, one can only test the consistency of this



Source Uncertainty (GeV=c2)

Final State Gluon Radiation 7.7

Absolute Jet Energy Scale 3.1

Variations in Fit Procedures 2.5

Shifts Resulting from Tagging Biases 2.4

Monte Carlo Statistics 3.1

Non-t t Mass Distribution Shape 1.6

Miscellaneous E�ects 2.0

Table 8: The systematic uncertainties associated with the CDF top quark mass

measurement.

assignment by �rst relaxing this constraint and then examining the dijet invariant

mass distribution. I show this in Fig. 16 for the W+ � 4 jet events that satisfy

the selection criteria without the imposition of the dijet mass constraint. The

comparison with the expected distribution from the combination of background

events and t t signal is quite good. However, one should keep in mind the rather low

statistics and the large expected mass resolution. This distribution will become a

very important calibration tool when larger statistics samples become available.

The largest systematic uncertainties in this measurement arise from uncertain-

ties in the modelling of gluon radiation in jets in the �nal state, absolute jet energy

scale, variations in �tting procedures, and the shape of the non-t t background. A

number of other potential sources of uncertainty have been studied, and have been

found to contribute a total of �2:0 GeV=c2 to the total systematic uncertainty. A

summary of these uncertainties is given in Table 8, and total to �10 GeV=c2.
One can quantify the signi�cance of the shape of the mass distribution by

performing an unbinned Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The probability that the ob-

served mass distribution could arise from purely background sources is 2 � 10�2.

This test is conservative in that it only compares the shape of the background

with the observed data. Other measures of signi�cance can be used. For example,

one can de�ne a relative likelihood for the top+background and background-only

hypotheses and then ask how often a background-only hypothesis would result in a

relative likelihood as signi�cant as that observed. This test gives a probability for

a background uctuation of less than 10�3. However, it is more model-dependent
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as it assumes a speci�c shape for the non-background hypothesis.

8.2.2 The D0/ Mass Measurement

The D0/ collaboration estimates the top quark mass using their sample of lepton +

� 4 jet events. In their analysis, they select 4-jet events by requiring that all jets

have a corrected transverse energy > 15 GeV with j�j < 2:4. They also require

the events to have HT > 200 GeV and to have aplanarity > 0:05. They �nd 14

events that satisfy these requirements.

They then perform a �2 �t of the observed kinematics in each event to the

t�t ! W+W�b�b hypothesis, requiring that the mass of the assumed t ! l+�lb

system equal the mass of the t ! q�q0b system making all possible parton-jet

assignments in the �nal state. As in the CDF technique, they only consider the

four highest ET jets, and only �ts with �2 < 7 are considered acceptable. There

are 11 events that have at least one con�guration that gives an acceptable �t. For

each event, they assign a top quark mass by averaging the top quark mass from the

three best acceptable �ts for that event, weighting the mass from each �t with the

�2 probability from the �t. The resulting histogram of the invariant mass of the

three-parton �nal state (the hypothesised top quark) is shown in Fig. 17(a). They

performed the same analysis on a \looser" data sample of 27 events, where the HT

and aplanarity requirements were removed. This yields similar results, as shown in

Fig. 17(b), although with signi�cantly larger backgrounds. The mass distribution

shows an enhancement at a three-parton invariant mass around 200 GeV=c2, as

expected from t t production (shown as the higher mass curve in both plots). The

corresponding mass distribution expected from the QCD W+jet background is

shown in Fig. 17(a)-(b) as the dashed curve at lower mass. It peaks at small

values of three-parton invariant mass and together the combined background and

signal hypothesis model the data well.

The mass distribution obtained using the looser selection is �t to a combination

of t t signal and background, yielding a top quark mass of

Mtop = 199+19�21 � 22 GeV=c2; (17)

where the two uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. A similar

�t to the mass distribution using the 11 event sample results in a consistent result,

but with larger statistical uncertainties. The negative log-likelihood distributions

for the �ts to the standard and loose selection are shown in Fig. 17(c) and (d),
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respectively. The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the sensitivity of this

analysis to the D0/ jet energy scale.

8.3 Top Quark Decays

The standard model predicts that the top quark will decay via a V -A interac-

tion into the W+b �nal state 100% of the time. It is important to con�rm this

prediction as various extensions to the standard model di�er on the predicted phe-

nomenology of top quark decays. There are e�ectively two separate predictions

that should be tested:

1. The decay proceeds via the standard model charged current.

2. The top quark always decays to a b quark.

It is useful to address these two predictions separately as they involve di�erent

aspects of the standard model, namely the assumption that there is only one

current involved in the top quark decay and on our understanding of the tW+b

vertex.

In the context of the standard model, the GIM mechanism is responsible for

suppressing all avour-changing neutral currents (FCNC). This has been experi-

mentally tested in the strange and bottom quark sector, where limits on FCNC

decays are quite stringent.29 An extension to the top quark sector is therefore an

important veri�cation of this fundamental aspect of the electroweak interaction.

The standard model does allow top quark charged current decays to either s or a

d quarks, but only via the mixing of the quark mass eigenstates as parametrised

by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements Vts or Vtd. If we as-

sume that there are only three generations and that the CKM matrix is unitary,

then the 90% CL limits on these two elements are30

0:004 � jVtdj � 0:015 and 0:030 � jVtsj � 0:048: (18)

This predicts top quark branching fractions to s and d quarks of less than 0.3%.

However, if we relax the condition of unitary and/or allow for a larger number of

quark generations, then the strict limits on Vts and Vtd no longer apply, and the

possibility exists for large top quark decay rates to these lighter quarks.

There are a number of standard model extensions that predict decay modes not

involving a transition mediated by a W+ boson.31 The most obvious candidates

are the avour-changing neutral decays such as t! Z�c or t! c. Such models



therefore result in decays that violate both standard model predictions. There

are also models that predict decay modes that always yield a b quark in the �nal

state, but involve a transition mediated by something other than the W+ boson.

A popular example of this is the decay t ! H+b, where H+ is a charged Higgs

boson. Since the decay modes of theH+ are in principle quite di�erent from those

of the W+, this would result in a di�erent rate of lepton+jet and dilepton �nal

states coming from the t t system.

8.3.1 Top Quark Branching Fraction

The measurement of top quark branching fractions is currently limited by the

rather small number of detected events, and by the large uncertainty in the top

quark production cross section. The most sensitive measures of the top quark

branching fraction B(t ! W+b) that do not depend on a knowledge of the �t t

are the relative rate of single to double b quark tags in lepton+jet events, and

the relative rates of zero, single and double b quark tags in dilepton events. The

relative rate of zero b quark tags in lepton+jet events is not helpful in this case

as this sample is contaminated with a large fraction of non-t t background.

These relative rates are sensitive to

R � BR(t! W+b)

BR(t! W+q)
=

jVtbj2
jVtbj2 + jVtsj2 + jVtdj2

: (19)

The fractions of zero, single and double tagged events can be related to R by the

expressions

f0 = (1�R�)2

f1 = 2R�(1�R�) (20)

f2 = (R�)2;

where � is the b tagging e�ciency. These can be solved for R to obtain the

expressions

R =
2

�(f1=f2 + 2)
(21)

R =
1

�(2f0=f1 + 1)
; (22)

where the �rst expression is applicable to both the lepton+jets and dilepton event

samples, and the second applies to the dilepton sample only.
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Figure 18: The likelihood function of R determined by using the relative rate of

zero, single and doubled tagged events in the CDF dilepton data and the relative

rates of single and double tagged events in the CDF lepton+jet data.

These relative rates of b tagged events are most e�ciently combined by using

a maximum likelihood technique to determine R. The likelihood function that

combines the CDF data from each channel is shown in Fig. 18 as a function of R.
The function peaks near unity, but has a large width that results from the limited

statistics of the sample. From this distribution, one determines that

R = 0:87+0:13�0:30(stat)
+0:13
�0:11(syst); (23)

where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in b tagging

e�ciency.

Since R is a ratio involving three CKM matrix elements, we can convert this

measurement into a statement about jVtbj by assuming, for example, the limits on



Vtd and Vts quoted in Eq. 18. This results in

jVtbj = 0:11+0:89
�0:05; (24)

which is in agreement with the standard model expectation, albeit with large

uncertainties. The result is most directly interpreted as implying jVtbj � jVtsj or
jVtdj.

8.3.2 Other Aspects of Top Quark Decays

The poor statistics of the D0/ and CDF samples limit the detail with which one can

study other aspects of top quark decays. However, I would like to mention two

speci�c studies that are currently underway, though results are not yet available.

The V -A nature of the charged current results in the prediction that the decay

t! W+b will result in W+ bosons that are longitudinally polarised, that is, they

will be produced with helicity aligned transverse to their momentum vector. This

arises from the large top quark mass, as the fraction of longitudinal polarisation

is given by

M2

top=(2M
2

W )

1 +M2

top=(2M
2

W )
: (25)

One will, with su�cient statistics, be able to extract this helicity information from

the angular distribution of the charged or neutral lepton helicity angle measured

in the lab frame that arises from the leptonic decay of the W+ boson.32

One can also test for FCNC top decays by searching for evidence of Z� or 

bosons in �nal states such as

p�p ! t t! Z�cW+b

p�p ! t t! cW+b (26)

p�p ! t t! Z�cZ��c;

which would arise if there was an appreciable FCNC top quark decay rate. These

�nal states are essentially free of backgrounds,33,34 so that the searches will be

limited by the Z� branching ratios and the integrated luminosity.

8.4 Top Quark Production Properties

QCD calculations predict that top quarks should be produced with a relatively

soft PT distribution and in the central pseudorapidity region. Extensive theo-

retical studies have been done of heavy quark production, and the theoretical



uncertainties in the QCD predictions are quite modest. Although there has been

some theoretical concern about the number and spectrum of additional jets aris-

ing from QCD radiation and higher-order processes, the general consensus is that

these standard model uncertainties do not have a large e�ect on the production

kinematics of top quarks.

However, there has been speculation that new physics beyond the standard

model could have an inuence on the production properties of the t t system.35,36

There are in principle a large number of ways that such e�ects could be observed,

which range from deviations from QCD in the t t production cross section to new

particle resonances that couple strongly to the t t system and therefore inuence

the kinematics of the �nal state.

The statistics of the CDF and D0/ samples limit our ability to exclude such

anomolous e�ects, but one study illustrates how much we can learn from the

Tevatron samples. A resonance coupling to the t t system (such as a heavy neutral

gauge boson, or a Z 0) could result in an enhanced t t production cross section and

be directly observed as an enhancement in the t t invariant mass distribution.35

The observed t t invariant mass distribution from CDF is shown in Fig. 19, and is

compared with what one would expect to observe if such a Z 0 boson does exist in

Fig. 20. Note that this phenomena is predicted to strongly enhance the total t t

production cross section for Z 0 boson masses of order 500 GeV=c2 or less. These

data have been used to exclude at the 95% CL the existence of a Z 0 with mass less

than � 470 GeV=c2. This limit only takes into account statistical uncertainties;

however, it is expected to be relatively insensitive to the systematic uncertainties

that have not yet been fully characterised.

9 Future Top Quark Studies

9.1 Hadron Collider Development

Our current studies of the top quark system are based entirely on the top quark

samples that have been collected at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. With ap-

proximately 100 pb�1 of integrated luminosity, these samples are going to remain

our only direct data on the top quark for the next three years.

The next Tevatron Collider run, known as Run II, is scheduled to begin in

1999 and will give us at least an order of magnitude improvement on the statistics
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of Run I. This will be achieved with the construction of the Main Injector, a

new synchotron that will replace the Tevatron's Main Ring as the accelerator

and injector for the Collider, and the construction of a new �p source. The Main

Injector will allow signi�cant increases in the maximum proton density that can

be accomodated during acceleration and will provide a much larger acceptance

of particles into the Tevatron Collider. In addition, the bunch spacing in the

Tevatron Collider will be reduced from the current 3.0 �s to 396 ns and ultimately

to 132 ns. The Tevatron maximum collision energy will also be increased by 10%

to 2.0 TeV by improving the capability of the cryogenic systems.

These improvements will yield an instantaneous luminosity of 2�1032 cm�2s�1,

an order of magnitude increase from Run I operating conditions. Over a period of

four years, the facility is expected to provide each experiment with a data sample

of 2 fb�1, a factor of 20 increase in integrated luminosity over Run I. The increase

in centre of mass energy results in a 30% increase in the t t yield, so an overall

factor of 25 in produced top quark pairs is therefore expected.

The next step in top quark studies at hadron colliders will involve the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) currently under construction at CERN and scheduled for

turn-on around 2004. The LHC, ultimately operating at
p
s = 14 TeV, will allow

very high statistics studies due to the much larger t t production cross section

and the much larger luminosity. The increased collision energy results in a t t

production cross section of 1 nb, or a factor of 100 increase over the Run II

production cross section. Even at relatively low initial luminosities of 1032 to

1033 cm�2s�1, the LHC will be producing top quarks at rates between 100 to 1000

times higher than the Tevatron during Run II. Although one has to take care in

making direct comparisons due to the signi�cantly more complex interactions that

take place at the LHC, it is clear that this machine will have an enormous impact

on what we will learn about the top quark.

I will briey examine the top quark physics prospects of these two facilities in

the following sections. A more detailed discussion of top quark physics prospects

at the Tevatron is available.37

9.2 Tevatron Studies

The Run II top quark studies will bene�t from both the much larger time-

integrated luminosities made possible by the Main Injector and signi�cant im-



provements in both the D0/ and CDF detectors. Both collaborations are upgrading

their charged particle detection systems by replacing all their subdetectors with

new devices designed with the Run I experience in mind and optimised for Run

II operating conditions. The D0/ detector will now incorporate a superconduct-

ing solenoid magnet that will allow momentum analysis of charged particles, and

both detectors will have enhanced silicon vertex tracking detectors that provide

tracking coverage of virtually the entire luminous region. The collaborations are

making other signi�cant improvements in lepton identi�cation systems, both for

the detection of the high PT leptons from the decay of W+ bosons produced in t t

events and the detection of the soft leptons from b quark decay.

9.2.1 Top Quark Event Yields

In order to estimate the expected number of reconstructed t t events, I have used

the observed CDF yields of lepton+jet and dilepton events in Run I and taken

into account the following e�ects:

� Run II will provide a factor of 20 increase in integrated luminosity.

� The SVX tagging e�ciency will be improved by approximately a factor of 2

due to the increase in acceptance of the SVX subdetector to cover the entire

luminous region at the interaction point.

� The soft lepton tagging e�ciencies will be improved by of order 10% by

extending the technique into the pseudorapidity region 1 � j�j � 2.

With these assumptions, the expected yield of di�erent categories of events are

shown in Table 9. The uncertainties on these yields are relatively large and di�cult

to quantify. Although they are based on the observed Run I event yields, the

expected improvement factors in tagging e�ciency are based on extrapolations

and detector simulations. However, they do form a relatively concrete basis on

which to estimate the impact that the Run II data samples will have on top

physics.

I have included in this table the predicted yields of the Z+ � 4 jet samples as

well. With the given signal event yields, we are in a regime where the control of

systematic uncertainties arising from detector e�ects and background uncertain-

ties becomes essential to further improve the physics measurements. The Z+ jets

data provides one of the key calibration samples as it constrains the theoretical

models used to characterise the W+jets background to top production.



Channel 1 fb�1 10 fb�1

Tagged W+ � 4 jets 600 6000

Double tagged W+ � 4 jets 300 3000

Tagged Dilepton events 100 1000

Z+ � 4 jet events 200 2000

Table 9: Projected yields of observed events for 1 and 10 fb�1 of integrated lumi-

nosity for both the CDF and D0/ experiments.

I will conservatively assume an integrated luminosity for Run II of 1 fb�1 for the

following discussion, although many of the results will scale in a straight-forward

manner with the assumed size of the data sample.

9.2.2 Run II Top Quark Cross Section

A more precise measurement of the top quark cross section is a good test of our

understanding of perturbative QCD calculations. In addition, various extensions

of the standard model predict that this cross section would be enhanced and

therefore could be an indication of \new" physics.

The current uncertainties in �t t are dominated by the low statistics in the

dilepton and lepton+jets signal samples. For Run II, these statistical uncertainties

are expected to fall to of order 5% or better. The systematic uncertainties will

therefore limit the measurement as these are currently at the level of 30-40%.

However, it is possible to control most of these uncertainties as they arise from

b tagging e�ciencies, the background estimates and the integrated luminosity

measurements. For example, the b tagging e�ciencies can be obtained directly

from the data using the rate of single to double-tagged lepton+jet events. I

therefore expect these uncertainties to scale with the integrated luminosity.

I believe the systematic uncertainties will be limited, in fact, by how well we

can measure the integrated luminosity in Run II. It is not clear that we will be

able to determine this quantity to better than of order 3%, and I would therefore

argue that this sets the \oor" on the systematic uncertainties on any absolute

cross section measurements. If we expect that the other systematic uncertainies

then scale with the number of observed candidate events, this implies an overall



systematic uncertainty of � 7%.

With this assumption, the overall uncertainty in the cross section measurement

could be of order 9%, which is considerably less than the current uncertainties of

15-20% on the standard model predictions.

9.2.3 Top Mass Measurement

We can conservatively estimate how well we can measure the top quark mass in

Run II by extrapolating the uncertainties on the Run I mass measurements using

the W+ � 4 jet sample.

Monte Carlo calculations have shown that the statistical uncertainty on Mtop

will scale as expected like 1=
p
N , where N is the observed number of events in the

sample. This assumes that the relative background rates will remain the same, a

reasonable hypothesis since they are dominated by the intrinisic physics rates and

not instrumentation e�ects. One therefore can expect a statistical uncertainty on

Mtop of � 2 GeV=c2.

The control of the systematic uncertainties becomes the single most impor-

tant aspect of this measurement. The largest source of systematic uncertainty

relates to the measurement of the jet energies of the b quarks and quarks from the

W+ boson hadronic decays. Perhaps the most fundamental calibration tool is the

observed W+ signal in the dijet invariant mass distribution. However, indepen-

dent calibrations can be performed by studying the balancing of observed energies

in Z+1 jet and +1 jet events. With these studies, one can reasonably expect to

reduce the systematic uncertainties arising from jet energy scales to of order 5 GeV

in the Run I data set. Since this calibration is driven by the size of the Z+jet

and +jet samples, one can assume that this uncertainty will scale statistically,

resulting in a contribution to the systematic uncertainty of 1-2 GeV=c2.

The other uncertainties that e�ect the current mass measurement together

total 6-7 GeV=c2 and should also scale statistically. Note that the largest contri-

butions come form the understanding of the background shapes and the biases

introduced by the tagging techniques. We would therefore predict that these

would reduce to of 1.5-2.0 GeV=c2 in a 1 fb�1 data sample. If we combine these

together in quadrature, we arrive at a top quark mass systematic uncertainty

of approximately 2.5 GeV=c2, which is still larger than the expected statistical

uncertainty. Further reductions in the systematic uncertainty are possible by, for

example, using the double-tagged samples instead of just the single-tagged events.
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top quark and W+ boson mass measurements. Note that the uncertainties assume

an integrated luminosity of 2 fb�1.

These data have an intrinsically better top quark mass resolution due to the re-

duced combinatorial background, and have a much smaller background due to the

requirement of the second b tag.

Even without these expected improvements, the top quark mass uncertainty

will be � 3 GeV=c2, when we combine both systematic and statistical uncer-

tainties in quadrature. With the expected improvement in the W+ boson mass

measurement in Run II, we will have a very powerful test of the consistency of

the standard model. This is illustrated in Fig. 21, where we plot the expected top

quark mass versus the W+ boson mass for various Higgs boson masses.



9.2.4 Top Quark Decays

The top quark branching fraction for the decay t! W+b are most directly mea-

sured using the rates of tagged b quarks in both the lepton+jets and dilepton

channels. The current statistical uncertainties on B(t!W+b) is set by the �20%
uncertainty on the rate of tagged W+jet events. This uncertainly will scale as

1=
p
N , where N is the number of tagged events. Thus, given the extrapolated

event yields, we can expect the statistical uncertainties on the tagging rates in the

lepton+jets and dilepton samples to fall to of order �3% and �4%, respectively.
The systematic uncertainties in these tagging rates are dominated by the un-

certainty in the b tagging e�ciency �. In Run II, each experiment will have on

the order of 107 B meson semileptonic decays that will provide a high statistics

sample of relatively pure b decays that can be used to study the e�ciencies of the

various tagging techniques. With such large control samples, it is reasonable to

expect that the systematic uncertainty on � will scale with integrated luminosity.

With these assumptions, a simple Monte Carlo calculation predicts that one

should be able to measure the branching fraction B(t ! W+b) with a precision

of �3%. As noted earlier, however, the constraint this places on Vtb depends on

the values that Vts and Vtd can take on. If we assume the same range of values as

given in Eq. 18, a Monte Carlo calculation combining both the lepton+jets and

dilepton tagging fractions would allow us to constrain Vtb >� 0:25 at 90% CL. This

constraint should also scale with luminosity so it will continue to improve with

additional data. Although this limit is not as stringent as that obtained if one

assumes unitarity of the CKM matrix, it is an important test of the assumption

that only 3 quark generations couple to the electroweak force.

With the larger Run II statistics, it will also be possible to make more precise

measurements of the detailed structure of the tW+b vertex. For example, the V -A

nature of the current involved in the decay predicts that the decay t! W+b will

result in W+ bosons that are longitudinally polarised. One will be able to extract

this helicity information from the angular distribution of the charged or neutral

lepton helicity angle measured in the lab frame.32 Monte Carlo studies37 indicate

that this fraction can be measured to of order 3% or better. This will make this

a good test of the nature of the charged current decay. Any anomolous couplings

are likely to become evident on the basis of this measurement.

Searches for anomolous top quark decays will also be possible. For example,



assuming that the W+ �nal state is not background limited, then a na��ve cal-

culation can be made assuming approximately 50% detection e�ciency for the 

from the decay t! c or t! u. The e�ciency for detecting the +jet �nal state

relative to the 3 jet �nal state resulting from the decay t! q�q0b would be � 0:5.

With the expected lepton+jet event yields, we would be sensitive to B(t! q) as

small as 0.3%. Limits on decays mediated by Z� bosons would su�er by a factor

of � 5 due to the necessary requirement of a dilepton decay of the Z� boson.

These assume that the �nal states are not background limited at this sensitivity,

an assumption that is di�cult to test with the current data samples.

9.2.5 New Physics Searches

The search for new physics will continue at the Tevatron Collider during Run

II, and the sensitivity of the t t system will only continue to improve with the

increased event yields.

As one example of this, I show in Fig. 22 the expected t t invariant mass

distribution after 1 fb�1 of running, assuming the existence of a Z 0 boson with a

mass of 800 GeV=c2. A clear signal is visible over the standard model prediction.

One would be able to exclude the existence of such an object up to Z 0 masses of

order 1 TeV=c2 during Run II.

There are other speculations about new physics that will be addressed by

studies of top production in Run II. The production of single top quarks via the

process q�q0 ! W � ! t�b is a direct way of measuring the partial width �(t!W+b)

and searching for anomolous couplings between the top quark and the electroweak

bosons.

These are only an example of the topics that will be addressed, but they

demonstrate that the Tevatron during Run II will continue to be an exciting

place to study top quark phenomenology.

9.3 LHC Studies

There have been many comprehensive studies performed of the potential for top

quark physics at the much higher centre-of-mass energy a�orded by the LHC.

However, most of these studies are now dated as they were completed prior to the

discovery of top. Not only does our current understanding of the properties of the

top quark (most notably its mass) make many of these studies irrelevant, both the
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Figure 22: The expected t t invariant mass distribution assuming standard model

production and the existence of a Z 0 boson that couples to the t t system.

D0/ and CDF collaborations have taken enormous steps forward in understanding

how to select and study t t candidate events in a hadron collider environment and

these are not reected in the previous studies.

For example, the earlier SSC and LHC studies38 had concluded that a precise

measurement of the top quark mass would be di�cult given the large combinato-

rial backgrounds and the di�culty of performing a reliable jet energy calibration.

These studies had concluded that top quark mass measurements with a precision

of order 2-3 GeV=c2 were possible with very large data samples. We now expect

to acheive this level of precision at the Tevatron with the Run II data samples.

However, I note that the LHC will produce t t pairs at an enormous rate.



Even at a luminosity of 1033 cm�2s�1, the LHC will be producing of order 6000 t t

pairs per day. Roughly speaking, an LHC experiment will be able to collect the

same number of top events in one full day of running that would require a year's

worth of data collection at the Tevatron. This will give an LHC experiment an

enormous advantage in statistical power over the comparable Tevatron study. It

is therefore reasonable to expect that most of the studies that I have discussed

here will become very quickly systematics limited.

As a concrete example of this, the uncertainty in the top quark mass measure-

ment will still be dominated by the systematic uncertainties in establishing the

calorimeter energy scale. Although the in situ calibration of the calorimeter using

the observed W ! q�q0 invariant mass distribution will provide a good calibration

signal, the calibration of the b jet energy scales may become one of the limiting

factors. Uncertainties arising from the additional \gluon" jets in the events will

also remain, though they can be reduced by requiring, for example, two b tags

and only considering lepton+4 jet events. The ultimate precision of an LHC mass

measurement is di�cult to quantify, but it is reasonable to expect that it can be

reduced to of order 1 GeV=c2 or perhaps less. At this level, the top quark mass

is no longer expected to be the limiting factor in testing the consistency of the

standard model.

The very large statistics samples available at the LHC make it possible to

search for rare top quark decays. However, such a search will only be possible if

the rare decay mode yields a su�ciently unique signature. For example, a signal

for the rare decay t ! Z�c may ultimately be limited by the standard model

process p�p ! W+Z�X where the associated produced partons are b or c quark

candidates. One can expect that the sensitivity of an LHC study will be at least

an order of magnitude better than the corresponding Tevatron limit, but this is

purely speculation as a detailed study taking into account potential backgrounds

and signal e�ciencies has not been performed.

10 Conclusions

The hadron collider environment has proved to be quite successful in discovering

the top quark and beginning to elucidate its properties. However, these initial

Tevatron studies of the top quark are currently statistics limited. Both the D0/

and CDF collaborations have now completed data collection for Run I and have



event samples with sensitivities of approximately 100 pb�1. With these data, both

collaborations will be able to improve the statistical uncertainties on the top quark

cross section and mass, and they are currently involved in additional studies that

will reduce the systematic uncertainties in these measurements.

The CDF and D0/ collaborations' preliminary estimates of the top quark mass,

176 � 10 � 13 GeV=c2 (CDF) and 199+19�21 � 22 GeV=c2 (D0/), make it the heaviest

known fermion in the standard model. The observed rate of t t events is consistent

with standard model predictions, and make it the rarest phenomena observed

in proton-antiproton annihilations. The very preliminary studies of top quark

production and decay properties have yielded results that are consistent with

the standard model predictions. However, additional analyses are underway and

results from the full Run I data set will yield further insights on the properties

of this unique fermion. Because of the massiveness of this fermion, it will be a

unique probe into the physics of the standard model and what lies beyond this

theory.

The Tevatron will continue to have a monopoly on direct t t studies for the next

eight years. Run II, starting in 1999, will provide t t samples at least 20 times

larger than those available in Run I, and will allow the �rst \high statistics"

studies of the top quark. However, the LHC will be the ultimate hadron collider

for top quark studies, as most of the standard model measurements will rapidly

become systematics limited at this machine. In all, the future of top quark studies

at hadron colliders looks very promising indeed.
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ABSTRACT 

We review the current status of vertex detectors (tracking microscopes for the recognition of 
charm and bottom particle decays). The reasons why silicon has become the dominant 
detector medium are explained. Energy loss mechanisms are reviewed, as well as the 
phvsics and technology of semiconductor devices, emohasizing the areas of most relevance 
for detectors. The r&in design options (microstrips*and p&l devices, both CCD’s and 
APS’s) are discussed, as well as the issue of radiation damage, which orobablv imolies the 
need to change to detector media beyond silicon for some v&texing applications. ‘Finally, 
the evolution of key performance parameters over the past 15 years is reviewed, and an 
attempt is made to extrapolate to the likely performance of detectors working at the energy 
frontier ten years from now. 
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1 Introduction i 

There is for me a considerable sense of nostalgia in giving these lectures, since I 
previously gave such a series at the Summer Institute of 1984, which was especially 
noteworthy since it was coupled with the Pief-Fest to mark the retirement of 
Panofsky as Director of SLAC. Younger readers will he surprised to learn that the 
1984 Institute, on the theme of the sixth quark, included evidence for the discovery 
of top with a mass of 40 * 10 GeV. 

In my 1984 lecture series, I suggested that these candidate top events really needed 
additional experimental evidence in order to be proved or disproved, and that this 
would best be provided by a precision vertex detector able to resolve the associated 

1 B decays. At the time, this suggestion was not taken particularly seriously. A 
lecture series relating to experimental methods of heavy quark detection at the same 
Institute made no mention of vertex detectors. Detectors with the required precision 
were only beginning to be used in the fixed turget regime, and many of these were 
based on technologies such as bubble chambers that were manifestly not applicable to 
the collider environment. My own lectures made mention of techniques which have 
subsequently fallen into disuse for this reason. However, my main aim in those 
lectures was to establish a case for silicon vertex detectors in the collider 
environment. Our community was at that time in the early stages of planning the 
LEP and SLC detectors, and I focused particularly on Z” decays as the fum ground 
on which to base the case for these silicon vertex detectors. One was heavily 
dependent on Monte Carlo simulations of events with heavy flavor decays, where the 
possibilities for flavor tagging and some measure of topological vertexing could be 
demonstrated. Physicists at the time could be forgiven for not being wholly 
convinced by these simulations. Silicon detectors in those days were limited in size 
to a few square centimeters, were typically serviced by a huge amount of local 
electronics (easily accommodated in a fixed target experiment, but completely 
excluded in a collider), and detector reliabiity was a major problem. Here again, 
access for servicing which was easy in the fixed target environment would become 
much more difficult at the heart of a hermetic collider detector. In 1984, these Monte 
Carlo studies left on one side a host of technical problems which requited many years 
of hard work to solve. Due to the loosely coupled R&D projects of many 

collaborations, the progress made since then has been immense. We now have a 
large variety of silicon vertex detectors in use in fixed target as well as collider 
experiments around the world. New designs are constantly being fabricated and tried 
out in test beams. The associated local electronics has shrunk spectacularly, and at 
the same time, become much faster and more powerful. 

My task is thus made easier than 11 years ago; silicon vertex detectors have become 
‘well-established within the standard toolkit of high-energy experiments. I no longer 
need to rely on Monte Carlo studies to prove their usefulness; we can just look at the 
data. Gn the other hand, the array of detector types available has become somewhat 
bewildering, and I shall aim to provide some systematic guidance for nonexperts. 
Furthermore, despite the fact that the proponents of silicon detectors have been able 
to expand their horizons, even planning in some cases to displace gaseous tracking 
detectors with tens of square meters of strip detectors, they have begun to run into 
serious challenges in some vertex applications. In various hadron beam experiments, 
most spectacularly the LHC at its design luminosity, silicon detectors as we now 
know how to build them will fail after an unacceptably short time, when placed close 
to the interaction region. This has stimulated a major effort with other materials of 
greater radiation resistance, as we shall see towards the end of these lectures. 

We are seeing the beginning of a technology division between e* e- colliders and 
hadron colliders, in regard to vertex detection at the energy frontier. Both am well- 
suited to the use of silicon at large radii, for general purpose tracking. But it is likely 
that at the luminosities needed for “discovery physics” at the TeV energy scale, 
silicon detectors will continue to be useful for high resolution vertex studies in the 
e+ e- collider environment but not at LHC. 

There are clearly great advantages in remaining with the silicon technology as far as 
possible. A major reason for its rapid growth as a material for tracking detectors is 
that the plannr process for manufacturing silicon integrated circuits has been 
developed to an extremely fine art. These developments are continuing at a pace 
which reflects the billions of dollars annually invested, for purposes which have 
nothing to do with scientific research, let alone particle physics. 
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Before plunging into our rather specialized topic in fine detail, it is useful to take a 
brief look at the overall scene of silicon devices, particularly regarding their utility as 
radiation detectors. For, unlike some detection materials which are not widely used 
outside of our field (e.g., ‘liquid argon), silicon finds applications in a vast range of 
scientific sensors. We in paaicle physics are concerned with its use for tracking 
microscopes that allow us to probe the smallest and shortest lived particles in nature. 
Silicon devices also provide the means to see the largest and oldest structures in the 
universe. Between these extremes, these sensors find a vast number of diverse 
applications, some of great importance to mankind (e.g., in medical imaging). 
Technically, all these areas are closely linked, so progress in one field may be 
significant to many others. All these scientific applications are dwarfed by tbe use of 
silicon sensors in the mass consumer markets, notably in video cameras but with 
applications now extending into other areas. What makes this field particularly 
dynamic is the flow of ideas from people with very different aims and agendas. The 
next major advance for HEP detectors may come from an astronomer concerned 
about radiation damage to his space-based telescope, or from the designer of an 
output circuit able to function at HDTV readout rates. Similarly, those designing 
devices for HEP use may dream up an advance that happens to be much more 
significant for some other field. 

Why is silicon the preferred material for high-precision tracking detectors, as well as 
for such a wide range of radiation detectors? 

Firstly, a condensed medium is essential if point measurement precision below about 
10 pm is required. Gaseous tracking detectors are limited by diffusive spreading of 
the liberated electron cloud to precision of typically some tens of microns. Such 
detectors are entirely adequate for a host of particle tracking applications, but not for 
precision vertex detectors. Having established the need for a condensed medium, 
one should in principle consider liquids. There was some work done on high 
precision liquid xenon tracking detectors in the ’70s [I] but there were many 
problems, not least of which was maintaining purity in conditions where the high 
mobilities of many contaminants rendered them particularly potent. In contrast, 
silicon wafers refined to phenomenal purity levels can then be sawn, exposed to the 
atmosphere, and assembled in complex geometries, with no degradation of their 

bulk electron lifetime characteristics. For these reasons, silicon and other solids are 
generally to be preferred, as opposed to liquids, for high-precision tracking 
purposes. There are, however, many possible solid state detection media, so why 
pick silicon? 

Silicon has a band gap of 1.1 eV, low enough to ensure prolific production of 
liberated charge from a minimum-ionizing particle, hereafter referred to as a MlP 
(about 80 electron-hole pairs per micron of track length), but high enough to avoid 
very large dark current generation at room temperature (kT at room temperature 
= 0.026 eV). Being a low Z element of excellent mechanical properties (high 
modulus of elasticity) makes silicon an ideal material for use in tracking detectors 
where multiple scattering is of concern. This is nearly always the case in vertex 
detectors where tracks need to be extrapolated to the interaction region, and the 
dynamics of the fragmentation process ensures that even at the highest CM energies, 
many of the particles produced are of relatively low energy. 

Besides these detector-related reasons, one has the vast IC technology developed 
specifically for this material. Silicon is currently unique in the combination of assets 
it brings with it; the growth of huge crystals of phenomenal purity, the possibility of 
n- and p-type doping, the possibility of selective growth of highly insulating layers 
(SiO, and Si,N,), and the possibility of doing all these using microlithographic 
techniques, allowing feature sizes of around one micron (and falling with time). A 
very readable account of the remarkable human stories associated with these amazing 
developments is to be found in George Gilder’s book on the subject [2]. Very small 
feature sizes are, of course, precisely what one requires in order to construct 
detectors of precision below ten microns. Overall, the art of producing integrated 
circuits is probably by far the most sophisticated, fastest developing area bf 
technological growth in the history of mankind. Without these developments, silicon 
as a detector of nuclear radiation would have remained a minor player, subject to 

arcane production procedures, of limited use for the spectroscopy of low-energy 
gamma rays, and wholly inappropriate for particle tracking purposes. 

Though the scientific applications are of great importance, they are dwarfed by the 
use of silicon detectors for mass market consumer products and commercial interests. 
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Accurate figures are not readily available, but it seems that approximately $ lOOM per 
year is spent on R&D of CCD’s for domestic video and still cameras. These are 
interline transfer devices of no direct use for most scientific imaging applications. 
About $lOM is spent on CCD development for medical and other scientific imaging 
applications (mostly X-rays). Silicon devices specifically aimed at particle tracking 
(microstrip detectors, CCD’s, and active pixel sensors, hereafter referred to as APS 
devices) probably attract only $lM (order of magnitude) in R&D per year. 

Even the. consumer market for j silicon sensors is dwarfed by the really hot 
commercial areas. For example, it was recently reported that NEC demonstrated a 
1 Gbit DRAM. Production devices arc expected to follow in three year’s time, after 
the expenditure of afurther $1.5B of R&D funding. Much of this will go in the 

’ development of submicron manufacturing capability, which ultimately will benefit the 
particle physics instrumentation community. We can eventually look forward to 
submicron tracking precision with subnanosecond timing information. However, the 
pace of such developments will be determined by the major players outside our own 
field, and there will inevitably be a time lag of several years between a technology 
being available for mass produced IC’s and it being affordable for our purposes. 

While the silicon processing infrastructure and R&D for a specific device can be 
enormously expensive, once production begins the costs can be modest. The 
ingredients of integrated circuits (sand, air, aluminum) are ridiculously cheap, and 
this benefit can be seen dramatically in large production runs. For example, SONY 
produces approximately five million CCD’s per year for the domestic video camera 
market, at a production cost of only around $10, including the microlens and color 
filter system. This is a truly amazing achievement, as you can convince yourself by 
just looking through a microscope at one of these devices. 

In summary, the match between silicon (and its attendant technologies) to the 
aspirations of the experimentalist wishing to construct tracking detectors of the 
highest possible precision, is evident. Were it not for the problems of radiation 
damage (which are most serious in the context of hadron colliders), there is little 
doubt that our field would by now have standardized completely on this material for 
vertex detection. Some time ago, test devices even surpassed photographic nuclear 

emulsions in precision, and with all the advantages of electronic readout. The 
challenge of hadron machines has stimulated some brave souls to undertake the 
monumental task of achieving similar technical performance using more radiation- 
resistant materials than silicon. They have, of course, to solve the problems not only 
of the detectors but also of the local electronics. We shall take a brief look at what 
they are doing in Sec. 7 of this paper. Gther than that section, we shall devote 
ourselves exclusively to a discussion of silicon detectors and electronics. 
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2 Energy Loss of High-Energy Charged 
Particles in Silicon 

High-energy charged partitles traversing crystalline silicon can lose energy in two 
ways. Firstly, by ionization of the atomic electrons. This simple picture becomes 
rather more complex in regard to the valence electrons, as we shall see. The second 
energy loss mechanism (the so-called non-ionizing energy loss or NIEL) consists of 
displacement of silicon atoms from the crystal lattice, mostly by the process of 
Coulomb nuclear scattering. Only if the energy transfer to the nucleus exceeds 
approximately 25 eV can the atom be displaced from its lattice site. Below that, the 
energy is dissipated by harmless lattice vibrations. This implies an effective 
threshold energy for displacement damage with incident electrons (for example) of 
around 250 keV. Displacement of silicon atoms to interstitial positions (creating a 
vacancy in the lattice where the atom had previously been located) is one of the main 
radiation damage mechanisms. For a high-energy particle, the fraction of energy loss 
going into the NIEL mechanism is relatively small, but the cumulative effects on the 
detector performance can be severe. 

A detector placed in a neutron flux experiences no signal from primary ionization, but 
the interactions can cause a high level of NIEL in view of the large neutron-silicon 
scattering cross section. For both charged hadrons and neutrons, other mechanisms 
of energy loss and radiation damage exist, notably neutron capture followed by 
nuclear decay, and inelastic nuclear scattering. The effects of non-ionizing energy 
loss on silicon detectors are considered in Sec. 6. In this section, we focus on the 
ionization energy loss only. 

2.1 Simplified Treatment 

Let us first imagine all the atomic electrons to be free, as if the crystal consisted of the 
silicon nuclei neutralized electrically by a homogeneous electron plasma. As a 
charged particle traverses the material, it loses energy by collisions (Coulomb 
scattering) with the electrons. Close collisions, while rare, will result in large energy 
transfers, while the much more probable distant collisions give small energy 
transfers. The process can be thought of classically in terms of the impulse generated 
by the attractive or repulsive Coulomb interaction between the projectile and the 
electron. The net impulse will be a kick transverse to the direction of travel of the 
projectile (see Fig. 1). The greater probability of remote collisions arises simply 
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Fig. I. Passage of charged panicle through mqter. Close collisions (elecaons with small 
impact parameter b, shown by the inset) receive a powerful transverse impulse. 
Distant electrons receive a weak impulse. 
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from the greater volume of material available for collisions with a given impact 
parameter range, as the corresponding cylinder (of radius equal to the impact 
parameter) expands. In this simple case, the probability for a collision imparting 
energy E to an atomic electron is given by the Rutherford cross section 

‘h = 2=%4 Xi 
dE m,c2p2 E2’ 

(2.1) 

where qe and m, are the charge and mass of the electron. 

Note the mass of the struck particle in the denominator. This explains why scattering 
’ off the silicon nuclei; which are much more massive, causes very little energy loss, 

though these collisions do make the major contribution to the deviation in angle of the 
incident particle trajectory, via the process of multiple nuclear Coulomb scattering. 
Also, for sufficiently large momentum transfers, these collisions contribute to the 
NOEL referred to above. 

We are interested in evaluating the meun energy loss and also the fluctuations, for 
traversal of a given thickness detector. An apparently simple approach would be to 
perform the integration over all E to obtain the mean energy loss, and to run a Monte 
Carlo calculation with multiple traversals to determine the energy loss distribution 
(straggling formula). However, we see that the integral diverges like l/E. The 
stopping power of this free-electron plasma would indeed be infinite, due to the long- 
range Coulomb interaction. In practice, the electrons ate bound, and this prevents 
very low energy transfers to the vast number of electrons which are distant from the 
particle trajectory. This divergence is conventionally avoided by introducing a semi- 
empirical cutoff (binding energy) Emin which depends on the atomic number Z of 
the material. This is necessarily an approximate approach, since (for example) it 
ignores the fact that the outer electrons are bound differently in gaseous media than 
they are in solids. We shah need a more refined treatment to handle the cutoff in 
collisions with small energy transfer. 

However, the Rutherford formula (with one small correction) is extremely useful as 
regards the close collisions, which are most important in defining the fluctuations in 
energy loss in “thick” samples (greater than approximately 50 pm of silicon, for 
example). The requited correction is the upper cutoff Emax in energy transfer 

imposed by the relativistic kinematics of the collision process. If the projectile mass 
is much greater than m,, we have Emax = 2mec2B2y2. Due to the I/ E2 term in 
the Rutherford formula, we find that them is for each sample thickness, an energy 
transfer range in which the integrated probability of such transfers through the 
sample falls from almost unity to nearly zero. The Poisson statistics on energy 
transfers in this range gives rise to fluctuations on the overall energy loss for each 

,traversal. Thus, the overall energy loss distribution consists of an approximately 
Gaussian core plus a high tail, populated by traversals for which a few close 
collisions occurred, each generating several times the mean energy loss. While the 
energy transfer region in which the probability function falls almost to zero is 
dependent on the sample thickness, this merely introduces an overall scale factor, so 
the form of the overall energy loss distribution is constant (the famous Landau 
distribution) over a wide range of detector thicknesses. 

The rare close collisions with energy transfer greater than approximately 10 keV 
generate S-electrons of significant range, which may be important in tracking 
detectors due to their potential for degrading the precision. For these close 
collisions, all atomic electrons behave as if they are free and the Rutherford formula 
may be used with confidence. 

For thin samples, the energy loss fluctuations ate not adequately handled by the 
Rutherford formula with cutoffs Emin and Emax In this case, the bulk of the energy 
loss arises from low-energy transfer collisions for which the binding of the atomic 
electrons must be handled in detail. We shah now consider the improved treatment 
of this case, specifically for crystalline silicon, though the same principles apply in 
general. 

2.2 Improved Treatment 

We note that energy loss is a discrete quantum mechanical process. We shah see that 
for very thin samples, a particle has even a finite probability of traversing the detector 
with no energy deposition at all. 

For the low-probability close collisions, as noted above, it is valid to consider ah 
atomic electrons as free, and the Rutherford fom-arla applies. Ejected electrons of 
energies greater than approximately 10 keV will release further atomic electrons 
along their path. See Refs. [3] and [4] for a detailed treatment. For our purposes, it 
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is sufficient to note that the uh.imate products that concern us are electrons, promoted 
into the conduction band of the material and holes (vacancies in the valence band), 
and that the generation of each eIect.ron-hole pair requires a mean creation energy W  
of approximately 3.6 eV. The precise value depends weakly on the temperature, see 
Fig. 2, and reflects the temperature dependence of the silicon band gap. Since this is 
around 1.1 eV, we note that electron-hole generation is a somewhat inefficient 
process; approximately 2/3 of the energy transferred from the primary (hot) electrons 
gives rise to phonon generation, eventually appearing as heat in the detector. 
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the pair-creation energy Win silicon. 

Beware, this has nothing to do with the non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) referred to 
in the introduction to this section! Phonon generation (in contrast to NJEL) is a 
benign process which does not disrupt the crystal lattice and is usually ignored other 
than by enthusiasts for bolomettic detectors. For our purposes, the &electrons 
ejected in close collisions can be considered to generate further electron-hole pairs at 
a mean rate of one per 3.6 eV of energy loss, locally on the track of the projectiie, or 
distributed in the case that the 6-electron range is significant. 

Qualitatively, the effect of the binding of the atomic electrons is to generate 
resonance-like enhancements in the energy loss cross section, above the values 
expected from the Rutherford formula. The K-shell electrons produce an 
enhancement in the 2 to 10 keV range, the L-shell in the 100 eV to 1 keV range, 
and the M-shell a resonance at around 20 eV. Below this resonance, the cross 
section rapidly falls to zero, in the region around 15 eV where the Rutherford 

’ formula would be cut off by the empirical ionization threshold energy. 

The most satisfactory modem treatment proceeds from the energydependent photo- 
absorption cross section (a clean poinr-like process in the terminology of solid-state 
physics). This is, of course, closely linked to the energy loss process for charged 
particles, which fundamentally proceeds via the exchange of virtual photons. 
Combing photo-absorption and EELS (electron energy loss spectroscopy) data, 
Bichsel [S] has made a precise determination of the MIP energy loss cross section for 
silicon. The most subtle effects are connected with the valence (M-shell) electrons. 

These valence electrons behave as a nearly homogeneous dense gas (plasma) 
embedded in a fmed positive-charge distribution. The real or virtual photons couple 
to this by generating longitudinal density oscillations, the quantum of which is cahed 
a plasnwn and has a mean energy of 17 eV. The plasmons de-excite almost entirely 
by electron-hole pair creation. These somewhat energetic charge carriers ate referred 
to as “hot carriers.” Lie the &electrons produced in the close collisions, they lose 
energy by thermal scattering, optical phonon scattering, and ionization. The topic of 
hot carriers is a major area of research, but for our purposes (as with the 
&electrons), we can ignore the details, since the end product that concerns us is 
again electron-hole pair creation at a rate of one per 3.6 eV of primary energy 
deposition. Figure 3 shows the photo-absorption cross section for silicon. The 
plasmon excitation is responsible for the extremely large cross section in the 
ultraviolet. It is by virtue of the low energy tail of this cross section in the visible that 
silicon has its optical sensing applications. The material becomes almost perfectly 
transparent once the photon energy falls below the 1.1 eV band gap energy. 
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Fig; 3. Photo-absorption cross section of silicon versus photon energy. 

The closely related energy loss cross section for a MIP is show in Fig. 4. Note that 
on average, it exceeds the Rutherford cross section by a factor of several in the 
energy range 10 eV to 5 keV. Above 10 keV, it is very close to the Rutherford 
value. By integrating the different components of this cross section, we can deduce 
the total mean collision rates associated with the different processes. These are as 
follows: 

Electrons 
I 

Collision probability per micron 
I 

K (2) 8.8 x lo-’ 
L (8) 0.63 
M (4) 3.2 

1 10 lo* lo3 lo4 lo5 lo6 
Energy loss(eV) 

Fig. 4. Energy loss cross section for minimum-ionizing particles in silicon vs energy loss in 
primary collisions. The Rutherford cross section OR is also plotted. 

Thus, despite the fact that on average a slice of silicon 1 pm in thickness will yield 
80 electron-hole pairs, the Poisson statistics on the primuty process (on average 
3.8 collisions per micron) clearly implies a very broad distribution, with even a non- 
negligible probability of zero collisions, i.e., absolutely no signal. For thin samples, 
a correct statistical treatment of the primary process is essential if realistic energy loss 
(straggling) distributions are to be calculated. Their shapes are a strong function of 
the sample thickness, quite unlike the thickness-independent Landau distribution. 
The situation is depicted graphically in Fig. 5. 

The area of each circle represents energy loss in a primary collision process. Those 
of smallest size correspond to plasmon excitation, while the larger ones represent the 
ionization of L-shell electrons. For these ten randomly selected tracks, the total 
energy deposition in the sample ranges from 37 eV to 390 eV. 

2.3 Implications for Tracking Detectors 

For high-precision tracking, there are clear advantages in keeping the silicon detector 
as thin as possible. A physically thin detector is optimal as regards multiple scat- 
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Fig. 5. Monte Carlo calculation of energy deposition in a 
1 pm thick silicon detector. Area of a blob represents the 
energy deposited in each primary collision process. 
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Fig. 6. (a) shows the number of electrons per micron of MIP 
track above a given energy, and (b) shows the range in silicon 
corresponding to that energy. 

tering. A detector with the thinnest possible active region (which may be less than the 
physical thickness, as we shall see) is optimal as regards point measurement 
precision, for two distinct reasons. 

For normal incidence tracks, the concern arises from &electrons of sufficient range 
to pull the centroid of the charge deposition significantly off the track. Figure 6(a) is 
an integral distribution of the number of primary electrons per micron of energy 
greater than a given value, and Fig. 6(b) shows the range of electrons of that energy 
in silicon. The range becomes significant for high-precision trackers for E greater 
than approximately 10 keV, for which the generation probability is less than 0.1% 
per micron. Thus, a detector of thickness 10 pm is much less likely to yield a 
“bad” co-ordinate than one of thickness 100 pm. 
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If the magnitude of the energy deposition in the detector is measured (by no means 
always possible), some of the bad co-ordinates will be apparent by the abnormally 
large associated energy. They could then be eliminated by a cut on the energy 
deposit, but this usually leads tb unacceptable inefficiency and is rarely implemented. 
The situation is summarized in Fig. 7, which indicates the probabilities of the 
centroid for a track being pulled by more than a certain value ( 1 pm and 5 pm) as 
a function of detector thickness. The advantage of a thin active medium is apparent. 

The second mason for preferring detectors to be as thin as possible applies to the case 
of angled tracks. In principle (and occasionally in practice), it may be possible to 
infer the position of such a track by measuring the entry and exit points in the 
detector, but more usually, the best one can do is to measure the centroid of the \ 
elongated charge distribution and take this to represent the track position as it 
traversed the detector mid-plane. In .this case, large fluctuations in the energy loss 
(due to ejection of K- and L-shell electrons and &electrons) may be sufficient to 
cause serious track pulls for thick detectors. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. In the tbin 
detector, there is a 10% probability of producing a S-electron which, if it occurs near 
one end of the track, pulls the coordinate from its true position by 4 pm. In the 
thick detector, there is the same probability of producing a &electron which can pull 
the co-ordinate by 87 pm. 

However, our enthusiasm for thin, active detector layers must be moderated by the 
primary requirement of any tracking system, namely a high efficiency per layer. 
Figure 9 (based on Ref. [5]) illustrates the problem we could already anticipate from 
Fig. 5. For very thin detectors (e.g., 1 pm Si), we see a very broad energy loss 
distribution with peaks corresponding to 0, 1.2, . . plasmons excited, followed by a 
long tail extending to very large energy losses. An efficient tracking detector could 
never be built with such an active layer. Even at 10 /trn silicon thickness, the true 
distribution is much broader than Landau and has a dangerous low tail. By 
300 pm, the Landau distribution gives an adequate representation. Thus, while 
very thin detectors are ideal from the viewpoint of tracking precision, great cam must 
be taken to assure that system noise allows a sufficiently Iow threshold to achieve the 
desired detector efficiency. 

detector 

Detector thickness (pm) 

Fig. 7. Detector precision limitations from 6-electmns for hacks 
of normal incidence, as a function of detector thickness. 

I 

Peak E loss = 3.6 keV Peak E loss = 72 keV 
10% prob of 5keV 6. 10% prob of 1 OOkeV 6. 
Pulls trk by up to 4pm Pulls trk by up to 87pm 

Fig. 8. Effect of energy loss fluctuations on detector precision for 
angled tracks. 
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3 Physics and Prop&ties of Semiconductors 

Gaseous silicon has a typical structure of atomic energy levels (see Fig. 10). It has 
an ionization potential of 8.1 kV, i.e., it requires this much energy to release a 
valence electron, compared with 15.7 eV for argon. As silicon condenses to the 
crystalline form, the discrete energy levels of the individual atoms merge into a series 
of energy bands in which the individual states are. so closely spaced as to be 
essentially continuous. The levels previously occupied by the valence electrons 
develop into the valence band, and those previously unoccupied become the 
conduction band. Due to the original energy level structure in gaseous silicon, it 
turns out that there is a gap between these. two bands. In conductors, there is no 
such gap; in semiconductors, there is a small gap (1.1 eV in silicon, 0.7 eV in 
germanium), and in insulators, there is a large band gap. In particular, the band gap 
in silicon dioxide is 9 eV. This makes it an excellent insulator, and coupled with the 
ease with which the surface of silicon can be oxidized in a controlled manner, 
accounts partly for the pre-eminence of silicon in producing electronic devices. 

We shall denote as Ev and EC the energy levels of the top of the valence band and 
the bottom of the conduction band (relative to whatever zero we like to define). The 
energy needed to raise an electron from EC to the vacuum &J is called the electron 
affinity. For crystalline silicon, this is 4.15 eV. 

3.1 Conduction in Pure and Doped Silicon 

To understand the conduction properties of pure silicon, the liquid analogy is helpful. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 11: (a) shows the energy levels in silicon under no applied 
voltage with the material at absolute zero temperature. All electrons are in the valence 
band, and under an applied voltage, (b) there is no change in the population of 
occupied states, and so no flow of curtcnt; the material acts like an insulator. At a 
high temperature, (c) a small fraction of the electrons are excited into the conduction 
band, leaving an equal number of vacant states in the valence band. Under an 
applied voltage, (d) the electrons in the conduction band can flow to the right and 
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------___ 

Electron 
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I (a) 
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(a) Conduction band 
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EC-E”=Bandgapl.leV 

Fig. IO. Sketch of allowed energy levels in gaseous silicon which become 
energy bands in the solid material. 
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Fig. I I. Liquid analogy for a semiconductor. 
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there is a repopulation of states in me valance band which can be visualized as the 
leftward movement of a bubble (holes) in response to the applied voltage. 

Now kT at room temperature is approximately 0.026 eV. This is small compared 
with the band gap of 1.1 eV, so the conductivity of pure silicon at room temperature 
is very low. To make a quantitative evaluation, we need to introduce the Fermi-Dirac 
distribution function ED which expresses the probability that a state of energy E 
is filled by an electron. Figure 12(a) shows the form of this function 

fo(E) = 1 

Note that Ef , the Fermi level, is the energy level for which the occupation 
probability is 50%. Figure 12(b),sketches the density of states g(E) in silicon. The 
concentration of electrons in the conduction band is given by the product fog, and 
the density of holes in the valence band by (I-fD)g, as shown in Fig. 12(c). In 
pure silicon, the Fermi level is approximately at the midband gap, and the 
concentrations of electrons and holes are, of course, equal. These concentrations, 
due to the form of fD, are much higher in a narrow band gap semiconductor, 
Fig. 12(d), than in a wide gap material, Fig. 12(e). 

So far, we have been discussing pure (so-called intrinsic) semiconductors. Next, we 
have to consider the doped or extrinsic semiconductors. These allow us to achieve 
high concentrations of free electrons [n-type, Fig. 12(f)], or of holes [P-type, 
Fig. 12(g)], by moving the Fermi level very close to the conduction or valence band 
edge. The procedure for doing this is to replace a tiny proportion of the silicon atoms 
in the crystal lattice by dopant atoms with a different number of valence electrons. 

Figure 13 shows the lattice structure characteristics of diamond, germanium, and 
silicon crystals. Silicon, with four valence electrons, forms a very stable crystal with 
covalent bonds at equal angles in space. It is possible (e.g., by ion implantation) to 
introduce a low level of (for example) pentavalent impurities such as phosphorus. 
By heating (rhermol activaion as it is called), the phosphorus atoms can be induced 
to take up lattice sites in the crystal. For each dopant atom, four of its electrons share 

in the covalent bonding with neighboring silicon atoms, but its fifth electron is 
extremely loosely bound. At room temperature, this electron would be free, and 
hence available for conduction in a sea of fixed positive charge (the phosphorus ions, 
present at precisely the same average density as the liberated electrons). At absolute 
zero, all valence electrons would be bound and the phosphorus-doped (n-type) 
silicon effectively an insulator. The mathematical description of the effect of doping 
in silicon is to retain the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, but to raise the Fermi level 
(50% occupation probability) close to the binding energy of the fifth electron, i.e., 
close to the conduction band edge. The population of those electrons within the 
conduction band is again given by the overlap of the Fermi-Dirac distribution 
function (now shifted in energy) and the density of states in the conduction band. 
Except at very low temperatures (where the Fermi-Dirac function is extremely sharp), 
the result is a high density of electrons (major@ carriers) and a negligible density of 
holes (minorify carriers) in the n-type material in equilibrium, as shown in 
Fig. 12(f). 

Alternatively, silicon may be doped with trivalent impurities such as boron. In this 
case, three strong covalent bonds are formed, but the fourth bond is incomplete. 
This vacancy (hole) is easily filled by an adjacent electron. Thus, as in the intrinsic 
material, holes behave as reasonably mobile, positively charged carriers in a sea of 
fixed negative charge (the boron atoms with an additional electron embedded in the 
fourth covalent bond). The carrier concentrations (now with holes as majority 
carriers) are given by shifting the Fermi-Dirac distribution to within the hole biding 
energy, i.e., close to the valence band edge as shown in Fig. 12(g). 

The general situation regarding doped silicon is sketched in Fig. 14, which indicates 
the energy levels corresponding to various commonly used dopant atoms. 
Pentavalent atoms are. referred to as donors and trivalent atoms as acceptors. Note 
that the carriers are bound by only approximately 0.045 eV in the common n- and 
p-type dopants phosphorus and boron, compared to kT at a room temperature of 
0.026 eV. 
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Fig. 12. (a) Fermi-Dirac distribution fin-&on. The slope increases as the 
temperature is reduced. (b) Density of states below and above forbidden 
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and wide band gap semiconductors. (f) and (g) Charge carrier distributions 
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Fig. 13. Lattice structure of diamond, germanium, silicon. etc. where (I is the lattice 
constant. 
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Figure 15 shows the concentration of electrons in n-type silicon (1.15 x 
1016 arsenic dopant atoms per cm3) as a function of temperature. Below about 
100 K,one sees the phenomenon of carrierfreeze-out, loss of conductivity due to the 
binding of the donor electrons. This is followed by a wide temperature range over 
which the electron concentration is constant, followed above 600 K by a further rise 
as the thermal energy becomes sufficient to add a substantial number of intrinsic 
electrons to those already provided by the dopant atoms. These will, of course, be 
accompanied by an equal concentration of mobile holes. The general behavior 
shown in Fig. 15 is typical of all doped semiconductors. 

The resistivity p of the material depends not only on the concentration of free holes 
and electrons but also on their mobilities. As one would intuitively expect, the hole 
mobility is lower than that for electrons. Both depend on temperature and on the 
impurity concentration. At room temperature, in lightly doped silicon, we have 

electron mobility pn = 1350 cm* (V s)-‘, 

hole mobility pp = 480 cm* (V s)-I, 

and the resistivity is given by 

1 
P= 

4,WnXn+PpXP) 
(3.2) 

( n and p are the electron and hole concentrations). 

For pure silicon at room temperature, ni = pi = 1.45 x 10” cme3 which gives 
pi = 235 K R cm. 

The carrier drift velocity ( vP for holes and v, for electrons) is related to the mobility 
by vp,n = pp..& ,where 6 is the electric field strength. This relationship applies 
only up to a maximum field, beyond which saturation effects come into play and one 
enters the realm of “hot carriers” which lose energy by impact ionization (creation of 
additional electron-hole pairs). Figure 16 shows the situation for silicon, as well as 
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Fig. 14. Sketch of band occupation in doped silicon (upper) and energy 
levels within the band gap corresponding to various n- sod ptype dopants 
(lower). Levels of acceptor atoms are conventionally measured from the 
top of the valence band, and levels of donor atoms are measured from Ihe 
bottom up the conduction band. 
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Fig. 15. Electron concentration versus temperature for n-type (arsenic Qped) 
silicon. The dashed curve shows the concentration for intrinsic material. 
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the fact that nearly ten times higher’electron drift velocities are achievable in gallium 
arsenide, which therefore has the potential for much faster electronic circuits. 

The ionization rate is defined as the number of electron-hole pairs created per unit of 
distance travelled by an electron or hole. It depends primarily on the ratio q,8 ! Ei 
where Ei is the effective ionization threshold energy, damped by terms reflecting the 
energy loss of carriers by thermal and optical phonon scattering, see Ref. [6]. For 
silicon, Ei is approximately equal to W  (3.6 eV) for electrons and 5.0 eV for holes. 
The ionization rate becomes significant for electric fields in the range lo5 to 
IO6 V/cm in silicon, leading to the saturation of carrier drift velocity shown in 
Fig. 16. 

The resistivity as a function of dopant concentration is shown in Fig. 17. For 
silicon detectors, as will be explanted in the next section, we are often concerned 
with unusually high resistivity material, some tens of KC2 cm. From Fig. 17, one 
sees, for example, that 20 KS2 cm p-type material requires a dopant concentration 
of 5 x 10” cmm3. Remembering that crystalline silicon has 5 x 1O22 atoms per 
cm3, this implies an impurity level for the predominant impurities of 1 in IO”. 
Even in the highly developed art of silicon crystal growing, this presents a major 
challenge. The reststivity noted above in connection with pure silicon (over 
200 KC2 cm) is entirely unattainable in practice. Very high resistivity n-type silicon 
can be produced in the form of compensated material. The most uniformly doped 
material which can be grown is (for technical reasons) p-type, and this (with a 
resistivity of about 10 K!Z cm) is used to start with. It is then turned into n-type 
material by the procedure known as neutron doping. The crystal is irradiated with 
slow neutrons and by means of the reaction 

Si30 + n + Si3’, 

followed by Si3j+P3’+p-+V 

is turned into n-type material. The resistivity is monitored and the irradiation ceases 
when this, having passed through a maximum, falls to the required value. In this 
way, material of resistivity as high as 100 Kn cm can be made. Achieving 
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Fig. 16. Carrier drifi velocity (elecaons and holes) for silicon, and electron velocity fol 
gallium arsenide as a function of electric field in the material. 
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concentration iS eS%XItiahy equal to Nd, with E, = E,, a little below Ed. At the 
reduced temperature, Ef = Ef2 falls in the. small energy range between J!$ and E,, 
and the carrier concentration plummets. Conversely, at very high temperatures, 
thermal excitation of valence band electrons would become dominant, causing 
thecarrier concentration to rise rapidly, and the Fermi level to stabii near the 
middle of the band gap, off-scale to the left in the figure. For p-type material, the 
number of ionized acceptors is given by 

The difference in the factors in the denominator arises from the difference between 
the ground-state degeneracy for donor and acceptor levels. 

In general, for doped material, we have 

(3.11) 

and pn = n,’ = NJ, exp(-E, I kT) just asfor intrinsic material. Thus, the deviation 
of a doped semiconductor from the intrinsic condition can be simply represented by a 
shift in the Fermi energy level with respect to the intrinsic level. The constancy of 
the pn product for different doping conditions is a particular example of the very 
important law of muss a&on which applies as much in semiconductor theory as it 
does in chemistry. In thermal equilibrium, the increase in electron concentration by 
donor doping causes a decrease in the concentration of mobile holes (by 
recombination) such that the pn product is constant. The ionized donors in this sense 
are passive bystanders, serving to preserve charge neutrality. It is generally valid to 
think of n-type material in equilibrium as containing only mobile electrons, and 
p-type material as containing only mobile holes, the majority carriers in each case. 

- T=T1(300K) 

-- T=T2(70K) 
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Fig. 18. Number of ionized acceptors and number of conduction band electrons versus the 
Fermi energy level Ef. 
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1 

3.2 The pn Junction 

We now need to introduce a most important fact related to conducting materials 
which are electrically in contact with one another and in thermal equilibrium; they ad 
must establish the same Fermi energy. This applies to 

metal/semiconductor systems 
n-type/p-type systems, etc. 

Charge flows from the high- to low-energy region for that carrier type until this 
condition is established. For example, at apn junction, there develops a fvted space 
charge of ionized donors and acceptors, creating a field which opposes further drift 
of electrons and holes across the junction. The depletion approximation says that the 
semiconductor in this condition changes abruptly from being neutral to being fully 
depleted. This is far from obvious, and in fact, there is a finite length (the Debye 
length, typically 0.1 pm) over which the transition takes place. But the depletion 
approximation will be adequate for all the examples we need to consider. Let us look 
in some detail at the important case of the pn junction. Before contact [Fig. 19 (a)], 
the surface energy 4 is equal in both samples; thep-type Fermi level is close to E, 
and the sample is densely populated by holes; the n-type Fermi level is close to EC 
and the sample is densely populated by electrons. 

On contact, the electrons diffuse into the electron-free material to the left, and the 
holes diffuse to the right. In so doing, the electrons leave exposed donor ions 
(positively charged) over a thickness x,, in the n-type material, and the holes leave 
exposed acceptor ions (negatively charged) over a thickness x,, in the p-type 

material. This builds up an electric field which eventually just balances the tendency 
for current to flow by diffusion. Once this condition is reached [Fig. 19 (b)], the 
Fermi levels in the materials have become equal. The electrical potentials in the two 
samples (for example, the potential energy at the surface 5 or at the conduction 
band edge EC) are now unequal. 
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Fig. 19. (a) Energy levels in two silicon samples (of p and n type) when 
ekchically isolated from one another. (b) When brought into contact, the 
Fermi level is constant throughout the material. The band edges bend in 
accordance with the space charge generated. 
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Intuitively, this can be understood as follows. Initially, the electrons at a particular 
level in the conduction band of the n-type material see energy levels in the p-type 
material at equal or lower energy which are unpopulated, so they diffuse into them. 
The developing space charge bends the energy bands up, so that these levels become 
inaccessible. Eventually, only very high-energy electrons in the n-type material see 
anything other than the absence of states of the band gap in the p-type material, and 
conversely for the holes in the p-type material. 

Let us develop this quantitatively, adopting a coordinate system in which the pn 
junction of Fig. 19(b) is at position x = 0. I!& EC, Ei, and Ev all follow the same 
x dependence. The zero of the electric potential I$ is arbitrary, so we define 

(4 - Ef ) cpCdP. 
4e 

Thus, 4 is 0 for intrinsic material 
positive 
negative 

for n-type 
for p-type. 

From Eq. (3.1 l), in the case of fully ionized donors and acceptors, 

t$,=-z*n !%I. c 1 ni 

The potential barrier 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Notice that the potential barrier falls linearly with temperature since it is sustained by 
the thermal energy in the system. We may deduce the electric field strengths e(x) 
near the junction by using Poisson’s equation 

,c, is the permittivity of silicon = E&-J. 
EO is the permittivity of space = 8.85x10-14F cm-l 

= 55.4 e-/V pm. 
E, is the dielectric constant or 

relative permittivity of silicon = 11.7. 

For x, 2x20, 

c, +& 
fix 5 

:.&x) = -+, -x). 
s 

For -x,IxSO, I (3.14) 
I  

dh’ qN -=-c 
dx 5 

.:&x) = -+(x+xp). 
I I 

The undepleted silicon on either side of the junction isfieldfree. The depleted silicon 
close to the junction experiences an electric field whose strength is maximum at the 
junction and is directed always to the left, i.e., opposing the flow of holes to the right 
and opposing the flow of electrons to the left. 

Requiring continuity of the field strength at x = 0 implies 

Naxp = NdXn. (3.15) 

Thus, if one wants to make a deep depletion region on one side of the junction 
(important, as we shall see, for many detectors), we need to have a very low dopant 
concentration, i.e., very high resistivity material. 

The electric field strength varies linearly with x; the electric potential, by integration 
of Eq. (3.14) varies quadratically. 
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For x, 2x20, 

(J(x) : rp” - gqX” - x).* 
I 

For-x,5x50, 

~(x)=gJp+~(x+xp)2. 
I 

Requiring continuity of the potential at x = 0 implies 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

From Eq. (3.13). #i depends only weakly on No and Nd. 

If, for example, N, >> Nd, we have xP = 0 and Eq. (3.17) gives x, = Ni1’2. 

So a factor of two increase in resistivity leads to a factor of only -J2 increase in 
depletion depth. 

Figure 20 summarizes these results on the characteristics of an unbiased pn junction, 
with the inclusion of some typical numerical values based on N, = 1014cm -3 and 
Nd = 2 x 1014 cmm3. The peak field in this case is about 3 kV/cm. 

We now consider the effect of applying a voltage across the junction. Under 
equilibrium conditions, electron-hole pairs are continually generated by thermal 
excitation throughout the semiconductor. In the case of zero bias [Fig. 21(a)], the 
electrons and holes generated within the bulk of the semiconductor recombine. 
Those generated in the depletion region are swept into the undepleted silicon, holes to 
the left, electrons to the right. This effect would act to reduce the potential barrier 
and so is compensated by a small flow of mujority carriers which find themselves 
with just sufficient energy to diffuse across the. barrier in the opposite directions at 

just the rate needed to cancel the charge generation in the depleted material. The 
overall effect is of zero current flow, i.e., equilibrium. 

Dopant 
concentration 

Carrier 
density ‘7 I-= X 

1: 
” 0.05pm 

Space 
charge 

-+ 

X  
density 

Electric 
field 
strength 
kV/cm 

0.4 - 
Electric 
potential 
(VI 

0.2 ( 
1 -X 

-0.4 - 

I2+11=3prn depleted 

Fig. 20. Summary of various quantities acrdss an unbiased pn 
junction. 
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By applying a forward bias [Fig. 21(b)], we separate the previously equal Fermi 
levels by an amount equal to the bias voltage; the system is no longer in thermal 
equilibrium or this condition could not be maintained. Although there is still an 
electric field in the. depletion region which is directed against the current flow, the 
depletion region is narrowed and the. potential barrier is now inadequate to prevent 
‘majority carriers from flooding across it, holes from the let? and electrons from tire 
right. Many of these will recombine within the. depletion region giving rise to the 
recombination current. Those which survive are absorbed within one or two 
diffusion lengths by recombination with the majority carriers on that side of the 
junction, giving rise to the diffusion current. Beyond these regions, them is just a 
steady flow of majority carriers supplied from the voltage source to keep the current 
flowing. Notice that in a forward-biased junction, the current flow results entirely in 
electron-hole recombinafion. 

With a reverse bias, we have the situation shown in Fig. 21(c). The depletion 
region is now much wider and electron-hole pairs generated within it are efficiently 
swept into the undepleted silicon, electrons to the right and holes to the left, giving 
rise to the generation current. 

Unlike the case of the unbiased junction, there is now no supply of majority carriers 
able to overcome the increased potential barrier across the junction. On tbe contrary, 
the thermal generation of minority carriers within one or two diffusion lengths of the 
depletion region leads to some holes generated in the. n-region reaching this depletion 
region and then being briskly transported across it, and conversely for electrons 
generated in thep-region. This leads to the so-called difFsion current. In the case 
of the reverse-biased junction, the curtent flow is thus caused entirely by electron- 
hole generation. The current flow across reverse-biased junctions is of great 
importance in determining the noise limits in silicon detectors. An immediate 
observation is that since this current arises from thermal generation of electron-hole 
pairs, the operating temperature will be an important parameter. 

Fig. 21. Effect of an applied voltage across the semiconductor 
junction. 
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I 

Fig. 22. Operating principles of a simple microstip detector. 
It consists essentially of a revem biased diode, operated at a 
voltage sufficient to fully deplete the thick, high-resistivity n 
layer. 

Before continuing to discuss this point, it is worth noting that we have finally 
collected up enough information to calculate the characteristics of a typical particle 
detector, and it is instructive to do so. Referring to Fig. 22, we have a silicon 
&tector of thickness I made of good-quality, high-resistivity n-type silicon (p = 
10 K!A cm). On the front surface, we make shallow implants of acceptor atoms 
(the p strips), and on the back surface, we make a highly doped n-type implant to 
provide a good low-resistance ohmic contact. The terms nf and p+ are 
conventionally used to represent high doping levels, n and p represent moderate 

levels, n- ; p-, or A and v represent low levels, and i is used for intrinsic or 
compensated material of the highest possible resistivity. 

Now we apply a positive voltage Vg to the n-type surface with the aim of completely 
depleting the detector. In this way, we shah ensure complete collection of the 
electrons and holes generated by the passage of a charged particle; with incomplete 
depletion, we would lose signal by recombination. Equation (3.17) applies, with the 

r difference that we replace $i by V, + #i since the junction is biased in the direction 
which assists the previously existing depletion voltage. 

We have 

= 2E,xvB [ 1 l/2 

4e Nd 

6~10~~ From Fig. 17, we see that Nd = - 
P ’ 

and we require kP = P 

...v*~~,~,l~ 
s 

lOA x6x1015e2x10-8 
=2x55.4x11.7 p 

where I is in pm and p in Cl cm 

.: VE =!A$ 

For the above example, V, = 42 V is the potential needed to fully deplete the 
detector. We also find (;nax - - 2.8 kV/mm. This looks comfortable in terms of the 
breakdown field in silicon. However, in a real detector, it is important to pay 
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attention to the regions near the edges of the p strips, where the fields can be very 
much higher. 

Returning to the general properties of the reverse biased junction, the most important 
parameter influencing the leakage current is the operating temperature. At high 
temperatures, above 100°C typically, the leakage current is dominated by thermal 
electron-hole generation within approximately one diffusion length of the depletion 
edge. The diffusion length for minority carriers is 

Lg=&, 

where D is the diffusion constant and is related to the mobility p by the Einstein 
relation 

4e 

For electrons D, = 34.6 cm2s-’ 
For holes D,, = 12.3 cm’s1’ 

at room temperature. 

r, is the minority carrier lifetime, and it can vary from about 100 ns to more than 
1 ms depending on the quality of the silicon. This point will be discussed further. 
This leakage current (termed the diffusion current, as previously noted) depends only 
weakly on the reverse bias voltage but is highly temperature dependent due to its 
origin in the thermal generation of minority carriers. 

At lower temperatures (less than about 100°C). the diffusion current becomes 
negligible and the generation current dominates. This continues to show a similarly 
fast temperature dependence, but is now also quite voltage dependent, since the 
depletion width is proportional to Vi2. 

The diffusion and generation currents depend on the rate of generation of electron- 
hole pairs, and the diffusion current depends also on the minority carrier lifetime. 
These quantities are, in fact, closely related. Direct thermal generation of an electron- 
hole pair is quite rare in silicon for reasons which depend on the details of the crystal 
structure. Most generation occurs by means of intermediate generation- 

recombination centers (impurities and lattice defects) near the band gap center. Thus, 
an electron-hole pair may be thermally created in a process where the hole is released 
into the valence band and the electron is captured by the trapping center in one step, 
to be subsequently emitted into the conduction band. These bulk trupping states vary 
enormously in their density and can be held down to a low level by suitable 
processing. It is precisely these states which determine the minority carrier lifetime 
already mentioned. Reducing the density of bulk trapping states does two things. It 
cuts down the thermal generation of charge canier pairs in the material, so reducing 
the concentration of minority caniers available for the generation of current across a 
reverse-biased junction. It also increases the minority carrier lifetime and so the 
diffusion length (but only at r”* ). The first effect vastly outweighs the second, so 
that a low density of bulk trapping states is highly advantageous in ensuring low 
leakage current. As we shall see later, even originally high-grade silicon can 
deteriorate due to the production of bulk trapping states by radiation damage. Mid- 
band gap impurities such as gold are a particularly serious source of bulk trapping 
centers. Even in low concentrations, gold atoms strongly reduce the carrier lifetimes 
and lead to greatly increased leakage current. 

These effects are less serious in cases where one is collecting large signals promptly. 
But in cases of small signals and/or long storage times (such as in a silicon drift 
chamber, or CCD), particular care is needed. One important design criterion is to 
keep the stored charges well away from the surface of the silicon, since the 
silicon/silicon dioxide interface always has a high level of lattice defects. This 
criterion has led to the development of various forms of buried channel radiation 
detectors. 

3.3 Charge Carrier Transport in Silicon Detectors 

While the charge generated by an ionizing particle is being transported by the internal 
field in the detector, the process of diffusion spreads out the original very fine 
cohnnn of charge. In the case of very highly ionizing particles (such as alphas), the 
original density of electrons and holes can be so high that space-charge effects are 
important. In the case of MIP’s, however, such effects are negligible and the time 
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development of the electron and hole charge distributions may be treated by simple 
diffusion theory. 

Consider a local region of electron charge, for example, a short section of the particle 
track length within the silicon. Under the influence of the internal field, this will be 
drifted through the material, and at the same time, will diffuse radially as indicated in 
Fig. 23. 

The FMS radius of the charge distribution increases as the square root of drift t ime 
rd. as in Eq. (3.18), with standard deviation d = m. Thus, 50% of the charge 
is contained within a radius of 0.95 &. Assuming a “typical” drift field in 
depleted silicon of 1 kV/cm and using the fact that the drift velocity vd = &B, we 
obtain the following indication of the growth of a charge packet with time: 

Drift Time Charge Radius 

10 ns 
i ps 

6w 
60 pm 

Drift Distance 

135 pm 
14 mm. 

Diffusive charge spreading is an attractive option for improving spatial precision 
beyond the limits of the detector granularity. For example, one might hope to 
achieve precision of one or two microns from a strip detector with 2 5 pm pitch, by 
centroid finding on the basis of measured charge collection in adjacent strips. This 
depends on achieving a charge radius of 2 30 pm which (from the above table) 
implies large drift distances and/or gentle drift fields. Ideas for improved precision 
by centroid finding may be limited by the available resistivity of silicon. 

There is, however, an alternative approach that has so far been applied only to CCD 
detectors but which could be. of more general interest. A wafer cut from a silicon 
crystal will normally have a rather uniform dopant concentration. It is possible 
subsequently to grow relatively thick (up to around 100 pm ) epitaxial byers on the 
substrate wafer, of excellent crystalline quality and quite different (but also uniform) 
dopant concentration. For detector applications, a low-resistivity substrate with a 
high-resistivity epi layer is of particular interest. In the CCD case, as we shall see, 
the epi layer would be implanted with an n layer and biased so as to deplete only 
approximately 3 pm depth. The charge carrier transport associated with (for 

example) a charged particle track traversing such a structure is depicted in Fig. 24. 
Electrons within the thin depletion region are promptly collected into the buried 
channel, with no time for lateral diffusion. Electrons from the highly doped p+ bulk 
are completely disposed of by recombination (very short minority carrier diffusion 
length in this material). However, electrons generated in the undepleted epitaxial 
layer find themselves able to diffuse homogeneously in all directions. Those which 

, approach the p/p+ junction experience a potential barrier as we have already 
discussed in the case of the unbiased pn junction, of magnitude 

For a 20 R cm epi layer on a highly doped 0.1 R cm substrate, we find 

4~ = 180 mV compared with E = 26 mV 

at 300 K. The p/p+ interface therefore acts as a pefict mirror, and the electrons 
continue diffusing until they happen to approach the pn depletion edge, at which 
point they am stored. Thus, a h4tP leaves an electron charge cluster which is 
transversely spread by an amount related to the epi layer thickness. Such a detector 
made with partially undepleted thick epi material is in principle better for precision 
tracking by centroid finding than a fully depleted detector. To fully exploit this 
concept, one has to pay attention to the detector granularity, epi layer thickness, 
readout noise, etc. The most spectacular results in precision centroid finding in 
CCD’s have been obtained not as yet with Ws but with defocused star images in a 
satellite guidance system, where precision below 0.1 pm has been achieved using 
20 pm pixels. This constitutes a very important demonstration of the inherent 
pixel-to-pixel homogeneity possible with high-quality silicon processing. 
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4 Mihostrip Detectors 

Fig. 23. Combined drift and diffusion of an initially compact charge cluster 
(electrons or holes) as a fun&n of time over equal time intervals. 

i 
Particle trajectory 

Fig. 24. Charge collection from a silicon strocture as used in some pixel 
devices. 

4.1 Introduction 

Charged particles deposit a significant fraction of their energy by ionization in all 
types of materials, but only some are suitable as detector media. The conceptually 
most elementary detector types are insulators in which the signal is collected simply 
dy applying a voltage to a pair of n&al plates attached to the opposite faces of the 
detector layer, so creating an electric field within the material. The detection medium 
may be a gas (ionization chamber), a liquid (e.g., liquid argon calorimeter), or a solid 
(e.g., diamond detector). However, this principle cannot be applied to 
semiconductor detectors since even the highest purity material would generally have 
unacceptably low resistivity (i.e., excessive leakage current) except at extremely low 
temperature. As we have seen, it is possible to generate a region of internal electric 
field devoid of free charge carriers, and hence having greatly reduced leakage 
current, by creating a reverse-biased junction. Electron-hole pairs generated within 
the depletion region, for example, by thermal or optical excitation, or by the passage 
of a charged particle, are promptly swept to the surface for collection. This principle 
has been used for the detection of ionizing particles in silicon for over 40 years [8]. 
We have already noted some variations on this theme in connection with pixel 
devices (collection of minority carriers from undepleted material adjacent to depleted 
silicon), but the microstrip detector follows exactly this simple tradition. 

The pioneering microstrip detectors of the early ’80s (Ref. [9]) were based on the 
processes used for many years to manufacture nonsegmented semiconductor 
detectors for nuclear physics applications. The diodes were simply formed by the 
surface barrier between metal (ahnninum) strips and the high-resistivity substrate. 
The strips were wire bonded to huge fanout boards which housed local pre- 
amplifiers connected to every Nth strip (N = 5). The principle of capacitive charge 
division was used to interpolate the track coordinates for signals collected on floating 
strips. The ratio of board area to detector area was almost 1000 to 1; this was 
tolerable in fixed-target experiments having unlimited space for local equipment 
ouiside the aperture of the forward spectrometer. 
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Closely following on these early developments, two revolutions took place which 
totally changed the technology of these detectors, opening up for them a much more 
powerful role in particle physics. 

The first of these revolutions was to switch from surface barrier detectors to ion 
implantation, thus adopting the highly developed techniques used for processing 
integrated circuits. The microstrip detector becomes essentially a p-i-n diode 
structure, as we discussed in Sec. 3.2. The p strips (Fig. 22) were overlaid with 
metal (aluminum) to provide a low resistant path and connected to external 
electronics. This development [lo] had been considered impossible by many 
semiconductor detector experts at the time. The high-tesistivity material used almost 

‘\ uniquely by detector people was supposedly incompatible with the high-temperature 
processing required for the activation stage of ion implanted material. Kemmer 
showed that these experts were incorrect; it was problems of cleanliness in 
processing, rather than the high temperatures themselves, which led to the dreaded 
resistivity drops. The first result of this revolution was more robust detectors and 
hence the possibility of much larger areas. As important, the door was opened for 
the inclusion of a host of features already developed for IC’s, such as techniques for 
isolating edge-related leakage currents (guard rings), for biasing with high dynamic 
resistance, and so on. Some of these will be discussed in Sec. 4.3. 

The second revolution was the development of readout chips with high-density front- 
end amplifiers [ 11, 121. Using integrated circuit technology, the front-end could be 
shrunk to a pitch of 50 pm, permitting the microstrip channels to be wire bonded 
directly to these compact IC’s located along the edge of the detector. Furthermore, 
the readout chips embodied resettable storage of the analogne signals, and 
multiplexed readout. Thus, the number of cables needed for the detector readout was 
reduced by about a factor of 100. We shall in Sec. 4.3.3 record great ongoing 
progress in developing special readout IC’s to suit a wide range of experimental 
conditions. 

The combination of robust, sophisticated microstrip detectors and extremely compact 
electronics has led to their application in a host of experiments. With the SLC, 

Mark II, and LEP detectors, they crossed the barrier from fixed-target experiments 
into the collider environment, with excellent results in heavy flavor physics. 

4.2 The Generic M icrostrip Detector 

M+ostrip detectors come in a large variety of designs, each with its own strengths 
and weaknesses, each with a certain range of applications. 

Due to the fact that high resistivity n-type material is more readily available, most 
detectors have used n-type wafers as starting material, though this may be changing 
in some application areas. The 111 crystal-orientation is conventionally used, but 
reasons why this too may be changing are discussed in the next section. As aheady 
mentioned, the pioneering detectors all used p+ strips, collecting holes from the 
track of the ionizing particle. More recently, the back surface (n+ implant) has also 
been subdivided into strips (which can as well be angled, perhaps at 90” to the 
p strips) giving us double-sided microstrip detectors. 

Such a detector, and the associated internal electric field, is sketched in Fig. 25. The 
reverse bias is achieved by applying a positive voltage to the n strips, the p strips 
being grounded. In each case, series resistors (usually on-chip polysilicon) are used 
to create a high impedance path. The electric field (directed in the negative 
2 direction) would be uniform across the depleted n- substrate, were it not for the 
finite resistivity and hence the presence of a low density of fvted positive charges. 
Due to this space charge, the magnitnde of the field falls steadily from its peak value 
at the pn junction, towards the n side. The sketch shows an overdepleted detector. 
For the just-depleted case, the field would sink to zero at the surface of the n strips. 
Once we enter the heavily-doped p- or n-strip region, the held develops a large 
gradient, falling abruptly to zero. 

The sketch indicates an AC coupled detector. The metal readout strips am isolated 
from the implanted strips by a thin layer of dielectric (silicon dioxide). Thus, the 
amplifier inputs sense the fast signal without also being obliged to sink the DC 
leakage current. Both AC and DC coupled microstrip detectors am common. In 
applications where radiation levels are low, and hence degradation in leakage current 
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i is not a problem, the extra simplicity of DC coupled detectors may be advantageous. 
I Early microstrip detectors were all DC coupled. 
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Fig. 25 Sketch of a cross section of a generic double-sided microstrip detector. 
Exposed fixed charges are shown by open circles @ositive) and filled circles (negative). 
Also shown is the electric fields distribution in such a detector before and after 
radiation-induced displacement damage in the silicon. 

Between neighboring charge collection strips on both sides is a passivation layer of 
silicon dioxide. Such oxide layers inevitably collect some positive charge (holes 
trapped as interface states) which is compensated by a very thin accumulation layer of 
mobile electrons in the bulk material. On the p side, these are repelled by the 
qxposed negatively charged dopant atoms in the p strips. However, on the n side, 
they create a low-resistance interstrip leakage path. Signal electrons collected on one 
n strip will readily flow to neighboring strips; the strips are effectively shorted 
together. This problem can be overcome in a number of ways; Fig. 25 shows one 
of the cleanest solutions which is drawn straight from the textbooks of IC design. 

P + “channel stops” am implanted between the n strips. They are biased somewhat 
negatively relative to the strips, and hence, acquire a negatively charged depletion 
layer which repels the mobile electrons in the surface accumulation layer, so blocking 
the leakage path that would otherwise be present. 

Before leaving this figure, there is one further point worthy of note, relating to the 
collection of signal charge. After the passage of an ionizing particle, holes begin to 
drift to the left, electrons to the right. Once the charges separate, the space-charge 
self-repulsion in principle leads to expansion of the charge cloud during the drift 
time. A localized charge distribution of N carriers (holes or electrons) will expand 
with time to a sphere of radius rs, where 

rs = 4.5xloe7Ftd 1 “3cm. 

E, is the permittivity of silicon, and rd is the drift time in seconds. For collection of 
holes or electrons in a microstrip detector, r, amounts to less than 1 pm and can be 
neglected (while the signal from an a particle can expand to < = 10 ,um; see 
Ref. [9]). As we saw in Sec. 3.3, diffusive charge spreading can, on the other 
hand, be considerable. This is sensitively dependent on the type of charge carrier 
collected, on the detector resistivity, and on the biasing conditions. 
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For the conditions shown in Fig. 25, a strongly overdepleted detector, the electric 
field is reasonably uniform. For a just-depleted detector, the holes would all pass 
through the high-field region close to the pn junction, and those generated in that half 
of the detector would be entirely drifted through a fairly high field. For the electrons, 
on the contrary, all would pass through the low field region before teaching the 
n strips. Hence (even without the effect of the relative mobilities), the electron cloud 
will experience greater diffusive charge spreading than the hole cloud. In principle, 
this would give us higher precision (by centroid fitting) on the n side than on the p 
side. This question is discussed in more detail in the next section. 

There are, however, several reasons why such fine tuning of detector parameters 
may not yield the desired improvement in precision. 

Firstly, in a radiation environment, the effective dopant concentration varies with 
time. As depicted in Fig. 25 and discussed in detail in Sec. 6, hadronic irradiation 
causes the depleted material to become steadily more p type.. Having passed through 
the compensated condition (when it could be depleted with a few volts), the 
resistivity falls steadily. After a certain dose (for fixed operating voltage), the 
detector would fail to deplete fully and the hole signal would be lost (no longer 
collected on an individual p strip). The electron signal would still be collected, but 
from a steadily decreasing thickness of detector. Thus, any precision advantage 
gained by fine tuning the depletion conditions could not be preserved through the life 
of the detector. 

Secondly, due to their thickness, microstrip detectors have a significant probability of 
loss of precision due to b-electrons, as discussed in Sec. 2.3. Results published 
from test beams often limit the signal charge to less than approximately 1.7 times the 
MIP mean value, in order to restrict the tails on the coordinate residuals. In tracking 
detectors with a limited number of points per track, one would not normally have the 
luxury of such a filter. For binary readout detectors, one would not even know 
which were the large signal clusters. 

Thirdly, detector precision is seriously degraded for angled tracks, as we shall see in 
detail in the next section. 

Finally, most tracking detectors in experiments operate in a magnetic field which 
(because of the Lotentz angle) degrades the measurement precision. In a 
conventional collider geometry with a solenoid magnet, the 2 measurements are 
unaffected but the precision of the R $ measurement is degraded. For details, see 
the next section. 

, 4.3 M icrostrip Detectors: Detailed Issues 

4.3.1 Design Optimization 

All silicon microstrip detectors are of approximately 300 pm thickness. For much 
thinner detectors, the loss of signal charge, exacerbated by the reduction in signal 
voltage due to the increased capacitance from strip to substrate, results in a poor 
signal-to-noise performance. Even thicker detectors might be required, for example, 
in cases of modules having several long strips linked together and to a single readout 
chip. The capacitance to substrate is a particularly important issue in cases where 
capacitive charge division is used for the readout of floating strips. To avoid serious 
signal loss, it is essential that the geometry be chosen so that the interstrip capacitance 
greatly exceeds the strip-to-substrate capacitance, or one would suffer from serious 
loss of signal from floating strips. In some large systems currently under design 
(e.g., the ATLAS Silicon Central Tracker or SCT), the individual modules are 
12 cm in length, with strip capacitances of around 18 pF (l-2 pF/cm is typical). 
Such large capacitances represent a considerable challenge for readout electronics, as 
we shall see in Sec. 4.3.3. 

As already mentioned, a high-resistivity n-type substrate is conventionally used. 
High-resistivity p-type material is now available (both bulk and epitaxial), providing 
an interesting option for detector fabrication. Such detectors would have the 
advantage that under irradiation, they simply become- steadily more p type. Thus, 
one would avoid the complications (e.g., in guard-ring structures) associated with 
the junction shifting over from the p side to the h side during the life of the detector. 

The 111 crystal orientation is conventionally used in microstrip detectors, since it 
provides the densest surface, and hence the lowest probability of “spiking” (growth 
of aluminum deeply into the crystal in local regions, possibly shorting out the diode 
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structure). For IC manufacture (and aso for MOS detector types such as CCD’s), 
the 100 crystal orientation is preferred due to the lower density of dangling bonds at 
the silicon/silicon dioxide surface, and hence lower trapped charge at the interface. 
This may be particularly important in some microstrip detector applications, and for 
this reason some groups am doing exploratoty work with 100 material. For AC 
coupled detectors, the area of metal in contact with silicon is reduced by many orders 
of magnitude compared to the early DC coupled devices. Also, metallization 
equipment is now extremely refined compared to 10 years ago, so the problem of 
spiking should be largely in the past. 

For biasing microstrip detectors, the most commonly used method (also the simplest) 
is via on-chip polysilicon resistors. A problem with this approach is that as one has 
to allow for higher leakage current (due to radiation damage and/or longer strips), the 
resistance value needs to be reduced in order not to disturb the bias voltage 
excessively. This in turn can lead to loss of signal and worsening signal-to-noise 
ratio. The ideal solution would be a low DC resistance and a high dynamic 
resistance. Two approaches have been adopted, the reach-through structure [ 131 and 
the FOXFET biasing scheme [ 141. This Field OXide PET structure, which employs 
a thick gate oxide, is vulnerable to radiation damage effects [ 15, 161. The present 
situation appears to be that polysilicon biasing is the only safe solution for detectors 
to he used in a high-radiation environment. 

For the n-strip isolation in detectors (one- or two-dimensional) where the electron 
signal is collected, two methods have been adopted. The channel stop approach [13] 
has been illustrated in Fig. 25. An alternative “field plate” method uses an MOS gate 
structure., in the form of “wings” attached to the aluminum readout strips in AC 
coupled detectors [ 171. This is illustrated in Fig. 26. 

For all these various microstrip detector structures, careful attention should be paid 
(by two-dimensional simulation) to the peak electric fields induced near the strip 
edges. Poorly understood leakage current has characterized many of the designs 
which at first glance looked quite reasonable. In a pioneering paper [ 181, Ohsugi and 
coauthors demonstrated the sensitivity to geometrical details in the specific case of 
AC coupled p-strip sensors. Breakdown was demonstrated in structures where the 
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Fig. 26. The technique of n-stop isolation by field plate separation with extended AC 
coupled electmdes (one of several field plate approaches). 
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relative edges of the p+ implant and the aluminium electrode led to peak fields at the 
edge of the implanted strips exceeding the breakdown field in silicon of 30 V/pm. 
While such problems can in principle be avoided by careful design, it is very easy to 
encounter some local variations, edge effects at the ends of the strips, etc., which can 
still cause problems. To this end, the diagnostic tool demonstrated in their paper is 
of enormous value. Using an infrared microscope equipped with a CCD camera, 
very small regions of avalanche breakdown can be seen clearly. This marvellous tool 
[19] is of value wherever anomalous leakage currents are encountered either due to 
design deficiencies or to process faults. One of the problems that has plagued 
manufacturers of large area microstrip detectors, particularly in the case of double- 
metal structures (see below), is that of pinholes in the dielectric, permitting unwanted 
leakage paths. An infrared microscope can be used to explore the positions of these 
defects, and possibly to suggest solutions (e.g., improved step coverage across gate 
edges). Similar problems have been encountered and solved in this way in the world 
of CCD detectors. For n-strip microstrip detectors, there is evidence (not 
surprisingly) that field plate devices are more susceptible to microdischarges than 
p-stop devices. However, much depends on the specific design details. 

It is hardly surprising that another issue which still causes problems in microstrip 
detector design is that of uncontrolled oxide layers (e.g., interstrip, as depicted in 
sketch form in Fig. 25). In other detector types such as CCD’s, care is taken to 
avoid even fine cracks between gate electrodes (by overlapping neighboring 
electrodes) since gate oxide inevitably contains trapped interface charge, the 
magnitude. of which increases with irradiation. The electrical effects of such trapped 
charge can be minimized by the presence of a metal or polysilicon cover layer held at 
a well-defined potential. Microstrip detectors do not easily lend themselves to such 
design rules, but one may escape from trouble due to the accumulation layer of 
electrons already referred to. However, particularly if one is aiming for high 
efftciency for detection of (say) soft X-rays which deposit their signal near the 
surface, there are numerous examples of anomalous dead layers and other effects 
probably related to the uncontrolled oxide. This is an area for ongoing concern 
regarding the design of microstrip detectors. 

The use of high resistivity silicon is driven by the desire to have a manageable 
operating voltage for full depletion; 150 V is commonly considered an upper limit. 
Under intense hadronic irradiation, this may set an uncomfortably short lifetime for 
the detector. It has been pointed out [20] that careful design of microstrip detectors 
(particularly as regards implant profiles, strip edges, guard rings, etc.) may enable 
operating voltages to be set even above 1 kV before microdischarges or breakdowns 
occur. Such a design would considerably extend the usefulness of microstrip 
detectors in high-radiation environments. Note that it is usually the breakdown 
voltage rather than the leakage current which shortens the lifetime of a detector in a 
radiation environment. The leakage current can always be reduced by cooling. 
There is long experience of this in the area of CCD detectors, and large systems of 
cooled microstrip detectors are now in the planning stages [21]. 

We have discussed briefly the availability of double-sided detectors, which are of 
interest in that they provide apparently two advantages over (for example) a pair of 
single-sided detectors: firstly, less material (of particular significance for vertex 
detectors), and secondly, some degree of resolution of the ambiguity problem for 
multihit events. Regarding the latter, the idea is that one can measure the signal 
charges in the p- and n-side clusters and use the correlation between them to rule out 
some of the associations (e.g., between a below-average cluster in one view and a 
multi-MIP cluster in the other view). In fact, this is not a very practicable idea, since 
the level of ambiguity is not greatly reduced. 

Regarding extraneous material in the active volume, much depends on the angle 
between the strips on the two sides. If this is small (e.g., a few degrees), both sides 
of the module can be read out from the end without complications. If, however, one 
requires a large angle between the two strip planes (e.g., 90”). there are two options.’ 
Consider the case of a 2 view as well as the conventional R $ view in a collider 
environment. The most obvious option, implemented in the pioneering double-sided 
ALEPH vertex detector [22], would be to place the Z readout chips along the long 
edge of the module. This results in a large amount of electronics in the active volume 
of the barrel detector system, which is not a good idea if precision vertexing is the 
goal. Later detectors have followed one of two different approaches. Both move the 
Z readout chips to the ends of the barrel, outside the active volume, in the same 
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general area as the R $ readout chips. The most ambitious approach is to integrate 
the linking traces onto the detector modules themselves, using a double-metal 
technology [23, 241. A dielectric layer separates the Z-strips from the orthogonal 
readout strips, and metallized vias provide the connections between the two levels. 
Due to the larger number of Z-strips than readout strips in a typical module (a long 
rectangle), the Z-strips may be connected in a repeating pattern, resulting in some 
degree of ambiguity as to the spatial position (normally not a problem given the 
overall track-finding software). Alternatively, the Z-strip pitch may be made 
correspondingly coarser than the’pitch of the R 4 readout strips. There is one 
inevitable disadvantage to the double-metal approach, which is the increased 
capacitance of every strip; the detector strips and readout strips form a web of closely 

, linked electrodes, separated only by the thickness of the dielectric layer. This, 
coupled with the fact that tracks at the ends of the polar angle range may deposit their 
charge over a number of Z-strips, can lead to a serious degradation in the signal-to- 
noise in the detector. The capacitance problem can be greatly reduced, with only a 
modest degradation in terms of material in the active volume, by routing the readout 
traces on separate thin substrates (e.g., copper traces on kapton) [25]. The Z-strips 
are wire bonded to diagonal readout strips at the edge of the detector, the signals 
being carried to the electronics in a zig-zag geometry, using additional Z-strips to link 
the diagonal readout strips. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 27. In this way, a low 
and acceptable ambiguity level as to which of a few widely separated strips was hit, 
is the price paid for accessing the data in an economical form with little additional 
material, and a generally acceptable overhead in capacitance. 

There remains tire choice between double-sided detectors and two back-to-back 
single-sided detectors, one for R Q and one for Z. As has been noted, the correlated 
cluster signal information is not often very useful, so the key issue is that of the 
additional material in the back-to-back approach. In vertexing applications, this is 
always important, though seldom decisive. There is necessarily additional material in 
the form of support structures, etc., so we are certainly not talking about a factor of 
two, and the multiple scattering is proportional to the square root of the thickness. If 
the double-sided option came free of additional costs, it would clearly be preferred. 
However, this is far from the case. Double-polished silicon wafers are available and 
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Fig. 27. A  scheme for Z-strip readout using a separate metallized substrate (glass or kapton). 
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are not in themselves particularly expensive. However, for bulk production, it is 
desirable to use as far as possible the standard IC manufacturing equipment, which 
is all explicitly geared to single-sided processing. It has been claimed that rhe cost of 
double-sided relative to single-sided detectors is 3: 1. This may be true for some 
small production runs, where it merely reflects the reduced yield of the double-sided 
devices. However, for large-volume production such as we are now seeing planned 
(e.g., for the LHC XT’s), it should be possible to greatly reduce the cost per unit 
area of detectors made with standard processing equipment. In this case, the cost 
ratio mentioned above is likely to become much more unfavorable. Tie will tell. 

4.3.2 Spatial Precision in Microstrip Detectors 

Early microstrip detectors with very fine readout pitch (and huge fanout factors) had 
wonderful spatial precision but are now only of historical interest. We are at present 
effectively constrained by the readout pitch of all existing front-end electronics, 
namely 50 p. This can be reduced by a factor of two by attaching readout IC’s at 
each end of a module, and this has been done in environments of high track density. 
Also, one can include floating strips as has already been discussed. Spatial precision 

of approximately -p = 7.2~ 
%  

is thus in some ways natural for a silicon 

microstrip detector when read out with currently standard electronics. In large 
tracking systems, one has frequently to work very hard to achieve such levels of 
stability and systematic precision, for many reasons. Having said this, considerably 
better spatial precision has been achieved, mostly in test- beam situations. 

Let us consider first the case of normal incidence tracks. As we saw in Sec. 4.2, the 
extra diffusive spreading would suggest that (for a given strip pitch) one might be 
able to achieve a higher precision in the charge collection on the n side (electrons) as 
opposed to thep side (holes). However, most experimental results to date have been 
obtained with detectors made with p strips on n-bulk silicon. 

Using a single-sided detector with p strips on a 20 pm pitch and analogue readout 
on every strip, Belau er al. [26] were able to measure the spatial distribution of the 
hole charge collected. This varied from 0=2.5 pm to 1.9 pm as the operating 

voltage was raised from 120 V (just-depleted) to 200 V (overdepleted). From this, 
they calculated the precision achievable with a readout pitch of 20, 60, and 120 pm 

to be (T= 2.8.3.6, and 5.9 pm, in the optimal case of the just-depleted detector. 
Measurements with 60 and 120 pm readout pitch [27] yielded precisions of 4.5 and 

7.9 pm, a little worse than calculated, but better than ?!- 
45 

= 5.8 mm which would 

, be the limit for a digital system with 20 pm readout pitch. Evidently, some degree 
of useful charge spreading is achieved with detectors having narrow strip pitch. For 
electron collection, the lower average electric field yields even better cahhted 
precision, 0.8 pm to 3.6 pm, for the three cases mentioned above. In this case, 
they did not have data for comparison. 

In all this, please remember the caveat about G-electrons mentioned in Sec. 2.3. In 
these test beam studies, clusters with more than 1.7 times the mean MP signal were 
discarded, with the consequential efficiency loss that could probably not be tolerated 
in a detector used for a physics experiment. 

Results with a more typical arrangement of readout of every strip on a pitch bf 50pm 
have been reported for double-sided detectors [28]. For normal incidence, the 
precision achieved was 8.8 pm on the p side. This slightly worse figure is 

attributed to the higher electronic noise in that system. The signal-to-noise was 
16pm for the p side and degraded (for not completely clear reasons) to ten for the II 
side. The precision for the n-side signal was 11.6 pm, confuming the suggestion 
that the system noise played a large part in the measured spatial precision. 

For normal incidence tracks, we may conclude that spatial precision in the region 5- 
1 0 pm is typical for strip pitch I 50 pm, and with readout pitch 5 150 pm. ‘Ibe 
degradation in precision with increasing readout pitch is fairly modest. The usual 
reason for requiring a fine readout pitch (typically, equal to the strip pitch) is the need 
to preserve an optimal two-track resolution. 

Once we permit angled tracks (which really only are of concern for the RZ view as 
opposed to the R Q view in colliders), the situation deteriorates fairly rapidly. The. 
particle leaves a trail of charge carriers which are collected on a number of Z strips. 
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Taking the overall centroid is a bad approximation to the track position at the center 
plane of the detector, due to the energy-loss fluctuations along the track. The 
problem has been studied d&teticaUy [29] and experimentally [30], as a result of 
which Hanai ef al. have developed an algorithm (“convoluted Gaussian centroid”) 
which leads to an experimental precision as a function of a, the track angle to the 
detector normal, varying from 8 pm ((r = 0”) to 40 pm (01= 75 “). These results 
were obtained using a single-sided p-strip detector with 25 pm strip pitch and 
50 pm readout pitch. 

A dangerous factor affecting spatial precision in microstrip detectors is the effect of 
magnetic fields. Empirical measurements have been reported in Ref. [26]; these 
agree well with calculations. For the p-strip signal in a just-depleted detector, a 

’ magnetic field of I:7 T shifts the measured co-ordinate by about 10 pm and 
increases the width of the collected charge distribution from 5 to 12 pm. The 

relevant parameter determining these effects is the Hall mobility pf for electrons 

and p: for holes; see Shockley [7]. With the usual arrangement in collider barrel 

detectors (magnetic field ?fperpe.ndicular to electric field), the charges drift at the 

L0rent.z angle gL with respect to the electric field, where 8L is almost independent 
of the magnitude of the electric field and is given by 

Now 

and 

tat&, = p:, xlf . 

pp” ~310 cm%%- 

pf = 1650 cm*V-‘s-l . 

For a typical case of a magnetic field of 1.5 T and a 300 pm thick detector, the 
charge distribution of the holes shifts by = 7 ,um, while that for the electrons shifts 
by -337pm [31]. Thus, collection of the electron signal in future collider 
experiments is liable to serious systematic effects, unless the n-strips are oriented at 
least approximately along the direction of drift induced by the magnetic field (the R 4 
direction in a barrel detector). 

Finally, a reminder that in any silicon detector of thickness approximately 300 pm, 
the production of G-electrons of significant range is quite a common occurrence, so 
the residual distributions will inevitably have a significant non-Gaussian tail, unless 
steps are taken to exclude large-signal clusters, with the attendant loss of efficiency. 

4.3.3 Electronics for Microstrip Detectors 

We have seen that silicon microstrip detectors have developed and diversified to an 
extraordinary degree, due partly to the ingenuity of those involved, and partly to the 
tools and devices provided for them by the integrated circuit industry. As regards the 
readout electronics, the progress has been at least as spectacular, for the same two 
reasons. The current picture is in fact one of somewhat bewildering complexity, 
since the diversity of options is so great. Part of this diversity reflects the variable 
detector applications, but even for one single application (e.g., the ATLAS SCT), 
there is not yet unanimity among the experts as to the optimal approach. The issues 
are quite subtle and the boundary conditions keep shifting. In this section, we shall 
aim to take a general look at the principles leading to these various options and make 
some remarks about the relevant areas of application. What is clear, however, is that 
the ASK designer now has enormous power and flexibility at his disposal, so that a 
new application area is likely to lead to the very rapid evolution of one or more new 
readout schemes full of wonderful ideas to handle the peculiarities of that particular 
application. 

Even from the very beginning of the ASK initiative which opened the door for 
silicon microstrip detectors to find a home in collider detectors, there was not a 
unanimous approach. At that time, there was unanimity at the level of the functional 
requirements (amplifier, sample-and-hold, multiplexed analogue output) but two 
technological solutions; nh4OS [12] and CMOS [ll] were pushed by different 
groups. In the event, the “low and slow” CMOS solution proved superior, largely 
due to the much lower power dissipation (around 2 m W  per channel compared with 
ten times that for nMOS). This pioneering CMOS chip, the fust of a family of 
CAMEX chips, was joined by others, of which the most commonly used are the MX 
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(3-7) (Ref. [32]), SVX (l-3) (Ref. [33]), and AMPLEX [34] families. More 
recently, a bipolar chip for the front-end electronics has made its appearance 1351. 

Why is the user of silicon microstrip detectors faced with such a large array of 
readout options? Some part of the reason is sociocultural. There never was a 
“standard” drift chamber preamplifier; different laboratories like to do their own 
thing, and this competition is extremely healthy in encouraging new ideas. But 
mostly, these various approaches have been driven by the need to equip detectors to 
work in increasingly varied and hostile conditions. Beam-crossing intervals at SLC 
(8 ms) and LEP Phase 1 (22 p.s) allowed vety relaxed shaping times of 1 or 2 p s. 
The detector modules were small (strip lengths I 6 cm) and the radiation 

‘. environment almost nonexistent. Under these benign conditions, the ASIC designers 
were able to achieve spectacularly good signal-to-noise from a variety of single- and 
double-sided detectors. Moving to the Tevatron (originally 3.5 us, upgrading to 
396 ns and eventually 132 ns), HERA (96 ns), and in the future, the SLAC and 
KEK B factories (4 ns), and LHC (25 ns) represents a phenomenal challenge. 
Compounded with the escalating beam-crossing rate is the need to increase the 
module sizes (strip lengths of 12 cm will be used in the large ATLAS SCT, for 
example), plus the fact that the detectors at all hadron machines will encounter 
significant, if not fatal, radiation damage. Some relief is provided by cooling the 
detectors to reduce leakage current, but for the most part, it has been up to the chip 
designers to get the physicists out of a very uncomfortable situation. This is a 
rapidly evolving story, and it is far from clear where we shall end up. In the case of 
the LHC detectors, several critical decisions have to be taken over the next year, and 
these will be based on the results of much hard work going on in design labs and in 
test beams. Let us review in very general terms the main approaches, all of which 
are certainly appropriate, for some applications. 

Fitly, the generic analogue chip comprises typically 128 channels, one of which is 
shown in its essentials in Fig. 28. The amplifier/shaper may include a CR-RC filter. 
It has been shown [36] that more sophisticated filtering schemes do not lead to a 
major improvement in noise performance. On receipt of a trigger, the signals are 
sampled and stored on capacitors C,, which are read out (sequentially for each 
channel on the chip) via the analogue output, for remote digitization. Such a readout 

chip minimizs the logic local to the detector (and hence, is optimal from the 
viewpoint of power dissipation, which is usually an important issue), but it cannot be 
used in high-rate environments where even the first-level trigger appears after several 
beam crossings. The most obvious response to this situation is firstly to reduce the 
shaping time so as to retain an analogue signal which is unambiguously associated 
,with its beam crossing. However, this causes inevitably a penalty in noise 
performance and may not be necessary. Given the spar&y of the tracks in the 
detector, each strip has a low probability of being hit on successive beam crossings. 
Then one may retain a longer shaping time and use a filtering approach [37] to 
recover the fast timing information by deconvoluting the sampled voltages of a 
shaped pulse, to retrieve the original impulse signal with high precision. This 
ingenious approach may extend the range of applicability of CMOS front-end 
electronics into the realm of LHC operating conditions, and has been adopted by the 
CMS Collaboration. Their analogue signal (50 ns shaping time) is sampled at the 
beam crossing rate of 40 MHz. The samples are stored in an analogue pipeline of 
128 cells, and if a positive level-l trigger signal is received, are deconvoluted by the 
analogue signal processor. All this happens in parallel for each channel. 

Readout 

Reset 

Fig. 28. Block diagram of one channel of a typical analogue readout chip. 
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The stored signals are read out at leis&. via a multiplexer, connected off-chip to an 
electm-optical modulator. This consists of a multiquantum-well device which 
amounts essentially to a mirror of voltage-controlled reflectivity. Consuming almost 
no power, this device permiti a change of reflectivity from 30% to 60% by changing 
the voltage across an InP/InGaAs sandwich [38]. The device is connected to an 
optical fiber, at the remote end of which is the drive laser, receiver module, flash 
ADC, and event builder memory. The beauty of such links is that they permit very 
high-speed data transmission with almost no power dissipation at the detector end. 
Used (as here) in analogue mode, they permit seven-bit resolution which is entirely 
adequate for microstrip detector applications. 

The SVX family of readout chips has pioneered the digital approach. An example is 
” shown in Fig. 29. Analogue signals are again put into a pipeline (one per channel). 

On receipt of a level- I trigger, the relevant signal is transferred to a storage capacitor 
which serves as one input to a comparator used as a Wilkinson AlX circuit. The 
other comparator input is ramped at a fixed rate, and the time to reach equality of 
input is stored digitally as a measure of the signal amplitude. The digital data are then 
read out via a multiplexer. 

Finally, we consider the bipolar option. Bipolar IC technology has been making 
great strides in recent years, and it has become possible to shrink amplifiers down to 
a pitch of 50 pm, as has been true for some time with CMOS systems. As a result, 
stray capacitances have been greatly reduced, and furthermore, very small transistors 
can be made with high bandwidth and low current. In short, the power dissipation 
has dropped to an extremely competitive level. At hadron colliders, even with cooled 
detectors, the problem of leakage current in long-strip modules after a few years of 
radiation damage will be considerable. The shot noise associated with the leakage 
current tends to favor short shaping times as opposed to the longer shaping time with 
deconvolution mentioned previously. The lower limit on the useful amplifier shaping 
time is given by the charge collection time of typically 20 ns. Below that, one 
encounters increasingly severe signal loss (the ballistic deficit effect). The superior 
transconductance of the bipolar transistor compared with CMOS (even if run in the 
weak inversion mode) suggests that to achieve adequate signal-to-noise performance 
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Fig. 29. Block diagram of one channel of a typical digital readour chip, of the SVX type. 
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for long microstrip modules in fad readout conditions, the bipolar option may be 
superior. 

A disadvantage (possibly minor) of the bipolar approach is that (due to the near non- 
availability of rad-hard bi-CMOS) one necessarily has an analogue chip followed by 

a digital CMOS readout chip. Doubling the number of wire bonds in the system is 
not a major overhead, and there are advantages. For LHC applications, the size of 
the digital processing chip is such that yield is a significant consideration. Having 
the analogue front-end as a separate chip may be more economical overall. 

This bipolar/CMOS combination has been used with excellent performance in the 
demanding environment of the ZEUS Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS) at HERA 
[39,40]. The basic system (Fig. 30) consists of a bipolar amplifier/comparator chip 
with 20 ns risetime, followed by a low-power digital pipeline. Not only does the 
front-end break with tradition in microstrip readout systems, but so does the digital 
system. The designers have adopted the simple “binary” approach of recording only 
the addresses of above-threshold strips, not the pulse heights. In fact, their system 
(which has been carefully designed to minim& common-mode noise) operates 
extremely stably with a constant threshold of 0.78 fC set for all channels. 

Lack of pulse height information, of course, limits the spatial precision to p 
TIE’ where p is the strip pitch, but as we have seen, this precision is in any case close to 

the limit achieved in nearly all systems. Furthermore, it is only in small radius vertex 
detectors that them are major physics advantages in pushing the point measurement 
precision to the highest achievable value. 
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Fig. 30. Block diagram ot an t+bt system tmec~ on a bipolar analogue chip 
followed by a digital readout chip (binary readout). 

The readout system takes advantage of the hierarchical trigger structure of ZEUS, 
which will also be followed in LHC. In the ZEUS application, they use a 

synchronous level-l buffer of ahout 6 ps followed by an asynchronous level-2 
buffer. Data are thus stored on-chip until a valid level-2 trigger arrives after about 
1 ms. 

All these considerations of readout options are complicated by another question, that 
of radiation damage. The move to hadron colliders has stimulated a major effort to 
develop rad-hard versions of the local detector electronics. 

In the case of CMOS, a number of companies (Harris, UTMC, Honeywell, and 
DMILL) are involved with the chip designers already mentioned. For example, a 
100 l&ad-hard version of the MX7 chip in 1.2 pm CMOS exists. These chips tend 

to somewhat exceed the 50 pm channel width, but for applications such as the LHC 
SCT’s, this is acceptable. One cloud on the horizon is that, with the downturn in 
military spending, there is less funding for development of rad-hard electronics. 
However, as the industry moves into submicron processing, the devices have 
improved radiation resistance as a by-product (thinner oxide, etc.), so the trend may 
be to add a few steps to achieve adequate performance from a process not specifically 
developed for optimal radiation hardness. 
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For the bipolar K’s, the radiation damage situation is more favorable, due to the lack 
of sensitivity to oxide charge. The main cause of deterioration is bulk damage, 
which results in a reduction of the current gain /I at high doses. Typically, an npn 
transistor suffers a B degradation of approximately a factor of two after 5 Mrads. 
The circuit designer can allow for such degradation, which makes these K’s usable 
at all but the smallest radii needed for vertex detectors at LHC. This region (as we 
shall see) is territory almost certainly out of bounds for silicon strip detectors due to 
the radiation damage in the detectors themselves. 

Very recently, one company, DMILL (LETI), has produced some bi-CMOS chips 
using a tad-hard process. Whether they will find a sufftcient market to sustain this \ 
initiative, and if so, whether these will offer a way to the future for HEP detectors, 
remains to be seen. At least for the time being, the combination of bipolar chips with 
rad-hard CMOS digital chips appears to be the safest means to satisfy our 
requirements. 

Thus, in conclusion, both the CMOS and bipolar K’s we have discussed can, it 
appears, be designed to tolerate the worst radiation conditions likely to be 
encountered by silicon microstrip detectors. The inevitable noise &gradation due to 
growth of leakage current in the detectors, plus other detector-related issues to be 
discussed in Sec. 6, are what finally limit the scope for these detectors. There is no 
possible cure in the electronics for these deficiencies, once they reach an unacceptable 
level in the detectors. 

4.4 Physics Performance and Future Trends 

Silicon microstrip detectors were originally developed as vertex detectors for charm 
physics at ftued-target experiments. Here, with the benefit of the high track 
momenta, they were able to achieve excellent impact parameter precision, and hence, 
clean reconstruction of a wide range of charm particle decays. 

The move to e+e- colliders (initially SLC and LEP) called for much larger detector 
areas (and here the detector manufacturers were well able to oblige) and much more 
compact electronics (and, as we have seen, the ASIC designers solved these 

problems for us). Nevertheless, the physics capabilities of the detectors took a step 
backwards. Due to the lower particle momenta and the large radius beampipe. 
(initially 10 cm at LEP, eventually reduced to 5.5 cm), the impact-parameter 
precision for tracks in hadronic jets was relatively poor. Nonspecialists were at fust 
understandably ignorant of the situation, because all groups were proudly 
demonstrating beautiful miss-distance plots based on muon pairs. The situation for 

‘tracks in jets was, of course, much worse. The Holy Grail for vertex detectors is to 
present to the experimentalist a clear topology of the event, with high efficiency for 
associating all tracks uniquely with their true parent vertices. Fortunately for the 
detector builders, there. is a host of lesser objectives which are still extremely useful 
for physics. The long lifetime of beauty particles means that b tagging is relatively 
straightforward. The cleanliness of the r+r- signal at the Z” means that lifetime 
measurements (though imprecise at the individual event level) can be made 
accurately, given high event samples. Areas such as charm tagging and the 
separation between charged and neutral B states are much more challenging. 

The. one- and two-dimensional microstrip vertex detector systems at LEP have 
covered the range of radii typically 60 to 110 mm, and (in theii finally upgraded 
forms) delivered precision in impact parameters as a function of momentum p GeV/c 
Of: 

b crxv = 208 80 
312 pm nsm 8 

and 

With an average track momentum of about 5 GeV/c, this implies a mean impact 
parameter precision for normal incidence (6 = 90”) of around 30 pm. For 
reasonable topological vertexing (including charm), one would like to do live to ten 
times better than this. Another problem for the extraction of physics with microstrip 
detectors is that of poorly understood tails on residual distributions. These ate 
presumably due to a combination of factors such as energy loss fluctuations, 
8-electrons, cluster merging (by no means negligible in the core. of jets), and so on. 
The general approach has been to artificially broaden the Monte Carlo residual 
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distributions to match the data. This is only a pattial solution since it ignores the 
correlations that are surely present (e.g., a pair of tracks closely spaced in one view, 
giving poor coordinates on all planes due to partial merging of clusters). 

The overall picture is one of impressively high efficiency and purity for b tagging, 
with flagging performance in the more challenging areas. For LEPZ, the b-tagging 
requirement is considered to be of paramount importance (Higgs and SUSY 
searches). To do better as regards topological vertexing at the Z” would have 
required a smaller beampipe, giving a shorter extrapolation length to the interaction 
point (JP), and hence better impact parameter precision. But then, the track merging 
problem on the inner bane1 would have been more severe. In any case, the time for 

j such discussions is past. 

The pioneering silicon microstrip vertex detector at hadron colliders has been the 
SVX family (same name as their readout chips) at the Tevatron. SVXl, the original 
detector, played a crucial role in the discovery of the top quark, again by performing 
the relatively simple task of b tagging. This is the first major discovery in particle 
physics in which a silicon vertex detector has been essential in achieving a 
convincing signal, and I am sure it will not be the last. After all the technical 
complications we have been discussing, it is somewhat comforting to note that the 
detector used for the top discovery was a single-sided, DC coupled, low signal-to- 
noise, radiation-soft detector. Such a detector would never survive the conditions 
after the Tevatron upgrades, and this vertex detector has aheady been upgraded at 
least once. 

New microstrip vertex detectors are on the. way. CLEO II has one (on a small- 
radius beam pipe, necessarily tackling the mom challenging requirements of charm 
decay), and the SLAC and KEK B factories are building them, primarily to measure 
the longitudinal position of the B and B decay points with respect to the IP. 

The ZEUS LPS set the trend for microstrip detectors to be used as momentum 
spectrometers in high-intensity conditions in which wire chambers could not survive. 
This trend continues with the DO silicon tracker (= 5 m2) and tbe CMS and ATLAS 
SCT’s (40 m2 for ATLAS). What has happened is that the high-energy, high- 

luminosity hadron collider environment has become too unfriendly for wire chambers 
on almost any radius. Therefore, silicon microstrips are taking over as detectors with 
tracking precision < 100 pm and are able to handle the hit rates and the integrated 
radiation doses. For such large detectors, spatial precision is less of an issue (it will, 
in fact, be a challenge to build tbem with few micron stability, so the intrinsic 
detector precision may not be the driving factor). This is one reason for the interest 
‘in (for example) binary readout. 

However, these detectors clearly have their limitations. There is a nasty hole of 
radius 130 cm in ATLAS and CMS within which microstrip detectors dam not 
venture, due (as we shall see in Sec. 6) to problems of radiation damage. With the 
huge event multiplicities, track merging would also be very serious. In this region, 
silicon pixel detectors may find a home and (at the smallest radii) other detector 
options, as we shall discuss in Sec. 7. The overall result is that the main emphasis 
in the world of silicon microstrip detectors has shifted from aiming to achieve the 
ultimate in spatial precision with the minimal detector thickness (including pushing 
for double-sided detectors) to aiming to cover very large areas as economically as 
possible, with electronics having an extremely high rate capability. The pressure for 
the most economical solution may argue against double-sided detectors, particnlarly 
since the material associated with the additional silicon layers is not seriously 
detrimental to the momentum resolution of the tracks that are important for physics. 
Fortunately, the size of the collaborations has grown at least as fast as the areas to he 
coveted, so there is every reason to believe that they will succeed in these challenging 
tasks. 

To describe any advanced technology as mature is usually misleading. Silicon 
microstrip detectors and particularly the associated electronics will continue to evolve 
for many years. However, as the OPAL Collaboration demonstrated when tbey 
decided they needed a silicon microstrip vertex detector to retain LEP 
competitiveness, it is possible starting from scratch to build a sophisticated detector 
with this technology within a year, provided one does not try to invent a lot of new 
features. 
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For linear e+e- colliders, microstrip kertex detectors were never ideally suited, due 
to the high background associated with the single-pass collider operation. (As, 
Witold Kozanecki puts it, “Backgrounds at SLC are similar to those at LEP, during 
injection.“) This will also be true at small radii for the future. high-energy linear 
collider. However, as at LHC, them is a good chance that silicon microstrip 
detectors may be the chosen technology for the outer tracking system at this machine. 

5 Pkel-Based Detectors 

5.1 Introduction 

Them are exceptions to every classification scheme. I was delighted to read a paper 
[41] contributed to the recent European Conference on Semiconductor Detectors 
which neatly bridged the gap between the one-dimensional microstrip detectors and 

1 the two-dimensional pixel-based detectors. How could this be? The authors were. 
interested in detecting hard X-rays for which the attenuation length in silicon is rather 
long. To achieve a reasonable efficiency, they had the excellent idea to turn a 
microstrip detector edge-on to the X-my direction, so that the strip length 
(several mm) became the effective detector thickness. In this way, they were able to 
achieve 80% efficiency for detecting 20 keV X-rays. By sweeping tbe detector 
slowly across the image, they were. able to build up full two-dimensional images of 
excellent quality. 

More usually, the term “pixel detector” is taken to mean a device equipped with a 
one- or two-dimensional array of pixels (picture elements). The two-dimensional 
variety, given the sensitivity of silicon for visible light, is the basis for the huge 
commercial market for camcorders and other electronic image-capture products. This 
marks the most important contrast with respect to the previously discussed microstrip 
detectors; while the strips can provide very precise position information, the fact that 
they are inherently one-dimensional precludes any application in which the desired 
output is some form of picture. Hence, pixel devices are of much greater 
interdisciplinary importance (both in terms of scientific sensors and in commercial 
terms) than microstrip detectors. 

However, for tracking devices such as vertex detectors, how important is it to have 
this picture-taking capability? Figure 31 demonstrates that a few planes of pixel- 
based detectors give unambiguous track-finding capability, whereas the same number 
of planes of double-sided microstrip detectors do not produce an immediately 
recognizable pattern of tracks. There are in fact N! patterns possible in the case of a 
jet. of N  particles. This is not too bad for the three-particle case shown (six-fold 
ambiguous), but for a high-energy jet of ten tracks, there are 3.6 x lo6 possibilities! 
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Pixel 
detector 

Fig. 31. Upper sketch: a few tracks traversing an unspecified set of 
three detector plates. Lower sketch: resulting information in case of one- and 
two-dimensional detector types. 

What this means in practice is that such detectors would need to combine information 
from different planes having strips oriented differently (not necessarily a practical 
option in a collider detector) or (more usually) rely on the external detectors to 
perform the pattern recognition. Since them can be a lot going on between the IP and 
the outer tracking detectors (decays, r-conversions, secondary interactions), a pixel- 
based vertex detector capable of stand-alone pattern recognition is manifestly a much 

r more powerful tool for physics. 

A second advantage is that of granularity. A single typical microstrip (e.g., of the 
DELPHI detector) covers 70 mm x 50 pm. This area (in a CCD detector) would be 
covered by 9000 pixels. These four orders of magnitude in granularity make for a 
huge advantage in tolerable hit density before the problems of cluster-merging start to 
make life difficult for the track reconstruction algorithm. One can for this reason 
position a pixel-based detector much closer to the IP, with obvious advantages for 
impact pammeter precision (shorter extrapolation, just as a short focal-length lens 
makes for a more powerful microscope). Furthermore, there are physics 
environments where the density of background hits close to the IP is so high that a 
microstrip detector would be obliged to back away in order to reduce the occupancy 
to a tolerable level, whereas a pixel-based detector would be perfectly comfortable. 

The third advantage is in terms of radiation hardness. We shall address this complex 
issue in Sec. 6, but in many cases, the limiting parameter is growth of leakage 
current, with associated shot noise which eventually can overwhelm the. signal. In a 
microstrip detector, the signal on one strip has to be found against the noise 
background associated with the entire strip. If the “strip” length is reduced by a 
factor lo4 (above example), the noise associated with the leakage current is 
correspondingly reduced. This can make the difference between a detector lifetime of 
one month and 2,000 years. 

There am two other partly connected advantages. Most forms of pixel-based 
detectors have extremely low capacitance nodes for the charge collection, and hence 
need much smaller charge signals for satisfactory signal-to-noise. Excellent MIP 
detection efficiency is achievable with active layers 20 times thinner than 
microstrips. As we have seen, this has major advantages for tracking precision, both 
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for normal-incidence particles (minimizing the problem of S-electrons) and for 
angled tracks (minimizing the effect of energy-loss fluctuations). Originally, it was 
customary, in using these devices with thin active layers, to leave them mechanically 
thick (say 300 pm), but more recently, techniques have been developed for 
mechanical lapping, chemical etching, and handling so that thinner devices can now 
be built into HEP detectors, with a further reduction in multiple Coulomb scattering. 

Against these advantages, pixel-based detectors have disadvantages which make 
them impractical or uncompetit ive in some situations. In order to appreciate these, 
however, we need to consider the two important classes of such detectors, for which 
the characteristics am extremely different and indeed complementary. These classes 
are the charge-coupled devices and the active pixel sensors. 

5.2 Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD’s) 

An imaging CCD (Fig. 32) consists firstly of a square. matrix of potential wells, so 
that signal charge generated below the silicon surface can be accumulated, building 
up an image. Secondly, by manipulating clock voltages in the parullef register (the 
I Cp gates), charge can be transferred in parallel from one row to the next. Charge in 
the bottom row of the matrix is transferred into the adjacent linear register. The 
stored signals are then transferred one at a time (by manipulating the R I$ gates) onto 
the output node, which is connected to the input of an on-chip charge-sensing 
amplifier. Also on chip is a reset FET to restore the output node to its nominal value, 
usually after reading the signal from each pixel. Thus, the CCD image is converted 
from a two-dimensional charge pattern to a serial train of pulses, well-suited to 
display on a video monitor. The CCD was invented in 1970 (Ref. 1421). Devices of 
this pioneering design (so-called surface channel CCD’s, because the signal charge is 
stored at the silicon/silicon dioxide interface) are still used in video cameras. 
However, within two years, the invention of the more sophisticated buried-channel 
architecture was published [43]. Here, the signal charge is stored in the bulk of the 
silicon approximately 1 pm below the surface, suitably remote from the interface 
states that (as we shah see) can trap signal charge. For the small signals usually 
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Fig. 32. Upper right: sketch of charge storage in a CCD detector tramsed by a 
number of ionizing particles. Lower left: corner region of CCD showing the principal 
sbuctural features. 
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sought in scientific applications, the buried-channel design is much more suitable, so 
we shah concentrate entirely on this. 

Before diving into the details of scientific CCD’s, let us take a brief look at the 
technology push being provided by industry. The largest CCD market is for 
camcorder sensors. The immediate aim in this market is to increase. sensitivity so as 
to achieve good performance under typical indoor home lighting conditions. The 
next goal is CCD’s for HDTV broadcast cameras (1920 x 1036 pixels, two readout 
channels, each running at 37 MHz) followed (in about 1998) by the HDTV 
camcorder. In addition, there is a big push for a highquality electronic stih 
photography camera, and eventually, an electronic motion picture camera. CCD 
design rules in the commerciai sector are 0.5 pm (and reducing), and wafer sizes 
are 6” (and increasing). Both of these am currently beyond the reach of the 
manufacturer of scientific CCD’s. The commercial devices use interline transfer and 
are typically only about 2 pm thick (active layer). This is excellent for sharp color 
images but makes them inapplicable for most radiation detector applications. The 
major commercial manufacturers am too busy chasing the frontiers associated with 
the mass market to be interested in the specialized needs of the scientific CCD users. 
Fortunately, there are several extremely highquality manufacturers who serve tbis 
particular niche in the market. The possibility of using CCD’s as high-precision 
detectors of MIP’s was fmt evaluated theoretically about 15 years ago [44]. 

5.2.1 Structure and Basic Operation 

We shall concentrate on the frame-transfer MOS CCD family since this is the most 
commonly used for scientific applications and the only one used to date for vertex 
detectors in HEP experiments. 

Let us examine in some detail, with the aid of the general discussion of Sec. 3, how 
such a detector can be built. For more detailed information, there are some excellent 
books on CCD’s [45, 461 as well as CCD conference proceedings and hundreds of 
published papers. 
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Fig. 33. (a)-(c) The successive stages in smaking a ED-like 
structure (shown with increasing magnitication). @HO ‘Ihe 
depletion process which would apply if V, and VG were inctea4 
together. (g) The corresponding potential distributions as a function 
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Let us fust consider the steps in making a device which would have some (but not 
yet all) of the features of a CCD. Starting with a low-resistivity, suitably inert 
substrate [Figs. 33(a)-(c)], we proceed to grow an epitaxial layer of higher 
resistivity silicon with a tbicloiess adequate to contain all the necessary structures and 
associated field penetration. We next make a pa junction by the introduction of a 
shallow (approximately 1 pm) implant of n-type dopant. The surface is oxidized to 
make an insulating layer, and on top of this is deposited a thin conducting layer. The 
simplest would be aluminum, but for light detection, a high degree of transparency is 
important, and about 0.3 pm low resistivity “polysilicon” (amorphous silicon) 
would commonly be used. By analogy with FET’s, the conducting surface layer is 
termed a “gate.” 

~ Let us now put some bias voltage onto the structure, as shown in Figs. 32(d)-(f). 
Grounding the substrate (V,, = 0), we apply V, to the n channel and VG to me 
gate. Initially, assume vc = VG. Even with V, = 0, as we learned in our 
discussion of the pn junction, there will be a thin depletion layer around the interface 
between the two types of silicon. By increasing V,, we am able to deplete more of 
tlte material as the junction becomes more and more strongly reverse biased. With 
the parameters chosen in this example, a high voltage would be needed to achieve 
complete depletion of the n channel, at which point we should have depleted about 
20 ,ttm of the p-type substrate. The potential distributions for increasing values of 
V, are shown in Fig. 32(g). For V, = 150 V, such a device when traversed by 
particles would transport the generated electrons to the surface (silicon/silicon dioxide 
interface) and dump the holes into the undepleted substrate. 

Now [looking at Figs. 34(a) and 34(b)], consider what happens if V, is increased 
from zero while VG is held at zero volts. Here, the situation is entirely different; the 
large capacitance between the n channel and the gate provides a further mechanism 
for depletion of the channel. The depletion around the pn junction proceeds as 
before, but the voltage across the oxide induces an increasing positive space-charge, 
starting from the silicon/silicon dioxide surface and growing into the body of the n 
channel. At a very low value of V, (about eight volts), these depletion regions 
meet, causing the phenomenon known as pinch-off. The corresponding value of V, 

Fig. 34. (a) and (b) The depletion process in normally biased CCD 
operation with V, negative with respect to V,. (c) The corresponding 
potential distributions after channel pinch-off for various values of VG. 
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is called the pinch-off voltage, and when it is reached, further increases of V, (which 
can be controlled, say, by an edge connection) have no influence on the potential 
over the area of the detector. The depletion depth in the p-type material is only about 
6 pm in this case. What i’s particularly interesting is the potential distribution in the 
silicon. This is shown in Fig. 34(c); took initially at the curve for VG = 0. The 
quadratic form in both types of silicon is, of course, preserved (this is a consequence 
of Poisson’s equation and uniform doping), but there is now a maximum in the 
electric potential just below the depth of the pn junction, This acts as a potential 
energy minimum for electrons, so (in contrast to the case VG = Vc) the electrons 
liberated by the passage of a particle would accumulate approximately 1 pm below 
the silicon surface in the so-called buried channel of the device. This is a vital 
ingredient in the design of CCD’s for our application. Tiny charges (< 10 e-) can 
be safely stored and transported as long as they are held in the bulk. of the silicon. 
Once they are allowed to make contact with the surface, they encounter numerous 
traps which cause serious loss of charge. Surface-channel CCD’s, while quite 
commonly used, should be avoided for work with very low signal levels. 

Notice that the situation depicted in Fig. 34(c) represents a non-equilibrium 
condition. Thermally generated electrons would accumulate in the potential energy 
minimum and drive more and more of the n channel out of depletion. CCD operation 
relies on some procedure for keeping the channel swept clean of electrons at an 
adequate rate. 

Assuming that we avoid this accumulation of electrons, the effect of now varying the 
gate voltage VG is to a first approximation simply to vary the depth (in volts) of the 
potential well, but hardly at ah to change its depth (in microns) below the silicon. 
There is, in fact, a slow variation in the depletion depth with VG, as can be seen 
from the figure. The quantitative calculation follows easily from what we have done 
in Sec. 3; see, for example, Ref. [46] for the details. 
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Fig. 35. Establishing the potential well structure: (a) Channel stops 
create potential barriers naming vertically on the device. (b) Gates arate 
horizontal potential barriers. The combined result is a matrix of 
localized wells. each of which constitutes a pixel. 

The device we have created has all the depth characteristics of an imaging CCD, but it 
still lacks two important features before it will have the necessary pixel structure over 
the surface. These are illustrated in Fig. 35. Firstly, at the required pixel granularity 
(say, 20 pm), p+ implants are introduced of approximately 1 firn width and 
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1 pm depth. These become partly depleted as part of the overall biasing of the 
CCD, and so provide strips of negative space charge which effectively repel 
electrons. Thus, the electrons in the buried channel will now be confined to separate 
storage wells which run from’top to bottom of the detector, in the view shown in 
Fig. 35(a). The typical doping level of the channel stops is N, = lOI* cme3. 

Secondly, the charges are confined in the vertical direction by making a polysilicon 
gate structure which is not uniform across the surface but which consists of a series 
of horizontal bars. By biasing these positively [see Fig. 34(c) and Fig. 35(b)], we 
can achieve potential wells under each of the intersections between these gate 
electrodes and tire regions midway between the channel stops. We now have a 
matrix of discrete potential wells which may exceed lo6 in number on a typical CCD 
(800 channel stops x 2000 gate electrodes). 

But still, we do not have a working CCD, since those potential wells are immobile. 
We can accumulate charge images but cannot read them out. To do this, we make a 
more complicated gate structure (Fig. 36). We arrange these gates in triplets 
(41, $2, d3) in this so-called three-phase CCD structure. The static situation is for 
one phase (say, 41) to be high, so that the electrons are stored under this phase. 
Then by manipulating the voltages between & and & as shown in the figure, the 
electrons are moved to 42. Keeping 03 low throughout this operation ensures that 
the charges between adjacent pixels cannot be smeared together. The total physical 
width of $1 + $2 + 93 electrodes together constitutes one pixel, e.g., 
3x7/.Lm=2lpm. 

Now we have developed the capability to move all the stored charges down the 
device (for example) by one pixel at a time. Apart from three-phase CCD’s, there 
exist other varieties (four-phase, two-phase, virtual phase, etc.). 

At the bottom of the area array called the “imaging” or “I array” is a linear CCD, the 
output register or R register into which the charges stored in the bottom row of the 
I array can be shifted. Once in this register, charges in that row can be transferred 
sideways so that the charge contained in each pixel is sensed in mm by the on-chip 
circuit. 
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Fig. 36. After Ref. [46]. (aHe) Movement of potential well and associated 
charge packet by clocking of gate electrode voltages. (f) Clocking waveforms for 
a three-phase CCD. 
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Referring back to Fig. 32, which shows a two-phase CCD, note that each pixel 
(shaded area) covers the height of two I gates and is bounded by a pair of channel 
stops. 

The CCD structure shown in this figure is sensitive to light or to particles over the 
full active area. It should be noted that this is not true of all imaging CCD’s. Some, 
for example, have more complex channel stops, pnp structures which can be used for 
anti-blooming or for fast-clearing the CCD’s. Such devices have dead bands 
between each pixel, a feature which makes them unacceptable for most applications 
as particle detectors. 

In the spirit of Fig. 25 (simplified cross section of a generic microstrip detector), 
Fig. 37 shows the corresponding case of the MOS CCD. Note the buried channel, a 
region within the n+ implant, not crossed by field lines, and the crossover in the 
electric field at that depth (lower plot). Note that the buried channel depth varies only 
slightly as the gate voltage is varied. Note also the intrinsic p/p’ potential barrier 
created by the narrow depletion region at the back surface interface of the epitaxial 
silicon. We can correlate this with Fig. 24, which shows how the charge generated 
by a MIF’ along its track falls into a number of classes in such a structure. There is a 
region of typically 5 pm below the surface for which the charge is within the 
depletion depth and is fully collected into the ‘&nral” pixel, i.e., the one traversed 
by the particle. Next, the charge from the 15 pm of undepleted epitaxial silicon 
(which generally has a long diffusion length, maybe hundreds of microns) diffuses 
isotropically. About half of it diffuses into the depletion region and is caught in the 
central pixel or in neighboring ones; the other half gets them after being reflected off 
the p/p’ potential barrier. 

As has already been noted, the CCD potential wells represent a non-equilibrium 
condition. Thermal generation of electron-hole pairs in the material provides a source 
of electrons which accumulate. For TV imaging, these constitute a minor 
background, but for astronomy, the long integration times and low signal levels 
necessitate cooling, typically to liquid nitrogen temperatures. For particle detection, 
the requirements are less stringent and operating temperatures around 200 K may be 

4 High 

Fig. 37. Sketch of cross section of a generic three-phase M O S  CCD. As 
in Fig. 25, exposed fixed charges are shown by open circles (positive) and 
filling circles (negative). Also shown is the electric field distnaution in 
regions of high- and low-imaging gate voltage. 
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entirely adequate, but this depends strongly on the timing of the clearing and readout 
of the detectors. 

It is worth noting that the scientific CCD has in recent years been extended by the 
development of the pn CCD [47]. This is (like many “innovations”) far from new, 
having been developed, then forgotten, soon after the. original CCD invention. At 
that time, it was known as the junction CCD [48]. As shown in Fig. 38, it is very 
like the MOS CCD except that negatively (reverse) biased p+ implants are 
substituted for the MOS gate structure. pn CCD’s are usually manufactured with a 
view to high X-ray efficiency, and hence are fabricated on high-resistivity silicon 
which is fully depleted, as in the microstrip detector. This case is shown in Fig. 38. 
For X-ray detection, there are recent papers reviewing the relative capabilities of both 

’ the MOS [49] and pn [50] CCD’s. There is a considerable overlap as well as a 
degree of complementarity in their application areas [51]. For particle physics 
applications, MOS devices have been exclusively used to date, largely because of 
their ready availability at competitive prices from a number of manufacturers. 

E. Fossum has written an excellent recent review of image sensor technologies 
(mostly CCD’s) and of companies manufacturing these devices for scientific 
customers [52]. 

5.2.2 CCD Charge Transfer and Readout: Detailed Issues 

5.2.2.1 Charge Transfer Process 

As we have seen, the transfer of signal charge from pixel to pixel is accomplished by 
changing the voltage levels on the gate electrodes. Since the magnitude of the MlF’ 
signals is so small (approximately 2,OOO e- compared with about lo5 e- well 
capacity), one might imagine that very small drive pulse modulations would suffice 
to achieve good CTE. On the contrary, 5-10 V pulses are needed. Why is this? 
Firstly, in producing any IC, fixed positive charge is trapped at the silicon/silicon 
dioxide interface. This is dependent on the processing details, so one would never 
find perfect equality between (say) the three-phases of a register, which are 
obviously deposited in separate operations. The uncontrollable differences amount to 
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several tenths of a volt and result in effective charge storage for MIP signals even in 
the absence of any applied drive voltages. The idea of getting rid of early hits by 
letting the charge diffuse along the columns, as enunciated in my group’s first paper 
[44] on the possible application of CCD’s for MIP detection, simply does not work, 
as we found some years later. Small signals in CCD’s cannot be eliminated like this; 
the electrons in the charge packet are, in fact, extremely cohesive. 

The most significant factor that determines the minimal drive pulse voltages required 
for good CI’E is the unavoidable presence of shallow traps which tend to pick up 
signal electrons at every stage of their long journey to the output node. Particularly 
in a sparse data situation such as one has in a particle detection system, such traps are 
dangerous. They may emit electrons with a long time constant, then sit empty until 
the arrival of a signal packet, at which point they capture electrons almost 
instantaneously. The signal packet moves on, with the trapped electrons being 
released only much later. As we shall discuss in Sec. 6, radiation damage can cause 
serious growth in the density of these bulk traps. The operating temperature is a very 
important parameter in minimizing this problem, since it profoundly affects the trap 
emission time constants. The problem of bulk traps affecting CTE in CCD’s was 
first treated in a famous paper by Mohsen and Tompsett [53]. The topic has been 
revisited many times since; for a recent paper dealing specifically with CCD’s 
operated at low temperature, see Ref. [54]. 

As well as the problem of traps of atomic dimensions, CCD’s are also sensitive to 
more macroscopic potential wells (sometimes referred to as potential pockets) that 
can swallow part or all of tbe charge packet within one pixel. There are innumerable 
processing imperfections liable to cause such potential wells (minor variations in gate 
oxide thickness, tiny blemishes in gate polysilicon, minor crystal imperfections such 
as slip lines, and so on). Such manufacturing problems can be very difficult to 
diagnose; suffice it to say that less than 10% of large area devices made by a top-of- 
the-range CCD manufacturer are likely to suffer from such effects in more than 1% 
of the columns. As such, this is not a serious yield issue. 

Both as regards atomic-scale bulk traps and as regards potential pockets, high-drive 
voltages can be extremely effective in releasing electrons from all but the deepest 

lying bu,k traps, by virtue of the Poole-Fmnkel effect [55] (lowering of a potential 
barrier by a potential gradient). Interestingly, the relevant strong electric fields arise 
not from the horizontal fringing fields, but from the fields developed along the 
vertical doping profile of the buried channel implant [54]. The device physics may 
be somewhat subtle, but the experimental observations are unambiguous: for good 
CTE, drive pulses in excess of 5 V and typically 10 V may be needed. What are the 

I consequences of this? 

As regards the parallel register, the capacitance to ground of each of the gates is 
pretty large, the polysilicon gate electrodes are somewhat resistive, so one may be 
limited to clock rates of around 100 kHz in order to achieve adequate voltage 
excursions at the center of a large CCD. The large currents induced in the CCD 
structure by the voltage excursions in the parallel register (which covers nearly all of 
the area of the device) generate massive feedthrough signals on the CCD output 
circuit. Neither the limited clocking frequency nor the feedthrough signals can 
normally cause. any problems, since each parallel transfer is followed by typically 
400 serial transfers as that row is read out, so the overall readout time is not seriously 
affected by the parallel transfer time constants. 

For the serial register, equally large drive pulses are required. However, the 
associated capacitance is much smaller, and there is no problem to clock the serial 
register with good CTE in excess of 20 MHz. The theoretically maximum clocking 
rate is a very rapid function of the pixel size (length) [56], 60 MHz for 20 pm but 
only 4 MHz for 50 pm pixels. Experimentally, 20 pm pixels are easily clocked at 
30 MHz. 

In a vertex detector application, material in the active detector volume is to be 
minimized. In an optimized CCD design, the on-chip power dissipation associated 
with the drive pulses and readout amplifier are similar and extremely modest. A 
detector of some hundreds of mega-pixels can be cooled by a gentle flow of nitrogen 
gas. The cooling problems would become approximately a 100 times greater if the 
drive and readout electronics were contained within the low temperature enclosure. 
In practice, one always locates these outside the cryostat (using low mass striplimes 
of approximately 30 cm length for the interconnections). Thus, the local electronics 
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can be run at room temperature, water cooled, and positioned in the small polar-angle 
region, beyond the coverage of the tracking detectors. Recent developments in 
electronics design have offered a remarkable opportunity for shrinking all the drive 
electronics into this small space where tracking is not required, at the heart of a 
collider detector. This allows the cleanest possible drive pulse generation, a major 
improvement on earlier systems for which these pulses had to be generated in 
modules on the periphery of the global detector, some tens of meters distant, and 
carried in on approximately 1000 fine coax cables. 

As already noted, because of their low duty cycle, the parallel register drive pulses 
make only a minor contribution to the detector readout time. This readout time is 
effectively determined by the duration of the serial register clocks and the analogue 
signal-sensing electronics. In operating a CCD register, phases are always clocked 
in opposition,-one coming down and another going up as the electron packet is 
passed on (see Fig. 36). The cleanest arrangement is the two-phase register, where 
an implant beneath each gate biases the charge packet to be always stored in tbe 
“downstream” half of the gate area. Balanced drive pulses to the two gates provide 
minimal disturbances to the CCD output circuit. But it is a very delicate business. 
The IO V pulses are swinging around during the transfer of a MIE signal which (if 
one is lucky) may give a I mV step on the output node. The positive and negative 
edges of the drive pulses are unlikely to be balanced to better than a few percent. 

Even if they were perfect, geometry layout differences on and off CCD (more 
importantly, the latter) can cause major feedthrough and ringing of the analogue 
signals by ten to 100 times the I mV level. For slow readout systems, one can wait 
for this to settle down. A major challenge in reading CCD’s at 20 MHz or above 
with low noise (< 100 e- RMS) is to achieve excellent isolation between the drive 
and analogue signals in compact systems. Use of miniature coax for the two critical 
drive lines between the local electronics and the detector is certainly helpful, but them 
are numerous possible feedthrough paths, all of which need to be extremely camfully 
controlled. 

5.2.2.2 Charge Detection 

Tbe most commonly adopted CCD on-chip charge detection circuit is of the general 
form shown in Fig. 39. It consists of firstly an output diode, the very small R+ 
implant seen in Fig. 37, linked to the serial register via the output gate (06 of 
Fig. 32). Thus, the CCD output node has its potential reset periodically to the 
reference voltage VR via the reset transistor, which restores it to an appropriate 
voltage for collection of signal charge Q, transferred by clocking from the buried 
channel of the serial register. This charge transfer causes the node potential to 
change by AV = Q, I C,, where the node capacitance C, is given by 

Cd is the node-substrate capacitance, and Cg is the gate-source capacitance of the 
transistor. G  is the voltage gain of the source follower. For optimum 
signal to noise, these two capacitive components should be approximately matched. 
See Ref. [57] for a detail4 discussion of the optimal transistor design parameters. 
This implies a small-sired transistor, which consequently has a relatively high 
impedance at its output source. For optimum noise performance, it is advantageous 
to use a depletion mode or buried channel MOSFET. This important discovery, 
made ten years ago [58], is understood in that the drain current in a surface channel 
FET experiences noise due to the continual random filling and emptying of interface 
states, which consequently modulate the channel characteristics. For a modem CCD 
[59], the advantage of a buried channel first-stage MOSFBT is indicated in Fig. 40; 
the l/f noise in the buried channel version is much reduced. There is a penalty in 
power dissipation in the buried channel device; for the same transconductance, a 
higher current is needed. 

As already explained, for a vertex detector application, the off-chip amplifier and 
further processing should be external to the cryostat. Thus, the CCD amplifier needs 
to drive a capacitive load of some tens of picofarads. For slow readout, the first 
stage source follower alone is adequate, but for a high-speed system, the bandwidth 
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requirement implies a much larger transistor (lower g,). Hence, the tendency in 
such cases will be to use a two- or three-stage output circuit, as shown in Fig. 39.. 
With an optimized design, the noise performance is dominated by the first stage, 
even in the case where the later stage FET’s are enhancement-mode devices. 

A most important development in the early days of CCD signal processing was the 
invention of correlated double sampling or CDS [60], a technique which has since 
been adopted for charge detection circuits for microstrip detectors. The original aim 
was to reduce reset noise in CCD readout systems. The term “reset noise” refers to 
the unavoidable fluctuations in the node voltage (kTC,,) which arise from thermal 
fluctuations when the reset transistor is switched in and out of conduction. The 
procedure consists of sampling the node voltage twice after the reset, once before and 
once after the transfer of the signal charge. There am various options for filtering the 
signal preceding each sample; see Ref. [6l] for a discussion. The optimal procedure 
consists of a signal integration for the same fixed period before and after sampling. 
In this case, the resultant total noise after sampling is given by 

where en(f) is the output circuit noise voltage per H$‘*at frequency f. and 
SF(~) is the Fourier transform of the filter sampling function S(t). 

For the case of the dual integration for time r, 

.+(j) = 2sin* Tfr -. 
Ffr 

Note that this filter function falls to zero both at low and high frequency. Thus, CDS 
not only eliminates reset noise but also reduces the noise contribution from the output 
transistor, particularly in the low-frequency 11” region, and in the high-frequency 
region (though the latter will normally be cut off by a suitable bandwidth limit to the 
main amplifier). The excellent noise performance of a modem CCD with the benefit 
of CDS is indicated in Fig. 40. 
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Fig. 39. Schematic diagram of a three-stage output circuit. 
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Fig. 40. Noise spectra of (a) buried channel and (b) surface channel frst 
stage MOSFET’s in a CCD (left-hand axis). (c) and (d) show the 
corresponding CDS noise equivalent signals in RMS e- (right-hand axis). 
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The procedure normally followed in vertex detector readout, where readout speed is 
to be optimized, is to take advantage of the very small integrated charge to be 
expected in any row of the irhage, and hence, to reset the FET only at the end of each 
row. Thus, the signal charge of each successive pixel is just piled on top of its 
predecessors, and the CDS processing consists of simply taking successive 
differences of the filtered signal for pixel N, minus that previously sampled for pixel 
(N -1). It is not necessary to wait for the clock feedthrough from the linear register 
to settle; as long as this is constant from one pixel to the next, it is eliminated by the 
CDS differencing procedure. There is clearly a limit to this, for example, if the 
feedthrough is so large as to push the amplifier beyond its linear range during the 
sampling period, or if the sampled signal is swinging too rapidly at the moment of 
ADC sampling. In a well-controlled system, the readout noise clocked will be little 

’ greater than the value measured with the CCD unclocked. But achieving this in a 
system running at 10 MHz or above can be a major challenge for the circuit 
designer. 

5.2.2.3 Vertex Detector Readout Options 

Given the many options for CCD architecture and external electronics, the vertex 
detector designer has the opportunity to adapt the system design to the needs of the 
experiment, within wide boundaries. This has become patticularly apparent as the 
cost of fully customized CCD design has fallen to the level where it is appropriate to 
plan on a completely new design for any experiment. 

In this discussion, we restrict ourselves to the general architecture of frame transfer 
CCD’s. Interline transfer devices, which can offer (via the variant of gated anti- 
blooming drains) the option of fast clearing on the microsecond timescale, are not 
considered. Despite this convenience, such devices are unsuitable for high-precision 
tracking applications where high detection efficiency is also essential. One cannot 
afford, in a vertex detector where the overall thickness is critical, to have detector 
planes which are only 70% efficient; close to 100% MIP efficiency is essential. 

As we saw in the previous section, the original idea of disposing of signals from out- 
of-time tracks by charge diffusion does not work; the only way to get rid of 

unwanted signals is to clock the charge out via the output node. During the pre- 
trigger conditions, this can normally be best achieved by running the detector in “fast 
clear” mode. By synchronously clocking the parallel and serial registers at the upper 
rate limit for the former (around 100 kHz), one can sweep unwanted signals out in a 
mean time interval of around 10 ms for a large-area CCD. In a fixed target or rapid- 
rate collider environment, this implies a certain density of background hits in the. 

r CCD at the time of the event trigger. If this density greatly exceeds l/mm2, one 
should consider carefully whether this is an appropriate environment for such a 
detector. But up to this density (occupancy only approximately 10m3 in a detector 
with 20 pm square pixels), it is no problem to filter out this background. 

In a modem experiment, top-level trigger decisions may take a while to arrive, say, 
1 ms. During this time, one would be continuing the fast clear operation, in 
ignorance of the wanted data in the detector. Gn receipt of the trigger, the clocking 
would change to readout mode. Valid data from a region of, say, 

Ims 2Opm x - =2mm 
lO/ls 

at the edge of each CCD would have been lost in the time interval between the event 
and the trigger. It is no problem to allow for this small reduction in the fiducial 
region, at the detector design stage. 

At this point, one is presented with numerous options depending on conditions. Let 
us take three examples, a fixed-target experiment, and two e+e- linear collider 
scenarios. These are based on actual experience but should not be taken to mean that 
CCD vertex detectors am necessarily limited to these environments. 

For a ftxed-target experiment, there is normally extra space available outside the 
spectrometer aperture. Therefore, it makes sense to extend the CCD area by at least 
the size of the fiducial region and to continue fast clearing until the valid data are all in 
a storage ama well away from the high flux beam region (Fig. 41). This was the 
procedure used in the NA32 experiment. The detector could then be read out at 
leisure. In fact, to keep conditions even cleaner, a small kicker magnet was used to 
dump the beam during readout, but this was barely necessaty. 
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Fig. 41. CCD vertex detector for a fixed-target experiment (NA32). Data are 
fast-shifted into the quiet regions above and below the spectrometer aperture 
(CCD’s 1 and 2, respectively) prior to readout. 

For a linear collider environment such as SLC, the background comes mainly from 
synchrotron radiation and hence continues to accumulate throughout the readout 
period. Again, one has the possibility to inhibit this by dumping both beams. This 
has not been implemented in SLC because the backgrounds are quite tolerable. 
Furthermore, the trigger rate is sufficiently high that one would experience a 

r significant deadtime loss from this. A CCD detector readout, though slow, can be 
made inherently deadtimeless; if a second trigger occurs during readout of one event, 
one just continues reading until data from the second event have been captured 
completely. Thus, if backgrounds permit, it is more efficient to avoid inhibiting 
collisions during the detector readout. 

For the future linear collider, the SR background can be made negligible, and the 
small-radius background comes mainly from incoherent e+e- pair creation. Here, 
there are at least two extreme options. Firstly, to use a very small kicker magnet to 
move one of the beams by about 1 pm, out of collision, during readout. Secondly 
(if trigger rates are again high so that deadtime losses become an issue), to proceed as 
in SLC and live with the background. But in this case, one can take advantage of 
modem CCD design to use. a multiport output register (up to 16 ports are commonly 
available, where in Fig. 32 we have illustrated just one in the comer). This , 
increases the quantity of local readout electronics required, but one can then achieve 
full detector readout within the period of 5 ms between beam crossings. In practice, 
once the backgrounds and trigger rates for this environment have been quantitatively 
evaluated, one will be able to design a CCD vertex detector based on an optimized 
balance between these extremes. 

The purpose of this section has not been to produce specific rules for the design of a 
CCD vertex detector readout system under specific expe.rirn&al conditions; both of 
these are too variable for that. Instead, the hope is to encourage a flexibility of 
approach and to emphasize the opportunity presented to the vertex detector designer 
by fully customized CCD design. 
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5.2.3 Physics Performance and Future Trends 

The major attributes of a CCD vertex detector are as follows: 

1. Two-dimensional space point measurement, hence unsurpassed power for 
track reconstruction. 

2. Two-track resolution. This is approximately 40 pm in space (see Fig. 42), 
compared with about 50 pm in projection for a strip detector, some IO4 
times worse. 

3. Measurement .precision about 3.5 pm for a MIP under typical readout 
conditions (RMS noise = 50 e-). Note that with less noisy readout (which 
at present means slower, but other improvements are possible) much higher 
precision can be achieved. For example, Ref. [62] demonstrates 0.9 ,um 
precision for 15 keV X-rays in a CCD with 6.8 x 6.8 pm2 pixels. 

4. Thin active layer. This implies much lower conversion probability for X-ray 
background (e.g., synchrotron radiation) than in a thick microstrip detector. 

5. Physically thin. Improved performance in terms of multiple scattering. 

6. High granularity. Another factor leading to tolerance of high hit density 
(e.g., in particle jets close to the IP) and to high background. The former 
quality is demonstrated in Fig. 43, and the latter in Fig. 44. 

A striking advantage of the high granularity is the almost total absence of merged 
clusters. This means that (in contrast to a microstrip-based vertex detector) it is 
straightforward to write a Monte Carlo program which accurately simulates the 
detector performance. This is demonstrated in tbe case of the SLD detector in 
Fig. 45, which shows the excellent agreement between data and Monte Carlo in the 
impact parameter distribution projected in orthogonal views. The Monte Carlo 
program has not needed to be fudged with any empirical smearing function in order 
to achieve this level of agreement. 

Fig. 42. Two MIP clusters separated in space by 40 pm, well 
resolved in a single CCD detector plane. Pixel size 20 x 20 pm*. 
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Fig. 43. Tracks from the IP and from a nearby charm decay in 
the NA32 vertex detector. Frame size I x I mm2. 
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Fig. 44. (a) Raw data (mostly SR X-ray hits) in the SLD vertex detector. (b) The same 
event, with background filtered out by a drift chamber/vertex detector back-linking 
algorithm. This proved to be a 2’ -+ p+p- event. 
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Fig. 45. Data (points) am3 MonteCarlo (histogram) distributions of impact parameter with 
respect IO the IF’ in Z” --t hadron decays (SLD experiment). The tails on the positive side ae 
due to heavy flavor decays. 
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The major deficiencies of a CCD vertex detector are as follows: 

1. Slow readout. This implies either beam suppression and hence a long dead- 
tune associated with every top-level trigger, or a sufftciently benign 
background rate. 

2. Radiation damage. See Sec. 6. In an environment of high hadronic flux, 
one either has to exchange CCD’s fairly frequently (practicable in a fixed- 
target experiment) or avoid using them (e.g., at a hadron collider). 

Both of these deficiencies can, to a great extent, be overcome with APS’s (next 
section), but one then loses some of the previously listed attributes, as we shall see. 
Each detector type has its own niche. 

The availability of fully customizd large-area CCD’s has opened the door for very 
exciting vertex detector developments. For example, Fig. 46 shows the CCD being 
used in the SLD upgrade detector. Adequate readout time is achieved with four 
outputs in this case. The devices have wire bonds at each end and are arranged end 
to end, one on either side of a beryllium motherboard, to build up two-CCD ladders 
out of which the detector (Figs. 47-49) is constructed. See Ref. [63] for a 
description of this 307 Mpixel detector. 

For the future linear collider, one can be more. adventurous. The CCD’s can be 
thinned from 150 to 20 pm and attached to the same side of a beryllium stiffener 
(Fig. 50). By having outputs at one end only, the material in the active volume can 
be reduced from 0.35% RL per barrel (SLD upgrade) to 0.13% RL; see Ref. [64]. 
By a combination of larger and thinner CCD’s, leading to higher precision-point 
measurements with mote open geometries, one is seeing a steady evolution in the 
impact parameter precision achievable in the e+e- collider environment. The 
original SLD vertex detector yielded a measured precision of 
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Fig. 46. Four-port CCD developed for the SLD upgrade vertex detector. 
Chip area = 13 cm2. 
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Fig. 47. Cross section (XY view) of SLD upgrade vertex detector. 
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Fig. 48. Cross section (RZ view) of SLD upgrade vertex detector. 
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For the future LC detector, we anticipate 

Such a detector will be a tracking microscope of unprecedented power, having the 
capability to open numerous doors for exciting physics discoveries in the reahn of 
Higgs and SUSY particles, as well as exploring the realm of the theoretically totally 
unexpected. 

It should finally be emphasized that the low power dissipation in a well-designed 
CCD detector (approximately ten watts in the 307 Mpixel SLD upgrade detector) 
results in very low thermal management overheads. The detector can be cooled with 
a gentle flow of nitrogen gas, and the cryostat (see Figs. 48 and 49) consists of a 
low mass (c 1% RL) expanded foam enclosure. The operating temperature of 
around 200 K is chosen to minimize effects of radiation damage; see Sec. 6. 

5.3 Active Pixel Sensors (APS’s) 

Both in the wider commercial world and in the area of scientific imaging, CCD’s 
have established a dominant role, and as we have seen, are still in the midst of 
dynamic evolution. Yet they have limitations for vertex detectors, as has been 
emphasized. In addition, they have limitations for broader applications which have 
for many years stimulated studies, and more recently, actual devices, constructed 
according to a completely different architecture, the active pixel sensor or APS. The 
charge collection is as usual to one electrode of a reverse biased diode. But in the 
APS, these diodes form a discrete matrix over the device area, and each one is 
connected to its own signal processing circuit within the pixel. These circuits 
communicate to the outside world via some architecture, usually column-based. The 
essential point which has taken these devices into the real world has been the 
continuing shrinkage in feature sizes (and hence transistor sizes) available via the 
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Fig. 51. Evolution of photolithographic feature size versus pixel size 
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integrated circuit technology. Figure ;l (after Ref. [65]) illustrates this point. A 
recent review of developments in this field is to be found in Ref. [66]. Most of the 
commercial interest has been in the production of inexpensive CMOS chips 
combining low-quality imagem with processing electronics, for such applications as 
automatic chmminance control of automobile rear-view mirrors in response to 
headlights perceived in the field of view. One of the main factors limiting image 
quality is the separate processing of each channel; it is difficult to match these below 
l%, and the eye is very sensitive to such blemishes. In terms of applications such as 
night vision systems, APS devices do have one interesting advantage over CCD’s. 

Since the readout can be nondestructive, one can watch on a monitor as the scene 
gains deftition during the exposure time, possibly of advantage for some 
surveillance applications. However, commercial CMOS sensors made on low- 
tesistivity material are typically limited to 1 or 2 pm detector active thickness, and 
hence are not useful for MIP detection. In addition, the growth in parasitic 
capacitance as the area is scaled up leads to escalating power requirements. Devices 
of area 100 x 100 pixels are relatively easy; beyond that, it becomes difficult. 
Finally, the spectacular evolution in design rule dimensions is generally associated 
with smaller IC’s. Building sensors of area many square centimeters to such rules 
remains a distant dream. All of these factors do cause. problems in the development 
of APS devices as vertex detectors. 

For MIP detection, there ate two main options. One of these is to ,take a high 
resistivity wafer and manufacture a single-sided microstrip-type detector, but with the 
strips cut into pads of the- desired pixel dimensions, and to bump-bond this detector 
to a CMOS readout chip. This hybrid approach implies the less challenging route of 
keeping two technologies separate, rather than working to combine them. The 
second option, the mmolirhic approach, seeks to do the job on one chip. In both 
cases, the detector goals are similar and can be summarized as follows: 

as LHC (BCO interval 25 ns), where the hit densities from each BCO are so 
high that one could not afford to integrate signals over more than one. 

2. Time stamping. The idea is to transfer the hit information into a pipelined 
memory clocked at the BCO rate. On receipt of a level-l trigger, those pixels 
that were hit at the corresponding BCO will be transferred to an on-chip 
buffer for readout, in the event that a level-2 or level-3 trigger is asserted. 

I 

3. Radiation hardness. Since (unlike the CCD) signal charge is not transported 
long distances through the silicon, the effects of bulk damage in terms of 
charge trapping are much reduced. 

Leakage current impact is much reduced relative to microstrip detectors, due to the 
much smaller collection volume per detector element. 

However, one does not escape tbe problems of type inversion and loss of charge 
collection efficiency (see Sec. 6). Furthermore, one has the same concerns 
regarding radiation effects in CMOS electronics (now in the active volume of the 
detector) as we noted in the microstrip environment. 

As with microstrip detectors, there are three possible options for the readout 
electronics (binary, digital, and analogue), all of which are being actively pursued. 

A major goal for physics is to be able to operate at relatively small radius 
(approximately 10 cm) for a reasonable lifetime in LHC at full luminosity. Several 
European and US groups are actively involved; for a recent review of the European 
work in this area, see Ref. [67]. 

1. High-speed gating. In contrast to CCD’s, the aim is to latch signals and 
associate them with specific beam cross-overs (BCO’s) in environments such 
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5.3.1 Design Options 
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Fig. 52. Pixel structure of the generic monolithic APS. As 
with the microstrip detector (Fig. 23, hadmnic imdiation tends 
to take the detector out of depletion, losing the signal. 

Let us consider in turn the two options available for MIP detection systems. 

5.3.1.1 Monolithic Detectors 

The generic monolithic detector pixel structure is sketched in Fig. 52. Full charge 

collection over the active area is achievable despite the fact that the p+ collection- 
r implants occupy typically less than 10% of the surface area. 

The main hurdle to overcome in moving from the commercial CMOS imager to a 
MIP-sensitive device was achieving compatibility between the high-temperature 
processing used for the CMOS activation steps and the preservation of high 
resistivity of the detector-grade silicon. This was demonstrated by Holland in a 

pioneering paper (681, in which the process of backside gettering is used for the 
removal of detrimental impurities from critical device regions. A similar process has 

been used since the mid-‘80s in CCLI manufacture, in which the heavily doped 
substrate is used to getter impurities from the epitaxial region from which the signal 
charge is collected. 

To date, one prototype monolithic detector has been produced and demonstrated its 
capability for MIP detection [69]. This is an array of 10 x 30 pixels, pixel size 
34 x 125 pm*, overall area 1 mm 2. Ten percent of the chip area around two 
edges is taken up with CMOS circuitry. The analogue signals am read out 
sequentially at 1 MHz. Excellent MlP efficiency is achieved, with precision 
2.0 pm x 22 pm in the two orthogonal directions. As with the commercial 
CMOS imagers, a considerable challenge is involved in scaling up the device size, 
but already a second generation detector of 96 x 128 pixels is under development 
[70]. European groups are also actively developing monolithic pixel detectors, 
aiming for the application to LHC vertex detectors. 

5.3.1.2 Hybrid Detectors 

Hybrid APS devices are being developed by several US aud European groups for 
use in LHC detectors. The detector part consists of essentially a microstrip detector 
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structure, each strip being subdivided idto a series of short strips which constitute the 
pixels. These are bump-bonded to the collection electrodes of a CMOS readout chip 
which would be similar in architecture to the monolithic versions. Hybrid detectors 
have the advantage of relative simplicity (no need to combine the detector and readout 
functions on one chip), but the complication of millions of interconnections and the 
disadvantage of extra material in the active volume. The thickness problem is 
exacerbated for both APS options by the high power dissipation (designers are 
aiming for about 0.5 W/cm’, about 100 times higher than a CCD detector). Liquid- 
filled cooling tubes within the active volume are required. 

Already one hybrid detector with 300 kpixels (of size 75 x 500 pm*, too large for 
a vertex detector) is in use as a tracking detector in a high-track density, ftued-target 

\ environment [71]. This detector produces a binary output from each pixel at a 
readout rate of 2 MHz and has demonstrated excellent performance as a tracking 
detector. A second generation detector, shrinking the pixel size somewhat to 
50 x 500 pm* while increasing the number of transistors per cell from 80 to 350 
(using submicron technology), is in design. Zero suppression on-chip will greatly 
accelerate the speed of readout. These are vitally important steps en route to a viable 
LHC detector. 

5.3.2 Performance and Future Trends 

APS detectors for MIP detection are at a relatively early stage of development. They 
are demonstrating their capability in test beams and in fmed-target experiments as 
general tracking detectors. Their advancement to the level of an LHC vertex detector 
(see, for example, Fig. 53), with 100 Mpixels, depends on several challenging 
developments. Firstly, the functionality referred to earlier needs to be achieved in 
pixels of a reasonably small size, at least in one dimension (so that precise 
measurement in the Rt,b plane becomes possible). Secondly, the CMOS electronics 
needs to be. sufficiently radiation hard, and finally, the detector needs also to 
demonstrate adequate radiation hardness. In fact, for the hybrid approach, one has in 
principle the option of going beyond silicon (see Sec. 7) for the detector, while 
retaining the rad-hard electronics for the readout. Overall, this is a very dynamic area 
of detector development, with an assembly of talented groups well-matched to the 

considerable challenges involved. Furthermore, even though the present prototypes 
are far from the eventual goals, ideas keep emerging and hold promise for ongoing 
important developments. An interesting new idea (Ref. [72]) involves the use of a 
p-channel JFET on a fully depleted high ohmic substrate (DEPJFET) for use as a unit 
cell for pixel detectors. 
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6 Radiation Damage in Silicon Detectors 

6.1 Introduction 

Fig. 53. Conceptual CZANT layout of a pixel vertex detector for ATLAS, 
consisting of three barrels plus endcaps. The innermost barrel (I = 4 cm) is not 
expected to survive for long at the full luminosity. 

The subject of radiation damage in silicon devices has been studied intensively for 
decades, particularly in relation to the effects of nuclear reactors and weapons, both 
in tbe form of ionizing radiation and neutrons. References [73] and 1741 are very 

’ useful books on the subject, Ref. [75] provides a valuable current review, and 
interesting historical reviews can be found in Refs. [76] and 1771. Yet, far from 
being exhausted, this is an extremely active area of study in connection with silicon 
tracking detectors. Why is this? 

Firstly, silicon detectors am generally made from high resistivity material having long 
minority carrier lifetimes (order of magnitude milliseconds). Such material, 
unfamiliar to the field of electronic devices, behaves in unusual ways when 
irradiated; in general, it is more sensitive than electronic grade material to radiation 
effects. Secondly, there is an increasing number of important scientific applications 
(space-based equipment which spends time in radiation belts, detectors at small 
radius in LHC, etc.) for which the radiation environment is unusually hostile. 

If we start by considering electromagnetic radiation of energy Ey at long 
wavelengths (e.g., visible light), the effects in silicon devices (electron-hole pair 
generation) are entirely transient. Above about 10 eV, electron-hole pairs in silicon 
dioxide are generated. These nearly all recombine, but as Er is increased, the hot 
carriers have an increasing probability of becoming independent within the oxide 
layer, leading to some degree of surface damage. Once Er exceeds approximately 
250 keV, the energy is sufficient to start dislodging silicon atoms from their lattice 
sites; we are entering the realm of displacement damage. 

For massive charged particles, displacement damage sets in at much lower energy. 
Low-energy protons are extremely dangerous due to the large cross section for p Si 
Coulomb scattering. 

These two mechanisms form the basis of all radiation damage effects that concern us 
in regard to silicon detectors and the local electronics supporting them. Yet the 
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possible range of consequences of these effects is rather diverse. Let us consider 
these in some detail. 

6.2 Ionizing Radiation 

The band gap in silicon dioxide is 8.8 eV, and on average, 18 eV is needed to 
release an electron-hole pair. Figure 54 shows the time development of the charge 
distribution in an irradiated MOS siructure. 

The radiation generates a charge Q* in the oxide, where Q, = r,, . The magnitude 
of this charge is totally independent of the nature of the oxide, rad-hard or “soft.” A 

\ 
fraction f, of the charge is trapped at the interface (where f, can vary from 2% for a 
hard oxide to 80% for standard oxide), giving a trapped charge a, = fcQ,. This 
induces a flat-band voltage shift AVFB, where 

Below 1200 A, the dependence can be even faster, approximately as &. 

Note that this time development follows from the vastly different room temperature 
mobilities of electrons and holes in silicon dioxide, 2 x lo5 cm’/Vs and 20 cm2Ns, 
respectively. 

As well as contributing a direct interfbce charge, the trapped holes can induce 
intelface states in the case that they have been drifted towards the bulk silicon (as in 
Fig. 54). The interface state charge may be positive (for n-type substrates, i.e., 
p-channel MOS devices) or negative (for p-type substrates, i.e., n-channel MO.9 
devices). 

t < 0 (pre-irradiation) t = 0 (ionizing burst) 

t > 0 (after initial t > 0 (after electron 
recombination) transport) 

M  M  

o o 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

t = t,(hole transport 
In progress) 

t = t2 (after hole 
transport) 

Fig. 54. T ime development of charge distributions following a 
burst of ionizing radiation on a positively biased MO.5 structure. 

Note that at reduced temperature, the holes are effectively immobilized, so there is no 
performance difference between soft and hard oxide. This, however, is not a serious 
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concern for detector applications, since the detector can always be cycled up to room 
temperature for brief periods, restoring the holes to their normal room-temperature 
evolution. 

The induced flat-band voltage shifts can cause various device and detector 
malfunctions. For nonhardened oxide, the effects are large; for example, 10 krads 
on a 700 8, oxide induces a 2 V shift. What can be done to reduce this? 

Firstly, the 100 substrate orientation is much preferred (minimal level of 
dangling bonds). 

Secondly, minimize tax , though not so far as to suffer a serious loss of 
device yield. 

Finally, observe special procedures in post-gate processing (most notably, 
keeping the temperature below 900°C). 

As well as the gate oxide, charge buildup in regions of field oxide on the device can 
be equally significant 1781. Huge voltage shifts am associated with the thick field 
oxide. In the case of p substrates, these induce inversion layers which can short all 
the n implants within the substrate. These effects are common to all device types 
(JFET’s, bipolars, MOS devices, and detectors). Careful design practices (e.g., 
guard structures) are required to avoid them. 

Recent developments may lead to a further breakthrough in the ama of radiation 
hardening. It has been found that the conventional use of hydrogen to saturate 
dangling bonds may not be optimal. The Si-H bond is unstable with respect to 
X-radiation. To this end, a new process has been developed [79] based on semi- 
insulating polycrystalline silicon or SIPOS. Possible implications for radiation 
detectors are being evaluated. 

6.3 Displacement Damage 

Atomic collisions with high momentum transfer, as well as nuclear interactions, can 
permanently alter the properties of the bulk material. Such processes are grouped 
together as the source of displacement damage, in which silicon atoms are displaced 

from their normal lattice locations. These effects may be local single-atom 
displacements, in which case the damage is classified as a point defect; such defects 
commonly result from high-energy electromagnetic irradiation (X-rays or electrons). 
Displacement damage may also occur as damage clusrers which consist of relatively 
large disturbed regions within the crystal; such defects commonly result from nuclear 
interactions of (for example) neutrons and protons. The most probable events of this 
type are elastic Coulomb scattering of silicon nuclei by the incident high-energy 
(charged) particle. As shown in Fig. 55 (based on Ref. [73]), a 50 keV recoil 
silicon nucleus can create clusters of damage (with knock-on and stopping of other 
nuclei) over a volume of several hundred Angstroms typical dimensions. 

The bulk damage due to the passage of high-energy particles can be described by the 
number of atomic (silicon) displacements per cm of track length. For protons 
traversing silicon, this rate falls from - 104/cm at 1 MeV to = 102/cm at 1 GeV. 
This nonionizing energy loss (NIEL) depends both on the particle type and energy, 
though at high energy (above approximately 1 GeV), it is nearly the same for all 
hadrons. See Refs. [80] and [81] for pioneering papers on this subject. The NIEL 
for various particle types is plotted in Fig. 56. To a good approximation, 

displacement damage effects depend only on the overall nonionizing dose received, 
except that the effects are much reduced for electromagnetic radiation. In this case, 

as well as the low specific NIEL value, all momentum transfers are so low as to 
liberate at most one atom (leading to point defects as opposed to cluster damage). 
Specifically for 5 MeV particles, an electron, proton, and neutron produce a primary 
knock-on atom (PKA) which on average generates in total 1.2.4.2, and 8000 further 
displacements, respectively. 

As far as the primary displacement damage is concerned, the generation of these 
clusters of vacancies (V) and interstitial silicon atoms (I) is the entire story. Even in 

low-resistivity material, the concentration of dopant atoms is so low that they play 
effectively no part in this process. However, the role of dopant and impurity atoms 
is crucial in understanding the electrical effects, because both vacancies and 
interstitials am mobile, and can combine stably with atoms other than silicon in the 
crystal structure. 
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Fig. 55. Development of cluster damage due to a primary knock- 
on silicon atom of 50 keV, within the bulk material. 
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Fig. 56. NEL for various particle types as a function of energy. 
A frequently used unit is the NEL associated with a I MeV 
neutron. 

Before considering this, we note that the Lxactical effect is the development of a large 
number of energy levels within the band gap, some donor-like and some acceptor- 
like, some being capable of existing in more than two charge states. These levels, 
depending on their state of occupancy, can act as trapping centers and hence 
seriously degrade the minority carrier lifetime. In addition, these extraneous 
generation-recombination centers cause extra leakage current in depleted material and 
Fduction in the carrier mobility. For electronic grade silicon, the description of 
displacement damage effects in terms of these macroscopic properties is sufficient. 

For detector-grade material, the situation is more complex. It is rather like comparing 
the effects of an earthquake on a steel frame building as opposed to one made with 
bricks. The basic physics processes are the same, but the effects ate very different. 
Detector-grade material (high msistivity, long minority carrier lifetime) is particularly 
sensitive to radiation-induced displacement damage. Let us start with an empirical 
description of what is observed, and then tackle the basic physics processes 
involved. 

Measurements on tmdepleted detector-grade silicon reveal a monotonically increasing 
tie in resistivity with dose. This can be understood in that the disordered material 
generates a huge number of extra donor and acceptor states, populating the entire 
band gap. Statistically, the Fermi level drifts to approximately midgap, so the 
material becomes effectively compensated. 

However, when one depletes the material, one finds a leakage current which grows 
linearly with dose (i.e., accumulated NEL) but which anneals with more than one 
time constant. One is seeing the global effect of generation current from a number of 
intergap states which physically evolve with time. Provided the detector is designed 
for low-temperature operation, the leakage current is not a fundamental problem, 
since one can reduce it to an acceptable level by cooling. 

Next, we consider the effective dopant concentration Nef. From the resistivity 
measurements, we might have expected the material to change from n type to 
intrinsic, and to stabilize with a low value of Ng as the Fermi level sits around mid- 
gap. On the contrary, as we saw in Figs. 25 and 52, the depleted material behaves 
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quite differently from the material in equilibrium. It becomes steadily more p type 
with fluence, going through type inversion at an equivalent fluence of approximately 
5 x 1Ol2 neutrons/cm2, as shown in Fig. 57. As we saw in the case of the leakage 
current, the material shows a medium-term annealing behavior, which is extremely 
temperature dependent [82-841. For highly irradiated samples (well beyond type 
inversion), Neff falls back over a period of days (at room temperature) or years (at 
-20°C). However, this is by no means the end of the story. At room temperature, 
the material now enters a reverse-annealing phase; Ne, increases. The material 
becomes ever more p type; even after a year, the trend continues. This behavior can 
be entirely avoided by cooling. The data taken at -20°C show ongoing annealing to 
the end of the test period, with no tendency to flatten off; the material just becomes 
steadily more nearly intrinsic. 

So what are the microscopic physics processes during this complex behavior pattern? 
One could even ask, why do we care ? The answer to the second question is that 
there is a possibility that, once the details are understood, it may be possible by 
defect engineering to improve the radiation hardness of the material, e.g., by staving 
off the reverse. annealing problem even at room temperature. This is a very active 
area of research. At a recent conference, contributions were varied and somewhat 
controversial [85]. DLTS measurements backed up by a semiconductor device 
model have enabled Matheson et al. [86] to produce a plausible explanation for 
some of the most striking of the above observations. Their results can be 
summarized as follows: 

1o13 
Q (cm-*) 

Fig. 57. Dependence of effective dopant concentration Ives on fluence, at room temperature 

The material, initially n type, goes through type inversion for $=5x lOI* neutrons/cm* 
equivalent dose. 

1. Based on photoluminescence and DLTS measurements on high resistivity 
n-type Wacker material, they find the following concentrations of expected 
and unexpected impurities: 
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[P] = 10LL cm-’ 

[C,] 1-5x10” cm-’ (substitutional carbon) 

[0] 5 X lOI3 cm-” 

[H] lOI cm-‘. 

2. The mobile I and V centers diffuse away from the damage cluster and 
eventually mostly undergo one of the following reactions: 

r+v+o ~~pair) 

I + C, + Ci (interstitial carbon, transient) 

Ci+Cs+CC 

Ci +O+CO 

0 + V + VO Si - A center (99.9%) 

P+V+VP Si-E center(0.1196) 

V + V + W  (but most divacancies emerge from the primary cluster) 

vo+v+v20. 

These observations rule out some of the almost-established folklore regarding 
the behavior of detector-grade material. The long-held belief that the 
resistivity rise was due to donor removal is excluded by the above figures. 
The phosphorus concentration is simply too low by several orders of 
magnitude. 

3. The authors hypothesize that generation of some deep level acceptor is 
responsible for the reverse annealing. V20 is a candidate, suggesting that a 
less oxygen-rich starting material might be free of this effect. 

4. If such a deep-level acceptor is responsible, how does it become filled? The 
authors hypothesize that this is due to the. bulk leakage current, and indeed 
demonstrate a suggestive correlation between the measured Nef values 

during the annealing phase and the square root of the leakage current damage 
constant a. If this were the only effect involved, one would find simple 
proportionality between these. In fact, there is a nonzero offset, but it seems 
to me likely that this mechanism is a good part of what is a rather complex 
picture. 

These pioneering studies have led to a concerted effort by LHC physicists to further 
dnderstand the bulk radiation effects in detector-grade material, possibly leading to 
more radiation-resistant material in the longer term future. 

The fmal empirical observation relevant to bulk damage effects in detectors is that of 
loss of charge-collection efficiency, CCE. For a 300 pm thick depleted detector, 
one finds approximately a 10% loss in CCE for a dose of 1014n / cm2 equivalent. 
This is presumably related to the. high density of trapping centers generated and 
probably implies a basic limit to the tolerable radiation dose for such thick detectors, 
at around the 1015n / cm2 level. 

6.4 Detector-Specific Effects 

6.4.1 Microstrip Detectors and APS Devices 

The major challenge which is driving much of the R&D discussed in the previous 
section is the LHC tracking detectors (vertex region and Central Tracker at larger 
radii). At small radius, the predominant background comes from pions of energy 
100 MeV to 1 GeV, with albedo neutrons playing a relatively larger role at large 
radii [87]. The overall dose as a function of radius is listed in the following table, for 
a seven-year run at$? = 1.7x 10~cm-2s-‘. 
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If detector replacement during this period is assumed, one is entitled to divide by 
some factor, but there are reasons (beam-fill ing periods, etc.) to raise the estimate. 
Overall, these figures probably give a reasonable indication of the requirements. 

Discounting, for the purposes of this discussion, the prospect of major progress 
through defect engineering, what do these figures imply for silicon tracking detectors 
in such an environment? (While we ate discussing this in the context of LHC, the 
implications for other hadron beam or collider experiments follow directly.) 

Within a radius R = 30 cm, one suffers increasingly serious CCE loss. This would 
be fatal for microstrip detectors. However, silicon pixel devices, with much smaller 
collection node capacitance, might be able to survive with a considerably smaller 
signal size, i.e., smaller depletion depth. 

Beyond R = 30 cm, the detectors still go far beyond type inversion during their 
working life. This means one of two things. Either they are made on p-type 
substrates or they must be equipped with guard rings, etc., that allow the junction to 
move from the p side to the n side during operation. If one collects signals from the 
p strips (hole signal), one has to beware of loss of signal as the radiation dose 
increases (remember Fig. 25). This can be avoided by steadily increasing the 
operating voltage. Alternatively, one may collect the signal from n strips (electron 
signal), in which case the charge collection degrades more gracefully, as the devices 
fall below depletion. In either case, to prevent the global signal from falling too low, 
it is necessary to keep the devices at least almost fully depleted. This implies (for 
R 2 30 cm) high operating voltage (approximately 1 kV) at the end of the seven- 
year period, unless the detectors are cooled. Cooling to say -10°C can keep the 
depletion voltage down to approximately 150 V as well as providing the essential 
reduction in leakage current. However, if the detector is warmed up for a total of 
even one month during the seven-year period, the depletion voltage increases by a 
factor of two, due to rampant reverse annealing during that time. 

In conclusion, environments such as LHC with high hadronic background provide a 
major challenge for silicon detectors. By switching from microstrips to pixels, one 
can hope to push below R = 30 cm, but within R = 10 cm, the region of interest 

for a general-purpose vertex detector with good impact parameter resolution, even 
these devices would not have a useful life expectancy at the full LHC luminosity. 
The most optimistic current expectation is for an inner layer of pixel detectors on 
R = 11.5 cm, with an active thickness of 150 pm and (at end-of-life) a depletion 
voltage of 350 V, 2 r&pixel leakage current, and 30% ballistic deficit. 

‘I$e hopes of being able to move into the heat below 10 cm have stimulated a 
considerable activity in devices made of material beyond silicon, as discussed in 
Sec. 7. 

6.4.2 CCD’s 

For use as vertex detectors, CCD’s have a role mainly in fixed-target experiments 
(where they are required to cover only a small area and hence can be changed 
frequently) and in e+e- collider experiments, where the hadronic backgrounds are 
low. Hence, our major concern is their tolerance of ionizing radiation. However, 
for other applications (notably space-based detectors that suffer from solar flares or 
spend time in the proton-radiation belts around the earth), the hadronic bulk damage 
effects can be serious. 

Regarding ionizing radiation, the effect to be concerned with in CCD’s is the slow 
shift in the potential of the parts of the device overlaid by gate oxide (the imaging area 
and output register), in relation to the potential of the output node (nominally fixed). 
Figure 58 (based on Ref. [88]) shows the flat-band voltage shift after irradiation of a 
CCD gate oxide at two extreme temperatures. For an n-channel CCD, the sign of the 
electric field is optimal (directed towards the gates, negative in the convention of 
Figure 58). Thus, at room temperature, the flat-band voltage shift AVFB is 
negligible. However, the situation worsens as the temperature is reduced, and by 
77 K, AVFB is huge and equally bad for either polarity. Note that even at low 
temperature, AV,, is negligible for an unbiased gate, so CCD’s (and, in fact, any 
MOS devices) in radiation environments should be powered off when not in use. 
Furthermore, for devices operated cold, an occasional, brief warm-up to room 
temperature restores AVFB to a much reduced level. One can, in addition, tune the 
output node voltage within limits. Modem standard production CCD’s have 
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AV,CB 220 mV/krad and can be h&d for operation up to 100 krads. More 
advanced devices are now proven up to 1 Mrad of ionizing radiation. 

In all this, it is extremely important that the polysilicon gate structure completely 
overlays the oxide layer. Figure 36 is an oversimplification; the actual CCD 
structure is sketched in Fig. 59. 

Regarding bulk damage, we need to consider the effects on dark current, charge 
collection efficiency, and charge transfer efficiency. Even in heavily irradiated 
CCD’s, the excess dark current can normally be dealt with by modest cooling. 
Given the thin epitaxial layer, the requirements made on minority carrier lifetime are 
not severe, and there is essentially no problem with CCE into the potential wells. 
However, once the electron charge packet starts its long journey to the output node, 
the situation is far more dangerous. The n channel being relatively highly doped, the 
generation of bulk defects is considerably simpler than was discussed for detector- 
grade material, being closely similar to that encountered in electronic devices. The 
mobile vacancies are predominantly captured by the phosphorus dopant atoms, 
giving an increasing density of Si-E centers (positively charged donor-like defects 
when empty; with an energy level &;, of 0.44 eV below E,). These defects have a 
high probability of capturing signal electrons which come within their electrical 
sphere of influence. Let us consider this case, a single type of bulk trap which 
uniformly populates the n channel. This situation is a restricted case of the general 
Shockley-Hall-Read theory of carrier capture and emission from traps, in which only 
capture and emission of electrons from/to the conduction band plays a part. Hole 
capture and emission are irrelevant since we are concerned with donor-like traps in 
depleted material. This situation has been considered by various authors [53,54,89, 
901. 

Let us firstly take a qualitative look at the situation. As the charge packet is 
transported from gate to gate. (within a pixel or between neighboring pixels), vacant 
traps that lie within the storage volume of the charge packet will tend to capture 
electrons. If the traps are filled (either fortuitously, due to the passage of an earlier 
signal packet, or deliberately for this purpose by the injection of an earlier 
“sacrificial” charge packet), they will petit the signal electrons to pass undisturbed. 

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 
v, (Volts) 

Fig. 58. Fiat-band voltage shifts after IOOkrads of ionizing 
radiation across a hardened gate oxide. 
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Fig. 59. Gate stmcture of a modem three-phase CCD register, designed 
to avoid potential wells due to radiation-induced charge build-up or other 
spurious charge in the oxide or surface passivation layers. 
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Also, if the signal packet is transported at a sufficiently high clock rate that the dwell 
t ime zg under any gate is small compared to the trapping time constant zc , the signal 
electrons will pass. Also, if the trap emission time constant r, is small compared 
with the clock pulse rise/fall t ime rr, the trapped electrons will be m-emitted in time 
to rejoin their parent charge packet. Only if electrons are rrapped and held long 
enough to be redeposited in the next or later potential well, does the process 
contribute to a loss of CTE. This is evidently a multiparameter problem with some 
room for maneuver. 

Let us now look at the process quantitatively. Assuming all traps are initially empty, 
the CTI is given by 

NF is the number of phases per pixel (three for a three-phase structure). 

Fj is the fill-factor for phase j, i.e., the probability that a trap in the charge packet 
storage volume. will become filled during the dwell time. 

For cases of practical interest, Z, is of order of magnitude nanoseconds, and Fj 
may be taken to be unity. N,, is the trap density. Ns, the signal charge density, is a 
function of the signal size but is effectively constant for charge packets larger than 
approximately 1000 e- (Ref. [90]). For smaller charge packets, the effective signal 
density is reduced, and the CT1 is correspondingly degraded. For very small charge 
packets of N, electrons, one expects Ns = 1 IN, since the signal electrons wih 
occupy a constant volume determined by their thermal energy and the 
three-dimensional potential well in which they are stored. The volume of this 
potential well can be reduced (by techniques referred to as narrow channel or 
supplementary channel processing), so yielding a factor of up to four improvement in 
CTI, compared with standard channel devices [91]. 

Now 

~ 
e 

= exp[(E, - 4) / kT] 
aXvN . nnn c 

Jhe terms in the denominator ate respectively the electron capture cross section for 
that trap type, an entropy factor, the electron thermal velocity, and the effective 
density of states in the conduction band. The numerator tells us that for shallow 
traps (or high temperature), z, is likely to be short, and conversely for deep traps 
and/or low temperatures, re is likely to be long. In fact, for deep traps and 
appropriate clock times, by reducing the temperature, one can sweep the CII through 
its Ml range from approximately zero (since the charge is re-emitted into the patent 
pixel during the drive-pulse risetime) to 3 Nt, / Ns (for a three-phase CCD) and back 
to zero, as all traps am filled by some long preceding deliberate or accidental charge 
packets to have been clocked out of the device. Figure 60 (from Ref. [90]) nicely 
ilhrstrates this point. This demonstrates the growth in CTI due to irradiation of a 
CCD with a high-energy electron source. The density of Si-E centers increases, but 
the effect on CTI can be minimized by operating at or below 190 K, where the trap 
emission time becomes adequately long. The degradation in CT1 below 160 K is 
due to the emission time of a shallower trap becoming significantly long. Eventually 
(by about 70 K), the phosphorus donor ions can play a role (carrier freeze-out). 
This sets an effective lower limit to the useful operating temperature of n-channel 
CCD’s. 
For hadronic irradiation of CCD’s, because of the much greater NIEL factor, the 
damage rates are greatly increased. The CTI effects are qualitatively similar [92], and 
it is believed that the Si-E center is responsible for 85% of the defects, with 15% due 
to the W  (divacancy) presumably generated in the initial damage clusters. There am 
possibly some further discrepancies with respect to the electromagnetic damage data; 
what is urgently needed are controlled experiments, involving both electmmagnetic 
and hadronic irradiation of the same CCD types under similar clocking conditions, 
with well-defined injection of “sacrificial” charge packets to (as far as reahsticahy 
possible) saturate the traps. One should also note the necessity to study the serial a;ld 
parallel register in any test program. One might select a temperature low enough to 
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Fig. 60. From Ref. [90], effect of radiation damage on CTE in a CCD, as a 
function of operating temperature. Irradiated with a Srw p source. 

have good parallel CIE against all traps, but find that this corresponds to long 
enough emission times for some intermediate depth trap to cause serious CIE loss in 
the serial register. There is no absolute rule that the serial register CTE exceeds that 
of the parallel register, though this is often the case. 

6.4.3 Local Electronics 

The issue of radiation hardness of local electronics for vertex detectors is extremely 
dependent on the detector type as well (of course) as on the nature of the experiment. 
In fixed-target experiments, it is no problem to keep the electronics out of the beam, 
so the issue does not arise. In collider experiments, it has already been mentioned 
that for CCD-based vertex detectors, it is desirable for thermal management reasons 
to keep the local electronics outside the cryostat, and due to the analogue multiplexing 
(by a factor of about 106) on the CCD, the number of connections required is small. 
This allows the electronics to be tucked away behind the tungsten mask used in the 
small angle region to shield the overall detector, providing a virtually radiation-free 
environment, even though the detector itself may accumulate as much as 1 Mrad 
during its working life. 

The issue therefore really only arises in the case of nonmultiplexed detectors 
(microstrip and APS detectors particularly) where the electronics has to be connected 
by wire bonds or bump bonds, and is therefore inevitably in the same high radiation 
environment as the small-radius detectors. The worst example is LHC, for which the 
dose levels tabulated in Sec. 6.4.1 apply equally to the electronics. For the Central 
Trackers (reaching in to R = 30 cm but not below), radiation resistance up to 
around 10 Mrads and 2 x 1014n I cm2 equivalent is required. This is achievable 
with “standard” rad-hard CMOS and bipolar IC processing. The commercial 
situation is somewhat unstable. Companies that previously worked closely with the 
defense industry in the USA and Europe am in some cases looking for new markets 
and are offering their services to ASIC designers in general, including those at HEP 
laboratories. Some of these companies, however, have decided that the nondefense 
markets are inadequate and have ceased to offer facilities for rad-hard electronics. As 
has been mentioned, the trend towards submicron processing lends itself incidentally 
to improved radiation resistivity, though care has still to be taken over such issues as 
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field oxide isolation. In general term& the needs of the central tracker community for 
radiation-resistant microstrip electronics are well served; if anything, they have a 
wider choice than might absolutely be necessary. 

For the vertex detector region (R 5 10 cm), the situation is far more challenging 
.(> 100 Mrads and > 5 x 1015n / cm2 at R = 4 cm). Furthermore, hit densities 
and degradation in the detectors (noise related to leakage current, loss of charge 
collection efficiency) mandate pixel-based detectors. The precision requirements of a 
truly general vertex detector would imply precision of a few microns in both views 
(and hence small pixels). However, this high granularity should not be achieved at 
the expense of excessive power dissipation, or else the material introduced per layer 
(including cooling systems) becomes unacceptable. A general aim of not more than 
1 W/cm2 and 1% RL per layer (detector plus electronics) is generally considered 
reasonable, and the granularity (i.e., the physics capability) is adjusted to suit. This 
seems to me to be a very reasonable strategy; it has stimulated a huge and diverse 
effort, and as the technology advances, the physics requirements will become better 
met. The high particle fluxes at LHC (small radius) mandate a complex circuit for 
each pixel, and the requirement of radiation hardness, of course, increases the area of 
that circuit. This is a development area in which it will be necessary to take 
advantage of the latest developments into and beyond the time of LHC startup 
ten years from now. Fortunately, vertex detectors are compact and inexpensive in 
relation to their value for physics, and so can be rebuilt and upgraded pretty much in 
response to the technological advances. 

6.5 Future Prospects 

The radiation levels in space-based systems and accelerator environments such as 
LHC are generating new challenges. Those faced by the vertex detectors at hadron 
colliders are by far the most difficult. Detectors will necessarily be pixel-based, and 
the low-and-slow CCD pixel technology must be replaced by APS devices with as- 
yet unattainable performance. There is a temptation to abandon silicon as being 
inadequate for these radiation levels, both for the detectors and for the electronics. 
Yet it is clear that the essential limits to the radiation hardness of silicon, particularly 
as regards displacement damage in detector-grade material, are far from understood. 

The role of defects such as carbon and oxygen is only now beginning to be assessed. 
It therefore seems entirely appropriate to push hard on these developments, and the 
field of defect engineering is being applied to very good effect in elucidating this 
subject. If sufficient progress is made in radiation hardening, all the other attributes 
of silicon will give it a tremendous advantage over rival technologies. On the other 

hand, to have complete. confidence that these enormous problems will be solved 
, would be equally naive. It is therefore very important that some groups put their 

efforts into exploring alternatives, as discussed in the next section. 
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7 Beyond Silicon ’ 

Driven by the fierce radiation levels in future vertex detector environments (notably at 
LHC), it is natural to ask whether other detector media or IC technologies might be 
better suited to the task. Given the high probability that the pixel-based detectors to 
be used in these environments will necessarily be hybrid (as opposed to monolithic), 
it is even possible that the detector and electronics IC, bump-bonded together, may 
be made of different materials, either.or both of which may be nonsilicon. Them is a 
great deal of R&D under way in a number of technologies; space constraints permit 
only a glimpse at these in this paper. 

7.1 Gallium Arsenide Detectors 

Gallium arsenide has long been of interest for high-speed electronics and sensors, 
due to its high electron mobility (Fig. 16). In addition, the excellent radiation 
resistance of some heterojunction electronics devices based on gallium arsenide (see 
Sec. 7.3) has prompted research into its possible use as a detector medium in high- 
radiation environments. The essential concerns to date have been the lack of 
technological maturity by comparison with silicon devices, and the slow progress in 
overcoming these difficult problems. 

The most basic material characteristics (high density, high Z, and high fragility), 
while advantageous for some applications such as X-ray detectors, are all going in 
the wrong direction for high-precision MIP tracking detectors, particularly vertex 
detectors. Nevertheless, the potential for high radiation tolerance is a major 
attraction. 

The difficulties begin with the production of detector-grade material. The impressive 
work going on in this very complex area has been summarized in two excellent recent 
papers [93, 941. Three methods of crystal growth and three methods of epitaxial 
layer deposition have been tried; of these, only one (liquid encapsulation, LEC) has 
yielded detector-grade material. Even here, resistivities are at present limited to 
around 100 Q  cm and electron lifetimes to around 10 ns. 

The idea of using GaAs for high-speed (GHz) CCD’s has great attractions [95], and 
considerable progress with test devices has been made. This work illustrates the 
need to extend basic designs with respect to those used with silicon. “Standard’ 
capacitive gates imply processing complications that can be overcome by a resistive 
gate technology. This, however, gives large leakage current, which can in turn be 
overcome with a heterostructuxe design. The overall picture is one of considerable 
problems but enormous promise. 

The use of pixellated GaAs detectors for hard X-rays, bump-bonded to silicon 
readout K’s, is being pursued by the Leicester University X-ray astronomy group 
[96, 971. 

For tracking detectors in high-radiation environments, possibly including the. most 
challenging vertex detector region, the RD-8 Collaboration at CERN is doing 
pioneering work [98]. MIP signals are not yet adequate for high-efficiency trackers, 
but progress in the quality of the starting crystals should improve that. For the 
present, compensated material (using iron or chromium doping) is used to achieve 
acceptable depletion depths. Reasonable resistance to neutron irradiation has been 
observed, but there are recent concerns (unpublished) as to the hardness with respect 
to protons. There is also the concern that as the carrier lifetime is increased as a 
result of improved crystal quality, the radiation tolerance may be correspondingly 
degraded. There is (to my knowledge) nothing to suggest that “‘detector-grade” 
GaAs (comparable in its properties to detector-grade silicon) would necessarily be 
more radiation resistant than silicon. All studies to date relate to material which can 
only be compared to silicon of resistivity around 100 Q  cm at best, with leakage 
currents approximately loo0 times greater than those of high grade silicon. 

7.2 CVD Diamond 

The availability of affordable diamonds grown by the chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) process has opened up an exciting possibility for extremely radiation resistant 
tracking detectors, well-suited to the LHC vertexing environment. A comparison of 
some of the important parameters with respect to silicon and gallium arsenide is as 
follows: 
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Property Silicon GaAs Diamond 
Mass density cmV3 g. 2.33 5.32 3.5 

Radiation length cm ’ 9.4 2.3 12.0 
Average e-h pairs per 8900 13000 3600 

100 pm 
Average e-h pairs per 8400 3000 4500 

0.1% RL 

Being in a class of its own as regards band gap for detector materials (see Fig. 6 1 ), 
there is no need to create a diode structure. Simply metalhzing the insulator surfaces 
and applying a potential difference results in collection of the generated signal (up to 
the limit of the electron lifetime in the material) with negligible leakage current. A 
review paper of the CEFW RD42 Collaboration on this subject reports excellent 
recent progress [99]. The method of crystal growth results in a defect density which 
diminishes as the thickness is increased (see Fig. 62). Carrier lifetimes have 
recently increased to the point that collection distances of 100 pm (adequate for au 
efficient MIP detector) have been achieved (Fig. 63). These properties have been 
stable with irradiation up to pion fluences of 6 x 1Ol3 cm-*. Of course, for the most 
challenging vertexing applications, they still need to be checked up to 10’5cm -2 . 
Leakage currents are not a problem at any radiation dose. 

This technology does appear to offer real hope for a reasonably low-mass detector 
sitting at the minimal radius (= 4 cm) in an LHC experiment for a ten-year lifetime. 
Due to the track density, it would certainly need to be pixel-based (or very short 
strips!) so presumably, one is contemplating bump-bonding to appropriately robust 
electronics. This is the topic of the next section. 

7.3 Local Electronics 

16 

a 

6 

Diamond - 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Band gap energy (eV) 

Fig. 61. Band gap and pair-creation energy, for 
various detector materials. 

For the high-radiation vertex detector environments where sil icon-based IC’s are 
(probably) ruled out, we are almost certainly in the world of pixels. The basic 
requirements for the front-end IC’s include fast shaping times, low noise at low 
power, and excellent radiation hardness. The high electron mobility transistor 
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of the deposited layer. 
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Fig. 63. Time development of collection distance in CVD diamond, from 
Ref. 1991. 

(HEMT) based on heterojunctions between different III-IV compounds offers 
considerable hope of satisfying these requirements. For a recent review paper, see 
Ref. [ 1001. The extraordinary radiation hardness of these devices, and indeed theii 
availability as highly engineered structures, stems from the fact that electrons are 
transported in extremely thin layers (e.g., 10 nm thickness in the typical 
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure). Bulk damage effects are much less severe in such 
re,gions of high current density. The gain of both n- and p-type C-HPET’s is stable 
after irradiation by 100 Mrad gammas and 1015n /cm* (Ref. [loll), and these 
structures readily lend themselves to integrated electronics design (amplifiers, 
comparators, etc.) as required for APS readout electronics. The prospect of CVD 
diamond detectors bump-bonded to such readout IC’s looks extremely promising. 
One is, however, still a long way short of demonstrating the LHC functionality at a 
reasonable pixel size and power dissipation. But there ate no seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles in view. 
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8 Conclusions i 

Vertex detectors used in experiments up to the present time come in essentially two 
varieties, those providing’ one-dimensional information (microstrip detectors) and 
those being pixel-based and providing two-dimensional information (charge-coupled 
devices). The latter, though preferable in principle for several reasons, including 
superior track reconstruction capability, have restricted applicability in the HEP 
environment. Both of these detector types found their birthplace in the ACCMOR 
Collaboration in the early ‘8Os, where they performed with unprecedented precision 
for charm reconstruction in a fixed-target experiment. 

In the move to the collider environment, we experienced, in one sense, a step 
backward. Due to large beam pipes dictated by background levels at small radius, 
lower track momenta, and other factors, the enormous effort has been repaid by 
high-quality b tagging, but only limited charm capability. Fortunately for us, the 
physics rewards for these restricted technical achievements have been considerable, 
crowned recently by the discovery of top. The strength of the CDF analysis gained 
enormously from the b-tagging capability in that experiment. 

For the future (B factories, LHC, and the e+e- linear collider, among others), the 
challenges will be still greater. Backgrounds and track densities in the event will in 
general increase at small radius, due mainly to the higher CM energies giving greater 
track multiplicities and to the increased luminosity needed to achieve the physics 
goals. Silicon microstrips, while of increasing value for general tracking, will tend 
to be pushed out of the small radius region where conditions are too hostile. 
Regarding the energy frontier (LHC and the future e+e- LC), we can expect to see a 
separation between the vertexing technologies. 

For the LHC, one is looking for pixel-based detectors with high timing resolution 
and phenomenal radiation resistance. This probably leads to the realm beyond 
silicon, most probably hybrid detectors using GaAs or (more. probably) CVD 
diamond, and hardened silicon or (more probably) heterojunction K’s for the front- 
end electronics. Some flexibility is gained by the general acceptance of the fact 
(demonstrated ten years ago in CCD detector systems) that the operating temperature 

should be considered a tunable parameter. By appropriate mechanical design, it is 
possible to make very low mass structures of micron-scale mechanical stability that 
can be repeatedly cycled between room temperature and the optimal cryogenic 
operating temperature. What is most important, as the overall LHC detectors enter 
their construction phase, is to preserve adequate funding for the R&D needed to 
surmount the great challenges associated with vertex detectors in that environment. 
R&D tends to be squeezed out under pressure of large construction projects, and it is 
important to remember that the LHC vertex detectors are on a significantly longer 
timescale than the rest of the system. The optimal detector designs may well continue 
to evolve through the physics life of the machine, leading to upgrade detectors on 
several occasions. 

For the future e+e- Linear Collider, the picture seems to be rather clearer. The main 
challenge in sitting at small radius is to absorb a very high rate of background MIP 
hits from incoherent e+e- pair background. CCD detectors of unparalleled 
granularity have this capability, the 307 Mpixel SLD upgrade. detector being a useful 
demonstration model. Ongoing CCD developments hold the promise of vertex 
detectors for this environment able to operate at R = 10 mm with space-point 
precision of approximately 3 pm, and thickness less than 0.2% RL per layer. This 
combination is unachievable with any APS system conceived to date (thickness of 
1% RL per layer is a reasonable goal for such detectors) and the poorer timing 
information from the CCD detector is not a serious drawback in this environment, 
given the long beam-crossing interval (I 120 Hz bunch crossing frequency). 

The physics requirements of these detectors operating at the energy frontier are, of 
course, difficult to define. Hopes of Higgs and SUSY particle decays via bottom 
provide a clear motivation. However, it is not impossible that even more exciting 
(i.e., unexpected) discoveries may result from clean recognition of charm jets, or 
indeed from clean operation in veto mode, recognizing jets which are devoid of 
heavy flavors. My personal inclination is to be wary of theoretical predictions and to 
aim to build a general purpose detector which is as powerful as possible within its 
measurement regime. For vertex detectors, this means aiming to see the full tree of 
sequential bottom and charm decays with high efficiency. History has taught us the 
danger of linking experiments too closely to theoretical ideas. Gne remembers 
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experiments at the CERN ISR where a/r intensive effort to discover the W  boson was 
mounted. This search was, of course, doomed due to the machine energy being well 
below the W  production threshold, but one could easily have discovered the J / w  
which was being prolifically’ produced in that environment, had experiments been 
provided with a modest two-muon detection system, rather than a highly 
sophisticated system geared up to single-muon detection. Such lessons have taught 
us that future detectors should be made as general as possible in their scope for 
physics discoveries. In the case of vertex detectors, achieving a good capability for 
identifying the heaviest long-lived quark of charge +2/3 (charm) as well as the 
heaviest quark of charge -l/3 (bottom) may pay unpredictable dividends for physics. 
In this regard, the present generation of collider vertex detectors, if given school 

\ grades, would attract comments such as “could do better,” “a greater effort is needed 
in future,” etc. 

It is perhaps instructive to summarize the time development of the various types of 
vertex and tracking detectors with respect to some key parameters. Figure 64 shows 
the area coverage. Microstrip detectors have always been far ahead and seem well- 
placed to continue their prodigious expansion (to some tens of square meters) at 
LHC. CCD-based detectors may have peaked in area with the SLD upgrade. For the 
future LC, the smaller beam pipe leads to no greater an area coverage requirement 
than has currently been achieved. In this respect, smaller is better. APS systems, 
not yet used as vertex detectors, need to expand greatly for LHC, but the 
performance increase is a much greater challenge for them, as we have seen. 

Figure 65 shows the corresponding situation as regards number of channels. At 
300 Mpixels, the SLD vertex detector may have reached some sort of plateau, but 
the APS system for LHC will need to get close to this in order to meet the initial 
design specifications. This is an enormous extrapolation from where they are now. 

Figure 66 shows a most important parameter, the multiple scattering term in the 
impact parameter resolution. Microstrip detectors have floated around the 30- 
60 ,um region; however, this will become less significant as their role (at the energy 
frontier) evolves from vertex detector to general purpose. tracker. The APS detector 
that will fill the vertexing hole at LHC aims for precision at the high end of this 
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Fig. 64. Time development of area coverage of the leading-edge vertex and backing 
detectors according to the main technologies (microstrips and CCD’s). The APS is 
expected to enter the realm of vertex detectors in the LHC environment. 
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range, due to the fact that nobody yet dreams of going below a radius of 4 cm, and 
the detectors are intrinsically rather thick. CCD detectors started with marvellous 
performance in ACCMOR (resulting in some very clean charm physics), degraded 
badly in the collider environment, are gaining ground with the SLD upgrade detector, 
and hold promise of their original phenomenal performance (20 years later) at the 
future LC. The physics rewards on this second round of topologically excellent 
vertexing could (we hope) be enormous. Incidentally, the ongoing importance of 
this parameter stems from the increasing particle multiplicities in the events of 
interest. Despite the increased CM energies, the. impact parameter precision for 
tracks in the 1 to 10 GeV range remains crucial for topological vertexing in the TeV 
collider regime. 

Aside from their applications in particle physics, it is important to remember the very 
strong interdisciplinary aspects of these detectors. Their use in X-ray detection 
systems in pure and applied science is enormous, particularly for the. pixel-based 
devices, since the ability to record an image is of rather general interest. Even if the 
highest aims for vertex detectors are slow in coming (sometimes because of the 
timescales of the new accelerators), the R&D is proving of great benefit to other 
areas. 

Regarding the specific application to vertex detectors, there is an ongoing need for 
new ideas. Mostly these will come from young people. I would like to conclude 
these lectures with a special note of encouragement to these participants. If you get 
an idea, do not be put off by “the experts.” I once attracted a considerable amount of 
negative expert comment (when I statted to push CCD’s for vertex detectors in 
1980). The established community of experts on silicon radiation detectors was 
generally extremely skeptical. There were. a few exceptions, such as Veljko Radeka 
and Emilio Gatti, who gave me greatly needed encouragement to carry on. So, if 
you get an idea, I advise you to pursue it and see where it leads without being too 
concerned as to the comments of critical bystanders. There is an ancient Chinese 
proverb that the one who thinks something to be impossible should not interrupt the 
one who is trying to do it. It would be. better for science if some of us middle-aged 
physicists did more to remember this! I am sure there are wonderful ideas for novel 

Fig. 66. As Fig. 64, but showing the multiple scattering term in the impact 
parameter precision as a function of time. 
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vertex detectors that nobody has yet th&ght of, and that some of the participants in 
this Institute may well discover them. 
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ABSTRACT 

The implications of the massive top quark on heavy flavor transitions 
are explored. We review the generation of quark masses and mixings 
and the determination techniques, and present the status of the el- 
ements of the weak mixing matrix. Purely leptonic decays of heavy 
mesons are briefly summarized. We present a general introduction 
to flavor changing neutral currents and an extensive summary of ra- 
diative and other rare decay modes. The physics of neutral meson 
mixing is reviewed and applied to each meson system. We describe 
the phenomenology of CP violation and how it may be measured in 
meson decays. Standard Model predictions are given in each case and 
the effects of physics beyond the Standard Model are also discussed. 
Throughout, we contrast these transitions in the K and B meson sys- 
tems to those in the D meson and topquark sectors. 
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1 Introduction 1 

One of the outstanding problems in particle physics is the origin of the fermion 
mass and mixing spectrum. Despite the success of the Standard Model (SM) of 
particle physics, it does not provide any clues on the source of these parameters. 
In contrast to the case of electroweak symmetry breaking, we have no information 
about the relevant energy scale where these parameters originate; in fact, the 
relevant scale could lie anywhere from 1 TeV to the Planck scale. Other issues 
(besides quark mixing) related to the multifamilies of fermions are the suppression 
of FCNC effects and the CP-violation phases in fermion gauge couplings. Since 
the top quark has a mass at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, it is believed 
that it may reveal some hints to these questions. In these lectures, we examine 
its role in heavy flavor transitions. 

At present, the beat approach in addressing these questions is to study the 
properties of all heavy fermions in detail. Detailed measurements of heavy quark 
systems are best realized at high precision, high luminosity machines, and several 
dedicated heavy flavor factories and experiments will be coming on line in the 
next decade. We will learn a wealth of new and precise information which will 
hopefully result in the development of a theory to explain the existence of families. 

In these lectures, we review the generation of quark masses and mixings and 
the determination techniques, and present the status of the elements of the weak 
mixing matrix. Purely leptonic decays of heavy mesons are briefly summarized. 
We present a general introduction to flavor changing neutral currents and an 
extensive summary of radiative and other rare decay modes. The physics of neutral 
meson mixing is reviewed and applied to each meson system. We describe the 
phenomenology of CP violation and how it may be measured in meson decays. 
Standard Model predictions are given in each case and the effects of physics beyond 
the Standard Model are also discussed. Throughout, we contrast these transitions 
in the K and B meson systems to those in the D meson and top-quark sectors. 

2 Quark Masses and Mixing 

In the Standard Model (SM), a single complex scalar doublet is responsible for 
the spontaneous symmetry breaking SU(2)L x U(l)r --t U(l),,. The fermions 
are massless before the symmetry breaking, with their masses being generated via 

Yukawa couplings after the spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs. Denoting the 
gauge’(or weak or flavor) quark eigenstates as qi (qi) for the left-handed doublet 
(right-handed singlet) quark fields, one can form the most general renormalizable 
quark-Higgs interaction 

with n being the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, i,j are generation 
indices, and h$ are 3 x 3 matrices of bare complex couplings which form the mass 
matrices for the up and down-quarks 

Mu=gh”, Lhd. Md= Jz 

The mass matrices are completely arbitrary and contain 36 unknown parameters! 
These matrices can be diagonalized by a bi-unitary transformation, 

(3) 

where we have performed distinct rotations of the left- and right-handed fields, 
and the mi represent the quark masses. Hence, six of the above 36 parameters 
become quark masses. The interaction Lagrangian can now be written as (where 
the generation indices have now been dropped) 

L InDdd N ii~U~U~MuU,$JJ1t& -I- aLDLDlMdDBDk&R + h.c., ‘(4) 

which is just given by 

L tn(lSd N ii~M?u~ + JLM~ diagdR + h.C. , 
6 

N C m&qi + h.c. , (5) 
i=l 

in the mass (or physical) eigenstate basis with UL = U~u~, etc., being the physical 
quark fields. Note that the H&s-quark Yukawa couplings are manifestly diagonal 
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in the physical basis; this is a consequence of the fact that there is only one Higgs 
doublet in the SM. The SM charged current interaction in the weak basis, 

then becomes 
L, N -$ii&J~ DLdL. W ” (7) 

in terms of the physical fields. The product U~DL is known as the Cabibbo- 
Msskawa-Kobayashi (CKM) weak mixing matrix &KM. Since there are no right- 
handed charged currents in the SM, there is no analogous right-handed weak 
mixing matrix. In extensions of the SM which enlarge the gauge group to SCJ(~)RX 
sum x U(l), such as the left-right symmetric model,’ the quantity VCRKM G 
,$DR is similarly defined. 

The CKM matrix contains information on all quark llavor transitions and is 
the source of CP violation within the SM. Writing the charged current interaction 
explicitly in matrix form yields 

L, e-4 - $[ur.c&p (i; s ;) (a,) W ’+h.c. (8) 

Note that by construction, the CKM matrix is unitary, i.e., Ci vjjvi; = Sj,. 
Unitarity tests thus provide an excellent probe of the SM. In general, any unitary 
N x N matrix can be expressed by N2 parameters, N(N - 1)/2 of which are 
rotation angles, and N(N + 1)/2 phase angles. Here, the phases are associated 
with the quark fields, and 2N - 1 of them may be arbitrarily redefined, leaving 
(N - l)(N - 2)/2 independent phases. For three generations of quarks, this 
leaves three rotation angles and one independent phase. Extrapolation to four 
generations would then require six rotation angles and three phases. A common 
parameterization of the three generation CKM matrix, 

t 

Cl -SIC3 -S1S3 

V CKM = slcz qc2c3 - s2s3e id 
ClCZS3 + S2C3e 

ib 
, (9) 

SlS2 ClS2C3 + C2S3e 
id ClS2S3 - qqe i6 

I 

is based on three Euler angles for the flavor rotations and was first given by 
Kobayashi and Maskawa* in 1973. Note that this was postulated before the dis- 
covery of the third generation (as well as charm), in order to introduce a potential 

source of CP violation. Here, q = cos 0; , si = sin 0i with 0 5 Bi 5 s/2 and 
-rr 5 6 < A. An instructive parameterization, which is based on an expansion of 
the elements in powers of V,, m  X, is given by Wolfenstein3 

i 

1-T x AX3(p - iv + iqX*/2) 
V CKM= -A 1 - $ - iqA*X4 AX2( 1 + +X2) 

1 

(10) 
AX3( 1 - p - iv) AX2 1 

to’ 0(X3) in the Real terms and 0(X5) in the Imaginary terms. This parame- 
terization illustrates the approximate diagonal nature of the CKM matrix, and 
exhibits which elements (and hence measurements thereof) are most sensitive to 
the various parameters X, A, p, and r,r. 

We now review the status of the experimental determinations of the CKM ma- 
trix elements.4*5 We stress that the values of the CKM elements are fundamental 
input parameters within the SM and precise knowledge of these parameters may 
provide some insight into their origin. 

s Vu,: This element is determined from super-allowed O+ - O+ nuclear p de- 
cays. These transitions have large radiative corrections as well as some nuclear 
Z dependence. Recent analyses6 of the nuclear structure dependent radiative 
corrections are inconsistent with each other within the level of the estimated 
uncertainties. Taking an average value of these results yields the PDG value4 
jVu,,l = 0.9736 f 0.0023, where the error is dominated by the theoretical un- 
certainties. Neutron p decay is less dependent on these nuclear uncertainties; 
however, the present determination5 of lVudl from this process is larger than the 
above value by several sigma. Pion /I decay, rr+ + s”e+vc, would in principle 
yield the cleanest measurement of Vd, but the branching fraction is of order 10-s, 
making a precision determination difficult. 

l Vus: This element is cleanly determined from the K,3 decays K+ + roe%, and 
KI + r*erve, giving IVu.I = 0.2196 f 0.0023 (Ref. 7). Hyperon decays yield’ a 
slightly larger value of II&l = 0.222 f 0.003, but are plagued with uncertainties 
from SU(3) breaking effects. The average of these two measurements result in the 
PDG value4 IV,,,1 = 0.2205 f 0.0018. 

l Vub: The explanation of CP violation within the SM, i.e., the phase in the CKM 
matrix, requires a nonvanishing value of I’$,. It can be measured at the T(4S) 
by examining the endpoint region of the lepton momentum spectrum in inclusive 
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B + X& decays and counting the excess of leptons beyond the kinematic limit 
for B + X&t. While data has established that Vd is nonzero, converting the 
measured rate into a value of V,d introduces substantial errors. This conversion is 
highly model dependent due’to the small phase space available at the endpoint, 
and to details in the hadronization from the large uncertainties in the calculation 
of the rates for the resonant modes, and the relative size of the contributions of 
resonant and nonresonant modes in this region. The subtraction of background 
from the small data sample injects an additional large source of error. The present 
experimental error on the ratio II&&’ 1 d is comparable to the theoretical uncer- 
tainty, yielding4** IV&‘&l = 0.08 f 0.02, and thus new, less model-dependent 
techniques in extracting this CKM element are necessary. 

Exclusive semileptonic decays, B -+ X&l where X, = A,P, or U, have re- 
cently been observed by CLEO.g Interpretation of these results in terms of VU) 
relies on the evaluation of the shape of the contributing form factors, as well as 
uncertainties in the size of the contributions from nonresonant decays such as 
B + TrrPvt. A’fit to the data and averaging over the form factor models yields9 
IV&l = (3.3 f 0.2?::: f 0.7) x 10m3, where the errors are due to statistics, system- 
atics, and estimated model dependence. Reductions in the theoretical errors can 
be obtained via direct measurements of the form factor qz distributions in c + d 
transitions such as D + n&t. 

An alternative methodrO of extracting V,b from semileptonic B decays is to 
measure the invariant mass spectrum of the final state hadrons below the charm 
hadron threshold, i.e., mx c mn. More than 90% of the B + X& decays lie 
within this region, yielding almost an order of magnitude increase in data sample 
over the endpoint region. The theoretical uncertainties associated with the deter- 
mination of the total semileptonic spectrum are significantly smaller within this 
kinematic region, and are less than those associated with exclusive semileptonic 
decays which rely on form factor calculations. In addition, the B + X&r transi- 
tions are largely nonresonant and multiple jetlike final states dominate, making the 
inclusive decay theoretically well-understood throughout this kinematic region, 

l Vd: This element is evaluated by examining charm production in neutrino 
and antineutrino scattering off valence d-quarks and folding in the semileptonic 
branching fraction of charm weighted by the ratio of Do/D+ production in neu- 
trino scattering. Averaging the experimental results and including the scale de- 

pendence from the NLO QCD corrections leads to the PDG value4*” IV&l = 
0.224 f 0.016. 

l V,: In principle, this element can also be determined in neutrino induced charm 
production. Here, the scattering of interest clearly takes place off of strange quarks 
and the results are quite dependent on the s-quark psrton density distributions. 
The most conservative assumptions about the parton densities set4 the constraint 
l&l > 0.59, which is not very restrictive. A better determination can be obtained 
from DC3 decay, D -+ Re+v,, although this process is form factor dependent and 
hence contains theoretical uncertainties. Combining various form factor calcula- 
tions with the measured decay rate gives the PDG value4 lb&l = 1.01 f 0.18, 
which is still not very well-determined. Employing the three generation unitar- 
ity constraint on the CKM matrix results in the most precise evaluation of this 
element. 

l V,: Considerable theoretical and experimental progress has been made recently 
on the extraction of I&, from exclusive and inclusive decays. Exclusive semilep- 
tonic decays offer a reliable model-independent determination of Vd within the 
framework of heavy quark effective theory as the heavy quark symmetry normal- 
izes the qz-dependent hadronic form factors with good precision at zero recoil for 
the charm hadron system. This technique is best suited for the process B -+ D*& 
as the leading corrections to the HQET result arise only at higher order, l/m& 

The inclusive semileptonic branching fraction BSL can be determined from 
(i) measurement of the inclusive lepton momentum spectrum. This technique 
yields significant data samples, but the procedure used to fit the observed spec- 
trum to the expected shape for primary and secondary leptons from B and charm 
decay, respectively, introduces a large model dependence. (ii) Charge and angular 
correlations in dilepton events. This offers less model dependence as the measured 
correlations can be used to separate the primary and secondary lepton spectra, 
instead of relying on theory. (iii) Separate measurement of BsL for charged and 
neutral B meson decay. Here, one B in the event must be reconstructed in order 
to tag the charge of the other. Determination of Vd from Bsr. via technique (i) at 
CLEO and LEP is already saturated by the theoretical error, while methods (ii) 
and (iii) still offer room for improvement experimentally. 

Combining the results4sr2 on the exclusive and inclusive semileptonic decays 
gives IV&l = 0.040 f 0.003. 
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l V, , I&: These elements can be determined from flavor changing neutral current 
processes which contain one-loop top-quark contributions. The value of l&,+1 can 
be deduced from @ - @ mixing and from the decay K -+ rr@, with K + rvD 
ultimately offering the theoretically cleanest technique. The ratio I&.&l can 
be found from the ratio of Bd to B, mass differences, as well as from the ratio 
of exclusive rates B(B + m)/B(B + K’T), if the long-distance physics can 
be cleanly separated out. Each of these processes will be thoroughly discussed 
below; however, we note here they all depend on the assumption that there are no 
large contributions from new physics. At present, three-generation CKM unitarity 
constraints offer the best restrictions on these elements within the SM. 

l &,: The b-tagged events observed in topquark decays at the Tevatronr3 have 
afforded the first direct measurement of &b. CDF and D8 measure the ratio of 
events with zero, one, and two b-tags to extract the ratio B(t + Wb)/B(t + 
WX), which has the advantage of being independent of the tf production cross 
section and the W boson branching fractions. Within the three-generation SM, 
this procedure yields I&,1 = 0.97 f 0.15 f 0.13. The most precise determination 
of this element is obtained from employing units&y together with the direct 
measurements of vUb and V&,. 

Combining the above data with the constraint of three-generation unitarity, 
results in the 90% C.L. bounds on the full 3 x 3 CKM matrix4 

0.9745 - 0.9757 0.219 - 0.224 0.002 - 0.005 
V CKM = 

( 

0.218 - 0.224 0.9736 - 0.9750 0.036 - 0.046 
0.004 - 0.014 0.034 - 0.046 0.9989 - 0.9993 1 

. (11) 

These ranges differ slightly from those itemized above due to the inclusion of the 
unitarity constraint. However, it is important to note that the data does not 
preclude the existence of more generations. 

3 Leptonic Decays 

Pseudoscalar mesons can decay to a purely leptonic final state, P*(Qq) --t pf&, 
through the annihilation diagram. The matrix element for this process can be 
written as (for m’p << IIf&) 

M = w-IL,,,ip-) 1 

= 

The hadronic matrix element must be of the form 

(12) 

since p,’ is the only four-vector associated with the initial state. The factor fp is 
known as the pseudoscalar meson decay constant. Assuming massless neutrinos, 
the transition rate is then calculated to be 

and is helicity suppressed due to the overall rni factor. In the case of pion decay, 
the inclusion of the radiative corrections and a comparison with the experimental 
value for 7r- + p-o,, + p-c,,? yields the well-known value for the pion decay 
constant of fn = 131 MeV. Similarly, the kaon decay constant is measured to be 
fK = 160 MeV with a roughly 1% error due to the uncertainties associated with 
the value of V,,. 

The leptonic decays of D and B mesons have not yet been observed (except 
for the csse D; + p-fi,,), and will be discussed further below. Assuming that the 
relevant CKM matrix elements for these heavier quark systems are well-known, 
these decays would provide important information on the value of their associated 
pseudoscalar decay constants, which in turn are essential for the study of Do - 6’ 
and B” - p mixing, CP violation in the charm and bottom sector, and in non- 
leptonic decays. 

3.1 Leptonic Decays of Charm Mesons 

The SM transition rate for the purely leptonic decay of a pseudoscalar charm 
meson is given by Eq. (14) with the substitutions P + D, and Q + c. The 
resulting branching fractions are small due to the helicity suppression and are 
listed in Table 1 using the central values of the CKM parameters given in Ref. 4 
and assuming fD = 200 MeV and fo, = 230 MeV. The existing upper limit 
for fD is fo < 290 MeV, and is derived from the 90% C.L. bound14 B(D+ --t 
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Table 1: SM branching fractions for the leptonic decay modes, assuming f~ = 200 MeV 
andjo,= MeV. 

$I+,) < 7.2 x 10e4 from MARK III. One D + p&, event has been observed15 
by the BES Collaboration, leading to fD = 300?:$ !g MeV. This is consistent 
with the MARK III upper bound. Several measurements of fD, have now been 
performed, and they are all consistent within the present level of accuracy. CLEO 
has observedI the process D:+ 3 D,‘-y + p~vy by examining the msas difference 
6M E M,,“-, - M,,” and have obtained 

I’(D,+ + p+v) 
JY(D,+ + &r+) 

= 0.245f0.052 f 0.074. 

Using I’(Dz --t @T+) = 3.7 f 0.9%, they find fD, = 344 f 37 f 52 f 42 MeV 
where the last error reflects the uncertainty in the &r+ branching fraction. Two 
emulsion experiments have measured” f & =232f45&20&48MeVand fo, = 
194 f 35 f 20 f 14 MeV, respectively. And, the BES Collaboration has reportedus 
the observation of candidate events in e+e- -+ D,+D; with the subsequent decay 
D, + &, yielding f& = 430?::: f 40 MeV. Here, the errors are expected to 
improve once more statistics are obtained. The current world averagei value for 
the branching fraction is B(D; + /J-P,,) = (4.6 f 0.8 f 1.2) x 10b3, corresponding 
to fD, = (241 f 21 f 39) MeV. 

L3 has recently reportedM the observation of D; + r-i& with a branching 
fraction of (7.4 f 2.8 f 1.6 f 1.8)%, allowing the determination fD, = 309 f 58 f 

33 f 38 MeV. Folding this determination with the world average fo, obtained 
from the &, channel giveslg f& = (255 f 20 f 31) MeV. 

A variety of theoretical techniques have been employed to estimate the value 
of fD and fD,. Lattice QCD studies21 calculate these quantities in the quenched 
approximation through a procedure that interpolates between the Wilson fermion 
scheme and the static approximation. The nonrelativistic quark model is used 
to relate the decay constant to the meson wave function at the origin, f,+, = 
I/%%~.J( )I h’ h’ th 0 , w  ic is en inferred from isospin mass splitting of heavy mesons.22 
Other approaches employ the relativistic quark modelz3 or QCD sum rules.24 For 

I Decav Constant I Lattice 

fD 205f15 

fD. 235f15 

fD./fD 1.15f 0.05 

Quark Model Quark Model 
Nonrelativistic I Relativistic I Sum Rule 

207f60 

259f 74 

1.25 

Table 2: Theoretical estimates of the weak decay constants in units of MeV (taking 
, m, = 1.3 GeV in the sum rule approach). 

each of these calculational methods, the resulting ranges for the values of the pseu- 
doscalar decay constants are presented in Table 2. A more complete collection of 
results is given in Ref. 23. Given the large errors, it is clear that these approaches 
are consistent. We also see that the theoretical predictions tend to be lower on 
average than the present experimental determinations. Once the experimental 
precision improves, discrimination between the various theoretical models should 
be possible, allowing for a better extrapolation to the B system. The theoreti- 
cal uncertainties associated with the ratio f&/f0 are much smaller, as this ratio 
should deviate from unity only in the presence of broken SU(3) flavor symmetry. 

Non-SM contributions may affect the purely leptonic decays. Signatures for 
new physics include the measurement of non-SM values for the absolute branching 
ratios, or a deviation from the SM prediction 

Vi,, --t P-~J = 4 (1 - m~lm~,.,)* 
B(D;, --t r-fir) 4 (1 - Wm~J* . 

(16) 

This ratio is sensitive to violations of p - r universality. 
As an example, we consider the case where the SM Higgs sector is enlarged 

by an additional Higgs doublet. As we will see below, these models generate im- 
portant contributions” to the decay B- + r-&, and it is instructive to examine 
their effects in the charm sector. Two such models, which naturally avoid tree-level 
flavor changing neutral currents, are Model I; where one doublet (&) generates 
mssses for all fermions and the second (41) decouples from the fermion sector, and 
Model II, where & gives mass to the up-type quarks, while the down-type quarks 
and charged leptons receive their msss from 41. Each doublet receives a vacuum 
expectation value ui, subject to the constraint that I$ + r$ = u&,,. The charged 
Higgs boson present in these models will mediate the leptonic decay through an 
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effective four-Fermi interaction, similar to that of the SM W  boson. The H* 
interactions with the fermion sector are governed by the Lagrangian 

L= ~H*&m”;A”li(l- Ys)dj + VijmajA&(l + Ys)dj 
W  

mlA&(l + 75)4 + h., (17) 

with Au = cotP in both models and Ad = At = -cotP(tanP) in Model I(H), 
where tan/3 m  ur/ur. In Models I and II, we obtain the result 

4 ( > 
2 

B(D- + e-fit,) = B&w 1+ -Yj- , 
%f 

where i3.s~ is the SM value of the leptonic branching fraction. In Model II, the 
D; decay receives an additional modification 

2 

)I 
We see that the effect of the H’ exchange is independent of the leptonic final 
state and the above prediction for the ratio in Eq. 16 is unchanged. This is 
because the H* contribution is proportional to the charged lepton mass, which 
is then a common factor with the SM helicity suppressed term. However, the 
absolute branching fractions can be modified; this effect is negligible in the decay 
D- + e-fit,, but could be of an order of a few percent in D; decay if tan p is very 
large. 

3.2 Leptonic Decays of B Mesons 

The SM transition rate for the purely leptonic decays B- + e-4 is again given 
by Eq. (14), with appropriate substitutions. Here, the resulting SM branching 
fractions, shown in Table 3, are even smaller than in the case of charm mesons 
due to the value of V&,. These SM predictions are somewhat imprecise due to the 
uncertainty in fn and V&, and hence can vary over the range 

(20) 

where BSM is the result listed in the table. We see from the table that the 90% 
C.L. experimental bounds2’@  are roughly one to two orders of magnitude above 
the SM predictions for the cases of B- --t p-p,,,r-& The B factories presently 

Mode SM Prediction Experimental Bound 
e-De 6.9 x lo-l2 < 1.5 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 
P-44 2.9 x 10-7 < 2.1 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 
r-E7 6.6 x 10-S < 5.7 x 10-4 (L3) 

Table 3: SM branching fractions for the B- leptonic decay modes, assuming fn = 
180 MeV and taking the central value4 of the CKM matrix element &. The results of 
experimental searche~‘~~~~ are also shown. 

Nonrelativistic Relativistic 
~1 

Table 4: Theoretical estimates of the weak decay constants in units of MeV (taking 

mb = 4.67 GeV in the sum rule approach). 

under construction at SLAC and KEK should be able to observe B --t TV, (and 
potentially the ,ufifi,r mode as well). This measurement will require the full (or 
partial) reconstruction of the other B’s in the event as well as a large statistical 
sample. Theoretical estimates for fn, , are tabulated in Table 4 using the same 
approaches as in the cases discussed above in charm decays. See Ref. 23 for a 
more complete compilation. 

Observation of these decays would, of course, provide a classic measurement 
of the decay constant fn (assuming I&, is known from other sources), but only if 
no new physics contributes to the decay. For example, in two-Higgs-doublet mod- 
els (PHDM), tree-level charged Higgs exchange can again mediate this transition. 
In the PHDM of Type II, the branching fraction is now modified by 

2 

B(B- --f Z-i+) = BSM f4 1 - tan2ps 
> 

. 

Taking the SM and L3 bound on B- --t r-c, listed in Table 3 implies tan a/m,+ < 
0.38 GeV-‘, assuming fs = 190 MeV and IL&l = 0.0033 f 0.0008. Once this 
decay is detected, tests for this type of scalar exchange can be performed by mea- 
suring the helicity of the final state r. The measured branching fraction from 
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LEP for the decay B + XTU yields25s26 a similar constraint of tan p/m,* < 0.52 
GeV-‘, which is independent of the uncertainties in fs and xb. 

4 Flavor Chariging Neutral Current Decays 

Flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) decays only occur at the loop level in the 
SM. ‘&e-level neutral currents are flavor diagonal due to the fact that all fermions 
with the same charge and helicity have identical transformation properties under 
the SU(2)‘ x U(l)v gauge group,2’ so that the tlavor to mass eigenstate rota- 
tion matrices commute with the neutral current operator. In fact, this property 
provided the original motivation for Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani2s (GIM) to 
introduce the charm quark in order to suppress phenomenologically unacceptable 
large values of FCNC processes in the kaon system. This allowed for the strange 
quark to have the same electroweak quantum number assignments as the down 
quark; hence eradicating the tree-level strangeness changing neutral current. The 
GIM mechanism thus achieves this tree-level cancellation without any artificial 
adjustments to the parameters of the theory and also provides additional sup- 
pression for FCNC that are induced at the loop level. 

The one-loop processes which mediate FCNC’s can generally be classified as 
electromagnetic, weak, or gluon penguin diagrams and box diagrams. Samples of 
these classes of diagrams are displayed in Fig. 1. The generic amplitude for a 
diagram of this type can be written aa 

where the sum extends over the three generations of quarks of mass mi contribut- 
ing internally to the diagram, the vj are the relevant CKM elements appearing 
at the vertices, and the function F represents the result of the loop integrals for 
the diagrams. Using the unitarity property of the three-generation CKM matrix, 
Ci ViQyi = 0, allows one to rewrite the amplitude as 

A N &QVG [F(mz/M$) - F(m:/M$)] + t&V& [F(m:/M$) - F(mf/M&)] . 

(23) 
This clearly demonstrates that the amplitude would vanish if all the contributing 
internal quarks were degenerate! Hence, the magnitude of FCNC transitions is 
related to the size of the internal quark mass splittings. This point is illustrated in 

1 Meson/Quark 1 Branching Fraction 1 
K lo-‘0 - 10-S 

D 10-18 - 10-10 

B 10-a - 10-4 
t 10-12 - 10-g 

Table 5: Typical values of FCNC branching fractions in the SM. 

Table 5 which displays the typical SM range of FCNC branching fractions for each 
meson/quark system. As we would expect, the B meson system has the largest 
FCNC rates due to the large degree of mass splitting in the up-quark sector and 
due to the diagoqal structure of the CKM matrix, whereas the charm mesons and 
topquark rates are very suppressed by the efficiency of the GIM mechanism. 

d 

9 

d 

d 

q 

d 

d 

d 

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams. 

QCD corrections to these rare processes can be quite important. They are 
computedB via the Operator Product Expansion combined with renormalization 
group evolution. This procedure allows for an efficient separation of short-distance 
physics (corresponding to scales higher than p) and long-distance contributions 
(scales lower then p). Within this framework, the exclusive transition M  -+ F 
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can be expressed as 

where 0i represents the complete set of effective operators which govern the tran- 
sition, the Ci are the Wilson coefficients which are related to the Inami-Lim func- 
tions at the scale ,u = Mw, and p corresponds to the scale at which the transition 
takes place. The p dependence of the Wilson coefficients is given by the renor- 
malization group equations @GE) and must be cancelled by the p dependence 
contained in (ai). The use of the RGE allows for the summation of the large log- 
arithms log(Mw/p) at a given order in perturbation theory. The long-distance, 
or nonperturbative, contributions are contained in the evaluation of the matrix 

‘elements of the operators. 

4.1 Radiative Decays 

We start our discussion of FCNC transitions with the study of radiative decays, 
Q  + q’7. The most general Lorentz decomposition of the radiative amplitude is 

4Q --t dr) = +db’lJ;mlQ), 
= e%d%h - q) [iq”4A + B-d + -o(C + DE,) 

+a@ + Fr5)l U&J , 

(25) 

where cA is the photon polarization, q represents the outgoing photon’s momen- 
tum, and A - F are the invariant amplitudes for each case. Electromagnetic gauge 
invariance, which dictates @JAW = 0, yields the condition 

- m#(C + DYE,) + mQ(C - DYS) + $(E + Fy5) = 0. (26) 

For an on-shell photon (qz = 0), this gives C = D = 0. Folding in the property 
eA . qA = 0, we are left with the magnetic dipole transition amplitude 

4Q --t dr) = &)%(P - q) Iiqy~~v(A + BYS)] uQ(P) . (27) 

This amplitude is represented by a gauge invariant set of loop diagrams (in this 
case, electromagnetic penguin diagrams) which sum to a finite result as there are 

Quark F2 
d 1.57 x 1O-g 3.36 x 10-l’ 
S 2.92 x lo-’ 6.26 x lo-* 
b 3.31 x 10-4 3.17 x 10-s 
U 2.27 x 1O-g 1.29 x 10-12 
C 2.03 x 1O-4 7.34 x 10-s 
t 0.39 1.56 x 1O-2 

Table 6: Contributions to c + u7 and b + sy. 

no counterterms to absorb the infinities. The perturbative calculation of these 
diagrams yield the familiar result (neglecting the mass of the final state quark) 

r(Q -+ dr) = w IhQ%q [Fdm~IMi$) - WmflM$)] 

+VqVjl [Fdm:IM&) - &Cmf/M&)]12 , (28) 

where the function F2 is given in Inami and Lim. ss It is instructive to compare the 
magnitude of these functions for the decays c + u7 and 6 + sy, for the various 
internal quark states; this is presented in Table 6. Dominance of the t-quark 
intermediate state in b + s7 is evident, even upon including the CKM factors. 
Its effect is so large that the other intermediate states are numerically negligible 
and hence are typically omitted. The amplitudes for c + u7 differ from that of 
b + sy in two important respects: (i) there is no single intermediate state which 
dominates, and (ii) the overall magnitude is much smaller. The effectiveness of 
the GIM mechanism is clearly demonstrated. 

4.1.1 Radiative B Decays 

Radiative B decays have become the benchmark FCNC process and provide one 
of the best testing grounds of the SM. The CLEO Collaboration has reported31 
the observation of the inclusive decay B --t X,7 with a branching fraction of 
(2.32 f 0.57 f 0.35) x 10e4 and 95% C.L. bounds of 1 x 1O-4 < B(B + X.7) < 
4.2 x 10e4, as well as an updated measurement 32 for the related exclusive process 
B(B + K’7) = (4.2 f 0.8 f 0.6) x IO- 5. This yields a value of 0.181 f 0.068 
for the ratio of exclusive to inclusive rates. On the theoretical side, the reliability 
of the calculation of the quark-level process B + X,7 has improved with the 
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‘completion of the next-to-leading logarithmic QCD corrections. It has thus pro- 
vided strong restrictions on the parameters of several theories beyond the SM.33 
This constitutes the first direct observation of a penguin mediated process(!) and 
demonstrates the fertile ground ahead for the detailed exploration of the SM in 
rare B transitions. 

In the SM, the quark-level transition B --t X,7 is mediated by W-boson and 
t-quark exchange in an electromagnetic penguin diagram, as discussed above. To 
obtain the branching fraction, the inclusive rate is scaled to that of the semi- 
leptonic decay B --t X&t. This procedure removes uncertainties from the overall 
factor of rn% and reduces the ambiguities involved with the imprecisely determined 
CKM factors. The result is then resealed by the experimental value for the semi- 
leptonic branching fraction, 

B(i3 + X.7) = V + X,-Y) 
I’(B --f xeti() 

B(B --t Xe&). (29) 

The QCD corrections are calculated34 via an operator product expansion based 
on the effective Hamiltonian 

which is then evolved from the electroweak scale down to ,u N mb by the Renor- 
malization Group Equations @GE).  The Oi are a complete set of renormalized 
operators of dimension six or less which mediate b --f s transitions. They consist 
of the two current-current operators 0 1.2, the four strong penguin operators 03-s, 
and the electro- and chrome-magnetic dipole operators Or and Os, respectively, 
and can be written as 

(31) 

07 = srnb( &u,,,PRb,) FpY , 

08 = $-&Sa~pv~&&t?)~‘v7 
where the terms proportional to m, in 07,s have been neglected. We note that 
the magnetic and chromomagnetic dipole operators, &,s, contain explicit mass 
factors which must also be renormalized as shown below. 

The Ci represent the corresponding Wilson coefficients which are evaluated 
berturbatively at the electroweak scale, where the matching conditions are im- 
posed and then evolved down to the renormalization scale p. The expressions for 
the coefficients at the W  scale are 

cl,3-S(MW) = 0 , C?(MW) = 1, (32) 
1 

C7(Mw) = --F2(11) , 2 cS(MW) = -;%t), 

with x E mf/M$ and 

F2(2) = Q 
x3 - 5x2 - 2x 

4(x - 1)s 
+ 3x21ns 

2(x - 1)4 1 2x3 + 5x2 - 2 3x3 In x 
+ 4(x - 1)s -2(2- 

D(x) = 
x3 - 5x2 - 2x 3x2 In x 

4(x - 1)3 + 2(z - 1)4 ’ (33) 

where Q  represents the charge of the internal quark. 
The leading logarithmic QCD corrections to the decay width have been com- 

pletely resummed, but lead to a sizable ~1 dependence of the branching fraction, 
and hence, it is essential to include the next-to-leading order corrections to reduce 
the theoretical uncertainty. In this case, the calculation of the perturbative QCD 
corrections involves several steps, requiring corrections to both the Wilson coef- 
ficients and the matrix elements of the operators in Hq. (30) in order to ensure 
a scheme-independent result. For the matrix elements, this includes the QCD 
bremsstrahlung corrections 35 b + s-r + g, and the NLO virtual corrections which 
have recently been completed in both the naive dimensional regularization (NDR) 
and ‘t Hooft-Veltman schemes. 36 Summing these contributions to the matrix ele- 
ments and expanding them around /.J = mb, one arrives at the decay amplitude 

(34) M (b+s$=- 4G~~~D(syl~7(mb)lb)l,, 

%(mb) D = C7cff(p) + 4a (35) 

with 
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. . Here, the quantrtres 7$)“’ are the entries of the effective leading order anomalous 
dimension matrix, and the ri are computed in Greub et ~l.,~ for i = 2,7,8. The 
first term in Eq. (35), C,C”(fi), must be computed at NLO precision, while it is 
consistent to use the leading order values of the other coefficients. The explicit 
logarithms os(mb) log(mb/p) in the equation are cancelled by the p dependence of 
C$““f’(~). This feature significantly reduces the scale dependence of the resulting 
branching fraction. The contribution to the inclusive width including these virtual 
corrections is then 

l-y$(B + x,-f)‘= ~~,pdeCZFh&bVt:12 
32r4 FlD12, 

where the factor F = mf(mb)/m&,& = 1 - 8o,(mb)/3z arises from the mass 
factor present in the magnetic dipole operator. This should be compared to the 
familiar leading order result (which omits the virtual corrections to (07)) 

JI-(B --f Xb7) = m&de 
32p I&bv,:121@‘(d12. 

For the Wilson coefficients, the NLO result entails the computation of the 
O(a,) terms in the matching conditions, and the renormalization group evolution 
of the Ci(cl) must be computed using the CJ(az) anomalous dimension matrix. 
The former step has been computed in Ref. 37. The latter step is quite difficult, 
since some entries in the matrix have to be extracted from three-loop diagrams, 
and has recently been completed,” with the conclusion being that in the NDR 
scheme the NLO correction to C;“(p) is small. 

The total inclusive width is then given by the sum of the virtual and bremsstrah- 
lung corrections, r(B + X,7) = lYuirt + rbrcms, where rbrems is given in 
Greub et aZ.,35*36 and the branching fraction is calculated by scaling to the semilep 
tonic decay rate. The leading order power corrections in the heavy quark expan- 
sion are identical for B + X.7 and B --t X&t, and hence cancel in the ratio.3g 
This allows us to. approximate r(B --t X87) with the perturbatively calculable 
free quark decay rate. For m, fivs = 175 f 6GeV (Ref. 13), mb/2 5 ~1 5 2mb, 
Q, = 0.118 f 0.003 (Refs. 4, 40), B,I = (10.23 f 0.39)% (Ref. 41), and )71,/m) = 
0.29 f 0.02, we find the branching fraction 

B(B + X.7) = (3.25 f 0.30 f 0.40) x 1O-4 , (38) 

where the first error corresponds to the combined uncertainty associated with 
the value of mt and p, and the second error represents the uncertainty from the 

other parameters. This is well within ,the range observed by CLEO. In Fig. 2, 
the inclusive branching fraction is displayed as a function of the top mass from 
Ref. 42. The dashed lines indicate the error in the branching ratio if we fix 
p = mb and vary all the other parameters over their allowed ranges given above. 
The solid lines indicate the error for mb/2 < p < 2mb with all other parameters 
fixed to their central values. This visually demonstrates that the error in the 
theoretical calculation of B + X.7 is not overwhelmed by the scale uncertainty; 
other uncertainties are now comparable. Within the SM (and assuming Vrb = l), 
comparison with the experimental result gives IVt./Vdl = 0.85 f O.l2(exp) f 
O.lO(th), which is consistent with unity.43 

_____- ____-- __-- 

3.5 = - - - - 

2.0- 
160 165 170 175 160 

mt (GeV) 

Figure 2: The branching ratio of B --t X,7 vs mt. The dashed lines indicate the error in 
the branching ratio if we fix /A = mb and vsry all the other parameters over their allowed 
ranges: a,(Mz) = 0.118 f 0.003, &l = 10.23 f 0.39%, and m&b = 0.29 f 0.02. 
The solid lines indicate the error for mb/2 < /J < 2mb and all other parameters fixed to 
their central values. 

Before discussing explicit models of new physics, we first investigate the con- 
straints placed directly on the Wilson coefficients of the magnetic moment oper- 
ators from the CLEO measurement of B --t X,7. Writing the coefficients at the 
matching scale in the form Ci( Mw ) = C,“” ( Mw) + Cy’“( Mw) , where Cy-( Mw) 

. . 
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represents the contributions from new interactions. Due to operator mixing, the 
CLEO measurement of B + X,7 then limits the possible values for C,nC’“(Mw) 
for i = 7,8. These bounds are summarized in Fig. 3, where the allowed regions 
lie inside the diagonal bands., 42 We note that two bands occur due to the overall 
sign ambiguity in the determination of the coefficients. Here, the solid bands cor- 
respond to the constraints obtained from the current CLEO measurement, taking 
into aCCOUnt the variation of the renormalization scale mb/2 5 ~1 5 2mb, as well 
as the allowed ranges of the other input parameters. The dashed bands represent 
the constraints when the scale is fixed to p = mb. We note that large values of 
C,“‘“(Mw) are allowed even in the region where Cy”‘(Mw) N 0. Experimental 
bounds on the decay b --t sg are needed to constrain Cs. 

-2 -1 0 

cyQfw; 
2 3 

Figure 3: Bounds on the contributions from new physics to Cr,s. The region allowed 
by the CLEO data corresponds to the area inside the solid diagonal bands. The dashed 
bands represent the constraints when the renormalization scale is set to p = mb. The 
diamond at the position (0,O) represents the Standard Model. 

l Fourth Generation 

In the case of four families, there is an additional contribution to B + X,7 
from the virtual exchange of the fourth generation upquark t’ (Ref. 44). The 

Wilson coefficients of the dipole operators are then modified by 

(39) 
I$j represents the 4 x 4 CKM matrix which now contains nine parameters; six an- 
gles and three phases. The values of the elements of the 4 x 4 CKM matrix 
are much less restricted than their three-generation counterparts, as one can no 
lynger apply the three-generation unitarity constraints.4 Hence, even the overall 
CKM factor in the B + X,7 branching ratio, I&by:/&,l, can take on different 
values. Figure 4(a) displays the resulting branching fraction as a function of rn,t 
for ml = 180 GeV; here the vertical lines represent the range of possible values 
as the CKM elements are varied. These ranges were determined by generating 
10s sets of the nine parameters in the 4 x 4 CKM matrix and demanding consis- 
tency with (i) four-generation unitarity and the extraction of the CKM elements 
from charged current measurements, (ii) the value of the ratio I&/v&l, (iii) E, 
and (iv) B” - Bd mixing. We see that there is little or no sensitivity to the r’- 
quark mass, and that the CLEO measurement places additional constraints on 
the 4 x 4 CKM matrix. In fact, we find that consistency with CLEO demands 
0.20 5 I&b&I 5 1.5 x 10m2 and 0.23 5 II&,k$sj 5 1.1 x 10e3. 

l Two-H&s-Doublet Models 

In PHDM, the H* contributes to B + X.7 via virtual exchange together with 
the top quark. At the W  scale, the coefficients of the dipole operators take the 
form (in Model II described above) 

Ci(Mw) = C,F”(mf/M$) + Af*(mf/m$*) + &A$* (mfl&) y (40) 

where i = 7,8. The analytic form of the functions Ali, AZ, can be found in Refs. 45. 
and 46. In Model II, large enhancements appear for small values of tanp, but 
more importantly, we see that B(B --t X,7) is always larger than that of the 
SM, independent ,of the value of tan p due to the presence of the AC* term. This 
leads to the familiar bound31 mHt > 260 GeV obtained from the measurement of 
B(B + XS7) by CLEO. However, this constraint does not make use of the recent 
NLO calculation. We remind the reader that a full NLO calculation would also 
require the higher order matching conditions for the H* contributions. Neverthe- 
less, we recall that the results on the NLO corrections to C;“(p) indicate they are 
smalLss and a good approximation is obtained by employing the uncorrected H* 
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matching conditions. Since the NLO corrections to the matrix element drastically 
reduces the p dependence of the branching fraction, we would expect the resulting 
H* constraints to improve. Indeed, we find that4* the CLEO bound excludes the 
region to the left and beneath the curves in Fig. 4(b). For rnp = 169 GeV, we 
see that mHt > 300 GeV. This is calculated by using the same procedure that 
produced the previous charged Higgs mass bound by CLEO, i.e., all the input 
parameters (e.g., a,, /.r, m,/mb, and B(B + Xf&)) are varied over their allowed 
ranges in order to ascertain the most conservative limit. This bound holds in the 
general two-Higgs-doublet-model II, and in supersymmetry if the superpartners 
are all significantly massive. 

l Supersymmetry 

, There are several new classes of contributions to B + X,7 in supersymmetry. 
The large H* contributions from Model II discussed above are present; however, 
the limits obtained in supersymmetric theories also depend on the size of the 
other super-particle contributions and are generally much more complex. In par- 
ticular, it has been shown47v4s that large contributions can arise from stopsquark 
and chargino exchange (due to the possibly large stopsquark mass splitting), as 
well as from the gluino and down-type squark loops (due to left-right mixing in 
the sbottom sector). The additional neutralinodown-squark contributions are 
expected to be small. Some regions of the parameter space can thus cancel the 
H* contributions resulting in predictions for the branching fraction at (or even 
below) the SM value, while other regions always enhance the amplitude. In min- 
imal supergravity models with radiative breaking, the sign of the sparticle loop 
contributions is found to be correlated with the sign of the higgsino mass pa- 
rameter p (Refs. 48, 49). A scatter plot in the R7 - Rs plane is presented4* in 

CI”‘“(Mw) Fig. 4(c), where Ri E +MtMWj - I = s.yt:“‘!. Each point in the scatter plot 
is derived from the minimal supergravity-model with different initial conditions, 
and is consistent with all collider bounds and is out of reach of LEPII. The first 
thing to note from the figure is that large values of R7 and Rs are generated, and 
the R7 and Rs values are very strongly correlated. The diagonal bands represent 
the bounds on the Wilson coefficients from the observation of B -+ X,7 as deter- 
mined previously. We see that the current CLEO data already places significant 
restrictions on the supersymmetric parameter space. Further constraints will be 
obtainable once a 10% measurement of B(B + XJ7) is made, and the sign of 

Cr is determined from a global fit described below. In this case, if no deviations 
from the SM are observed, the supersymmetric contributions will be restricted to 
lie in the dashed band. It is clear that these processes can explore vast regions 
of the supersymmetric parameter space. In fact, it is possible that spectacularly 
large deviations in rare B decays could be manifest at B factories, while collider 
experiments would not detect a hint of new physics. 

l Anomalous Top-Quark Couplings 

If the top quark has anomalous couplings to on-shell photons or gluons, the 
rate for B --f X,7 would be modified. The effect of an anomalous magnetic and/or 
electric dipole moment in the Lagrangian 

on the Wilson coefficients is 

c~,*(M~) = C$‘(mf/M$) + ~,,,F~,.,(dlM$) + kgF27.8(mflM&). (42) 

The functions FQ can be found in Ref. 50. The effects of anomalous chromo- 
dipole moments arise from operator mixing. When the resulting branching frac- 
tion and the CLEO data are combined, the constraints (at leading order) in 
Fig. 4(d) are obtained51 for mt = 180 GeV. In this figure, the allowed region 
is given by the area inside the solid (dashed) semicircle when n,, & = 0(= K+,, b). 
These bounds are considerably weaker than those obtainable from direct top-quark 
production at colliders5* 

One of the goals of a high-luminosity B physics program is to extract the ratio 
of CKM elements IVtdl/lVt.l from a measurement of 

B(B- --t P--Y) B(@ + pay) + B(@ + w-y) 
B(B- + P-7) = B(Bo + K’0-y) (43) 

where t accounts for SU(3) symmetry breaking and R represents the phase space 
ratio. CLEO has’ recently placed 32 the bounds on the exclusive branching frac- 
tions, B(B” --t p”7) < 3.9 x 10e5, B(B- --t p-7) < 1.1 x 10e5, and B(p -+ 
w”7) < 1.3 x 10e5. Combining this with their measurement of B + K’7 and the- 
oretical estimates53 of the SU(3) breaking factor places the 90% C.L. constraint 
I&l/II&l < 0.45 - 0.56. However, this technique of determining this ratio of 
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%dMw > CL > mB) = -$$ -x v~v,,[~~(~)of+~~(ll)oq], 
q-d& 

(44) 

%fl(mb > P  > 4 = -~qc~s,bV~KJCl(PP~ + C*(clPj + 5 Ci(cl)Oi]l 
i=3 

where the operators are as defined in Eq. (32) with the appropriate substitu- 
tions. This procedure results57 in the inclusive branching fraction B(D + XU7) Y 
(2 - 5) x lo-s, with the range corresponding to the difference between neutral 
and charged D decay. (We note that these radiative branching fractions have 
also been scaled to semileptonic charm decay in order to reduce the CKM and m, 
uncertainties.) We see that in this case, the rate is given entirely by operator mix- 
ing! The penguin contributions to the exclusive channels would then be typically 
of order 10mg, which is still significantly smaller than the longdistance estimates 
presented in the following text in Table 8. We note that for radiative charm de- 
cays, the predicted values of the exclusive branching fractions from long-distance 
effects are within reach of B factories. 

4.2 Other Rare B Decays 

As discussed above, FCNC processes in the B sector are not as suppressed as in 
the other meson systems and can occur at reasonable rates in the SM. This is due 
to a sizable loop-level contribution from the top quark, which results from the 
combination of the large top msss (giving a big GIM splitting) and the diagonal 
nature of the CKM matrix. Long-distance effects are expected to play less of a role 
due to the heavy B mass, and hence rare processes are essentially short-distance 
dominated. Many classes of new models can also give significant and testable 
contributions to rare B transitions. 

Other FCNC decays of B mesons include Bi,* + t?k?, 77, B --t Xd,d + 
9+4-,Xs,,@, with f = epr. In the SM, they are mediated by appropriate combina- 
tions of electromagnetic and weak penguins as well as box diagrams, and generally 
have larger rates, as discussed above, due to the heavy top quark and the diag- 
onal nature of the CKM matrix. The SM predictions and current experimental 
situation4,5s*5g for these decays are summarized in Table 7, taking mt = 180 GeV. 
The purely leptonic decays, B" + e+P-, can be enhanced by contributions from 
new physics at both the loop-level (for example, in Extended Technicolor model@ 

Decay Mode Experimental Limit &TM 

e --f e+e- < 5.9 x lO-‘j (CLEO) 2.6 x lo-r5 

J2-b P+P- < 1.6 x 10-b (CDF) 1.1 x 10-1s 
Bj -4 r+r- 2.1 x 10-s 
+?f --t e+e- - 5.3 x 10-14 

q + P+P- < 8.4 x 1O-6 (CDF) (3.6 f 1.8) x lo-’ 
g + r+r- - 5.1 x 10-r 

Bo -+ p+p- < 8.0 x IO-g (D0) 
Bo + e*pT < 5.9 x lO-‘j (CLEO) 0 
Bo -+ efrT < 5.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO) 0 
Bo -b #u*rr < 8.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO) 0 

@  --t 77 < 3.9 x 10-5 (L3) 1.0 x 10-s 

e + 77 < 1.5 x 10-4 (L3) 3 x 10-r 

B+X,+7 (2.32 f 0.57 f 0.35) x 1O-4 (CLEO) (3.25 f 0.30 f 0.40) x 1O-4 
B + K’y (4.2 f 0.8 f 0.6) x 1O-5 (CLEO) (4.0 f 2.0) x 10-s 

9 -+ PO7 < 3.9 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (0.85 f 0.65) x 1O-6 
Bo -a wO7 < 1.3 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (0.85 f 0.65) x 1O-6 
B- + p-7 1.1 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (1.9 f 1.6) x lo-” 
B + X, + e+e- - (6.25+;:$) x 1O-6 
B-iX,+,u+p- < 3.6 x 1O-5 (DO) (5.73::::;) x 10-s 
B + X, + r+r- - (3.24+;$) x 1O-7 
P + K”ee/pp < 1.5/2.6 x 1O-4 (CLEO) (5.0 f 3.0)/(3.0 f 1.8) x 1O-7 
B- --f K-ee/pp < 1.2/0.9 x 1O-5 (CLEO) (5.0 f 3.0)/(3.0 f 1.8) x 1O-7 
iP + POee/pp < 1.6/2.5 x 1O-5 (CLEO/CDF) (2.0 f 1.0)/(1.25 f 0.62) x 1O-6 
B- + I?eelpp < 6.9/11 x lo-” (CLEO) (2.0 f l-0)/(1.25 f 0.62) x 1O-6 
B+ + K+e*pF < 1.2 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 0 
BO j R’Oe’@  < 2.7 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 0 

B -i X, -k 16 < 7.7 x 1O-4 (ALEPH) (3.8 f 0.8) x 1O-5 

Table 7: Standard Model predictions for the branching fractions for various rare B me- 
son decays with f~, = 180 MeV. Also shown are the current experimental iiiits.4~57r’s 
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or by virtual Hf exchanges’ in PHDM), and at tree-level, e.g., with leptoquark 
exchange.62 However, ss can be seen from the table, the experimental probes of 
these purely leptonic decays, are orders of magnitude above the expected rates, 
and hence only potentially large tree-level contributions can currently be tested. 
Indeed, the most stringent constraints on tree-level leptoquark contributions in 
B decays are obtained from the exclusive reaction B + Ke,u (Ref. 62). However, 
in this case, there exist large uncertainties associated with the hadronic matrix 
elements, yielding some sloppiness in the resulting bounds. 

The transition b --t se+!- merits further attention ss it offers an excellent 
opportunity to search for new physics. For example, it has been founds3 that 
Extended Technicolor models with a GIM mechanism already violate(!) the ex- 

,perimental upper bound on B + X,@p, but more traditional ETC models yield a 
rate which is close to the SM prediction. The decay proceeds via electromagnetic 
and 2 penguin as well as by W  box diagrams, and hence can probe different cou- 
pling structures than the pure electromagnetic process b -+ ~7. For B + X,P+t- 
the Hamiltonian of the effective field theory [see Eq. (30)] is expanded to include 
two additional operators, Os,rs. This formalism leads to the physical decay am- 
plitude (neglecting the strange quark mass) 

M(B + X.f?P-) = 

where q’ represents the momentum transferred to the lepton pair. The expressions 
for Ci( Mw) are given by the Inami-Lim functions.30 A NLO analysis for this decay 
has recently been performed,64 where it is stressed that a scheme-independent re- 
sult can only be obtained by including the leading and next-to-leading logarithmic 
corrections to C&r) while retaining only the leading logarithms in the remaining 
Wilson coefficients. The residual leading p dependence in C,(p) is cancelled by 
that contained in the matrix element of 0s. The combination yields an effective 
value of Cs given by 

The reduced scale dependence of the NLO versus the LO corrected coefficients is 
reflected in the deviations AC&) 6 f 10% and AG”(p) z f 20% ss ~1 is var- 
ied in the range mb/2 5 ,u 5 2mb. We find that the coefficients are much less sensi- 
tive to the values of the remaining input parameters, with ACg(mb), AC;“(mb) 6 
3%, varying a,(Mz) = 0.118 f 0.003 (Fiefs. 4 and 41), and rnp = 175 f 6 GeV 
(Ref. 13) corresponding to mt(mt) = 166f6 GeV. The resulting inclusive branch- 
ing fractions (which are computed by scaling the width for B + X,f+P- to that 
for B semileptonic decay) are found to be (6.25?@) x 10m6, (5.73?:%) x 1Od, and 
(3.24?$$ x lo-’ for P = e, p, and r, respectively, taking into account the above in- 
put parameter ranges, as well as B., E B(B + Xt’v) = (10.23 f 0.39)% (Ref. 19), 
and mc/mb = 0.29f0.02 (Refs. 36 and 4). There are also long-distance resonance 
contributions to B + X,tif?, arising from B + K(‘)+(‘) + K(*h’+P. These ap 
pear as an effective (h7,,bL)(?r,.t) interaction and are incorporated into CiJJ via 
the modification Y(g) + Y’(s) = Y(B) + Y,e.(i), where YJ;) is given in Ref. 65. 
These pole contributions lead to a significant interference between the dispersive 
part of the resonance and the short-distance contributions. However, suitable cuts 
on the lepton pair mass spectrum can cleanly separate the short-distance physics 
from the resonance contributions. 

c;“(s) = C9(P)rl(i) + Y(6) 1 (46) Various kinematic distributions associated with the final state lepton pair ren- 

with Y(i) being the one-loop matrix element of 09, n(S) represents the single der B + X.tiP an excellent SM testing ground. These distributions include 

gluon corrections to this matrix element, and s = $/m: is the scaled momentum the lepton pair invariant mass distribution,@j the lepton pair forward-backward 

transferred to the lepton pair. The effective value for C;“(U) refers to the leading asymmetry,67 and the tau polarization ssymmetryss in the case f = r. They 

order scheme-independent result obtained by Bums et aI. 34 The corresponding 
formulae for Ci(p), Y(i), and n(9) are collected in Refs. 43 and 64. The operator 
Or. does not renormalize, and hence its corresponding coefficient does not depend 
on the value of ,U (except for the p dependence associated with the definition of the 
topquark mass). The numerical estimates [in the naive dimensional regularization 
(NDR) scheme] for these coefficients are then (taking my = 4.87 GeV, rnp = 
115 GeV, and a.(Mz) = 0.118) 

and 

C;“(p = mb ;E:‘*) = -0.312;::=, 

cg(p = mb ;$*) = 4.21~~~, (47) 

C&.I) = -4.55. (48) 
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are presented in Fig. 5, with and without the resonance contributions. Note 
that both asymmetries are large. As an example of how new physics can affect 
these distributions, we display in Fig. 5(d) the tau polarization asymmetry for 
various changes of sign of the contributing Wilson coefficients. Measurement of 
all three kinematic distributions ss well ss the rate for B + X.7 would allow 
for the determination of the sign and magnitude of all the Wilson coefficients 
for the contributing operators and thus provide a completely model-independent 
analysis. A 95% C.L. Monte Carlo fit to these coefficients has been performed4’ 
in order to ascertain how much quantitative information will be obtainable at 
future B factories. In this fit, “data” has been generated assuming the SM is 
realized, and by dividing the lepton pair invariant mass spectrum into bins, where 
six of the bins are taken to be in the low dilepton invariant mass region below 
the J/T+!J resonance, and three of the bins above the # pole. The “data” has been 
statistically fluctuated using a normalized Gaussian distributed random number 
procedure. The errors in each bin are expected to be statistics dominated. How- 
ever, for B + X,7, the statistical precision will eclipse the possible systematic and 
theoretical accuracy, and a flat 10% error in the determination of the branching 
fraction is thus assumed. A three-dimensional X2 fit to the coefficients Cr,s,r&) 
is performed for three values of the integrated luminosity, 3 x lo’, lo*, and 5 x 10s 
BB pairs, corresponding to one year at e+e- B factory design luminosity, one 
year at an upgraded accelerator, and the total accumulated luminosity at the end 
of the program. Hadron colliders will, of course, also contribute to this program, 
but it is more difficult to assess their potential systematic and statistical weights 
without further study. 

The 95% C.L. allowed regions as projected onto the C&J) - C&I) and 
C;“(p) - C&J) planes are depicted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), where the diamond 
represents the expectations in the SM. We see that the determinations are rela- 
tively poor for 3 x 10’ Bi? pairs and that higher statistics are required in order to 
focus on regions centered around the SM. Clearly, Cs and Crs are highly correlated, 
whereas C;” and Crs are not. We see that the sign, as well as the magnitude, of 
all the coefficients including C;” can now be determined. 

Supersymmetric contributions to B -+ X.P!- have recently been analyzed 
in Refs. 42 and 69. In Fig. 7, the correlation between Rs and Rrs (recall & E 
C;““(Mw) 
WWW) - 1) is displayed using the same supersymmetric parameter space as in 

Figure 5: (a) Differential branching fraction, (b) lepton pair forward-backward esym- 
metry, and (c) tau polarization asymmetry as a function of 0 for f = T (solid and dashed 
curves) and L = e (dotted and dash-dotted curves), with and without the long-distance 
contributions. (d) Tau polarization asymmetry with changes in sign of the Wilson co- 
efficients at the electroweak scale, corresponding to Cre, Cg, Cg,rs, SM, and C7.8 from 
bottom to top. 
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Figure 6: The 95% C.L. projections in the (a) Cg-C’le and (b) &‘-Crs planes, where 
the allowed regions lie inside of the contours. The solid, dashed, and dotted contours 
correspond to 3 x.10’, 108, and 5 x 108 BB pairs. The S M  prediction is labeled by the 
diamond. 

Fig. 4(c). We see that & is always positive since the charged Higgs boson and 
chargino contributions always add constructively. We see that the values of Rg 
and RIO are bounded by about 0.04, a small number compared to the range found 
for R7 in Fig. 4(c), and rendering the minimal supergravity contributions to Rslo 
essentially unobservable. The solid lines in this figure correspond to the 95% C.L. 
bounds obtainable with very high integrated luminosity (5 x lo* BB pairs) at 
B factories from the global fit shown above. 

4.3 Other Rare D Decays 

While investigations of the K and l3 systems have and will continue to play a 
central role in our quest to understand flavor physics, in-depth examinations of 
the charm-quark sector have yet to be performed, leaving a gap in our knowledge. 
Since charm is the only heavy charged +2/3 quark presently accessible to experi- 
ment in copious amounts, it provides the sole window of opportunity to examine 
tlavor physics in this sector. In addition, charm allows a complementary probe of 
SM physics (and beyond) to that attainable from the down-quark sector. 

Figure 7: Parameter space scatter plot of Rg vs RIO in minimal supergravity model. 
The global fit to the coe5cients obtained in Fig. 6 with 5 x 108 BB pairs corresponds 
to the region inside the diagonal bands. 
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Due to the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism, short-distance SM contribu- 
tions to rare charm processes are very small. Most reactions are thus dominated 
by long-range effects which are difficult to reliably calculate. However, for some 
interactions, there exists a window for the potential observation of new physics. 
In fact, it is precisely because the SM flavor changing neutral current rates are so 
small that charm provides an untapped opportunity to discover new effects and 
offers a detailed test of the SM in the upquark sector. 

FCNC decays of the D meson include the processes Do + P+l-,77, and 
D + X + 4+P-,X + vD,X + 7,, with P = e,p, and with the radiative decays 
being discussed above. The calculation of the SM short-distance rates for these 
processes is straightforward and the transition amplitudes and standard loop in- 
tegrals, which are categorized in Ref. 30 for rare K decays, are easily converted 
to the D system. The loop integrals relevant for Do + 77 may be found in 
Ref. 70. Employing the GIM mechanism results in a general expression for the 
loop integrals which can be written ss 

A = V,V;#+,) - +d)] + Vcbv;[+b) - F&f)], (49) 

with ri z mt/M& and F(zd) usually being neglected (except in the 27 case). 
The s- and b-quark contributions are roughly equal as the larger CKM factors 
compensate for the small strange quark mass. The values of the resulting inclusive 
short-distance branching fractions are shown in Table 8, along with the current 
experimental bounds. 4,71 The corresponding exclusive rates are typically sn order 
of magnitude less than the inclusive case. We note that the transition Do + tie- 
is helicity suppressed and hence has the smallest branching fraction. The range 
given for this branching fraction, (1 - 20) x 10-lg, indicates the effect of varying 
the parameters in the ranges fn = 0.15 - 0.25 GeV and m, = 0.15 - 0.40 GeV. 
It is clear that the typical branching fraction is indeed much smaller than that in 
the B meson system, illustrating the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism when 
there is no heavy top quark contributing inside the loop. 

The calculation of the long-distance branching fractions are plagued with the 
usual hadronic uncertainties, and the estimates listed in the table convey an up- 
per limit on the size of these effects rather than an actual value. These esti- 
mates have been computed by considering various intermediate particle states 
(e.g., K, K, I?, r~, rf, rrr, or KR) and inserting the known rates for the decay of 
the intermediate particles into the final state of interest. In all cases, we see 

Decay Mode Experimental Limit BSD. BL.D. 

Do + p+p- < 7.6 x 1O-6 (WA92) (1 - 20) x 10-1s < 3 x 10-1s 
Do + e+e- < 1.3 x 1O-5 (CLEO) 
jl” + pfer < 1.9 x lo-’ (CLEO) 0 0 

Do --t 77 - 10-1s < 3 x 10-g 
D+X,,+y 1.4 x 10-17 
Do + p”7 < 1.4 x 10v4 (CLEO-prelim.) < 2 x 10-s 
Do + do7 < 2.0 x lob4 (CLEO-prelim.) < 10-4 
D+ --t p+y - < 2 x 10-4 
D+ + R’+7 - 3 x 10-r 
Do + ai - 1.6 x 1O-4 
D+x,+e+e- 4 x 10-s 
Do --t r’Oee/pp < 4.5/18 x 1O-5 (CLEO/E653) 
Do --t pee/PC1 c 1.1/2.6 x 1O-4 (CLEO/E653) < 2 x 10-1s 
Do + p”ee/pp < 1.0/2.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO/E653) 
Do --t veelw < 1.1/5.3 x 1O-4 (CLEO) 
D+ + w+ee/pp < 6.6/1.8 x 10e5 (CLEO/E653) few x 1O-1o < 10-E 
D+ + K+ee/pp < 48013.2 x 10m5 (MRK2/E653) < 10-1s 
D+ --f P+W < 5.6 x 1O-4 (E653) 
D”+X,+uc 2.0 x 10-15 
Do + n”vti - 4.9 x 10-1s < 6 x lo-l6 
Do + I?% - < 10-12 
D+ +X,+vii - 4.5 x lo-is 
D+ --t ?r+ufi - 3.9 x 10-1s < 8 x lo-l6 
D+ + K+vii - < 10-14 

Table 8: Standard Model predictions for the branching fractions due to short- and 
long-distance contributions for various rare D meson decays. Also shown are the 
90% CL. current experimental limits.71 
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that the long-distance contributions overwhelm those from the SM short-distance 
physics. 

Lepton flavor violating decays, e.g., Do + pier and D + X + p*eF, are 
strictly forbidden in the SM with massless neutrinos. In a model with massive 
nondegenerate neutrinos and nonvanishing neutrino mixings, such as in four- 
generation models, Do + p*er would be mediated by box diagrams with the 
massive neutrinos being exchanged internally. LEP data restricts72 heavy neu- 
trino mixing with e and ~1 to be IV&J~,,12 < 7 x 10m6 for a neutrino with mass 
mN > 45 GeV. Consistency with this bound constrains the branching fraction 
to be B(D” + p*eF) c 6 x lo- 22 . This same result also holds for a heavy sin- 
glet neutrino which is not accompanied by a charged lepton. The observation of 
this decay at a larger rate than the above bound would be a clear signal for the 
existence of a different class of models with new physics. 

Examining Table 7, we see that there is a large window of opportunity to 
discover the existence of new physics in rare charm decays. Although the SM 
short-distance.contributions are completely dominated by the long-distance ef- 
fects, there are some modes where the size of the two contributions are not that 
far apart. The observation of any of these modes at a larger rate than what 
is predicted from long-distance interactions would provide a clear signal for new 
physics. 

4.4 Rare Decays in the Kaon System 

The SM level for the theoretically clean decay K+ + r+yp should be reached 
in the next decade, with the present bound73 on the branching fraction being 
B(K+ -+ rr+~p) < 2.4 x lo-’ from E787 at Brookhaven. This transition is theo- 
retically clean as it is short-distance dominated;74 the relevant hadronic operator 
is extracted from K+ --t rrOe+y, and the next-to-leading order QCD corrections 
are fully known. 75 The SM processes responsible for this decay are Z-mediated 
penguin graphs and W  box diagrams with both charm and top quarks contribut- 
ing internally. The full NLO expressions for this decay are given in Ref. 75. The 
impact of the NLO corrections are to reduce the scale uncertainties from f22% 
to f7%. Here we present the approximate result recently given by Buras,12 

B(K+ + n+vv) = 0.7x10-is[(~)z(~)‘(~)za+cc+‘c], 

= (9.1 f 3.2) x lo-“, (50) 

where the cc and tc terms represent the pure charm and charm-top contributions, 
respectively. Measurement of this rare decay would provide a sensitive and direct 
determination of Vtd. The theoretical error12*75 on an evaluation of Vtd from this 
channel is at the f4% level. Hence, this mode represents the most promising 
technique of determining l&. 

An enhancement over the SM rate would clearly signal new physics although 
such enhancements are not expected in most minimal extensions of the SM once 
the constraints from B - B mixing, Ed, and b --t s7 are taken into account.76 
These processes are to a large extent governed by the same parameters, limiting 
the impact of new physics in this case. A possible exception concerns the MSSM 
with SUSY particles in the 100 GeV range where there can be some enhance- 
ment.77 There remains the possibility of large enhancements in SUSY models 
with broken R-parity, models with family symmetry producing a new type of neu- 
trino, as well as certain leptoquark models.76 Typically, these models are more 
weakly constrained overall and could also lead to nonstandard signals in other 
rare processes (for example, B or D decays). The Three-H&s-Doublet model 
also can lead to a moderate enhancement (by a factor of three) of the standard 
rate for this decay.78 This is to be contrasted with the PHDM where the existing 
constraints preclude any significant effect in future kaon decay messurements.46 

The process KL + $p- shares several features of the preceding one as far as 
sensitivity to new physics is concerned. However, the bounds obtained are not as 
reliable due to large and uncertain long-distance contributions. One interesting 
aspect of this process is the sensitivity to other sources of CP violation in the 
measurement of the longitudinal polarization of the muon, which is expected to 
be PL G 2 x 10m3 in the SM. 

Extensive discussions of other rare K decay modes can be found in Ref. 79. 

4.5 Rare Decays of the Top Quark 

Loopinduced flavor changing top quark decays are small in the SM, as in the 
charm-quark system, due to the effectiveness of the GIM mechanism and the 
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small masses of the Q  = -l/3 quarks. However, these transitions are anticipated 
to be theoretically clean ss long-distance effects are expected to be negligible. 
The SM rates for t + cy,c& cg are given by 4.9 x 10-13, 1.4 x 10-13, 4.4 x lo-“, 
respectively, for mt = 180 GeV (Ref. 80). The branching fraction for t + ch as 
a function of the Higgs mass is represented by the solid curve in Figs. 8(a) and 
8(b). We see that this rate is also tiny, being in the lo-r3 range over the entire 
kinematically allowed region for the Higgs mass. Loop contributions from new 
physics have been studied in 2HDMses1 and in SUSY,** and generally can enhance 
these transition rates by three to four orders of magnitude for some regions of the 
parameter space. The effects of virtual H* exchange in 2HDM of Type II on the 
reactions t + cV, V = 7,&g, are displayed in Fig. 8(c) for mt = 180 GeV. 

\ We see that, indeed, enhancements are present for large values of tan/I. We 
also examine the decays t + ch,cH in Model II, where h and H respectively 
represent the lightest and heaviest physical neutral scalars present in SHDM. The 
resulting rates are depicted in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) for the demonstrative case of 
rn+ = 600 GeV and tanp = 2(30), corresponding to the dashed (solid) curves. 
Here, we have made use of the SUSY Higgs mass relationships in order to reduce 
the number of free parameters. We note that the effects of super-partner virtual 
exchange should also be included (with, of course, a corresponding increase in the 
number of parameters!). We have also studied these modes in Model I and found 
similar rate increases for regions of the parameter space. Even if new physics were 
to produce such enhancements, the resulting branching fractions would still lie 
below the observable level in future experiments at an upgraded Tevatron, the 
LHC, or the NLC. 

On the other hand, if these FCNC decays were to be detected, they would 
provide an indisputable signal for new physics. Hence, a model-independent ap- 
proach in probing anomalous FCNC top-quark couplings has recently been taken 
by a number of authors.” By param eterizing the general tcV vertex in a manner 
similar to that presented in Eq. (6), and performing a Monte Carlo study of the 
signal rate versus potential backgrounds, Han et al.= have found that such anoma- 
lous couplings can be probed down to the level of tc7,s m  d&&&s N O.l(O.01) 
at the Tevatron (LHC). This corresponds to values of the branching fractions for 
t + cZ, c-y at the level of fewx10s3 for the Tevatron bounds and 10m4 for the 

LHC. CDF has, in fact, already performed a search for these FCNC decays from 
their present top sample, and has placed the boundsa B(t + cy + ~7) < 2.9% 
and B(t + CZ + ~2) < 90% at 95% and 90% C.L., respectively. 

Potential non-SM tree-level decays of the top quark could feasibly occur at 
measurable rates in future colliders. Examples of these possible transitions are: 
(i) the decay of top into a charged Higgs, t + bIf+ in multi-H&s models,ss 
‘(ii) the tree-level flavor-changing decay t --t ch, which can occur, if kinematically 
accessible, in multi-H&s models without natural flavor conservation, sss7 (iii) t + 

igo which can take place in supersymmetry if the topsquark is sufficiently lightas 
(this possibility is related to the large value of the top Yukawa coupling, and is 
thus special to the top system), and (iv) t -+ Pd in SUSY models with R-parity 
violation.sg For favorable values of the parameters, each of these modes could be 
competitive with the SM decay t + bW +. The observation of the top quark by 
CDF and Da, which relies heavily on the expected signal from SM top decay,13 can 
thus restrict the values of the branching fractions for these potential new modes. 
The possible constraints that could be obtained on the models which would allow 
the decays (i) t + bH+ and (ii) t -+ ch to occur, if these collaborations were 
to make the statement that the observed ti production rate is 50-90% of that 
expected in the SM, are given in Fig. 9. We have examined the case of the 
decay into a H* in Model II, taking rnt = 180 GeV, and find that the potentially 
excluded regions lie below the curves. Clearly, large regions of the parameter 
space have the potential to be ruled out. In the case of t --t ch decay, we have 
parameterized the tree-level tch coupling as (fiGF)r/*m,(o - p7s) and displayed 
the restrictions in the k z 4-p - mh plane. The region above the curves 
would be excluded. 

5 Neutral Meson M ixing 

For a neutral meson system, the mass and lifetime eigenstates, 9, PH, with 
masses rnL.,H and widths I’L,H, are conventionally defined as mixtures of the two 
weak CP-conjugate eigenstates P” , P as 

(51) 
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Figure 8: Branching fractions for (a) t + ch and (b) t --t cH as a function of the 
neutral Higgs mass in 2HDM of Type II. The SM rate is represented by the solid curve. 
(c) B(t + cV) where V = g,r,Z as a function of tanp in Model II. In all cases, the 
top-quark mass is taken to be 180 GeV. 
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Figure 9: Constraints placed on the nonstandard decays (a) t + bH+ and (b) t --t ch 
from demanding that the observed event rate for top-quark pair production is at least 
50,60,70,80, and 90% of that expected in the SM, corresponding to the dashed-dot, 
solid, dotted, dashed, and solid curves. rnt = 180 GeV is assumed. 

with the normalization lpi* + )ql* = 1, and the subscripts L and H denoting the 
light and heavy states, respectively. Here, Ps generically represents the peeu- 
doscalar neutral meson systems p, Do, Bj, and @. Note that there is no top 
meson mixing as the topquark decays too rapidly to form neutral meson bound 
states. There is also the equivalent definition 

IP,) = [(l + +)lpo) + (I - ~P,lWlI~~! 
IPH) = [(1+ ZP)lP”) - (I - t#wJm. (52) 

The mixing parameters are related by q/p = (1 - cp)/( 1 + ep). In the limit of CP 
invariance, lpl* = lql*, ‘Recp = 0, and a phase convention can be found such that 
hcp = 0 and p = q = l/a. Throughout our discussion, we will assume CPT 
invariance. 

The Hamiltonian eigenvalue equation 

Ml1 - $11 Ml2 - $12 
M;* - ;I’;, M22 - ;I?, 

) ( lq) =(ML,H+.H) ( lq) (53) 
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fl Do e e 
x 0.476 < 0.083 0.72f0.03 > 13.8 

Table 9: Experimental meamr ements and constraints4*‘* on the parameter z = AM/r 
for the various meson systems. 

has the solution 

(54) 

where AM = MH - ML = 21M121 and Ar = rH - rL = 21r1*l. Ml2 describes 
transitions between P” and i” via virtual states, and rl2 represents contributions 
to decay channels which are common to both P” and p. The parameter z 3 
AMfr is often used to describe the competition between the Ps - p mixing 
and decay. The experimental measurements and constraints on z for the various 
meson systems are listed in Table 9. 

The proper time evolution of an initially pure F’ or p state is 

IP(t)fih,) = emr’/*emiM’ [cos (y) IPO) 

+iisin (y) IP)] , (55) 

I~(t)fiJI,) = e-rtj2e-iML [if sin (7) IPO) 

+cos(y) IP)] ) , 

where M is defined as M E (MH + ML)/~. In systems where Ar can be neglected, 
the probability of mixing can then be written as 

P(t) = ieTr’ [l - cos (AMt)] 

Time-dependent measurements of mixing in the & system have only recently 
been performed at SLD, LEP, and the Tevatron with new vertexing technology,‘* 
and provide a direct determination of AM. Previous results relied on the time- 
integrated mixing parameter 

/ 
= P(t)& = 

X2 
x= o 

2(1+12)' (57) 

which is bounded to be x 5 0.5, and determines the parameter x. T(4S) exper- 
iments measure the pure time integrated Xd parameter of the & system, while 
high-energy experiments off the Y (45) measure the mixture 

XB = fdxd + f.x. I 

where f+ represent the fractions of produced b-quark hadrons that are G and e, 
r&pectively. The values of these hadronization fractions are not precisely known, 
they are approximately fd N 0.39 and f, N 0.12 at SLC/LEPI energies, and hence 
introduce a source of uncertainty to the time-integrated mixing measurements. If 
x approaches its upper value of 0.5, ss is expected for the B, system, it clearly 
does not provide a good determination of x, and one must then rely on the time- 
dependent approach. 

As in the case of rare decays, both short- and long-distance physics processes 
contribute to meson mixing within the SM. The short-distance contributions sre 
mediated by’box diagrams with internal quark and W-boson exchange and are 
calculated via the operator product expansion in Eq. 24. The AQ = 2 effective 
Lagrangian for a pseudoscalar meson P = Qcj is 

where the sum extends over the two contributing internal quarks q&, q summarizes 
the QCD corrections, and S represents the Inami-Lim functionsN from the evalu- 
ation of the box diagrams. Note that the GIM mechanism may be employed here 
as well, and hence we would expect sizable short-distance mixing in cases where 
the top quark contributes internally, such ss in the Z‘?‘, Z$, and q systems. The 
matrix element of the AQ = 2 operator can be evaluated as 

(~Pt~lp”) = (~lti,i(l- 75)Qq7“(1- 75)&P”‘), 

= $Bpmp, (6’3) 

with fp (mp) being the pseudoscalar meson decay constant (mass), which is mea- 
sured in the purely leptonic decays as discussed above, and Bp being the so- 
called bag factor which represents the nonperturbative factors associated with 
the hadronic matrix element and comprises the major source of theoretical uncer- 
tainty in the calculation of meson mixing. These bag factors are estimated using 
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nonperturbative techniques such ss lattice gauge theory, QCD sum rules, l/N 
expansion, or chiral perturbation theory, with the lattice gauge results giving the 
most accurate evaluations.** 

The long-distance contributions may be generally represented as the sum of 
common intermediate states I, which interact with the pseudoscalar mesons via 
an effective weak Hamiltonian ?f,,, QCD Hadronic Duality 0.39 f 0.10 

The dominant classes of contributions of this type arise from (i) single particle 
intermediate states, called pole contributions, and (ii) two particle intermediate 
states, denoted as dispersive contributions. Due to the effectiveness of the GIM 
mechanism in reducing the size of the short-distance effects in the charm system, 
one expects long-distance processes to dominate Do - b” mixing. 

5.1 K” - I?’ Mixing 

The neutral kaon system provides a special laboratory for the study of mixing. 
The dominant CP conserving decays of the two physical states are KL --t 3r 
and KS --t 2s. Due to the strong phase space suppression for the KL decay, 
KL and KS have very different lifetimes, providing a clean separation of these 
two eigenmodes in the laboratory. The SM short-distance contributions to the 
KL - KS mass difference arises from top- and charm-quark contributions to the 
W  box diagram, giving 

+wsv~vt.v,;7#%ts(% zt)] . (62) 

Here, S(r) represents the Inami-Lim functions,30 Zi z mt/M&, and the qi cor- 
respond to the QCD correction factors which have been computedselgl to NLO 
for each contribution, with their numerical values being r,r= = 1.38 f 0.20, r,r=,* = 
0.47 f 0.04, and rl, = 0.57 f 0.01. The hadronic matrix element (or bag factor), 
BK, represents a large uncertainty in the computation of Ml*, with the results 
from various approaches being summarized in Table 10. Bums’* advocates use of 
the value BK = 0.75 f 0.15. The mass difference is then AM, = 21Mr21. 

SU(3) Symmetry 113 

Table 10: Compilation of various determinations2’~92 of BK. 

The calculation of AMK is unfortunately plagued with uncertainties from the 
potentially sizable long-distance contributions.93 Even so, the KL - KS mass 
difference has played a strong and historical role in constraining new physics. For 
example, the strongest bound% (albeit assumption dependent) on the mass of a 
right-handed W  boson in the Left-Bight Symmetric Model of MwR 2 1.6 TeV, 
the requirement of near degeneracy of the squark masses in supersymmetry, and 
severe constraints on technicolor model building* such as the introduction of the 
Techni-GIM mechanism, are all obtained from Ke - K” mixing. 

5.2 Bi - Bd and B,” - Bz Mixing 

The quark level process which is dominantly responsible for Bs - B” mixing in 
the SM is that of top-quark exchange in a W  box diagram. The msss difference 
for Bd meson mixing is then given by 

(63) 

with 7~~ = 0.55 f 0.01 being the QCD correction factor which is calculated to 
NLO,‘l and F(x) being the usual Inami-Lim function.30 For consistency with the 
NLO QCD calculations, the running top-quark mass evaluated at ml should be 
used. An equivalent expression for B, mixing is obtained with d + s. This yields 
the SM values of AMd = (3.02;:) x lo-l3 GeV and AM, = (7.4$$ x 10-i* GeV, 
where the ranges correspond to taking mfhY’ = 175 f 6 GeV, ll$,jl = 0.009 f 0.005 
and IV&l = 0,040 f 0.006 as given in Ref. 4, and fs, = I75 f 25 MeV, BB, = 
1.31 f 0.03, (the combined quantity is quoted to be f& 6 = 207 f 30 MeV) 
f~, = 200f25 MeV, and BB, = (l.O1fO.O1)BB, as suggested by a global summary 
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of lattice gauge theory results. 21 This’agrees well with the experimental bounds’* 
of A& = (0.464 f 0.012 f 0.013) ps-’ and AM, > 9.2 ps-‘, corresponding to the 
z parameter values in Table 9. This situation is summarized in Fig. 10. 

@  - R mixing is measured with impressive accuracy and can be used to 
determine the value of I&, giving’* (in the Wolfenstein CKM parameterization) 

IKdl = AX3[(1 - p)* + $]“*, (64) 

= 8.54 x 1Cr3 
[z] [$gg.76 [o.‘g$] E. 

Setting the input parameters at their lo values gives the range ]I&] = 0.007 - 
0.010. Unfortunately, this evaluation of I& is dominated by the uncertainties 
.associated with the hadronic matrix elements and assumes that new physics does 
not contribute to q - a mixing. 

A measurement of @  - R mixing could also yield a value for the ratio of 
CKM elements j&d/vt.l via 

AMd f&B~,~,mB,lVdl* 
- = f~.B&‘l&mB,l~s12 AM 

= <‘X’[(l - p)* + 721. 

The factor which multiplies the ratio of CKM elements, c, measures the amount of 
SU(3) breaking effects. The ratio of hadronic matrix elements, fs, @&/ f& a, 
is more accurately determined in lattice gauge theory than the individual quan- 
tities with the current global value*’ being 1.15 f 0.05 in quenched calculations. 
However, unquenching is expected to increase this result by 10%. The LEP bound 
on AM, then yields’* the 95% C.L. constraint 

$1 < 0.29. 

We note that if &, is relatively large, a sensitive techniqueg7 of extracting ]&d/I&] 
could be obtained from a measurement of AI’/F for the B, meson. 

Remarkably, the above technique for extracting ]Kd/&] remains valid in many 
scenarios beyond the SM. In this class of models, the virtual exchange of new parti- 
cles alters the Inami-Lim function in Eq. (63) above, but not the factors in front of 
the function. The effects of the new physics then cancels in the ratio AMd/AM,. 
Models of this type include Two-Higgs-Doublet models and supersymmetry in 
the super-CKM basis. Notable exceptions to this feature can be found in models 
which (i) change the structure of the CKM matrix, such as the addition of a fourth 

generation, or extra singlet quarks, and in Left-Right Symmetric models, (ii) have 
couplings proportional to fermion masses, such as flavor changing Higgs models, or 
(iii) have generational dependent couplings, e.g., leptoquarks or supersymmetry 
with R-parity violation. 

It is difficult to use A?& alone to restrict new physics due to the errors on the 
theoretical predictions for this quantity from the imprecisely determined CKM 
factors and B hadronic matrix elements. (This is unfortunate as AMd is so pre- 
cisely measured!) In most cases, the restrictions obtained from B + X.7 surpass 

those from Be - p mixing. 

i 
& 

d 

AM, (PS-‘1 

Figure 10: The S M  expectation for the AM* - AM, plane, where the predicted region 
lies inside the solid curves. The experimental bounds lie in between the solid horizontal 
lines and to the right of the solid vertical line. 

5.3 Do - Do Mixing 

Currently, the limit? on Do - b” mixing are from fixed target experiments, with 
zo E Amo/F < 0.083, implying Amo < 1.3 x lo-l3 GeV, from an analysis which 
assumes there is no interference between doubly-Cabibbo suppressed decays and 
the mixing amplitude. A more recent result,% which takes these interference 
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effects into account, obtains the bound on the ratio of wrong-sign to right-sign 
final states of TV E r(D” -+ PX)/I’(DO + .f?X) c 0.50% at 90% C.L., where 

(67) 

This gives AMo < 1.58 x lo-l3 GeV, assuming lq/pl* = 1 and AI’ M  0. 
The short-distance SM contributions to Amo proceed through a W  box di- 

agram with internal d, s, b quarks. In this case, the external momentum, which 
is of order m,, is communicated to the light quarks in the loop and cannot be 
neglected. The effective Hamiltonian becomes 

31Ac=2= 
cf/ 

(68) 
where the I: represent integrals ‘O” that are functions of mi/M& and m:Jmf, 
and ULL = [@,,(l - rs)c]* is the usual mixing operator while 0s~ = [ii(l + 
ys)c12 arises in the csse of nonvanishing external momentum. The numerical 
value of the short-distance contribution is Amo N 5 x lo-‘* GeV (taking fn = 
200 MeV). The long-distance contributions have been computed via two different 
techniques: (i) the intermediate particle dispersive approach (using current data 
on the intermediate states) yields Amo N 10m41’ N lo-l6 GeV (Ref. lOl), and (ii) 
heavy quark effective theory which results in Amo N (I-2) x 10s5r N lo-” GeV 
(Ref. 102). Clearly, the long-distance contributions overwhelm those from short- 
distance SM physics in Do - b” mixing, and both contributions lie far below the 
present experimental sensitivity. 

One resson the SM expectations for Do - b” mixing are so small is that 
there are no heavy particles participating in the box diagram to enhance the rate. 
Hence, the first extension to the SM that we consider is the additionlo of a heavy 
Q  = -l/3 quark. We can now neglect the external momentum, and Amo is given 
by the usual expression? 

(69) 
The value of AmD is displayed in this model in Fig. 11(a) as a function of the 
overall CKM mixing factor for various values of the heavy quark mass. We see that 
Amu approaches the experimental bound for large values of the mixing factor. 

Another simple extension of the SM is to enlarge the Higgs sector by an sddi- 
tional doublet. First, we examine twoH&s-doublet models which avoid tree-level 

FCNC by introducing a global symmetry; such models are discussed above in the 
sections on leptonic and radiative decays. The expression for AmD in this case can 
be found in Ref. 46. From the Lagrangian in Eq. (17), it is clear that Model I will 
only modify the SM result for Amo for very small values of tan p, and this region 
is already excluded from existing data on B --t X.7. However, enhancements can 
occur in Model II for large values of tanp, as demonstrated in Fig. 11(b). 

Next, we consider the case of extended Higgs sectors without natural flavor 
’ conservation. In these models, the above requirement of a global symmetry which 
restricts each fermion type to receive mass from only one doublet is replaced104 
by approximate flavor symmetries which art on the fermion sector. The Yukawa 
couplings can then possess a structure which reflects the observed fermion msss 
and mixing hierarchy. This allows the low-energy FCNC limits to be evaded as 
the flavor changing couplings to the light fermions are small. We employ the 
Cheng-Sher ansatz,ss where the flavor changing couplings of the neutral Higgs are 
xhDf;f, x (JZGF)“‘mA,, with the mib) being the relevant fermion masses 
and Aij representing a combination of mixing angles. ho can now contribute 
to Am, through tree-level exchange as well as mediating Do - Do mixing by 
ho and t-quark virtual exchange in a box diagram. These latter contributions 
only compete with those from the tree-level process for large values of A,. In 
Figs. 11(c) and 11(d), we show the constraints placed on the parameters of this 
model from the present experimental bound on Amo for both the tree-level and 
box diagram contributions. 

The last contribution to Do-Do mixing that we consider here is that of scalar 
leptoquark bosons. They participate in Amn via virtual exchange inside a box 
diagram,‘j* together with a charged lepton or neutrino. Assuming that there is no 
leptoquark-GIM mechanism, and taking both exchanged leptons to be the same 
type, we obtain the restriction 

&,Fry 
2< 

196a2AmD 
mLQ (4dD)2mD' (70) 

where Flq parameterize the a priori unknown leptoquark Yukawa couplings as 
X$/41r = Ftqa. The resulting bounds in the leptoquark coupling-mass plane are 
presented in Fig. 11 (e). 
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Figure 11: Amo in (a) the four-generation SM with the solid, dashed, dotted, dash- 
dotted curve corresponding to fourth generation quark masses Mu = 100,200,300, and 
400 GeV, respectively. (b) The twn-Higgs-doublet Model II as a function of tanp with, 
from top to bottom, the solid, dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, solid curve representing 
rnn* = 50,100,250,500, and 1000 GeV. (c) ‘I&-level and (d) box diagram contribu- 
tions to Arno in the flavor changing Higgs model described in the text as a function of 
the mixing factor for rnr, = 50,100,250,500, and 1000 GeV corresponding to the solid, 
dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, and solid curves from top to bottom. (e) Constraints in 
the leptoquark coupling-mass plane from Amo. 

6 CP Violation 

The symmetries C, charge conjugation (which describes particle-antiparticle in- 
terchange), P, parity (which relates left- to right-handed particles), and T, time 
reversal (which correlates a process with its time-reversed state), are all preserved 
under the strong and electromagnetic interactions. Weak processes, however, are 
known to violate each of these symmetries separately, while conserving the prod- 
uct CPT, which is au exact symmetry of the equations of motion. Weak decays 
violate C and P at a fairly large level, while the product CP has been observed 
to be violated at a much smaller rate. 

CP violation arises in the SM from the existence of the phase in the three- 
generation CKM matrix ss first postulated by Kobayashi and Maskawa.* Unitarity 
of the CKM matrix can be represented geometrically in terms of triangles in the 
complex plane. For example, the relation vrbvr$ + V&V + ViV, = 0, can be 
depicted as the triangle displayed in Fig. 12. The figure depicts the resealed 
triangle, where the length of all sides are scaled to IVdVGl, and hence the length 
of the base is unity. In this case, it can be shown that the apex of the triangle is 
located at the point (p, 17) in the complex plane, where p and u are the Wolfenstein 
parameters describing the CKM matrix. Here, the unitarity angles Q  , p, and 7 
are related to the magnitudes of the sides of the triangle by 

The values of these angles are rather poorly constrained at present, as will be 
discussed below. The area of the triangle represents the amount of CP violation 
in the SM, and can be described by the Jarlskog105 parameter 

J = 2 x area of triangle, 

= IV,llVWll&llV,,lsinb = A2X6q E 0(10e5). 

(72) 

Similar unitarity triangles, representing other orthogonality relations of the 
CKM matrix, may also be drawn. All such triangles clearly have the same area in 
the SM; however, the remaining triangles involve one side which is much shorter 
than the other two, and consequently one of their unitarity angles is extremely 
small. This is in contrast to the above triangle, where all three sides are of 
comparable magnitude, 0(X3), and hence all three angles are naturally large. 
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6.1 CP, Violation in Decays 

CP violating effects may be observed directly in the decays of charged or neutral 
mesons. This is referred to as Direct CP Violation, or CP Violation in Decays. 
CPT symmetry assures us that the total width of a particle and its antiparticle 
are identical, i.e., 

rt0ta.l = rtotal~ (74) 

, If CP were conserved, this would also hold true for the partial decay width of a 
meson to a particular final state, P + f, versus the time-reversed process, P + f. 
For CP to be violated, these two partial widths must be different, i.e., 

l?(P -t f) # rp + f). (75) 

\ 
C=(O,O) 

/ B=(l,O) 

9-69 
6466A16 

Figure 12: The resealed unitarity triangle. 

This explains why CP asymmetries are predicted to be large in neutral Bd decays. 
For example, the triangle representing the neutral K meson system, which is built 
from the relation C, V,,V& = 0,‘hs.s two long sides of length O(X) and a third 
side of length 0(X5). Hence, CP asymmetries in this system are related to the 
small angle of this unitarity triangle and are of order 10e3: 

There are many additional sources of CP violation in theories beyond the SM, 
such as multi-H&s-Doublet models, supersymmetry, and Left-Right Symmetric 
models.1es It is worth noting that the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry 
of the universe may require additional sources of CP violation beyond the CKM 
phase.lo7 

There is a vast literature on CP violationiss to which we refer the reader 
for a more detailed discussion. Here, we now describe the three manifestations of 
CP violation and how they are observed in the various meson systems. In all cases, 
one should keep in mind the experimentally relevant number for measurement of 
a CP asymmetry at the nu level, 

where N is the number of identified P mesons required for observation of the 
asymmetry (not including efficiency reductions), B represents the branching frac- 
tion of the decay mode, and a is the value of the CP violating asymmetry. 

In order for direct CP violation to occur, the decay amplitudes must have contri- 
butions from (at least) two different weak phases, and two separate strong phases. 
This can easily be seen as follows. Let us assume that the decay amplitude to the 
final state f has the form 

A, = Aleid + A2eid2 , 

with Al.2 being the two weak amplitudes after the strong phases 6i,z have been 
factored out. In the SM, all tree-level contributions to a given transition enter 
with the same weak phase, whereas penguin diagrams can contribute with a dif- 
ferent phase. Here, we identify Al as the tree-level amplitude, while Az represents 
the penguin transition. For the CP conjugate amplitude, the weak phases are 
conjugated, Al,2 --t A;,*, but the strong phases are not. The CP asymmetry is 
then given by 

PA* - &I* 2k(AiAz) sin(& - 62) 
ihI* + &i* = IAl* + l&l* + 2’Re (A;A2) cos(t& - &) ’ 

(7;) 

which clearly vanishes if Al,2 contain the same weak phase and if 61 = 62. Hence, 
direct CP violation arises from the product of the weak phase difference, which is 
odd under CP, and the strong phase difference from final state interactions, which 
is even under CP. Since this results from the interference between the tree-level 
and penguin transitions, the magnitude of direct CP violation is related to the size 
of the penguin contributions. Unfortunately, there is at present no unambiguous 
experimental signal for direct CP violation. 
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6.2 CP Violation in Mixink 

Indirect CP violation, or CP violation due to mixing, is a consequence of the 
fact that the mass eigenstatea PL,H are not CP eigenstates and is represented by 
the potential deviation of Iq/pl f rom unity. Clearly, these effects only arise in 
neutral meson decays. This process is theoretically clean as it is independent of 
the strong phases and thus provides a direct measurement of the CKM phase’@’ 
(at least within the SM). 

The CP violating observable that can be defined in this case is given by 

1 - IdPI 27&xp 2371 (Mi2r12/2) 
- = - = l l?12/212 + IM212 + [(Amp)* + (Arp/2)*]/4 ’ 1+ IdPI 1 + ICP12 (78) 

where we give the expression in terms of Ml2 and Pr2, which are defined in the 
previous sections. This quantity is independent of the phase convention and is 
directly observable. As noted by Ma et al., ‘lo this observable demonstrates that 
CP nonconservation is determined by the relative phase between Ml2 and Prz. 
Defining Arp/dMp m a and taking the approximation (which is valid in the SM 
only) that AM N 2Re Ml2 and AP N 2’RePrz, the above expression can be written 
in the more convenient form 

2Re~P a hr12 hM2 
iqq= 2(1 +a*/4) [ ‘Rerlz - m 1 ’ (7% 

6.3 CP Violation in the Interference Between Mixing and 

Decay 

Additional CP violating effects can arise from the interference of a pseudoscalar 
meson Z”’ decaying to a final state f at time t, with a Ps which mixes into 
a P state which then decays to f at time t. We define the phase convention 
independent quantity 

03’4 

When CP is conserved, lq/pl = l,lA//A~l = 1, and the relative phase between 
these two quantities vanishes. If any one of these three conditions are not met, 
then r-Z # 1 and CP is violated. As discussed above, if the first condition (the 
deviation of lq/pl from unity) doesn’t hold, then CP violation occurs through 
mixing, while if the magnitudes of the amplitudes differ, then CP violation occurs 
in decay. However, even if these first two conditions hold, it is possible that the 

relative phase between these two quantities is nonzero resulting in %rrZ # 0 while 
]rZ] = 1. It is this case that we call CP violation in the interference between mixing 
and decay. This case is also independent of hadronic uncertainties and hence is 
theoretically clean and can be directly related to the CKM matrix elements. We 
will discuss the significance and potential measurements of this third type of 
CP violation in the kaon and B meson systems separately. 

6.4 CP Violation in the Kaon System 

The kson system has provided our only experimental observation of CP violation. 
The charge asymmetry in semileptonic decay, I(oL + & + X, 

r(KL -+ e+V,X)-r(Kr. +t4X) 
a,[ = r(KL + e+u,x) + r(KL + e-&X) ’ 631) 

has been measured4 to have the value a.( = (3.27 f 0.12) x 10e3. Since we can 
relate (P+vJ]ZZ]I(L) = pd, while (!-&X]ZZ]lc,) = q&, the charge asymmetry 
can be identified as a determination of Iq/pl # 1 with 

(82) 

CP violation has also been measured in the decay of KL -+ ?TA. The amplitudes 
in the CP eigenstate basis can be written ss 

d(K" + m(Z)) = A,eidr , (83) 

d(P -t TT(Z)) = Aie”‘, 

where Z denotes the isospin of the rrs final state, 15r is the final state phase shift, 
and A, would be real if CP were conserved. It is interesting to note that exper- 
imentally, I&/d21 = 20. The following ratios of CP violating to CP conserving 
amplitudes have been measured 

d(flL + lr+n-) 
'+- = d(KOs-+n+n-)' 

These differences in these quantities can be parameterized as 

q+- = e+g, 

7&) = c-26, 

(84) 

(85) 
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where e and e’ are defined by i 

(8’5) 

These parameters, e and e’, are defined so that the potentially direct CP violating 
effects are isolated and affect only e’. In superweak models,“’ CP violation is 
confined to the mass matrix and d is predicted to vanish. As shown by Wu and 
Yang,“’ it is possible to adopt a phase convention such that linAe = 0. In this 
case, we then have 

Ct = CK, (87) 

c is then given by the CP violation effects due to mixing and can be calculated as 

(88) 

= &%f~ho”K 2 rj 

6fivr2AmK A X  rl [@(d - Q&G) + qrA2X4(1 - p)S(z,)] , 

in the Wolfenstein parameterization. We see that the measurement of ef( guaran- 
tees that q # O! The uncertainties in the calculation of eK are equivalent to those 
outlined above in the case of KL - KS mixing. 

Returning to direct CP violation in K decays, we see that d/c can be expressed 
in terms of the operator product expansionr13 by relating 7?.e As,2 and %n A,-,,2 to 
the appropriate Wilson coefficients and hadronic matrix elements. The effective 
Hamiltonian for this process can then be written as 

zi(/J) - $$$Yi(P) Oi(P) I 
us ud 1 (89) 

where the sum extends over the set of operators given by the current-current op 
eratom 01,2, the QCD penguin operators 0 _ 3 s, and the electroweak operators 
Or-lo. The functions ri and yi are related to the Wilson coefficients; their forms 
are given explicitly in Ref. 113. In this formalism, it is easy to see that e’/e is 
governed by both QCD and electroweak penguin transitions. In fact, due to the 
large value of the top quark mass, the electroweak penguin amplitudes play an 

important role114 and enter e’/z with.the opposite sign of the QCD penguin contri- 
butions. This serves to suppress the prediction of t-‘/e within the SM. In fact, for 

mt - - 200 GeV, the SM prediction for d/e is zero! Due to this strong cancellation 
for large values of mt and the uncertainties associated with the hadronic matrix 
elements, a precise SM prediction for e’/e is very difficult. However, a simplified 
analytic expression which highlights these uncertainties may be written asl’ 

where Z(zl) x O.l8(m,/M~)‘ss, and Be.8 represent the hadronic matrix elements 
corresponding to operators 06,s. The most recent analysis,115 which incorporates 
the latest determinations of all the input parameters, predicts the range 

-1.2 x 1O-4 5 e’/r 5 16.0 x 10-4. (91) 

This prediction may be altered, however, if the value of the strange quark mass is 
as low as presently calculated in lattice gauge theories.” 

The importance of the measurement of e’/c to understand more about the 
mechanism of CP violation cannot be overemphasized, although, due to presently 
conflicting experimental results, constraints on new physics from d/e will not 
be taken into account here. The next round of experiments, which will reach a 
precision of 10e4, might settle the issue of whether or not e’/e # 0. As shown 
above, the SM prediction allows for a wide range of values for e’/c. Ultimately, 
one wants to establish whether CP violation is milliweak (AS = 1) as in the SM 
and/or superweak (AS = 2). The latter occurs in mult i-H@ doublet models 
through scalar interactions, in SUSY models,l16 or in the LRM to give a few 
examples.“’ 

We note briefty that the decay KL --t r”r4, which is related to K+ -+ x+uil 
discussed above, proceeds almost exclusively through direct CP violation and 
would provide a clean laboratory to measure this phenomenon. Unfortunately, the 
branching fraction is extremely small in the SM at B(K‘ --t n”vfi) z 2.8 x lo-“, 
and the present experimental limits4 lie above this prediction by roughly six orders 
of magnitude. 

6.5 CP Violation in B Decays 

CP violation in the B system will be examined118 during the next decade at 
dedicated e+e- B factories and at hadron colliders. A theoretically clean technique 
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is offeredles by the measurement of the time-dependent CP asymmetry, which 
involves the CP violating effects from the interference of mixing and decay. Given 
the proper time evolution of a neutral pseudoscalar meson state of Eq. (56) and 
the definition of rf in Eq. (80), we can write the t imdependent rate for the 
decay of initially pure B” or @ ’ states into a CP eigenstate as 

V;c,ys + fcp) = IA12emr’ 1 , 

W& + fcp) = (A12emrt 1 . 

(92) 
The time-dependent CP asymmetry can then be expressed as 
\ 

af(t) = 
V&,s --) fcp) - r@&,s -+ fcp) 
wqhys + .fCP) + r(q& -+ fCP) ’ 

(93) 
= (1 -jr,12)cos(AMt) -2Znr,sin(AMt) 

1 + Iv 12 
and hence is directly related to Znrf. In fact, for decay modes which have Jrfl = 1, 
the time-dependent asymmetry reduces to 

4) = -3n rj sin( AMt) . (94) 

Recall that when there is no direct CP violation in a channel, all amplitudes that 
contribute to the decay mode have the same CKM phase, denoted generically 
here as &, and hence IA,/Afl = lee2’+DI = 1. In this case, r/ can be completely 
expressed in terms of the CKM matrix elements as r/ = f exp -244~ + 4~)~ 
where I$M represents the mixing phase from q/p = dm = ee2’*M (for 
Frs < M&, and the overall sign is determined by the CP eigenvalue of the final 
state f. Clearly, the asymmetry is simply 

a/(t) = fsin(2(& + 4~)) sin(AMt) . (95) 

In order to relate the time-dependent CP asymmetry to the CKM parameters, 
one needs to examine the CKM dependence of mixing and of the amplitudes of the 
relevant decay channels. An extensive summary of these relations for various decay 
modes is given in the Particle Data Book. 4 Here, we briefly discuss two important 
cases, B,j -i J/qhKs and Bd + ?IS. In the first case, the quark subprocess 

responsible for’the decay is b + c&r, which is dominated by a tree-level diagram 
mediated by W-boson exchange. There are small penguin contributions as well; 
however, the penguin weak phase, arg(V&V,:), is similar (modulo a) to the weak 
phase of the tree-level contribution. We thus have contributions to the weak phase 
from the CKM structure of the decay diagram, from @  - @  mixing, and from 
K” - Z?’ mixing in the final state. This gives 

(96) 

where the minus sign arises since J/+Ks is CP-odd. Comparing this with Eq. (71) 
yields Znr, = - sin 2,!?. This gives the theoretically cleanest determination of a 
unitarity angle! In the latter example, Bd + nn, the quark subprocess is b --t uiid, 
which is again dominated by tree-level W  exchange. In this case, we have 

(97) 

which then gives %arf = sin2o. Unfortunately, this process is not as clean as 
B,j + J/t,!&, ss both the gluonic and electroweak penguin contributions enter 
with a different phase at an unknown size. Bd --t n?r thus suffers from what is 
called penguin contamination. The amount of this contamination needs to be 
separately determined.‘lg 

The present status of the unitarity triangle in the p - r~ plane is summa- 
rized in Fig. 13(a), where the shaded area is that allowed in the SM. This re- 
gion is determined by measurements of the quantities (i) It&l and IV& (ii) eK, 
and (iii) the rates for Bi - g and B,” - @ ’ mixing, as discussed above, to- 
gether with theoretical estimates for the parameters which relate these measure- 
ments to the underlying theory, such as BK, fB, and BB. The value of m(ml) 
is taken to be consistent with the physical range 175 f 6 GeV. Here we have 
employed the scanning technique, where both the experimental measurements 
and theoretical input parameters are scanned independently within their lo er- 
rors. This method yields the SM ranges for the angles of the unitarity triangle: 
-0.89 < sin2a 5 1.00, 0.18 5 sin2P 5 0.81, and -1.00 < sin2y 5 1.00. Since 
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the ratio AMB,/AMB, is more accur’ately related to the theoretical predictions 
than the separate quantities, we see that a measurement of e-R mixing would 
be an invaluable tool in determining the angles of this triangle. 

Figure 13: Constraints in the (a) SM and (b) two-Higgs-doublet Model II in the p - r) 
plane from IVdI/lVcbl (dotted circles), BP, - & mixing (dashed circles), and c (solid 
hyperbolas). The shaded mea corresponds to that allowed for the apex of the unitarity 
triangle. 

It is important to remember that this picture can be dramatically altered if new 
physics is present, even if there are no new sources of CP violation. Figure 13(b) 
displays the constraints in the p - r] plane in the twoHiggs-doublet Model II. In 
this case, the presence of the extra Higgs doublet is felt by the virtual exchange 
of the H* boson in the box diagram which mediates Bj - R  and g -e mixing 
and governs the value of eK. For this p-q region, the allowed ranges of the angles 
of the unitarity triangle become -1.00 5 sin2a 5 1.00, 0.12 5 sin28 5 0.81, 
and -1.00 5 sin27 5 1.00. In fact, this opens up a new allowed region in the 
sin 2a - sin 2p plane, as shown in Fig. 14 from Ref. 120. Similar effects have also 
been pointed out in supersymmetric models. 12’ Clearly, caution must be exercised 
when relating the results of future CP violation experiments to the p - 9 plane. 

The B factories presently under construction should be able to discern whether 
new physics contributes to CP violation. Signals for new sources of CP violation 
include (i) nonclosure of the three-generation unitarity triangle, (ii) new contri- 
butions to B” - &’ mixing which yield a nonvanishing phase for this process, 
(iii) nonvanishing CP asymmetries for the channels @  + +R~,~~K!& (iv) in- 
consistency of separate measurements of the angles of the unitarity triangle, and 
(v,) a deviation of CP rates from SM predictions. Models which contain additional 
CP phases include nonminimal Supersymmetry, Multi-Higgs Doublets, Left-Right 
Symmetric Models, and the Superweak Model. A concise review of the effects 
of these models on CP violating observables is given by Grossman et al.lw We 
present here, as an example, the case of multi-H&s models with three or more 
Higgs doublets. In this scenario, B” - @ ’ mixing receives additional contributions 
from the Ht2 exchange which depends on the phase in the charged scalar mix- 
ing matrix. Interference between these contributions and the SM yield an overall 
nonzero phase in AMB,. Denoting this phase as BH, the unitarity angles measured 
by CP asymmetries in B decays are thus shifted by 

acp(B + J/$Ks) = -sin(2p + OH), acp(B + mr) = sin(2a + BH) . (98) 

The magnitude of this effect depends on the size of BH, which has recently’m been 
constrained by B -+ X.7. Another interesting example is provided in models 
with an extra iso-singlet down quark; in this scenario, it has been foundIn that 
measurements of the unitarity angles Q  and p alone are not enough to distinguish 
and bound the new contributions, and that observation of both the third angle 7 
and B, mixing are also needed. In summary, the large data sample which will 
become available will provide a series of unique consistency tests of the quark 
sector and will challenge the SM in a new and quantitatively precise manner. 

6.6 CP Violation in the D Meson System 

CP violation in the Q  = 213 quark sector is complementary to that of the K and B 
systems, but has yet to be explored. In the SM, the CKM phase is responsible for 
generating CP violation, and in the charm system, the resulting rates are small. 
However, new sources of CP violating phases could greatly enhance the rates, thus 
rendering CP violation in the charm system a sensitive probe for physics beyond 
the SM. 

. . 
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6.7 CP ‘Violation in the Top-Quark Decays 

o.8 r-7 
:, F--------- 

0.0 - 4.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8 
sinm 

Figure 14: The allowed region in the sin2a - sin2P plane in the SM (solid) and in 
2HDM (dot-dashed). From Ref. 120. 

l Indirect CP Violation 

However, since Amo is extremely small in the SM, the induced CP violation 
is negligible. If new physics were to enhance Do - 8’ mixing, as seen to occur 
in the previous section for some models, then this mechanism could yield sizable 
CP violating effects. This interaction between mixing and CP violation in the 
D meson system has recently received attention in the literature.123J24 

l Direct CP Violation 

Before estimating the typical size of this asymmetry in the SM, we first note 
that in contrast to B decays, the branching fractions for the relevant modes, i.e., 
R+?T-, K+K-, etc., are rather sizable in the charm system, and for once, the large 
effects of final state interactions are welcomed! The size of the CP asymmetry 
in the SM is estimatedrss to be at most a few ~10~~. The present experimental 
sensitivity for various modes is in the vicinity of 10% (Ref. 126). 

An interesting example of the potential size of CP violating effects from new 
physics is that of left-right symmetric models.r2’ In this case, reasonably large 
values for CP asymmetries can be obtained for the Cabibbo allowed decay modes. 
This occurs due to the existence of an additional amplitude from the Wn exchange, 
which carries a different weak phase from that of .the W, mediated decay. The 
estimated values of the CP asymmetries in these models is of an order of a few 
x 10m2. CP asymmetries at the percent level are expectedlzs in some nonminimal 
SUSY models for the decays Do + Kia’, K!@ 

CP violation in top-quark production and decay is expected to be very small in 
the SM;lzs however, numerous models with new interactions, such as multi-H&s 
models and supersymmetry, can give rise to CP violation in the top system at 
interesting levels. Since the top-quark decays before it has time to hsdronize, it 
provides a particularly good laboratory for the study of such effects. Searches for 
,CP violating effects can be carried out by studying CP-odd spin-momentum cor- 
relations in the top-quark decay products. e+e- colliders, with polarized beams, 
are especially suited to carry out such investigations. Numerous studies of CP 
symmetry tests can be found in Refs. 130 and 131. 

7 Conclusion 

Rare processes in the kaon sector will be investigated with more precision with 
the large data sample which will be collected at DAPHNE. In particular, the 
CP violating parameter 8/c will be explored at the 10m4 level. Future runs of the 
AGS at Brookhaven could increase their total integrated luminosity by a factor of 
three to six, and hence, finally place the SM prediction for the long sought-after 
decay K+ --t s+vfi within experimental reach. 

A large amount of data on the B-meson system has been and will continue to 
be acquired during the next decade at CESR, the Tevatron, HERA, the SLAC 
and KEK B factories, as well as the LHC, and promises to yield exciting new 
tests of the SM. FCNC processes in the B sector are not as suppressed as in the 
other meson systems and can occur at reasonable rates in the SM. This is due 
to a sizable loop-level contribution from the top quark, which results from the 
combination of the large top mass (giving a big GIM splitting) and the diagonal 
nature of the CKM matrix. Long-distance effects are expected to play less of 
a role due to the heavy B mass, and hence rare processes are essentially short- 
distance dominated. Many classes of new models can also give significant and 
testable contributions to rare l? transitions. The benchmark process for this type 
of new physics search is the inclusive decay B -+ X.,7 (and the related exclusive 
process B -+ K’-r) which has been recently observed by CLE0.31 It has since 
provided strong restrictions on the parameters of several theories beyond the SM. 
This constitutes the first direct observation of a penguin mediated process and 
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demonstrates the fertile ground abead for the detailed exploration of the SM in 
rare B transitions. 

FCNC in the Q  = 2/3 quark systems will also be explored at a deeper level 
within the next decade. Increased statistics in the D meson sector will be collected 
at the e+e- B factories and in a possible fixed target run of the Tevatron main 
injector or at a possible new dedicated heavy flavor experiment for the Tevatron 
collider. While it is not expected that the data sample will be large enough 
to reach the miniscule SM rates for the D meson FCNC transitions, important 
restrictions on new physics can be placed. 

And, lastly, the physics of the top quark is just beginning to be explored. In 
the near future, the Tevatron main injector will produce roughly 7 x lo3 ti pairs 
with 1 fb-’ of integrated luminosity, while in the longer term, the LHC and NLC 
will be top-quark’factories. Since the top quark is the heaviest SM fermion with 
a msss at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, it might provide a unique 
window to new physics. 

In summary, we look forward to an exciting future in heavy flavor physics! 
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LECTURE TWO: 

A Long Baseline RICH with a 27Xiloton Water Target 
and Radiator for Detection of Neutino 

Oscillations 

T. Ypsilanti@)’ J. S&knot,(a) and A. Zichichi(b) 
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ABSTRACT 

A 27 kt water volume is investigated as a target for a long baseline 
neutrino beam from CERN to Gran Sasso. Charged secondaries from the 
neutrtno interactions produce Cherenkov photons in water which are 
imaged as rings by a spherical mirror. 

The photon detector elements are 14 400 photomultipliers (PM’s) of 
127 mm diameter or 3600 HPlYs of 250 mm diameter with single photon 
sensitivity. A coincidence signal of about 300 pixel elements in time with 
the SPS beam burst starts readout in bins of 1 ns over a period of 128 11s. 

Momentum, direction, and velocity of hadrons and muons are determined 
from the width, center, and radius of the rings, respectively. Momentum 
is measured if multiple scattering dominates the ring width, as is the 
case for most of the particles of interest. 

Momentum resolutions of l-10%, mass resolutions of 5-50 MeV, and 
direction resolutions of < 1 mrad are achievable. Thresholds in water for 
muons, pions, kaons, and protons are 0.12, 0.16, 0.55, and 1.05 GeV/c, 
respectively. 

Electrons and gammas can be measured with energy resolution c&E = 
85%/dE(GeV) and with direction resolution = 1 mrad. 

The detector can be sited either inside a Gran Sasso tunnel or above 
ground because it is directional and the SPS beam is pulsed; thus the 
rejection of cosmic ray background is excellent. 
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1. Introduction 
3600 twds 

The lectures covered our recent work on TEA-Fast RICH counters 

[l], on C&Fast RICH counters [2], and new results on HPD 

photodetectors for RICH [3]. Since these works are now published, we 

refer the interested reader to the above references and concentrate here 

I on the final seminar on long baseline RICH (LBL-RICH) [4]. 

1.1 Long Baseline RICH 

The question of neutrino masses and mixing remains one of the 

most important unsolved problems of particle physics. Experiments in 

this field use either accelerator neutrinos, solar neutrinos, or 

atmospheric neutrinos, each sensitive to a different range of neutrino 

masses and mixing angles. Italy and CERN are now considering a 

neutrino beam traversing 732 km of earth to arrive at the Laboratorio 

Nazionale Gran Sasso (LNGS), where long baseline experiments will 

be installed. The possibility for such experiments was already among 

the physics goals of the Gran Sasso Project and special care was taken to 

build the experimental halls aligned towards CERN [5]. The advantage 

of long baseline neutrino experiments is, of course, their increased 

sensitivity to small mass differences. 

For this purpose, the large water radiator and RICH detector, 

shown schematically in Fig. 1, was proposed as an experiment at the 

Gran Sasso laboratory [6]. The water is cheap and safe, and serves both 

Fig. 1. The layout of the 27 kt water target and radiator between z = 0 to 
z = 30 m with x = rt15 m, and y = f15 m. A mirror of curvature rm = 
30 m is at position z = 30 m. 
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as the neutrino target and the radiating medium. Cherenkov photons, 

produced by charged particles from neutrino interactions in the water, 

are detected with visible light photomultipliers (I’M’s). All hardware 

elements of this experiment (i.e., clean water, PM’s, mirrors, and a 

swimming pool of Olympic volume) are completely proven and do 

not require additional R&D. 

Of course, most of these elements were (are) present in the 

pioneering IMB, Kamiokande (and the new 50 kt Super-Kamiokande) 

detectors which investigate(d) solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrino 

interactions, and proton decay. 

Our technique, however, differs in one essential aspect, namely, its 

use of a mirror to give focused images which allow momentum, 

velocity, and mass determination from Cherenkov rings which are 

multiple scattering dominated (MSD). Without the mirror, the ring 

width is determined by track length, which itself is of little direct 

physical interest but prohibits the observation of multiple scattering 

which can determine momentum. 

1.2 Some Basic Cherenkov Relations 

The Cherenkov emission angle I3 relative to the particle direction 

is given by Cherenkov’s equation 

cod= 1 / 43’ (1) 

where n is the radiator refractive index and $ the particle velocity. The 

number of detected photoelectrons N is given by the integral of the 

Frank-Tamm relation 

N = NoZ2Lsin2 0, (2) 

where L is the particle pathlength in the medium, Ze the particle 

charge, and No is the detector response parameter defined as 

No =(a/Ac)I(QTR)dE = (370 aV-‘cm-l) TRqiat, (3) 

and a is the fiie structure constant, E the photon energy, qht = ]QdE 

the energy integral of quantum efficiency, T the radiator transmission, 

and R the mirror reflectivity. A glass window, visible light PM has Q 

varying from 4 to 28% for E from 2 to 3.5 eV. Integration gives qht = 

0.32 eV and for R = 0.95 and T = 1, we fiid No = 112/cm for full PM 

coverage and No = 22/cm for 20% coverage. Thus, in water, we expect 

one detected photoelectron per mm of pathlength [from Eq. (2) for n = 

1.34, Z = g = 1, sin29 = 0.44, thus N/L = 1 /mm]. 

1.3 Momentum from RICH 

It is well-known that a ring image determines particle direction 

(i.e., the polar and azimuthal angles BP, op) from the ring center and 
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particle velocity p from the ring radius [7]. Using p = rnPr as the 

defining relation for momentum, we obtain the error 

$= j(Jg+p$ (4) 

where m is assumed to be measured with error om. The velocity 

resolution obtainable from RICH is op/p = taneog/&J with 8 the image 

radius and 00 the image width (per photon) [7], thus 

Obviously, m  must be measured in order to determine p; moreover, 

Eq. (5) shows that the error from 0 (the second term) degrades as y thus 

is rapidly limited at high momenta. Neither p or o,/p can be found 

without m; however, to measure m, we must use the same 

relation m = p/By and by the same argument obtain Eq. 

different form, i.e., 

3p)‘+(Y2ye,’ . 

defining 

(5) in a 

(6) 

Clearly, we need an independent measure of p along with p from 

RICH. 

1.4 Multiple Scattering Dominance 

When multiple scattering is the dominant angular error (MSD 

limit), then momentum can be determined from the ring image width 

[8]. Since this method is new (or sufficiently old that it has been 

forgotten), we review the technique and its capabilities. 

Historically, some early measurements of pion and muon masses 

in nuclear emulsions were based on this effect. In the experiment of 

Goldschmidt-Clermont et al. [9], secondary particles produced by 

primary cosmic-ray protons in emulsion were tracked (by human 

scanners looking through microscopes) and range was measured to 

find the particle kinetic energy via the Bethe-Bloch relation. They also 

measured the rms angular deflection of the track to obtain the 

momentum. Similar results were obtained by Camerini et al. [lo] from 

multiple scattering and grain counting (recall that dE/dx=l/p2 at low 

energies). 

If the angular width of the ring is multiple scattering (ms) 

dominated, the quadratic y dependence of Eqs. (5) and (6) is reduced to 

first order since 

oe=oe(m )=yp&, (7) ” 

where kms = (13.6/@ MeV = 9.6 MeV and & is the radiation length of 

the radiator medium [6]. Note that be is proportional to l/p; formally, 
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this is similar to particle bending in a magnetic field where the bending 

angle = l/p. The strict similarity disappears when we insert the 8 

dependence of B and the (8, N) dependence of L. 

Combining Eqs. (2), (5), and (7), we obtain the momentum error of 

an MSD-RICH due to the 8 error [i.e., the second term of Eq. (5)] 

t 1 
(Tp nKcos2e 
P t3=rnJm ’ 

(8) 

pixel (xyz), emission point (h), and impact parameter (ve, w,) errors 

but not multiple scattering (ms) or slowing (~1). 

Here K’ is required to be a known quantity; thus L must be known 

(or measured). This is the case for most RICH detectors where L is 

known from external tracking detectors, but for the LBL-RICH, L is not 

(and cannot be) directly measured. This case is treated in Sec. 1.6. 

The mass defining kinematical relation m = p/By may now be 

written in terms of the measured variables (8, oe) as 

where cosf& = l/n and K = nk,a/m Thus, for MSD and m 

known, Eq. (8) gives the momentum error due to the B error. 
m  = nK’cos0 

i 

sin* en -sin* e 

082 - c+ 
(10) 

1.5 Momentum (without a Magnet) from Ring Radius and 

Width if L Is Known 

In general, momentum is determined from multiple scattering by 

solving Eq. (7) for p = [kms/80e(ms)]~Expressed in terms of the 

measured variables (0, oe), we find 

K’cose 
p=JlpJ&y’ 

(9) 

where K’ = nk,,m) and we have deduced oe(ms) = e), 

since oe is the total measured ring width and oe, is the width from all 

momentum-independent sources. These include chromatic (E), 

From Eqs. (9) and (lo), we evaluate the momentum and mass errors as 

0.. /$+(tme0e)2 
l= 

1 
L 

P N ‘ (11) 

/ 
E2 

Orn - 
1+ I( y* +l)tan&re 1 2 

-- 
N I (12) m 

where E = oe*/(o&aeo*). Note that E = 1 for MSD while E >> 1 for non- 

MSD. These derivations use the estimate of the width error [ll], i.e., 

(13) 
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1.6 Momentum (without a Magnet) from Ring Radius and 

Width if N (not L) Is Known 

Here, we consider the LBL-RICH case when L is not measured but 

only inferred from Eq. (2) as L = N/(e++Nosin*8), where Ed is the 

geometrical efficiency for imaging the photons and ~a is the absorption 

loss (see Sec. 3.5). The momentum defining relation, Eq. (7), may now 

be written in terms of the measured variables (8, oe, N) as 

p=EdJ~~ (14) 

where again K = nk,,/m). The mass equation m = p / 87 now 

expressed in terms of the same variables (8, oe, N) is 

m=(s)jm; (15) 

thus from Eqs. (14) and (15), we obtain for the momentum and mass 

errors 

(17) 

where negligible errors are assumed for eg and ea (see Sec. 3.5). Note 

that the resolutions of Eqs. (11) and (12) are only marginally better than 

Eqs. (16) and (17); thus, little is lost by not having tracking detectors 

inside the water. In fact, we have not found a reasonable way to 

implement a tracker without seriously compromising the RICH 

imagery. Luckily, Eqs. (16) and (17) show that the impossible is also 

unnecessary. Note that for MSD, the first two terms in the numerator 

of Eq. (16) are 3/4 and the third term is negligible, so that op/p = 

0.87/a With N = 850 image points (or even half that many), the 

l/G term is small, i.e., 3-5%, thus indicating that good momentum 

resolution is possible, in principle. 

2. Experimental Layout 

The layout of Fig. 1 shows the radiator, mirror, and detector array. 

The mirror center of curvature C fixes the origin (0, 0, 0) of the Z>(Y 

coordinate system. The water volume starts at z = 0 and extends to 

z = 30 m and transversely to x = f15 m, and y = f15 m. A spherical 

mirror of curvature r, = 30 m is placed at the far end of the cube, i.e., at 

z=30m. 
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The optimal detector sphere for tracks uniformly distributed in the 

water volume (0 I z I rm) is at z = (rm/2)d[1+(3sin28/4)] = 17.3 m; thus 

the PM’s could be arrayed on a spherical surface 17.3 m  into the water 

target, hence 12.7 m  upstream of the mirror. In fact, the PM’s will be 

arrayed on a flat plane at z = 17.3 m  because, in the case of a spherical 

array, too many photons are lost to the side walls. The PM’s should 

cover 20% of the 30 x 30 m* surface, i.e., 180 m* with a pixel size of 

125 mm, i.e., 14 400 PM’s on a grid of 250 mm pitch. A coincidence of 

t 100 PM hits in a 128 ns gate during the 6 l.ts SPS burst window 

’ (see Sec. 5.1) will signal an interesting event and start readout. The 

PM’s will be read out with seven-bit TDC’s or FADC’s for a period of 

128 ns in bins of 1 ns, thus increasing the detector granularity to 

1.8 Mpixels, quite enough to image events of maximum size N I 

2 x 104. 

In order to reduce the cost and increase the number of pixels, we 

are designing 254 mm diameter HPD’s [12,13], each with 36 pads of size 

36 x 36 mm* at the photocathode surface (and 9 x 9 mm* at the silicon 

wafer plane). A total of 3600 of these HPD’s will be needed containing 

129 600 pixels. Experiments have shown that I 1 ns timing can be 

obtained from HPD’s if the pad signals are independently brought out 

of the vacuum envelope and treated by conventional fast 

electronics [ 141. 

The mirror radius is chosen relatively small (rm = 30 m, f = rm/2 = 

15 m) so that the image radius [rimage = f8 - (15 m) (0.72) = 10.8 m] is 

mostly contained (with geometric efficiency E.& inside the k15 m PM (or 

HPD) array. Because the detector array is 80% transparent, the water 

volume can be extended into the good optics region 17.3 m  upstream of 

the detector surface. Photons from this region will be detected with 

16% effective coverage rather than 20%. 

A hadron track of pathlength lh (one absorption length in water is 

850 mm) will make an image with N = 850~8s~ hit points. The latter 

factor e, = e+ is the efficiency for photon transmission in pathlength 

! of water (<!> = 30 m in the LBL-RICH). Water transparency with l.t-1 

> 100 m has been attained for 3.9 eV photons [15], whereas the LBL- 

RICH photon detection range is only from 2.5 to 3.5 eV. 

The momentum range for MSD extends up to about 4.5 GeV/c. 

This range includes almost all hadrons produced by 1 to 20 GeV 

neutrinos via quasi-elastic (QEL) and deep inelastic scattering (DIS) via 

charged and neutral current interactions. The threshold momentum 

for Cherenkov radiation in water is p = 1.12m, hence 0.12, 0.16, 0.55, 

and 1.05 GeV/c for muons, pions, kaons, and protons, respectively. 

About 25% of the protons from quasi-elastic interactions are above the 

proton threshold. Generally, all above threshold hadrons will have 

their direction, momentum, velocity, mass, and (Ze)2 measured in the 

LBL-RICH. 

Electrons and gammas can also be measured because EM shower 

electrons in water (Xe = 36 cm) radiate if p > 0.57 MeV/c. A Cherenkov 

sensitive shower is therefore somewhat shorter than a dE/dx sensitive 

shower and is less affected by low-energy fluctuations. Since it is fully 

contained in about 5 m, we take 25 m as the fiducial target length thus 
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defining the LBL-RICH fiducial mass as 22.5 kt. The shower produces a 

more diffuse, but still identifiable, ring (oe = 50 mrad) than a hadron 

ring (oe < 15 mrad) but with many more points, 

i.e., N  = 3000 &+Ee (GeV). The water acts as the showering medium 

and radiator of a homogeneous Cherenkov calorimeter with 

resolution oEe/Ee ii- 8.5%/a (GeV). The direction of the particle 

initiating the EM shower is accurately determined by the ring center to 

better than 1 mrad. 

Muon identification is obtained for p I 1.5 GeV/c by direct 

measurement of 8 and p (from MSD) which determines m with error 

om from 3 to 6 MeV, sufficient to distinguish muons and pions. Above 

1.5 GeV/c, om becomes larger than 10 MeV, and muon identification by 

this method is not possible, but then the muon range is so long that 

the image “lights up like a muon sign.” For example, a 1.1 GeV/c 

muon with 5 m  range in water will make a ring with 5000 egea image 

points compared to 800 egea for a lk pathlength pion. The 

measurement of p for muons is also good, i.e., oP/p < 6% for 

p < 4.5 GeV/c. It becomes limited by emission point errors’oe(z,) due to 

the long muon pathlength in water. Extension to higher momentum 

(i.e., OF/P = 10% for p = 15 GeV/c) can be attained by time slicing the 

track into a series of shorter segments. 

The capability of the LBL-RICH is such that it can explore values 

of L/E” between 50 and 700 km/GeV with a broad band neutrino beam 

of energy Ev between 1 and 15 GeV at Gran Sasso (L = 732 km). In 

neutrino disappearance (p + r) and neutrino appearance (u + e) 

experiments with broad band beams, it is essential to accurately 

determine Ev. This is possible in LBL-RICH because the direction and 

energy of muons and electrons are well-measured as, indeed, are the 

hadrons. 

2.1 Particle Momentum Resolution 

The contributions to the angular error oe vs impact parameter pe 

(relative to C) for a 1 GeV/c pion with an 850 mm pathlength in water 

are shown in Fig. 2 for the detector layout of Fig. 1. Note that the 

dominant contribution is from multiple scattering oe(ms) = 15 mrad, 

while chromatic oe(E) = 3.6 mrad, pixel oe(xyz) = 1.9 mrad, and slowing 

os(s1) = 0.4 mrad are less important. Only the impact parameter errors 

oe(ve), oe(we), and emission point error oe(ue) vary with pe = 

m, but they are not significant even for pe as large as 15 m. 

We have evaluated the resolutions o,/p and om for et-, = 0 tracks 

and pixel sizes Ax = Ay = 125 mm, AZ = 1 mm, Aue = 850 mm, Ave = 

Awe = 100 mm, and At+, = Aop = 1 mrad. The refractive index and 

dispersion n(E) of water were obtained from Ref. [16]. 

Figure 3 shows the resolution a,/p vs p for 15 m pathlength 

muons or for 0.85 m pathlength hadrons (x, K, P). The solid curves are 

from multiple scattering [Eq. (16)] while the dot-dash curves are from 

velocity 8 when m is known [(Eq. (S)]. Note that the solid curves are 

everywhere excellent, i.e., 1 < op/p < 6% for p I 5 GeV/c. For K’s and 

P’s, the dot-dash curves are everywhere < 1% and better than the solid 
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Fig. 2. The Cherenkov angle width vs impact parameter pe for a 
1 GeV/c pion track 85 cm long in water. The contributions shown are 
oe(ms) from multiple scattering, o@(E) chromatic, oe(xyz) from pixel 
size, oe(s1) from energy loss, os(z,) from tracklength, and oe(x,) from 
impact parameter. 

10-l ,,,,‘,,,,‘l,,,‘,,,,‘,,,l’,.,,‘,,,,’,,,,’,,,.’.,, 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 

P ( GeV/c ) 

Fig. 3. The resolution op/p vs p for (f~, R, K, P) in water and the 
geometry of Fig. 1. The solid curves are from multiple scattering 
[Eq. (16)], whereas the dot-dash curves are from the p measurement 
[Eq. (S)] assuming mass is known. 
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curves, whereas for 7~‘s and p’s, they are only better for p < 1.3 and 

0.5 GeV/c, respectively. 

Figure 4 shows the mass resolution o,/m from combined as and 

p measurements, i.e., Eq. (17). For p S 1.25 GeV/c, the resolution 

om = 5-7 MeV is sufficient for p/x identification. Above 1 GeV/c, the 

muon pathlength becomes so long that the muon is identified by its 

large N (i.e., N  > 5000 &$a). The K mass resolution, om = 20-30 MeV for 

p < 5 GeV/c, is sufficient for x/K identification and the P mass 

resolution, om = 50-60 MeV for p < 5 GeV/c, is also sufficient for K/P 

identification. Therefore, the combined og and g measurements 

determine the identification of all stable particles and allows us to 

choose the best resolution curves of Fig. 3 (solid or dot-dash). 

, 

2.2 Particle Direction Determination 

The polar angles (t$,, $F) of a particle producing a ring image are 

determined with high precision from the ring center, i.e., osP = crop = 

oe/fi For a 1 GeV/c pion track in water with Cherenkov pathlength 

of 85 cm, we have og = 15 mrad and for N = 400, then osP = O,Q, = 

0.75 mrad. The direction error for electrons, gammas, and muons 

should be at least as good because N is considerably larger. 

k 

1 Lo,,,,',,,.',,,.',,','.,,.",,.'....'..., 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

P ( GWc > 

Fig. 4. The mass resolution om vs p for (p, K, K, P) in water and 
geometry of Fig. 1. The solid curves [Eq. (17)] are from combined 
measurements of multiple scattering and p. 
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2.3 Quasi-Elastic Neutrino Interactions 

Here, we show events due to 12 GeV/c neutrinos interacting quasi- 

elastically to produce leptons (!) via the process (ve+NdZ-+P) at 

random points in the water volume (see Fig. 1). The events were 

obtained from a PYTHIA 5.7 simulation with all fast decays allowed. 

They were subsequently introduced into GEANT to simulate the tracks 

with multiple scattering, energy loss, secondary interactions, and 
\ Cherenkov light emission. The PM hit points are labeled as muons, 

electrons (or gammas), protons, and pions. All images contain only 

10% of the expected photoelectron hit points because of computer 

memory limitations. 

l In Figs. 5-7, we show three successive events of the type vp + N + 

j.l- + P. 

l Figures 8-10 show three successive events of the type ve + N + 

e -+ P. The electrons were allowed to interact; thus the images 

shown are due to showers. 

l Figures 11-14 show four successive events of the type vr + N -j z- 

+ P. The Z’S were allowed to decay naturally via the dominant e-, 

p-, p-, or rr- branching modes. 
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-1500 

I I I I I I I I 
-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 

YPH VS XPH 

Fig. 5. A Monte Carlo simulation of a quasi-elastic event (#31) v,, + N 
+lr-+PforEvp= 12 GeV. It has two proton rings (black triangles) (the 
smaller one is due to a scatter) and one very dense muon ring (open 
diamonds). Muon identification here is obvious. The diffuseness of the 
image is due to the long muon pathlength; thus emission point errors 
dominate. This effect can be removed by time slicing the image (thus 
breaking the track up into a series of shorter segments) and 
reconstructing each segment. 
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event 32 
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Fig. 6. A Monte Carlo simulation of a quasi-elastic event (#32) vlr + N 
+ p- + P for Ev, = 12GeV. It shows one proton ring (black triangles) 
with a hint of a second (it is evident if all N  hits are plotted) along with 
a self-evident muon ring (open diamonds). 

event 33 

b . 
. 

I I I I I I 
-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 

YPH VS XPH 

Fig. 7. A Monte Carlo simulation of a quasi-elastic event (#33) v,, + N 
+ p- + P for E,, = 12 GeV. It shows one proton ring (black triangles) 
with some extra hits (a second proton ring due to a scatter) and one 
muon ring (open diamonds). The rings are reasonably easy to identify 
(by eye) and so the pattern recognition algorithm will surely work. 
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event 12 
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Fig. 8. A Monte Carlo simulation of a  quasi-elastic event (#12) ve + N Fig. 9. A Monte Carlo simulation of a  quasi-elastic event (#13) v, +  P 
+ e- +  P with Eve = 12  GeV. It has one  proton ring (black triangles) 
(plus a  scatter which may be  resolvable) and  one  dense electron ring 

+ e- +  A++ and  A++ + P + rr+ for Eve = 12  GeV. It shows two proton 

(open diamonds).  Electron identification and  energy measurement  
rings (black triangles) and  one  electron ring (open diamonds).  There is 

should be  good.  
a  hint of a  pion ring (open squares) which is evident if all N hits are 
plotted. 
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event 15 
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Fig. 10. A Monte Carlo simulation of a quasi-elastic event (#15) ve + N 
+ e- + P for Eve = 12 GeV. It has three proton rings (black triangles) 
(the smaller ones are due to scatterings) and one electron ring (open 
diamonds). 
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Fig. 11. A Monte Carlo simulation of a quasi-elastic event (#l) vz + N 
+ z + P for EvT = 12 GeV. It shows two proton rings (black triangles) 
and one electron ring (black circles), and one or two pion rings (black 
squares). Clearly, this event would be challenging. 
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event 4 
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Fig. 14. A Monte Carlo simulation of a quasi-elastic event (#4) vr + N 
+ T + P for Evr = 12 GeV. It shows two proton rings (black triangles) 
and two electron rings (black circles), and one pion ring (black squares). 
Clearly, this event would be challenging. 

3. Properties of Ring Images 

Every charged particle above Cherenkov threshold makes a ring 

image. Neutrals which decay into charged pairs also form images. 

Electrons and gammas will shower and produce somewhat more 

diffuse images. 

Because Cherenkov light rays form parallel bundles in all planes 

containing the track and because spherical mirrors focus parallel 

bundles to a point on the focal surface, hence the contributions from 

all planes combine to form a ring. This means that parallel tracks form 

the same ring and that the ring center determines the particle direction 

@ ,,vp) 171. 

3.1 Parameters of the Image 

The ring image is characterized by nine parameters: three detected 

photon coordinates (z, x, y); and five track parameters, i.e., the photon 

emission point (u,, ve, we) and the particle direction (e,, cpP), and a 

single parameter for photon energy E. The photon emission point u, is 

measured along the particle track, and the impact parameter pe = 

e). h is t e perpendicular distance to the track from the mirror 

center of curvature C. 

We define two different coordinate systems (see appendix Fig. Al), 

the ZXY system, fixed relative to the mirror and the water tank (Fig. l), 

with unit vectors (k,i,j) and the PQR system, fixed to each track and 
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defined from C such that P is parallel, Q  and R are normal to the track, 

with unit vectors $,$,& ( 1. The photon emission point is (z,, xe, ye) 

in the ZXY system and (u,, ve, w,) in the PQR system. The photon 

detection point is (z, x, y) in the ZXY system and (u, v, w) in the PQR 

system. A particle tracker, if available, would measure (u,, ve., we), 

whereas the photon detector will measure (z, x, y). Note that (z, x, y) 

and (ze, x+., ye) are independent of (e,, (pP) while (u, v, w) and (ue, ve, 

we) depend on (9,, ‘pp). 

Seven of the nine variables, i.e., & = (z, x, y, v,, we, 8,, cpP), can be 

determined with arbitrary precision. The group (z, x, y) depend on the 

accuracy of the photon detector while (v,, we, BP, cpP) depend on the 

accuracy of the presumed tracker. In case of the LBL-RICH, these are 

found by the procedure developed below. The error in 8, due to errors 

in the variables t, may be expressed as 

%(t)= $ 
( h 

5,~ 
f 

(18) 

where &3/d& is calculated from the reconstruction relation 8 = B(ct). 

Analytic forms for oe(<i) evaluated from fl = O(<l) may be found in 

Ref. [7] and more generally in Appendix A. 

In contrast, the photon emission point ue along the track has an 

intrinsic error 

(19) 

limited by the radiator pathlength Au,; however, in a focused system 

&/au, = 0 (or is small even for large values of pe); thus oe(uJ is never 

dominant. Similarly, the photon energy error for a square detector 

response is 

(20) 

which can be reduced only by reducing the detector energy bandwidth 

AE. The corresponding Cherenkov angle error is 

oe(E)= 2 f oE, 
( I( 1 

(21) 

where n(E) is the radiator dispersion function. These errors define the 

limits of the RICH resolution. 

An important advantage of RICH is that the Cherenkov angle 

distributions are Gaussian, without the Landau tail which characterizes 

dE/dx (energy loss) detectors. 

3.2 Impact Parameter, Vertex, and Emission Point Vectors 

and Cherenkov Angle 

The unit vector BP along the track, parallel to P (see Fig. Al), has 

ZXY components 
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Zp = apzk + apx] + apyj, 

apz = cOsep, 
aPx = sine, cOsqp, 
a py = sinepsh~p. 

The unit vector bp along Q has components in ZXY 

bp = bPzi; + bPxi + bpy;, 

bpz = -apx, 

bpx = sin2 0, + cosep cos2 $P = E,, 

bpy = (cOsep - l)cos$p sing P 3 n. 

(22) 

(23) 

The unit vector ~?,=Fi,xb, along R is normal to Fip and bp with ZXY 

components 

S, = cpzk + c,xi + cpyj, 

cpz = -spy , 

cpx = 11, 

C py = ~0s~ qtp + cos ep sin2 $p i Ed, 

(24) 

Thus, (k,i,j) and (zp,bp,Cp) are the unit vectors of the ZXY and PQR 

coordinate systems, respectively. The specific choice of QR axes is made 

such that Fip + k, bp + i, S, + 1 as Bp+O. 

The particle production (neutrino interaction) vertex TiV has ZXY 

components (zv, xv, yv) and PQR components (uva, v,, w,), where 
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i” = Z”E + X”i + y,; = UvaIp +‘veGp + weep, 

U”, =i,.ii,, 

ve=iv.Gp, 

We=F”.zp. 

(25) 

The impact parameter iip is that vector normal to zp which when 

added to a vector proportional to HP gives the vertex vector iv; thus 

t&l =i!"- &.gp 
( 1 Gp =VeSp+WeEp =ZipE+Xipi+yipTJ 

zip = sinep[zvsi”ep -(x,cos~~~ +yvsinep)cOsep]; 

xip = -z" sinepcOsep ~0s~~ +x,(~-s~II~~~cos~~~)- y,~in~e~~in~~~~~~~; 

yip =-z,Sinep cOsep shjp -xv sin2 ep SKIING COS+~ + yv(i- sin2 ep sin2 +p). 

(26) 

where the second equality of the top equation of Eq. (25) identifies Ve 

and we as impact parameters. In Ref. [7], +P was explicitly set to zero by a 

rotation, and only ve was considered (they are called xe). This is 

equivalent to setting yv = 0 as is shown by considering the ZXY 

components of iip in the limit $p-+O, i.e., zip+Asinep, xip+-Acost3p 

(here A = z,sinClp - x,cosep), and yip + yv; thus yip = 0 only if yv = 0 . \ 

Therefore, the geometry of Ref. [7] is not completely general 

because it implicitly assumes yv = 0 and uses only one impact 

parameter ve; whereas in general, yv # 0 and two impact parameters ve 

and we are required. The formulation and reconstruction method 

given below is, however, quite general. The derivatives found in 



Ref. [7] apply only for yv = 0 and should be replaced by the more general 

ones given in Appendix A. 

In ZXY, the photon emission point is (z,, xe, ye); thus 

Fe = z,k + x,T + yej with r, = J(z,2 + %@2 + y,2). In PQR, the emission 

point is at distance uve along ip from i,, i.e., 

ie=Fv+~&ip=~$ip+ vebp+weSp (27) 

with r, = d(ue2+ve2+we2) and the second equality stemming from 

Eq. (25) with ue c ~"a + Uve. Since the (ze, G, ye) coordinates are defined 

in ZXY, they are obviously independent of (e,, $p). The PQR 
\ components (ue, ve, we), expressed in terms of (ze, Q, ye) and (e,, op), 

are 

and 

(28) 

(2% 

Ue=Zeapz+Xeap~+YeapyI 
ve = zebpz + xebpx + yebpy 1 

we = ZeCpz + XeCpx + Yecpy’ 

z, = ueapz + vebpz + wecpz, 

x, = ueapx + vebpx + wecpx, 

Ye = Ueapy + vebpy + weepy . 

In matrix notation, u, = Az, and z, = Bu, where ue and ze are column 

vectors (ue, ve, w,)T, (z,, q, y,)T. Here A is the matrix with all = apz, 

a12 = apx, a13 = spy, a21 = b,,, az = bpx, az = bpy, ax = cpzl a32 = cpx, a33 = 

cpy, and B is the matrix with bll = apz, br2 = b,,, b13 = cpz, b21= apx, b22 = 

b,,, b23 = cpx, b31= spy, b32 = b,,, b33 = cpy; thus AB = 1, hence B = A-1. 

Note also that B = AT, where T indicates transpose, i.e., (AT)11 = aii. 

The detection point vector i = rii has components (z, x, y) in ZXY 

which are independent of (e,, ep) while (u, v, w) in the PQR system 

depend on (O,, $p) as 

i=zi;+xi+yj=uHp+vGp+WSp (30) 

with r = d(z2+x2+y7-) = $u2+v2+w2). The matrix relations between the 

column vectors u = (u, v, w)T and z = (z, x, y)T are u = AZ and z = Bu. 

Finally, the photon direction unit vector 5, defined by the 

Cherenkov polar and azimuthal angles (tl, @) in PQR, has its emission 

components (ae = cos8, be = sinecos+, and ce = sin&in+) independent of 

(e,, $p), while its ZXY components (a,, a,, ay) depend on (e,, $p) as 

I = aezp + bebp + cezp = a,k + axi + ayS . (31) 

The matrix relations between the column vectors a = (a,, a,, ay)T and 

a, = (+, be, c,)T are a, = Aa and a = Ba, with a2 = a$ = 1. 

Because the emitted photon plane (containing ii, and ?i) also 

contains C and because the mirror normal (at the reflection point) is in 

this same plane, therefore the reflected photon will also be in this 

plane. This is expressed by the vector equation 

ii=piie+vLi (32) 
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with t.t and v to be determined. We define the angles (Q, Re, a’), shown 

in Fig. Al, by the dot products: 

l=i.ii, = cosR; 
a.ii, = cosR,; 
I.ii = COSCY. 

Taking the dot product of Eq. (32) with each of (z,iie,ii) and solving the 

first two resultant equations for p and v gives 

Sini 
P= 

SillR, ’ 

Sk-IQ 
v=-. 

SiIlR, 

(33) 

The third equation is satisfied if Q’ = a,-Q; however, this is always true 

since the three vectors form a closed triangle. Note that L2 is found 

directly from experiment as the dot product of the emission. point and 

detection point unit vectors, i.e., 

cosfi=fi.f ie=ZZe+~+YYe; 
e 

(34) 

thus, R does not depend on (e,, Qp) because both (z, x, y) and (ze, Q, ye) 

are measured in ZXY. From the geometry of Fig. Al, we find 0 = Re + 

A-2&,, which, with the sine law relations resinRe = rmsin&,, = rsinh, 

becomes 

Q=Qe+arcsm(y)-2arcsin(~]. (35) 

Thus, we obtain Re (and R’ = Qe-R) from R by numerical inversion of 

Eq. (35) and find p and v from Eq. (33). 

An equivalent and computationally faster way of obtaining Re has 

been recently developed [17]. Consider the two triangles of Fig. Al 

containing the Ra = Re-en, and Rb = A-&,. Straightforward geometry 

allows us to obtain a quartic equation in s = sinRa, i.e., 

s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + als + au = 0, (36) 

where ag = -2r@nQ, a2 = n(an-2p), al = n(2rt-pcosfi), and a0 = (1-4p?-&/4 

with rt = r,/2r, p = r/re, and a I 1 + p2 + 2pcosR. Solution of the quartic 

equation gives two real and two complex roots. Of the two real roots, 

we choose the root which has a mirror hit point z, > 0. The other real 

root has zr,, < 0 corresponding to a light ray reflected from the spherical 

mirror surface upstream of C (where, in fact, no mirror physically 

exists). From the two triangles, we find the additional relations 

tar&, = A, 
WP-c 

t2, =f2,+e,, 

tala, = +. 
c-- 

2rlP 

(37) 
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where c = cos!&. Equations (36) and (37) are equivalent to Eq. (35) but 

are computationally faster. 

We then proceed to solve Eq. (31) for H as 

Clearly, the solution for z2, (and A and 0,) is independent of (8,, 

I$~), since physically, it represents a light ray propagating from f, to F. 

Similarly, the timing equation (Sec. 3.4) is also independent of (8,, $p). 

This completes the summary of the Cherenkov angle 

reconstruction method [7]. 

P=(;)fi-($fie=(~)fi-[sh&n)~e. (38) 

3.3 Approximate Determination of Particle Direction 

Since the components of I along (Zp,bp,Zp) are (a, = case, be = 

\ sint!tcos~, and ce = sin&in@), we find for the Cherenkov emission 

angles (8, $), the explicit relations 

(39) 

Thus, 8 and 0 are obtained from (Q, a,), (%, v,, we), and (u, v, w). The 

(e,, $I~) dependence enters through (u,, ve, we) and (u, v, w), i.e., via 

the matrix A of Eq. (28). This reconstruction is quite general (it works 

for any detector surface, e.g., flat) and removes all but intrinsic 

aberrations of the image. 

The geometry of the LBL-RICH makes it difficult (or impossible) to 

implement a tracker inside the water volume; however, (8,, qP) can be 

found in good approximation from the center of the ring image. Since 

the ring images can be identified (see Figs. 7-14), we assume that an 

array of image points (zi, xt, yi) and arrival times tt are known (i = 1 to 

N). From these points, we can approximately determine the particle 

direction (even if ?e is not known) by assuming that the array (zb xi, yi) 

satisfies the equation of a circle on a sphere. Intersection of a cone (cone 

angle 8, cone direction BP, bp) with a sphere of radius r gives the 

equation of a circle on a sphere as 

Zi+tXi+Wi-Xr=O, 

5 = tartOp coscpp, 

v = tanep sincpp, 

h = c0s e/cOsep. 

w 
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Minimizing the function 

the unknown coefficients 

x2 = Cr(zi + bt + Wi - Xr)2 with respect to 

(t,~,h) leads to the equations 

5 = oxY"Yz - o="YY , 

=xx=yy - =xy=xy 

w= 
~xy%z - ~yz%x 

, (41) 
%x~yy - oxyoxy 

hr=(z)+W+v(y). 

where (x) = icxi, etc., (XY) = +Cxiyi, etc., oxy = (xY)-(X)(Y), etc. 

Thus, 

coseP = *n 
cos$p = $-J 

(42) 

This zero impact parameter (II, = v, = 0), spherical detector surface 

approximation provides an initial estimate of (eP, cpP) but not of 8; 

however, this is not a problem because the reconstruction algorithm 

[Eq. (39)] gives a precise estimate for (e, 4). 

3.4 Timing Measurements and Determination of the 

Track Parameters 

The track parameters ze, xe, and ye can be determined from the 

measurement of time. The ring image pattern defines an array (zt, xi, 

yi) of image points (i = 1 to N) and an associated photon arrival time ti 

+ ot at the PM. The photon pathlengths are I, from the emission point 

i, to the mirror hit point F,, and P, from i&, to the photon detection 

point i. These are found from Fig. Al, using the sine law relations 

r,sinQ, = r,sine, = rsinA I ra, as 

e,=r,cose,-~c0d2,; 

e2 = r, case, - rcos A. (43) 

The total pathlength P = PI + P2 is obtained from the detection point 

r = d(z2+x2+y2) and the assumed emission point r, = d(z,2+xe2+ye2) as 

where Re is from Eq. (35) [or Eqs. (36) and (37)], rt, I r,cos&, and t = ne/c 

is the time from photon emission to detection. As expected, Eq. (44) is 

independent of particle direction (OP. oP). 
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3.5 Reconstruction of (0, $) and Determination of 
Track Parameters (ze, xe, Ye, 0p, $p) 

The reconstruction and track finding strategy can now be stated: 

(1) 

(2) 

\ 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

an image is visually identified with measured hit points 

and time (zt, xi, yt, tf); 

the initial emission point and emission time (z,, Q, ye, te) 

are chosen randomly in the water volume and during the 

beam spill; 

CI is calculated from Eq. (34); 

R, is determined by numerically inverting Eq. (35) or 

solving Eqs. (36) and (37); 

an initial estimate of particle direction (e,, $p) is found 

from Eq. (42); 

values for (0, @) are then determined from Eq. (39) using 

Eqs. (28) and (29); 

the time-detector x2 = Xtd2 function is constructed from 

measured ti and tit”’ from Eq. (44) as 

(45) 

and minimized by varying (z,, xe, ye, k). Since absolute time of 

the primary interaction cannot be determined (or known from 

the beam spill because 20 beam bunches will be inside the 

water radiator at any given time), the emission time te may be 

determined from the ring. However, because xt$ depends only 

on time differences, these can be referenced to any convenient 

zero which in our case is the onset of the SPS beam spill cycle. 

We have shown for the geometry of Fig. 1 with 1 ns time bins, 

125 mm x, y pixels (and with lh emission point variation, 

chromatic, multiple scattering, and energy loss aberrations) 

that the Xtd2 function near its minimum varies by about a 

factor of two for variations of 100 mm of the average emission 

point. The problem of finding a good starting point (ze, Q, ye, 

te) within the large radiator volume is considered in Sec. 4. 

(8) A finer determination of the track parameters (G, G, ye, BP, tjp) 

and (e,@) is obtained by minimizing the width of the 

8 distribution, i.e., 

I 1 
2 

oe2=$~ei2- SJf.ji , 
1 1 

w 

by varying the track parameters near the minimum of the xtd2 

function [Eq. (45)]. 
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3.6 Vertex Point Determination 

The distance along the track from vertex to emission point uve 

varies from photon to photon with <uv+ = 1/Z = 425 mm for the 

average hadron. A better estimate is obtained from the number of 

imaged points N, i.e., 

N 
Uve = 

E~&~No sin2 0 
(47) 

corrected for geometrical efficiency eg, i.e., the fraction of photons 

which hit the mirror and are imaged (without hitting the side walls). 

This is obtained by simulation from the assumed emission point (ze, 

x,, ye). In this simulation, (8,, eP) and 8 are needed and Q is varied to 

find the efficiency. The absorption term E, = e-M is evaluated from 4 

[Eq. (44)] using the measured water absorption coefficient u = u(E) 

(Ref. [ 151). 

If two ring images (1 and 2) are fit by the preceding algorithm 

(Sec. 3.4) and if their emission points Fe1 and Fe2 are near each other 

(i.e., Arlz = 1 ?,I- fez I = k), then they are candidates to have a common 

vertex. The vector equation for the vertex point is 

Fv = uvalzpl +velbpl + welFp1 = uva2ap2 + ve2bp2 + we2Sp2, (48) 

where uval = uel+uvel and uva2 = u&uve2 [uvel and uve2 are found 

from Eq. (47)]. Both signs are negative for a primary vertex, whereas 

one sign is negative and the other positive for a scatter or decay vertex. 

The three components of Eq. (48) used in a ~2 minimization will 

strongly limit the vertex point with C = 3M constraints (M is the 

number of charged vertex tracks). Thus, even a two track vertex will 

provide six equations on the vertex point. We estimate that the vertex 

point can be found with cm-like accuracy although this has not yet 

been verified by simulation. 

4. Photon Detection with PM’s at the Mirror Surface 

It is essential to find the photon emission point four-vector (Te,te) 

in order that the Cherenkov angle reconstruction can be implemented 

(step 2 of Sec. 3.5). We have shown that random start points converge 

to the correct minimum if the point is within a 3 m radius four sphere 

about the true emission point. To explore the space inside a (30 m)s 

volume would require choosing 103 random start points. In the time 

coordinate, the radiator is 1350 m long (i.e., a 6 us beam spill with c/n = 

0.225 m/ns), hence 450 segments of f 1.5 m length. Combining these 

450 points with the 1000 volume start points implies about 450 k 

random start points, which appear excessive. 

For this reason, we have investigated the effect of replacing 4% of 

the reflecting mirror surface area, i.e., 36 m2 with 2880 PM’s of 127 mm 

diameter so as to directly detect Cherenkov photons (a la IMB, 
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Kamiokande, and Super-Kamiokande). This will result in a substantial 

sample of mirror PM (mPM) hits, since the mPM cover is l/5 of the 

detector PM (dPM) cover, and thus, provides 160 mPM hits compared 

with 800 dPM hits. 

4.1 Determination of the Photon Emission Point and Time 

We use a four-vector formulation of the problem due to 

G. Fiorentini [18] and denote by co 3 (i,ct/n) the four-vector 

, components of the ith, mPM hit (subscripts i and m are dropped). 

Denoting the emission point vector components va I (T.,,cte / n), then 

the equation for the photon vector components is just the difference 

between hit and emission points, i.e., a, = gtr-r+ra. We define the 

coordinate vector no= co - <co> so that its average over the i hits is 

zero (i.e., <n,+ = 0) and the vector &a 3 va -<co>, thus ao=n,+&. The 

condition for ao to be a photon four vector is then 

aoao = (lk~ - &r)2 = no9o - 2tlogo + So& = 0; (49) 

averaging over the i photon hits and recalling that <rb-+ = 0 gives 

(q&J = (2) = -6,6, = -s,2; 

(2) = (z2)+(x2)+(y2)-(f2); (50) 

se 2,22 e +xe2 + Ye2 - te27 

where (z, x, y, t) are the hit mPM coordinates with time converted to 

space by the velocity factor c/n. Equation (50) thus gives a quadratic 

constraint on the unknowns (ze, Q, ye, LJ in the form se2 = -<s%, i.e., as 

averages over known mirror hit points <s2>. This relation constrains 

but does determine (ze, Q, ye, Q. For this purpose, we multiply Eq. (50) 

by np and again average over hit points to obtain 

(r12q3)-%(wlp)=o; 
SoTus = VP; 

Tap = (wp); 
(51) 

y3 = (l12q3)/2, 

where the third term of Eq. (49) drops out because <na> = 0. This gives a 

set of four linear equations for & = (ze, G, ye, t+.) in terms of the tensor 

Top and the vector VP. These are respectively, quadratic and cubic 

moments averaged over hit points, i.e., T11 = <z2>, T12 = <zx>, T13 = 

<zy>, T14 = - <zt>, T2l = <zx>, Tu = <x2>, TB = <xY>, T24 = - <xt>, T31= 

<zy>, T32 = <xy>, T33 = <y%, T34 = - <yt>, T41= <zt> , TQ = <xt>, T43 = 

<yt>, TM = - <t2,, and 2V1= <zs% = <z3> + <zx% + <zy2> - <zt2>, 2V2 = 

<xs%, 2~3 = <ys2>, 2V4 = <ts2>. In order to obtain stable and accurate 

(meaningful) solutions to these linear equations, it was necessary to 

use the method of Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting [19]. 

Unfortunately, the constraint [Eq. (50)] is not contained in the linear 

relations for &of Eq. (51). We have simulated many random events 

with full errors and aberrations and plotted the distance between the 
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solution values (zes, xes, yes, t& to input values (ze, G, ye, b) in the 

form of the four-radius r4 = J[(ze,-ze)‘+(x,,-x,)‘+(ye~-ye)‘+(t,,-t,)2] 

versus C = [se2+<s2>]/<s2>; the normalized constraint. It was found 

that for -1 < C < 1, the four radius is within 3 m  of the true emission 

point; hence, it is sufficient to guarantee that the Xtd2 algorithm of Sec. 

3.4 converges to the correct minima. Moreover, we found that about 

90% of the random events have K] < 1. 

The above results may be compared to the standard ~2 formulation of 

i the problem. Since the ith hit point is caused by a photon, it obeys the 

spherical wave relation 

fi=(Zi-Ze)2+(Xi-Xe)2+(yi-ye)2-(ti-te)2=0. (52) 

Requiring &2/aze = 0, &z/axe = 0, &‘/aye = 0, &z/ate = 0 results in the 

same formulas as Eq. (51) except the diagonal elements Tli have the 

additional term E, i.e., Tn = <z2> + E, Tz = <x2> + E, T33 = <y2> + E, TM = 

-<t2> + E (where 2~ = C<s2> = <s2> + ze2 + x,2 +y.&te2); thus the 

equations are no longer linear (i.e., cubic) in (ze, Q, ye, and fe) unless 

the constraint C = 0 is satisfied. An attempt to find an iterative solution 

(the diagonal elements were increased by the E found in the preceeding 

iteration) failed since the solution did not converge. Possibly, this 

constraint may be imposed by the method of Lagrangian multipliers. 

In general, and for any start point, the xswm2 function must be 

minimized to find the best emission point vector (G, Q, ye, and te). 

Averaging over the i hits gives 
4.2 Determination of the Particle Direction 

(f) = (z)2 +(x)2 + (y)2 - (t)2 + Ze2 + Xe2 + ye2 - t,2 = (s)2 + Se2 = 0; (53) 

thus, we recover the constraint of Eq. (50). Here we have used, as 

before, the hit points with their average subtracted so that <z> = <x> = 

<y> = <t> = 0. We now define the spherical wave to mirror ~2 as 

X .,*2=F 
L I 

$ 2f 
I 

Ofi = 2 (Zi -Ze)20,2 +(Xi -xe)20x2 +(yi -ye) 20y2 + (ti - te)20t2. 

(54) 

An approximate algorithm to determine particle direction using 

dPM hits has already been given in Sec. 3.3, but a more precise 

algorithm using mPM hits would be advantageous for choosing a 

better start point for the ~2 minimizations (Step 2 of Sec. 3.5). 

We present here an algorithm due to G. Fiorentini [19] using again 

the notation of the preceeding section. The three-vector ni represents 

the kth mirror hit point (average subtracted, subscripts k and m 

dropped), thus the average over the k hits qi> = 0. The emission point 

vector in the same coordinate system is 61, hence the photon vector (of 
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length p) is pr = pai = Br-& and its dot product with particle direction is 

pa+ = pCOS0 = (?ji-&)a@. The length p is simply the time difference n4- 

84, and hence the basic equation is (vi-&)si = (n4-84) in the variables sl = 

aPi/cos0. Averaging over hits gives the constraint Nisi = 84. Multiplying 

the basic equation by nm and averaging gives a set of linear equations 

Tmlsl= Vm, where the tensor T,i = <B,,-,B,> and the vector V, = 

<nmn4>. Expressed in terms of the hit points (z, x, y, t), we get the same 

tensor as given in Sec. 4.1 (i.e., T11= <z%-, T12 = <zx>, . . . ) whereas the 

vector components are Vi= <tz>, V2 = <tx>, VJ = <ty>. Note that the 

three solutions si just suffice to determine 8, BP, and $P. Written out in 

full, the constraint has the form ~sl+ +sp + yes3 = b where (ze, G, ye, 

te) are found from Eq. (51). 

The problem then is to solve a set of three linear equations with a 

linear constraint. The solution of the linear equations by Gaussian 

elimination with partial pivoting [19] is straightforward, but we have 

not yet been able to include the constraint. The solutions with 

emission point, pixel, and timing errors included are excellent if the 

hit (data) points are generated without chromatic aberrations, multiple 

scattering, or energy loss; however, once these are included, the 

solutions become unstable and useless. For this reason, we looked for 

another less elegant algorithm which can provide some sensitivity to 

particle direction from mirror hit points. 

The vector equation of the photon hit point i = Fe +p5, where 

again p is the distance between the emission and hit points, and Z the 

photon direction unit vector [Eq. (31)]. In the PQR coordinate system, 

the components are ui - uet = picose, vi-v, = pisinOcos$, and wi - we = 

pisinOsin$ where pi is the distance between ith emission and hit 

points. Recall that impact parameter coordinates (ve and we) do not 

depend on i because they are constant anywhere along the track, 

whereas ue varies with the point of emission along the track. 

Eliminating pi and $, we obtain the equation of a cone gl = 0 and then 

solve for Ll&, i.e., 

gi = (Vi -VJ2 + (Wi - we)2 - tan2fl(ui - uei)’ = 0, 

J[(vi-ve)2+(Wi-we]2] (55) 
U,ai = Ui - 

tan0 

The emission point uei along the track is determined if 8, BP, oP are 

assumed and the impact parameters ve and we are known. For this 

purpose, we use the solution of Eq. (51) which gives (z,, G, ye, fe) from 

the mirror hit points (zi, xi, yl, tl). The assumed (OP, $+,) direction 

defines the matrices A and B; thus u, = AZ, can be calculated and 

impact parameters v, and we extracted. Since these are constant along 

the track, we use these in Eq. (55) 1 a on with the transformed hit point g 

ul= Azi to find the column vector uei = (uei, ve, we)*. Transforming 

back via zei = Buei gives a column vector (zei, xel, yei) for each hit point 

which inserted into Eq. (52) gives the cone-spherical wave-mirror 

(cswm) direction dependent constraint 
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be equal to the generated values thus allowing velocity determination 

and, in addition, momentum and mass determination over the range 

of MSD. 
l I 

2 

Xcswm2 = F E I &  
ogi = 2 (zo,)2 + (xo,)2 + (YcfJ2 I 

z = (V - ve)bpz + (W - we)+ - tan2 e(u - uei)apz# 

x = (V - ve)bpx + (w - we)cpx - tan2 $u - uei)apxJ 

Y =(v- ve)bpy +(w-w,)cpy-tan2e(u-u,i)apy. 

(56) 

In summary, we now have three ~2 functions to minimize xtd2 

2 Fq. (4511 and xswm [Eq. (54)], which depend only on the emission point 

vector and the xcswm 2 function [Eq. (56)] which depends both on 

emission point and particle direction (t+,, $P). In addition, the width oe 

of the reconstructed Cherenkov angle [Eq. (46)] depends both on 

emission point and particle direction. 

We calculated the values of Xtd2, xswm2, xcswm2, 8, and oe vs A(t, ,ze, 

xe, ye, 8, BP, +) for representative events with realistic errors (A here 

indicates the difference between the true value of the variable and its 

assumed value). Each event was generated at a random point and time 

in the water volume (z,, xe, ye, &J with a random direction (e,, $,), 

random pathlength (e), and an emission point random between (0 < u, 

< e). The ring images included chromatic aberrations, multiple 

scattering, and energy loss appropriate to the water radiating medium. 

The results showed that track variables (te, ze, Q, ye) were determined 

to about 100 mm while the particle direction (t3,, QP) was found within 

5 mrad. More important, the values of fl and os were found always to 

5. Beams and Sites 

5.1 The CERN-SPS Extracted Beam 

The CERN-SPS beam operates at 200 MHz, thus with a 5 ns 

periodicity. This means that succeeding RF bunches are separated in 

the water target by only 1.5 m; hence absolute timing cannot determine 

the interaction vertex point (this would be possible if the RF bunches 

were separated by > 100 ns). In other words, at any given time within 

an SPS burst, there will be 20 RF bunches inside the water target. 

One, two, or three SPS beam bursts can be extracted every SPS cycle 

of 14 sec. If one burst is extracted, it will be 23 us long and contain 1.3 x 

1013 p. If two bursts are extracted, they will be 10 PLS long separated by 

50 ms each with 1.3 x 1013 p giving 2.6 x 1013 p/cycle. If three bursts are 

extracted, they will be 6 us long separated by 50 ms, hence 3.9 x 

1013 p/cycle. For a 44% SPS duty factor, there will be 106 cycles/y and so 

= 4 x 1019 p/y (Ref. [20]). 
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5.2 Neutrino Beam and Event Rates 

The designed broad band neutrino beam (1 < Ev < 20 GeV) has a 

flux of 500 events/kt-1019 p; thus for 4 x 1019 p/y, the rate will be 

2000 events/kt-y (Ref. [21]). Since the LBL-RICH contains 22.5 fiducial kt 

of water, it should amass up to 45 kevents/y (for no oscillations, i.e., 

Am2 = 0). 

5.3 Where to Site the LBL-RICH 

5.3.1 Outside the Gran Sasso Tunnel 

As is clear from Fig. 1, the Gran Sasso tunnel would have to be 

43 m in diameter to contain a (30 m)3 cube. This is twice the diameter 

of the present and future Gran Sasso tunnels, so we have investigated 

operation of the LBL-RICH above ground. The possibility is to use an 

existing Gran Sasso tunnel of about 19 m diameter, but extending the 

length of the radiator to 100 m will be considered in the next section. 

We assume the full unshielded cosmic ray flux of 180/m2-s 

(Ref. [22]). For the 900 m2 surface area of LBL-RICH, the rate will be 

0.16 MHz; thus, during a beam burst of 6 us, we expect one muon to 

traverse the LBL-RICH. Since 3 x 106 SPS bursts result in 45 k events, 

the specific event rate is 0.015 events/burst or one signal event (S) per 

67 bursts. During this particular burst, we expect one background muon 

(B), thus S/B = 1. The other 66 bursts will contain only an obvious 

B event which cannot be confused with S because it lies in another 

burst. At least four methods are available to reduce B to a negligible 

level. They are: 

(1) By optically shielding the PM’s so they only view the 

mirrors. 

(2) By timing. Recall that the PM hits are binned in buckets of 

1 ns width over a period of 128 ns. The B event will arrive 

randomly over the 6 us burst gate since, because of its 

directionality, it cannot initiate the 100 PM trigger. The 

true S event arrives (during the 6 us burst) with I 128 ns 

dispersion relative to the 100 PM trigger signal, thus 

allowing a B reduction factor of 6000/128 = 47. 

(3) By pattern. Since the B events are mostly vertical, they do 

not form good images, whereas the S events are mostly 

longitudinal and do form good images. 

(4) By massive shielding. Even though the LBL-RICH will be 

above ground, it should be placed behind a mountain 

(when viewed from CERN), thus screening out the more 

horizontal muon tracks. 

The cost estimate with mHPD’s and dHPD’s is 25 MSF. 
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5.3.2 Inside a Gran Sasso Tunnel 

A possible layout of the LBL-RICH inside a Gran Sasso tunnel of 

19 m diameter is shown in Fig. 15. Using five sections of 20 m length 

and 18.6 m diameter, we can obtain the same 27 kt water mass. The 

HPD image plane is located at 11.5 m from the mirror’s center of 

curvature, and the image radius is about 8.4 m. 

This solution has several advantages; namely, it is shielded both 

from cosmic rays and from ecologists. Another advantage is that the 

muons will be extremely well measured in several of the five sections. 

The device becomes a Cherenkov total energy calorimeter with 

1000 pe/m = 625 pe/GeV. 

The disadvantages are that it has a smaller electron shower fiducial 

mass since the last 5 m of each section is needed to contain the shower 

(20 kt compared to 22.5 kt) and requires more HPD surface area [1360 

compared to 900 m*, thus 5 x 1100 = 5500 HE’D’s of 250 mm in diameter 

compared to 3600 for the (30 m)3 radiator]. 

The total cost estimate here is 40.6 MSF compared to the outside 

option of 25 MSF; hence costs scale for the same water mass 

approximately as the inverse ratio of mirror focal length (i.e., 

30/20 = 1.5, whereas the inside option is actually 1.62 times more 

expensive). 
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Fig. 15. The layout of the 27 kt water target and radiator filling a Gran 
Sasso tunnel of 18.6 m diameter. Five equivalent sections of 20 m 
length have reflecting mirrors of 20 m curvature placed at the end of 
each section. The detector HPD plane array (20% coverage) is placed 
11.5 m downstream from the mirror center of curvature. 
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6. The LBL-RICH Physics Reach 

The maximal mixing model of Harrison et al. [23] (which fits all 

existing neutrino data) predicts a large muon disappearance effect 

(44%) and a large electron appearance effect (22%) in the region 50 < 

L/E” < 700, thus for 1 < Ev < 15 at L = 732 km. This region is easily 

accessable with the broad band beam in the LBL-RICH. The muon rate 

will be large without (and measurably less with) oscillations, whereas 

the electron rate will be small without (and measurably more with) 

oscillations. Since the LBL-RICH has good energy resolution for 

muons, electrons, and hadrons, it can fine-bin the muon or electron 

type events vs L/E” so as to observe the maximum oscillation swings. 

In the two-neutrino mixing analysis, we expect to reach Am2 = 9.2 x 

104 eV2/sin(2@ for vP+ vr oscillations via the reaction vr + n + r- + p 

with decay r- + e-+ ve + v* by cuts on pt and Ee. Neutrino interactions 

in this low-energy, wide-band beam (1 < Ev < 20 GeV) are = 95% deep 

inelastic (DIS) (67% CC, 33% NC) and = 5% quasi-elastic (QEL). The 

beam flux is 2000 events/kt-y, hence the LBL-RICH (22.5 kt fiducial) 

will detect 2.3 x 105 events in five years. The number of vP quasi-elastic 

events is Nu(QEL) = 1.2 x 104 with a v, quasi-elastic background of 

Ne(QEL) = 60 (since ve/vP = 0.5%) but is reduced to 0.4 by the 

kinematical cuts (6 x 10-S) (Ref. [24]). The number of NC-DIS events is 

much larger (7.7 x 104) but drops to 15 by the same kinematical cuts 

(2 x 10-h) (Ref. [24]). Further purification must be obtained from the ring 

patterns. If no ‘T + e candidates are observed in this event sample 

(Nze = 2.3 at the 90% confidence level), we obtain the oscillation 

probability 

’ = (N.,.R;:f )[ z) 

2.3 
= (l.2x104)(0.18)(0.21)(0.7) = oJJ072 ’ (57) 

where BR is the r + ew branching ratio, eff = signal efficiency = 0.21 

(0.23 for p above threshold, 0.9 for pt > 0.3 GeV), and 0.7 is the ratio of 

the vr and vp cross sections. However, for small oscillations, we can 

write 

fi = sin(28) 1.27Eh2L = 0.085 ; 
” 

(58) 

hence for Gran Sasso at L = 732 km and with neutrino beam energy 

Ev = 10 GeV, we find 

h-&g. (59) 

7. Summary 

We have shown how a RICH counter can measure momentum 

and have applied this method to investigate long baseline neutrino 

oscillation experiments. This method allows large mass targets, but 

with measurement of momentum, direction, velocity, mass, and 

absolute charge for hadrons and muons. In addition, electrons and 

gammas can be measured by calorimetry in water with good energy 

and excellent direction resolution. 
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Appendix A 

We consider the more general geometry of a ring image. We 

define two different coordinate systems as shown in Fig. Al, the ZXY 

system, fixed relative to the mirror, with unit vectors (k,;,:) and the 

PQR system, fixed to each track and defined from C such that P is 

parallel to the track and Q and R are normal to the track with unit 

vectors (IiP,bP,$). The photon emission point is (z,, G, ye) in the ZXY 

system and (u,, v,, w,) in the PQR system. The photon detection point 
\ is (z, x, y) in the ZXY system and (u, v, w) in the PQR system. 

An external particle tracker would directly measure (a, v,, w,) and 

the photon detector measures (z, x, y). The other coordinates (ze, +, ye) 

and (u, v, w) must then be determined from knowledge of (8P, +) via 

Eqs. (29) and (30). 

In the LBL-RICH case, the mirror tracker measures (z,, G, ye, te) 

and the photon detector (z, x, y). Thus, (G, v,, w,) and (u, v, w) are 

functions of (0,, cpp) via Eqs. (28) and (30). 

The emission point vector i,, the photon vector H, and the mirror 

hit vector f, define one triangle with included angles n-R,, em, and 

sla as shown in Fig. Al. The mirror hit vector rrn with the reflected 

photon vector ?ir and the detected point vector i define a second 

triangle with angles err,, +A, and &,; hence since n = R, + S&, = Re + A - 

29m and r,sinR, = r,,,sin8, = rsinA (= ra), then Eq. (35) is proven. 

RADIATOR 

r 

q 

-2 R 
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Fig. Al. The geometry of a mirror-focused ring image defined by the 
mirror center of curvature C, the Z axis along the neutrino beam, the X 
axis horizontal, and the Y axis vertical. The PQR axes, centered on C, 
are defined so that P is parallel to the particle direction ?ip and Q and R 

are normal to ap (i.e., parallel to bp,cp). The emission point 
coordinates in the PQR system are ue along and ve and we normal to 
the track. 
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I. Symmetries and Symmetry Breaking

I.1 Symmetries

Much progress in particle physics has been made possible by understanding phe-

nomena in terms of symmetries, which can be divided into four types: global

or local action in spacetime or in an internal space. A symmetry of any of these

types can be further classi�ed as exact or broken, according to whether any break-

ing has been measured in experiments, as illustrated by well-known examples in

Table 1. In these lectures, I discuss three of the four symmetry types, leaving out

the gauging of spacetime symmetries which is expected to occur at the Planck

scale.

An interesting feature of Table 1 is that of the six entries, only �ve have

been discovered in nature: there is no experimental evidence for a broken, global

symmetry of spacetime, hence the blank entry.

Table 1. Symmetries

Exact Broken

Local SU(3)QCD SU(2)� U(1)Y

Internal U(1)EM

Global Baryon number: B Isospin: SU(2)I

Internal Individual lepton numbers: Li

Global Displacements: P

Spacetime Angular momentum: J

Lorentz boosts: K

I.2 Flavor Symmetries

With one exception, the entries of Table 1 provide a complete list of what has

been discovered experimentally for these categories, ignoring the discrete space-

time symmetries such as parity. The exception is provided by global internal

symmetries. Including color and weak degrees of freedom, 45 species of quarks

and leptons have been found; experiments have therefore uncovered a U(45) global

internal, or avor, symmetry, which is broken to B�Li by the known gauge inter-
actions and particle masses. The existence and masses of these 45 states, together

with the way the known gauge forces act on them, is the avor puzzle of particle

physics. It is instructive to consider separately the breaking of U(45) by gauge

interactions and by masses. The known gauge interactions divide the 45 states

into three identical periods, or generations, each of which contains �ve multiplets



transforming irreducibly under the gauge group: q; u; d; l; and e, as shown in Ta-

ble 2. I have chosen to write each fermion as a left-handed spinor of the Lorentz

groups, so that u; d, and e are left-handed antiquarks and antileptons. In Table 2,

the number of states for each of the �ve representations is shown in parenthesis,

the total being 15 for each of the three generations.

Table 2. The Aperiod Table

SU(3) SU(2) U(1)Y

q(6) 3 2 1

6

u(3) 3 | �2

3

d(3) 3 | 1

3

l(2) | 2 �1

2

e(1) | | 1

The known gauge interactions distinguish between the 15 states of a generation,

but do not distinguish between the three generations; they break the avor sym-

metry group from U(45) to U(3)5, with one U(3) factor acting in generation space

on each of the �ve multiplets q; u; d; l; and e.

This U(3)5 symmetry is broken in hierarchical stages by the quark and lepton

mass matrices. For example, the up quark matrix provides an explicit breaking of

U(3)q �U(3)u transforming as a (3, 3). The largest entry in the matrix is clearly

the top quark mass, which strongly breaks this group to U(2)q�U(2)u�U(1)q3�u3 .
The fermion mass problem, which is part of the avor puzzle, is the question of

why the quark and lepton mass matrices break U(3)5 in the hierarchical fashion

measured by experiment. Since we are dealing with matrices, a solution of this

problem would provide an understanding of both quark and lepton masses and

the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. All questions about the quark and lepton

masses and mixings can be rephrased in terms of U(3)5 breaking. For example,

\why is mt � mb?" becomes \why is the breaking U(3)u ! U(2)u stronger than

that of U(3)d ! U(2)d?" In the context of the Standard Model, this rephrasing

does not seem very important; however, in the context of supersymmetry, it is of

great importance.

I.3 The Major Problems of the High-Energy Frontier

All physicists should spend a great deal of time debating and deciding what are

the most important issues in their sub�eld. At the high-energy frontier, I think

the four most important puzzles are:



1. What breaks SU(2)� U(1)?

The weak interactions appear weak and are short range, because they, alone

among the known forces, are generated from a symmetry group which is

broken. Perturbative gauge forces do not break themselves|new interactions

are required to break them. Such a �fth force must exist and be accessible

to experiments designed to probe the weak scale. It is guaranteed to be

exciting: it has a dynamic which is di�erent from any of the known forces,

and it should shed light on the fundamental question of what sets the mass

scale of weak symmetry breaking. I will call this mass scaleMZ, even though

the weak symmetry breaking mechanism of the �fth force is responsible for

the dominant contribution to the mass of all of the known massive elementary

particles.

2. What breaks the U(3)5 avor symmetry?

We know that this avor symmetry is broken at least to B � Li because of

the observed quark and lepton masses and the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing

matrix. However, such masses and mixings cannot simply be inserted into

the theory because they break SU(2); they must originate from some new in-

teractions which break U(3)5. In the Standard Model, these new interactions

are the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson, but there are other possibilities.

We might call these U(3)5 breaking interactions the \sixth force." I think

that future experiments will uncover this force also, at least the pieces of it

which are strong and are responsible for the large top quark mass. What-

ever the description of U(3)5 breaking at the weak scale, there is still the

puzzle as to why U(3)5 is hierarchically broken. I think that physics at the

weak scale could shed light on some aspects of this; but this is much more

uncertain. It is likely that some, and perhaps all, of the understanding of

avor physics occurs at some very much higher energy scale. Nevertheless,

at the very minimum, experiments must be done which uncover the weak

scale description of U(3)5 breaking, i.e., the sixth force. I �nd a sense of

excitement building up in our �eld as experiments enter the domain where

signals of the �fth and sixth forces will be discovered.

3. Why are the symmetries and fundamental constants of nature what they

are?

The most basic properties of nature can be summarized in terms of a set of

gauge, avor, and spacetime symmetries, and a set of fundamental param-

eters, such as the gauge couplings and the quark and lepton masses. The



next question is embarrassingly obvious: Why these symmetries and why

these values of the parameters? The anthropic argument, that without them

we could not exist to make the observations, is fraught with problems; it

seems to me better to look boldly for a true theory. A complete answer to

these questions requires going beyond four-dimensional, point particle quan-

tum �eld theory, and at the moment, superstring theory provides the unique

such direction. However, string theory is very ambitious, and despite excit-

ing developments, the time scale for making de�nitive connections to physics

is completely unknown. The central thesis of these lectures is that we may

already have the basic tools required to make considerable progress in fur-

thering our understanding of nature. The familiar tools of uni�ed gauge

symmetries, avor symmetries, and the properties of supersymmetry and

the renormalization group can carry us very far and can be tested by exper-

iment. The gauge group SO(10) explains the quantum numbers of Table 2.

If the 15 known states of a generation, together with a right-handed neu-

trino, are placed in the 16 dimensional spinor representation of SO(10), then

every entry of Table 2 follows from the simple group theoretic embedding of

SU(3) � SU(2) � U(1) into SO(10). This is an extraordinary achievement.

The vertical uni�cation of a generation also reduces the avor symmetry

group from U(3)5 to U(3), which is much more constraining. Such grand

uni�ed theories can reduce the number of free parameters on which all of

low-energy physics depends. Several supersymmetric theories based on the

avor group U(3), or on one of its subgroups, have been developed recently

and make many predictions for the avor-changing interactions of the super-

partners. Such grand uni�ed theories of avor are not the ultimate theory,

but they can explain a great deal very simply. For grand uni�ed and avor

symmetries, the real question is: how can they be subjected to experimental

tests? I will begin the answer to this question in these lectures.

4. How is a quantum theory of gravity to be constructed?

Superstring theory provides the only known direction for progress.



I.4 Supersymmetry

The current interest in supersymmetry is largely because it o�ers interesting new

directions for attacking each of the above problems. In summary, these new

directions are:

1. Supersymmetry is the only symmetry which can give rise to a light, elemen-

tary Higgs boson for electroweak symmetry breaking. The puzzle of the scale

of weak interactions is replaced with the puzzle of the origin of the scale of

supersymmetry breaking.

2. The hierarchical breaking of U(3)5 governs not only the form of the Yukawa

interactions of the Higgs, but also the squark and slepton mass matrices.

Since the latter are severely constrained by avor-changing phenomenology,

severe restrictions are placed on the group theoretic structure of the pattern

of U(3)5 breaking. In addition, supersymmetry allows for the possibility that

above the weak scale, some of the U(3)5 breaking which generates the quark

and lepton masses arises from the scalar mass matrices rather than from the

Higgs-Yukawa interactions.

3. Supersymmetric grand uni�cation provides a successful prediction, at the

percent level, of the weak mixing angle. Although less signi�cant, mb=mt

and mt can also be successfully predicted in supersymmetric uni�ed models.

With further simplifying assumptions, such as the nature and breaking of

the avor group, other predictions can also be obtained.

4. A supersymmetric string theory o�ers the prospect of a quantum theory of

gravity, uni�ed with the other forces.

In these lectures, I will elaborate on the �rst three of the above: SU(2)�U(1)
breaking, avor symmetry breaking, and supersymmetric grand uni�cation, in

Chaps. II, III, and IV, respectively.

There are many excellent books and review articles on supersymmetry,1 the

supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model,2 and supersymmetric grand

uni�cation. The aim of the present lectures is not to re�ne or update these works,

but to explain why I think the study of supersymmetry is interesting, why the

direct search for superpartners is of crucial importance, and what may be learned

from a variety of other measurements. Nevertheless, it may be useful to say a few

words about supersymmetry and the supersymmetric extension of the Standard

Model.



Supersymmetry is an extension of the Poincar�e group of spacetime transfor-

mations. Spinorial generators, Q and Q, are added to the usual generators p; J ,

and K of translations, rotations, and boosts. The only nontrivial extension of the

Poincar�e algebra involving Q or Q is the anticommutation fQ;Qg = p. Consider

the evolution of our understanding of the spacetime properties of the electron.

When discovered nearly a century agoy by J. J. Thompson, it was conceived as a

negatively charged particle with just two properties: its mass and electric charge.

We view the charge as a consequence of the behavior with respect to the electro-

magnetic U(1) charge generator, and the mass as a consequence of the translation

generator p. The discoveries of Stern and Gerlach dictated that it should be given

another attribute, intrinsic spin, which describes its properties with respect to the

angular momentum generator, J . The splitting of an atomic beam by an inhomo-

geneous magnetic �eld, which they discovered in 1922, is caused by the doubling

of the number of electron states which follows from their nontrivial properties

under the angular momentum generator: e
J�! (e"; e#). In the relativistic case,

this description is inadequate. The Lorentz boost generator K requires a further

doubling of the number of particle states; we call the resulting Lorentz-partners

the antiparticles: e
K�! (e; e). Their properties are dictated by Lorentz symmetry,

having equal mass and opposite charge to the particles.

The extension of spacetime symmetries which results from the introduction

of the supersymmetry generator, Q, causes a further doubling of the particles:

e
Q�! (e; ee); while e is the Lorentz-partner of the electron, ee is the supersymmetry-

partner, or superpartner, of the electron. It has properties which are determined

by the supersymmetry algebra: the mass and charge are identical to that of the

electron, but because Q is spinorial, it has intrinsic spin which di�ers by 1/2 rel-

ative to the electron; it is a Lorentz scalar. Many people laugh when they hear

about supersymmetry and how it leads to the introduction of a new hypothetical

particle for each of the observed particles. However, it is just history repeat-

ing itself; perhaps physicists of old laughed at the prospect of antielectrons and

antiprotons, but the sniggering soon stopped.

The super-electron is not degenerate with the electron; supersymmetry, if it

exists, must be su�ciently broken that the s-electron mass is larger than about

65 GeV. The discovery of supersymmetry would be doubly exciting: not only

would it herald an exciting new era of spectroscopy, but it would represent the

yI expect we will have celebrations in 1997 for the centenary of the discovery of the �rst particle

which, as far as we know today, is elementary.



discovery of a completely new type of symmetry: a broken spacetime symmetry.

The empty box of Table 1 would be �lled by Q; nature would have provided

examples of all six varieties of symmetries. What could be more interesting?

I.5 Summary

Three types of symmetries are shown in Table 1: local internal, global internal,

and global spacetime, which I shall frequently call gauge, avor, and spacetime

symmetries, respectively. Each of these types of symmetry may be broken at

scales beneath the Planck scale MP l. In these lectures, I consider the breaking of

a uni�ed group

Gunified
MG�! SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1)

MZ�! SU(3)� U(1); (I:1)

the breaking of the avor symmetry group Gf � U(3)5

Gf
MF�! B � Li; (I:2)

and the breaking of supersymmetry

(p; J;K;Q;Q)
MS�! (p; J;K): (I:3)

The mass scales represent the scales of the vacuum expectation values of �elds

which break the symmetry. There could be several stages of breaking of the

uni�ed gauge group, and there will almost certainly be several stages in the se-

quential breaking of the avor group, so MG and MF represent a set of scales.

Assuming that only one supersymmetry survives beneath MP l, MS is unique. In

the limit that MS ! 0, the superparticle and particle masses become degener-

ate; however, in most schemes of supersymmetry breaking, the mass scale ms of

the superpartners of the known particles is not given by MS. For example, in

supergravity ms = M2
S=MP l, and in dynamical supersymmetry breaking models

ms = �M2
S=MX, where MX is some other mass scale larger than MS. The scale

MX or MP l is known as the messenger scale, Mmess; it is the energy scale be-

low which the superpartners possess local supersymmetry breaking masses and

interactions.

There is no guarantee that MF is less than MP l. The physics of avor may

be understood only at the Planck scale. Indeed, of all the mass scales introduced

in this subsection, MF is perhaps the most uncertain. If MF � MP l, then Gf

breaking interactions must occur explicitly at the boundary at MP l, with small

dimensionless coe�cients. An advantage to having MF beneath MP l is that the



small dimensionless fermion mass ratios can then appear as ratios of these scales.

In Chap. III, we will explore the case of MF < MP l, which allows for an under-

standing of at least some aspects of avor beneath MP l.

II. SU(2)� U(1) Breaking and the Weak Scale

II.1 A Symmetry Description

In the Standard Model, the SU(2) � U(1) electroweak symmetry is broken by

introducing a Higgs sector to the theory, which involves an electroweak scalar

doublet, h. The mass squared parameter for this �eld, m2
h, determines the order

parameter of the symmetry breaking: if it is negative, the electroweak symme-

try breaks, while if it is positive, all the elementary particles are massless. The

Higgs sector certainly provides an economical description of electroweak symmetry

breaking, but it is inadequate for two reasons. There is no dynamical understand-

ing of why symmetry breaking occurs; one simply inserts it into the theory by

hand by making m2
h negative. Secondly, there is no symmetry understanding of

the scale of the breaking, which I refer to as the Z mass, MZ.

In physics, we have learned that mass scales should be both described and

understood in terms of symmetries. Great progress has been made in provid-

ing symmetry descriptions of phenomena, but understanding the origin of the

symmetry behavior at a deeper level often eludes us, as we illustrate with a few

examples.

Why is the photon massless? The symmetry description is clear: electromag-

netic gauge invariance is unbroken. However, the deeper question is: why is it

unbroken? This brings us back to the breaking of SU(2)�U(1) electroweak sym-

metry. Why is it accomplished by a single doublet, reducing the rank by one but

not by two?

Why are the neutrinos massless? A symmetry description is that nature pos-

sesses lepton number as an exact global symmetry. At a deeper level, however,

many questions arise: why are there no right-handed neutrinos, why is the lep-

ton number exact? If the neutrinos do have small masses, why are the lepton

numbers such good approximate symmetries? An interesting feature of supersym-

metric theories is that the standard answers to these questions are inadequate, as

discussed in Secs. II.2 and III.7.

Why do the quark and charged leptons have their observed masses? Since the

masses break the electroweak symmetry, they can be written as �v, where v is the

dimensionful order parameter of the symmetry breaking and � is a dimensionless



parameter, di�erent for each quark and lepton. The overall scale of the masses is

determined by v, while the mass ratios are determined by ratios of � couplings.

Many of the � are small, which we describe in Chap. III in terms of approximate

avor symmetries. But what is the origin for these symmetries and their breaking?

Why are there three generations? Why is the up quark so much lighter than the

top quark: �up=�top � 10�5?

What is the origin of the hadronic mass scale of the proton and neutron? This

scale is the scale at which the QCD coupling constant, �s, becomes large and non-

perturbative. It arises, through renormalization, as a dimensional transmutation

of this gauge coupling, and hence, is described in terms of the QCD symmetry

group, SU(3).

These examples illustrate how we turn to symmetries for both a description

and a deeper understanding of the phenomena. This applies to all phenomena of

particle physics, but here I stress the application to masses.

Now we can better appreciate the inadequacy of the Standard Model Higgs

sector description of electroweak symmetry breaking. What symmetry description

or understanding does it proscribe for the order parameter v which determinesMZ

and the fermion masses? None. The crucial point is that it does not even provide a

symmetry description for the scale v, let alone any deep understanding. Because

the Standard Model Higgs sector is so economical, and because the Standard

Model provides an accurate description of so much data, many have concluded

that the Standard Model will be the �nal story|there will be no physics beyond

the Standard Model. I strongly disagree with this viewpoint. First, there is not

a shred of evidence for the Standard Model Higgs sector, but, more importantly,

our experience in physics tells us that the physics responsible for electroweak

symmetry breaking will, at the very least, allow a description of the mass scale in

terms of a symmetry.

What will this new symmetry be? There are many possibilities, but it is useful

to group them according to the fate of the hypothetical Higgs boson. There are

three logical possibilities:

1. There is no Higgs boson.

2. The Higgs boson is composite (at a scale close to the weak scale).

3. The Higgs boson is elementary.

The �rst option is realized in technicolor theories where the weak scale arises by

dimensional transmutation from a gauge coupling, just like in QCD. The second



option can also be realized by having a new strong gauge force. In this case,

the new strong force �rst produces a composite scalar bound state, which then

becomes the Higgs boson of electroweak symmetry breaking. In both of these

examples, the symmetry description of the weak scale is in terms of the symmetry

group of some new gauge force.

The third option is quite di�erent. The only known symmetry description for a

fundamental Higgs boson involves supersymmetry. The lightness of the Higgs may

be related to a chiral symmetry acting on its fermionic superpartner, or it may be

due to the Higgs being a pseudo-Goldstone boson. In either case, the weak scale is

the scale at which supersymmetry is broken. To get a deeper understanding of the

weak scale, one must then address the question of how supersymmetry is broken.

Presumably, the reason for why the weak scale is much less than the Planck

scale is the same as for the technicolor and composite Higgs options: it occurs

as a dimensional transmutation due to the strong dynamics of a new interaction.

Whereas in the technicolor case, one can simply appeal to the analogy with QCD;

in the supersymmetry case there is no analogy|nature has not provided us with

other examples of broken spacetime symmetries|hence, there is no substitute for

understanding the dynamics of the �eld theory.

II.2 Matter vs. Higgs

In the Standard Model, it is obvious what distinguishes matter �elds, the quarks

and leptons, from the Higgs �eld: matter �elds are fermions, while Higgs �elds

are bosons. In supersymmetry, this distinction disappears! Once superpartners

are added, there is no spacetime distinction between quarks (q; eq), leptons (`; è),
and Higgs (eh; h) supermultiplets, since each contains a fermion (q; `, or eh) and
a boson (eq; è, or h). Indeed, the distinction between the lepton doublet and the

Higgs doublet becomes a puzzle of fundamental importance. Since these have the

same gauge quantum members, what is the theoretical distinction between the

Higgs and the lepton super�eld?

Supersymmetry apparently allows us to do without a Higgs supermultiplet:

why not identify the Higgs boson with one of the sneutrino �elds, e�? If there are

three generations of matter, then this is not possible: a sneutrino vev he�i leads
to a Dirac mass of size MZ coupling the corresponding � state to the eZ. Such

a theory would only have two neutrinos of mass less than MZ . The sneutrino as

Higgs idea is so attractive, that it is worth considering the Higgs to be the sneu-

trino of a fourth generation. In this case, it is the fourth neutrino which marries the



eZ to acquire mass MZ , which has the added advantage of explaining why only

three neutrinos are seen in the Z width. The problem with this scheme is that

supersymmetry forbids a tree-level coupling of the sneutrino to the up type quarks:

the t and t0 masses would have to occur via radiative corrections. Given these large

masses, this would necessarily involve new nonperturbative interactions. With just

four generations of chiral super�elds, and the known gauge interactions, the only

interactions which could break the chiral symmetry on uR is the trilinear scalar

interaction ~q~u ~̀y. Such nonholomorphic supersymmetry breaking interactions are

not usually considered|however, they do not introduce quadratic divergences.

This interaction is asymptotically free, so that it could become nonperturbative

at low energies. However, it is very unclear whether it could give rise to su�ciently

large masses for t and t0 quarks.

Perhaps the above line of reasoning has not been developed further because

the uni�cation of gauge couplings in supersymmetric theories suggests that there

are two light Higgs supermultiplets at the weak scale which are distinct from

the matter. The conventional picture of weak scale supersymmetry has Higgs

super�elds, h1 and h2, which are distinct from the lepton super�elds, although

the origin of the distinction indicates that there must be yet another symmetry.

The nature of this symmetry is discussed in Sec. III.7.

II.3 A Heavy Top Quark E�ect

As mentioned in Sec. II.1, supersymmetry is the only known tool that allows a

fundamental Higgs boson at the electroweak scale to be understood in terms of

symmetries. This understanding has two aspects:

� The size of jm2
hj is controlled by the scale of supersymmetry breaking, which

is presumably determined by some strong dynamics leading to a dimensional

transmutation. Candidate �eld theories for this exist, but we are far from

having a standard picture for the origin of supersymmetry breaking, and I

will not discuss it further in these lectures.

� The sign of m2
h is controlled by the dynamics which connects the particles of

the Standard Model to the supersymmetry breaking interactions, and also

by radiative corrections to m2
h. A given model makes this dynamics explicit,

and, if it is perturbative, the sign of m2
h is calculable.

In the most popular schemes for giving mass to the superpartners, the su-

pergravity and gauge messenger schemes mentioned in Sec. I.5, the messenger



dynamics is perturbative and leads to positive mass squareds for all scalars in

the theory. This makes the issue of how SU(2)� U(1) breaks, i.e., of why m2
h is

negative, particularly pressing. In particular, what distinguishes the Higgs boson

from the other scalars in the theory, the scalar quarks and leptons, which must

have positive mass squareds?

The answer to this puzzle is made plausible by its simplicity. There are two

important radiative corrections to any scalar mass, m2:

� gauge contributions, which increase m2, and

� Yukawa contributions, which typically decrease m2.

The only important Yukawa radiative corrections are induced by the large

top Yukawa coupling �t.
z Hence, all m2 are kept positive by the gauge radiative

corrections, with the possible exceptions of m2
h and m

2
~t
, since only h and ~t couple

to �t. The �
2
t radiative correction is more powerful for m2

h than for m2
~t
, meaning

that it is m2
h which has the greater tendency to go negative. This is due to the

fact that colored triplets have a larger multiplicity than weak doublets: SU(2)

breaks rather than SU(3) because it is a smaller group. Once m2
h is negative,

the Yukawa corrections to m2
~t
actually change sign, preventing m2

~t
from becoming

negative. In addition, m2
~t
has QCD radiative corrections which also make it more

positive than m2
h.

Electroweak symmetry breaking is therefore understood to be a large top quark

mass e�ect; a result which was obtained before the top quark was known to be very

heavy.3,4 Keeping other parameters of the theory �xed, �t is the order parameter

for electroweak symmetry breaking in supersymmetric models. For low values of

�t, SU(2) � U(1) is unbroken, whereas for high values of �t, it is broken. The

critical value for �t does depend on other parameters of the theory, for example,

the superpartner masses. However, now that we know that the top quark is about

175 GeV, �t is above the critical value for a very wide range of parameters. I am

tempted to say that electroweak symmetry breaking is hard to avoid, but such a

statement would require a detailed numerical study.

The size of jm2
hj, and therefore MZ , and the superpartner masses are both

determined by the scale of supersymmetry breaking. Does this allow a prediction

of the masses of the superpartners? Since there is more than one supersymmetry

breaking parameter, the answer is no. Nevertheless, the understanding of the

weak scale from symmetry principles requires that the superpartners not be much

zThe b and � Yukawa couplings could also be large, in which case the conclusions of this section

are strengthened.



heavier than MZ. Denote the set of supersymmetry breaking parameters by the

scale ms and the dimensionless parameters a. For example, ms could be de�ned

to be the mass of the lightest chargino, and one of the a parameters would be the

ratio of the top squark mass to this chargino mass. Since MZ has its origin in

supersymmetry breaking, it is necessarily given by a formula of the form M2
Z =

m2
sf(a). The scale of the superpartner masses,ms, can be made much larger than

MZ only at the expense of a �ne tuning amongst the a parameters to make f(a)

small. Hence:

� We cannot predict the mass of the superpartners. (Certain superpartner

mass ratios are predicted in given messenger schemes, and in certain theories

with avor symmetries, and are important tests of these theories.)

� The superpartner mass scale, ms, can be made much larger than MZ only

by a �ne tune between dimensionless parameters which increases as m2
s=M

2
Z .

The amount of �ne tuning can be characterized by the sensitivity of M2
Z to

small changes in the a parameters: ca = (a=M2
Z)�M

2
Z=�a (Ref. 5). A re�ned

de�nition of the sensitivity parameter, a = ca=�ca, has been advocated, where �ca

is an average of ca (Ref. 6). Although there are no rigorous, mathematical upper

bounds on the superpartner masses, it is possible to give upper bounds on the

superpartner masses if the amount of �ne tuning, taken to be ~, the largest of the

a, is restricted to be less than a certain value. Such naturalness bounds are shown

for the Higgs scalar masses as well as the superpartner masses in the �gure. The

upper extent of the line corresponds to ~ = 10, the error bar symbol to ~ = 5, and

the squares give values of the masses for which the �ne tuning is minimized. This

plot applies to the case of universal boundary conditions on the scalar masses at

very high energies. Relaxing this condition will allow some superpartner masses,

for example, the scalars of the �rst two generations, to increase substantially.

However, there will still be several superpartners, such as the lighter charginos

(�+), the lighter neutralinos (�0), and the top squarks, which will prefer to be

lighter than 300 GeV. The absence of any superpartners beneath 1 TeV would

mean that the understanding of the weak scale described in this chapter has very

serious problems. LEP II and the Fermilab Main Injector are well-positioned to

discover supersymmetry, although the absence of superpartners at these machines

would not be conclusive.



III. Flavor in Supersymmetric Theories

III.1 The Fermion Mass and Flavor-Changing Problems

In nature, fermions exist in 45 di�erent helicity states. What is the origin of these

states, and why do they assemble into three generations of quarks and leptons

with such diverse masses, mixings, gauge, and global quantum numbers? This is

the avor problem. Two important aspects of the avor problem are:

1. The fermion mass problem. What is the origin of the observed hierarchy of

quark and lepton masses and mixings?

Models of particle physics can be divided into two groups. Descriptive models

are those which describe the observed quark and lepton masses and mixings

with 13 free parameters and make no attempt to understand the hierarchies.

The Standard Model is a descriptive model. Predictive models are those

which either describe the 13 observed masses and mixings with fewer than

13 parameters, or which provide some understanding of the mass and mixing

angle hierarchies.

2. The avor-changing problem. Why are processes which involve avor-changing

neutral currents (FCNC) so rare? Three such highly suppressed quantities

are �mK ; �K , and the rate for �! e.

Coupling constants which distinguish between generations are called avor

parameters, and include the parameters which generate the observed quark and

lepton masses and mixing. In the Standard Model, there are 13 avor parame-

ters, precisely one for each of the 13 observed fermion masses and mixings, and

they all originate from the Yukawa coupling matrices. In extensions of the Stan-

dard Model, there may be more avor parameters, so that they cannot all be

experimentally determined from the quark and lepton masses and mixings.

A model is considered natural if it suppresses FCNC processes for generic

values of the avor parameters, i.e., for a wide range of the parameters that is

consistent with the observed fermion masses and mixing. The Standard Model

is natural in this sense: all the Yukawa parameters are determined from the

experimentally measured fermion masses and mixings, and the GIM mechanism7

ensures the smallness of FCNC processes. For models with more avor parameters,

we must address the question of what values of the parameters are generic.

In this chapter, I assume that below some high scale �, physics is described by

a softly broken, supersymmetric SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1) gauge theory of minimal

�eld content: three generations of quark and lepton super�elds qi; ui; di; li, and ei,



and two Higgs doublet super�elds h1 and h2. Assuming invariance under R parity,

the avor parameters of this theory can be written as 11 matrices in generation

space. Three of these are Yukawa coupling matrices of the superpotential

W = q�Uuh2 + q�Ddh1 + `�Eeh1: (III:1)

The supersymmetric interactions have identical avor structure to the Standard

Model and lead to a supersymmetric GIM mechanism suppressing FCNC e�ects.

The other eight matrices contain soft supersymmetry breaking parameters

Vsoft = ~q�U ~uh2 + ~q�D
~dh;+~̀�E~eh1 + h:c:

+ ~qm2
q ~q

y + ~uym2
u~u+

~dym2
d~u+

~̀m2
`
~̀y + ~eym2

e~e: (III:2)

If these eight matrices are given values which are \generic," that is, the size of any

entry in a matrix is comparable to the size of any other entry, then loop diagrams

involving superpartners lead to very large FCNC e�ects, even for superpartners

as heavy as 1 TeV (Ref. 8). For example, the quantities �K and �(� ! e) are

about 107 larger than allowed by experiment. This is the avor-changing problem

of supersymmetry.

Over the last few years, an interesting new development has occurred. Progress

has been made simultaneously on the fermion mass and avor-changing problems

of supersymmetry by introducing avor symmetries which constrain the forms of

both the Yukawa couplings of Sec. III.1 and the scalar masses and interactions of

Sec. III.2. In the symmetry limit, many of the Yukawa coupling entries vanish,

and the form of the scalar masses are strongly constrained. Small hierarchical

breakings of the avor symmetry introduce small parameters that govern both

the small masses and mixings of the fermions, and the small violations of the

superGIM mechanism which give small contributions to FCNC processes. This

linking of two problems is elegant and constraining; it is so simple that it is hard

to understand why it was not explored in the early '80s. Perhaps we are taking

supersymmetry more seriously these days.

In Sec. III.5, I will discuss the literature on this subject, which began in 1990

and has grown into a minor industry recently. Each of the papers to date studies

a particular avor symmetry, Gf , and a particular breaking pattern. Many of the

models illustrate a special point or aim for a particular fermion mass prediction.

In Secs. III.2 and III.3 below, my aim is to demonstrate the generality and power

of this approach. In fact, from this viewpoint, I argue that the avor-changing

problem has arisen because of an unreasonable de�nition of \generic." We know



from the observed masses and mixings of quarks that �D12
and �D21

are very

small. A solution to the fermion mass problem would give us an understanding

of why this is so, but no matter what the understanding, the avor symmetries

acting on the down and strange quarks are broken only very weakly. Experiment

has taught us that approximate avor symmetries (AFS) are a crucial aspect of

avor physics. It is therefore quite unreasonable to take m2
q12
� m2

q11
; the former

breaks strange and down avor symmetries and hence should be very suppressed

compared to the latter, which does not. (A crucial di�erence between scalar and

fermion mass matrices is that the diagonal entries of fermion mass matrices break

Abelian avor symmetries, while diagonal entries of scalar mass matrices do not.)

In this chapter, I explore the consequences of linking the avor-changing prob-

lem to the fermion mass problem. I require that all avor parameters of the

theory are subject to the same approximate avor symmetries. I take this to be an

improved meaning of the word \generic" in the statement of the avor-changing

problem. With this new viewpoint, it could be that there is no avor-changing

problem in supersymmetry. Perhaps if one writes down the most generic soft

parameters at scale �, the FCNC processes are su�ciently suppressed.

Let Gf be the approximate avor symmetry group of the theory below scale �,

and suppose that Gf is explicitly broken by some set of parameters f�(R)g, which
transform as some representation R of Gf , and take values which lead naturally

to the observed pattern of fermion masses and mixings. We will discover that for

someGf and f�(R)g, the avor problem is solved, while for others it is not. Hence,

the avor-changing problem of supersymmetry is transformed into understanding

the origin of those Gf and f�(R)g which yield natural theories.

Below scale �, models are typically (but not always) descriptive; they do

not provide an understanding of the fermion masses. However, knowing which

Gf ; f�(R)g solve the avor-changing problem serves as a guide to building predic-

tivemodels above �. The theory above � should possess an exact avor symmetry

Gf that is broken spontaneously by �elds f�g, which transform as R under Gf

and have vacuum expectation values h�i = ��.

In Sec. III.2, I introduce the ideas of Approximate Flavor Symmetries (AFS),

and in Sec. III.3, I give a set of simple conditions which are su�cient for an

AFS to solve the avor-changing problem. In Sec. III.4, I show that the avor-

changing problem is solved when Gf is taken to be the maximal avor symmetry.

I delay a discussion of previous work on this subject until Sec. III.5. In Sec. III.6,

I discuss the case Gf = U(2), where the avor-changing constraints dictate a



special and interesting texture for the fermion mass matrices. In Sec. III.7, I show

that R parity �nds a natural home as a subgroup of the avor symmetry. Sections

III.5 and III.7 are taken from Ref. 27. This chapter is the most technical of these

lectures; a brief statement of the conclusions is given in Sec. III.8.

III.2 Approximate Flavor Symmetries

Using approximate avor symmetries to describe the breaking of avor is hardly

new, but it is certainly powerful. QCD with three avors has an approximate a-

vor symmetry Gf = SU(3)L � SU(3)R, explicitly broken by a various parameter

f�(R)g, which includes the quark mass matrixM(3; �3), and electric-charge matri-

ces QL(8; 1) and QR(1; 8). Below �QCD, the avor symmetries are spontaneously

broken to the vector subgroup and Gf is realized nonlinearly. The interactions

of the Goldstone bosons can be described by constructing an invariant chiral La-

grangian (L) for �(3; �3) = exp(2i�=f). For our purposes, the crucial point is

that the avor symmetry breaking beneath �QCD can be described by construct-

ing the chiral Lagrangian to be a perturbation series in the breaking parameters

f�g = fM;QL; QR:::g. Thus, L = L0 + L1 + L2 + ::: where LN contains terms of

order �N . For example,

L1 = a1�
3
QCDTr(M�y) + :::: (III:3a)

L2 = a2�
2
QCDTr(M�yM�y) + a3�

4
QCDTr(QL�QR�

y) + ::: (III:3b)

where all the unknown dynamics of QCD appear in the set of dimensionless strong

interaction parameters fag, which are O(1). This illustrates the basic tool which

we use in this chapter.

The full-avor symmetry of the 45 fermions of the Standard Model is U(45).

This is broken to the group U(3)5 by the Standard Model gauge interactions. Each

U(3) acts in the three-dimensional generation space and is labeled by A, which

runs over the �ve types of fermion representation (q; u; d; `; e).

The U(3)5 avor symmetry of the Standard Model gauge interactions is bro-

ken explicitly by the Yukawa couplings of the Standard Model, which have the

transformation properties

�U (�3; �3; 1; 1; 1)

�D (�3; 1; �3; 1; 1)

�E (1; 1; 1; �3; �3): (III:4)



In this section, we speculate that these Yukawa parameters result from some new

physics above scale �, which possesses an AFS Gf , broken explicitly by a set of

parameters f�(R)g. The theory beneath � can be written as a perturbation series

in the �. The Standard Model gauge Lagrangian appears at zeroth order, while

the avor-violating fermion masses appear at higher order.

Such a picture is not new: the composite technicolor standard models were

based on this picture.9 In this case, the theory above � was taken to be a pre-

onic theory with strong dynamics which leaves a U(3)5 avor symmetry unbroken.

The strong dynamics produces composite quarks, leptons, and Higgs bosons. The

preonic theory contains parameters f�(R)g which explicitly break U(3)5; in fact,

these parameters are assumed to be preon mass matrices MU;D;E with the same

transformation properties as �U;D;E . At �rst order in perturbation theory, �U;D;E

are generated proportional to MU;D;E . At higher order, various phenomenologi-

cally interesting four-quark and four-lepton operators are generated. For example,

the operator 1=�6(qMUM
y
Uq)(qMUM

y
Uq) leads to an additional contribution to �K .

This picture is very close to that adopted here, except that:

(a) The theory beneath � is one with softly broken supersymmetry, and con-

tains eight avor matrices in the soft supersymmetry breaking interactions

in addition to the three supersymmetric Yukawa matrices.

(b) A large variety of AFS groups Gf and explicit symmetry breaking parameters

f�(R)g are of interest. In Sec. III.4, we consider the obvious possibility that

Gf = Gmax = U(3)5, and f�(R)g = �U ; �D; �E transforming as �U;D;E are the

only symmetry breaking parameters.

(c) The more fundamental theory above � need not involve strong, nonpertur-

bative dynamics. Each possible term in the low-energy theory will be given

an arbitrary dimensionless coe�cient (labelled by fag), which we think of

as being O(1) if the dynamics at � is strong. However, if the dynamics at

� is perturbative, then fag will be less than unity, and the avor-changing

e�ects will be milder.

As a �nal example of the previous use of AFS, we consider the Standard Model

extended to contain several Higgs doublets. It was frequently argued that these

theories had a avor-changing problem. Those doublets orthogonal to the one

with a vev could have Yukawa matrices unconstrained by fermion masses. With

all such couplings of order unity, the tree-level exchange of such Higgs bosons

generates large FCNC for fermion interactions, such as (1=m2
h)(q1d2)

2 for �mK



and �K . For theories with several Higgs doublets at the weak scale, this avor

problem was frequently solved by imposing a discrete symmetry which allowed

only a single Higgs to couple to the ui and only a single Higgs to the di quarks.
10

From the viewpoint of AFS, however, such discrete symmetries are unneces-

sary.11,12 Suppose the Higgs doublet which acquires a vev is labelled h1. The

hierarchical pattern of quark masses implies that the Yukawa interactions of h1

possess an AFS. It is unreasonable that h2;3::: should have interactions which are

all O(1) and are unconstrained by these AFS. If one set of interactions possesses

an AFS, it is only natural that the entire theory is constrained by the same AFS.

One possibility is that the AFS of the quark sector GQ = U(1)9, a U(1) factor

for each of qi; ui, and di (Refs. 11 and 12), with each U(1) having its own sym-

metry breaking parameter. Thus �qi transforms under U(1)qi but not under any

other U(1), etc. In this case, all Yukawa couplings of ha to up quarks would have

the structure (�aU )ij � �qi�uj and to down quarks (�aD)ij � �qi�dj . The nine pa-

rameters f�qi; �ui ; �dig can be estimated from the six quark masses and the three

Euler angles of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. The avor-changing problem of

these multi-Higgs models is solved by such a choice of AFS, if the masses of the

additional scalars are several hundred GeV. This simple Abelian symmetry is in-

su�cient to solve the supersymmetric avor-changing problem. It provides for

no approximate degeneracy between ~d and ~s squarks, and allows Cabibbo-sized

mixing between them, which, as shown in the next section, leads to a disastrously

large contribution to �MK.

III.3 The Flavor-Changing Constraints

A brief, somewhat heuristic, view of the general conditions required to solve the

supersymmetric avor-changing problem will be given in this section. The results

will allow us to understand whether AFS's are likely to be of use in solving this

problem. My aim is to provide a set of su�cient conditions which I �nd to be

both simple and useful; I do not attempt to determine the necessary conditions.

Consider the case when �U;D;E = O. Unitary transformations are performed

on the fermion �elds to diagonalize �U;D;E and on the scalar �elds to diagonal-

ize m2
a; a = q; u; d; `; e. In this mass basis, there will be unitary mixing matrices

at the gaugino vertices, which, for the neutral gauginos, we write as W � where

� = uL; uR; dL; dR; eL; eR. Flavor and CP-violating e�ects are induced by Feyn-

man diagrams involving internal gauginos and scalar superpartners. These are box

diagrams for �mK ; �K ;�mB ... and penguin-type diagrams for �! e; de; b!



s .... The exchange of a scalar of generation k between external fermions (of

given �) of generations i and j leads to a factor in the amplitude of

X�
ij = m2

s

X
k

W�
kiW

��
kj P

�
k ; (III:5)

where P�
k is the propagator for the scalar of mass m�

k . X
� is made dimensionless

by inserting a factorm2
s, wherems describes the scale of supersymmetry breaking.

Studies of avor and CP-violating processes allows bounds to be placed on the

magnitudes and imaginary parts of X�
ij of the form

X�
ij �< X�

oij

�
ms

mso

�P
; (III:6)

where the bound is X0 when ms is taken to be the reference value mso. The

quantity p is a positive integer, so that the bounds become weaker for higher ms.

For box diagram contributions, p = 1, while for penguin-like diagrams, p = 2.

Useful results for these bounds are tabulated in Refs. 13{15, as are references to

earlier literature. For our purposes, we extract the following results:

If W � are \KM-like," that is, if

jW�
ij j �< jVij j(i 6= j); (III:7)

where V is the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, important limits only result for pro-

cesses where the external fermions are of the �rst two generations (i.e., neither i

nor j is three).

The most important avor-changing limits arise when (i; j) = (1; 2). For

example, taking the relevant phases to be of order unity, �K implies

jX�
12j = m2

sjW �
21W

��
22 (P

�
2 � P�

1 ) +W�
31W

��
32 (P

�
3 � P�

1 )j �< 10�4: (III:8)

Here and below, I take ms = 1 TeV. For W� KM-like, jW�
31W

��
32 j �< jVtdj jVtsj �

4 � 10�4, so there is no constraint from the last term of Eq. (8) even if there is

large nondegeneracy between the scalars of the �rst and third generation. It is

the �rst term which is typically the origin of the supersymmetric avor-changing

problem. This �rst term I call the \1{2" problem; while the second term I call

the \1, 2{3" signature, because if the W� are CKM-like this contribution is close

to the experimental value. One way to solve the problem is to make W �
21 small

jW�
21j �< jVtdj jVtsj : (III:9a)



Another is to make the scalars ~�1 and ~�2 degenerate:

jD�
21j �<

jVtdj jVtsj
jVusj

; (III:9b)

whereD�
ij = (m�2

i �m�2

j )=m�2

i , and in the limit of near degeneracyD�
12 � m2

s(P
�
2 �

P�
1 ). In fact, the condition (8) and (9a) or (9b) need only be applied for � =

dL; dR; eL, and eR. The limits to avor-changing processes in the up sector are

much weaker and are not problematic. Of course, the avor problem can also be

solved by having smaller suppressions of both W �
21 and D

�
21. Nevertheless, I �nd

it useful to keep in mind that, for �U;D;E = 0, the avor problem is solved if:

I. All W � are KM-like.

II. Either Eq. (III.9a) or Eq. (III.9b) holds in the d and e sectors.

Since the X�
12 quantities are small, it is often convenient to work in the gaugino

basis. In this basis, super�eld unitary transformations are performed to diagonal-

ize �U;D;E so that the neutral gaugino vertices are avor conserving. The scalar

mass matrices now have o�-diagonal entries which, assuming they are small, can

be treated in perturbation theory as avor-violating interactions. In this basis,

Eq. (III.8) and Eq. (III.9a) or Eq. (III.9b) are replaced by�����m
�2

12

m2
s

����� �< 4� 10�4: (III:9c)

Until now, we have avoided discussing the avor matrices �U;D;E of Eq. (III.1).

Inserting the Higgs vev induces mass mixing between left and right scalars; hence

6 � 6 rotations are required to reach the mass basis. It is easier to use the gaugino

basis and treat these masses in perturbation theory, writing them as:

�U;D;E =W 0uL;dL;eL�U;D;EW
0uR;dR;eR; (III:10)

where �U;D;E are diagonal matrices. Experiments place many limits on the ele-

ments �U;D;Eii. For our purposes, it is useful to know that all these limits are

satis�ed if:

III. All W 0� are KM-like.

IV. �U;D;Eii are of order ms�U;D;Eii.

The basic reason for this is that the only large contributions to avor-

changing processes involving the �rst two generations then come from terms of

order jW 0�L
31 W 0�R

32 j�b;t which are �< jVtdVtsj :
Now that we have argued that the four statements I{IV are su�cient to solve

the supersymmetric avor problem, we can ask whether it is reasonable to expect



that AFS will be of use. It should be apparent that the general expectation is

that any AFS which leads to the hierarchy of fermion masses, as parameterized

by �U;D;Ei , and to the KM pattern of avor violation, described by Vij , will au-

tomatically lead to I, III, and IV being satis�ed. The only remaining question

is whether AFS can satisfy II, i.e., whether they can produce either Eq. (III.9a)

or Eq. (III.9b) [or Eq. (III.9c) in the insertion approximation]. The Abelian Gf

discussed earlier (U(1)9 in the quark sector) is clearly insu�cient since it gives

D�
21 � 1 and W �

21 � Vus. In the next section, I show that the maximal AFS is

easily su�cient.

III.4 The Maximal Approximate Flavor Symmetry

We assume that below some high scale, �, physics is described by a softly bro-

ken, supersymmetric SU(3)�SU(2)�U(1) gauge theory with minimal �eld con-

tent. The avor interactions are those of the superpotential and soft supersym-

metry breaking interactions shown in Eqs. (III.1) and (III.2). We assume that

the dynamics above �, which may be strong, possesses an approximate avor

symmetry Gf . Below �, the breaking of this AFS is characterized by a set of

parameters f�(R)g transforming as R under Gf . In this section, we take Gf to

be Gmax = U(3)5, the maximal AFS which commutes with the Standard Model

gauge group. Although strong dynamics could preserve a larger AFS, the break-

ing parameters f�(R)g cannot violate SU(3) � SU(2) � U(1), so that Gmax is

the largest group under which the set f�g form complete representations. Each

factor of Gmax is labelled as U(3)a where a = q; u; d; l; or e. We assume that

the f�g �ll out three irreducible representations: �U � (3q; 3u); �D � (3q; 3d), and

�L � (3l; 3e). In the case of QCD with approximate SU(3)L � SU(3)R broken

explicitly by the quark mass matrix M , there is no loss of generality in choosing

a basis for the quark �elds in which M is real and diagonal. Similarly, we may

choose a basis for the lepton �elds in which �E is real and diagonal �E . We may

choose the quark basis so that �U = �U is diagonal and �D = V ��D, where �D is

diagonal and V is a unitary matrix. All avor-changing e�ects of this theory are

described by a single matrix, which to high accuracy is the KM matrix. Criteria I

and III of the previous section are satis�ed. This theory has no violation of the

lepton numbers.

To zeroth order in f�g, the only interactions of the quarks and leptons are the

gauge interactions and the zeroth order supersymmetry breaking potential

V0 = qm2
q1q

y + uym2
u1u+ dym2

d1d+ `m2
`1`

y + eym2
e1e: (III:11)



We see that the non-Abelian nature of Gf enforces squark and slepton degeneracy

at zeroth order in �. However, Eq. (III.11) di�ers from the universal boundary

condition of supergravity because the �ve parameters m2
a are all independent and

are not constrained to be equal. Similarly, they can di�er from the Higgs mass

parameters. Equation (III.9b), and therefore criterion II, is satis�ed at zeroth

order, but corrections appear at higher order.

At �rst order in �, superpotential interactions are generated:

W1 = a1 q�Uuh2 + a2 q�Ddh1 + a3 `�Leh1; (III:12)

where a1;2;3 are \strong interaction" parameters of order unity. The U(3) trans-

formations are shown explicitly in Appendix A at the end of this chapter.

The assumed transformation properties of the f�g are su�cient to guarantee

thatW preserves R parity invariance to all orders in �. There is no need to impose

R parity as a separate exact symmetry. The Yukawa couplings can be written as

expansions in �, for example, �U = a1�U + a4�U �
y
U�U + a5�D�

y
D�U + :::: If we work

only to second order, we can simply take �U = a1�U , etc. Even if we work to

higher order, we can rearrange the perturbation series as an expansion in �U;D;E

rather than �U;D;E . Either way, to second order in the expansion:

W1 = q�Uuh2 + q�Ddh1 + `�Eeh1 (III:13a)

W2 =
a1

�2
(q�Uu)(q�Dd) + ::: (III:13b)

V1 = ms(aUq�Uuh2 + aDq�Ddh1 + aE`�Eeh1) (III:13c)

V2 = m2
s

�
q(a2�U�

y
U + a3�D�

y
D)q

y + a4d
y�

y
D�Dd+ a5u

y�
y
U�Uu+ a6`�E�

y
E`

y

+ a7e
y�

y
E�Ee) +

m2
s

�2
a8(q�U�

y
Uq

y)(uyu) +
m2

s

�2
a9(q�Uu)(q�Dd): (III:13d)

Given the nonrenormalization theorems, one might question whether the interac-

tions in W really are generated. In general, the answer is yes: they are generated

by integrating out heavy particles at tree level and by radiative corrections to

D-terms followed by �eld rescalings. However, in speci�c simple models, one

discovers that the structure of the supersymmetric theory is such that not all

interactions allowed by the symmetries of the low-energy theory are generated.

Hence, if the symmetry structure of the low-energy theory is insu�cient to solve

the avor-changing problem, it may still be that a theory above � with this sym-

metry can be constructed which does not generate the troublesome interactions.



In QCD, the strong interaction parameters are real|the strong dynamics of

QCD preserves CP. Also, the strong dynamics is well-separated from the origin

of the explicit breaking parameters � = M;Q. The \strong" dynamics of the

supersymmetric theory above � may conserve CP so that a1:::a9 are real. This

would explain the smallness of the neutron electric dipole moment which has

contributions from Im(au) and Im(ad) (Ref. 16). However, it may be that the

dynamics above � which generates these coe�cients is not very separate from

that which generates the f�g. Since the KM phase comes from f�g, in this case

there would also be phases in fag.
Does the boundary condition of Eq. (III.11) and Eq. (III.13) at scale � solve

the avor-changing problem? In the lepton sector, the answer is obviously yes:

�E can be made real and diagonal so there is no lepton-avor violation.

In the quark sector, the only mixing matrix is the KM matrix, so that criteria I

and III are satis�ed. In fact, the only unitary transformations needed to reach

the mass basis are a rotation of V on dL quarks, and a rotation of q squarks. This

latter rotation is awkward; it is more convenient to make the V rotation on dL to

be a super�eld rotation, and to treat the remaining scalar mass avor violation

as a perturbation:

�m
d2
L

21

m2
s

= a2(V
T�

2

UV
�)21 � a2 jVtsVtdj� �2t � 4� 10�4: (III:14)

We can see that the condition of Eq. (III.9c), and therefore criterion II, is satis�ed.

Finally, the trilinear scalar interactions of V1 in Eq. (III.13c) clearly satisfy the

criterion IV. The matrices W 0� = I +O(�2) so that criterion III is also satis�ed.

The avor structure of this theory with Gf = Gmax = U(3)5 is very similar

to that which results from the universal boundary conditions of supergravity dis-

cussed below. In that theory, the terms a2:::a9 are assumed to be absent at the

boundary, but are generated via renormalization groups scalings from � = MP l

to ms, and end up being of order unity. What features of this avor sector are

crucial to solving the avor-changing problem?

(i) At zeroth order in �, the scalars of each A are degenerate and the soft operators

have no avor violation.

(ii) At linear order in �, the super�eld rotations which diagonalize the quark

masses also diagonalize the soft scalar trilinear couplings. Hence, at this

order, the soft operators contain no avor-changing neutral currents.



(iii) The corrections to m2
a, induced at second order in �, induce avor-changing

e�ects proportional to �U�
y
U and �D�

y
D. If we restrict �U and �D to their

light 2 � 2 subspaces, then all contributions are less than 10�4. Hence, we

need only consider contributions involving the heavy generation. For external

light quarks, this gives small contributions because Vts and Vtd are small.

We �nish this section by briey comparing the AFS method to several well-

known solutions of the supersymmetric avor-changing problem. The low-energy

structure of these theories can be understood as examples of the AFS technique.

The most popular treatment of the supersymmetric avor-changing problem is

to assume that at some high scale, usually taken to be the reduced Planck mass,

the avor matrices possess a \universal" form17,18:

m2
a = m2

0I (III:15a)

�U;D;E = A �U;D;E ; (III:15b)

which generalizes the idea of squark degeneracy.8 This form is the most gen-

eral which results from hidden sector supergravity theories, provided the K�ahler

potential is U(N) invariant, where N is the total number of chiral super�elds.18

However, imposing this U(N) invariance as an exact symmetry on one piece of

the Lagrangian is ad hoc because it is broken explicitly by the gauge and super-

potential interactions.

We advocate replacing this U(N) idea with an approximate avor symmetry

Gf acting on the entire theory, broken explicitly by a set of parameters f�(R)g,
allowing the Lagrangian to be written as a power series in �: L0+L1+ :::. At each

order, the most general set of interactions is written which is consistent with the

assumed transformation properties of f�(R)g. Taking G = U(3)5, we have found

that a modi�ed universal boundary condition emerges. At zeroth order in �, we

found Eq. (III.15a) to be replaced by

m2
a = m2

aI; (III:16a)

and at �rst order in �, Eq. (III.15b) is replaced by

�U;D;E = AU;D;E�U;D;E : (III:16b)

These boundary conditions are corrected at higher orders by factors of (1+O(�2))

but are su�cient to solve the supersymmetric avor-changing problem. While

Eq. (III.15) was invented as the most economical solution to the avor-changing



problem, the symmetry structure of the theory demonstrates that it is ad hoc,

and from the phenomenological viewpoint, it is overkill. The avor structure of

the low-energy theory provides a motivation for Eq. (III.16), together with the

1 +O(�2) correction factors. Phenomenological results, which follow from assum-

ing the boundary condition (15) but do not result from Eq. (III.16), should be

considered suspect. For example, the avor-changing problem provides no moti-

vation for the belief that the squarks of the lightest generation (~qL; ~dR; and ~uR)

are degenerate (up to electroweak renormalizations and breaking). Similarly, the

avor-changing problem provides no motivation for a boundary condition where

m2
h1

and m2
h2

are both set equal to squark and slepton masses.

Perhaps the most straightforward idea to solve the avor-changing problem is

to assume that supersymmetry breaking is transferred to the observable sector by

the known gauge interactions.4 Suppose this happens at scale �, and that below �

the observable sector is the minimal �eld content supersymmetric SU(3)�SU(2)�
U(1) theory. At scale �, the dominant soft supersymmetry breaking operators are

the three gaugino mass terms, which are generated by gauge mediation at the one-

loop level. At higher loop levels, at scale �, the eight avor matricesm2
a and �U;D;E

are generated. However, since the only violation of the U(3)5 avor symmetry is

provided by �U;D;E , the most general theory of this sort is described at scale � by

Eqs. (III.11) and (III.13), and hence, possesses the boundary condition (III.16).

The parameters fag are now each given by a power series in the Standard Model

gauge couplings, �i, with coe�cients which depend on the representation structure

of the supersymmetry breaking sector. The gaugino masses Mi are very large,

and at low energy, the parameters m2
A of Eq. (III.11) receive contributions /P

iCiA�iM
2
i ln�=ms, where CiA involve quantum numbers. This may dominate

m2
a boosting the importance of V0, and thereby decreasing the avor-violating

e�ects induced by V1;2.

The AFS technique is su�ciently general that it can be used no matter how

supersymmetry is broken and transmitted to the observable sector. This almost

guarantees that it will be a useful tool in studying the avor questions of super-

symmetry. It may be that nature chooses a more complicated Gf and � than the

above example. At scale �, the observable sector may involve additional �elds,

and there may be additional avor-breaking matrices. Simple group theory can be

used to determine the additional terms which these induce in V1 and V2, allowing

an easy estimation of potential avor-changing di�culties.



In the previous section, we argued that approximate avor symmetries which

lead to the observed hierarchy of quark and lepton masses and mixings are very

likely to give supersymmetric theories where all mixing matrices are KM like,

and the eigenvalues of �U;D;E possess a hierarchy similar to the eigenvalues of

�U;D;E . Hence, the criteria I, III, and IV are easily satis�ed, and the real avor

problem is that either Eqs. (III.9a) or (III.9b) must be imposed. This means

that either the mixing in the �rst two generations, W �
21, is much smaller than

expected from the Cabibbo angle, or the squarks of the �rst two generations must

be highly degenerate. This degeneracy can be understood as the consequence

of a non-Abelian symmetry, continuous or discrete, which acts on the �rst two

generations. The low-energy limit of any such theories can be analyzed using

AFS. An alternative possibility is to seek Abelian symmetries, allowing squark

nondegeneracies, which lead to the suppression of W �
21A.

It is well-known that the experimental constraints on FCNC imply that W �
21

need be suppressed only in the d and e sectors (� = dL; dR; eL; eR): W uL
21 �

W uR
21 � Vus leads to interesting D0D

0
mixing but is not a problem. This opens

the possibility that symmetries can be arranged so that Cabibbo mixing originates

in the u sector, while mixing of the generations is highly suppressed in the d

and e sectors. This idea has been used to construct models with Abelian avor

symmetries and nondegenerate squarks.21

III.5 A Brief Introduction to the Literature

In supersymmetric models of particle physics, there are two aspects to the avor

problem. The �rst is the problem of quark and lepton mass and mixing hierarchies:

why are there a set of small dimensionless Yukawa couplings in the theory? The

second aspect of the problem is why the superpartner gauge interactions do not

violate avor at too large a rate. This requires that the squark and slepton mass

matrices not be arbitrary; rather, even though all eigenvalues are large, these

matrices must also possess a set of small parameters which suppresses avor-

changing e�ects. What is the origin of this second set of small dimensionless

parameters?

An extremely attractive hypothesis is to assume that the two sets of small

parameters, those in the fermion mass matrices and those in the scalar mass ma-

trices, have a common origin: they are the small symmetry breaking parameters

of an approximate avor symmetry group Gf . This provides a link between the

fermion mass and avor-changing problems; both are addressed by the same sym-

metry. Such an approach was �rst advocated using a avor group U(3)5, broken



only by the three Yukawa matrices �U;D;E in the up, down, and lepton sectors,19 as

discussed in the previous section. This not only solved the avor-changing prob-

lem, but suggested a boundary condition on the soft operators which has a more

secure theoretical foundation than that of universality. However, this framework

did not provide a model for the origin of the Yukawa matrices themselves and left

open the possibility that Gf was more economical than the maximal avor group

allowed by the Standard Model gauge interactions.

The �rst explicit models in which spontaneously broken avor groups were used

to constrain both fermion and scalar mass matrices were based on Gf = SU(2)

(Ref. 20) and Gf = U(1)3 (Ref. 21). In the �rst case, the approximate degeneracy

of scalars of the �rst two generations was guaranteed by SU(2). In retrospect,

it seems astonishing that the avor-changing problem of supersymmetry was not

solved by such a avor group earlier. The well-known supersymmetric contribu-

tions to the KL �KS mass di�erence can be rendered harmless by making the ~d

and ~s squarks degenerate. Why not guarantee this degeneracy by placing these

squarks in a doublet of a non-Abelian avor group ( ~d; ~s)? Perhaps one reason

is that SU(2) allows large degenerate masses for d and s quarks. In the case

of Abelian Gf , the squarks are far from degenerate; however, it was discovered

that the avor-changing problem could be solved by arranging for the Kobayashi-

Maskawa mixing matrix to have an origin in the up sector rather than the down

sector.

A variety of supersymmetric theories of avor have followed, including ones

based on Gf = 0(2) (Ref. 22), Gf = U(1)3 (Ref. 23), Gf = �(75) (Ref. 24),

Gf = (S3)
3 (Refs. 25-27), and Gf = U(2) (Refs. 28, 29). Progress has also been

made on relating the small parameters of fermion and scalar mass matrices using

a gauged U(1) avor symmetry in a N = 1 supergravity theory, taken as the low-

energy limit of superstring models.30 Development of these and other theories of

avor is of great interest because they o�er the hope that an understanding of the

quark and lepton masses, and the masses of their scalar superpartners, may be

obtained at scales well beneath the Planck scale, using simple arguments about

fundamental symmetries and how they are broken. These theories, to varying

degrees, provide an understanding of the patterns of the mass matrices, and may,

in certain cases, also lead to very de�nite mass predictions. Furthermore, avor

symmetries may be of use to understand a variety of other important aspects of

the theory.

The general class of theories which address both aspects of the supersymmetric



avor problem have two crucial ingredients: the avor group, Gf , and the avor

�elds, �, which have a hierarchical set of vacuum expectation values allowing a

sequential breaking of Gf . These theories can be speci�ed in two very di�erent

forms. In the �rst form, the only �elds in the theory beyond � are the light matter

and Higgs �elds. An e�ective theory is constructed in which all gauge and Gf

invariant interactions are written down, including nonrenormalizable operators

scaled by some mass scale of avor physics, Mf . An example of such a theory,

with Gf = U(3)5, was discussed in Sec. III.4. The power of this approach is

that considerable progress is apparently possible without having to make detailed

assumptions about the physics at scaleMf which generates the nonrenormalizable

operators. Much, if not all, of the avor structure of fermion and scalar masses

comes from such nonrenormalizable interactions, and it is interesting to study how

their form depends only on Gf , Gf breaking, and the light �eld content.

A second, more ambitious approach is to write a complete, renormalizable

theory of avor at the scaleMf . Such a theory possesses a set of heavy �elds which,

when integrated out of the theory, lead to the e�ective theory discussed above.31

However, it is reasonable to question whether the e�ort required to construct

such full theories is warranted. Clearly, these complete theories involve further

assumptions beyond those of the e�ective theories, namely the Gf properties of

the �elds of mass Mf , and it would seem that the low-energy physics of avor

is independent of this, depending only on the properties of the e�ective theory.

In nonsupersymmetric theories, such a criticism may have some validity, but in

supersymmetric theories it does not. This is because in supersymmetric theories,

on integrating out the states of mass Mf , the low-energy theory may not be

the most general e�ective theory based on avor group Gf . Several operators

which are Gf invariant, and could be present in the e�ective theory, are typically

not generated when the heavy states of mass Mf are integrated out. Which

operators are missing depends on what the complete theory at Gf looks like. This

phenomena is well-known and is illustrated, for example, in Refs. 24, 29, and 32,

and it casts doubt on the e�ective theory approach to building supersymmetric

theories of avor. Finally, one might hope that a complete renormalizable theory

of avor at scaleMf might possess a simplicity which is partly hidden at the level

of the e�ective theory.



III.6 The Minimal U(2) Theory of Flavor

The largest avor group which acts identically on each component of a genera-

tion, and is therefore consistent with grand uni�cation, is U(3), with the three

generations forming a triplet. This is clearly strongly broken to U(2) by whatever

generates the Yukawa coupling for the top quark. Hence, the largest such avor

group which can be used to understand the small parameters of the fermion and

scalar mass matrices is U(2). In this section, I briey mention aspects of the U(2)

theory constructed in Ref. 29.

While the third generation is a trivialU(2) singlet,  3, the two light generations

are doublets,  a:

qa =

 
q1

q2

!
ua =

 
u1

u2

!
da =

 
d1

d2

!
`a =

 
`1

`2

!
ea =

 
e1

e2

!
: (III:17)

In the symmetry limit, only the fermions of the third generation have mass, while

the scalars of the �rst two generations are degenerate: clearly a promising zeroth

order structure.

The dominant breaking of U(2) is assumed to occur via the vev of a doublet:

h�ai. If we study the most general theory beneath some avor scaleMf , then the

nonrenormalizable operators for fermion masses are:

1

Mf

[ 3�
a ah]F ; (III:18)

which generates Vcb, and
1

M2
f

[ a�
a�b b h]F ; (III:19)

which generates a 22 entry in the Yukawa matrices. An immediate di�culty is

that U(2) also allows the supersymmetry breaking scalar mass

1

M2
f

[ ya�ya�
b b z

yz]D; (III:20)

where z is a supersymmetry breaking spurion, taken dimensionless, z = m�2,

which leads to a splitting of the degeneracy of the scalar masses of the �rst two

generations:
m2

~e �m2
~�

m2
~e +m2

~�

� O (
m�

m�
) (III:21)

in the lepton sector, and
m2

~d
�m2

~s

m2
~d
+m2

~s

� O ( ms

mb
) (III:22)



in the down quark sector. These lead to violations of the avor-changing con-

straints of Sec. III.3 (Ref. 28). However, if these operators are generated by

Froggatt-Nielsen type theories,31 one discovers that Eq. III.21 and Eq. III.22 are

not generated if the exchanged heavy vector generations transform as U(2) dou-

blets.

If the �nal breaking of U(2) occurs via a two-indexed antisymmetric tensor,

hAabi, then the �nal operator contributing to fermion masses is

1

Mf

[ aA
ab bh]F : (III:23)

It is remarkable that theories of avor can be based on the two interactions of

Eq. III.18 and Eq. III.23, in addition to the third-generation coupling [ 3 3h]F .

The Yukawa matrices take the form

� =

0
BB@

0 �0 0

��0 0 �

0 � 1

1
CCA ; (III:24)

where � = h�2i =Mf and �
0 = hA12i =Mf , and the scalar mass matrices are

m2 =

0
BB@
m2

1 + �02m2 0 ��0m2

0 m2
1 + �02m2 0

��0m2 0 m2
3 + �2m2

1
CCA : (III:25)

The splitting between the masses of the scalars of the lightest two generations is

m2
~e �m2

~�

m2
~e +m2

~�

� O (
mem

2

�

m3
�

) (III:26)

in the lepton sector, with similar equations in the quark sector. The \1-2" aspect

of the supersymmetric avor-changing problem is completely solved. However,

because �22 vanishes, the mixings to the third generation are larger than those

of the CKM matrix, so that the conditions of Sec. III.3 are not immediately

satis�ed. The splittings between the third-generation scalar mass and the lightest

two generations should not be of order unity, or the contribution to �K from the

\1, 2-3" e�ects in this model will be too large. This splitting cannot be computed

within a U(2) theory but will be an important constraint on U(3) theories.

This U(2) theory of avor has a signi�cant economy of parameters. Two of

the Standard Model avor parameters are predicted:

����VtdVts
���� = s1 =

s
md

ms

= 0:230� 0:008 (III:27a)



����VubVcb

���� = s2 =

s
mu

mc

= 0:063� 0:009: (III:27b)

As measurements of these quantities improve, it will be interesting to see whether

they remain within the uncertainties of the above predictions. There are six

unitary 3 � 3 avor-mixing matrices at neutralino vertices; in the U(2) theory,

they are real and given by six angles sIij and s
c
Iij where I = U;D;E labels the up,

down, and lepton sectors, and ij = 12; 23; 31 labels the generations being mixed.

These angles are predicted in terms of just three free parameters rI

sI12 = �scI12 =
 s

m1

m2

!
I

(III:28a)

sI23 =

 s
r
m2

m3

!
I

(III:28b)

scI23 =

 s
1

r

m2

m3

!
I

; (III:28c)

where (m1;2;3)I are the fermion mass eigenvalues of generations (1,2,3), renormal-

ized at the avor scale Mf .

Further aspects of this U(2) theory of avor can be found in Ref. 29, on which

this section was based.

III.7 The Suppression of Baryon and Lepton Number Violation

The Standard Model, for all its shortcomings, does provide an understanding for

the absence of baryon and lepton number violation: the �eld content simply does

not allow any renormalizable interactions which violate these symmetries. This

is no longer true when the �eld content is extended to become supersymmetric;

squark and slepton exchange mediate baryon and lepton number violation at un-

acceptable rates, unless an extra symmetry, such as R parity, is imposed on the

theory. It is worth stressing that some new symmetry, which in general we label

by X, really is required: the known gauge and spacetime symmetries are insu�-

cient. The need for X was �rst realized in the context of a supersymmetric SU(5)

grand uni�ed theory.33 As will become clear, there are a wide variety of possi-

bilities for the X symmetry. Matter parity,8 ZN symmetries other than matter

parity,34,35 and baryon or lepton numbers36 provide well-known examples; each

giving a distinctive phenomenology. One of the most fundamental questions in

constructing supersymmetric models is Ref. 37. What is the origin of this extra

symmetry needed to suppress baryon and lepton number-violating processes?



The X symmetry must have its origin in one of the three categories of sym-

metries which occur in �eld theory models of particle physics: spacetime symme-

tries, gauge (or vertical) symmetries, and avor (or horizontal) symmetries. The

X symmetry is most frequently referred to as R parity,x Rp, which is a Z2 parity

acting on the anticommuting coordinate of superspace: � ! ��. We view this as

unfortunate, since it suggests that the reason for the suppression of baryon and

lepton number violation is to be found in spacetime symmetries, which certainly

need not be the case. Rp can be viewed as a superspace analogue of the familiar

discrete spacetime symmetries, such as P and CP . In the case of P and CP ,

we know that they can appear as accidental symmetries in gauge models which

are su�ciently simple. For example, P is an accidental symmetry of QED and

QCD, while CP is an accidental symmetry of the two-generation Standard Model.

Nevertheless, in the real world P and CP are broken. This suggests to us that

discrete spacetime symmetries are not fundamental and should not be imposed on

a theory, so that if Rp is a good symmetry, it should be understood as being an

accidental symmetry resulting from some other symmetry. These arguments can

also be applied to alternative spacetime origins for X, such as a Z4 symmetry on

the coordinate � (Ref. 34).{ Hence, while the symmetryX could have a spacetime

origin, we �nd it more plausible that it arises from gauge or avor symmetries.

In this case, what should we make of Rp? If it is a symmetry at all, it would be

an accidental symmetry, either exact or approximate. If Rp is broken by operators

of dimension 3, 4, or 5, then a weak-scale, lightest superpartner (LSP) would

not be the astrophysical dark matter. The form of the Rp breaking interactions

will determine whether the LSP will decay in particle detectors or whether it

will escape leaving a missing energy signature. The realization that X may well

have an origin in gauge or avor symmetries has decoupled the two issues of the

suppression of B and L violation, due to X, and the lifetime of the LSP, governed

by Rp.
35,39

At �rst sight, the most appealing origin for X is an extension of the Standard

Model gauge group, either at the weak scale37 or at the grand uni�ed scale.40 An

interesting example is provided by the crucial observation that adding U(1)B�L

(Ref. 40), or equivalently U(1)T3R , is su�cient to remove all renormalizableB and

xRp was �rst introduced in a completely di�erent context.38

{Clearly, these arguments need not be correct: for example, it could be that both P and CP

are fundamental symmetries, but they have both been spontaneously broken. However, in this

case the analogy would suggest that Rp is also likely to be spontaneously broken.



L violation from the low-energy theory. Matter parity is a discrete subgroup of

U(1)B�L�U(1)T3R . This is clearly seen in SO(10) (Ref. 41), where the requirement

that all interactions have an even number of spinor representations immediately

leads to matter parity, generated by the Z2 element

X(SO(10)) = ei�(2T3L+2T3R) = ei�(N16+N144 :::); (III:29)

where N16;144;::: is 1 for a 16, 144, ... representation.

However, this example has a gauge group with rank larger than that of the

Standard Model, and the simplest way to spontaneously reduce the rank, for ex-

ample, via the vev of a spinor 16-plet in SO(10), leads to a large spontaneous

breaking of the discrete matter parity subgroup of SO(10) (Refs. 42, 43). Thus,

theories based on SO(10) need a further ingredient to ensure su�cient suppres-

sion of B and L violation of the low-energy theory. One possibility is that the

spinor vev does not introduce the dangerous couplings, which typically requires

a discrete symmetry beyond SO(10). Alternatively, the rank may be broken by

larger Higgs multiplets,42 for example, the 126 representation of SO(10). Finally,

if the reduction of rank occurs at low energies, the resulting Rp-violating phe-

nomenology may be acceptable43; however, the weak mixing angle prediction is

then lost. The ipped SU(5) gauge group allows for models with renormalizable

L violation, but highly suppressed B violation44; however, these theories also lose

the weak mixing angle prediction.

There are other possibilities for X to be a discrete subgroup of an enlarged

gauge symmetry. Several ZN examples from E6 are possible.
35 Such a symmetry

will be an anomaly-free discrete gauge symmetry, and it has been argued that ifX

is discrete, it should be anomaly free in order not to be violated by Planck scale

physics.45 With the minimal low-energy �eld content, there are only two such

possibilities which commute with avor: the familiar case of matter parity, and a

Z3 baryon parity,46 which also prohibits baryon number violation from dimension

�ve operators. While the gauge origin of X remains a likely possibility, we are

not aware of explicit compelling models which achieve this.

Finally, we discuss the possibility that the X symmetry is a avor symme-

try: the symmetry which is ultimately responsible for the small parameters of

the quark and lepton mass matrices, and also of the squark and slepton mass

matrices, might provide su�cient suppression for B and L violation. Indeed, this

is an extremely plausible solution for the suppression of L violation since the ex-

perimental constraints on the coe�cients of the L-violating interactions are quite



weak, and would be satis�ed by having amplitudes suppressed by powers of small

lepton masses. However, the experimental constraints involving B violation are so

strong that suppression by small quark mass factors are insu�cient.47 Hence, the

real challenge for these theories is to understand the suppression of B violation.

Some of the earliest models involving matter parity violation had a discrete

spacetime34 or gauge44 origin for B conservation, but had L violation at a rate

governed by the small fermion masses. This distinction between B and L arises

because left-handed leptons and Higgs doublets are not distinguished by the Stan-

dard Model gauge group, whereas quarks are clearly distinguished by their color.

This provides a considerable motivation to search for supersymmetric theories

with matter parity broken only by the L-violating interactions.

It is not di�cult to understand how avor symmetries could lead to exact

matter parity. Consider a supersymmetric theory, with minimal �eld content and

gauge group, which has the avor group U(3)5 broken only by parameters which

transform like the usual three Yukawa coupling matrices. The Yukawa couplings

and soft interactions of the most general, such e�ective theory can be written as a

power series in these breaking parameters, leading to a theory known as weak scale

e�ective supersymmetry.19 The avor group and transformation properties of the

breaking parameters are su�cient to forbid matter parity-violating interactions

to all orders: each breaking parameter has an even number of U(3) tensor indices,

guaranteeing that all interactions must have an even number of matter �elds.k To

construct an explicit model along these lines, it is perhaps simplest to start with a

U(3) avor group, with all quarks and leptons transforming as triplets, but Higgs

doublets as trivial singlets. The X symmetry is generated by the Z2 element

X(U(3)) = ei�NT ; (III:30)

where NT is the triality of the representation. An exact matter parity will result

if the spontaneous breaking of this avor group occurs only via �elds with an even

triality.

III.8 Conclusions

The use of avor symmetries to study both the fermion and scalar masses leads to a

new viewpoint. While fermion mass hierarchies remain a very fundamental puzzle,

the avor-changing constraints are de�nitely not a problem for supersymmetry;

kThis point was missed in Ref. 19 where Rp was imposed unnecessarily as an additional as-

sumption. We believe that the automatic conservation of Rp makes this scheme an even more

attractive framework as a model-independent low-energy e�ective theory of supersymmetry.



rather they are an advantage. Instead of a avor-changing problem, we have a tool

that allows us to identify which avor symmetries are acceptable. Furthermore,

many acceptable avor symmetries lead to avor-changing phenomena beyond the

Standard Model which should be discovered in the not too distant future. Such

discoveries provide the best hope for progress on the fermion mass puzzle.

In this chapter, I have pursued the idea that both fermion and scalar masses

should be constrained by the same approximate avor symmetries. However,

fermion masses are supersymmetric while the soft scalar masses are not, so that

some decoupling of their symmetry behavior is possible. Suppose that fermion

masses are understood in terms of physics at some avor scaleMf . IfMf < Mmess,

the messenger scale of supersymmetry breaking discussed in Sec. I.5, then both

fermion and scalar masses are subject to the same avor symmetries. However,

if Mmess < Mf , as in models with low-energy gauge mediation of supersymmetry

breaking,4 the soft operators can be protected from the physics of fermion mass

generation, leading to avor-changing e�ects which are milder than those dictated

by approximate avor symmetries.

Broken avor symmetries are the natural way to describe avor sectors of su-

persymmetric theories. For this reason, the MSSM with universal boundary con-

ditions is badly awed. We advocate replacing the universal boundary condition

of Eq. (III.15) with the modi�ed boundary condition of Eq. (III.16) which results

from the minimal necessary breaking of Gmax = U(3)5 (Ref. 19). Any relations

between AU;D;E or between m2
a should be viewed as probes of gauge uni�cation

in the vertical direction. In general, corrections to Eq. (III.16) are expected, as

shown in Eq. (III.13d). Finally, in the simplest schemes, the Higgs doublets are

not related by avor symmetries to the three generations of matter, so the Higgs

mass parameters should be taken to be independent of m2
a.

III.9 Appendix A

As an example of the U(3) transformation conventions used in this chapter, I

consider the �rst interaction of Eq. (III.12). Making the transposition explicit,

this is

W = a qT �Uu h2: (A1)

Under U(3)q I take

q ! L�q: (A2)

Under U(3)u I take

u! Ru: (A3)



Hence, if I assign the transformation property

�U ! L�UR
y ; (A4)

(A1) transforms to qTLyL �U RyRu h2 and is therefore invariant. I say that �U

transforms as (3; 3) under (U(3)q; U(3)u).

I write the scalar masses as

V = qTm2
qq

� + uym2
uu (A5)

so that m2
q ! Lm2

qL
y;m2

u ! Rm2
uR

y. In building invariant terms, it is useful to

notice that �U�
y
U ; �D�

y
D transform like m2

q, while �
y
U�U transforms like m2

u.

IV. Supersymmetric Grand Uni�cation

IV.1 Introduction

How will we ever be convinced that grand uni�cation, or string theory, or some

other physics at very high energies, is correct? Two ways in which this could

happen are:

1. The structure of the theory is itself so compelling and tightly constrained,

and the links to observed particle interactions are su�ciently strong, that

the theory is convincing and is accepted as the standard viewpoint. String

theory is a candidate for such a theory, but connections to known physics will

require much further understanding of the breaking of its many symmetries.

2. The theory predicts new physics beyond the Standard Model, which is dis-

covered. If the structure of the theory is not very tightly constrained, several

such predictions will be necessary for it to become convincing. Grand uni�ca-

tion is a candidate for such a theory, but as yet there have been no discoveries

beyond the Standard Model. Supersymmetric grand uni�ed theories do have

a constrained gauge structure, and this has led to the successful prediction of

the weak mixing angle at the percent level of accuracy.8,48{50�� While signif-

icant, this is hardly convincing. Nevertheless, supersymmetric grand uni�ed

��While giving the lectures at SLAC, a bright spark in the audience asked why I chose to quote

sin2 � = 0:231� 0:003, which suggests a signi�cance of 1%, rather than using the well-measured

weak mixing angle as input and quoting a prediction for the less well-measured strong coupling

�s = 0:126�0:013, which looks to only have a signi�cance of 10%. This is an excellent question.

The reason I believe that the signi�cance is 1% rather than 10% is as follows. Consider the

sin2 �=�s plane, with sin2 � varying from zero to one, and �s varying from zero to some large

value �c

s
which is still perturbative. The area of this plane is �c

s
, and it could have been that the



theories o�er the prospect of many further tests. In this talk, I make the

case that experiments of this decade, and the next, allow for the possibility

that we might become convinced that grand uni�cation is correct.

Any grand uni�ed theory must have at least two sectors: the gauge sector,

which contains the gauge interactions, and the avor sector containing the inter-

actions which generate the quark and lepton masses. In supersymmetric versions,

there are also the supersymmetry breaking interactions. I include the gaugino

masses in the gauge sector, the supersymmetry breaking squark, slepton and Higgs

masses, and interactions in the avor sector. There are no known direct observ-

able consequences of the interactions of the superheavy gauge bosons: they are

predicted to be too heavy even to mediate proton decay at an observable rate.

I know of only one prediction in the gauge sector, other than sin2 �: ratios

of the gaugino mass parameters, Mi; i = 1; 2; 3 for U(1); SU(2), and SU(3). If

the supersymmetry breaking is hard up to scales above the uni�cation mass, MG,

and if the breaking of supersymmetry in the gauge kinetic function is dominantly

SU(5) preserving, then Mi will be independent of i at MG. Beneath MG, renor-

malizations induce splittings between the Mi; in fact, they scale exactly like the

gauge couplings: Mi = �iM . The prediction of two gaugino mass ratios is a

very important consequence of super uni�cation. These predictions occur in the

gauge sector; however, unlike the weak mixing angle, these predictions involve the

supersymmetry breaking sector, and even if the supersymmetry breaking is hard

at MG, there are situations when they are broken.51 Furthermore, these relations

can occur without grand uni�cation.yy

parameters lie anywhere in this plane. The condition that the three gauge couplings unify can

be represented as a band in this plane, with the width of the band representing the theoretical

uncertainties, such as the various threshold corrections. By sketching the plane, you can convince

yourself that the area of this band is given by �c

s
�, where � is the theoretical uncertainty in

sin2 �. Hence, the fraction of the area of the plane which the theory allows is �, which is of

order 1%, and this is a measure of the signi�cance of the prediction. This argument can be

rephrased by starting in some other basis for the parameters, e.g., the space of g1; g2, and g3

with � held �xed, but the conclusion will be the same.
yySuppose supersymmetry is broken in a sector which communicates with the observable sector

only via Standard Model gauge interactions. Then one expectsMi / �i as before. The constant

of proportionality is not guaranteed to be independent of i, although such an independence

follows if the particles communicating the supersymmetry breaking �ll out complete SU(5)

multiplets, as suggested by the weak mixing angle prediction.



IV.2 Flavor Signals Compared

Fortunately, the avor sector has many signatures, listed in Table 3 in �ve cate-

gories. Proton decay52,53 and neutrino masses54,55 are the earliest and most well-

known signatures of grand uni�cation. However, the theoretical expectation for

these classic signals is plagued by a power dependence on an unknown superheavy

mass scale. For neutrino masses, this is the right-handed Majorana mass MR. If

we naively set m�i = m2
ui
=MR with MR =MG = 2�1016 GeV, then all three neu-

trino masses are too small to be detected in any laboratory experiment, although

they could lead to MSW oscillations in the sun.

While the many hints for detection of neutrino oscillations are extremely in-

teresting, and theorists are full of ideas for suppressing MR, if we fail to detect

neutrino masses then we learn very little about grand uni�cation. On the other

hand, several observations hint at the presence of neutrino masses, and measure-

ments of neutrino mass ratios and mixing angles would provide a very important

probe of the avor structure of uni�ed models.

Requires \Present" Requires

BSM in all SUSY breaking

discovery models hard at MG

(I) p decay
p

No No

(II) � masses
p

No No

(III) u; d; e No No No

masses and mixings

(IV) ~u; ~d; ~e
p p p

masses

(V) Le;�;� and
p p p

CP violation

Table 3. Characteristic features of the �ve avor tests of supersym-

metric grand uni�cation.

The leading supersymmetric contribution to the proton decay rate is propor-

tional to M�2
H (Refs. 37 and 40), where MH is a model-dependent parameter,

which arises from the uni�ed symmetry breaking sector of the theory. The simple



expectation that MH ' MG is excluded as it produces too short a proton life-

time.37,40 There are many mechanisms that e�ectively allowMH to be enhanced,

thereby stabilizing the proton, but there is no argument, which I would defend,

demonstrating that proton decay will be within reach of future experiments. If we

are lucky, proton decay may be discovered, and the decay modes and branching

ratios will probe avor physics in an important way. However, as for neutrino

masses, if a signal is not seen, little of use is learned about the question of grand

uni�cation, hence the \No" in the middle column of Table 3.

The third signature of the avor sector of grand uni�ed theories is provided

by relations amongst the masses and mixings of the quarks and charged leptons,

which was also �rst studied in the 1970s (Ref. 56). This signature has the very

great advantage over all others that data exists: there is no need for discoveries

beyond the Standard Model. Since the late '70s, this �eld has developed consid-

erably, in step with our continually increasing knowledge of the quark and lepton

masses and the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. These signatures are based

on the hope that the avor interactions which generate the fermion masses are

relatively simple, involving few enough parameters that relations among the 13

observables can be derived. While there is no guarantee that this is true, it is

an assumption which is reasonable and which could have an enormous payo�. A

considerable fraction of high-energy physics experiments aim at extracting more

precise values for the quark masses and mixings; each time an error bar is reduced,

this probe of grand uni�cation becomes more incisive. Among the interesting re-

sults obtained so far are:

� Evolution of the b and � Yukawa couplings to high energies in the Standard

Model does not lead to their uni�cation, as expected from the simple SU(5)

boundary condition. Such a uni�cation does work well if evolution is done

with weak scale supersymmetry and a heavy top quark.57{60

� The uni�cation of the three Yukawa couplings of the heavy generation in

the MSSM,61 expected from a simple SO(10) boundary condition, can occur

perturbatively only if 165 GeV < mt < 190 GeV (Ref. 62).

� It is possible to construct SO(10) models where all observed fermion masses

and mixings are generated from just four interactions. Seven of the 13 avor

parameters are predicted.32



� The observed quark masses and mixings may be consistent with several pat-

terns of the Yukawa matrices at the uni�cation scale in which many of the

entries are zero, suggesting they have a simple origin.63

I have discussed the �rst three signatures of Table 1, stressing that only for

fermion mass relations do we have any useful data, and stressing that none of these

signatures is a necessary consequence of grand uni�cation. These features are

shown in the �rst two columns of the table. We must now discuss supersymmetry

breaking, which is relevant for the third column of Table 3. The fundamental origin

of the �rst three signatures (baryon number violation, lepton number violation,

and Yukawa coupling relations) does not depend on supersymmetry breaking.

However, for the last two signatures, the supersymmetry breaking interactions of

the low-energy e�ective theory contain all the information relevant to the signals.

A crucial question for these two signatures is: at what scale do the interactions

which break supersymmetry become soft? This has nothing to do with the size

of the parameters which violate supersymmetry|they are of order of the weak

scale. At any energy scale, �, we can consider our theory to be a local e�ective �eld

theory. What is the \messenger scale," Mmess, above which the supersymmetry

breaking parameters, such as squark and gluino masses, do not arise from a single

local interaction? Consider models where supersymmetry is broken spontaneously

in a sector with a single mass scale, M , and is communicated to the observable

sector by the known gauge interactions.4,64 It is only when the particles of massM

are integrated out of the theory that local interactions are generated for squark

and gluino masses. Hence, for these models, the messenger scale is given by

Mmess =M , which is of order MW =�, or 10 TeV.

The breaking of supersymmetry in a hidden sector of N = 1 supergravity

theories17,18 has become a popular view (although it is not satisfactory in sev-

eral respects). The interactions which generate squark and slepton masses are

produced when supergravity auxiliary �elds are eliminated from the theory, and

hence are local at all energies up to the Planck scale, giving a messenger scale

Mmess = MP l. For signatures IV and V, the critical question is whether Mmess

is larger or smaller than MG, the uni�cation mass. If Mmess � MG, then the

local interactions which break supersymmetry are produced at energies beneath

MG, and hence these interactions are not renormalized by the interactions of the

uni�ed theory. On the other hand, if Mmess � MG, then the supersymmetry

breaking interactions appear as local interactions in the grand uni�ed theory it-

self. At energies above MG, they take a form which is constrained by the uni�ed



symmetry. Furthermore, they are modi�ed by radiative corrections induced by

the uni�ed theory, giving low-energy signals which are not power suppressed by

MG (Ref. 65).

For example, in any grand uni�ed theory in which ~u; ~uc, and ~ec are uni�ed in the

same irreducible representation, the uni�ed theory will possess m2
~u = m2

~uc = m2
~ec.

When the uni�ed gauge symmetry is broken, such relations can be modi�ed both

radiatively and at tree level. However, it has been shown that in all models where

the weak mixing angle is a signi�cant prediction of the theory, there will be two

scalar superpartner mass relations for each of the lightest generations.66

It is possible that the gauge forces are uni�ed, but the low-energy matter

particles are not; for example, ~u; ~uc, and ~ec could lie in di�erent irreducible repre-

sentations of the uni�ed group. In this case, the uni�ed gauge group clearly does

not lead to scalar mass relations amongst the light states. While this situation is

a logical possibility, I do not �nd it very plausible. It is not straightforward to

construct such theories and maintain an understanding for the smallness of the

avor-mixing angles of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. Much more likely

is the possibility that the light mass eigenstate �elds ~u; ~uc, and ~ec lie dominantly

in one irreducible representation, but have small components in other represen-

tations.67 This happens automatically in Froggatt-Nielsen theories of fermion

masses31 which rely heavily on mass mixing between heavy and light states. Such

small mixings will lead to corresponding small deviations from the exact uni�ed

scalar mass relations of Ref. 66. In principle, these shifts in the scalar mass eigen-

values would allow s-particle spectroscopy to be used as a probe of the uni�ed

theory.67 However, I doubt they will be big enough to be directly seen in spec-

troscopy. This is because the mass mixings also induce avor-changing e�ects in

the scalar sector, and these are powerfully constrained by experiment. Since this

phenomenon occurs at tree level, it is likely to dominate over the avor-changing

e�ects that the uni�ed theory will induce at the loop level,65 and hence will become

one of the most important constraints on building theories of fermion masses using

the Froggatt-Nielsen method. Hence, I think that simple scalar mass relations are

likely to result in uni�ed theories, while the avor-changing phenomenology will

probe details of the avor structure of the uni�ed theory.

IV.3 Flavor-Changing and CP-Violating Signals

Riccardo Barbieri and I have recently shown that a new class of signatures arises

in supersymmetric theories which unify the top quark and � lepton, and which

have a high messenger scale Mmess > MG (Ref. 68). These e�ects are induced



by radiative corrections involving the large top Yukawa coupling of the uni�ed

theory, �tG. The most promising discovery signatures are lepton avor violation,

such as � ! e (Refs. 68 and 69) and electric dipole moments for the electron

and neutron, de and dn (Refs. 69 and 70).

These signatures are complementary to the classic tests of proton decay and

neutrino masses, as shown in the last two columns of Table 1. We believe that

these new signatures are much less model dependent than the classic tests: they

are present in a very wide range of models with Mmess > MG. A second crucial

point, when comparing with the classic tests, is the size of these signals, which

does not depend on the power of an unknown superheavy mass.

A complete calculation in the minimal SU(5) and SO(10) models69 concludes

that searches for the Li and CP-violating signatures provide the most powerful

known probes of supersymmetric quark-lepton uni�cation with supersymmetry

breaking generated at the Planck scale. For example, an experiment with a sen-

sitivity of 10�13 to B.R. (� ! e) would probe (apart from a small region of

parameter space where cancellations in the amplitude occur) the SU(5) model to

�tG = 1:4 and m~eR = 100 GeV, and would explore a signi�cant portion of pa-

rameter space for m~eR = 300 GeV. In the SO(10) case, where the present bound

on �! e is already more stringent than the limits from high-energy accelerator

experiments, a sensitivity of 10�13 would probe the theory to �tG = 1.25 and m~eR

close to 1 TeV.

Which search probes the theory more powerfully: rare muon processes or the

electric dipole moments? In the minimal SU(5) theory, the electric dipole moments

are very small so that the rare muon processes win. In the minimal SO(10) theory,

the electric dipole moments are proportional to sin� where � = �d � 2�, where

�� is the phase of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element Vtd, and where �d is

a new phase. There is a simple relation between B.R. (�! e) and de:

jdej
10�27e cm

= 1:3 sin�

s
B.R.(�! e)

10�12
: (IV:1)

For sin� = 0:5, the present limits imply that the processes have equal power to

probe the theory. The analysis of the data from the MEGA experiment should put

the rare muon decay ahead, but eventually de may win because it falls only as the

square of the superpartner mass, whereas the rare muon decay rate falls as the

fourth power. At some point, these processes could force the s-electronmasses to be



higher than is reasonable from the viewpoint of electroweak symmetry breaking,

discussed in Sec. II.3.

Similar new avor-changing tests of supersymmetric quark-lepton uni�cation

occur in the hadronic sector, where the best probes are nonstandard model con-

tributions to �; b ! s and to CP violation in neutral B meson decays.71 These

signals could provide a powerful probe of the avor sector of uni�ed theories.

However, unlike the lepton avor-violating and electric dipole signatures, they

must be distinguished from the Standard Model contribution, and they are small

when the gluino is heavy due to a gluino focusing e�ect on the squark masses.

Uni�ed avor sectors which are more complicated than the minimal ones lead

to a larger range of predictions for these signals. There may be additional sources

of avor and CP violation other than those generated by the top Yukawa coupling.

While cancelling contributions cannot be ruled out, they are unlikely to lead to

large suppressions. Many other sources could provide e�ects which are larger than

those generated by �tG, and hence, it is reasonable to take the top contribution

as an indication of the minimum signal to be expected.

IV.4 The Top Quark Origin of New Flavor and CP Violation

At �rst sight, it is surprising that the top quark Yukawa coupling should lead to

any violation of Le or L�. What is the physical origin of this e�ect, and why is

it not suppressed by inverse powers of MG? The answer lies in new avor-mixing

matrices, which are analogous to the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.

In the Standard Model, the quark mass eigenstate basis is reached by mak-

ing independent rotations on the left-handed up and down type quarks, uL and

dL. However, these states are uni�ed into a doublet of the weak SU(2) gauge

group: Q = (uL; dL). A relative rotation between uL and dL therefore leads to

avor mixing at the charged W gauge vertex. This is the well-known Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawamixing. With massless neutrinos, the Standard Model has no

analogous avor mixing amongst the leptons: the charged lepton mass eigenstate

basis can be reached by a rotation of the entire lepton doublet L = (�L; eL).

How are these considerations of avor mixing altered in supersymmetric uni-

�ed theories? There are two new crucial ingredients. The �rst is provided by

weak-scale supersymmetry, which implies that the quarks and leptons have scalar

partners. The mass eigenstate basis for these squarks and sleptons requires ad-

ditional avor rotations. As an example, consider softly broken supersymmetric

QED with three generations of charged leptons. There are three arbitrary mass

matrices, one for the charged leptons, eL;R, and one each for the left-handed and



right-handed sleptons, ~eL and ~eR. To reach the mass basis therefore requires a

relative rotation between eL;R and ~eL;R, resulting in a avor-mixing matrix at the

photino gauge vertex. These matrices were called W eL;eR in Sec. III.3.

In supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model, these additional avor-

changing e�ects are known to be problematic. With a mixing angle comparable

to the Cabibbo angle, a branching ratio for � ! e of order 10�4 results. In

the majority of supersymmetric models which have been constructed, such avor-

changing e�ects have been suppressed by assuming that the origin of supersymme-

try breaking is avor blind. In this case, the slepton mass matrix is proportional

to the unit matrix. The lepton mass matrix can then be diagonalized by identical

rotations on eL;R and ~eL;R, without introducing avor-violating mixing matrices

at the gaugino vertices. Slepton degeneracy renders lepton avor-mixing matrices

nonphysical.

The uni�cation of quarks and leptons into larger multiplets provides the second

crucial new feature in the origin of avor mixing. The weak uni�cation of uL and

dL into qL is extended in SU(5) to the uni�cation of qL with uR and eR into

a ten-dimensional multiplet T (qL; uR; eR). Since higher uni�cation leads to fewer

multiplets, there are fewer rotations which can be made without generating avor-

mixing matrices.

In any supersymmetric uni�ed model, there must be at least two coupling

matrices, �1 and �2, which describe quark masses. If there is only one such

matrix, it can always be diagonalized without introducing quark mixing. One of

these coupling matrices, which we take to be �1, must contain the large coupling

�t, which is responsible for the top quark mass. We choose to work in a basis in

which �1 is diagonal. The particles which interact via �t are those which lie in

the same uni�ed multiplet with tL and tR. In all uni�ed models, this includes a

right-handed charged lepton, which we call eR3
. This cannot be identi�ed as the

mass eigenstate �R, because signi�cant contributions to the charged lepton masses

must come from the matrix �2, which is not diagonal.

The assumption that the supersymmetry breaking mechanism is avor blind

leads to mass matrices for both ~eL and ~eR, which are proportional to the unit

matrix at the Planck scale, MP l. As we have seen, without uni�ed interactions,

lepton super�eld rotations can diagonalize the lepton mass matrix without intro-

ducing avor-mixing matrices. However, the uni�cation prevents such rotations:

the leptons are in the same multiplets as quarks, and the basis has already been



chosen to diagonalize �1. As the theory is renormalization group scaled to lower

energies, the �t interaction induces radiative corrections which suppress the mass

of ~eR3
beneath that of ~eR1

and ~eR2
. Beneath MG, the superheavy particles of

the theory can be decoupled, leaving only the interactions of the minimal super-

symmetric Standard Model. Now that the uni�ed symmetry which relates quarks

to leptons is broken, a lepton mass basis can be chosen by rotating lepton �elds

relative to quark �elds. However, at these lower energies, the sleptons are no

longer degenerate, so that these rotations do induce lepton avor-mixing angles.

Radiative corrections induced by �t lead to slepton nondegeneracies, which render

the lepton mixing angles physical.

This discussion provides the essence of the physics mechanism for Le;�;� vi-

olation in superuni�ed models. It shows the e�ect to be generic to the idea of

quark-lepton uni�cation, requiring only that supersymmetry survive unbroken to

the weak scale, and that supersymmetry breaking be present at the Planck scale.

The imprint of the uni�ed interactions is made on the soft supersymmetry break-

ing coe�cients, including the scalar trilinears, which are taken to be universal at

the Planck scale. Eventually, this imprint will be seen directly by studying the

superpartner spectrum, but it can also be probed now by searching for Le;�;� and

CP-violating e�ects.

The above discussion assumed a universal scalar mass at high energies. We

argued in Chap. III that it is preferable to replace this ad hoc form with scalar

masses that are the most general allowed by an appropriate avor group, Gf . This

group solves the \1{2" avor problem, as discussed in Sec. III.3, but the \1, 2{

3" avor signature discussed here, which results from the large splitting between

the scalars of the third generation and those of the lighter two generations, will

persist.

IV.5 Summary

Supersymmetric grand uni�ed theories are a leading candidate for physics beyond

the Standard Model because:

� They provide an elegant group theoretic understanding of the gauge quantum

numbers of a generation.

� sin2 � is the only successful prediction of any parameter of the Standard

Model at the percent level of accuracy.

I have not yet mentioned the most crucial experimental hurdle which these

theories must pass: superpartners must be discovered at the weak scale. Without



this, I will never be convinced that these theories are correct. As I write, I imagine

the skeptics who may read this (I dare to hope!) saying \suppose by 2010 we

have measured neutrino masses and mixing angles, seen proton decay and other

rare processes such as � ! e, de and dn, found nonstandard CP violation in

B meson decays, and that we have even discovered superpartners and measured

their masses. This still will not convince me that the theory behind this physics

is quark-lepton uni�cation." My reply is:

� These discoveries will not necessarily make quark-lepton uni�cation convinc-

ing, but they will make it the standard picture.

� These discoveries might make a particular model of quark-lepton uni�cation

completely convincing.

There is certainly no guarantee of the latter point, but let me illustrate it

with an optimistic viewpoint. There are millions of possible avor sectors of

uni�ed models. Some are so complicated that, if this is the way nature is, we

are unlikely to ever uncover this structure from low-energy experiments alone.

Others are very simple with few interactions and parameters. Why should nature

be kind to us and provide a simple avor sector with few interactions? Quite

apart from our general belief that the underlying laws of physics will be simple,

I think that the answer is illustrated by the U(2) model of Sec. III.7. A avor

symmetry provides a convincing solution to the avor-changing problem. Since

it must severely constrain the scalar sector, it is expected to also severely restrict

the fermion mass operators. The most constrained scheme which I know has ten

parameters (eight avor and two supersymmetry breaking) to describe all the

avor physics signals. As an example, consider something in between with, say,

15 parameters (e.g., 12 avor and three supersymmetry breaking). This has two

parameters more than the avor sector of the Standard Model. Suppose that

we discover such a uni�ed model with these two parameters correctly describing

the entire superpartner spectrum, the neutrino masses and mixing angles and the

magnitudes of the nonstandard model signals for �! e; de; dn and B meson CP

violation, and the masses of the two Higgs bosons, the pseudoscalar boson and

the charged Higgs boson. It is certainly an optimistic scenario, but it is one which

I would �nd convincing.

V. The High-Energy Frontier

What are the liveliest debates at the high-energy frontier today? Particle physics,

like other branches of physics, is driven �rst and foremost by experimental discov-



eries. Many experimental discoveries laid the groundwork for the development of

the gauge structure of the Standard Model, and we will need many further exper-

iments to guide us beyond. Hence, it is not surprising that the dominant debate

of the �eld is about which accelerators should be built and which experiments

should be done.

The phenomena uncovered by experiments have led to a stunning array of

theoretical developments over the last 30 years. These theoretical tools allowed

the construction of the Standard Model. A dominant debate in theoretical circles

is whether the tools of point particle �eld theories and their symmetries will take

us much further, or whether further tools, such as string theory, are necessary.

There is no doubt that there are limits to point particle gauge theory, the

clearest of which is that they cannot describe gravity. Nevertheless, point parti-

cle gauge theories and their symmetries are an extraordinarily rich and powerful

tool. In these lectures, I have explored the possibility that they provide a deeper

understanding of many of the outstanding questions of particle physics.

� A dynamical origin of electroweak symmetry breaking as a heavy top quark

e�ect.

� A avor symmetry origin for the pattern of fermion masses and mixing.

� A uni�ed gauge symmetry|allowing for a highly constrained and predictive

theory of avor, in addition to the well-known picture of a uni�ed family and

uni�ed gauge couplings.

It is extraordinary that such a comprehensive vision of particle interactions

has been developed. It seems unlikely that a complete picture of particle physics

can be constructed without nonperturbative dynamics entering at some point;

but what is that point? It is possible that the failure to develop a comprehensive

vision of particle physics beyond the Standard Model based on either techni-

color or a composite Higgs is because in these cases, the issue of nonperturbative

dynamics provides a barrier at the very �rst step. The vision developed here is

largely perturbative and is based on weak-scale supersymmetry, a heavy top quark

leading to perturbative dynamics for electroweak symmetry breaking, and pertur-

bative uni�cation. The only new nonperturbative dynamics beneath the Planck

scale occurs in the supersymmetry breaking sector, which I have not discussed.

Fortunately, there are many experimentally testable aspects of the theory which

follow from a few minimal assumptions, and no detailed understanding, about

how supersymmetry breaking occurs. Measurements of the superpartner masses



will provide a crucial guide as to how the supersymmetry breaking interactions

should be generated.

The vision of weak scale supersymmetry and perturbative uni�cation receives

considerable motivation from precision electroweak measurements, but only fur-

ther experiments will prove whether these ideas are correct. The discovery of

supersymmetry at the weak scale would be a revolution for High-Energy Physics,

as important as any the �eld has seen, heralding a new era. Decades of experimen-

tation would be needed to fully elucidate the rami�cations of this new symmetry;

for example, measurements of the many new avor observables would provide a

new handle on the avor problem.
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Figure Caption

Upper bounds on superpartner and Higgs boson masses which follow from requir-

ing a limit to the amount of �ne tuning among parameters. This �gure applies to

the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model with minimal �eld content,

with all scalar masses taken equal at the uni�cation scale, and similarly for the

three gaugino masses. The upper extent of the lines for each particle correspond

to ~ = 10, the error bar symbol to ~ = 5, and the squares to the masses which

result from minimizing the amount of �ne tuning. This �gure was supplied to me

by Greg Anderson; for further �gures, see Ref. 6.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Indirect Information on Top

Much of our indirect information on the existence of the top quark has come

from studying the bottom quark. By studying the forward-backward asymmetry

AFB (e+e� ! b�b) at low energy,1 and at the Z0 resonance, combined with the

partial width � (Z0 ! b�b) (Ref. 2), one can determine that the weak-isospin of

the b quark is consistent with T3 = �1

2
. In addition, the absence of decays such as

b ! sl+l� (at a rate comparable to b ! cl��) can be explained if the b quark is

a member of an SU(2) doublet.3 Finally, cancellation of anomalies requires that

the electric charges in each generation sum to zero. By de�nition, the top quark

is the T3 = +1

2
weak isospin partner to the b quark.

Given �ts to electroweak observables from LEP and SLC, that also include

information from neutrino scattering, and the measurement of MW from p�p col-

liders, one obtains2 a favored value for the top mass ofMtop = 178 +11 +18
�11 �19 GeV=c

2.

This value is obtained assuming a value for the Higgs mass of MH = 300 GeV=c2.

The �rst uncertainty is experimental, while the second comes from varying the

Higgs mass over the range of 60 to 1000 GeV=c2. If instead one leaves the Higgs

mass free in the �t, the resulting top mass is Mtop = 156 +14
�15 GeV=c

2 (Ref. 4).

1.2 Direct Searches for Top

A number of direct searches for the top quark have been performed at p�p colliders.

In 1990, CDF obtained a limit5 of Mtop > 91 GeV=c2 at 95 % CL. In 1993, D;
obtained a limit6 of Mtop > 131 GeV=c2 at 95 % CL. The �rst evidence for top-

quark production was obtained by CDF in 1994 (Ref. 7). In that analysis, we

found a 2:8� excess of signal over the expectation from background, using a data

sample with an integrated luminosity of 19:3�0:7 pb�1 (referred to as the Run 1A

sample). The interpretation of the excess as top-quark production was supported

by a peak in the mass distribution for fully reconstructed events. Additional

evidence was found in the jet energy distributions in lepton + jet events.8

A second collider run took place from January 1994 until June 1995. This is

referred to as Run 1B and yielded an additional� 90 pb�1 of data. On March 2nd,

1995, both the CDF9 and D; (Ref. 10) Collaborations reported observation of the
top quark, using the Run 1A data plus a subset of the Run 1B data set. In



the remainder of this document, we will describe the CDF results, including an

updated Run 1B data set.

1.3 Top Production and Decay

In p�p collisions, top quarks are pair produced by gluon-gluon fusion and q�q anni-

hilation. The relative importance of the two processes is dependent on the mass

of the top quark. For Mtop = 175 GeV=c2, one expects approximately 90% of the

rate from q�q annihilation. The t�t production cross section has been calculated at

next-to-leading order, with the inclusion of diagrams due to soft gluon emission.11

The result is shown in Fig. 1. The dashed curves in this �gure represent the un-

certainties obtained in varying parameters related to the perturbative part of the

cross-section calculation. They do not represent the full uncertainty in the central

value of the cross section, which could be as large as 30% (Ref. 12).

Top Mass (GeV/c2)

σ 
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b)

Theory: Laenen, Smith, and van Neerven
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Fig. 1. The theory cross section for t�t production.

For top masses greater than the combined mass of the W boson and the

b quark, the top quark is expected to decay almost exclusively to a real W and

a b. The t�t decay signature is then determined by how the two W bosons in the

event decay, as shown in Fig. 2. There are three primary signatures:



� Both W 's Decay W ! `�

In this case, the �nal state is `+ �`� �b�b, where ` is an electron or a muon.

This is referred to as the dilepton channel. The branching ratio is approxi-

mately 5%.

� One W Decays W ! `�

In this case, the �nal state is `+� q�q0 b�b. This is referred to as the lepton

plus jets channel, and the branching ratio is � 30%.

� Both W 's decay W ! q�q0

In this case, the �nal state is q�q0 q�q0 b�b. This is referred to as the all-hadronic

channel, and the branching ratio is � 44%.
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Fig. 2. Tree level t�t production via q�q annihilation, followed by the Standard

Model decay chain.

1.4 The CDF Detector

The CDF detector is a general-purpose detector designed to study the physics of

p�p collisions. It has both azimuthal and forward-backward symmetry. A side-view

cross section of the CDF detector is shown in Fig. 3. The CDF detector consists



of a magnetic spectrometer surrounded by calorimeters and muon chambers.13 A

new low-noise, radiation-hard, four-layer silicon vertex detector (SVX), located

immediately outside the beampipe, provides precise track reconstruction in the

plane transverse to the beam and is used to identify secondary vertices from b

and c quark decays.14 The momenta of charged particles are measured in the

central tracking chamber (CTC), which is in a 1.4 T superconducting solenoidal

magnet. Outside the CTC, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters cover the

pseudorapidity region j�j < 4:2 (Ref. 15), and are used to identify jets and electron

candidates. The calorimeters are also used to measure the missing transverse

energy, 6ET , which can indicate the presence of undetected energetic neutrinos.

Outside the calorimeters, drift chambers in the region j�j < 1:0 provide muon

identi�cation. A three-level trigger selects the inclusive electron and muon events

used in this analysis.
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Fig. 3. A side view of the CDF detector. The detector is forward-backward

symmetric about the interaction region, which is at the lower-right corner of the

�gure.



2 The Dilepton Channel

The dilepton selection is based on the expected decay topology t�t! W+bW��b!
`+�`��b�b, where ` is an electron or muon. We require that each event contains

at least one primary, isolated electron (muon) with ET (PT ) � 20 GeV (GeV=c).

Electrons consistent with photon conversions are removed. In addition, Z !
e+e� (�+��) are removed if the invariant mass of the lepton pair is in the range

of 75 to 105 GeV=c2. For the secondary lepton, the same ET (PT ) cut is applied,

but a slightly looser set of identi�cation cuts are imposed. It must have a charge

opposite in sign to that of the primary lepton.

Since there are two remaining b quarks in the �nal state, we require that each

event contain at least two jets, with uncorrected ET � 10 GeV and j�j < 2.0.

The presence of two �'s from the decay of the W bosons motivates a cut on the

missing energy 6ET � 25 GeV . An additional cut is applied for the backgrounds

of Z ! �+�� and Drell-Yan. In these events, 6ET can be generated along the

direction of the leptons (from the � decay �'s) or along the direction of the jets

(from mismeasurement of jet energies). To reduce this background, we require

6ET � 50 GeV , when the azimuthal angle between the 6ET and the nearest jet or

lepton is < 20�.

After all cuts, the relative acceptance among the three possible dilepton cate-

gories is 57% for e�, 28% for ��, and 15% for ee (for a top mass of 175 GeV=c2).

The expected number of events (using the central value of the theoretical cross

section) from t�t passing all cuts is shown in Table 1, for a luminosity of 100 pb�1.

Top Mass �t�t Expected Events

(GeV=c2) (pb) (#)

160 8.2 6.6

170 5.8 4.5

180 4.2 3.6

Table 1. The predicted central value of the t�t production cross section from

Laenen et al., and the number of dilepton t�t events expected after all cuts, as a

function of top-quark mass.



The backgrounds to the dilepton channel are, in order of importance, Drell-

Yan, p�p ! Z ! �� , fake leptons, p�p ! WW , and p�p ! b�b. The �rst three

are calculated primarily from the data, while the last two come primarily from

Monte Carlo. The individual backgrounds are given in Table 2 and yield a total

background of 1:9� 0:3.

Category Expected Events

Drell-Yan 0.70�0.27
p�p! Z ! �� 0.56�0.11
Fake leptons 0.35�0.11
p�p! WW 0.31�0.10
p�p! b�b 0.03�0.02
Total 1.9�0.3

Table 2. Number of background events expected in 100 pb�1, broken down by

category.

We observe a total of nine events in 100 pb�1. There are six e� events, two ��

events, and one ee event, consistent with the relative acceptance quoted earlier.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show plots of �� (lepton or jet; 6ET ) vs. 6ET for the candidates.

One of the �� events is consistent with the radiative decay Z ! ��, where the

 is reconstructed as a jet (with large electromagnetic fraction). Although the

background expected from this process is small (� 0.1 event), and included in

the background estimate above, we remove this event from the total sample and

are left with eight events passing all selection criteria. The probability of the

background estimate uctuating to the number of observed events or more is

P = 1 x 10�3.

As described in the next section, we have two methods for identifying b jets

at CDF. Although we do not require b-tagging in the dilepton channel, we note

that three of the eight events have one or more b-tagged jets, providing evidence

for W+W�b, as expected from t�t production.



Fig. 4. The azimuthal angle between the 6ET and the closest lepton or jet vs.

6ET for the ee candidates. Upper left: all-jet multiplicities. Upper right: zero-jet

events. Lower left: one-jet events. Lower right: � 2-jet events (signal region).

3 The Lepton Plus Jets Channel

The lepton plus jets selection is based on the expected decay topology t�t !
`�bq�q0�b. Once again, we require that each event contain one isolated electron

(muon) with ET (PT ) � 20 GeV (GeV=c). The requirements on this lepton are

the same as in the dilepton selection. We also require that 6ET � 20 GeV: Since

there are four partons in the �nal state, we require that each event have � 3 jets,

with ET � 15 GeV , and j�j � 2:0. The three-jet requirement is approximately

75% e�cient for Mtop = 175 GeV=c2, but strongly suppresses inclusive QCD

W production, as shown in Fig. 7. Any events which also pass the dilepton

selection criteria are explicitly removed at this point, to keep the two search

channels statistically independent.

At this stage in the selection, 296 events remain. For Mtop = 175 GeV=c2, the

theoretical cross section is �t�t = 4:8 pb, and thus, we only expect � 40 t�t events

after all cuts. Additional background rejection is still needed.

The dominant background in a lepton plus jets search is non-top QCDW+mul-

tijet production. We reject this background using b-tagging, since every t�t event



Fig. 5. The azimuthal angle between the 6ET and the closest lepton or jet vs. 6ET

for the �� candidates. Upper left: all-jet multiplicities. Upper right: zero-jet

events. Lower left: one-jet events. Lower right: � 2-jet events (signal region).

contains two b quarks, while only � 2% of QCD W + jets events are expected to

contain b quarks. We identify or tag b quarks using two methods at CDF: the �rst

requires the location of a displaced vertex using the SVX, and the second requires

a soft lepton (e or �) from b-quark decay.

3.1 Silicon Vertex Tagging

The primary method used for identifying b quarks in top events utilizes the Silicon

Vertex Detector and is therefore referred to as SVX-tagging. The method relies on

the excellent SVX hit resolution of � 8:5 �m per point, as shown in Fig. 8. This

in turn yields an expected resolution on the impact parameter of charged tracks

of �d � 16(1 + ( 0:8
PT
)2) �m, where the second term is due to multiple scattering,

and PT is the transverse momentum of the track.

The b lifetime is approximately 450 �m. This, along with the large boost the

b receives in the decay of the top quark, yields a displacement in the lab frame

which can be quite large. In Fig. 9, we show the transverse decay length in the lab

frame of b hadrons from top decay (Mtop = 160 GeV=c2). Note that this is before



Fig. 6. The azimuthal angle between the 6ET and the closest lepton or jet vs.

6ET for the e� candidates. Upper left: all-jet multiplicities. Upper right: zero-jet

events. Lower left: one-jet events. Lower right: � 2-jet events (signal region).

detector e�ects smear the resolution. The mean of this distribution is � 2000 �m,

while the expected resolution on this quantity is about � 150 �m.

The SVX-tagging algorithm begins by selecting displaced tracks in a cone of

radius
p
��2 +��2 = 0:4 about the axis of a given jet. The tracks are required to

have impact parameter signi�cance d
�d
� 2:5, and PT � 0:5 GeV=c. The algorithm

then attempts to �nd a displaced vertex with three or more tracks. If this fails,

the track requirements are tightened to d
�d

� 4:0, and PT � 1:5 GeV=c, and

the algorithm attempts to �nd a displaced vertex with only two tracks. In each

case, the criteria for a tag is that the transverse decay length be greater than

three times its uncertainty: Lxy=�Lxy > 3:0. From Monte Carlo studies, we �nd

that the algorithm tags (42 � 5)% of all top events passing the lepton plus jets

selection criteria. The expected number of events from t�t passing all cuts is shown

in Table 3, for a luminosity of 100 pb�1.

The background to b-tagged events comes primarily from inclusive QCD

W events containing real heavy avor. The processes which contribute are p�p!
Wg (g ! b�b; c�c) and p�p ! Wc. In addition, there are contributions to the

background from fake tags (i.e., tags in events which contain no true displaced



Fig. 7. Fraction of events vs. jet multiplicity observed in W plus jets data. The

bottom plot shows the distribution expected from t�t Monte Carlo with Mtop =

175 GeV=c2.

Fig. 8. Tracking residuals for all four layers of the SVX.



Fig. 9. The transverse decay length distribution for b hadrons, before detector

resolution e�ects, from t�t Monte Carlo events with Mtop = 175 GeV=c2.

Top Mass �t�t Expected Events

(GeV=c2) (pb) (above background)

160 8.2 30

170 5.8 24

180 4.2 15

Table 3. The predicted central value of the t�t production cross section from

Laenen et al., and the number of SVX-tagged lepton plus jets t�t events expected

in 100 pb�1 after all cuts, as a function of top-quark mass.



vertices), and a small component from the following processes: Z ! �� , non-W ,

WW , WZ, and Drell-Yan.

Monte Carlo is used to determine the fraction of observed W + jet events

containing Wb�b;Wc�c; and Wc. The tagging e�ciency as measured in the data

is then used to calculate the expected number of tags from these sources. The

background from mis-tags is determined from a parameterization of fake tags

observed in \generic" QCD jet data. The additional backgrounds are derived

from a combination of data and Monte Carlo.

Before Tag Total Background Observed Tags (Events)

W+0 Jet 88049

W+1 Jet 9531 74:5�16.9 61 (61)

W+2 Jet 1469 29:7�7.9 43 (38)

W+ � 3 Jet 296 9:9�2.8 40 (32)

Table 4. Observed SVX-tags in the W + jets sample, compared with expected

background, vs. jet multiplicity bin. The signal region for t�t is the W + � 3 jet

sample.

The total background is calculated separately for each W jet multiplicity bin.

The results are shown in Table 4, along with the number of tags observed in the

data. In the W + 1 jet bin, where we expect little contribution from top, there

is good agreement between the observed tags and the calculated background.

There is a small excess of tags in the W + 2 bin, consistent with the background

estimate plus a small contribution from top. In the signal region of W+ � 3 jets,

we observed 40 tags in 32 events over a total background of 9.9 � 2.8 tags. A plot

of observed tags and background, vs. W jet multiplicity, is shown in Fig. 10.

We have examined a number of features of the tagged events. The hypothesis

is that the tagged events represent t�t events where one W from a top decays to

a lepton and a neutrino. In Fig. 11, we compare the transverse mass (computed

using the x and y components of the lepton and 6ET in the event) observed for

the tagged events vs. the distribution expected from a Monte Carlo for Mtop =

175 GeV=c2. The agreement is good. We have the H. In Fig. 12, we see good

agreement between the H (described below) observed in the tagged events and the

distribution expected from t�t Monte Carlo plus background. In Fig. 13, we also



see good agreement between ET of the tagged jets observed in the data and the

distribution expected from t�t Monte Carlo plus background. Finally, we can also

examine observed tags vs. expected background in the Z + jets sample. There

is very little contribution from top expected in this sample,16 although there is

a large reduction in statistics relative to the W + jets sample. The results are

shown in Table 5. There is good agreement between tags and background in each

jet multiplicity bin.
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Fig. 10. The W + jets distribution observed in the data. The open circles are

before SVX-tagging and the solid triangles are after SVX-tagging. The hatched

boxes represent the tagging background estimate. The inset compares the c� of

the tagged jets in the W + � 3 jet sample with the distribution observed in top

Monte Carlo.

3.2 Soft Lepton Tagging

The second method used to tag b quarks in top events is to identify electrons and

muons from b decay. The leptons are referred to as soft due to the low momentum

requirement of PT � 2 GeV . These additional leptons come primarily from the

process b! `�X and the cascade process b! cX, c! `�X, but also from decays

such as W ! c�s, c! `�X and W ! ��, � ! `��.



Fig. 11. Transverse mass of the SVX-taggedW +� 3 jet events (points) compared

with shape expected from top Monte Carlo (solid histogram).

Fig. 12. H distributions for pretagged W + � 3 jet events (open circles), SVX-

tagged W + � 3 jet events (solid triangles), compared to tags in top plus

background Monte Carlo (solid histogram), and tags in background-only Monte

Carlo (hatched histogram).



Fig. 13. SVX-tagged jet Et of the tagged W + � 3 jet events (solid triangles),

compared to tags in top plus background Monte Carlo (solid histogram), and tags

in background only Monte Carlo (hatched histogram).

Total Background Observed Tags

Z + 1 8:4� 0:84 6

Z + 2 2:3� 0:23 3

Z+ � 3 0:94� 0:09 1

Table 5. Observed SVX-tags in the Z + jets sample, compared with expected

background, vs. jet multiplicity bin.



The e�ciency for identifying electrons is measured in the data using photon

conversions  ! e+e�. The e�ciency for identifying muons is measured in the

data using J= ; Z ! �+�� events. The e�ciency for �nding an additional e or �

in a t�t event passing the lepton plus jets selection criteria is (20�2)%. The primary
background (about 75%) for soft lepton tags are hadrons misidenti�ed as leptons,

and electrons from unidenti�ed photon conversions. A smaller background comes

from processes which generate real heavy avor, such as Wb�b and Wc�c. The rate

for these backgrounds is measured using generic jet samples and parameterized as

a function of the PT of the lepton candidates. Other much smaller backgrounds

are calculated in the same manner as for the SVX analysis.

As before, the total background is calculated separately for each W jet multi-

plicity bin. The results are shown in Table 6, along with the number of SLT-tags

observed in the data. There is good agreement between the observed tags and

the calculated background in the W + 1 and W + 2 jet bins. In the signal region

of W+ � 3 jets, we observe 40 SLT-tags in 36 events over a total background of

23.8 � 3.6 tags. A plot of observed tags and background vs. W jet multiplicity

is shown in Fig. 14.

Before Tag Total Background Observed Tags

W+0 Jet 88049

W+1 Jet 9531 250�38 232

W+2 Jet 1469 71�11 84

W+� 3 Jet 296 23:8�3.6 40

Table 6. Observed SLT-tags in the W+ jets sample, compared with expected

background, vs. jet multiplicity bin. The signal region for t�t is the W + � 3 jet

sample.

4 Measurement of the t�t Production Cross

Section

We calculate the cross section implied by the excess of events observed in the

three counting experiments: W + jets with an SVX B-tag, W + jets with an SLT
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Fig. 14. The W + jets distribution observed in the data. The open circles are

before SLT tagging and the solid triangles are after SLT tagging. The hatched

boxes represent the tagging background estimate.

B-tag, and dileptons. The cross section is calculated using the relation:

� =
n� b

�tot � R Ldt
where n is the observed number of events, b is the estimated background, and �tot

is the total acceptance (including branching ratios) for a given channel.
R Ldt is

the integrated luminosity, and for the result stated below it is 67 pb�1. The cross

section is determined by maximizing the likelihood expression:

L = G(

Z
Ldt;

Z
Ldt; �R

Ldt) � LSV X � LSLT � LDIL

and

Li = G(�; ��; ��) �G(b;�b; �b) � P (n; � �
Z
Ldt � � + b);

where i = SV X, SLT , and DIL, G (p; �p; �p) is a Gaussian for parameter p,

with mean �p and width �p, and P (n;m) is a Poisson with mean m and number

of observed events n. The quantities � and b represent the total e�ciency and

background for a given channel i. In practice, the above expressions are separated

into pieces that either are or are not common between Run 1A and Run 1B.



Item SVX SLT Dilepton

N
tagged
events 21 22 7

�total (in %) 3:4� 0:9 1:7� 0:3 0:78� 0:08

Background 5:5� 1:8 14:7� 2:2 1:3� 0:3

Luminosity 67� 5 pb�1 67� 5 pb�1 67� 5 pb�1

Table 7. Parameters used in the calculation of the combined SVX/SLT/dilepton

t�t production cross section.

In addition, the acceptance for the SVX and SLT channels, before tagging, is

taken as 100% correlated. A subset of the parameters used in the calculation

are listed in Table 7. Note that the background in the SVX and SLT channels

have been corrected for the top content in the sample before tagging using an

iterative technique.17 Combining the three channels results in �(t�t) = 7:6 +2:4
�2:0 pb.

In Fig. 15, we compare this result, along with the CDF measurement of the top-

quark mass (described below), vs. the theoretical expectation.

Top Mass (GeV/c2)
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the CDF measurements of the t�t production cross section

and the top-quark mass, vs. the expectation of theory, from Laenen et al.



5 Determination of Vtb

In the Standard Model, a 176 GeV=c2 top quark decays almost exclusively to Wb,

because Vtb � 1 and there is no kinematic suppression of this decay. In fact, the

statement that Vtb � 1 assumes that the CKM matrix is 3 � 3 and unitary, and

this is something we would like to test. The procedure used to measure Vtb is

relatively straightforward. We measure the ratio:

b =
BF (t !Wb)

BF (t ! Wq)
=

V 2
tb

V 2
td + V 2

ts + V 2
tb

;

where the relative branching fraction of top to Wb is measured by examining

the distribution of dilepton events with zero, one, and two b-tagged jets, and by

examining the distribution of lepton plus � 3 jets events with one and two b-

tagged jets. This technique takes advantage of the fact that values of BF (t !
Wb) signi�cantly smaller than 1.0 would have a noticeable e�ect on the relative

distribution of events in each category. A maximum likelihood estimator is used

to determine the best �t ratio, and in 100 pb�1, we �nd

b =
BF (t ! Wb)

BF (t ! Wq)
= 0:94 � 0:27(stat) � 0:13(syst)

and at 95% CL, we obtain b > 0:34.

We then use the above relation to determine Vtb. Assuming unitarity, we

obtain jVtbj = 0:97 � 0:15 � 0:07. Additionally, we can relax the assumption

of three-generation unitarity. Assuming that there is no coupling between the

�rst two and a possible fourth generation, then jVtdj = 0:004� 0:015 and jVtsj =
0:030 � 0:048 (Ref. 18). To extract a 95% CL limit on jVtbj, we assume that

jVtdj and jVtsj take on their smallest allowed values, and use our 95% CL limit

measurement of b. We �nd that at 95% CL, jVtbj > 0:022 (95% CL).

6 Top-Mass Reconstruction

Wemeasure the top-quark mass using theW+ � 3 jet events which also contain at

least one additional jet with ET > 8 GeV, j�j < 2:4. This sample will be referred

to as the W+ � 4 jet sample. This sample can then be �t to the hypothesis:



p�p! t1 + t2 +X

t1 ! W1 + b1

t2 ! W2 + b2

W1 ! l + �

W2 ! j1 + j2,

assuming the four highest ET jets correspond to the partons b1, b2, j1, and j2.

When calculating masses, all jet energies are corrected for detector e�ects, for

contributions from the underlying event, and for energy falling outside of the �xed

cone size of 0.4. Finally, there are speci�c corrections for jets tagged as b's. When

tagging information is required, both SLT and SVX-tagged events are used. All

possible assignments of jets to partons are tried, with the restriction that if a jet

is tagged, it is required to be one of the b jets. The 6ET is assumed to represent the

transverse components of the neutrino, and the constraint that the lepton and 6ET

reconstruct to the W mass yields a two-fold ambiguity for the Pz of the neutrino.

The two jets selected as the decay products of the hadronicW are also constrained

to the W mass. Finally, both top masses (representing the hadronic and leptonic

W decays) are required to be the same. Within estimated uncertainties, the jet

energies are allowed to vary in order to satisfy the constraints. Each particular

assignment of jets to partons yields a top mass and a �2, and the solution with

the lowest �2 is chosen for each event. This �2 is required to be less than ten.

The resulting distribution of top masses observed in the data is then compared to

the expectation for top plus background for various top masses. The background

shape is from Monte CarloW + jet events satisfying the same selection criteria as

the data, and the normalization is �xed using a method described in our previous

publication.7

In 67 pb�1, there are 99 W + � 4 jet events using the criteria described

above. There are 19 events which contained either an SVX or SLT tag, of which

6:3+2:1
�1:7 are expected to be background. Figure 16 shows the data along with the

best �t expectation for signal plus background. The inset shows the negative

ln (likelihood) returned by the �t at each top mass. The minimum of the negative

ln (likelihood) yields the best �t, and a change in the ln (likelihood) of 0.5 gives

the statistical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainties are extrapolated from

our earlier publication,7 the dominant sources being the e�ects of gluon radiation

on the determination of parton energies, and the jet energy scale. The �nal result

for the mass is Mtop = 176 � 8(stat) � 10(syst) GeV=c2. In Fig. 17, we show



the reconstructed mass distribution for the sample of W + � 4 jet events before

b-tagging. This distribution also shows an excess of events over the background

shape in the region of reconstructed mass � 175 GeV=c2.
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Fig. 16. Reconstructed mass distribution for events containing at least one SVX

or SLT b-tagged jet. The dashed histograms represent the �tted distributions

from background and the sum of background and signal. The inset plot shows the

likelihood for similar �ts to di�erent top-mass hypotheses.

We have also looked for evidence of the decay of the hadronic W in this

sample. In the �rst method, we use the same mass �tting procedure described

above, except that we release the constraint on the hadronic W decay. We can

then examine the mass distribution of the jets the �tter chooses (for the minimum

�2 solution) as the decay products of the hadronic W . In Fig. 18, we can see a

clear excess of events in the region of the W mass.

The second method takes advantage of the fact that when both b quarks are

tagged, there is a unique jet-jet mass combination for the W decay. Both SVX

and SLT tags are used, although the criteria for an SVX tag are loosened to

improve acceptance. In 100 pb�1, ten events satisfy these selection criteria. The

mass distribution for the remaining two non-b jets is shown in Fig. 19. A clear

peak is seen at the W mass.
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Fig. 17. Reconstructed mass distribution for the sample of W + 4 jet events

before b-tagging. The shaded histogram is that expected for background with the

normalization taken from a �t made with a background constraint.
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Fig. 18. Plot of the invariant mass of the two jets assigned as the decay jets of

the hadronic W , when the W mass constraint is removed from the �t. Note the

excess of events in the region of the W mass.



Fig. 19. Dijet mass distribution of untagged jets in events with two identi�ed

b quarks. The solid curve is for the ten events observed in the data, and the

dashed curve is for a Monte Carlo calculation.

7 The t�t Invariant Mass

As a result of the constrained �t in the lepton plus jets sample, one obtains the

four-momenta of the t and the �t quarks. Using these quantities, we can then

calculate the t�t invariant mass for each event. This quantity is sensitive to non-

Standard Model top quark production mechanisms. A number of authors19,20

have pointed out the possibility of heavy resonances which could have sizable

decay branching ratios to t�t. In determining this quantity, an improvement in

resolution of a factor of � 2 can be obtained by constraining the top mass to

the value measured in the previous section. The resulting distribution observed

in 100 pb�1 is shown in Fig. 20. The data shows good agreement with the shape

expected from Standard Model t�t plus background. In order to gain acceptance,

we can perform the same analysis using the pretagged data. This is shown in

Fig. 21, and once again, there is good agreement between data and Standard

Model t�t plus background.
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Fig. 20. t�t invariant mass after b-tagging for the data (solid histogram),W + jets

Monte Carlo normalized to the expected background rate (dotted histogram), and

top plus W + jets Monte Carlo (dashed histogram).
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Fig. 21. t�t invariant mass before b-tagging for the data (solid histogram),W + jets

Monte Carlo normalized to the expected background rate (dotted histogram), and

top plus W + jets Monte Carlo (dashed histogram).



8 The H Analysis

Due to the large top-quark mass, t�t events are produced with large
p
s compared

to background processes. A simple variable which scales with
p
s is H, which is

de�ned as

H = ET (lepton) + 6ET +
X
jets

ET (jets);

where the sum over jets includes all jets with ET � 8 GeV and j�j � 2:4. This

analysis is performed on the pretagged mass sample. A feature of this analysis is

that it is sensitive to non-b tagged top events, as well as providing an independent

check of Mtop and �(t�t).

In Fig. 22, we show the separation obtained using H, for t�t Monte Carlo vs.

W + 4 jet background. Also shown in this �gure is the distribution of H observed

in the full data sample, as well as for the subset of events containing a b tag. These

events cluster near large H as expected for the t�t component of the distribution.

We perform a two-component binned maximum-likelihood �t of theH distribution

of this sample, to a sum of distributions expected for t�t and background. As in

the mass reconstruction analysis, this is done for several values of top mass. The

resulting negative ln(likelihood) vs. top mass is plotted in Fig. 23. The top mass

we obtain using 99 events in 67 pb�1 is Mtop = 180� 12(stat)+19
�15(syst) GeV=c

2,

which is in good agreement with the mass determination from the lepton plus jets

sample.

9 The All-Hadronic Channel

The selection for this channel is based on the expected decay topology t�t !
W+bW��b! q�q0 q�q0 b�b. Each event is required to pass the following criteria:

� Njet � 6, where Njet is the number of jets with ET > 15 GeV and j�j < 2:0.

The jets must be separated in �; � space by �Rmin � 0:5.

� PET � 150 GeV , where
P
ET is the transverse energy sum over the Njet

jets.

� PET=
p
s � 0:75.

� A � �0:003�PET + 0:45, where A is aplanarity calculated in the center-

of-mass system of the Njet jets.

� Require at least one SVX-tagged jet.



Fig. 22. H distribution of CDF data (solid line), W + 4 jet background (dashed

line), and t�t Monte Carlo with Mtop = 180 GeV=c2 (dotted line). The shaded

distribution shows the events in the data containing a b tag.

Fig. 23. Resulting negative ln(likelihood) vs. top mass for �ts of H distribution of

CDF data to a sum of distributions expected for t�t and background. Also shown

is the CDF mass result from the W+ � 4 jet sample described earlier.



The e�ciency for this selection (including all decay modes) is �HAD = (8:6 �
0:4(stat))% for Mtop = 175 GeV=c2. The data comes from a multijet trigger, and

the results below are based on an integrated luminosity of L = 81 pb�1.

These events are then �t to the t�t hypothesis using a method similar to that

described above. Each of the six highest ET jets is assigned as one of the six decay

partons of the t and �t. Momentum conservation is required at the two top decay

vertices, and the masses of the resulting t and �t from the �t are constrained to

be equal. The two W mass constraints are not imposed so as to reduce the total

number of combinations. The solution with the best �2 is chosen.

We have used two methods to determine the shape of the background mass

spectrum. The �rst method uses events which pass all of the selection criteria,

but which contain no SVX-tagged jet. This sample is expected to contain less

than 5% t�t signal. The background distribution is shown in Fig. 24. In the

second method, we parameterize the tag rate (as observed in an independent

sample) and apply it event by event to the pretagged multijet sample. This

procedure should include any biases on the background mass spectrum due to the

tagging itself. The resulting shapes of the background from the two methods are

in excellent agreement and are shown in Fig. 24. We have found that a Landau-

like distribution adequately models the shape of the background and use this in

our �t. The mass distribution observed in the data is then �t to a sum of the

Landau describing the background, and a Gaussian distribution describing the t�t

signal. The normalization of the background and top components are left free in

the �t. The result of the �t is shown in Fig. 25. The mean of the Gaussian yields

a top mass in good agreement with the result of lepton plus jets analysis. From

the �t result for the number of top events, the acceptance quoted above, and the

integrated luminosity of the multijet sample, we calculate the t�t production cross

section to be:

�t�t = 9:6� 3:5 (stat: only) pb;

also in good agreement with the cross-section result from the SVX, SLT, and

dilepton channels quoted earlier.

10 The Future for Top at CDF

The current limiting factor to higher luminosities at the Tevatron is the total

number of antiprotons in the ring. Fermilab is currently building a new Main



Fig. 24. Background mass distribution for the all-hadronic analysis. The points

are from the no b-tag sample, and the shaded histogram is from the tag rate

parameterization.

Injector accelerator that will lead to antiproton production rates about a factor

of two above what is currently possible. It will also improve the transfer e�ciency

for antiprotons. This should lead to instantaneous luminosities of roughly a factor

of four over what can currently be attained. In addition, a proposed device called

the Recycler Ring may allow more e�cient production and use of antiprotons, and

could yield another factor of two to three in instantaneous luminosity. Finally, the

beam energy will be increased from the current 900 GeV to 1000 GeV in Run II.

Some parameters of the current and future Tevatron are listed in Table 8.

Run Energy Instant Lum. Integ. Lum.

(GeV ) (cm�2sec�1) (pb�1/week)

1B (Present) 900 2 � 1031 4

II (MI) 1000 8 � 1031 17

II (MI+Recycler) 1000 20 � 1031 41

Table 8. Performance parameters of the Tevatron in the 1994{95 run compared

with expected parameters for Run II.



Fig. 25. Fitted top-mass distribution in the all-hadronic channel. The points are

the b-tagged signal sample. The shaded histogram is the background normalized

to the outcome of the �t. The lower curve is a Landau distribution representing

the background shape, and the upper curve is a sum of this Landau and a Gaussian

distribution representing the t�t signal.



The CDF detector has been used to study proton-antiproton collisions at Fer-

milab since 1985. During this time, the detector has been upgraded to increase

physics capability and to keep pace with changes to the Tevatron. The improve-

ments to the Tevatron noted above necessitate replacement or modi�cation of

several detector systems. These detector systems include:

� Silicon Vertex Detector (SVX II)

{ The new detector will have �ve layers and will be double-sided to pro-

vide both r � � and r � z readout, allowing three-dimensional vertex

reconstruction. In addition, the detector will be � 90 cm long, allowing

much more complete coverage of the p�p interaction region.

� Intermediate Fiber Tracker (IFT)

{ This will be a scintillating �ber tracker in the region r � 16� 27 cm.

The IFT plus SVX II tracking combination should allow b-tagging out to

j�j = 2, as well as improving electron identi�cation in the region covered

by the new plug calorimeter.

� Plug Calorimeter Upgrade

{ This is a scintillating-tile �ber calorimeter with a shower-max detector.

It should allow for greatly improved electron identi�cation at large ra-

pidity.

� Muon Detection System

{ The muon detectors in the central region will have additional chambers

installed to allow more complete � and � coverage. In addition, the more

compact design of the new plug calorimeter will allow the forward muon

system to move closer to the interaction region, increasing our muon

acceptance.

The above changes to the accelerator and the detector will impact the top

analysis in a number of signi�cant ways. First, at
p
s =2 TeV , the t�t production

cross section increases by � 40% relative to
p
s=1.8 TeV . The new plug calorime-

ter could increase the acceptance for W ! e� from top by about 25%, assuming

one can maintain a signal-to-noise ratio similar to what is currently achieved in

the central calorimeter. Finally, one should note that the current Silicon Vertex

Detector used in Run 1B only covers about 60% of the p�p interaction region, while

the SVX II detector will cover almost all of the p�p interaction region. This will



almost double the b-tagging e�ciency to about 80% per top event (compared to

42% at present).

Taking all of these improvements into account, the expected yield of t�t events

in the lepton + 4 jets + b-tag mode (i.e., the tagged mass sample) should be

� 600 per fb�1 (compared to � 200 per fb�1 in the current run). With yields

such as these, the expected precision on a number of top measurements can be

estimated. For example, with 2 fb�1 of data, we expect to measure the top mass

to better than � 4 GeV=c2 (including systematic and statistical uncertainties),

and the production cross section to better than � 7%.

11 Summary

The evidence for the top quark that CDF presented in April of 1994 was con�rmed

in all aspects by the results of the CDF and D; Collaborations in March of 1995.

We have observed top in a number of di�erent decay channels. We have used the

lepton plus jets decay channel to measure the top-quark mass:

Mtop = 176� 8� 10 GeV=c2:

In this same sample, we can observe a very clean peak of the process W !
jj, providing a sample of WbWb events as expected for t�t. We have used a

kinematic analysis of the lepton plus jets sample to derive a top-mass measurement

in agreement with the above result. The t�t production cross section is measured

from the dilepton and lepton plus jets decay channels to be:

�(t�t) = 7:6 +2:4
�2:0 pb:

We have also observed top in the di�cult all-hadronic decay channel, and derive

mass and cross-section measurements consistent with the above two results. We

are using the invariant mass distribution of the t�t sample as a probe for new

physics. Finally, we have performed the �rst direct measurement of the CKM

matrix element Vtb.

We expect to record another � 30 pb�1 of data in the fall (winter) of 1995(6).

We plan to continue to improve our top analysis with new data and better un-

derstanding of systematic uncertainties. The Fermilab accelerator complex and

the CDF detector are currently planning for Run II, which promises data samples

at least a factor of ten larger than we now have. A important focus of Run II
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Fig. 26. Correlation between the W boson mass and the top-quark mass, for

several values of the Higgs boson mass, along with current CDF measurements.

will be to probe electroweak parameter space and hopefully constrain the allowed

mass range of the only unobserved Standard Model particle, the Higgs. Figure 26

shows the correlation between the W boson mass and the top-quark mass for

several values of the Higgs boson mass, along with current CDF measurements.
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ABSTRACT

The D� Collaboration reports on the observation of the top quark in

p�p collisions at
p
s = 1:8 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron. We mea-

sure the top quark mass to be 199+19
�21(stat:)

+14
�21(syst:) GeV/c

2 and its

production cross section to be 6:4� 2:2 pb. Our result is based on ap-

proximately 50 pb�1 of data. We observe 17 events with an expected

background of 3:8 � 0:6 events. The probability of an upward uc-

tuation of the background to produce the observed signal is 2� 10�6

(equivalent to 4.6 standard deviations). The kinematic properties of

the events are consistent with top quark decay, and the distribution of

events across the seven decay channels is consistent with the Standard

Model top quark branching fractions. We describe the analysis that

led to the observation of the top quark as well as the properties of the

top quark events.

c1995 by Nicholas J. Hadley.



On Thursday, March 2, 1995, in two seminars given at Fermilab, the D� and

CDF Collaborations announced the discovery of the top quark.1,2 This discovery

was the culmination of nearly two decades of intense search by a large number of

di�erent experiments located at accelerators throughout the world.

The D� experiment measures a mass of 199+19
�21(stat:)

+14
�21(syst:) GeV/c

2 for

the top quark with a production cross section of 6:4� 2:2 pb for that mass. (The

CDF experiment measures a mass of 176 � 13 GeV/c2 and a cross section of

6:8+3:6
�2:4 pb.) The D� result is based on approximately 50 pb�1 of data, about four

times the previous sample.3,4 We observe 17 events with an expected background

of 3:8� 0:6 events. The probability of an upward uctuation of the background

to produce the observed signal is 2�10�6 (equivalent to 4.6 standard deviations).

The kinematic properties of the events are consistent with top quark decay. The

distribution of events across the seven decay channels we study is consistent with

the Standard Model top quark branching fractions. We will describe the analysis

that led to the observation of the top quark in detail, starting with a brief summary

of past searches for the top quark with D�. We will also show that our top data

contains W 's that decay hadronically.

1 Introduction

At Tevatron energies, top quarks are primarily produced in pairs. In what follows,

we assume that top quarks decay into a W boson and a b quark with 100%

branching fraction. The decay modes of the top are then characterized by the

decays of the two W's in each event. Events where both W's decay to leptons

(e or �) are called dilepton events, denoted ee, e�, and �� events. Events where

one W decays to an e or a � and the other decays to jets are called lepton + jets

events. Decays to tau leptons are considered only as sources of jets, electrons, or

muons. Events where both W's decay to jets have large backgrounds due to QCD

multijet events and were not used in the discovery analysis.

In January 1994, the D� Collaboration published3 an upper limit on the top

quark pair production cross section which can be translated into a 95% con�dence

level (CL) lower limit on the top quark mass of 131 GeV/c2. This paper used

13.5 pb�1 of data from the 1992{1993 run and was based on the analysis of the

number of events seen in the ee, e�, e + jets, and � + jets decay channels.



In April 1994, the CDF Collaboration submitted papers claiming evidence for

the top quark with a mass of 174� 16 GeV/c2 and a cross section of 13:9+6:1
�4:8 pb.

The statistical signi�cance of the signal was about 2.8 standard deviations.5

In a paper4 submitted to Physical Review Letters in November 1994, we re-

optimized our analysis for higher masses, based on our previous result (top quark

mass > 131 GeV/c2), added more decay channels, and improved our under-

standing of the backgrounds in the various channels. This analysis provided a

background-subtracted estimate of the top quark production cross section, based

on the same data set as the January 1994 paper, but using the information from all

decay channels involving at least one electron or muon (ee, e�, ��, e + jets, and �

+ jets with both event shape selection and b quark tagging). For all seven channels

together, we found nine events with an expected background of 3:8� 0:9 events.

Assuming the excess to be due to tt production, we obtained a cross section of

8:2� 5:1 pb for an 180 GeV/c2 top quark mass. This cross section was consistent

with both the Standard Model expectations for the top quark at this mass and

with the CDF result. We concluded that this measurement did not demonstrate

the existence of the top quark.

2 Optimization

D� began its second data run (Run 1B) in December 1993, and by early 1995,

we had more than tripled our data sample compared with the 1992{1993 run

(Run 1A). To exploit the extended mass reach of this larger data sample, about

50 pb�1, we optimized our cuts for the top quark search for top masses above

140 GeV/c2. We optimized signal to background using Monte Carlo simulations

to model the signal along with our standard background calculation methods.

We achieved an improvement of a factor of four in signal to background while

retaining 70% of our previous acceptance for 180 GeV/c2 top. The improved

background rejection arises primarily from requiring events to have large total

transverse energy, HT . HT is de�ned as the scalar sum of the transverse energies,

ET , of the jets for the single lepton + jets and �� channels and the scalar sum

of the transverse energies of the leading electron and the jets for the e� and

ee channels. To be included in the calculation of HT , jets were required to have

ET > 15 GeV. Electrons are identi�ed by their longitudinal and transverse shower

shapes in the calorimeter. They are required to be isolated, to have a matching



track, and to have dE=dx as measured in the tracking chambers consistent with a

single electron. Electrons are required to have j�j < 2:5 for the dilepton channels

and j�j < 2:0 for the e + jets channels. Muons are de�ned by a good quality track

in the muon chambers, which points to the event vertex. Muons are also required

to leave a minimum amount of energy in the calorimeter. Muons are restricted to

j�j < 1:7 for data taken in the 1992{1993 run and j�j < 1:0 for data taken in the

1993{1995 run. Due to wire aging, the muon chamber e�ciency at large values

of � decreased with time. Isolated muons were required to be more than 0.5 in

�-� space from the center of the nearest jet. Jets are de�ned using a �xed cone

algorithm of radius 0.5 in �-� space.

3 Dilepton Decay Channels

We will now describe the analysis of the seven di�erent decay modes, starting with

the dilepton channels. The branching ratios for tt events to decay to dileptons are

small, but the backgrounds are small as well. In each of the dilepton channels (ee,

e�, and ��), we required two leptons, two jets, and a minimumvalue ofHT . In the

ee and e� channels, we required a large missing ET , /ET , while in the �� channel,

the two muons were required to be inconsistent with a Z decay based on a global

kinematic �t. The kinematic requirements for the three dilepton channels are

given in Table 1. After all cuts, two events remain in the e� channel. A plot of

Ee
T vs. 1/p�T is given in Fig. 1. The stars in the plot show the two top candidates

in this channel. Figure 2 shows a plot of /ET vs. the invariant mass of the two

electrons, Mee for the ee events after the electron ET and jet cuts. The data show

a cluster of events consistent with Z + jets production. The one remaining event

is removed by the HT requirement, leaving no events in this channel. Figure 3

shows a plot of the probability that the pair of muons comes from the decay of

a Z boson for Z ! �� events and for �� top events from the Monte Carlo. The

location of the cut is shown by the arrow. After all cuts, one event remains in the

�� channel. This event has a probability of 0.008 of coming from the decay of

a Z boson. The HT distribution of the dilepton events, along with distributions

for signal and background Monte Carlo events, is shown in Fig. 4. The one event

with HT below 100 GeV is the ee event that fails the HT cut.

The backgrounds for the dilepton channels come from two sources: physics

backgrounds and fake backgrounds. Physics backgrounds come from physics pro-



Fig. 1. Scatter plots of 1=p�T vs. Ee
T prior to HT , jet, and /ET cuts for e� events

from data and tt Monte Carlo, top quark mass of 170 GeV/c2 and luminosity of

21 fb�1. The dashed lines correspond to our cuts.



Fig. 2. Scatter plots of /ET vs. Mee after ET and jet cuts, but before the HT cut

for ee events from the data and tt Monte Carlo, top quark mass of 160 GeV/c2

and luminosity of 19 fb�1. The dashed lines correspond to our cuts.



Fig. 3. Plots of probability of the dimuon pair coming from the decay of a Z boson

for Z ! �� and top Monte Carlo events. The location of the cut is given by the

arrow.



Fig. 4. HT distribution for data events (boxes) and top (dashed lines) and back-

ground Monte Carlo events (dotted lines). The HT distribution of the background

events peaks at lower values of HT than the top events. The arrow shows the lo-

cation of the cut.



Table 1. Minimum kinematic requirements for the standard event selection (en-

ergies in GeV).

Leptons Jets

Channel ET (e) pT (�) Njet ET /ET HT A
e� + jets 15 12 2 15 20 120 -

ee + jets 20 2 15 25 120 -

�� + jets 15 2 15 - 100 -

e+ jets 20 4 15 25 200 0.05

�+ jets 15 4 15 20 200 0.05

e+ jets=� 20 3 20 20 140 -

�+ jets=� 15 3 20 20 140 -

cesses which have the same signature as top, for example WW ! e� + jets.

These backgrounds are estimated using Monte Carlo. Fake backgrounds come

from processes where one object is misidenti�ed in the detector as another object.

Jets, for example, are sometimes misidenti�ed as electrons. These backgrounds

are estimated directly from the data, as are the probabilities for resolution uc-

tuations to give large /ET . The main backgrounds are from Z and continuum

Drell-Yan production, vector boson pairs (WW; WZ), heavy avor (b�b, c�c) pro-

duction, and backgrounds from jets misidenti�ed as electrons. The total estimated

background in all three dilepton channels is 0:65� 0:15 events. The expected top

yields are calculated using the ISAJET event generator6 coupled to a GEANT7

simulation of the D� detector. With the standard cuts, we observe a total of

three events. The probability of the calculated background uctuating upward to

the observed signal is 0.03. From the dilepton events alone, we calculate a top

cross section of 7:5� 5:7 pb. If we remove the HT requirement and the cut on the

probability that a pair of muons come from a Z, we have four observed events,

with a calculated background of 2:66� 0:40 events. This set of cuts without the

HT requirement is called the loose cuts. For the loose cuts, the observed cross

section is 4:4� 6:8 pb. We note that, although the statistical uncertainty is large,

the cross sections obtained using the standard and loose cuts are consistent.



4 Lepton + Jets + Event Shape

Compared to the dilepton channels, the branching ratios are large for the lepton

+ jets channels, where one W decays leptonically and the other hadronically.

However, the backgrounds are also large. There is a large background from W +

multijet events. There is also a background from QCD multijet events where one

jet fakes an electron or muon, and the missing ET uctuates high. We use two

di�erent methods to distinguish tt events from background. In the �rst method,

we exploit the di�erent kinematics of the tt events to separate them from the

background. In the second method, we use muons near jets to tag the presence

of b quark jets. A tt event has two b jets, while background events have far fewer.

We will discuss the kinematic, or event shape, method of separating top events

from background �rst.

To separate top events in the lepton + jets channel from backgrounds without

relying on the presence of a muon near a jet to tag the b jets, we note the following

characteristics of the top events. Top events should have an isolated lepton, large

missing ET , and four jets. Since top is heavy, its decay products should tend to

be central, and not at large rapidities. Top events should have a large value of

the total transverse energy HT , and the events should be nonplanar. Here, we

de�ne aplanarity, A, where A = 3=2 � the smallest eigenvalue of the normalized

momentum tensor constructed from the jets in the events. A = 0:5 for spherical

events and is near zero for planar and linear events. The kinematic requirements

on the lepton + jets events are given in Table 1. The principal di�erence between

this analysis and previous analyses4 is the tighter cut on HT . The background

events fromW + four jet production should have lower values ofHT . Backgrounds

from multijet events where one jet fakes an electron or muon are suppressed by

the missing ET requirement and the A requirement. In Fig. 5, we show the HT

distribution for Monte Carlo W + jets events and for tt events where we assume

a top mass of 200 GeV/c2. In Fig. 6, we show plots of HT for two and three

jet events where the contamination from top events is small. The agreement

between our calculated background and the observed HT distribution is good,

demonstrating that we are able to calculate our backgrounds reliably. To check

for possible systematic biases, we de�ne a loose set of cuts in the lepton + jets

channels as well. The loose cuts require that we make no requirement on HT and

require A > 0:03. The standard cuts require A > 0:05.



Fig. 5. Plot of HT for e + four jet events for W + jets Monte Carlo events and tt

Monte Carlo, top quark mass = 200 GeV/c2. The shaded region is above our cut.
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Fig. 6. Plots of HT for e + jets events with /ET > 25 GeV. (a) e + two jet events,

and (b) e + three jet events. The points are data. The curves are background

calculated using VECBOS and multijet data.



The backgrounds due to multijet production where a jet fakes an electron are

determined from the /ET distribution of events containing a fake electron. Fake

electrons are de�ned as electromagnetic clusters in the calorimeter that fail the

electron identi�cation cuts. The number of such events with /ET > 25 GeV is then

scaled by the probability of a jet faking an electron, which is determined from

multijet events with low /ET . The backgrounds due to multijet production where

a jet fakes an isolatedmuon are determined by counting the number of events with

muons that pass all cuts except the isolated muon requirement. This number of

events is then multiplied by the probability that a jet will fake an isolated muon,

which is determined from low jet multiplicity events where top and W events are

negligible, but bottom and charm are present.

Backgrounds from W + jet production, which contain real isolated electrons

and muons, are determined using the fact that QCD background processes follow

an exponential scaling law in the number of observed jets.8 This leads to the

approximate prediction:

Nn

Nn�1

= constant; (1)

where Nn is the number of lepton + n jet events and Nn�1 is the number of

lepton + (n� 1) jet events. QCD multijet events and Z + jets events in our data

are consistent with this assumption. Since W + jets production is also a QCD

process, these events are predicted to follow this law as well, and, as can be seen

from Fig. 7, they do to within the limit of available statistics. The slope of the

line in Fig. 7 is then used to determine the number of W + four jet events in our

sample before the A and HT cuts. A 20% systematic uncertainty is assigned to

the slope of the line, determined from di�erence in the slopes of the W + jets

events and the multijet events. The Z and W slopes agree within statistics. The

fraction of W + four jet events passing the A and HT cuts is determined from

Monte Carlo simulations.

We check the calculated backgrounds by �tting the observed distribution of

events in the A, HT plane. We divide the A, HT plane into four quadrants whose

boundaries are de�ned by our A and HT cuts. The ratio of events of each type

(top, W + jets, QCD fake + jets) in each quadrant is then taken from Monte

Carlo or the fake electron data. The overall number of events of each type is



Fig. 7. Plot of number of W + jets events as a function of jet multiplicity before

A and HT cuts.

determined by �tting the observed distribution. See Fig. 8. The results for the

backgrounds agree with those obtained using the scaling law.

The results from the lepton + jets channels without muon tagging are listed

in Table 2. With the standard cuts, the total number of untagged e + jets and

� + jets events is eight with a background of 1:9 � 0:5 events. The probability

of an upward uctuation of background having resulted in the observed signal is

0.002 (2.9 �). The cross section from the lepton + jets channels is 4:9� 2:5 pb.

With the loose cuts (A > 0:03 and no HT cut), the total number of e + jets and

� + jets events is 23 with a background of 15:7 � 3:1 events. This corresponds

to a cross section of 4:0� 3:2 pb. The agreement in the cross section calculated

with the standard and loose cuts indicates that our backgrounds are correctly

accounted for within the limits of statistics.



Fig. 8. A vs. HT distribution for data, tt events, W + jet events, and QCD mul-

tijet events.

Table 2. Summary of number of events observed, the predicted background, and

the probability for the background to account for the data for both standard and

loose cuts. A tt production cross section (�t�t) is also given for a top quark mass

(Mt) of 200 GeV/c
2.

Standard Selection Loose Selection

Dileptons 3 4

Lepton + Jets (Shape) 8 23

Lepton + Jets (Muon tag) 6 6

All channels 17 33

Background 3:8� 0:6 20:6� 3:2

Probability 2� 10�6 (4:6�) 0.023 (2:0�)

�t�t (Mt = 200 GeV/c2) 6:3� 2:2 pb 4:5� 2:5 pb



5 Lepton + Jets with b Quark Tag

By requiring the presence of a b quark jet in our events, we can substantially reduce

the major backgrounds. We tag b events by requiring a muon to be located within

0.5 in �-� space of a jet in the event and to have a minimum PT of 4 GeV. For

the lepton + jets channel without tags, we require that no such muons be present.

The two sets of channels are then independent.

Standard Model tt events that decay according to the lepton + jets signa-

ture contain, after the decays of the top quarks and the W 's, two b quarks and

approximately 2.5 c quarks. Each b or c has a branching ratio into a muon of

about 10%. Thus, 44% of the tt lepton + jets events contain a muon from a b or

c decay. The D� muon system acceptance and detection e�ciency (about 45%) is

such that about 20% of the tt events have a detectable muon tag. The kinematic

requirements on the lepton + jets with muon tag events are given in Table 1. The

loose kinematic cuts are the same as the standard cuts, except the cut on HT is

not used.

Backgrounds are calculated by multiplying the observed number of W + jets

events and multijet events with a fake lepton by the fraction of background events

containing muon tags. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the tagging rate is consistent with

being proportional to the number of jets, as would be expected if heavy quarks

from gluon splitting and fakes dominate the background. Corrections are made

for the change in the tagging probability with jet ET and event /ET .

The results from the lepton + jets with muon tag channels are listed in Table 2.

With the standard cuts, the total number of e + jets and � + jets with muon tag

events is six with a background of 1:2� 0:2 events. The probability of an upward

uctuation of background having resulted in the observed signal is 0.002 (2.9 �).

The cross section from the lepton + jets channels with tag is 8:9� 4:8 pb. With

the loose cuts (no HT cut), the total number of e + jets and � + jets events is also

six with a background of 2:2� 0:3 events. The cross section for the loose cuts for

the lepton + jets channels with muon tag is 6:3�4:2 pb. Here again, we assume a

top mass of 200 GeV/c2. The agreement in the cross section calculated with the

standard and loose cuts indicates that our backgrounds are correctly accounted

for within the limits of statistics. In Fig. 10, we show the distribution of loose
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cut events after the QCD background contribution has been subtracted compared

with the W + jets background. The excess of events for jet multiplicities greater

than two is clear.

6 Cross Section and Signi�cance

Combining the above seven channels, we observe a total of 17 events with an ex-

pected background of 3:8� 0:6 events. The probability of an upward uctuation

of the background giving 17 or more events is 2 � 10�6. This corresponds to a

4.6 standard deviation e�ect for a Gaussian probability distribution. Our mea-

sured cross section plotted as a function of assumed top quark mass is shown in

Fig. 11. Also shown is a theoretical cross section curve.9 Assuming a top quark

mass of 200 GeV/c2, our measured cross section is 6:3� 2:2 pb. The error in the

cross section includes a 12% uncertainty in the integrated luminosity. We have

included the di�erence in top detection e�ciencies when using the HERWIG10

Monte Carlo instead of ISAJET in the systematic error. For the loose cuts, we

observe a total of 33 events with an expected background of 20:6 � 3:2 events.

This leads to a cross section of 4:5 � 2:5 pb for a 200 GeV/c2 top mass for the

loose cuts, in good agreement with the value obtained from the standard cuts.

Figure 12 shows the cross sections for the various decay channels calculated indi-

vidually. We have calculated the probability of seeing our distribution of events

across the seven channels and �nd that our result is consistent with the expected

top branching fractions at the 53% con�dence level. (Note that the branching

fractions are determined by the assumption of top decay to W + b, and the Stan-

dard Model W branching fractions.) We observe a statistically signi�cant excess

of events, and the distribution of these events among the decay channels studied

is consistent with top quark production. We conclude that we observe the top

quark.

We also have results from searches using multivariate techniques and from

searches in the channel where both W 's decay to jets. Details of these analyses

can be found in the references.11,12
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Fig. 12. Measured tt production cross section as a function of decay mode for

200 GeV/c2 assumed top quark mass.

7 Mass Analysis

Having determined that there is an excess of events in our data, and that the

observed distribution of events is consistent with that expected from the Standard

Model top quark, we now study the kinematic properties of our lepton + jets

events in order to determine the top quark mass.

We assume that our excess events are due to the process

tt ! (W+b)(W��b)! (l�b)(q�q�b):

Using both W mass constraints, and requiring that the masses of the t and �t

quarks be equal, we perform a two constraint (2C) kinematic �t for the top quark

mass. We select lepton + jet events requiring at least four jets with ET > 15 GeV

and j�j < 2.5. We use jets of cone radius 0.3. We use only the four highest ET

jets in the �t. For each event, there are 12 distinct ways of assigning jets to the

original partons. We use up to three combinations with �2 < 7 and calculate a

�2 weighted average mass for each event.



We have performed extensive Monte Carlo studies of the method and tested

many possible variations. For example, we tested using just the best �2 combi-

nation instead of the weighted average of the three best for each event and found

that the weighted average method gave slightly better results. We tested our jet

energy corrections by studying Z + jet events where the Z decays to e+e� and

comparing the ET of the Z with the ET predicted from the jets. As shown in

Fig. 13, after jet corrections, ET is well-balanced in our events. Jets with a tag

muon have twice the muon pT added to the jet energy to compensate for the muon

and the missing neutrino.

We have studied in detail the e�ects of initial state radiation (ISR), �nal state

radiation (FSR), and the combinatorical background due to the wrong combina-

tions. Note that the solution with the lowest �2 corresponds to the correct jet

assignment less than 20% of the time. Figure 14 shows the e�ects of wrong jet

assignment, and QCD radiation on our mass resolution for 180 GeV/c2 top events

generated with the ISAJET and HERWIG Monte Carlos.

We apply our kinematical �tting procedure to ISAJET Monte Carlo top events

with a full GEANT detector simulation to obtain resolution functions for di�erent

assumed top masses. These distributions are shown in Fig. 15 for a range of

top mass values from 140 to 240 GeV/c2. Note that the average value of the

calculated mass is shifted from the input mass due to the e�ects of ISR, FSR,

and jet assignment combinatorics. The Monte Carlo top mass distributions are

then �t; the �ts are smoothed and parametrized as a continuous function of top

mass. The mass distributions from background events are obtained by applying

the same kinematic �t to W + jet events from VECBOS13 and QCD multijet

events obtained from the bad electron sample.

Eleven of the 14 lepton + jets candidate events selected using the standard

cuts were successfully �t. Figure 16 shows the mass distribution, along with

the likelihood distribution from the �t. A maximum likelihood �t is then used

to extract the top mass from our data. The likelihood �t gives a top mass of

199+31
�25 GeV/c

2 and describes the data well. To increase the statistics available

for the �t and to test for any possible bias from the HT cut, we also performed

the mass analysis on events selected using the loose requirement. Out of the 27

loose lepton + jets events that have at least four jets, 24 were successfully �t. The

likelihood �t to the loose sample gave a value of 199+19
�21 GeV/c

2 for the top mass.

The statistical uncertainty is smaller for the loose cuts, since the HT cut used in
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the standard analysis biases the �tted mass distributions. The events are shown

in Fig. 16, along with the likelihood distribution from the �t. The results of the

�t did not depend signi�cantly on whether or not the background normalization

was constrained to the calculated value. As can be seen in Fig. 16, the masses

of the tagged events are consistent with those of the untagged events. Using

HERWIG instead of ISAJET resulted in a 195 GeV/c2 value for the top mass.

The systematic uncertainty on the top mass is +14
�21 GeV/c

2 and is dominated by

the uncertainty in the jet energy scale.14

Figures 17 and 18 give preliminary results for the transverse momentum dis-

tribution and tt mass distribution for top candidate events that pass the standard

cuts. Within the limits of the low statistics, the observed distributions are in

agreement with the expected mixture of Standard Model top plus background

events.

8 Hadronic W Decays

Top events have two W 's in them, while the main backgrounds do not. In this

section, we present preliminary results of a search in our single lepton data for

evidence of W to two jet decays. We select events requiring the loose cuts and

at least four jets. The jets are required to have j�j < 2:5. All jet assignments

consistent with the muon tag (if one is present) are used. The solutions are

weighted according to e��
2=2 with �2 / ln2(M(bl�)=M(bjj)). Each event's weights

are normalized to unity. For the top mass, we plot the weighted average of the bl�

mass and the bjj mass. When the b jet in t ! bjj is untagged, often the highest

energy jet (jet 1) as measured in the top CM frame is assigned to the b jet, and we

plotM23 for theW mass. However, if (E1�E2) < (E2�E3) in the top CM frame,

we plotM23 and M13 with equal weight. The dijet mass vs. top mass distribution

is shown in Fig. 19 for 200 GeV/c2 HERWIG top + background events and for

background events only. The same plots for data events and for background events

are shown in Fig. 20. Note that the data are inconsistent with the prediction for

background alone. If we now plot the top mass for dijet masses greater than

58 GeV/c2 and the dijet mass for top masses greater than 150 GeV/c2, we see

both a peak in the top mass distribution consistent with 200 GeV/c2 top and a

peak in the dijet mass consistent with W decays. See Fig. 21. We conclude that
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the events that are from the top signal region also show a W to dijet mass peak,

as expected for top events.

9 Conclusion

We report the observation of the top quark with the D� detector. We measure

the top mass to be 199+19
�21(stat:)

+14
�21(syst.) GeV/c

2 and measure the production

cross section to be 6:4 � 2:2 pb at our central mass. We show the existence of

a peak in the dijet mass distribution consistent with hadronic decays of the W

in our top data. Note that by the time these proceedings appear in print, we

will have updated results from a data sample of approximately 100 pb�1, which

is twice as large as that discussed here. An upgraded version of the D� detector

will run in 1999, and we expect to begin making detailed measurements of the

properties of the top quark with a data sample of 2 fb�1 at that time.
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ABSTRACT

Preliminary electroweak measurements from the LEP Collaborations

from data taken at the Z0 resonance are presented. Most of the re-

sults presented are based on a total data sample of 12� 106 recorded

Z0 events which included data from the 1993 and 1994 LEP runs. The

Z0 resonance parameters, including hadronic and leptonic cross sec-

tions and asymmetries, � polarization and its asymmetry, and heavy-

quark asymmetries and partial widths, are evaluated and confronted

with the predictions of the Standard Model. This comparison incor-

porates the constraints provided by the recent determination of the

top-quark mass at the Tevatron. The Z0 resonance parameters are

found to be in good agreement with the Standard Model prediction

using the Tevatron top-quark mass, with the exception of the partial

widths for Z0 decays to pairs of b and c quarks.
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1 Introduction

The LEP measurements of the Z0 resonance parameters allow precision tests of

the Standard Model to be made in a number of ways. The prediction of the top-

quark mass from radiative corrections to processes at the Z0 resonance is perhaps

the most notable. The prediction of the top-quark mass from the Z0 resonance

parameters has recently become a test with the discovery and subsequent deter-

mination of top-quark mass from the Tevatron.1,2 The addition of a constraint

from the top-mass measurement allows measurements of the Z0 resonance pa-

rameters to provide a �rst glimpse at what the mass of the Higgs boson might

be. Other interesting tests of the Standard Model are made by forming ratios of

quantities where radiative corrections which depend on the unknown Higgs mass

largely cancel. These ratios, which include Rinv = �inv=�l+l�, Rb = �b�b=�had, and

Rc = �c�c=�had, are ideal for searching for physics beyond the Standard Model. In

the context of the Standard Model, the ratio R` = �had=�l+l� provides a precise

measurement of the strong coupling constant �s.

2 Theory Review

This section reviews the essentials of electroweak theory needed for understanding

measurements of the Z0 resonance parameters in unpolarized electron{positron

annihilation. A more complete review of electroweak theory is given elsewhere in

these proceedings.3

At tree level, only three inputs are needed to calculate electroweak quantities.

These three inputs are typically taken to be the electromagnetic coupling constant,

�em, the Fermi Constant, GF , and the Z0 mass, mZ. Calculations of higher-order

corrections require that the masses of the fermions, the mass of the Higgs bo-

son, and the strong coupling constant, �s, also be known. Almost all radiative

corrections involving the light quarks can be absorbed into the value of the electro-

magnetic coupling constant, �em, by using a \running" value of this constant. (For

more details, see Ref. 3.) For this report, we take4 �em(m
2
Z) = 1=128:896� 0:090

where the error (largely due to uncertainties in the measured total cross section

for electron{positron annihilation at low energies) is propagated through all of the

�t results reported in Sec. 8. The uncertainty on GF is too small to inuence the

�nal results.



After correcting for the purely electromagnetic e�ects of initial state radiation,

and ignoring the e�ects of �nal state photon and gluon radiation, the cross section

for electron{positron annihilation to fermions at the Z0 can be written as:

2s

��em(m
2
Z)

2
Nc

d�

d cos �
=

q2f (1 + cos2 �)

�8Ref�(s)qf(gvegvf (1 + cos2 �) + 2gaegaf cos �)g
+16j�(s)j2[(gve2 + gae

2)(gvf
2 + gaf

2) (1 + cos2 �) + 8gvegaegvfgaf cos �];

(1)

where qf is the fermion charge, gvf and gaf are the vector and axial vector fermion

couplings, Nc is the color factor, �em(m
2
Z) is the value of the electromagnetic

coupling constant at the Z0 resonance, and

�(s) =
GFm

2
Z

8��em(m
2
Z)
p
2

s

s�m2
Z + is�Z=mZ

; (2)

where mZ and �Z are the mass and width of the Z0. The �rst term in Eq. (1) is

from photon exchange, the next term from interference between the Z0 and photon

exchange, and the third term from Z0 exchange. Near the Z0 peak, the third term

dominates; in most of the following, the photon term and the interference term

have been set to their Standard Model values.

The e�ects of radiative corrections can be seen by expressing the partial widths

for the Z0 to fermion pairs as

�ff =
GFm

3
Z

6�
p
2
(gaf

2 + gvf
2)(1 + �QCD)Nc(1 + �QED): (3)

Here, �QED reects the e�ects of �nal state photon radiation, �QCD the e�ects of

�nal state QCD corrections, and Nc a color factor. The �QED is almost negligi-

ble, but for quark pairs �QCD = �s
�
+ ::: is substantial. The additional radiative

corrections can be absorbed into the de�nition of gaf and gvf . At tree level, these

quantities are given by

gvf tree = I3 � 2qf sin
2�W

gaf tree = I3;
(4)



where qf and I3 are the charge and weak isospin of the fermion. If the radiative

corrections are absorbed into the de�nition of gaf and gvf , we then de�ne the

e�ective value of sin2�W for leptons as

sin2�
lept
eff �

1

4
(1� gv`

ga`
): (5)

In the context of the Improved Born Approximation,5 the radiative corrections

which a�ect both gvf and gaf can be described by the � parameter as follows:

gvf =
p
�(I3 � 2qf sin

2�
lept
eff )

gaf =
p
�(I3):

(6)

Note that the e�ect of radiative corrections to the asymmetries are determined

by sin2�
lept
eff , while the total and partial widths of the Z0 depend primarily on �.

The e�ect of the top and Higgs mass on � are substantial, making the total width

Z0 sensitive to these quantities. This dependence is illustrated taking

� = 1 +��top +��Higgs (7)

where ��top ' 3 GF

8�2
p
2
m2

t and ��Higgs ' �11GFm
2
Z
sin2�w

24�2
p
2

ln
m2
H

cos2�wm
2
Z

. New physics

may a�ect the values of sin2�lepteff and � in di�erent ways, making it important to

make accurate measurements of both the asymmetries and the partial and total

widths of the Z0.

It is possible to construct quantities which have reduced or altered dependence

on the top and Higgs mass by taking the ratio of widths. In the absence of new

physics, we can determine �s from

Rl �
�had

�l+l�
=

Nhad

Nl+l�
; (8)

where l refers to any charged lepton. Nhad and Nl+l� are the acceptance-corrected

number of multihadrons and lepton pairs. The radiative corrections to this quan-

tity are dominated by the 1 + �QCD factor in �had. The ratio Rl does have a

slight top-mass dependence from sin2�
lept
eff , and from nonuniversal corrections to

�b�b, which are discussed below. The remaining radiative corrections are the same

for �had and �l+l�. Another similar quantity is the total hadronic cross section at

the peak of the Z0 resonance de�ned by

�polehad �
12�

m2
Z

�ee�had

�2
Z

: (9)



This quantity is determined from the acceptance-corrected number of hadronic

events, and the measured luminosity determined from small-angle Bhabha scat-

tering. Again, most of the radiative correction to the partial widths cancel in the

ratio. Since both �had and �Z depend on �s, the dependence of �
pole
had on �s is 40%

of that of Rl.

The quantity with the least dependence on the top and Higgs mass is

Rinv �
�inv

�l+l�
=

�Z � �had � 3�l+l�

�l+l�
; (10)

which can be used to search for new \invisible" particles which couple to the Z0

and to check that the couplings for neutrinos correspond to the Standard Model

predictions.

The ratios Rb = �b�b=�had and Rc = �c�c=�had are also good places to look for

new physics. Rb has some sensitivity to the top mass; vertex corrections involving

top quarks give Rb a quadratic correction of approximately 2%, for a top mass

of 180 GeV. Before the measurement of the top-quark mass at the Tevatron, this

dependence was useful for determining the top-quark mass without an assumption

about the Higgs mass. Now that the top-quark mass has been determined directly,

the measurement of Rb constitutes a direct test of the Standard Model.

To probe the ratio of vector to axial vector couplings of the Z0 to quarks and

leptons, the forward{backward asymmetries are measured. The asymmetry due

to the Z0 exchange is given by

Afb �
3

4
AeAf =

Nforward �Nbackward

Nforward +Nbackward

(11)

where

Af �
2gvfgaf

(gvf)2 + (gaf )2
=

2gvf=gaf

1 + (gvf=gaf)2
: (12)

The measured asymmetries must be corrected for the residual e�ects of the Z0�

interference, and in the case of electrons, for t-channel  exchange. The polariza-

tion of the outgoing � leptons may also be used as a probe of the ratio of vector

and axial vector couplings of the leptons. For the unpolarized beams available at

LEP, the � polarization is given by

P�(cos �) �
�right � �left

�right + �left
= �

A� +Ae
2 cos �

1+cos2 �

1 +A�Ae
2 cos �

1+cos2 �

: (13)



3 LEP Luminosity and Energy Calibration

The results presented in the following sections are based on data collected at LEP

by the ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL Collaborations. Various improvements

to the LEP machine have increased both the peak luminosity and the general

reliability so that in 1994, a typical experiment was able to record 55 pb�1 of

data. The amount of data taken on and o� peak is tabulated below in Table 1.

In most cases, the data from 1992 and before has been fully analyzed. However,

almost all of the results based on the 1993 and 1994 data are preliminary.

Year On Peak O� Peak

'90 4 pb�1 3 pb�1

'91 8 pb�1 5 pb�1

'92 24 pb�1

'93 13 pb�1 18 pb�1

'94 55 pb�1

Total 104 pb�1 26 pb�1

Table 1: Recorded luminosity for a typical LEP experiment.

The electroweak analysis here bene�ts from the large amount of data taken at

energy points approximately 1.8 GeV above and below the Z0 resonance. Mea-

surements of the Z0 mass,mZ, and the total width of the Z
0, �Z , depend primarily

on the amount of data taken o� peak, and on the energy calibration of the LEP

machine.

The energy calibration of the LEP machine for 1993 has now been �nalized,7

and the error in the LEP energy scale contributes approximately 1.4 MeV to the

systematic error on mZ and 1.5 MeV to the systematic error on �Z. The beam

energy is determined by allowing transverse polarization to build up in the electron

or positron beam, and then using resonant depolarization to determine the beam

energy. The systematic error on individual resonant depolarization measurements

is approximately 1.1 MeV.

The measurements of the beam energy must be then transported from the time

of the resonant depolarization to the time at which the data were taken. Signi�cant

changes in the energy occur due to tidal distortions of the LEP ring. Because the



length of the beam orbit is �xed by the RF system, distortions in LEP's shape

will cause the beams to travel slightly o� center in quadrupole magnets and shift

the beam energy. Because of the strong focusing employed in the LEP machine, a

1 MeV shift in the beam energy corresponds to an average shift in the quadrupoles

of only 13 �m. Calculations of the e�ect of the tidal variation of the beam energy

agree well with repeated measurements made in dedicated tide experiments. The

results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 1.

Additional variations in the machine energy are seen on much longer time

scales. Measurements of the beam orbit indicate that the distortions in the LEP

ring are possibly due to changes in the ground water level and the level of Lake

Geneva. The extrapolation from the time of the resonant depolarization measure-

ments to the time of data-taking contributes the dominant systematic error in �Z

and mZ . Other e�ects which are important in the energy calibration can be found

in Ref. 7.

The results presented here do not include data taken in the 1995 LEP scan

which is expected to include about 18 pb�1 per experiment of o�-peak data. This

scan has more frequent energy calibrations, including some at the start of �lls.

This will allow a reduction of the systematic error associated with slow distortions

in the LEP shape.
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Figure 1: Results of dedicated tide experiments. The beam energy measured with

resonant depolarization has been corrected for changes of the integrated dipole

�eld. The solid line shows the prediction of the tidal model. Adapted from Ref. 7.



4 Line-Shape Measurements

The line shape of the Z0 is measured using decays of the Z0 to hadrons and leptons.

The hadronic decays comprise the largest sample and give us the most information

about �Z andmZ . These events are separated from the beam-related background,

the background from the process e+e� ! e+e�X and leptonic decays of the Z0,

using a selection based on charged and neutral multiplicity, energy balance, and

total energy. The decays of the Z0 to electron and muon pairs are identi�ed by

requiring high total energy and the presence of identi�ed electrons and muons.

Decays of the Z0 to � pairs are separated from the hadronic decays on the basis

of multiplicity, and from the other lepton pairs on the basis of missing energy.

Details of the selection procedures used by the LEP Collaborations can be found

in Refs. 8{11.

For the determination of mZ and �Z, it is only necessary to know the relative

e�ciency and backgrounds of the o�-peak energy points to on-peak points. These

relative acceptances are generally known with a greater precision than the corre-

sponding statistical errors. For measurement of the absolute cross sections, it is

necessary to have an absolute luminosity measurement and a calculation of the

absolute acceptances. In general, it has been possible to reduce the systematic

error on the luminosity and the hadronic and leptonic acceptances considerably

beyond what had been anticipated at the start of the LEP operation.

The experimental and theoretical luminosity measurement has been dramat-

ically improved. Previous to the operation of LEP, luminosity measurements at

the 1% level were rare. Now that a second generation of luminosity monitors are in

use at LEP, the typical experimental systematic error has been reduced to below

0.1%. The theoretical error is currently 0.16% (Ref. 12), and further improvement

is perhaps possible. The detailed breakdown of the experimental systematic errors

is given in Table 2. When combining measurements, it has been assumed that

the experimental systematic errors in these acceptances are uncorrelated. The

leptonic acceptances are 0.15% to 0.8%, and are similar to the corresponding sta-

tistical errors. The error in the hadronic acceptance is at the 0.1% level, which is

slightly larger than the corresponding statistical error.

The individual LEP Collaborations extract values for the parameter set mZ ,

�Z, R`, �
pole
had , and the lepton forward-backward asymmeteries, AFB, by �tting the

measured cross section and asymmetries as a function of energy using the program



ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL

'93 '94 '93 '94 '93 '94 '93 '94

prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel. prel.

Lexp: 0.087% 0.116% 0.21% 0.09% 0.12% 0.15% 0.076% 0.079%

�had 0.073% 0.073% 0.13% 0.15% 0:08% 0.2% 0.15% 0.16%

�e 0.50 % 0.48% 0.44% (a) 0:3% 0.4% 0.23% 0.24%

�� 0.25 % 0.26% 0.28% 0.40% 0.3% 0.6% 0.16% 0.15%

�� 0.34 % 0.32% 0.8% (a) 0.8% 1.5% 0.43% 0.46%

Table 2: The experimental systematic errors for the analysis of the Z0 line shape

at the Z0 peak. The errors quoted do not include the common uncertainty due to

the LEP energy calibration. The treatment of correlations between the errors for

di�erent years is described in Refs. 8-11. Adapted from Ref. 6.
(a)No preliminary result quoted yet.

ZFITTER.13 For the analysis of the process e+e� ! e+e�, it is also necessary to

correct for the photon t-channel. In the �tting procedure, the correlated uncer-

tainties in the LEP energy scale at the various scan points are taken into account.

The result of a nine-parameter �t, which does not assume lepton universality, is

given in Table 3. The average values for the parameters shown in Table 4 are

obtained by taking into account the correlated uncertainties between the experi-

ments (primarily due to uncertainty in the LEP energy scale) and the theoretical

uncertainty in the luminosity calculation. Also shown in Table 4 are the average

parameters assuming lepton universality. The results for the individual leptonic

channels are in good agreement with the assumption of lepton universality. (Be-

cause of the nonzero mass of the � lepton, a 0.2% di�erence is expected between

R� and R`.)



ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL

mZ(GeV) 91:1924�0:0037 91:1849�0:0034 91:1936�0:0036 91:1852�0:0036

�Z(GeV) 2:4954�0:0057 2:4913�0:0054 2:5022�0:0054 2:4960�0:0053

�polehad (nb) 41:56�0:09 41:39�0:10 41:48�0:11 41:47�0:10

Re 20:54�0:11 20:88�0:16 20:89�0:12 20:90�0:10

R� 20:88�0:09 20:70�0:09 20:80�0:11 20:796�0:073

R� 20:77�0:10 20:61�0:16 20:73�0:17 21:00�0:11

A0; e

FB 0:0196�0:0044 0:0233�0:0070 0:0125�0:0070 0:0081�0:0051

A0; �

FB 0:0189�0:0029 0:0166�0:0030 0:0168�0:0038 0:0137�0:0027

A0; �

FB 0:0206�0:0039 0:0210�0:0057 0:0287�0:0064 0:0183�0:0035

�2/d.o.f. 181/185 151/135 118/138 10=6(a)

Table 3: Line-shape and asymmetry parameters from nine-parameter �ts to the

data of the four LEP experiments. Adapted from Ref. 6.
(a)This parameter set has been obtained from a parameter transformation applied to the

15 parameters of the OPAL �t,11 which treats the Z0 interference terms for leptons as

additional free parameters. The extra parameters for the Z0 interference terms have

been �xed to their Standard Model values in the transformation. The �2/d.o.f. for the

15-parameter �t to the data is 87/132.



Parameter Average Value Average Value

with Lepton Universality

mZ(GeV) 91:1885�0:0022 91:1884�0:0022
�Z(GeV) 2:4963�0:0032 2:4963�0:0032
�
pole
had (nb) 41:488�0:078 41:488�0:078

Re 20:797�0:058
R� 20:796�0:043
R� 20:813�0:061
R` 20:788�0:032
A0; e
FB 0:0157�0:0028

A
0; �
FB 0:0163�0:0016

A
0; �
FB 0:0206�0:0023

A0; `
FB 0:0172�0:0012

�2/d.o.f. 36/27 39/31

Table 4: Average line-shape and asymmetry parameters from the data of the four

LEP experiments given in Table 3. Also shown is the average of the measurements

assuming lepton universality. Adapted from Ref. 6.



5 � Polarization Measurements

The study of the polarization of � decays in unpolarized collisions provides ad-

ditional information about the lepton couplings to the Z0. The momentum and

angles of the visible � decay products are used to obtain the average polarization

of the � .

For two-body decays (� ! h�� ), the � energy spectrum is given by

1

N

dN

dx
' 1 + �sP� (2x� 1); (14)

where x = Eh=Ebeam and

�s = 1 spinless hadrons (�, K)

�s =
m2
��2m2

h

m2
�+2m2

h

spin one hadrons (�, a1).
(15)

When the � decays to either a � or a1, additional information from the subsequent

decay of the hadron is used. For three-body �nal states from leptonic � decays,

the momentum spectrum is given by

1

N

dN

dx
=

1

3

h
(5� 9x2 + 4x3) + P� (1� 9x2 + 8x3)

i
: (16)

The main challenge to the experiments is to devise selection criteria for the

various � decay channels that have a well-understood dependence on momentum,

and minimize the contamination from other � decay modes.

From the correlation between angle and polarization, it is possible to extract

both Ae and A� . From examination of Eq. (13), it can be seen that the value of

Ae is determined from the asymmetry of the � polarization. The uncertainty on

Ae is limited by available statistics. The individual values of A� have a sizable

contribution from systematic errors which are roughly equivalent to the statistical

errors. These systematic errors are not correlated between experiments. The

individual measurements from the LEP experiments are described in Refs. 14{17

and are summarized in Table 5, which is taken from Ref. 6.

6 Heavy-Quark Partial Widths and Asymme-

tries

Measurements of heavy-quark partial widths and asymmetries are based on had-

ronic decays of the Z0, where it has been possible to tag one or more jets as



A� Ae

ALEPH ('90 - '92) �nal 0:136� 0:012� 0:009 0:129� 0:016� 0:005

DELPHI ('90 - '92) �nal 0:148� 0:017� 0:014 0:136� 0:027� 0:003

L3 ('90 - '94) prel. 0:152� 0:010� 0:009 0:156� 0:016� 0:005

OPAL ('90 - '94) prel. 0:134� 0:010� 0:009 0:134� 0:015� 0:004

LEP Average 0:1418� 0:0075 0:1390� 0:0089

Table 5: LEP results for A� and Ae.

containing a heavy quark. To measure the asymmetry, it is also necessary to re-

construct the b- or c-quark direction. The original quark-antiquark axis can be

estimated from the event thrust axis, the quark direction from the reconstructed

quark charge.

In this section, the tagging techniques are briey described followed by a

discussion of the measurement of Rb and Rc. Next, we discuss the asymmetry

measurements. Finally, all of the results are combined using a common set of

assumptions about the errors introduced from measurements at lower energies,

and other needed input such as degree of b-mixing present at LEP. (Several of

the topics related to heavy-quark physics are treated in more detail elsewhere in

these proceedings.18)

6.1 Measurements of Rb and Rc

Hadronic decays of the Z0 to pairs of b and c quarks can be tagged with a variety

of techniques. The relatively long b-hadron lifetime of c� � 0:45 mm, and the

large mean charged multiplicity of the b hadron, makes tagging techniques based

on the identi�cation of detached vertices attractive.

Another useful technique is based on the weak decays of b and c hadrons to

�nal states including leptons. Leptons from b-hadron decays are separated from

those from c decays on the basis of the momentum and transverse momentum of

the leptons with respect to the jet axis. Since the transverse momentum of the

lepton is a measure of the parent's mass, the large b-hadron mass ensures that

the leptons at high transverse momentum are likely to be from b hadrons. The



large b-hadron mass is also exploited by event shape, techniques which are based

on the di�erence between the jet structure of b hadrons and the lighter quarks.

Heavy quarks are also tagged by fully or partially reconstructing c hadrons.

The measured momentum of the c hadron, as well as decay length and event-

shape information, are used to separate the c! c hadron from cascade process

b! c! c hadron.

Recent measurements of Rb =
�
b�b

�had
are based on double-tag techniques that

reduce the dependence of the analysis on the tagging e�ciency. In a tagging

method without background, the total number of tagged jets is given by

nt = 2RbNhad"; (17)

where " is the tagging e�ciency. The number of double-tagged events is

ntt = RbNhad"
2: (18)

Ignoring any correlations between the tagging e�ciencies for the jets in the same

event, Eqs. (17) and (18) can be solved, giving

Rb =
n2
t

4nttNhad

: (19)

This expression is independent of the ", which may have large experimental and

theoretical uncertainties. In practice, it is necessary to apply a small correction

for correlations between the e�ciencies of two jets in the same event. In addition,

it is necessary to correct nt and ntt for contamination from light quarks and

charm. The correction for charm contamination is the largest contribution to the

error on the individual measurements of Rb and gives the measured value of Rb a

dependence on the assumed value of Rc. This dependence is parameterized as

Rb = Rmeasured
b + a(Rc)

Rc �Rassumed
c

Rc

; (20)

with the value of a(Rc) ' �0:15 for the three measurements which dominate the

average.

The values of the three measurements which dominate the LEP average are

shown in Fig. 2, and a summary of the correlated systematic errors is given in

Table 6. The correlated uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the rela-

tive fraction of charm hadrons produced and the decay multiplicity of the charm

hadrons.6,28



ALEPH ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL

shape lifetime multiple shape multiple

(Ref. 19) (Ref. 20) (Ref. 21) (Ref. 22) (Ref. 23)

Charm production 0.0 �0.85 �1.0 0.0 �0.94
D0 lifetime 0.0 �0.28 �0.2 0.0 �0.23
D+ lifetime 0.0 �0.36 �0.2 0.0 �0.29
Ds lifetime 0.0 �0.22 �0.2 0.0 �0.17
D decay multiplicity 0.0 �0.57 �0.4 0.0 �0.76
BR(D!K0) 0.0 0.0 +0.6 0.0 +0.59

g ! bb; cc 0.0 �0.33 �0.2 0.0 �0.46
Long-lived light hadrons 0.0 �0.24 �0.4 0.0 �0.33
BR(c! `) +0.6 0.0 �0.2 0.0 �0.28
Semileptonic model c! ` �2.1 0.0 �0.2 0.0 �0.25
hxE(c)i +0.8 �0.12 �0.4 +1.8 �0.75
Semileptonic model b! ` �1.3 0.0 +0.2 0.0 0.0

hxE(b)i 0.0 0.0 0.0 �3.1 0.0

Total corr. error 2.7 1.2 1.5 3.6 1.7

Table 6: Example of breakdown of the correlated systematic error for Rb from

lifetime, multiple, and shape double-tag measurements (in units of 10�3). The

sign is the sign of the correlation among the experiments. Adapted from Ref. 6.

The value of Rc has been determined using two di�erent techniques. Both of

the techniques take advantage of precise data available on the branching ratios

for the various decay modes of charm hadrons. One of the methods is based on

the measurement of leptons (� and e) in hadronic events. The other method is

based on reconstructed charm hadrons (primarily D?).

Except for leptons produced in decays and conversions, leptons in hadronic

events originate predominately from heavy-quark decays. Leptons from charmed

hadrons can be separated from b hadrons on the basis momentum (p), and trans-

verse momentum with respect to the jet axis (pt). Using models of the rest frame

momentum spectra of the b- and c-hadron decays, which are based on low-energy

measurements, it is possible to predict the p and pt spectra of the leptons at LEP

energies. The value of Rc is extracted from a \grand" �t to the lepton p and pt



spectrum which includes the branching ratio Br(b! `) and Br(b ! c! `) and

the mean energy carried by primary b and c hadrons. In addition, these �ts in-

clude the polar angle of the event thrust axis and the charge of the lepton, so that

the charm and bottom forward-backward asymmetries and the average b-mixing

parameter, �, can be determined.

It is also possible to determine Rc from the measurement of reconstructed

charm mesons. Most of the LEP measurements are based on the decay D�� !
D0��, where the D0 is fully or partially reconstructed. The transition pion emit-

ted in the D�� decay very closely follows the direction of the D�� because of the

small Q value of the decay. This has two important consequences. First, the mass

di�erence between the reconstructed D? and reconstructed D0 is small, even if

some of the decay products of the D0 are missing. Second, the transition pion

very closely follows the jet-axis direction, allowing a charm signal to be isolated

using only the transition pions pt.

Since D? mesons are also produced in the b-meson decay, information about

the event shape, D? decay length, and D? momentum are all used to extract the

fraction of D? production due to Z0 ! c�c. The largest external systematic error

in this procedure comes from the uncertainty in the expected production of D?

in Z0 ! c�c. This production rate has been taken from measurements in lower

energy e+e� and has also been determined from double-tag techniques at LEP.

The OPAL double-tag technique uses an identi�ed charm decay in one jet to

produce a Z0 ! c�c sample, and then exploits the characteristic transverse mo-

mentum spectrum of the transition pions in the opposite jet to determine the

inclusive branching ratio of c! D?+. There is good agreement between the pa-

rameters measured at LEP and those at lower energy. For example, the OPAL

value of

Br(c ! D?)Br(D? ! D0�)Br(D0 ! K�) = (6:47� 0:75)� 10�3

agrees with the value obtained at the low energy of

Br(c! D?)Br(D? ! D0�)Br(D0 ! K�) = (7:1� 0:5)� 10�3:

The DELPHI double-tag technique measurement uses a cut on the transverse

momentum spectrum of the single particles to produce single and double tags in

the same way as a decay length cut is used to produce single and double b-tagged

samples.
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Figure 2: The individual measurements of Rb which dominate the average. The

LEP average is shown with and without the Standard Model constraint of Rc =

0:172. The unconstrained average value incorporates the results of all of the heavy-

avor measurements and the LEP Rc analysis as described in the last portion of

this section.
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Figure 3: Individual measurements of Rc. The average value incorporates the

results of the other LEP heavy avor results as described in the last portion of

this section.



The results of the measurements are summarized in Fig. 3. The resulting

average value is somewhat smaller than the Standard Model prediction, and none

of the individual measurements are larger than the Standard Model.

6.2 Heavy Quark Forward-Backward Asymmetries

The forward{backward asymmetry can be determined for Z0 ! b�b and Z0 ! c�c by

tagging the events using methods similar to those employed for the measurement

of Rb and Rc. To determine the direction of the event axis, three techniques are

used: lepton charge, jet charge, and reconstruction of a charm hadron.

In measurements based on identi�ed leptons in hadronic events, the sign of

the lepton is used to infer the sign of the original quark. For example, a b quark

will produce a b hadron, which will then decay to a negatively charged lepton,

i.e., b! W�c! `��c. Similarly, a c quark, which produces a c hadron, will

then decay to a positively charged lepton. The measurement of the forward-

backward asymmetry is complicated by both the mixing of neutral b mesons,

which can cause the �nal state lepton to have the wrong sign, and the process

b! c! `+ which also produces a lepton of the wrong sign. Fortunately, both of

these e�ects can be measured in the data. The average value of b mixing at LEP,

�, has been extracted from the relative number of same-sign and opposite-sign

leptons in opposite hemispheres. (More details are given in Ref. 27.) The value

of Br(b! c! `+) has similarly been extracted from the rate of opposite-signed

leptons in the same hemisphere.

Leptons from b! ` and c! ` can be statistically separated from each other

on the basis of p and pt. The asymmetry is usually determined via a combined

maximum likelihood �t to the p, pt, and angular distribution of the data. These

measurements depend on both the measured values of Rb and Rc as well as �

and the assumed semileptonic branching ratios. The resulting correlations are all

taken into account in determining the LEP average.

One of the disadvantages of the lepton-based technique is the relatively small

branching ratio of b hadrons to leptons. In order to use tagging techniques based

on lifetime, it is necessary to use jet charge to determine which jet is associated

with the quark and which is associated with the antiquark. This method relies

on a calculation of the average jet charge which is usually determined from a

momentum-weighted average of the signs of charged tracks observed in a jet. The



momentum weighting exploits the fact that sti� tracks have a larger correlation

with the sign of the quark charge than soft tracks.

At �rst sight, this method appears to depend completely on the Monte Carlo

prediction of the reconstructed jet charge. However, the correlation between the

charges of two jets (or hemispheres) can be measured to check the validity of

the Monte Carlo. Similar methods that have been used for b-mixing studies are

described elsewhere in these proceedings.27

The forward-backward asymmetries of Z0 ! b�b and Z0 ! c�c can also be mea-

sured using events tagged with charm hadrons. Most measurements rely on the

reconstructed charge of a D? meson to deduce the charge of the initial heavy

quark. Event shape, lifetime, and the momentum of the charm hadron are used

to separate b- and c-quark �nal states. The reconstruction of the b asymmetry

from the charm mesons utilizes the decay chain b! c! D?+ to determine the

direction of the jet axis.

6.3 Combined Fit

It is apparent from the discussion in this section that the results of the heavy-

quark measurements are dependent on a common set of uncertainties which are

both internal and external to the LEP electroweak measurements. To determine

the LEP values, a �2 minimization technique is used where the internal param-

eters are determined directly and the external parameters (such as the charged

multiplicities of D+ decays and c- and b-hadron lifetimes) are allowed to vary

within their measured constraints. Additional details about the LEP heavy-avor

�t can be found elsewhere.28 The results of a four-parameter �t is

Rb = 0:2219 � 0:0017

Rc = 0:1543 � 0:0074

A
0;b
FB = 0:0999 � 0:0031

A
0;c
FB = 0:0725 � 0:0058;

(21)

where the values of AFB have been translated to the Z0 pole and corrected for

radiative QCD and QED e�ects. The Standard Model values of the  exchange

and  � Z have also been assumed. The measured values of Rb and Rc have a

-0.34 correlation because of the dependence of the Rb measurement on Rc. While

the values of forward-backward asymmetries are in agreement with the Standard

Model prediction (see Fig. 4 and Table 10) which incorporates the Fermilab top



Figure 4: Forward-backward asymmetry for (a) Z0 ! b�b and (b) Z0 ! c�c as a

function of center-of-mass energy. The curve shows the Standard Model predic-

tion.



mass value of 180 � 12, the measured values of Rb and Rc do not agree with

the Standard Model prediction, as can be seen from Fig. 5. If Gaussian errors are

assumed, the LEP measurements only agree with the Standard Model at the 0.1%

con�dence level. Since the LEP measurements of Rb are dominated by systematic

error, the assumption of Gaussian errors may not be justi�ed. On the other hand,

it is worth noting that it di�cult to obtain agreement with the Standard Model

by adjusting only one of the quantities in Table 6. The largest common systematic

error is due to uncertainties in the charm production and depends primarily on

the production rate of the long-lived D+ mesons in Z0 ! c�c events. This leads to

a common uncertainty in the more precise measurements of Rb of approximately

0.001. To obtain agreement between the LEP measurements and the Standard

Model, it would be necessary to change the production of D+ by more than six

times its uncertainty. Note that the D+ rate depends primarily on the D? rate

production. This is because the decay D�0 ! D+�� is not kinematically allowed,

while the corresponding decay D�+ ! D0�+ occurs with a large branching ratio.

We have already seen that the LEP measurements of the D?+ production are in

good agreement with the lower energy measurements giving us con�dence that

the inputs to the Rb analysis have sensible values.



Figure 5: Contours in the Rb-Rc plane corresponding to 68%, 95%, and 99.9%

con�dence levels. The Standard Model prediction for mt = 180� 12 GeV is also

shown. The arrow point shows the direction of increasing top mass.



7 Hadronic Forward-Backward Asymmetry

The jet-charge technique used in conjunction with the forward-backward asym-

metry measurements discussed above can also be used to measure the hadronic

forward-backward asymmetry averaged over quark avors. These measurements

are primarily sensitive to radiative corrections which a�ect the ratio of the vector

to axial vector coupling of the electron. These measurements are reported in terms

of the quantity sin2�
lept
eff as de�ned in Eq. (5). Recall that the forward-backward

asymmetry depends on the product AeAf [see Eq. (11)]. For quark �nal states,

most of the sensitivity radiative corrections come through Ae which has a greater

dependence on sin2�
lept
eff than Af .

Experiment sin2�lepteff

ALEPH33 '90-'93 prel. 0:2323� 0:0010� 0:0010

DELPHI34 '90-'91 0:2345� 0:0030� 0:0027

OPAL35 '91-'94 prel. 0:2326� 0:0012� 0:0013

Average 0:2325� 0:0013

Table 7: Summary of sin2�
lept
eff measurements from the inclusive hadronic charge

asymmetries at LEP. The �rst error is statistical, the second systematic. Adapted

from Ref. 6.

The values of sin2�lepteff determined using this technique are shown in Table 7.

The systematic errors are dominated by the uncertainty in the hadronization

process. A more complete discussion of the systematic errors which a�ect these

measurements and the correlation of these errors with the jet-charge method used

to determine A0; b
FB is given in Ref. 6.



8 Discussion and Combined Results

In this section, we combine the LEP measurements and compare them to the

predictions of the Standard Model and the electroweak measurements made at

the Tevatron and the SLC. We begin with a discussion of the lepton and quark

couplings. Then all of the measurements are used to derive constraints on the top

and Higgs masses.

8.1 Lepton Couplings

The axial and vector couplings of the leptons can be extracted from measurements

of the lepton cross sections, the lepton asymmetries, and the tau polarization. The

lepton cross sections are used to obtain the leptonic width,� �l+l�, which is related
to the lepton couplings [Eq. (3)]. The other quantities are used to determine Af

which is related to the lepton couplings [Eq. (12)].

The values derived from the LEP measurements6 are given in Table 8 and

displayed in Fig. 6. There is good agreement between the LEP measurements

and the Standard Model predictions which use the Tevatron top mass. The LEP

values are also consistent with the constraint from ALR as measured by SLD,39

which is also displayed in Fig. 6.

8.2 Neutrino Couplings

Decays of the Z0 to neutrinos are not detected directly in the LEP detectors, mak-

ing asymmetry measurements of these decays impossible. It is, however, possible

to derive the quantity Rinv from the lepton cross section and the ratio R`. Taking

Rinv =
�inv

�l+l�
=

�Z � �had � 3�l+l�

�l+l�
(22)

and using the relationship �
pole
ll = 12�

mZ
2 (

�
l+ l�

�Z
)2, we have

Rinv =

 
12�

m2
Z

1

�polell

!1

2

�R` � 3: (23)

�
Note that the quantity �

pole

ll � 12�

m2
Z

�2
l+l�

�2
Z

can be obtained from the LEP parameter set via the

relationship �
pole

ll =
�
pole

had

R`
.



Without Lepton Universality

gve �0:0368� 0:0017

gv� �0:0370� 0:0041

gv� �0:0371� 0:0018

gae �0:50115� 0:00052

ga� �0:50113� 0:00076

ga� �0:50151� 0:00089

Ratios of Couplings

gv�=gve 1:01� 0:14

gv�=gve 1:008� 0:071

ga�=gae 1:0000� 0:0018

ga�=gae 1:0007� 0:0020

With Lepton Universality

gv` �0:0369� 0:0010

ga` �0:50119� 0:00041

Table 8: Results for the e�ective vector and axial vector couplings derived from

the combined LEP data with and without the assumption of lepton universality.

Adapted from Ref. 6.
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Figure 6: Contours of 68% probability in the gv � ga plane for the preliminary

LEP measurements. The constraint from the SLD ALR measurement appears as

a band in the �gure. The Standard Model prediction for mt = 180� 12 GeV and

for 60 < mH < 1000 GeV . The arrows point in the direction of increasing top

and Higgs mass. Adapted from Ref. 6.



LEP SLD Standard Model

Ab 0:910� 0:037 0:841� 0:053 0.935

Ac 0:660� 0:056 0:606� 0:090 0.667

Table 9: Comparison of LEP and SLD measurements with the Standard Model

value of Ab and Ac. The Standard Model prediction is for a top mass of 178 GeV

and a Higgs mass of 300 GeV.

Using the LEP line-shape data presented in Sec. 4,

Rinv = 5:956� 0:031

is obtained. This is in good agreement with the Standard Model prediction of

5:973 � 0:001, where the small error on Standard Model prediction corresponds

to mt = 180� 12 GeV and 60 < mH < 1000 GeV. Expressed as the number of

neutrino generations which couple to the Z0, LEP obtains

N� = 2:991� 0:16:

To derive a constraint on the neutrino couplings, we assume that gv� = ga� = g�

and obtain g� = +0:5011�0:0013. The sign of g� is not determined from the LEP

data and is taken from neutrino scattering measurements.38

8.3 Quark Couplings

The couplings of b and c quarks to the Z0 can be determined from the mea-

surements of Rb and Rc as well as the heavy-quark forward-backward asymme-

tries. The measured values of the asymmetries depend on the product AeAf [see

Eq. (11)]. To �nd Af , we assume lepton universality and use the LEP lepton

asymmetries and � polarization. The resulting value is Ae = 0:1464 � 0:0039.

The values of the LEP measurement are compared to the Standard Model pre-

diction in Table 9. Also shown in the table are the measurements of Ab and Ac

made by SLD using the forward{backward polarized asymmetries.36

It is possible to derive the quark couplings by adding the constraint provided

by the measurement of Rb and Rc. We convert Rb and Rc to partial widths using

the hadronic width of the Z0 derived from the line-shape �t of 1744:8� 3:0 GeV.



In addition, the world average value37 of �s = 0:117� 0:006 is used to compute

the QCD corrections. The resulting contours are shown in Fig. 7.

8.4 Top and Higgs Mass

All of the LEP electroweak observables presented above can be used in a �t to

determine, in the context of the Standard Model, the values of �s and mt. The

values of the quantities input to the �t are shown in Table 10 as well as the

Standard Model values for the quantities. The result of the �t is

mt = 170 �10 +17
�10 GeV

�s = 0:125 �0:004 �0:002;

where the �2 is 18 for nine degrees of freedom. The central value is for mH =

300 GeV, and the second error reects the variation in the result as the Higgs

mass is varied in the interval 60 < mH < 1000 GeV. The LEP value is in excellent

agreement with the direct determination of mt = 180 � 12 GeV made at the

Tevatron. The value of �s is slightly higher than the world average, adjusted to

remove input from the Z0 line shape, of 0:117� 0:006 (Ref. 37). The poor quality

of the �2 is primarily due to the large discrepancy between the measured value of

Rb, Rc, and the Standard Model prediction. Recall that Rb has only a moderate

dependence on the top mass and Rc is almost independent of the top mass. As a

result, re�tting without Rb and Rc increases the value obtained for the top mass

by only 4 GeV.

The dependence of the mt prediction on the assumed Higgs mass shows that

the LEP measurements will have some sensitivity to the Higgs mass if an external

measurement of mt is added to the �t. Combining the LEP measurements with

the Tevatron top-mass measurement1,2 of mt = 180 � 12 GeV, the change in

�2, ��2, as a function of Higgs mass, reveals the logarithmic dependence of the

electroweak observables to the Higgs mass as shown in Fig. 8.

We can improve our estimate of the Higgs mass by including the electroweak

measurements made at SLD with polarized beams,39 the value of 1�m2
W=m

2
Z from

neutrino scattering,40{42 and the Tevatron W mass determination43 summarized

in Table 11. Adding these constraints to the Standard Model �t, mt = 178 �
8+17
�20 GeV and �s = 0:123 � 0:004 � 0:002 for mH = 300 GeV are obtained.

Figure 8 also shows the ��2 curves for the full electroweak set. The combined

data favor relatively low values of the Higgs mass, but the data is not yet precise



Figure 7: Contours of 68%, 95%, and 99.9% probability in the gv � ga plane for

the preliminary LEP measurements of (a) b-quark couplings and (b) c-quark cou-

plings. The solid square shows the Standard Model prediction for mt = 180 GeV

and mH = 300 GeV.



enough as to exclude a Standard Model Higgs at the upper range of its allowed

value. At LEP, direct searches for the Standard Model Higgs have excluded it in

the mass region below 60 GeV (Ref. 44).

The measurement of the �Z , R`, and �
pole
had provide additional constraints on

possible deviation in Rb and Rc from physics beyond the Standard Model. One

way to use these constraints is to allow for an additional contribution to �b�b by

taking �b�b = �b�b
SM +�b�b. Fitting to all of the data, �b�b = 11:7� 3:8� 1:4 MeV

with mt = 181 � 8+17
�19 GeV and �s = 0:102 � 0:008 is obtained. The resulting

value of �s is in agreement with the world average, but much lower than the

value obtained from the line-shape measurements reported above. Allowing for

deviation in �c�c in �c�c, a value of �s = 0:18� 0:04 is obtained. This value of �s

is only consistent with the world average at the two standard-deviation level.



Measurement Standard Pull

Model Fit

line-shape and

lepton asymmetries:

mZ [GeV] 91:1884� 0:0022 91.1882 0:1

�Z [GeV] 2:4963� 0:0032 2.4973 �0:3
�polehad [nb] 41:488� 0:078 41.450 0:5

R` 20:788� 0:032 20.773 0:5

A
0; `
FB 0:0172� 0:0012 0.0159 1:1

� polarization:

A� 0:1418� 0:0075 0.1455 �0:5
Ae 0:1390� 0:0089 0.1455 �0:7

b and c quark results:

Rb
(a) 0:2219� 0:0017 0.2156 3:7

Rc
(a) 0:1543� 0:0074 0.1724 �2:5

A0; b
FB

(a) 0:0999� 0:0031 0.1020 �0:7
A

0; c
FB

(a) 0:0725� 0:0058 0.0728 0:0

qq charge asymmetry:

sin2�lepteff (hQFBi) 0:2325� 0:0013 0.23172 0:6

Table 10: The LEP measurements used in the combined Standard Model �t for

mt and �s. The Standard Model �t results and the pulls (di�erence between

measurement and �t in units of the measurement error) are derived from the �t

including data from the Tevatron and SLD for a �xed value of mH = 300 GeV.

The full �t includes the correlation matrices given in Ref. 6.



Measurement Standard Pull

Model Fit

(a) SLD

sin2�lepteff (ALR) [Ref. 39] 0:23049� 0:00050 0.23172 �2:5
Rb [Ref. 36] 0:2171� 0:0054 0.2156 0:3

Ab [Ref. 36] 0:841� 0:053 0.935 �1:8
Ac [Ref. 36] 0:606� 0:090 0.667 �0:7

(b) pp and �N

mW [GeV] (pp) [Ref. 43] 80:26� 0:16 80.35 �0:5
sin2�W (�N) [Ref. 40{42] 0:2257� 0:0047 0.2237 0:4

Table 11: (a) SLD results for sin2�
lept
eff from the measurement of the left-right po-

larization asymmetry, for Rb and for Ab and Ac from polarized forward-backward

asymmetries. (b) Electroweak precision tests from pp colliders and �N-scattering.

Correlations between the systematic errors of the SLD heavy-quark measurements

and of the LEP measurements have been included in the �t. Adapted from Ref. 6.
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9 Conclusion and Outlook

Almost all of the precision electroweak measurements which have been made at

LEP I are in excellent agreement with the predictions of the Standard Model and

the recent measurement of the top-quark mass by D; (Ref. 2) and CDF (Ref. 1).

The preliminary measurements of Rb and Rc, however, show a marked departure

from the prediction of the Standard Model.

Improvement in the statistical and systematic errors on many of the measure-

ments presented here can be expected as the LEP experiments complete the �nal

analysis of the 1994 data. Improvements in the statistical errors on Rb and Rc are

expected as two of the LEP experiments have not yet analyzed the large amount of

data delivered in 1994. Improvements in the systematic errors on these quantities

can also be expected as the experiments endeavor to reduce the dependence of

their measurements on external measurements, and as the external measurements

become more precise.

Data from the 1995 run, the last LEP run at the Z0, are presently being

analyzed. Because of the additional data taken o� the Z0 peak, the addition of

the 1995 data will improve our knowledge of �Z .

Starting in the Fall of 1995, LEP will begin running well above the Z0 at
p
s � 140 GeV. In 1996, it is hoped that the W threshold will be reached and a

�rst measurement of the W mass can be made. One goal of the LEP II physics

program is to acquire su�cient data to make a measurement of the W mass at

the 40 MeV level.

Another contribution of LEP II to electroweak measurements will be to extend

the reach of the Higgs search from the present limit near 60 GeV to mZ or higher,

depending on the �nal center-of-mass energy of the LEP II machine.44
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1 TRISTAN

Initially, the TRISTAN project was aimed at �nding the \top" quark.1 Although

only a three-km circumstance was available, we achieved a maximum beam energy

of 33 GeV. Unfortunately, the top mass was far beyond this energy.2 We, thus,

converted our target to a high-luminosity operation of this collider. Figure 1 shows

the relationship between the beam energies and luminosities for various accelera-

tors. Assuming that CLEO and LEP are standard, we can see why TRISTAN is a
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Figure 1: Luminosities versus the maximum beam energies of various e+e� col-

liders.

high-luminosity machine. We hope that the same thing occurs in the near-future

B-factory.3 As a matter of fact, we (TOPAZ, VENUS, and AMY) obtained
R
Ldt

of 300pb�1 per each experiment at
p
s=58 GeV.

If there is a process having a cross section that is an increasing function of
p
s,

that may be a big target until the B-factory starts.  physics is one of them.

The luminosity function (L) is roughly proportional to log(s). As a result,

TRISTAN becomes the highest luminosity -factory, except for the low W

region, where CESR still gives the highest  yield. Therefore, CESR has been

�tted for resonance physics, and TRISTAN is for parton physics. For a higher

W region (> 6 GeV), we have obtained the largest statistics; this situation

will remain forever. TRISTAN can play an important role in particle physics,

especially regarding strong interactions.
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams which contributed to  processes at TRISTAN.

2  Physics

Here, we briey mention the  processes. Figure 2 shows four typical diagrams

which contribute to these. (a) is called a \direct process," where photons inter-

act with quarks via point-like interactions.4 The vector-meson dominance process

(VDM) is shown in (b).5 (c) and (d) are called the \resolved-photon process,"

where partons inside photons interact point-like.6 (a) contributes to high-PT pro-

duction of quarks, (b) to a low PT , and (c) and (d) to a medium PT . Considering

our sensitivity over the W range, in addition to our trigger system ability,7 we

can study (a), (c), and (d) at most accurate levels.

To conclude, we are sensitive for -structure studies, especially concerning the

partonic structure of the photon, in addition to higher orders of QCD (or strong

interaction). The most important topic is to determine the gluonic densities inside

photons. This is the cleanest way to determine the -structure in contrast with

ep collisions at HERA experiments.

3 Detector

Three groups (TOPAZ, VENUS, and AMY) were operating at TRISTAN. Among

them, we pay special attention to the TOPAZ experiments, because of having low-

angle calorimeters.
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The apparatus of the TOPAZ detector is shown in Figure 3.8 The central

tracker is a TPC, which enables us to study heavy avor productions. TOPAZ is

the only detector having low-angle calorimeters (FCL).9 This covers a polar angle

region from 3.2 to 12 degrees with respect to the beam axis. The mean beam

energy(Eb) of TRISTAN was 29 GeV. When we select events with an energy

deposit of 0.4 Eb (beam-electron tag), the Q2 for the photon is greater than

1.05 GeV2.

In addition to the beam-electron tag, we have introduced a \remnant-jet-tag.".

As shown in Figs. 2 (c) and (d), hadron jets which are resolved form photons ow

into beam directions. Typically, hadrons from these jets have PT 's of about 0.4

GeV. Assuming that these hadrons have energies of several GeV, they hit the FCL

�ducial region. The energy ow in typical  ! 2jet events are shown in Fig.

4. It has enhancements at low-angle regions which cannot be explained by the

processes shown in Figs. 2 (a) nor (b).

The energy deposits in the FCL are also shown in Fig. 5. The soft component

corresponds to these resolved-photon events. We can, therefore, tag the resolved-

photon process by selecting a soft energy deposit in the FCL. The e�ciency of

this tagging was estimated to be �80% with a background of 10%, mostly due to

the beam background. We call this \remnant-jet-tag," or \rem-tag" in short.



Figure 4: Energy ow of  ! 2jet events. The histograms are the Monte Carlo

prediction; the dashed one is the direct process, and the solid one is the resolved

and direct process.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the energy fractions (normalized at the beam energy) of

the maximum-energy clusters in FCL. The points with error bars are experimental

data. The histograms are predictions by a Monte Carlo simulation; the cross-

hatched area is a single-photon-exchange process, the singly-hatched one is VDM,

and the open one is a resolved-photon process.



Figure 6: (a) P jet

T
distribution. The histograms are theoretical predictions; the

dashed one is a direct process, the dotted one is the direct and VDM, and the

solid one is the sum of these two and the resolved-photon process. (b) Thrust

distribution of high P
jet

T
(> 2:5 GeV) events.

4 Event Structure

4.1 Event Shapes

As has been described, various processes contribute to  collisions; the analysis

ways are not unique. According to a historical method, hadron systems at the

CMS frame were divided into two hemispheres (de�nition of jets). This method

has an advantage for analyzing events in all PT regions. AMY showed evidence

for a resolved-photon process by this method.10 A similar analysis was carried

out by TOPAZ, and the P
jet

T
distribution is shown in Fig. 6 (a). For example, at

P
jet

T
=2.5 GeV, the data excess is by a factor of 2.5 compared with the incoherent

sum of direct and VDM processes. This excess has been explained by the resolved-

photon process. Next, the thrust distribution of high P
jet

T
(>2.5 GeV) events are

plotted in Fig. 6 (b). The events are spherical, consistent with the prediction

by the resolved-photon processes. Similar results have been obtained by the LEP

experiments.11,12



Figure 7: Typical jets observed by the TOPAZ detector.

4.2 Jet Cross Section

The processes shown in Figs. 2 (a), (c), and (d) include hard scattering of partons

which are observed as jets (Fig. 7). These jets are reconstructed in � and � plane.

The particles within the circle R =
q
(�� �0)2 + (� � �0)2 are used. Figure 8

is the cross section of jet production versus P jet

T
. The cross section is consis-

tent with the incoherent sum of the direct and resolved-photon processes at the

P
jet

T
> 2GeV region (the same result as the previous one). The theoretical mod-

els, called LAC1, LAC3, and DG shown in the �gure, have signi�cant di�erences

in the gluon distribution inside the photon.13,14 The hard-gluon model (LAC3) is

clearly rejected. LAC1 and DG show di�erence at low-x gluonic-density, and it is

di�cult to distinguish them by this experimental method.15 A similar result was

obtained by AMY.16

5 Structure Function

The photon-structure function (F


2 ) was measured by the TOPAZ collaboration.17

We obtained a high value compared with the theoretical values at x � 0.04 at

3 < Q2 < 30 GeV2. These regions are important for determining the QCD-

based models. Although the experimental ambiguities in determining x value

from the mass of the measured hadronic system were found to be large, there



Figure 8: Jet-production cross section in  collisions.

will be a systematic shift. We are, therefore, going to reanalyze the data using a

new algorithm to determine x while assuming missing-energy ow directions (i.e.,

beam-pipe direction).

6 Charm-Pair Production

According to a QCD calculation of parton-parton scattering, the cut-o� parameter

(Pmin

T
) was introduced for light-quark scattering. This parameter must be deter-

mined experimentally; the optimum value was obtained to be around 1.7� 2 GeV.

Fortunately, for the charm-quark case, this parameter is not necessary, and we can

experimentally select charm-pair events with high purity. In addition, the VDM

e�ects are considered to be small for charmed-particle production. In the resolved-

photon processes, we only have to consider gluon-gluon scattering; therefore, this

is sensitive to the gluonic density in which a large model dependence exists. The

NLO calculations are available at the parton level.18

6.1 Full and Partial Reconstruction of D��

Initial charm quark fragment to D mesons. D� is the most probable state. This

fragmentation function is experimentally well-known. We can, therefore, estimate

the initial charm quarks' PT s.
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Figure 9: Di�erential cross sections of D�� versus PT . The open circles were

obtained by the full reconstruction method, the open squares by the softpion

method, and the closed squares are the average by these two methods. The

histograms are the theoretical predictions: the cross hatched is the direct process,

the singly hatched is the resolved, and the open area is obtained assuming the

hypothetical ~t pair production.

We �rst tried to reconstruct D�+ ! �+
s
D0(D0 ! K��+X).19 20� 5D�s were

reconstructed with a good S/N ratio. The obtained cross section is plotted in Fig.

9 by open circles. Although this cross section is higher than the sum of the direct

and resolved-photon predictions, the statistics are low. The NLO e�ect was taken

into account in the prediction. We used LAC1 for the gluonic density in photons.

In order to improve the experimental accuracy, we carried out a \softpion

analysis" in reconstructing the D�s. The results are also shown in Fig. 9 by

the open circles. They are consistent with that of the full reconstruction. The

high PT anomaly still existed, and the hypothetical ~t pair assumption was tested

by looking at the event shapes.20 These shapes di�er from ~t-pair prediction and

rather resemble the typical  events. The similar high PT anomaly was also

reported by the AMY collaboration.21
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Figure 10: Di�erential cross sections of K0 versus PT : (a) for the VDM and

resolved-photon process, and (b) for the direct process. The histograms are the

theoretical predictions; the de�nition of the hatches are the same as those for the

previous �gure.

6.2 Ks Inclusive

The maximum integrated luminosity of the TRISTAN experiment is 300 pb�1,

and now most of them were analyzed. We must, therefore, seek other ways of

analysis than waiting for an increase in data. An inclusive analysis of the strange

particle is one of them. The PT spectrum of these reect that of charm quarks.

Also, strange-quark pair production is strongly suppressed in  collisions.

In the Ks inclusive analysis, we introduced \remnant-jet-tag."22 The details

were described in the previous section. We can, therefore, derive the cross sections

process by process. These are shown in Figs. 10 (a) and (b). Here, we could not

separate the VDM and the resolved-photon events, because of the low-PT particle

production by the VDM.

By this study, the existing theory plus the LAC1 parametrization with the

NLO correction well describe the experimental data. We further tested the parametriza-

tion di�erence in the gluon density by using the WHIT parametrization.23 This

gave six systematic parametrizations. Some combinations of these with various

Pmin

T
cut-o�s �tted the experimental data perfectly.
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Figure 11: (a) Electron inclusive cross sections; the solid line is the direct process,

the dot-dashed is the DG case, the dotted is the LAC1 with mc=1.5 GeV, and

the dashed is the LAC1 with mc=1.3 GeV. (b) The resolved-photon cross section;

the de�nition of lines are as same as (a).

6.3 Electron Inclusive

The electron inclusive method is a cleaner one than the inclusive K0. Here, we

do not have to consider the VDM. The TOPAZ detector can identify very low

PT electrons, such as 0.4 GeV.24 We can, therefore, measure the gluon density at

very low x (� 0.02), where the model di�erences appears. Figure 11 (a) is the

di�erential cross section versus the electron PT s. The experimental data clearly

favor the LAC1 parametrization, also suggesting the necessity of the NLO correc-

tion and a low charm-quark mass of � 1.3 GeV.25 Although VENUS produced a

similar result, the statistics were about half that of ours.26

We carried out \remnant-jet-tag," and obtained a purely \resolved-photon"

cross section [Figure 11 (b)]. Again, it con�rmed our parametrization of the

theory. We also observed a large di�erence between the DG and LAC1. This

is because this method is sensitive to very low-x regions where the jet analysis

could not resolve. Note that this method is more powerful than the single-tag

experiment (F 

2 ) in determining the gluon density inside photons.

In Fig. 11 (a) at highest PT region, there are some excesses compared with

the existing theory. A similar high PT excess was observed by AMY.21



tag cond. Experiment Theory (LO) Exp./Theory subprocess

antitag 43.3�8.3 19.1 2.26�0.43 VDM+resolved+direct

rem-tag (-VDM) 15.6�3.5 6.0 2.60�0.58 resolved

rem-tag 34.8�7.8 17.3 2.01�0.45 VDM+resolved

anti-rem 27.7�7.9 13.1 2.11�0.60 VDM+direct

Table 1: Total cross section (pb) of �(�) in the j cos �j < 0:77 and 0:75 < PT <

2:75 GeV range. The notation (-VDM) means VDM subtraction using theory.

Here, we use the LO theories in order to show the discrepancy with the experi-

mental data.

6.4 � Inclusive

So far, what we have learned is that there are some high PT excess in charm

production, and that the experimental results at low PT agree with the existing

theory with the NLO correction and high gluonic density at low x. We investigated

the �-inclusive cross section in order to qualitatively study the NLO e�ects. �'s

can also tag charm-pair events the same as in the K0 case.

In addition, there is an experimental fact that a gluon-jet produces more �'s

than does a quark jet.27 Our experimental results are shown in Table 1.28 There

are process-independent excesses compared with the prediction of the LO theories.

The values are a factor of two. We can, therefore, conclude that there exists

signi�cant gluon jet production in  collisions, i.e., the NLO e�ect.

7 Double Tag

We carried out a double-tag analysis and obtained the total hadronic cross sec-

tions.31 The Q2 ranges for � was 2 � 25 GeV2 and the W range was 2 � 25 GeV.

Figure 12 is the ratio of the cross sections (e+e� ! e+e�h) between the experi-

ment and the LO e+e� ! e+e�q�q theory. The experimental value agrees with the

LO prediction in the high-Q2 region. There are enhancements of � 30% in the

low-Q2 region, suggesting NLO e�ects.
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8 Discussion

Our experimental data strongly favor a large gluon density at low x, as has been

suggested by LAC1. However, the HERA experiment (ep collision) showed a lower

gluon density than that which LAC1 predicted.29 Also, the LEP experiment is

inconsistent with LAC1 at low x.30 The problem is whether we can explain all

of the experimental data by simply changing the parton density functions. In

addition, the high PT excess in charm production cannot be solved by any existing

theories.

The cross section of the  collision increases with energy in a future e+e�

linear collider experiment. It would be a large background and may be related to

such physics as H !  searches. In order to reliably estimate the background,

our measurement greatly helps. Systematic measurements, such as  ! h�X

and X, are necessary.

9 Conclusion

At the TRISTAN e+e� collider, a systematic study of hadronic  collisions was

carried out. TRISTAN is a high-luminosity  factory, and our data of these



processes have the largest statistics. For parton production, our data greatly con-

tributed to our experimental and theoretical understanding of photon structures.

Further systematic measurements on various processes are awaited.
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1 Introduction

In high-energy pp collisions, it is possible to study electroweak physics by direct

observation of the carriers of the weak force, W and Z bosons. W bosons, in

particular, have been produced and detected only at the CERN SppS (closed

since 1991) and at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. The large samples ofW bosons

produced in hadron colliders complement the detailed studies of the Z boson at

the e+e� colliders, LEP and SLC.

It is interesting to track the number of W bosons detected by experiments

over the years, as shown in Fig. 1. From the handful of events that established

the existence of W and Z bosons at CERN in 1982 (Refs. 1 and 2), the samples

available now to the Tevatron experiments number in the tens of thousands. This

steady increase in statistics has yielded corresponding increases in the precision

of electroweak measurements and in the variety of electroweak properties that are

studied at the hadron collider experiments.

Almost all results presented here come from the recent runs of the Tevatron

Collider and from its two collider experiments: CDF (Ref. 3) and D� (Ref. 4).

The run which took place in 1992{93 is referred to as \Run 1A," and it resulted in

integrated luminosities of about 13{20 pb�1 per experiment. The run which began

in early 1994 and which is still in progress is called \Run 1B" and is expected to

yield � 100 pb�1. In both runs, the pp collisions have a center-of-mass energy ofp
s = 1:8 TeV. Final results are available for most of the Run 1A analyses, and

some preliminary results based on part of the Run 1B data are included as well.

Since their hadronic decay modes are di�cult to distinguish from the large

background fromQCDmultijet production, these gauge bosons are usually studied

through their leptonic decay modes: W ! `� and Z ! `+`�.

2 W and Z Boson Production Studies

At lowest order, W and Z bosons are produced via quark-antiquark annihilation.

Higher order contributions, which can include gluons in the initial and �nal states,

increase the total cross section and create a nonzero transverse momentum spec-

trum for theW and Z bosons. Thus, the total production rate ofW and Z bosons

depends on many factors outside the scope of pure electroweak theory, especially

parton distribution functions and QCD corrections. Some electroweak properties
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Figure 1: Number of W boson events observed by experiments as a function of

the years of hadron collider runs.



can be revealed, however, by examining production rates as a function of boson

type and lepton charge and rapidity.

2.1 Production Cross Sections and Indirect �W Measure-

ment

The details of selection of events vary slightly among the di�erent analyses, but,

in general, are quite similar. For W bosons, a high-pT isolated lepton (p`T > 20{

25 GeV) is required along with missing transverse energy (6pT > 20{25 GeV) which

is identi�ed as the neutrino transverse momentum (p�T ). The Z event selection

generally requires two high-pT (p`T > 15{25 GeV) leptons and an invariant mass

for the pair near the Z boson mass. The principal backgrounds are QCD multijet

events with fake leptons and/or 6pT , decays W ! ��; � ! `���, and (in the muon

channel only) cosmic rays. Figure 2 shows an example5 of the W transverse

mass (MT =
q
(p`T + p�T )

2 � (~p `
T + ~p �

T )
2) and Z invariant mass distributions after

selection cuts.

The rate of W and Z bosons observed by the experiments is proportional

to the product of production cross section and leptonic branching fraction. The

measurements of this product in the electron and muon channels are given in

Table 1 (Refs. 5{7). Also shown is the ratio of � � B for W and Z production:

R` =
�(pp! W ! `�)

�(pp! Z ! ``)
=
�(pp! W )

�(pp! Z)
� �(W ! `�)

B(Z ! ``)
� 1

�W
: (1)

R` is predicted more precisely than the individual cross sections because many

of the QCD and parton-distribution e�ects partially cancel. Experimentally, it

has the advantage that the luminosity errors cancel completely and the e�ciency

errors cancel partially. The world R` measurements5{9 (excluding preliminary

results) and their averages are shown in Fig. 3. The ratio of production cross

sections predicted at O(�2s) (Ref. 10) is 3:33� 0:03 (3:26� 0:09) at
p
s = 1:8 TeV

(0.63 TeV). The branching ratio B(Z ! ``) = (3:367 � 0:006)% can be taken

from the LEP experiments.11 With these inputs, Eq. (1) can be used to transform

the R` measurement into a determination of the W leptonic branching ratio:

B(W ! `�) = (10:9 � 0:3)%. If, in addition, we assume the Standard Model

prediction for the partial decay width �(W ! `�) = 225:2� 1:5 MeV (Ref. 12),

then we obtain an indirect measurement of the total width of theW boson: �W =

2:062 � 0:059 GeV. This can be compared with the Standard Model prediction
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Figure 2: W transverse mass distributions and Z invariant mass distributions

from the D� Run 1A cross-section analysis.



� � B(W ! `�) (nb) � � B(Z ! ``) (nb) R`

1988/'89 data

CDF(e) 2:19� 0:04� 0:21 0:209� 0:013� 0:017 10:2� 0:8� 0:4

CDF(�) 2:21� 0:22 0:226� 0:032 9:8� 1:2

Run 1A

CDF(e) 2:49� 0:12 0:231� 0:012 10:90� 0:32� 0:29

D�(e) 2:36� 0:02� 0:15 0:218� 0:008� 0:014 10:82� 0:41� 0:30

D�(�) 2:09� 0:06� 0:25 0:178� 0:022� 0:023 11:8� 1:6� 1:1

Run 1B

(prelim.)

D�(e) 2:24� 0:02� 0:20 0:226� 0:006� 0:021 9:9� 0:3� 0:8

D�(�) 1:93� 0:04� 0:20 0:159� 0:014� 0:022 12:3� 1:1� 1:2

Table 1:

of �W = 2:077� 0:014 GeV (Ref. 12). This comparison results in an upper limit

(95% CL) of 109 MeV for the excess decay width of the W boson which can be

used to put limits on any new �nal states into which the W might decay.

2.2 Direct �W Measurement

The CDF experiment also estimates the W total width with a direct �t13 of the

transverse mass spectrum ofW ! e� events, shown in Fig. 4. The high transverse

mass region of the distribution is sensitive to the width of the Breit-Wigner line

shape. A �t to the transverse mass above 110 GeV results in a determination

�W = 2:11� 0:28� 0:16 GeV. Although the uncertainties are larger than those

from the indirect ratio method, this direct width determination requires fewer

Standard Model assumptions.

2.3 W Charge Asymmetry

The measurement of the lepton charge asymmetry in W boson events gives ad-

ditional information about the production properties. The di�erent momentum

distributions of up and down quarks in the proton give rise to an asymmetry in

the production of W bosons: a W+ is more likely to follow the direction of the
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Figure 4: The transverse mass distribution used in the CDF direct �t of the

W boson width. The �t is made in the region MT > 110 GeV.



proton beam. When the boson decays, this is also asymmetric due to the V � A

couplings, and the tendency is opposite, sending the `+ back toward the antipro-

ton direction in the W boson rest frame. In the lab frame, one sees the combined

e�ect in the charge asymmetry of leptons from W boson decays as a function

of pseudorapidity (�), with the production asymmetry dominating in most cases.

For W boson production at
p
s = 1:8 TeV, the asymmetry is especially sensitive

to the slope of u(x)=d(x) for 0:007 < x < 0:27, where x is the fraction of proton

momentum carried by the interacting quark or antiquark.

The lepton charge asymmetry is de�ned asA(�) = (N`+(�)�N`�(�))=(N`+(�)+

N`�(�)). The CDF measurement14 of A(�) from Run 1A has been published and

has been used to constrain the parton distribution functions (pdf's). This is im-

portant, for example, in the W mass measurement, where pdf uncertainties can

contribute signi�cantly to the uncertainty in the �nal result. Figure 5 shows pre-

liminary asymmetry distributions from Run 1A and part of Run 1B combined.

The CDF points are from about 67 pb�1 from both electrons and muons, and the

D� points are from about 36 pb�1 from muons only. The curves show the NLO

Monte Carlo predictions15 using several pdf sets.16{18 The older sets which were

disfavored by the CDF Run 1A asymmetry14 are not shown in the �gure. The

pdf sets shown have included the CDF Run 1A asymmetry as part of their input

data, and all three sets are in good agreement with the new data.19

3 W Boson Mass

The W mass measurement is the most precise electroweak measurement from

the hadron colliders. The favored technique involves �tting the MT spectra of

the W bosons to simulated spectra generated with di�erent W masses. The

pT spectra of the charged lepton and of the neutrino also carry information about

the mass, but they are more sensitive to the transverse momentum distribution

of the W boson itself than is MT .

The CDF measurement from Run 1A (Ref. 20) described here is now �nalized.

Figure 6 shows theMT distributions which are �t. The electron and muon channels

are �t separately, with the resultsMW (�) = 80:310�0:205�0:130 GeV,MW (e) =

80:490� 0:145� 0:175 GeV, where the �rst error is statistical and the second is

systematic. The combined result is MW = 80:410� 0:180. The contributions to

the uncertainties are summarized in Table 2.



Figure 5: Preliminary lepton charge asymmetries from the W boson samples from

Run 1A plus part of Run 1B. The crosses are from CDF, electrons and muons

(67 pb�1), and the x's from D�, muons only (36 pb�1).



Source e � Common

Statistical 145 205 �
Energy scale 120 50 50

E or p resolution 80 60 �
pWT and recoil model 75 75 65

pdf's 50 50 50

QCD/QED corrections 30 30 30

W width 20 20 20

Backgrounds/bias 30 40 5

Fitting procedure 10 10 �
Total 230 240 100

Combined 180

Table 2: Uncertainties on MW (MeV) for CDF Run 1A.
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Figure 6: The CDF mass �ts to the W boson transverse mass spectra from

Run 1A. The electron channel is shown on the left and the muon channel on

the right.



The energy scale for the leptons is calibrated �rst for muons. A sample of

about 60,000 J= ! �� events is used to set the momentum scale in the CDF

spectrometer. The ratio between the �t to �� invariant mass spectrum is shown in

Fig. 7 and the world average for the J= mass yields a momentum correction fac-

tor 0:999984� 0:00058. The error includes the contribution from the uncertainty

in the extrapolation from the transverse momenta for the muons from J= decay

(typically � 3 GeV) to those from W boson decays (typically � 40 GeV). This

calibration uncertainty results in a contribution of 50 MeV to the W mass uncer-

tainty in the muon channel. After this correction, the scale is checked with the

peaks for �! �� (shown in Fig. 8) and Z ! ��.
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Figure 7: The J= ! �� invariant mass spectra used in determining the momen-

tum scale used in the CDF W boson mass measurement. A simple �t (top) and

the result of the Monte Carlo simulation (below) are compared to the data.
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Figure 8: Comparison of measured and predicted upsilon resonance peaks are

used to check the momentum calibration of the CDF spectrometer.

The electron transverse energies are determined from their measurement in

the calorimeter. In order to set the calibration of the electromagnetic calorimeter,

the momentum from the spectrometer is compared to the energy measured in the

calorimeter for a sample of electrons fromW decays. The scale of the calorimeter is

adjusted until the measuredE=p ratio (shown in Fig. 9) agrees with that expected.

This transfer procedure contributes 110 MeV to the calibration uncertainty on

MW , yielding a total calibration uncertainty of 120 MeV in the electron channel.

Recall thatMT depends on ~p
`
T and ~p

�
T . Since ~p

�
T is determined from the missing

~pT , it depends on ~u, the measured transverse momentum of the hadrons recoiling

against the W direction: ~p �
T = 6~pT = ~pW

T � ~p `
T = �~u � ~p `

T . Many systematic

studies, therefore, concentrate on properly modeling the measurement of ~p `
T and

~u. Once the lepton scale is established, the uncertainties from the pWT distribution

and from the measurement of u must be established. In most cases, this is done

using the Z ! `` events, where each event has independent measurements of pWT

from the hadrons and from the leptons. Underlying events from real Z events are

used directly in the W simulation to model the recoil response of the detector.

The distribution that is used to control this process is u?, the component of ~u

perpendicular to the lepton direction in W ! `� events. The pT distribution

of the Z events used in the W simulation is scaled until the u? distribution of

the simulation matches that of the W sample events, as shown in Fig. 10. The
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Figure 9: The CDF ratio of energy measured in the calorimeter to momentum

measured in the spectrometer for the W ! e� sample. This distribution is used

in the transfer of the energy calibration scale to the calorimeter.



uncertainty in MW resulting from the remaining uncertainty on pWT is 45 MeV.

In addition, there is a 60 MeV uncertainty due to the modeling of the recoil

measurement.
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Figure 10: The CDF distribution of u? (see text) in W ! e� events (points),

compared with the simulation model (histogram).

The pdf's largely determine the longitudinal production distribution of the

W bosons and consequently inuence the observed transverse mass distribution

after acceptance e�ects are taken into account. The best constraints on the pdf

uncertainties come from the measurement of the W charge asymmetry described

earlier. Figure 11 shows the change in the measured mass for di�erent pdf sets,

with respect to that obtained with the MRS D0

�
pdf set. The abscissa in this �gure

is a measure of the deviation of the CDF Run 1A measured charge asymmetry

from that predicted by each pdf set, and the uncertainty on MW is obtained by

considering only those sets which are within �2� from the best agreement with

the asymmetry. The uncertainty from pdf's is thus determined to be 50 MeV.

The MW results just described are shown in Fig. 12 along with other cur-

rently available measurements of the W (Refs. 21{23). The D� measurement23
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Figure 11: The change in the �ttedW boson mass is plotted against the deviation

from the CDF Run 1A data of the predicted asymmetry for various pdf's. The

lines show the limits used in establishing the uncertainty on MW .



is preliminary and is expected to be superseded by a �nal result soon. A pre-

liminary world average of 80:26 � 0:16 GeV is also shown, which was obtained

assuming a common systematic error of 85 MeV among the di�erent measure-

ments. The precision electroweak measurements of the Z boson from LEP24 and

SLC25 are also sensitive to the W mass through the relationship between MW

and sin2�W , and the corresponding predictions for MW are shown as well. The

hadron collider measurement is in very good agreement with the LEP prediction

but disagrees somewhat with the SLC prediction. Another indirect measurement

of MW = 80:24� 0:25 GeV is obtained from the sin2�W measurement in neutrino

scattering,26 which is also in good agreement with the direct measurement.
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Figure 12: The direct measurements ofMW from hadron collider experiments and

their average (points) is compared to predictions based on Z pole measurements

at LEP and SLC (horizontal bands).

In the Standard Model, the value of MW is sensitive to the mass of the top

quark (quadratically) and to the mass of the Higgs boson (logarithmically) through

radiative corrections. This relationship is shown in Fig. 13 for three di�erent values

of the Higgs mass.27 The uncertainties on the predictions are shown as the dotted



lines and are dominated by uncertainties on the value of �EM at the vector boson

masses. The world average for MW is plotted along with the average value of

the top quark mass from CDF (Ref. 28) and D� (Ref. 29). With the present

uncertainties, the data are consistent with all the values of the Higgs mass shown,

but more precise future measurements ofMW andMtop might be able to constrain

MHiggs.
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Figure 13: The relationship betweenMW andMtop in the minimal Standard Model

for di�erent values of the Higgs mass. The dotted lines show the variation with the

uncertainty on �EM (MW ), which is the dominant uncertainty. The point shows

the world averages of the measurements of MW and Mtop.



4 Studies of Diboson Final States

An interesting consequence of the non-Abelian gauge symmetry SU(2)L �U(1)Y

is that the electroweak gauge bosons should be self-coupling. In particular, the

SM predicts nonzero trilinear couplings for WW and WWZ. It is possible to

test these couplings by studying �nal states involving two bosons: W, Z,WW ,

WZ, etc. The amplitudes from the s-channel trilinear diagrams usually interfere

destructively with amplitudes from other u- and t-channel diagrams, and the

diboson production rate is near its minimum for the trilinear coupling strengths

dictated by the Standard Model. For models with non-SM coupling values, this

cancellation is spoiled, and the coupling constants must be regulated by form

factors characterized by a scale �FF in order to preserve unitarity.

A formalism has been developed to describe theWW andWWZ interactions

beyond the SM.30 If Lorentz invariance, C, P, CP invariance, and U(1)EM gauge

invariance are assumed, the most general Lagrangian describing the three-boson

vertex can be written

LWWV =gWWV = igV
1
(Wy

��W
�V ��Wy

� V�W
��)+ i�VW

y
�W�V

�� +
i�V

M2
W

W
y
��W

�
� V

��

(2)

where V =  or Z. In the SM, � = �Z = 1 and � = �Z = 0.

4.1 W

The most abundant diboson �nal state is W. It is studied in both the e� and

�� channels. The most important selection criteria used by CDF and D� are

shown in Table 3. Note that a minimum photon ET and a minimum separation

between the photon and the lepton, �R(`) =
q
��(`)2 +��(`)2, are required.

These requirements are necessary even in the theoretical predictions in order to

avoid infrared and collinear divergences from photon radiation from the �nal state

leptons.

CDF reports 109 W events with E

T > 7 GeV from a preliminary analysis

of 67 pb�1 of data from Run 1A (Ref. 31) and part of Run 1B. D� has a �nal

sample 23 events with E
T > 10 GeV from Run 1A (14 pb�1) (Ref. 32). The

photon ET spectra from these samples is shown in Fig. 14. The main background

in these samples is W + jet events in which the jet fakes a photon. Both the

normalization and the shape of these spectra are in good agreement with the



Requirement CDF D�

electron acceptance j�ej < 1:1 j�ej < 1:1 or 1:5 < j�ej < 2:5

muon acceptance j��j < 0:6 j��j < 1:7

photon acceptance j� j < 1:1 j� j < 1:1 or 1:5 < j� j < 2:5

photon ET E
T > 7 GeV E

T > 10 GeV

-` separation �R(`) > 0:7 �R(`) > 0:7

Table 3: Selection requirements for W and Z events.
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Figure 14: The transverse energy spectra of the photons in the W samples from

(left) preliminary CDF Run 1A plus partial Run 1B (67 pb�1) and (right) D�

Run 1A (14 pb�1).



Standard Model predictions. Both of these facts are signi�cant, since a deviation

from SM couplings should result in a higher overall cross section and a harder

spectrum for E

T . Limits on �� (�� = � � 1) and � are obtained from �ts to

these E
T spectra. The 95% CL contours are shown in Fig. 15. The limits on the

axes are

CDF (prelim.):

8<
:
�1:8 < �� < 2:0 (� = 0)

�0:7 < � < 0:6 (�� = 0)

D�:

8<
:
�1:6 < �� < 1:8 (� = 0)

�0:6 < � < 0:6 (�� = 0)

where a form factor with �FF = 1:5 TeV has been assumed in both analyses. The

magnetic dipole moment (�W = (� + � + 1)e=2MW ) and the electric quadrupole

moment (QW = �(� � �)e=M2

W ) of the W boson can be expressed as linear

combinations of � and �. The lines for �W = 0 and QW = 0 are shown in Fig. 15,

and it can be seen that the point where both moments vanish can now be excluded.

A particular SM prediction for W production is that the destructive inter-

ference between the s-channel diagram and the t- and u-channel diagrams should

produce a sharp minimum in the angular distribution. This so called \gauge

zero"33 should occur at cos(��) = �0:3, where �� is the angle between the pho-

ton and the incoming quark direction in the W� rest frame. The calculation of

�� requires one to solve for the unknown longitudinal component of the neutrino

momentum, which generally involves a two-fold ambiguity. The cancellation of

the amplitudes is destroyed as the couplings deviate from their SM values, so the

gauge zero can provide another test for anomalous couplings. The prominence of

the zero in the distribution is degraded, however, by the presence of background,

by resolution e�ects, and by contributions from radiative decays. The prelimi-

nary distribution of cos(��) from CDF is shown in Fig. 16. This sample has had

additional requirements placed on it to suppress the contributions from radiative

decays, and the W+ events have been added to the W� events after inverting

the sign of cos(��).

CDF has also investigated some charge asymmetries in W production using

an independent sample of events in which the photons are detected in the region

1:1 < j� j < 2:4. In Fig. 17, the �rst plot shows the rapidity distribution of the

photons, signed by the charge of the lepton from the W boson decay. This shows

a strong asymmetry, which originates in part from the di�erence in magnitude of

electric charge between up and down quarks. The forward/backward asymmetry
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CDF Preliminary Run 1a+1b (44 pb-1)
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Figure 16: The preliminary CDF data distribution (points) for cos �� is compared

to the expected signal plus background distribution (histogram). The shaded

portion of the histogram shows the expected background contribution.



measured on this sample is 0:77 � 0:07, and it is in good agreement with the

prediction of 0:76� 0:04. The second �gure shows the rapidity di�erence between

the lepton and the photon (� � �`), where again the quantity is signed by the

lepton charge. The dip in the middle results largely from the requirement that

the photons are in the end regions while the leptons are central. The asymmetry

measured for the rapidity di�erence is 0:70� 0:04.
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Figure 17: The CDF preliminary distributions of photons in the \plug" region

(1:1 < j�j < 2:4) in W events. The rapidity is shown on the left, and the

rapidity di�erence �() � �(`) of the photon and lepton is shown on the right,

and each is signed by the charge of the lepton. The points are the data and the

histograms are the predictions for Standard Model plus background.

4.2 Z

The Z boson is a neutral particle, so the SM predicts no direct Z couplings,

although Z production is still allowed through the t- and u-channels. A more

general non-SM formalism,34 similar to that used for the W, allows for nonzero

anomalous couplings given by the parameters hZ10, h
Z
20 (CP violating) and hZ30, h

Z
40

(CP conserving). The same general features apply: anomalous couplings tend to

increase the production cross section and make the photon spectra harder.

Both D� and CDF have completed preliminary Z analyses which include

Run 1A (Refs. 35, 36) and part of Run 1B. The E
T spectra from these samples is
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Figure 18: Preliminary distribution of the transverse energy of photons in Z

events from Run 1A plus partial Run 1B from (left) CDF (67 pb�1) and (right) D�

(48 pb�1). The points are the data and the histograms are the expectations of

Standard Model plus background.

shown in Fig. 18. The limits on anomalous couplings from CDF are derived from

�ts to the E
T distribution of the sample shown, while the D� result is presently

only from the Run 1A spectrum (14 pb�1). The limit contours are shown in

Fig. 19. The limits on the axes are:

CDF (prelim.):

8<
:
�1:6 < hZ

30
(hZ

10
) < 1:6 (hZ

40
(hZ

20
) = 0)

�0:4 < hZ
40
(hZ

20
) < 0:4 (hZ

30
(hZ

10
) = 0)

D�:

8<
:
�1:9 < hZ30(h

Z
10) < 1:8 (hZ40(h

Z
20) = 0)

�0:5 < hZ40(h
Z
20) < 0:5 (hZ30(h

Z
10) = 0)

where a form factor with �FF = 0.5 TeV has been assumed.

4.3 WW and WZ

The cleanest channels for detecting pairs ofW bosons are those where both bosons

decay leptonically. The signatures are then ee+ 6pT , e�+ 6pT , and ��+ 6pT , where the
6pT comes from the vector sum of the two neutrino momenta. D� has searched

for WW production in these modes in Run 1A (Ref. 37) (14 pb�1), and CDF

has a preliminary result based on Run 1A and part of Run 1B (67 pb�1). D�
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observes one event, with an expected background of 0:56�0:13 events and expected
SM signal of 0:47� 0:07 events. CDF observes �ve events, with expectations of

1:23� 0:43 events background and 2:6� 0:9 events signal. From these samples,

D� calculates an upper limit (95% CL) of 87 pb on the cross section for WW

production. CDF calculates a cross section of 13:8�9:2
7:4 �2:9 pb. D� also quotes

limits on anomalous coupling from this analysis, with the assumption that � = �Z

and � = �Z :

D�:

8<
:
�2:6 < �� < 2:8 (� = 0)

�2:1 < � < 2:1 (�� = 0):

Figure 20: The sample selection for the CDFWW ! `�jj analysis. The invariant

mass spectrum of the two jets is shown in (a) prior to any cut on M(jj). The

pT (jj) spectrum after the cut of 60 < M(jj) < 110 GeV is shown in (b). The

arrow indicates the �nal cut of pT (jj) > 130. The solid histograms are the data,

the dashed histograms are the expected background, and the dotted histograms

are the expectations from SM diboson production.

The small rates in the pure leptonic channels of WW decay make it attractive

to consider the case where one W boson decays hadronically to two jets. The

signature is then `jj+ 6pT . In this case, the experiments do not distinguishW ! jj

from Z ! jj, so it is the sum of WW and WZ which contributes to signal. The

largest background is from production of single W bosons accompanied by two

jets. This background is reduced by both CDF and D� by requiring that the jj



invariant mass be consistent with that of a W or Z boson. Figure 20 shows the

jj mass spectrum from CDF38 before the requirement 60 < Mjj < 110 GeV was

imposed, and the p
jj
T spectrum afterwards. Even after the Mjj requirement, the

sample is dominated by single W plus two-jet events. Since the high pT portion

of the spectrum is greatly enhanced by anomalous couplings, CDF requires p
jj
T >

130 GeV, after which one event remains. The preliminary D� analysis is similar,

except that no cut is made on pjjT , and instead, a �t is made to the pe�T spectrum

(shown in Fig. 21) from which the anomalous coupling limits are derived. With

the same assumption of the equality of � and � for photons and Z bosons, the

limits obtained from the `�jj analyses are:

CDF:

8<
:
�1:11 < �� < 1:27 (� = 0)

�0:81 < � < 0:84 (�� = 0)

D� (prelim.):

8<
:
�0:89 < �� < 1:07 (� = 0)

�0:66 < � < 0:67 (�� = 0)

where a form factor with �FF = 1 TeV is used by CDF and �FF = 1:5 TeV is

used by D�.

5 Conclusion

Recent analyses of W and Z boson events from the Fermilab Tevatron Collider

have resulted in a considerable improvement in the measurements of the prop-

erties of the W boson. The W mass is now measured to about 0.2%, while the

W width is measured to about 15% (3%) directly (indirectly). The best limit on

the anomalous coupling parameters �� and � are around 1.1 and 0.6, respectively.

The anomalous couplings of the Z bosons have also been tested.

In most cases, these results were obtained from only a fraction of the data

that will be available from the complete Run 1 of the Tevatron Collider. A total

sample of about 100 pb�1 is expected for each experiment. When these data

are analyzed (within the next year, probably), the precision of the electroweak

measurements should be considerably improved. The uncertainty on the W mass,

for example, should be reduced to around 80 MeV. The next major improvement

is then expected in Run 2 of the Tevatron Collider, which is scheduled to begin

in 1999 and to provide samples of about 2000 pb�1 for the upgraded versions of

CDF and D�.
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Figure 21: The preliminary D� pT (e�) distributions for WW ! e�jj. The upper

�gure shows the data (points) compared to the expected background (dashed

histogram). The lower �gure shows the expected background (solid histogram)

compared to predictions for SM WW production (dotted) and as an example

(�� = 2; � = 1:5) of anomalous couplings (dashed).
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1 What's Wrong with the Standard Model?

In the standard one-doublet Higgs model, one introduces a fundamental scalar doublet of

SU(2)W :

� =

 
�+

�0

!
; (1.1)

which has a potential of the form

V (�) = �

 
�y�� v2

2

!2

: (1.2)

In the potential, v2 is assumed to be positive in order to favor the generation of a nonzero vac-

uum expectation value for �. This vacuum expectation value breaks the electroweak symmetry,

giving mass to the W and Z.

This explanation of electroweak symmetry breaking is unsatisfactory for a number of reasons.

For one thing, this model does not give a dynamical explanation of electroweak symmetry

breaking. For another, when embedded in theories with additional dynamics at higher energy

scales, these theories are technically unnatural.2

Perhaps most unsatisfactory, however, is that theories of fundamental scalars are probably

\trivial,"3 i.e., it is not possible to construct an interacting theory of scalars in four dimensions

that is valid to arbitrarily short-distance scales. In quantum �eld theories, uctuations in the

vacuum screen charge|the vacuum acts as a dielectric medium. Therefore, there is an e�ective

coupling constant which depends on the energy scale (�) at which it is measured. The variation

of the coupling with scale is summarized by the �{function of the theory

�(�) = �
d�

d�
: (1.3)

The only coupling in the Higgs sector of the Standard Model is the Higgs self-coupling �. In

perturbation theory, the �-function is calculated to be

! � =
3�2

2�2
: (1.4)

Using this �{function, one can compute the behavior of the coupling constant as a function of

the scale.� One �nds that the coupling at a scale � is related to the coupling at some higher

�Since these expressions were computed in perturbation theory, they are only valid when �(�) is su�ciently

small. For large couplings, we must rely on nonperturbative lattice Monte Carlo studies,4,5 which show behavior

similar to that implied by the perturbative expressions derived here.



scale � by
1

�(�)
=

1

�(�)
+

3

2�2
log

�

�
: (1.5)

In order for the Higgs potential to be stable, �(�) has to be positive. This implies

1

�(�)
� 3

2�2
log

�

�
: (1.6)

Thus, we have the bound

�(�) � 2�2

3 log
�
�
�

� : (1.7)

If this theory is to make sense to arbitrarily short distances, and hence arbitrarily high energies,

we should take � to 1 while holding � �xed at about 1 TeV. In this limit, we see that the

bound on � goes to zero. In the continuum limit, this theory is trivial; it is free �eld theory.

The theory of a relatively light weakly coupled Higgs boson can be self-consistent to a very

high energy. For example, if the theory is to make sense up to a typical GUT scale energy,

1016 GeV, then the Higgs boson mass has to be less than about 170 GeV.6 In this sense, although

a theory with a light Higgs boson does not really answer any of the interesting questions (e.g.,

it does not explain why SU(2)W�U(1)Y breaking occurs), the theory does manage to postpone

the issue up to higher energies.

2 Dynamical Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

2.1 Technicolor

Technicolor7 theories strive to explain electroweak symmetry breaking in terms of physics oper-

ating at an energy scale of order a TeV. In technicolor theories, electroweak symmetry breaking

is the result of chiral symmetry breaking in an asymptotically-free, strongly-interacting gauge

theory with massless fermions. Unlike theories with fundamental scalars, these theories are

technically natural: just as the scale �QCD arises in QCD by dimensional transmutation, so

too does the weak scale v in technicolor theories. Accordingly, it can be exponentially smaller

than the GUT or Planck scales. Furthermore, asymptotically-free non-Abelian gauge theories

may be fully consistent quantum �eld theories.

In the simplest theory,7 one introduces the doublet of new massless fermions

	L =

0
@ U

D

1
A
L

UR; DR (2.8)



which are N 's of a technicolor gauge group SU(N)TC. In the absence of electroweak interac-

tions, the Lagrangian for this theory may be written

L = �ULi /DUL + �URi /DUR + (2.9)

�DLi /DDL + �DRi /DDR (2.10)

and thus has an SU(2)L � SU(2)R chiral symmetry. In analogy with QCD, we expect that

when technicolor becomes strong,

h �ULURi = h �DLDRi 6= 0; (2.11)

which breaks the global chiral symmetry group down to SU(2)L+R, the vector subgroup (anal-

ogous to isospin in QCD).

If we weakly gauge SU(2) � U(1), with the left-handed technifermions forming a weak

doublet, and identify hypercharge with a symmetry generated by a linear combination of the

T3 in SU(2)R and technifermion number, then chiral symmetry breaking will result in the

electroweak gauge group's breaking down to electromagnetism. The Higgs mechanism then

produces the appropriate masses for the W and Z bosons if the F -constant of the technicolor

theory (the analog of f� in QCD) is approximately 246 GeV. (The residual SU(2)L+R symmetry

ensures that, to lowest-order, MW = MZ cos �W and the weak interaction �-parameter equals

one at tree-level.8)

2.2 Top-Mode and Strong-ETC Models

There is also a class of theories in which the scale (M) of the dynamics responsible for (all or part

of) electroweak symmetry breaking can, in principle, take any value of order a TeV or greater.

These models, inspired by the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model9 of chiral symmetry breaking

in QCD, involve a strong, but spontaneously broken, noncon�ning gauge interaction. Examples

include top quark condensate (and related) models,10{14 as well as models with strong extended

technicolor interactions.15 When the strength of the e�ective four-fermion interaction describing

the broken gauge interactions|i.e. the strength of the extended technicolor interactions in

strong ETC models or the strength of other gauge interactions in top-condensate models|is

adjusted close to the critical value for chiral symmetry breaking, the high-energy dynamics may

play a role in electroweak symmetry breaking without driving the electroweak scale to a value

of order M .



The high-energy dynamics must have the appropriate properties in order for it to play a role

in electroweak symmetry breaking:16 If the coupling constants of the high-energy theory are

small, only low-energy dynamics (such as technicolor) can contribute to electroweak symmetry

breaking. If the coupling constants of the high-energy theory are large and the interactions are

attractive in the appropriate channels, chiral symmetry will be broken by the high-energy in-

teractions and the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking will be of order M . If the transition

between these two extremes is continuous, i.e., if the chiral symmetry breaking phase transi-

tion is second order in the high-energy couplings, then it is possible to adjust the high-energy

parameters so that the dynamics at scale M can contribute to electroweak symmetry breaking.

The adjustment of the high-energy couplings is a reection of the �ne-tuning required to create

a hierarchy of scales.

What is crucial is that the transition be (at least approximately) second order in the high-

energy couplings. If the transition is �rst order, then as one adjusts the high-energy couplings,

the scale of chiral symmetry breaking will jump discontinuously from approximately zero at

weak coupling to approximatelyM at strong coupling. Therefore, if the transition is �rst order,

it will generally not be possible to maintain any hierarchy between the scale of electroweak

symmetry breaking and the scale of the high-energy dynamics.

If the transition is second order and if there is a large hierarchy of scales (M � 1 TeV),

then close to the transition the theory may be described in terms of a low-energy e�ective

Lagrangian with composite \Higgs" scalars|the Ginsburg-Landau theory of the chiral phase

transition. However, if there is a large hierarchy, the arguments of triviality given in the �rst

section apply to the e�ective low-energy Ginsburg-Landau theory describing the composite

scalars: the e�ective low-energy theory would be one which describes a weakly coupled theory of

(almost) fundamental scalars, despite the fact that the \fundamental" interactions are strongly

self-coupled!

3 mt in Models of Dynamical EWSB

In technicolor models, the masses of the ordinary fermions are due to their coupling to the tech-

nifermions, whose chiral-symmetry breaking is responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking.

This is conventionally17 assumed to be due to additional, broken, extended-technicolor (ETC)

gauge-interactions:



 

ETC
U U

t

L

 L
t

R

R

(3.1)

which lead to a mass for the top-quark

mt �
g2

M2
ETC

h �UUiMETC
; (3.2)

where we have been careful to note that it is the value of the technifermion condensate renor-

malized at the scale METC which is relevant.

For a QCD-like technicolor, there is no substantial di�erence between h �UUiMETC
and

h �UUi�TC , and we can use naive dimensional analysis18 to estimate the technifermion con-

densate, arriving at a top-quark mass

mt �
g2

M2
ETC

4�F 3 : (3.3)

We can invert this relation to �nd the characteristic mass-scale of top-quark mass-generation

METC

g
� 1 TeV

�
F

246 GeV

�3
2
�
175 GeV

mt

�1
2

: (3.4)

We immediately see that the scale of top-quark mass generation is likely to be quite low,

unless the value of the technifermion condensate (h �UUiMETC
) can be raised signi�cantly above

the value predicted by naive dimensional analysis. The prospect of such a low ETC scale is both

tantalizing and problematic. As we will see in the next section, constraints from the deviation

of the weak interaction � parameter from one suggest that the scale may have to be larger than

one TeV.

There have been two approaches to enhance the technifermion condensates which have been

discussed in the literature: \walking"19 and \strong-ETC".15 In a walking theory, one arranges

for the technicolor coupling constant to be approximately constant and large over some range

of momenta. The maximum enhancement that one might expect in this scenario is

h �UUiMETC
� h �UUi�TC

�
METC

�TC

�
(�TC)

; (3.5)



where (�TC) is the anomalous dimension of the technifermion mass operator (which is possibly

as large as one). As described above, however, we expect thatMETC cannot be too much higher

than �TC , and therefore that the enhancement due to walking is not su�cient to reconcile the

top-quark mass and an ETC scale higher than a TeV.
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Figure 1: Plot20 of technifermion self energy vs. momentum (both measured in TeV), as

predicted by the gap-equation in the rainbow approximation, for various strengths of the ETC

coupling relative to their critical value gC .

The strong-ETC alternative is potentially more promising. As the size of the ETC coupling

at the ETC scale approaches the critical value for chiral symmetry breaking, it is possible to

enhance the running technifermion self-energy �(k) at large momenta (see Fig. 1). Since the

technifermion condensate is related to the trace of the fermion propagator.

h �UUiMETC
/
Z
M

2
ETC

dk2�(k) ; (3.6)

a slowly-falling running-mass translates to an enhanced condensate.y

Unfortunately, there is no such thing as a free lunch. As we see from Fig. 2, the enhancement

of the technifermion self-energy in strong-ETC theories comes at the cost of a \�ne-tuning"

of the strength of the ETC coupling relative to the critical value where the ETC interactions

would, in and of themselves, generate chiral symmetry breaking. In the context of the NJL

approximation, we �nd that enhancement of the top quark mass is directly related to the

yMore physically, in terms of the relevant low-energy theory, it can be shown that the enhancement of the

top-quark mass is due to the dynamical generation of a light scalar state.16,21
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Figure 2: Plot20 of top mass (in GeV) vs. ETC coupling (g=gC in %), as predicted by gap-

equation in the rainbow approximation, for ETC scales of 10 and 100 TeV.

severity of this adjustment. In particular, if we denote the critical value of the ETC coupling

by gC , in the NJL approximation, we �nd9

h �UUi�TC
h �UUiMETC

� �g2

g2
c

(3.7)

where �g2 � g2 � g2
C
.

4 ���

The physics which are responsible for top-quark mass generation must violate custodial SU(2)

since, after all, these physics must give rise to the disparate top- and bottom-quark masses.

The danger is that this isospin violation will \leak" into the W and Z gauge-boson masses and

give rise to a deviation of the weak interaction �-parameter from one.

4.1 Direct Contributions

As emphasized by Appelquist, Bowick, Cohler, and Hauser,22 ETC operators which violate

custodial isospin by two units (�I = 2) are particularly dangerous. Denoting the right-handed

technifermion doublet by 	R, consider the operator

g2

M2

��	R��3	R

�2
; (4.1)



which can result in the (mass-)mixing of the Z with an isosinglet ETC gauge-boson

(4.2)

and hence a contribution to ��. Contributions of this sort arise naturally in ETC-models which

give rise to the top-quark mass.24

If there are ND doublets of the technifermions 	, and they give rise to a contribution to

M2
W

proportional to NDF
2, the contribution of the operator in Eq. (4.1) to the � parameter

can be estimated to be

��� � 2g2

M2

N2
D
F 4

v2
(4.3)

� 12% g2

 
NDF

2

(246 GeV)2

!2�
1 TeV

M

�2
: (4.4)

Current limits (see Fig. 3) on the parameter T (��� = �T ) imply that ��� �< 0:4%.

There are two waysz in which one may try to satisfy this constraint. The equation above

implies

M

g �> 5:5 TeV

 
NDF

2

(246 GeV)2

!
: (4.5)

If NDF
2 � (246 GeV)2, that is, if the sector giving rise to the top-quark mass is responsible for

the bulk of EWSB, then the scale M must be much larger than the naive 1 TeV expectation

in QCD-like technicolor. Comparing this with Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7) above, we see that the

enhancement of the condensate needed requires a �ne-tuning of order 3% (� (1=5:5)2) in order

to produce a top-quark mass of order 175 GeV.

Alternatively, we may re-write the bound as

F �<
105 GeVp

ND

�
M=g

1 TeV

�1

2

: (4.6)

zIt is also conceivable28 that there are additional isospin-asymmetric contributions|say, from relatively light

pseudo-Goldstone bosons|which give rise to negative contributions to T and cancel some or all of the positive

contributions discussed here.
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Figure 3: The ellipse23 in the S� T plane which projects onto the 95% con�dence range for T .

Note that ��� = �T .

IfM=g is of order 1 TeV, it is necessary that the sector responsible for top quark mass generation

not give rise to the bulk of EWSB. While this case is counterintuitive (after all, the third

generation is the heaviest!), it may in fact provide a resolution to the issue of how large isospin

breaking can exist in the fermion mass spectrum without leaking into the W and Z masses.

This is essentially what happens in multiscale models25,26 and in top-color assisted technicolor.27

Such hierarchies of technifermion masses are also useful for reducing the predicted value of S

in technicolor models.x28

4.2 Indirect Contributions

A second class of potentially dangerous contributions come from isospin violation in the tech-

nifermion mass spectra. In a manner analogous to the contribution29 of the t� b mass splitting
to ��, any di�erence in the dynamical masses of two technifermions in the same doublet will

give rise to deviations in the � parameter from one. The size of this e�ect can be estimated a la

Pagels-Stokar.30 Using this approximation, we �nd that the contributions to the loop diagram

from low-momenta dominate and

xRecently, the experimental upper bound on S has been relaxed, so that positive values of S are allowed ( S < 0:4

at the 95% con�dence level).23
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where ND and d are the number of doublets and dimension of the technicolor representation

respectively. Since we require ��� �< 0:4%, the equation above implies

ND d

�
��(0)

mt

�2

�< 1:3 : (4.8)

From this, we see that ��(0) must be less than of order mt (perhaps, given the crude ap-

proximations involved, one may be able to live with d = 2 in the fundamental of and SU(2)

technicolor group with one doublet).

However, if the t and b get their mass from the same technidoublet, then at the ETC-scale,

we expect that there is no di�erence between the t, b and the corresponding technifermions15

��(METC) � �U (METC)� �D(METC) �

�m(METC) � mt(METC)�mb(METC) : (4.9)

Furthermore, if QCD is the only interaction which contributes to the scaling of the t and

b masses, we expect �m(METC) � m
pole

t
, and from scaling properties of the technifermion

self-energies, we expect ��(0) �> ��(METC).

There are two ways to avoid these constraints. One is that perhaps there are additional in-

teractions which contribute to the scaling of the top- and bottom-masses below the ETC scale,

and hence that �m(METC)� m
pole

t
. This would be the case if the t and/or b get only a portion

of their mass from the technicolor interactions, and would imply that the third generation must

have (strong) interactions di�erent from the technifermions (and possibly from the �rst and

second generations). Another possibility is that the t and b get mass from di�erent technidou-

blets, each of which have isospin-symmetric masses. The �rst alternative is the solution chosen

in top-color assisted technicolor models (see below), while the latter has only recently begun to

be explored.31

5 Case Study: Top-Color Assisted Technicolor

Recently, Hill has combined aspects of two di�erent approaches to dynamical electroweak sym-

metry breaking into a model which he refers to as top-color assisted technicolor.27 In this

model, a top-condensate is driven by the combination of a strong, but spontaneously broken



and noncon�ning, isospin-symmetric top-color interaction and an additional (either weak or

strong) isospin-breaking U(1) interaction which couple only to the third-generation quarks.

At low energies, the top-color and hypercharge interactions of the third-generation quarks

may be approximated by four-fermion operators,27

L4f = �4��tc
M2

�
 �

�a

2
 

�2
� 4��1

M2

�
1

3
 L� L +

4

3
tR�tR �

2

3
bR�bR

�2
; (5.1)

where  represents the top-bottom doublet, �tc and �1 are related respectively to the top-color

and U(1) gauge-couplings squared, and where (for convenience) we have assumed that the top-

color and U(1) gauge-boson masses are comparable and of order M . The �rst term in Eq.

(5.1) arises from the exchange of top-color gauge bosons, while the second term arises from the

exchange of the new U(1) hypercharge gauge boson which has couplings proportional to the

ordinary hypercharge couplings. In order to produce a large top quark mass without giving

rise to a correspondingly large bottom quark mass, the combination of the top-color and extra

hypercharge interactions are assumed to be critical in the case of the top quark but not the

bottom quark. The criticality condition for top quark condensation in this model is then:

�t
eff

= �tc +
1

3
�1 > �c =

3�

8
> �b

eff
= �tc �

1

6
�1 : (5.2)

The contribution of the top-color sector to electroweak symmetry breaking can be quanti�ed

by the F-constant of this sector. In the NJL approximation,9 forM of order 1 TeV andmt � 175

GeV, we �nd

f2
t
� Nc

8�2
m2
t
log

 
M2

m2
t

!
� (64 GeV)2 : (5.3)

As ft is small compared to 246 GeV, there must be additional dynamics which are largely

responsible for giving rise to the W and Z masses. In top-color assisted technicolor, technicolor

interactions play that role.

5.1 Direct Isospin Violation

Technifermions are necessary to produce the bulk of EWSB and to give mass to the light fer-

mions. However, the heavy and light fermions must mix|hence, we would naturally expect

that at least some of the technifermions carry the extra U(1) interaction. If the additional U(1)

interactions violate custodial symmetry,{ the U(1) coupling will have to be quite small to keep

{It has been noted31 that if the top and bottom quarks receive their masses from di�erent technidoublets, it is

possible to assign the extra U(1) quantum numbers in a custodially invariant fashion.



this contribution to ��� small.
23 We will illustrate this in the one-family technicolor32 model,

assuming that techniquarks and technileptons carry U(1)-charges proportional to the hyper-

charge of the corresponding ordinary fermion.k We can rewrite the e�ective U(1) interaction

of the technifermions as

L4T1 = �4��1
M2

�
1

3
	�	+	R��

3	R � L�L+ LR��
3LR

�2
; (5.4)

where 	 and L are the techniquark and technilepton doublets respectively.

From the analysis given above (Eq. (4.4)), we see that the contribution to ��� from degen-

erate technifermions is:23

��T� � 152% �1

�
1 TeV

M

�2

: (5.5)

Therefore, if M is of order 1 TeV and the extra U(1) has isospin-violating couplings to tech-

nifermions, �1 must be extremely small.

5.2 Indirect Isospin Violation

In principle, since the isospin-splitting of the top and bottom are driven by the combination

of top-color and the extra U(1), the technifermions can be degenerate. In this case, the only

indirect contribution to the � parameter at one loop is the usual contribution coming from

loops of top and bottom quarks.29 However, since there are additional interactions felt by the

third-generation of quarks, there are \two-loop" contributions of the form

:

(5.6)

This contribution yields23

��tc� � 0:53%

�
�tc

�c

��
1 TeV

M

�2 � ft

64 GeV

�4

: (5.7)

Combining this with Eq. (5.3), we �nd that

M �> 1:4 TeV (5.8)

kNote that this choice is anomaly-free.



for �tc � �c. This immediately puts a constraint on the mass of the top-color gluon which is

comparable to the direct limits currently obtained by CDF.33

5.3 Fine Tuning

Finally, we must require that the sum of the e�ects of Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7) do not give rise to

an experimentally disallowed contribution to the � parameter. Equation (5.5) implies that �1

must either be very small, or M very large. However, we must also simultaneously satisfy the

constraint of Eq. (5.2), which implies that

��tc
�c

=

�����tc � �c�c

���� � 1

3

�1

�c
: (5.9)

Therefore, if M is low and �1 is small, the top-color coupling must be tuned close to the critical

value for chiral-symmetry breaking. On the other hand, if �1 is not small and M is relatively

large, the total coupling of the top quark must be tuned close to the critical NJL value for

chiral-symmetry breaking in order to keep the top-quark mass low. The gap-equation for the

NJL model implies that

��eff
�c

=
�t
eff

� �c
�c

=

m
2
t

M2 log
M

2

m
2
t

1� m
2
t

M2 log
M2

m
2
t

: (5.10)

These two constraints are shown in Fig. 4. For M > 1.4 TeV, we �nd that either ��tc=�c or

��eff=�c must be tuned to less than 1%. This trade-o� in �ne tunings is displayed in Fig. 4.

For the \best" case where both tunings are of order 1%, M = 4:5 TeV.

6 Conclusions

We have seen that a large top quark mass has a number of important implications for dynamical

electroweak symmetry breaking:

� A large top-quark mass naturally implies, in models of dynamical electroweak symmetry

breaking, the possibility of a correspondingly low scale for the scale of top-avor physics.

While I have emphasized the constraints on such physics arising from potential contri-

butions to the weak interaction � parameter, there are also signi�cant constraints arising

from the size of the Z ! b�b branching ratio,34,24 as well as from contributions to b ! s

and B � �B mixing.35{37
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Figure 4: The amount of �ne tuning required23 in the TC2 model. The dashed line is the

amount of �ne tuning in ��eff required to keep mt much lighter than M , see Eq. (5.10). The

solid curve shows the amount of �ne tuning (see Eq. (5.9)) in ��tc required to satisfy the

bound ��� < 0:4%. The region excluded by the experimental constraint on ��� is above the

solid curve.

� The physics responsible for the large isospin breaking in the t� b mass splitting can lead

to potentially dangerous \direct" and \indirect" e�ects in the W and Z masses.

� The direct and indirect e�ects can be mitigated if the sector which is responsible for the

top and bottom masses does not provide the bulk of electroweak symmetry breaking and,

conversely, if the sector responsible for the W and Z masses gives rise to only a small

portion of the top and bottom masses. This can happen only if the top and bottom feel

strong interactions which are not shared by the technifermions, and possibly, the �rst two

generations.

� In top-color assisted technicolor, the extra top-color interactions give rise to additional

indirect contributions to ��, and we must require that Mg �> 1:4 TeV. Furthermore, if

the extra U(1) has isospin-violating couplings to technifermions, we require �ne tuning of

order 1%.
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ABSTRACT

The physics of transition between nonperturbative and perturbative

QCD at low x has been explored at the ep collider HERA. Some recent

results from the H1 and ZEUS experiments are discussed.



1 Introduction

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) has been one of the most resourceful ways to

examine the internal structure of hadrons. Leptons, structureless compared to

hadrons, are used as probes. The experiments are di�cult and time consuming,

as seen from the experiences of SLAC, EMC, BCDMS, E665, CDHS, CCFR,1

etc. All these are �xed target experiments with electron,2 muon,3 and neutrino

beams,4 performed in the kinematic ranges shown in Fig. 1(a). HERA, the �rst

ep collider, covers a very large unexplored kinematic domain. It can extend to

the �xed target region by varying either the lepton or the proton beam energy

in order to establish continuity with the �xed target experimental results. Since

electrons interact with charged particles predominantly through photon exchange,

HERA also provides an opportunity to study the characteristics of photons from

quasireal to virtual.

The low x region (10�4 � 10�5) at moderate Q2 is a newly explored kinematic

regime where pertubative calculations of Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) are

expected to work. This is also a region where scaling violation is large and the sea

density is high where the transition from nonperturbative to perturbative QCD

(pQCD) is expected to take place. New phenomena observed in this transition

region might be calculated with the help of pQCD. In other words, theoretical cal-

culations can be tested under new and novel experimental situations in this region.

At HERA, we operationally describe processes up to a virtuality ofQ2 � 4GeV2 as

photoproduction; the reason is explained later. Since HERA covers the kinematic

region where photon propagators range from quasireal (Q2 ' 0) to virtual (DIS),

the changing nature of the photon can be critically studied. Photoproduction re-

sults have historically been explained by a combination of the Vector Dominance

Model (VDM)7 and Regge phenomenology,9 i.e., nonpertubative theory. The DIS

region, on the other hand, has been described by pQCD. A challenge for HERA

is to study and understand the change or the transition region between the non-

perturbative and the perturbative domain. In many cases, the same interaction is

studied with variation of parameters and the results then compared with pQCD

predictions. The hope is to understand which of these, if any, parameters sets

the appropriate scale for QCD. We denote the nonperturbative domain as the

"old" domain and the transition region as the "new" domain. This "new" or the

transition domain is critically studied both in photoproduction, i.e., interactions

with Q2 � 4 GeV2, and in DIS interactions as well. In this talk, I describe the



HERA photoproduction results; the next speaker will discuss the DIS results. We

Figure 1: (a) A comparison of the kinematic reach of HERA with the �xed target

DIS experiments. (b) The luminosity delivered by HERA to date.

start with the photoproduction reactions which were understood with VDM and

Regge phenomenology8,9; these are measured at HERA and compared with the

nonperturbative and perturbative models. These measurements are repeated as

each parameter (e.g., Q2, pt) is varied and the results tested with various pre-

dictions. Both light and heavy quark vector mesons productions are discussed.

Comparisons between photon-induced reactions at HERA and hadron-induced re-

actions from hadron colliders are made, when photoproduction events of di�erent

virtuality are compared with the hadron collider results; the di�erence and the

similarities between the two are noted. Evidence of partonic structure and the

structure function of the photon are described. Finally, the structure and the

contents of Pomerons are discussed.

1.1 HERA, H1, and ZEUS

The HERA collider is located in Hamburg, Germany, at the DESY laboratory.

The center-of-momentum (c.m.) energy of HERA is 300 GeV, with the ability



to run either polarized electrons or positrons to collide with the proton beam.

Figure 1(b) shows the luminosity delivered by HERA to date. While the increase

is impressive, the goal of 170 pb�1 a year, necessary to critically test the Standard

Model, remains for the future with the HERA upgrade. The parameters are noted

in Table 1. The two colliding beam experiments, H1 and ZEUS, occupy the North

and the South intersection regions (IR), respectively. The East IR is being used

by HERMES, a polarization experiment which uses the polarized lepton beam

impinging on a polarized gas jet target. HERMES has started data taking in

1995. Longitudinal polarizations of higher than 60% have routinely been achieved

with the help of spin rotators (which convert the naturally acquired transverse

polarization of the beam to longitudinal polarization) at the East IR. The West

IR is scheduled for HERA B, a high luminosity CP violation experiment using

an internal target in the proton beam. They expect to collect data starting from

1997.

Figure 2 shows the H1 and the ZEUS detectors; the lepton beam approaches

the IR from the left and exits through the beam pipe to the right. The outgoing

proton/lepton direction is noted as the Forward/Rear direction and the respective

detector components are noted with the pre�x F/R (ZEUS). Detailed descriptions

of H15 and ZEUS6 are given elsewhere.

Table 1: HERA parameters.

Parameters electron proton

Design/Achieved Design/Achieved

nominal energy(GeV) 30/27.5 820

energy range (GeV) 10 - 33 300 - 820

beam current (mA) 58/30 163/50

c.m. energy (GeV) 314/300

circumference (m) 6336

no. of coll. bunches 200

bunch crossing time(ns) 96



The two detectors are similar, both are multipurpose and magnetic, but com-

plementary to each other in speci�c details. Both detectors display a forward-

backward asymmetry to accommodate the forward motion of the c.m. in the lab

frame. Both detectors use a right-handed coordinate system with the origin (0,0,0)

as the Interaction Point (IP). The Z-axis is positive in the forward direction where

the polar angle � is zero. The negative Z direction corresponds to a � value of

180�.

Figure 2: Axial view of the (a) H1 and (b) ZEUS detector.



1.2 Kinematics

The kinematics are illustrated in Fig. 3 and are described below. Here:

k=k0 = four-momentum of the incoming/outgoing e;

p=p0 = four-momentum of the incoming/outgoing p;

s = (p+ k)2 = square of c.m. energy;

q = k � k0 = four-momentum of the virtual photon;

Q2 = �q2;

y = 2p�q

2p�k
;

x = Q2

2p�q
;

W 2
p = (q + p)2; Wp = photon-proton cm energy;

t = (p� p0)2;

� = �ln(tan�=2) = pseudorapidity.

Figure 3: Diagram of ep collision where a neutral vector meson is produced.

The ZEUS detector covers the pseudorapidity region from � ' �3:8; � ' 176�

in the rear direction to � = 4:3; � ' 2:5� in the forward direction. H1 coverage

is similar. (The photon fragmentation region, in the rear direction, generally is

characterized by � �3:8 � � � �0:75; similarly, the proton fragmentation region

in the forward direction and the central region are characterized, typically, by

� 1:1 � � � 4:3, and �1:0 � � � 1:0, respectively.) The scaling variables x and

y are related by Q2 = xys ' 4xyEeEp, where Ee and Ep are the energies of the

incoming e and p, respectively.

2 Photoproduction

As mentioned before, we operationally discuss processes as photoproduction up to

a virtuality of Q2 � 4GeV2, beyond which the scattered electron gets detected in

the main calorimeter. We de�ne the photon wavefunction to consist of two parts,



i.e.,  = direct + resolved, where the direct part represents the pointlike bare

photon; photon structure containing partons or virtual mesons as in the VDM

is included in the resolved component. Figure 4 shows diagrams in which the

photon interacts as a point particle (direct) and in which the photon interacts as

a composite, i.e., a parton from the photon interacts with a parton from the proton

and the remnants of both the photon and the proton (resolved) are observed. In

the direct photon picture, the entire photon partakes in the interaction; so the

momentum fraction of the photon measured from the detected particles from the

interaction, x ' 1. In the resolved interaction, part of the photon momentum is

carried away by its remnant; hence, the momentum carried by the partons in the

central collision provide x < 1: The photon remnant typically is observed in the

rear part of the detector.

Figure 4: Leading-order diagrams of direct and resolved photon interactions.

One hopes that a systematic comparison of experimental results under varying

parameters with theoretical calculations will lead to the understanding of the scale

to allow pQCD calculations. Various kinematic signatures in an interaction can set

such a scale. An interaction where high mass vector mesons are produced using

quasireal photons (e.g., photoproduction of J= ), or light quark vector meson

production at high virtuality or at high p2t , where pt is the transverse momentum

of the detected system (e.g., jets in hard photoproduction) can be used to test

the validity of the pQCD models. We explore each of these interactions starting

with the "old" topics, i.e., the validity of the well-known VDM models in the

framework of Regge theory in photoproduction.



2.1 Total p Cross Section

Early experiments showed that quasireal photons behave much like hadrons: the

total photoproduction cross section, �(p), was shown to be related to the to-

tal ��p and �+p cross section through VDM-inspired relations.8 The equivalent

photon ux, obtained from the Weizacker-Williams formula,10 decreases logarith-

mically as the virtuality increases; hence the largest contribution to the photopro-

duction cross section is made by almost real photons. Prior to HERA, the only

�(p) measurements were available for c.m. energy Wp � 20 GeV, with labora-

tory photon beam energies up to 100 GeV.11 The ZEUS and H1 measurements,

shown in Fig. 4(a), achieve 150 �Wp � 200 GeV, corresponding to a laboratory

photon beam energy above 5 TeV in a �xed target experiment. Earlier data were

parameterized using the Regge model prescription of the total cross section12 given

by �(p) = Xs� + Y s��, where X;Y; �, and � are constants determined from the

data with � = 0:0808 and � = 0:4525. The �rst term accounted for the slow rise

of the cross section at high energies by incorporating the Regge idea of Pomeron

exchange, and the second term denoted the contribution from all other meson

exchanges. A Pomeron, in the Regge model, is a hypothetical particle with the

quantum numbers of vacuum. The so-called Regge trajectories are represented

by �(t) = �(0) + �0t; for a Pomeron, �(0) = 1 + � = 1:0808 denotes the intercept

on the t-axis, and �0 = 0:25GeV�2 denotes the slope of the trajectory. A �t to

recent high energy total cross section measurements in p�p13 prefers �(0) ' 1:11.

This value is also incorporated into the prediction shown in Fig. 5 along with the

data at low and high energies�, and some of the parameterizations.14,15 In the low

Q2 domain, where the nonperturbative approach seems adequate, the Pomeron is

thought of as "soft." Hence the "soft Pomeron" approach seems to still su�ce in

explaining the total photoproduction cross section at even the very high HERA

energies.

2.2 Vector Meson Production: Light Quark Sector

The VDM models originated before any of the photoproduction measurements of

�, !, and �. According to VDM, the photon uctuates into a vector meson (�, !,

�In the results, the �rst uncertainty quoted is statistical, and the second is systematic. In the

�gure, the error bars indicate the uncertainties. The inner error bars indicate statistical errors;

the outer error bars show the systematic uncertainty (excluding the correlated uncertainty)

added in quadrature.



and �); in elastic photoproduction, the vector meson materializes by exchange of

the Pomeron between the  and the proton. The soft Pomeron is characterized

by a weak dependence of the cross section on �py c.m. energy, �(p!V p) 'W 0:22
p ,

similar to that of the total photoproduction cross section described above. In

analogy to the soft Pomeron in "old" photoproduction, exclusive (or elastic) vector

meson production calculated in pQCD requires exchange of an object with the

quantum numbers of the Pomeron. This is alluded to as a "hard" Pomeron.

At the H1 and ZEUS experiments, the �, !, and � signals are observed in

�+��, �+���0, and K+K� decay modes, respectively.19,18,20 Figure 6(a) shows

a compilation of the elastic � photoproduction cross sections with measurements

from both H1 and ZEUS. The �0 polarization measured from its decay angular

distribution was observed to be transverse. This is in accordance with the expected

polarization of the quasireal photons producing the �'s, assuming s channel helicity

conservation (SCHC).

The Wp dependence of the cross sections is shown for all available exclusive

vector meson �nal states in Fig. 7(a). The data for �, !, and � agree well with the

soft Pomeron picture. The measured cross section ratios are in good agreement

with the VDM predictions within the quoted uncertainties.z

The t dependence of the �0 cross sections was �t to the form d�=dt = A �

exp(�bjt0j), with t0 = t � tmin. A compilation of the measurements of the slope

parameter b is shown in Fig. 6(b). For the 1994 ZEUS data, the scattered p was

detected in the Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS),21 and thus t0 was directly

measured in the range 0:07 � jt0j � 0:4GeV2. For ! and �, the di�erential cross

sections were measured for the jt0j ranges of 0 � jt0j � 0:6 and 0:1 � jt0j � 0:5,

respectively. The results are summarized in Table 2.

y� refers to an o�-shell photon.
zThe � total cross section was determined from extrapolating the di�erential cross section d�=dt

to the forward direction t = tmin and then integrating the spectrum.



Figure 5: Total photoproduction cross sections. The solid line is the prediction

of the DL[14] combined �t of the hadron-hadron and low-energy photoproduction

data, and the dashed line is the ALLM[15] parameterization. The dotted line

presents the DL parameterization obtained after the recent measurement[13] from

CDF.



Table 2: Elastic photoproduction of light quark vector mesons.

Reaction H1 ZEUS

p! �0p

< Wp > (GeV) 55 70

�(p! �op) (�b) 9:1� 0:9� 2:5 14:7� 0:4� 2:4

b (GeV�2) 10:9� 2:4� 1:1 9:9� 1:2� 1:4

r0400 �0:11� 0:11� 0:04 0:055� 0:028(stat:)

p! �p

< Wp > (GeV) 70

�(p! �p) (�b) 0:96� 0:19+0:21
�0:18

b (GeV�2) 7:3� 1:0� 0:8

r0400 0:03� 0:05(stat:)

p! !p

< Wp > (GeV) 80

�(p! !p) (�b) 1:2� 0:1� 0:3

b (GeV�2) 9:3� 1:7� 1:3

r0400 0:07� 0:07(stat:)



Figure 6: (a) Compilation of elastic � photoproduction cross sections. The solid

line is the soft Pomeron parameterization by Schuler and Sj�ostrand[16]. (b) Com-

pilation of b from d�=dt = A � exp(�bjt0j) measurements.

2.3 Heavy Quark Sector: Charm Production

Elastic J= Production: Elastic photoproduction of J= has been observed22

with �xed target experiments, but the dependence of the cross section onWp was

not established because of the limited phase space available at the �xed target

energies relative to the J= mass (M2
J= ). HERA experiments measured the elastic

photoproduction cross section25,26 in the range 40 GeV� Wp 180 GeV, clearly

establishing the energy dependence shown in Fig. 7(a). The J= was detected in

both leptonic decay modes e+e� and �+��.

Perturbative calculations23,24 of this di�ractive process were thought to be

valid in J= production because of the high charm quark mass. Accordingly,

the cross section should depend on the square of the gluon momentum density,

and the contributing gluon x range in the proton (x � 1=W 2
p,

23 i.e., typically

10�3 � 10�4). The lower half of Fig. 7(a) shows the predictions using three

popular parameterizations of the gluon momentum density as input to Ryskin's

QCD model.23 The observed fast rise of this cross section with Wp is thought to

arise from the increase in gluon momentum density as x decreases, and is not in

agreement with the soft Pomeron prediction.17

The helicity of the J= 's is determined from the J= decay angular distribu-

tion.The cos� distributionx from e+e� and �+�� decay modes of the J= in the

xThe cos� distribution is �t to [1 + r04
00

+ (1� 3r04
00
)cos2�)] according to a prescription,38 where

r04
00

= 0 means transverse and 1 means longitudinal polarizations, respectively.



helicity frame, displayed in Fig. 7(b), shows the J= 's polarizations as primarily

transverse.

Inelastic J= and CharmedMeson Production: The photon-gluon fusion

diagram, an inclusive process, (Fig. 4) is thought to be the primary source of

inelastic charm production, as opposed to the elastic or exclusive production of

J= which is di�ractive. Background processes are expected from the resolved

photon process as well as the double di�ractive process (with a Pomeron exchange)

where the proton di�ractively dissociates.



(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Cross sections of elastic photoproduction of vector mesons. The dot-

ted lines are for the vector meson photoproduction are the DL predictions[17] for

a soft Pomeron exchange. The J= cross section is described by Ryskin's pQCD

model[23] using the structure functions shown. (b) Decay angular distribution of

the J= 's in the helicity frame.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Inelastic photoproduction of J= ; the curves represent NLO calcu-

lations with proton structure functions as marked. (b) Inelastic photoproduction

of D�'s; the curves represent NLO calculations with various proton and photon

structure functions.



Several calculations of J= production27 and charmed meson production28

through the photon-gluon fusion process in next-to-leading-order (NLO) of pQCD

are available. However, theoretical uncertainties abound. These arise from the

parameterizations of the photon and the proton structure functions, the scale of

�s, the value of the charm mass, etc.

The ZEUS and H1 experiments both observed J= signals in the leptonic de-

cay modes.26 The D�; Ds, and �c signals were also observed by ZEUS and D� by

H1; the D� signals were observed from D�+ ! D0+�+ and the charged conjugate

decays.29 Qualitative agreement between experimental data and theoretical pre-

dictions were observed as shown in Figs. 8(a) and (b). The typical x of the proton

probed in these reactions is 10�3 and the proton structure functions{ use a gluon

momentum density that increases at low x. The rise in the J= cross section is in

agreement with the rise in the gluon density51,52 seen in measurements by ZEUS

and H1, and will be described by the next speaker.

2.4 Exclusive Vector Meson Production at High Virtu-

ality

Exclusive production of �0; � and J= in ep DIS interactions have been observed

at HERA, with the scattered electron detected in the calorimeter (Q2 � 4 GeV2).

Predictions using pQCD23,24,30,31 are available for these reactions. The 1993 ZEUS

results32 and the 1994 H1 results33 for � production are displayed in Fig. 9 (a)

and (b) (with the elastic photoproduction cross section also shown for compari-

son). Here the electroproduction cross section has been converted into a virtual

photon proton (�p) cross section. The NMC values at lower energies compared

to the HERA values indicate a rapid rise of cross section with Wp compared to

that in the photoproduction cross section. Presumably, this illustrates a di�er-

ence between the soft and the hard Pomeron exchange. The results have been

compared with a theoretical model30 which applies pQCD calculation based on a

similar gluon ladder exchange as that of Ryskin.23 The model uses longitudinally

polarized photons only.30 The study of the angular distribution38 of the � in the

ZEUS data yields � 60% longitudinal polarization at a Q2 of � 9 and 17 GeV2.

{Most recent parameterizations of the proton structure function used here are MRSG (MRS:

Martin-Robert-Sterling), MRSA,48 CTEQ,49 and GRV50 (GRV: Gl�uck-Reya-Vogt). They all

obey the Gribov-Dokshitzer-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (GDLAP) evolution equations.46 The GRV

prescription starts with initial hard parton distribution at 0.3 GeV�2 and propagate it according

to GDLAP evolution in NLO. In others, the gluon momentum density rises as x�� at low x.



Assuming SCHC, 40% of the photon polarization is still transverse. For the H1

data, the longitudinal fraction is observed to be 70%. The data points in the Q2

and the Wp ranges for the H1 and the ZEUS experiments are noted in Table 3.

The Q2 dependence of the cross section, described by Q2n is shown in Fig. 9(b);

the n value determined from the data is also listed in Table 3. (For soft Pomeron

exchange the cross section falls as Q4, the pQCD model30 predicts a faster fall

o�.)

The DIS � and J= productions, observed by both H133 and ZEUS,34 are also

listed in Table 3. The longitudinal polarization of the �'s observed by ZEUS and

H1 (prelim) are, respectively, 0:6� 0:1+0:2
�0:1 and 0:77� 0:11� 0:02, at the Q2 and

Wp shown in Table 3.



Table 3: Exclusive vector meson production in DIS.

Reaction H1 ZEUS

�p! �0p

hQ2
i(GeV

2
) ' 10 ' 20 ' 9 ' 17

Wp (GeV) ' 65 ' 115 ' 65 ' 115 ' 62 ' 100 ' 62 ' 100

(Q2n
) : n value 2:5� 0:5� 0:2 2:1� 0:4+0:7

�0:3

�p! �p preliminary

hQ2
i(GeV

2
) 8.3 14.8 8.2 14.7

hWpi(GeV) 95 100 94 99

�(�p! �p)(nb) � 10 � 3 10:2� 2:2 3:1� 0:7

(Q2n
) : n value 2:0� 0:6 2:1� 0:6

�p! J= p prelim

hQ2
i(GeV

2
) 10 20 7

hWpi(GeV) 88 88 25

�(�p! J= p)(nb) 17� 6:3 6:6� 1:6 8:0+5:2
�2:0

(Q2n
) : n value 2:0� 0:6 2:1� 0:6

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Cross section of exclusive � production in �p ! �p vs. Wp (at

Q2 � 10 and 20 GeV2). The rise in cross section withWp observed in DIS is faster

than that at Q2 ' 0. (b) Cross section for exclusive � production in �p! �p as

a function of Q2.



2.5 Photoproduction at High Transverse Momentum

Vector mesons, e.g., �0 and � productions with p2t > 1:0 GeV2, have been observed;

detailed studies have begun. Preliminary indications are that the di�ractive dis-

sociation process dominates.



Figure 10: The solid dots are corrected ZEUS data. The shaded band shows

the correlated uncertainty from measurement of energy in the calorimeter and

the integrated luminosity. (�� is the average � of the dijets). In (a), the data

are compared to LO QCD calculations using several parton distribution sets for

the proton and the GS2[37] set for the photon. In (b), the data are compared

to the LO QCD calculation of (a) using the GRV LO parton distribution set for

the proton, the same calculation but omitting the resolved contribution with x �

0:75, including only gluon-induced direct photon processes and the "kT factorized"

curve. In (c), the data are compared to HERWIG Monte Carlo estimates of the

cross section using partons and �nal state jets. For these HERWIG histograms,

we have used the GRV LO (LAC1) proton (photon) parton distribution set. In

(d), the data are compared to HERWIG jet cross sections using the GRV (LAC1)

and MRSD0 (LAC1) proton (photon) parton distribution sets.



Dijet Production in Direct and Resolved Photon Interactions: In

hard photoproduction, i.e., in events with high pt, jet measurements are compared

with pQCD predictions in an attempt to understand whether the measurements

agree with the predictions, and if so, in which kinematic region is the agreement

observed. Events with two jets with a minimum pt of 7 GeV and with reasonable pt

balance are selected. The details of the jet algorithm, event selection, and Monte

Carlo are described elsewhere.35,36 The direct and the resolved photoproduction

events are distinguished by the values of x obtained from the observed jets. The

pQCD calculations are made in leading order (LO)35; the measurements and the

theoretical predictions are shown in Fig. 10. Direct photon events are selected

by x � 0:75; the agreement between the data and the theoretical models is

at best within � 20% for direct photon events (with the choice of the "best"

photon structure function). The resolved photon events agree with the predictions

only in shape. Studies are continuing in order to better understand the various

parameters, scales, cut-o�s, jet algorithms, and the use of Monte Carlos.

2.6 Photons as Hadrons

Comparison of Photon and Hadron Induced Reactions: Quasireal pho-

tons, known to behave like hadrons8 in interactions, have been described in VDM

models. The H1 experiment extended the comparison of various kinematic quan-

tities and event shapes between photons of di�erent virtualities in the photon

induced reactions with similar quantities in hadronic reactions.39 In the photon

fragmentation region, here �3 � � � �2, the photons clearly show a rise in p2t
per unit rapidity as a function of Q2. This is shown in Fig. 11(a). However, the

virtuality seems to have little e�ect in the central regionk, here �0:5 � � � 0:5

[Fig. 11(b)]. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the H1 results in the central region

with those from the hadron colliders ordered according to the c.m. energies. It is

clear that the hadron and the photon induced reactions look alike in the central

region independent of Q2. Not only does the transverse energy distribution not

seem to depend on Q2, but also the event distributions according to the maximum

event rapidity, �max, (i.e., the event shapes) between the hadron and the photon

induced reactions look alike, independent of the c.m. energy, as observed from

the distributions shown in Figs. 13(a) and (b). Hence photon induced reactions

and hadron induced reactions behave very alike in some aspects, independent of

kThe MC, however, does not describe the data very well.



the photon virtuality.

Resolved Component of the Photon: Partonic structure of the photon

is expected to be suppressed as the virtuality increases.40 The ZEUS experiment

observed the resolved behavior of the photon41 at a Q2 known by tagging the

scattered electrons,�� in the Q2 regions of 10�6 < Q2 < 0:02 GeV2, and 0:3 <

Q2 < 0:6 GeV2. The x distributions of these events are shown in Figs.14(a) and

(b). The low x , indicative of resolved photons, is clearly observed at Q2 as high

as 0:3� 0:5 GeV2.

Photon Structure, Gluon Content: The quark structure of the photon

has been measured in e interactions by the e+e� experiments42 in the fractional

momentum range 0:007 � x � 1. Photoproduction of jets at high energies o�ers a

new tool for determination of the gluon density in the photon in p interactions at

HERA. (Recent high-energy e+e� experiments are also sensitive to the jets from

� interactions43). The H1 experiment used hard photoproduction dijet events,

with each jet having a minimum transverse momentum, pt > 7 GeV, to de�ne the

event sample to extract the photon structure function.44 Figure 15(a) shows the

x distribution of these events as measured from the jets. The direct photon events

are seen at x � 1, where the photon behaves as a point-like object. Using the

quark-density photon structure function measured in e+e� experiments as input,

a fraction of events shown by the solid curve in Fig. 15(a) can be explained. The

rest of the events in the spectrum, at lower x likely indicate the presence of

gluons in the photon. The GRV structure functionyy of the photon explains the

events well, as shown in Fig. 15(b). Input use of several other structure functions,

LAC1 and LAC3,47 are also shown in the same �gure; they do not describe the

data so well. The probability of the observed event distribution to be compatible

with no gluonic component in the photon is 0:1%. The gluonic component at low

x appears to rise faster than the quark content of the photon.

2.7 The Transition Region: The Soft and the Hard Pomeron

The F2 measurements from DIS can be turned into a �p total cross section by the

relation, �(�p) = 4�2�
Q2 F2(W

2
p; Q

2), similar to the way the electroproduction cross

sections in Fig. 9 were turned into the �p cross section. Figure 16 is a compilation

��The electron calorimeter of the luminosity monitor and the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (BPC)

detects scattered electrons with 10�6 < Q2 < 0:02 GeV2 and 0:3 < Q2 < 0:6 GeV2, respectively.
yyThe Glu�ck-Reya-Vogt (GRV) structure function of the photon in LO45 starts with an input

parton density at Q2 = 0:03 GeV2 and then is evolved according to the GDLAP prescription.46



of theWp dependence for all the 
�p cross sections obtained from photoproduction

and DIS. At low Q2(' 0), the cross section decreases with an increase in Wp to

a minimum after which there is a slow rise with Wp. This was explained earlier

as being consistent with soft Pomeron (and meson) exchange. As Q2 increases,

the �(�p) shows a slow rise followed by a fast rise with increasing Wp. The

faster rise, thought to be a general consequence of QCD, was described earlier

as a signature of hard Pomeron exchange. This trend is observed throughout

Fig. 16, with the transition from soft to hard Pomeron exchange taking place

at increasingly lower Wp as Q2 increses. It is from this region that we hope

to gain an understanding of the transition phenomena from nonperturbative to

perturbative QCD. In photoproduction, this region is approached starting with

quasireal photons and then going towards the transition region. In DIS, the

approach is to go as low as possible in Q2 and x. This will be discussed by the

next speaker in detail. At the lowest Q2 value of 2 GeV2, the �(�p) in Fig. 16

still shows a fast rise.

3 The Rapidity Gap Events

The Neutral Current (NC) DIS events are characterized by the detected scattered

electron, the current jet caused by the hadronization of the struck quark, and

the debris of the remains of the proton (called the proton remnant jet) around

the forward beam pipe. As the struck quark leaves the proton, color strings are

stretched between the struck quark and the remaining part of the proton: these

eventually break up and form hadrons, which in turn deposit energies in the

calorimeter between the current jet and the proton remnant. Hence, in a typical

NC DIS event, the observed particle with the highest pseudorapidity (�max) and

a minimum of (e.g.) 400 MeV energy deposit in the calorimeter has �max above 3

or 4 as shown in Fig.17 (a). In the 1992 NC events sample, a category of events

(� 10%) were observed with �max � 2:5, i.e., as if the proton after the reaction

went down the forward beam pipe unchanged. A special class of these events

would be exclusive vector meson production in DIS. In QCD terminology, a color

singlet exchange (e.g., gluon ladder) between the lepton and the proton could

explain these events; in Regge terminology, these events would represent a hard

Pomeron exchange.

First observed by ZEUS, both experiments have now seen these events with

Large Rapidity Gaps53 (LRG), characteristic of a Pomeron exchange. Figure 17(b)



shows a diagram of this mechanism for such LRG events. Kinematics of these

events are very like the NC DIS events; this will be discussed in detail by the next

speaker.

3.1 Structure Function of the Pomeron

The kinematics of a Pomeron exchange are shown in Fig. 18 and are explained

below.

t = P � P 0 ' 0

xP = (P�P 0)�q

P �q
'

M2

X
+Q2

W 2
p+Q

2 = momentum fraction of the P in prton

� = x
xP

' Q2

M2

X
+Q2

' xq=P = momentum fraction of the struck quark in the P.

A structure function for the Pomeron P from the LRG events in the DIS data

sample can be de�ned from:

d3�

dxPdxdQ2
=

4��2

Q4x
(1� y � y2=2)F

D(3)

2 (Q2; �; xP):

Since the di�racted proton is not observed, F
D(3)

2 has been integrated over t. If

factorization at the Pomeron-proton vertex can be assumed, then,

F
D(3)

2 (Q2; �; xP) = fP=p(xP) � F
D(2)

2 (Q2; �);

where fP=p(xP) denotes the Pomeron ux. The rapidity gap DIS event samples

were divided into bins of Q2 and � by both H1 and ZEUS experiments. For each

data sample, the event distribution as a function of xP could be �t to a straight

line with a slope independent of the Q2 and the � value. Figure 19 shows the

ZEUS55 and the H1 distributions54; a �t to the form b(1=xP)
a (with b varying

from bin to bin) yielded a = 1:19 � 0:06 � 0:07 for H1 data and a = 1:30 �

0:08+0:08
0:14 from the ZEUS data. Hence, the data do not violate the factorization

assumption. A second more recent analysis from ZEUS is also shown in Fig. 19.

The event selection and analysis criteria were entirely di�erent and will not be

described here.56 The results were consistent with the �rst analysis; subtracting

the nondi�ractive background in a way similar to the �rst analysis55 gave a =

1:28 � 0:04, while using a new method gave a = 1:42 � 0:08. The uncertainties

quoted in the second method are statistical only.

Since the data were consistent with factorization in the available kinematic

region, we obtain F
D(2)

2 by integrating over the observed kinematic xP range. The



F
D(3)

2 distributions vs. � and Q2 for H1 and ZEUS data and the F
D(3)

2 vs. � for

ZEUS data are shown in Fig. 20. A soft momentum distribution of the Pomeron

constituents like (1 � �)n, where n is a positive integer, does not �t the data

shown; a harder distribution like �(1 � �) is preferred. Both are superimposed

on the ZEUS data. The data seem to prefer a combination of hard with a slight

mixture of soft distribution.

Contents of the Pomeron: In DIS, the highly virtual photon couples to

quarks in lowest order. But, in hard photoproduction when jets are observed,

both quarks and gluons in the proton can couple to the virtual photon in the

lowest nonvanishing order. The LRG events have also been observed in photo-

production events.57 So, by comparing the rapidity gap events of DIS and hard

photoproduction, ZEUS has estimated the relative gluon content of the Pomeron

inside the proton. Events with jets having Et � 8 GeV in the central region

(�1 � � � 1) were selected. Similar to the DIS LRG events, the distribution

of the photoproduction LRG events preferred a hard partonic component in the

P. Assuming all of the Pomeron momenta are carried by its partonic contents,

i.e., using the momentum sum rule
R
d��i�fP=p(�) = 1, the event distribution in

terms of �max of the events favors hard gluon content. The nondi�ractive contri-

bution was modeled by the MC and a double-di�ractive contribution of � 15%55

where the proton di�ractively dissociated, was subtracted.

As the momentum sum rule need not apply to the constituents of the P, this

was not imposed to the data for further analysis. The total momentum carried by

the Pomeron was then measured as a function of Cg, the relative ratio of gluonic

to quark content of the Pomeron without the momentum sum rule restriction.

This was performed for both the photoproduction and the DIS jet sample by the

ZEUS collaboration.58 Figure 21 shows the result with 1� uncertainty for both.

The two curves intersect around Cg = 0:6, i.e., both sets of data are satis�ed with

a relative gluonic component of 0.6 and a quark content of 0.4 in the Pomeron

without the need for the momentum sum rule. The assumption made is that the

same P is observed in both photoproduction and DIS; the momentum sum rule

has not been applied. It should be noted that the total momentum in the DIS

sample rises very steeply as Cg approaches 1, reective of the fact that the lowest

order coupling of the virtual photon in DIS to the proton is to its valence quarks.



4 Conclusion and Future Plans

The ep colliding beam experiments, H1 and ZEUS, have made remarkable progress

towards understanding the transition betweeen the regions where nonperturbative

and perturbative QCD apply. For quasireal photons, low pt, and light quark vec-

tor mesons, the elastic photoproduction follows the VDM-Regge nonperturbative

prediction. However, as we get to heavy quarks, e.g., photoproduction of J= , or

to high virtuality, e.g., exclusive production of light quark vector mesons in DIS,

or photoproduction at high transverse momenta, some pQCD calculations begin

to be applicable. In any case, the nonperturbative predictions do not apply as

observed from the steeper rise of cross section of photoproduction of J= with

increasing Wp than predicted by DL17 calculations. The DIS exclusive produc-

tion of J= does not hold any surprise since the pQCD scale has already been set.

The di�ractive scattering or Pomeron exchange at an appropriate scale can then

be described in terms of pQCD. The changing nature of Pomeron is being studied

extensively. The study of the structure function of Pomeron in DIS has started;

many new results are forthcoming in this area. A large amount of literature is

available on the di�ractive interactions.9,12,59{63 We have also studied the Pomeron

contents and observed substantial presence of gluonic partons. The structure of

photons have revealed new information that at low x, the gluonic content of the

photon increases. And, the presence of partonic structure in the photon can be

observed at a Q2 as high as 0:3��0:6 GeV2.

Upgrades to cover more phase space with better resolution have been added

in 1995. The H1 experiment has recently added a silicon vertex detector and a

silicon rear detector. The ZEUS group completed all six stations of LPS which

helps detect the intact outgoing proton. The Beam Pipe Calorimeter has been

replaced with a W-scintillator sampling calorimeter with a larger coverage of 0:1 �

Q2 � 0:8 GeV2. In addition, a scattered electron tagger 44 m away from the IP in

the rear direction at 80 < Wp < 100 GeV, a proton remnant tagger around the

forward direction, and a presampler to the F and R calorimeter (to understand the

energy scale) have also been installed. The early look at the 1995 data indicates

the technical as well as physics success of these upgrades. The 1994 data at HERA

provided a unique kinematic domain to understand QCD, and to study photon,

Pomeron, and proton structures. With the 1995 upgrades, both H1 and ZEUS

detectors are well on their way to provide the best understanding of these topics.

(Many interesting topics, like strange quark studies and di�erent approaches for



understanding color singlet exchange in both H1 and ZEUS experiments, are not

covered due to lack of time and space.)
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Figure 11: (a) Normalized transverse energy ET ow in the hadronic c.m. vs. ��

at various values of Q2. (b) ET distribution per unit of �� in the central region

(�0:5 < �� < 0:5) and in the photon fragmentation region (�3 < �� < �2).

Two di�erent MC models are shown; the lower (upper) curves correspond to the

central (photon fragmentation) region.

Figure 12: Normalized transverse energy ET in the central region as a function of

the hadronic c.m. energy. The HERA data at various Q2 are compared with data

from hadron-hadron collisions (p�p: UA1, pp: NA22 and AFS). Systematic erros

are not shown.



Figure 13: (a) Uncorrected ET distribution in the central region (�0:5 < �� < 0:5)

per unit of ��. Open circles: photoproduction data. Full circles: DIS data with

10 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 for 0:3 < y < 0:5. (b) ��max distribution per unit of ��

normalized to the total number of events.

Figure 14: x distribution from events with the scattered electron tagged in the

(a) beam pipe calorimeter and in the (b) electron calorimeter of the luminosity

monitor.



(a) (b)

Figure 15: (a) x distribution of the two-jet events. Only statistical errors are

displayed. The full line shows the contribution from the quark-resolved photon

process; the dashed line shows the direct photon contribution as obtained from

PYTHIA. (b) The gluon density of the photon divided by the �ne structure con-

stant (� = 1=137) at < pt >
2= 75 GeV2. For comparison, the GRV-LO (full), the

LAC1 (dashed), and the LAC3 (dotted) parameterizations of the photon's gluon

density are shown.

Figure 16: Compilation of total cross sections as a function of Wp at various Q
2

from photoproduction and DIS.



(a) (b)

Figure 17: (a) Schematics of ordinary DIS process, without any rapidity gap. (b)

Schematics of events with a large rapidity gap.

Figure 18: Kinematics of an event with a Pomeron exchange.



Figure 19: F
D(3)

2 vs. xP for various � values are shown from the H1 data and two

di�erent analyses with two selection criteria from ZEUS data.



Figure 20: F
D(3)

2 vs. � obtained from the ZEUS analyses.

Figure 21: The total momentum of the Pomeron as a function of the ratio of its

gluon partonic content and quark partonic content from the LRG events from the

DIS event sample and the hard photoproduction event sample. The intersection

of the two samples yield a ratio of � 2 : 1 gluon to quark partonic content of the

Pomeron without the need for any momentum sum rule for the partons from the

Pomeron.
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ABSTRACT

Recent results from the two large, general-purpose detectors H1 and

ZEUS at HERA (DESY, Hamburg, Germany) are presented. Empha-

sis is given to the analysis of deep inelastic scattering de�ned by the

observation of the scattered electron or positron in the main calorime-

ters. Results on purely inclusive cross sections lead to a determination

of the charged (quarks) parton distribution F2(x;Q
2). Access to the

electrically neutral parton content (gluons) is obtained indirectly by

an analysis of the expected scaling violation behavior of F2 or directly

from multijet rates originating from well-de�ned initial parton con�g-

urations. Finally, the recently uncovered subclass of large rapidity gap

(LRG) events has been analyzed in terms of F2. The result supports

the concept of a color neutral object (Pomeron IP ) being probed by

a hard scattering electron. Evidence for factorization of the Pomeron

radiation process as well as for scaling in the inclusive IP structure

function has been found.

c1995 by Karlheinz Meier.



1 HERA and HERA Experiments

The electron-proton collider HERA at DESY provides a choice of electron or

positron beams with momenta of 26:7GeV collidingwith high momentum protons

of 820 GeV . The machine features multibunch operation with a bunch crossing

repetition frequency of 100 ns. Since its initial operation in 1992, integrated

luminosities of 55 nb�1 in 1992, 880 nb�1 in 1993, and 5500 nb�1 in 1994 have

been delivered by the HERA machine to the experiments. The 1994 luminosity

period saw the switchover from electrons to positrons. Expectations for the 1995

run period are around 10 pb�1. Figure 1 shows the layout of the HERA accelerator

complex.

Figure 1: View of the HERA electron-proton collider complex. The left �gure

displays the accelerator system on the DESY site. The right �gure provides an

overview of the entire HERA ring with the four interaction regions available for

experiments. The two large general-purpose detectors H1 and ZEUS are marked.

The HERA collider serves two large general-purpose detectors, H1 and ZEUS.

Both experiments are classical solenoidal spectrometers with electromagnetic and

hadronic calorimetry for electron and jet measurements. Reecting the asymme-

try of beam energies, both detectors have far better track recognition and thicker

calorimeters in the proton (forward) direction. A major di�erence between the two

detectors is the concept of calorimetry. H1 has choosen a LAr calorimeter inside



a huge solenoidal coil in order to optimize the measurement of electromagnetic

showers without degradation by dead material. ZEUS has built a high-resolution

uranium scintillator calorimeter with photomultiplier readout providing an excel-

lent measurement of �nal state hadrons even at low energies. Detailed descriptions

of both detectors can be found in their respective technical papers.1,2

HERA's physics goals in deep inelastic scattering are twofold. The main fron-

tier is given by the availability of very large momentum transfers Q2. Theoret-

ically, values up to 90,000 GeV 2 can be reached. In practice, the current range

in this area is statistically limited to approximately 10,000 GeV 2 because of the

characteristic 1=Q4 suppression in the Rutherford scattering formula. The other

area unexplored in the pre-HERA time is deep inelastic scattering with very low

values of the scaling variable x representing the longitudinal momentum fraction

of the struck parton. The speci�c kinematics of HERA allows measurements at

x values as low as 10�4 with still sizable momentum transfers of O(GeV ).

2 Inclusive Cross Sections in DIS

Scattering experiments have been tools for the exploration of the structure of

nuclear and subnuclear matter for almost one century. The size of accessible

substructures is essentially given by the inverse momentum of the exchanged vec-

tor boson representing a characteristic wavelength. HERA kinematics provides a

resolution power of approximately 10�3 fm. Using the four-momenta k of the in-

cident electron q of the virtual photon and P of the incident proton, the following

kinematical variables can be de�ned:

Q2 = �q2 x =
Q2

2P � q
y =

P � q

P � k
W 2 = (P + q)2: (1)

Q2 is the squared virtuality of the photon or the squared momentum transfer.

x is the Bjorken scaling variable which can be interpreted in the na��ve quark

parton model (QPM) as the fraction of the struck parton momentum relative to

the proton. In the proton rest frame, y is the normalized energy transfer from

the electron to the proton. W is the invariant mass of the virtual photon-proton

system. It corresponds to the invariant mass of the total �nal state excluding the

scattered electron.



The term \deep inelastic scattering" (DIS) is an experimental de�nition based

on the observability of the scattered lepton (electron or positron in the case of

HERA neutral current events) in the main detectors. Current calorimeters are

able to catch electrons corresponding to momentum transfers Q as low as 1 GeV .

Without detected leptons, the events are usually called \Photoproduction Events"

referring to the fact that at very low momentum transfers, the mass of the virtual

photon is close to zero. Such photons are therefore almost real. For an overview

of photoproduction results from HERA, see Ref. 3.

Both experiments, H1 and ZEUS, have analyzed the new regime of very large

momentum transfers and compared the results to expectations from the Standard

Model (see Refs. 4{6). Both experiments have analyzed neutral current (NC) and

charged current (CC) data. NC events are balanced in the observed vector sum of

all transverse momenta (pT ) in the detector. The high pT lepton is mainly balanced

by the current jet emerging from the struck parton. CC events with an undetected

high pT neutrino in the �nal state exhibit a huge transverse momentum imbalance.

These are clear experimental signatures which make the detection and separation

of NC and CC events a relatively easy task. Neutral currents are mediated by

t-channel exchange of virtual photons and Z bosons. Those two diagrams give rise

to identical �nal states so that there is an additional interference term contributing

to the cross section. Weak and electroweak contributions become important for

Q2 values of approximately 10; 000 GeV 2. Below 1000 GeV 2, those contributions

are negligible. Charged currents have a distinct sensitivity to the composition of

the proton target. Left-handed electrons are mostly sensitive to up and charm

quarks. Scattering on antidown and antistrange quarks is suppressed by a factor

(1�y)2. Right-handed positrons see predominantly anti-up and anticharm quarks,

and the contribution from down and strange quarks is suppressed. There is no

CC scattering of right-handed electrons and left-handed positrons in the Standard

Model. Current HERA beams are not yet longitudinally polarized in the H1

and ZEUS interaction regions. From the above, it can be understood that the

electron-proton CC cross section is considerably larger than the positron-proton

cross section.

Figure 2 shows inclusive NC and CC cross section measurements carried out

with the ZEUS detector. The CC propagator suppression relative to the NC

data is clearly visible at low values of Q2. A comparison to the Standard Model

predictions shows good agreement.



The H1 experiment has carried out a detailed investigation of NC cross sections

for the high statistics 1994 data sample. Figure 3 shows the measurements for

electrons and positrons. The sample is restricted to events with Q2 > 160 GeV 2

and 0:0:5 < y < 0:80. The agreement with the Standard Model is very good. In

particular, the large Q2 tail is potentially sensitive to new propagators or a �nite

charge radius of quarks. The data has been used to place various limits on new

e�ects. Typical values of such limits are:

� mass of leptoquark exchanged in the t-channel > 1 TeV (normalized to the

e�ective electromagnetic coupling),

� scale for electron/positron-quark compositeness �c < 1 TeV �2:5 TeV , and

� charge radius of quarks < 2:6� 10�18 m.

The limits depend on assumptions on the coupling constants for leptoquarks,

the particular type of leptoquark, the chiral structure of the new contact interac-

tion, and possible interference e�ects with the Standard Model processes.

The classical way to present cross sections in deep inelastic lepton-proton scat-

tering is the calculation of structure functions. The charged lepton probes at

HERA are directly sensitive to the charged parton content in the proton (i.e.,

quarks and antiquarks). In the na��ve quark parton model, the structure function

F2(x) describes the momentum distributions of all avors of quarks weighted with

their respective electrical charge squared:

F2(x) =
X

flavors

e2i [xqi(x) + x�qi(x)]: (2)

This simple picture is modi�ed by the existence of strong interactions medi-

ated by gluons and described in the framework of Quantum Chromo Dynamics

(QCD). This fact leads to the well-known scaling violations demonstrated by the

Q2 dependence of the measured structure functions. The corresponding QCD evo-

lution of structure functions is in principle calculable in perturbative QCD which

should be able to tell the experiments how F2 evolves with Q2. In practice, how-

ever, assumptions have to be made in order to obtain testable predictions. In the

picture of parton splitting processes only (i.e., no recombination), two approaches

for the calculation of purely inclusive cross sections are currently available. The

DGLAP approach7 orders parton emission processes according to Q2 and sums

over logarithmic terms (�s lnQ
2)n. The BFKL approach8 orders emissions in the



Bjorken scaling variable x of the emitted partons and sum terms in (�s ln(1=x))
n.

The GLR picture9 includes parton recombination e�ects and does therefore de-

pend on the square of parton distributions. This \non-linear" evolution leads to

a saturation of parton densities in the proton at very low x.

Experimental challenges in the measurement of structure functions at HERA

lie mainly in the detection of the scattered electron/positron, in particular, at

very low angles corresponding to very low Q2 which in turn corresponds also to

very low x. Beyond simple detection, the measurement of kinematical variables

requires in addition a precise determination of the energy and position of electrons

and positrons. The HERA detectors have achieved an excellent understanding

in particular of the calibration of their electromagnetic calorimeters. Figure 4

shows the raw electron spectrum recorded with the H1 backward electromagnetic

calorimeter. The comparison to a simple parametrized simulation demonstrates

the good understanding of the electromagnetic energy scale and resolution.

The data-taking strategy for DIS physics follows the constraints given by the

Rutherford cross-section formula. Whereas for larger values of Q2 the available

statistics is the major concern, the situation is di�erent for the low Q2 (and low x)

part. Here, experimental limitations are at least partly given by the angular ac-

ceptance of the backward (electron direction) electromagnetic calorimeters. Cross

sections are however so large that it is worthwhile to perform dedicated runs with

substantially smaller integrated luminosity, but the HERA interactions vertex

shifted away from the calorimeters. This con�guration allows the experiments

to record data at Q2 values as low as 2 GeV 2 (H1) and 1 GeV 2 (ZEUS). Other

strategies to extend the lower end of the Q2 range are the use of trailing bunches

(satellite bunches) at HERA and the analysis of events with a photon radiated

from the incoming lepton, thus reducing the e�ective beam energy (ZEUS \ISR"

data).

The HERA F2 data are presented in two ways. The traditional way is to

take all data points at a given value of x and to plot them as a function of the

momentum transfer Q2. In this way, scaling violations (i.e., the evolution of the

parton densities with Q2) can be seen directly and compared to perturbative QCD

predictions. Figure 5 presents the H1 data from the 1994 data-taking period.

The two HERA frontiers are clearly visible. At relatively large x values, the

H1 data extend to Q2 values up to almost 10; 000 GeV 2. At the low Q2 end,

measurements at x values as low as 0:5 � 10�4 are presented. For comparison,



measurements from �xed-target muon scattering experiments are also included.

The full line represents a �t to the experimental data based on a next-to-leading

(NLO) DGLAP calculation. The �t is based on parametrizations for the parton

densities (nonsinglet quarks at large x, singlet quarks at all values of x, and gluons

at small x). Based on the perturbative DGLAP NLO calculation, the evolution

is started at Q2
0 = 4 GeV 2. The �t describes the data very well.

QCD does not provide a direct prediction for the x dependence of parton den-

sities. The theoretical approach is to parametrize the parton densities according

to:

xqi(x;Q
2
0) / x�i(1� x )�i : (3)

An assumption has to be made on the low-x behavior of the structure function.

The case � = �0:5 is usually referred to as \Lipatov behavior" and corresponds

to a steeply rising parton density at low x values. Such approaches together

with a perturbative QCD evolution starting at values of Q2
0 of approximately

4 GeV 2 (Ref. 10) can describe the measured x dependence of F2 at �xed Q2.

Another approach is to start the QCD evolution from very low Q2
0 values (i.e.,

/ 0:23 GeV 2) where a valence type x distribution is used.11 This strategy (GRV)

does not require an assumption on the shape of the very low-x behavior of parton

densities. The x dependence of the HERA data at �xed values of Q2 is shown in

Figs. 6 and 7 for H1 and ZEUS.

Both experiments do observe a very strong rise of F2 with falling x. No indica-

tions of saturation e�ects are visible. The rise is well-described by either the NLO

QCD �t (shown in comparison to the H1 data) or the GRV approach (shown in

the case of the ZEUS data).

3 Gluons and the Hadronic Final State

The theory of perturbative QCD uses the elementary couplings between quarks

and gluons and between the gluons themselves to describe the observed e�ects of

scaling violations in the structure function F2. As mentioned above, this structure

function is directly sensitive only to the (anti)quark content of the proton but does

not provide a straightforward measurement of the gluon distribution xg(x). Two

strategies have been used by the HERA experiments to obtain a determination of

the gluon content in the proton.12{14



The �rst strategy is based on the assumption of perturbative QCD describing

the observed scaling violations. The gluon distribution can either be extracted

from the QCD �t described in the previous chapter or by measuring the local

logarithmic derivatives of F2 (Prytz method).15 The latter method is based on the

assumption that scaling violations arise mainly through the splitting process of

gluons into quark-antiquark pairs. In this picture, the logarithmic derivative is

directly proportional to the gluon structure function xg(x).

@F2

@logQ2
/ �s (Q

2) xg(x): (4)

The second strategy provides direct access to the gluon content of the proton

without assumptions on the mechanism of scale breaking in inclusive cross sec-

tions. The method is based on leading order �s QCD corrections to the na��ve

QPM process which is of purely electromagnetic nature. To order �s, two basi-

cally di�erent subprocesses come into play. Gluons can be radiated either from

the incoming or the outgoing quark taking part in the hard scattering process

(QCD Compton process). Secondly, an initial gluon from the proton can interact

with the virtual photon via the exchange of a virtual quark line giving rise to an

observable quark-antiquark pair in the �nal state (boson-gluon fusion process).

Typically, the �nal state arising from such processes contains two hadronic jets in

addition to the proton fragment which, to a large extent, disappears undetected

down the beampipe. Such events are denoted as 2 + 1 jet events. The QCD

Compton process is initiated from an (anti)quark in the proton in contrast to

the BGF process originating from a gluon. Consequently, the 2 + 1 cross section

observable in the experiment receives contributions from the quark and the gluon

content in the proton:

�2+1 / �s (Ag + Bq): (5)

Using the known (and measured) quark distribution F2, the gluon structure

function xg(x) can be obtained. Figure 8 summarizes the measurements of gluon

structure functions at HERA. The strong rise towards low values of x is also seen

for the gluons. Both experiments and the two methods give consistent results. The

two theoretical approaches described in the previous chapter are in agreement with

the experimental data.



4 Di�ractive Scattering

The parton model together with QCD has proven to be able to provide a good

description of a variety of di�erent processes involving hadrons in the �nal and/or

initial state. On the other hand, especially in hadron-hadron collisions, a large

amount of data is well-described by Regge theory which describes interactions

between hadrons through the exchange of Regge trajectories (associated with

mesons or a Pomeron IP ), the latter carrying quantum numbers of the vacuum.

The structure of the Pomeron IP has been suggested to be of partonic na-

ture, evidence for which was found in proton-antiproton collisions by the UA8

experiment.16 At HERA, di�ractive electron-proton scattering would result in

events having a region without hadrons around the proton beam direction [called

a \large rapidity gap" (LRG)]. In normal DIS, this region of phase space in rapid-

ity between the struck parton and the proton remnant (both colored objects) is

�lled with particles from the hadronization of the color �eld between the parton

and the remnant. This class of DIS events has been observed at HERA.17,18 A

pictorial representation of this process in comparison to the standard DIS process

is shown in Fig. 9. For di�ractive DIS, additional kinematical variables can be

de�ned using the four-momentum P 0 of the colorless remnant (either a nucleon or

a higher mass baryon excitation) in the �nal state:

xIP =
q � (P � P 0)

q � P
� =

Q2

2q � (P � P 0)
t = (P � P 0)2: (6)

The variables x, xIP , and � are related via x = xIP � �. With the setup

of the HERA detectors, the remnant system is not detected; thus the squared

momentum transfer t from the incident proton to the remnant system is not

measured. De�ning MX to be the invariant mass of the virtual boson-Pomeron

system, xIP and � can be written as

xIP =
Q2 +M2

X � t

Q2 +W 2 �M2
p

� =
Q2

Q2 +M2
X � t

; (7)

where Mp is the mass of the proton. When M2
p and jtj are small (M2

p �

Q2(W 2) and jtj � Q2(M2
X)), xIP can be interpreted as the fraction of the pro-

ton four-momentum transferred to the Pomeron, and � can be viewed as the

four-momentum fraction of the quark entering the hard scattering relative to the



Pomeron in analogy to the de�nition of the Bjorken scaling variable x for a parton

relative to the proton. In the kinematic region under investigation, both M2
p and

jtj can be neglected, and therefore, xIP and � can be calculated fromM2
X , Q

2, and

W 2 as

xIP �
M2

X +Q2

W 2 +Q2
� �

Q2

M2
X +Q2

: (8)

The measured di�erential cross-section d3�

d�dQ2dxIP
for the DIS events with a

LRG has been shown by both HERA experiments to be compatible with a univer-

sal dependence on xIP (Refs. 17, 20). The di�erential cross section is expressed in

terms of a structure function depending on three variables F
D(3)

2 . This universal

dependence can be interpreted as an intercept of a leading Regge trajectory. The

value obtained for this intercept is compatible with the intercept of the Pomeron

describing soft hadronic interactions, and thus, gives evidence for the di�ractive

nature of the process. The remaining term of the di�erential cross section then

depends only on � and Q2. It can be converted to a structure function ~FD
2 (�;Q2).

This structure function exhibits scaling behavior (i.e., no substantial Q2 depen-

dence) and thus, leads to the evidence for a partonic substructure in the process.

Figure 10 shows the measurement of F
D(3)

2 from the two HERA experiments H1

and ZEUS.
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Figure 2: Inclusive neutral current and charged current cross sections in electron-

proton scattering from ZEUS at HERA (1993 data).



Figure 3: Inclusive neutral-current cross section in positron-proton and electron-

proton scattering from H1 at HERA (1994 data) and ratios to Standard Model

prediction.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements have been made of the proton and deuteron spin struc-

ture functions, gp1 and gd1 at beam energies of 29.1, 16.2, and 9.7

GeV, and gp2 and gd2 at a beam energy of 29.1 GeV. The integrals

�p =
R 1
0 g

p
1(x;Q

2)dx and �d =
R 1
0 g

d
1(x;Q

2)dx have been evaluated

at �xed Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2 using the 29.1 GeV data to yield �p =

0:127�0:004(stat:)�0:010(syst:) and �d = 0:041�0:003�0:004. The

Q2 dependence of the ratio g1=F1 has been studied and is found to be

small for Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2. Within experimental precision the g2 data

are well-described by the twist-2 contribution, gWW
2 . Twist-3 matrix

elements have been extracted and are compared to theoretical predic-

tions. The asymmetry A2 has also been measured and is found to be

signi�cantly smaller than the positivity limit
p
R for both targets. Ap

2

is found to be positive and inconsistent with zero.

�Work supported in part by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.



1 Introduction

Measurements of nucleon spin-dependent structure functions are valuable tools

used to understand the complex nature of nucleon structure. These structure

functions are probes of the longitudinal and transverse quark and gluon polariza-

tion distributions inside the nucleons. Measurements of these structure functions

allow us to test sum rules, quark model predictions, and QCD predictions.

The spin dependent structure functions g1(x;Q2) and g2(x;Q2) are measured

by scattering longitudinally polarized leptons from a target which is polarized

either longitudinally or transversely. The longitudinal (Ak) and transverse (A?)

asymmetries are formed from combining data taken with opposite beam helicity,

and the structure functions are determined from these asymmetries:

g1(x;Q
2) =

F1(x;Q2)

d
[Ak + tan(�=2)A?];

g2(x;Q
2) =

yF1(x;Q2)

2d

�
E + E 0 cos �

E 0 sin �
A? �Ak

�
; (1)

where E is the incident electron energy, E0 is the scattered electron energy, � is

the scattering angle, x is the Bjorken scaling variable, Q2 is the four-momentum

transfer squared, y = (E � E 0)=E, d = [(1� �)(2 � y)]=[y(1 + �R(x;Q2))], ��1 =

1 + 2[1 + �2]tan2(�=2),  = 2Mx=
p
Q2, M is the nucleon mass, F1(x;Q

2) is one

of the spin-averaged structure functions, and R(x;Q2) = �L=�T is the ratio of

the longitudinal to transverse virtual photon absorption cross sections. Also of

interest are the virtual photon absorption asymmetries

A1 =
�1=2 � �3=2

�1=2 + �3=2
and A2 =

2�TL
�1=2 + �3=2

; (2)

where �1=2 and �3=2 are the virtual photon-nucleon absorption cross sections for

total helicity between photon and nucleon of 1/2 and 3/2 respectively, and �TL

is an interference term between the transverse and longitudinal photon-nucleon

amplitudes. These asymmetries are also determined from the measured asymme-

tries:

A1 =
1

d

�
Ak(1 + xM=E) �A?

xM

E tan(�=2)

�
;

A2 =
(2 � y)

2d

�
A?

y(1 + xM=E)

(1� y) sin �
+Ak

�
: (3)



1.1 Physical Interpretation of g1

The structure function g1(x) is interpreted in the naive parton model as the charge

weighted di�erence between momentum distributions for quarks and nucleon he-

licities aligned parallel (") and anti-parallel (#):

g1(x) =
1

2

X
i

e2i [q
"
i (x)� q#i (x)] �

X
i

e2i�qi(x); (4)

where ei is the charge of quark avors i, and q
"(#)
i (x) are the quark plus antiquark

momentum distributions. The quantity
R 1
0 �qi(x)dx = �i refers to the helicity of

quark species i = u; d; s in the proton, and �q = �u+�d+�s is the net helicity

of quarks. Using measurements of
R 1
0 g1(x)dx, gA=gV and F=D as well as the QCD

corrections to the sum rules, one can separately extract the quantities �i.1

1.2 Physical Interpretation of g2

Unlike g1, the interpretation of g2 in the naive parton model is ambiguous.2 A more

advanced light-cone parton model3,4 as well as an operator product expansion

(OPE) analysis5 indicate that there are three components contributing to g2.

These components include the leading twist-2 part, gWW
2 (x;Q2), coming from the

same set of operators that contribute to g1, another twist-2 part coming from the

quark transverse polarization distribution hT (x;Q2), and a twist-3 part coming

from quark-gluon interactions �(x;Q2):

g2(x;Q
2) = gWW

2 (x;Q2) �
Z 1

x

@

@y

�
m

M
hT (y;Q

2) + �(y;Q2)
�
dy

y
: (5)

The quark mass is denoted by m, and the gWW
2 expression of Wandzura-Wilczek6

is given by

gWW
2 (x;Q2) = �g1(x;Q2) +

Z 1

x

g1(y;Q2)

y
dy: (6)

2 Sum Rules

2.1 Bjorken Sum Rule

A sum rule developed by Bjorken7 relates the integral over the proton minus neu-

tron spin structure functions to the nucleon beta decay weak coupling constants.



It is believed to be strictly valid at in�nite Q2:
Z
(gp1(x)� gn1 (x)) dx =

1

6

gA

gV
Q2 =1; (7)

where gA and gV are the nucleon axial-vector and vector coupling constants and

gA=gV = 1:2573 � 0:0038.8 The advent of QCD corrections has brought this sum

rule into the regime where it and thus the QCD corrections can be experimen-

tally tested. These non-singlet corrections9 to order three for three quark avors

are CNS =
h
1� �s=� � 3:58 (�s=�)

2 � 20:22 (�s=�)
3
i
where �s(Q

2) is the strong

coupling constant.

2.2 Ellis-Ja�e Sum Rule

Other sum rules of interest for g1, although less rigorous than the Bjorken sum

rule, are the Ellis-Ja�e sum rules10 which were derived using SU(3) symmetry and

assuming the strange sea in the nucleons is unpolarized.

�p1(Q
2) =

Z 1

0
g
p
1(x;Q

2)dx =
1

18
[CNS(3F +D) + 2CS(3F �D)]

�n1 (Q
2) =

Z 1

0
gn1 (x;Q

2)dx =
1

9
[�DCNS + CS(3F �D)] ; (8)

where F and D are weak hyperon decay constants extracted from data11 F=D =

0:575 � 0:016, F + D = gA=gV , and the second order singlet QCD corrections12

are given by CS =
h
1 � 0:3333�s=� � 0:5495 (�s=�)

2
i
.

2.3 OPE Sum Rules

The OPE2,5,13 is a useful technique within QCD because it separates the physics

into a perturbative part which is easily treatable and a nonperturbative part

which is parameterized in terms of unknown matrix elements of Lorentz-covariant

operators. The OPE analysis of g1 and g2 yields an in�nite number of sum rules
Z 1

0
xng1(x;Q

2)dx = an
2 ; n = 0; 2; 4; :::

Z 1

0
xng2(x;Q

2)dx =
1

2

n

n+ 1
(dn � an); n = 2; 4; ::: (9)

where an are the twist-2 and dn are the twist-3 matrix elements of the renormalized

operators. The OPE only gives information on the odd moments of the spin

structure functions. The Wandzura-Wilczek relation in Eq. (6) can be derived

from these sum rules by setting dn = 0.



2.4 Burkhardt-Cottingham Sum Rule

The Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule14 for g2 at large Q2,

Z 1

0
g2(x)dx = 0; (10)

has been derived from from virtual Compton scattering dispersion relations. This

sum rule does not follow from the OPE since the n = 0 sum rule is not de�ned

for g2 in Eq. (9). The Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule relies on g2 obeying Regge

theory which may not be a good assumption. A non-Regge divergence of g2 at low

x would invalidate this sum rule,2,5 and such a divergence could be very di�cult

to detect experimentally.

2.5 Efremov-Teryaev Sum Rule

The Efremov-Teryaev sum rule15 is derived in leading order QCD in which quark-

gluon correlators have been included. This sum rule relates the g1 and g2 structure

functions: Z 1

0
x[2g2(x) + g1(x)]dx = 0:

3 Other Experiments

The earliest spin structure experiments, E80,16 E130,17 and EMC18 measured Ak

for the proton only. Using the assumption that g1 ' F1A1, the EMC extracted

g
p
1(x;Q

2) with su�cient precision to test the Ellis-Ja�e sum rule which was vio-

lated and the so-called \spin crisis" was born. In the naive quark model this was

interpreted to mean that the total quark helicity was small and consistent with

zero while the strange quark helicity was negative and inconsistent with zero.

This unexpected result has generated a lot of interest in the physics community.

Many theoretical papers have surfaced to explain the data, better QCD correc-

tions have been calculated bringing predictions closer to experimental results, and

extensive experimental programs at SLAC, CERN and HERA were begun to learn

more about nucleon spin structure. Results are now available from the SMC19{22

experiment at CERN, and the E14223 experiment at SLAC. These data include

signi�cantly more precise proton data, measurements on deuterons and 3He (neu-

trons), and the �rst measurement of the transverse asymmetry A2 for the proton.



These experiments have con�rmed the Bjorken sum rule, and have shown that

the Ellis-Ja�e sum rules for both the proton and neutron are violated.

4 This Experiment

For this experiment, E143,24{27 longitudinally polarized electrons were scattered

from polarized protons and deuterons into two independent spectrometers at an-

gles of 4:5� and 7�. The beam polarization, typically Pb = 0:85 � 0:02, was

measured with a M�ller polarimeter. Measurements were made at three beam

energies of 29.1, 16.2, and 9.7 GeV. The target cells were �lled with granules of

either 15NH3 or
15ND3, and were polarized using the technique of dynamic nuclear

polarization. The targets could be polarized longitudinally or transversely relative

to the beam by physically rotating the polarizing magnet. Target polarization Pt,

measured by a calibrated NMR, averaged around 0:65 � 0:017 for protons and

0:25 � 0:011 for deuterons.

The experimental asymmetries Ak and A? were determined from

Ak (or A?) = C1

�
NL �NR

NL +NR

1

fPbPt
� C2

�
+ARC; (11)

where NL and NR are the number of scattered electrons per incident electron

for negative and positive beam helicity, where corrections have been made for

charge-symmetric backgrounds and deadtime; f is the dilution factor representing

the fraction of measured events originating from polarizable protons or deuterons

within the target; C1 and C2 correct for the polarized nitrogen nuclei and for resid-

ual polarized protons in the ND3 target; and ARC are the radiative corrections,

which include internal28 and external29 contributions.

4.1 Longitudinal results at E = 29 GeV

From the measured values of Ak and A? we calculated the ratios gp1=F
p
1 and gd1=F

d
1

using the de�nition given in Eq. (1). For F1(x;Q2) = F2(x;Q2)(1 + 2)=[2x(1 +

R(x;Q2))] we used the NMC30 �ts to F2(x;Q2) data and the SLAC �t31 to

R(x;Q2), which was extrapolated to unmeasured regions for x < 0:08. These

results24,25 are shown in Fig. 1. Also included in the plots are the data from other

experiments,16{18,20,22 which are all in good agreement with the E143 results.



Figure 1: Measurements of g1=F1 for (a) proton and (b) deuteron for all

experiments. The E143 data are in good agreement with all other data. Un-

certainties for the E143 data include statistical contributions only.

Figure 2: Measurements of xg1 for (a) proton and (b) deuteron from experiment

E143 at a constant Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2. The uncertainties include statistical contri-

butions only.



Values of xgp1 and xgd1 at the average Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2 of this experiment

are shown in Fig. 2. The evaluation at constant Q2 is model dependent, and we

have made the assumption that g1=F1 is independent of Q2 which is believed to be

reasonable for the kinematics of this experiment (see discussion on Q2 dependence

below).

Values of xgp1 and xg
n
1 from several experiments at an average Q2 = 5 (GeV/c)2

are shown in Fig. 3. The data were evolved to constant Q2 assuming g1=F1 is

independent of Q2. The neutron results from this experiment25 and from SMC22

were extracted from proton and deuteron data using gd1 = 1
2
(gp1 + gn1 )(1 � 3

2
!D),

where !D is the probability that the deuteron is in a D state. Both experiments

used !D = 0:05�0:01.8 We see from Fig. 3 that the data sets are in good agreement

when evolved to the same Q2.

The integrals over x of g1 for the proton (�p1), deuteron (�d1), and neutron

(�n1 ) were evaluated at a constant Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2. The measured x region was

0:029 < x < 0:08. The extrapolation from x = 0:8 to x = 1 was done assuming

Figure 3: Measurements of xg1 for (a) proton and (b) neutron for E143,24,25

E142,23 and SMC20,22 at a constant Q2 = 5 (GeV/c)2. The data sets are in

agreement. Uncertainties for the E143 data include statistical only.



that g1 varies as (1 � x)3 at high x. The extrapolation from x = 0 to x = 0:029

was determined by �tting the low x data to a Regge32 motivated form g1 = Cx��.

An alternate form33 g1 = Cln(1=x), which provides a good �t to the low-x F2 data

from NMC and HERA, gives consistent results within the uncertainties. Table 1

gives a summary of the measured and extrapolated contributions to �p1 and �d1.

Table 2 shows the E143 measurements for �p1, �
d
1, �

n
1 and �p1 � �n1 , as well as the

corresponding Ellis-Ja�e and Bjorken sum rule predictions for Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2.

The data consistently demonstrate that the Ellis-Ja�e sum rule is violated. The

most precise determination is given by the deuteron measurement which is more

than 3 � away from the prediction. Note that the E143 results agree with the

E142 results23 for �n1 = �0:022 � 0:011 at Q2 = 2 (GeV/c)2, and the SMC20,22

results for �p1 = 0:136 � 0:016 and �d1 = 0:034 � 0:011 at Q2 = 10 (GeV/c)2.

The estimated Q2 dependence of these quantities for 2 < Q2 < 10 (GeV/c)2 is

within the errors on all the experiments. Table 3 is a summary of the dominant

systematic error contributions to the E143 measured integrals shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Results for �p1 and �d1 from experiment E143, broken

up into the measured and extrapolated contributions. The mea-

sured contribution has a statistical and systematic uncertainty.

The uncertainty on the extrapolated contributions is assumed

systematic.

x Region �p1 �d1

0 < x < 0:029 0:006 � 0:006 0:001 � 0:001

0:029 < x < 0:8 0:120 � 0:004 � 0:008 0:040 � 0:003 � 0:004

0:8 < x < 1 0:001 � 0:001 0:000 � 0:001

Total 0:127 � 0:004 � 0:010 0:042 � 0:003 � 0:004

Table 2: Summary of E143 g1 sum rule tests

Measured Prediction Sum Rule

�p 0:127 � 0:004 � 0:010 0:160 � 0:006 Ellis-Ja�e

�d 0:042 � 0:003 � 0:004 0:069 � 0:004 Ellis-Ja�e

�n �0:037 � 0:008 � 0:011 �0:011 � 0:006 Ellis-Ja�e

�p � �n 0:163 � 0:010 � 0:016 0:171 � 0:008 Bjorken



Table 3: Summary of the systematic error contri-

butions to the E143 g1 integrals

source �p �d �n �p-�n

beam polarization 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.004

target polarization 0.003 0.002 0.005 0.007

dilution factor 0.004 0.002 0.006 0.008

radiative corrections 0.002 0.002 0.006 0.007

F2, R 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.005

Extrapolation 0.006 0.001 0.004 0.006

TOTAL 0.010 0.004 0.011 0.016

The violation of the Ellis-Ja�e sum rule implies that the assumption that the

strange quark is unpolarized within the nucleon may be false. This can be seen by

extracting the net quark helicity within the proton using the naive quark model1

(See Eq. (4) and related discussion). Table 4 gives the extracted quark helicities as

determined from the measurements of �p1 and �
d
1 and the SU(3) coupling constants

F and D. The data include third order non-singlet and second order singlet QCD

corrections. We see that the net quark helicity �q is signi�cantly less than a

prediction10 that �q = 0:58 assuming zero strange quark helicity and SU(3) avor

symmetry in the baryon octet. Also, �s is negative and signi�cantly di�erent from

zero. Figure 4 shows a plot of �q versus �s as extracted from various experimental

measurements at the appropriate Q2. We see that all experiments are consistent

with a small �q and a �s which is negative and inconsistent with zero.

Table 4: Extracted quark helicities

from experiment E143.

�p �d

�u 0:81 � 0:04 0:83� 0:02

�d �0:44 � 0:04 �0:43� 0:02

�s �0:10 � 0:04 �0:09� 0:02

�q 0:27 � 0:11 0:30 � 0:06

4.2 Transverse results at E = 29 GeV

From the measured values of Ak and A? at E = 29 GeV we have calculated gp2,

gd2 , A
p
2 and Ad

2 using Eqs. (1) and (3). The results for A2 for the proton and



Figure 4: The quark helicity content of the proton as extracted from various

measurements is shown for �q versus �s. The data include third order non-

singlet and second order singlet QCD corrections.
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d
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for the three data sets. The solid, dashed and dotted curves correspond to the

4:5� E143, 7:0� E143, and SMC kinematics, respectively. Overlapping data have

been shifted slightly in x to make errors clearly visible.



deuteron are shown in Fig. 5. The systematic errors, dominated by radiative

correction uncertainties, are indicated by bands for the two spectrometers used in

the experiment. The data agree within errors despite the di�erences in Q2 of the

measurements (nearly a factor of two). Also in Fig. 5 are the proton results from

SMC,21 and the
p
R 31 positivity limits for each data set. The data are much

closer to zero than the positivity limit. Results for Ap
2 are consistently > 0, and

since A2 is expected to be zero at high Q2 (because R ! 0), these data indicate

that A2 must have Q2 dependence. A comparison of the data with the hypothesis

A2 = 0 yields �2 = 73 for the proton and �2 = 44 for the deuteron for 48 degrees

of freedom.

The results for xg2 for the proton and deuteron are shown in Fig. 6. The gd2

results are per nucleon. The systematic errors are indicated by bands. Also shown

is the gWW
2 curve evaluated using Eq. (6) at E = 29 GeV and � = 4:5�. The same
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Figure 6: Spin structure function measurements for (a) xgp2, and (b) xgd2 from

E143. Systematic errors are indicated by bands. Overlapping data have been

shifted slightly in x to make errors clearly visible. The solid curve shows the twist-

2 gWW
2 calculation for the kinematics of the 4:5� spectrometer. The same curve for

7� is nearly indistinguishable. The bag model calculations at Q2 = 5:0 (GeV/c)2

by Stratmann34 (dotted) and Song and McCarthy35 (dashed) are indicated.



curve for � = 7� is nearly indistinguishable. The values for gWW
2 were deter-

mined from g1(x;Q
2) evaluated from a �t to world data of A1

27 and assuming

negligible higher-twist contributions. Also shown are the bag model predictions

of Stratmann34 and Song and McCarthy,35 which include both twist-2 and twist-3

contributions for Q2 = 5 (GeV/c)2. At high x the results for gp2 indicate a nega-

tive trend consistent with the expectations for gWW
2 . The deuteron results are less

conclusive because of the larger errors.

We can look for possible quark mass and higher twist e�ects by extracting the

quantity g2(x;Q2) = g2(x;Q2)�gWW
2 (x;Q2), If the term in Eq. (5) which depends

on quark masses can be neglected then g2(x;Q2) is entirely twist-3. Our results

can be seen in Fig. 7. Within the experimental uncertainty the data are consistent

with g2 being zero but also with g2 being of the same order of magnitude as gWW
2 .

Also shown in Fig. 7 are the bag model predictions of Stratmann34 and Song and

McCarthy35 for Q2 = 5 (GeV/c)2 which compare favorably with the data given

the large experimental uncertainties.

Figure 7: E143 results26 for (a) xg2p, and (b) xg2d Overlapping data have been

shifted slightly in x to make errors clearly visible. The bag model calculations at

Q2 = 5:0 (GeV/c)2 by Stratmann34 (solid) and Song and McCarthy35 (dashed)

are indicated.



Using our results for the longitudinal spin structure functions gp1 and gd1 , we

have computed the �rst few moments of the OPE sum rules, and solved for the

twist-3 matrix elements dn. These moments are de�ned to be �
(n)
1 =

R 1
0 x

ng1(x)dx

and �(n)
2 =

R 1
0 x

ng2(x)dx. For the measured region 0:03 < x < 0:8, we evaluated

g1 and corrected the twist-2 part of g2 to �xed Q2 = 5 (GeV/c)2 assuming g1=F1

is independent of Q2, and have averaged the two spectrometer results to evaluate

the moments. Possible Q2 dependence of g2 has been neglected. We neglect the

contribution from the region 0 � x < 0:03 because of the xn suppression factor.

For 0:8 < x � 1, we assume that both g1 and g2 behave as (1 � x)3, and we �t

the data for x > 0:56. The uncertainty in the extrapolated contribution is taken

to be the same as the contribution itself. The results are shown in Table 5a. For

comparison, in Table 5b we quote theoretical predictions34{37 for dp2 and d
d
2. For d

d
2

the proton and neutron results were averaged and a deuteron D-state correction

was applied. Our extracted values for dn are consistent with zero, but the errors

Table 5a: Results for the moments �(n)
1 and �(n)

2 evaluated at Q2 = 5

(GeV/c)2, and the extracted twist-3 matrix elements dn for proton

(p) and deuteron (d) targets. The errors include statistical (which

dominate) and systematic contributions.

n �(n)
1 �(n)

2 dn

p 2 0:0121 � 0:0010 �0:0063 � 0:0018 0:0054 � 0:0050

4 0:0032 � 0:0004 �0:0023 � 0:0006 0:0007 � 0:0017

6 0:0012 � 0:0002 �0:0010 � 0:0003 0:0001 � 0:0008

d 2 0:0040 � 0:0008 �0:0014 � 0:0030 0:0039 � 0:0092

4 0:0008 � 0:0003 0:0000 � 0:0010 0:0017 � 0:0026

6 0:0002 � 0:0001 0:0001 � 0:0005 0:0006 � 0:0011

Table 5b: Theoretical predictions for the twist-3 matrix element dp2

for proton and dd2 for deuteron. The values for Q
2 are in (GeV/c)2.

Bag models QCD sum rules

Ref.35 Ref.34 Ref.36 Ref.37

Q2 5 5 1 1

dp2 0:0176 0:0060 �0:006 � 0:003 �0:003 � 0:006

dd2 0:0066 0:0029 �0:017 � 0:005 �0:014 � 0:006



are large. The results do not have su�cient precision to distinguish between the

model predictions.

We have also evaluated the integrals
R 1
0:03 g2(x)dx and

R 1
0:03 x[2g2(x) + g1(x)]dx

for both the proton and deuteron structure functions. We do not attempt a low x

extrapolation due to the theoretical uncertainty on the low x behavior of g2. For

the latter integral, the low x region is suppressed by x, so it is not unreasonable

to assume that the low x extrapolation is negligible. The high-x extrapolation is

done as discussed above. The results are given in Table 6, and are all consistent

with zero within their large errors as expected from the Burkhardt-Cottingham

and Efremov-Teryaev sum rules. Of course, we cannot really test the Burkhardt-

Cottingham sum rule due to the uncertainty in the unmeasured low x behavior.

Table 6: Summary of E143 g2 sum rule tests. The

predictions for both sum rules are zero.R 1
0:03 g2(x)dx

R 1
0:03 x[2g2(x) + g1(x)]dx

proton �0:013� 0:028 0:008 � 0:008

deuteron �0:033� 0:082 �0:001 � 0:014

4.3 Q2 Dependence of g1

Data for g1 measured at a �xed energy of 29 GeV were discussed above. These

data cover the range 1 < Q2 < 10 (GeV/c)2 where the lower values of Q2 are

at the lower values of x. In order to evaluate sum rules at some �xed Q2 it is

necessary to extrapolate the data from the measured kinematics. Since this is

a model-dependent procedure (e.g., assuming g1=F1 is independent of Q2), it is

useful to measure the Q2 dependence by taking data at multiple beam energies.

In E143 we made measurements at beam energies of 29.1, 16.2, and 9.7 GeV. The

kinematic coverage of all these data sets where a Q2-dependent measurement has

been made is 0:03 < x < 0:6 and 0:3 < Q2 < 10 (GeV/c)2.

According to the GLAP equations38 which give the predictedQ2 dependence of

the nucleon polarized and unpolarized quark and gluon distribution functions, g1

is expected to evolve logarithmically in a similar way as the unpolarized structure

functions F1(x;Q2) and F2(x;Q2). The Q2 dependence of the ratio g1=F1 may be

independent of Q2 to a �rst approximation, but the precise behavior is sensitive

to the underlying spin-dependent quark and gluon distribution functions. Mea-

surements will help pin down this behavior. Fits have been made39,40 of g1(x;Q2)



data using next-to-leading-order (NLO) GLAP equations.41 The results indicate

that NLO �ts are more sensitive to the strength of the polarized gluon distribu-

tion function �G(x;Q2) than previous leading-order (LO) �ts.41{45 In addition our

understanding of the Q2 dependence of g1 is complicated by possible higher twist

contributions which are not part of the GLAP equations. These terms are ex-

pected to behave as C(x)=Q2, D(x)=Q4, etc., where C(x) and D(x) are unknown

functions.

The ratio g1=F1 has been extracted from the data taken in this experiment27

as well as from other available data for the proton16{18,20 and the deuteron22 using

the relations given in Eq. (1). The twist-2 model of Wandzura and Wilczek6 given

in Eq. (6) was used to describe g2 for all data since the E143 g2 data discussed

above are in agreement with this model. The results for gp1=F
p
1 and gd1=F

d
1 are

shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, at eight values of x. Improved radiative

corrections have been applied to the E8016 and E13017 results. Only statistical

uncertainties have been plotted. For the present experiment, most systematic

uncertainties (beam polarization, target polarization, fraction of polarizable nu-

cleons in the target) for a given target are common to all data and correspond

to an overall normalization error of about 5% for the proton data and 6% for the

deuteron data. The remaining point-to-point systematic uncertainties (radiative

corrections, model uncertainties for R(x;Q2), resolution corrections) vary over x

from a few percent to 15%, and are consistently less than the statistical uncertain-

ties for all data. We see in Figs. 8 and 9 that g1=F1 is approximately independent

of Q2 at �xed x, although there is a noticeable trend for the ratio to decrease for

Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2.

We have performed several simple global �ts27 to the data, in order to have a

practical parameterization (needed, for example, in making radiative corrections

to the data), and to study the possible Q2 dependence of the �rst moments of g1.

The �ts are of the general form g1=F1 = ax�(1 + bx + cx2)[1 + Cf(Q2)] where

a, �, b, c, and C are �t parameters and f(Q2) is de�ned to be either 1=Q2, or

ln(1=Q2). Cuts were applied to some of the �ts to include only data with Q2 > 1

(GeV/c)2, and C was forced to be zero (no Q2 dependence) for some �ts. The

results indicate that when all the data are included, the �ts where C 6= 0 have

signi�cantly better �2 per degree of freedom than those where C = 0. However,

good �ts to the data are obtained when C = 0 and the Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 cut is

applied to the data (�t II). Two of these global �ts27 are shown in Figs. 8 and 9:
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�t II and �t III which assumes f(Q2) = 1=Q2 and the data at all Q2 are �t.

Also shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are representative global NLO pQCD �ts39,40 to

available structure function data excluding those measured at the 9.7 GeV and

16.2 GeV beam energies of this experiment. These �ts are indicated as the dot-

dashed curves39 and the dotted curves.40 Both sets of predictions39,40 indicate that

g
p
1=F

p
1 decreases with Q2 at lower x, in agreement with the trend of our E = 9:7

and E = 16:2 results.

Another type of �t was made to the data which was motivated by possible

di�erences in the twist-4 contributions to g1 and F1. We �t the data in each x

bin (see Figs. 8 and 9) with the form g1=F1 = a(1 + C=Q2). The results for the

C coe�cients are shown in Fig. 10 for �ts to all data (circles) and for �ts to data

with Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 (squares). The coe�cients indicate signi�cantly negative

values for C at intermediate values of x when all the data are �t. The errors are

much larger when data with Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are excluded, and the results are

consistent with no Q2-dependence to g1=F1 (C = 0). The present data do not
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Figure 10: Coe�cients C for �ts to g1=F1 at �xed x of the form a(1 + C=Q2)

for (a) proton and (b) deuteron. Solid circles are from �ts to all data, and open

squares are from �ts to data with Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2 only.



have su�cient precision to distinguish between a logarithmic and power law Q2

dependence, but can rule out large di�erences between the Q2-dependence of g1

and F1, especially for Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2.

Using �ts27 II and III described above and a global �t30,31 to F1, we have

evaluated the �rst moments �p1 and �d1, and the corresponding results for �p1 ��n1

and the net quark helicity �q. The results for �p1 ��n1 are shown as a function of

Q2 as the lower (�t II) and upper (�t III) bands in Fig. 11, where the width of the

band reects the combined statistical and systematic error estimate. Both �ts are

in reasonable agreement with the Bjorken sum rule (solid curve) evaluated using

�s(Q2) evolved in Q2 from �s(MZ) = 0:117 � 0:0058 for the QCD corrections.

Our results for �q evaluated at Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2 are shown in Table 7.

Note that these results for �q and for �p1 � �n1 have shifted slightly from the
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Figure 11: Evaluations of �p1 � �n1 from the Q2-independent �ts II (lower band)

and Q2-dependent �ts III (upper band). The errors include both statistical and

systematic contributions and are indicated by the widths of the bands. The solid

curve is the prediction of the Bjorken sum rule with third-order QCD corrections.



original results24,25 at 29 GeV discussed above (See Tables 2 and 4) because of

improved radiative corrections, the inclusion of additional data runs, and improved

measurements of the beam and target polarizations. Using �ts II or III makes little

di�erence at Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2, but we �nd �q (which should be independent of

Q2) to vary less with Q2 for �t III than for �t II, especially for the deuteron �ts.

Table 7: Summary of extracted �q results at Q2 = 3

(GeV/c)2 using �ts II and III27 for �p and �d.

Fit �q from �p �q from �d

II (Q2-independent) 0:34 � 0:09 0:35 � 0:05

III (Q2-dependent) 0:36 � 0:10 0:34 � 0:05

5 Summary

Measurements of Ak have been made at beam energies of 29.1, 16.2, and 9.7 GeV

and A? at a beam energy of 29.1 GeV for protons and deuterons. The spin

structure functions, g1 and g2 have been extracted for the 29.1 GeV data. The

integrals �p =
R 1
0 g

p
1(x;Q

2)dx and �d =
R 1
0 g

d
1(x;Q

2)dx have been evaluated at

�xed Q2 = 3 (GeV/c)2. These results support the Bjorken sum rule predictions,

and thus an important test of QCD is passed. The Ellis-Ja�e sum rule predictions

for the proton and deuteron, however, are violated. In the context of the quark

model, this implies that a non-negligible fraction of the proton helicity is carried

by either strange quarks, gluons or both, and that the net quark helicity is smaller

than expected. The Q2 dependence of the ratio g1=F1 has been studied and is

found to be small for Q2 > 1 (GeV/c)2.

Within experimental precision we �nd that the g2 data are well-described by

the twist-2 contribution, gWW
2 . Results for g2 are consistent with zero, although

g2 about the same order of magnitude as gWW
2 are allowed within the statistical

uncertainties. More precise data is needed in the future to provide a more stringent

measurement of g2. Twist-3 OPE matrix elements have been extracted from the

moments of g1 and g2. These results have a di�erent sign than the QCD sum rule

predictions, although within errors these predictions cannot be ruled out. The

asymmetry A2 has also been measured and is found to be signi�cantly smaller

than the positivity limit
p
R for both targets. A

p
2 is found to be positive and

inconsistent with zero.



A number of experimental programs will produce new spin structure function

measurements in the future. SMC is continuing to take data. Additional results

are expected from SLAC using a 50 GeV incident electron beam. Measurements

of the neutron spin structure functions are in progress (E154), and proton and

deuterium spin structure functions measurements (E155) will be made in 1996.

Also, the HERMES collaboration at HERA is currently measuring spin-dependent

structure functions of the proton and neutron. The data from these experiments

will improve our understanding of the nucleon spin structure, and should answer

many questions that have arisen due to current experimental results.
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ABSTRACT

This talk reviews seven SLD papers, which provide useful, unique,

and precise contributions to our understanding of hadron production

in the decay of Z0's produced in e+e� collisions. The data were gath-

ered by the SLAC Large Detector (SLD) at the SLAC Linear Collider

(SLC). This accelerator/detector is able to compete with LEP in many

studies, in spite of smaller statistics, due to systematic advantages in-

cluding a tiny and stable interaction region combined with a precise

high-resolution vertex detector, excellent particle identi�cation, and a

highly polarized electron beam.

The papers include studies of:

� factorial and cumulant moments,1

� charged multiplicities produced by b, c, and uds quarks,2

� rapidity gaps,3

� orientations and energy partitions of three-jet events,4

� jet handedness,5

� triple-product correlation in polarizedZ0decays to three jets,6 and

� ��, K�, p, K0, and � production in Z0 decays.7

Comparisons are made to LEP results where appropriate.
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1 Introduction

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the local non-Abelian gauge �eld theory of

quarks and gluons, is now reasonably well-understood and capable of making

many testable predictions. The reaction which is discussed here,

e+e� ! Z0 ! q�q (g) � � � ! hadrons; e:g:; �Kp����b � � � ; (1)

is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The production of q�q by e+e� annihilation

via Z0 exchange is well-understood;  exchange is almost negligible|about 1100

times less probable than Z0 exchange. The resulting \parton showers" [Fig. 1 (i)]

as gluons and further q�q pairs are produced: can be calculated using perturbative

QCD (PQCD), for example, in the Modi�ed Leading Logarithm Approximation.

Next [Fig. 1 (ii)], the partons hadronize in a manner which is not fully understood.

The assumption of Local Parton-Hadron Duality (LPHD), which states that the

distributions of �nal state particles are related in some detail to the original par-

tons, is the source of numerous predictions, some of which will be tested in this

paper. The physical hadrons [Fig. 1 (iii)] produced by the hadronization process

are often unstable and decay into the �nal state particles [Fig. 1 (iv)] which are

observed by the detector. While these decays are well-understood, they add a

considerable complication to the analysis.

Numerous properties of the �nal state particles can be measured and used to

provide information about the reaction that produced them. The SLD at the SLC

is well-equipped to contribute to these investigations.

2 Features of SLD

A cross section of one quarter of the SLD detector is shown in Fig. 2 and an

isometric view in Fig. 3. The characteristics of this detector which are most

important for the results presented here will be briey described. See the original

design report8 for details.

The position of the Interaction Point (IP) at which the e+e� collision takes

place is constrained by the beam size to lie within a region roughly 0.8 �m ver-

tically, 2.6 �m horizontally (\at" beams), and 700 �m along the beam. The

transverse position of the collision region is quite stable, with variations typically

less than 10 �m over periods of a few hours. To determine the transverse position
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accurately, the intersection point of tracks from hadronic events is averaged over

about 30 successive hadronic events. Poor quality tracks are discarded, leaving

about 300 tracks in each �t, constraining the IP to less than 10 �m.

The vertex detector (VXD) consists of 120 million pixels, each 22 �m � 22 �m,

placed in three layers between 2.9 cm and 4.2 cm radius around the beamline.

The VXD has a point resolution of about 5 �m in the plane perpendicular to the

beamline.

The Central Drift Chamber (CDC) has 80 layers of sense wires roughly parallel

to the beamline with 48 layers which are at angles of � 50 mrad to provide stereo

information. The intrinsic accuracy of a hit in the CDC, which tells the distance

of a track from a wire, is 85 �m near the center of a drift cell.

Combining the VXD and the CDC provides an impact parameter resolution

(distance of closest approach of a track to the IP) of (pt in GeV/c):

�r� =
76�m

pt
p
sin�

M
11�m (2)

and, using the magnetic �eld of 6 kG parallel to the beam, a momentum resolution

of:

�pt
pt
� 0:5%pt

M
1:0%: (3)

The Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) uses Cherenkov radiation to

measure the speed of charged particles which, when combined with a momentum

determination, identi�es the particle. The CRID9 will be described in detail later

in this talk.

The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) and Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC)

together serve both as an electromagnetic calorimeter with an energy resolution

of 15% at 1 GeV and an angular resolution of a few milliradians, and a hadronic

calorimeter with an energy resolution of 55% at 1 GeV.

Rather than describe in detail the criteria used for event triggers, track selec-

tion, and event selection for each analysis, typical values are listed here; in no case

do the results depend sensitively on the details.



Fig. 3. The SLD detector (isometric view). The end caps have been removed for

clarity.



Typical Event Trigger: an event is recorded if it passes any of the following

criteria:

1. ELAC > 12 GeV,

2. � 2 tracks reconstructed in the CDC, using only the cell locations, and

3. ELAC > 4 GeV and � 1 CDC track.

Once a trigger is selected, tracks are reconstructed in the CDC and VXD. A

track is selected if it passes all of:

1. DOCA? < 5 cm, DOCAk < 10 cm, ?� perpendicular to the beam,

2. j cos�trk j< 0:80 (37� < �trk < 143�), and

3. p? = p sin �trk > 0:15 GeV/c.

DOCA is the Distance Of Closest Approach of the extrapolated track to the IP.

�trk is the track angle relative to the beam. An event is selected for further analysis

if the following criteria are all met:

1. � 5 selected tracks,

2. j cos�T j< 0:71 (44:8� < �T < 135:2�), and

3. Evis > 20 GeV, using the tracks selected above.

�T is the angle between the thrust axis of the event and the electron beam di-

rection; Evis is the energy calculated from the momentum measured in the CDC

assuming the pion mass for all tracks.

3 Charged Multiplicity

The �rst two papers1,2 concern di�erent aspects of charged multiplicity, the de-

tailed shape of the overall charged multiplicity distribution, and the dependence

of average multiplicities on the avor of the primary qq pair.

Multiplicity distributions contain fundamental information about interactions

and have often been studied.10 The �rst guess|a Poisson distribution based on

stochastic processes|works very badly, as it predicts that the fractional width

should decrease as the multiplicity increases. \KNO scaling,"11 which postulates

that the multiplicity distribution is a universal function of n= < n > and so

predicts a constant fractional width, does much better, but also fails at the highest

energies.



\Factorial and cumulant moments in e+e� ! hadrons at the Z0 resonance"1

follows a proposal of I. M. Dremin12 to make a sensitive test of the shape of the

overall multiplicity distribution. This is the �rst study of Hq, the ratio of the

cumulant moment Kq to the factorial moment Fq:

Hq = Kq=Fq; Fq =
< n(n� 1) � � � (n� q + 1) >

< n >q
=

q�1X
m=0

Cm
q�1Kq�mFm: (4)

Cm
q�1 are the binomial coe�cients, and F0 = F1 = K1 = 1. Hq is predicted to

have the following behavior for the indicated models of particle production.

Poisson NBD DLA NLA NNLA

0 q�k q�2 Minimum at Mininum at

k � 24 q � 5 q � 5,

then oscillates

In this table, NBD is the Negative Binomial Distribution, DLA refers to a

QCD calculation done in leading order (Double Logarithmic Approximation), and

NLA, NNLA refer to Next-to-Leading and Next-to-Next-to Leading Approxima-

tion QCD calculations. These calculations12,14 illustrate the striking sensitivity of

Hq to models whose predictions look quite similar when plotted as simple multi-

plicity distributions.

Monte Carlo (MC) calculations, including a detailed description of the SLD

detector, were used to correct for e�ects introduced by geometrical acceptance

and resolution,  conversions, and particle interactions. Charged decay products

of particles with lifetimes < 3� 10�10 s were included in the multiplicity count.

Figure 4 shows the data with a �t to a NBD distribution. Although the �t is

quite good (k = 24:9� 0:9; < n > = 20:6� 0:1; �2=NDF = 22:9=24), note that

all the measured points for n � 36 are above the �tted curve.

Figure 5 shows the Hq obtained from these data (points with error bars).

Also shown are lines connecting Hq values calculated from the Poisson (dots) and

NBD (dashes) distributions �tted to the multiplicity distribution. The Poisson

distribution, which is identically zero, is unacceptable at q � 3 and, as is especially

clear from the magni�ed view in the inset, NBD is also very poor. Interestingly,

an analysis14 of the multiplicity distribution observed by UA5 in pp interactions

at 546 GeV shows very similar behavior of Hq, including the oscillations. MC
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calculations of the SLD data have shown that the oscillations inHq are not related

to the e�ective truncation at high multiplicity due to the �nite size of the data

sample.

Higher order calculations,13 including the NNLA, describe the shape of the

Hq distribution rather well. These results tend to support both the validity of

QCD at the parton level and the concept of LPHD|the idea that the observable

�nal state distributions reect in some detail the distributions of the underlying

partons.

\Measurement of the charged multiplicities of b, c, and light quark events from

Z0 events"2 tests how the average multiplicities depend on avor.

To obtain uds, b, and c quark enriched samples without bias, divide each event

into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. Then:

� Tag each hemisphere as described below.
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� Use the tag to label the opposite hemisphere; this is necessary to avoid bias.

� Double the count in the labeled hemisphere.

uds and b tags are based on nsig, the number of tracks in a hemisphere with

signi�cant impact parameters, b, where b=�b > 3. The c quark tag is based on

detection of a D+ or D�+. The tags, the resulting number of hemispheres tagged,

and the purity of the tags are summarized in the table.

Quark Tag Purity # Hemispheres

uds nsig = 0 75% 156K

b nsig � 3 94% 8.5K

c D+orD�+ 58% 1.2K

Figure 6 shows the number of hemispheres containing nsig signi�cant tracks

in the data. The shaded bars indicate MC estimates of the quark content of each

nsig bin. The MC is in good agreement with the data and gives estimates of the

purity provided by the nsig cuts.

The counts in the labeled hemispheres are then used to form nuds, nb, and nc,

as well as �nb = nb � nuds and �nc = nc � nuds.

Perturbative QCD (PQCD) in the modi�ed leading logarithm approximation

(MLLA) predicts15 that �nb = nb � nuds and �nc = nc � nuds are independent



Fig. 7. �nb = nb � nuds and �nc = nc � nuds as a function of the center-of-mass

energy. The solid lines are MLLA QCD + LPHD predictions with uncertainties

indicated by the dashed lines. The stars indicate another prediction (see text).

of energy within about 0.1 track. Furthermore, MLLA QCD + LPHD15 and an

alternative approach16 have made de�nite predictions which are summarized in

the table and in Fig. 7.

Ref. These data Ref. 15 Ref. 16

�nb 3:34� 0:13 5:5� 0:8 3.68

�nc 1:37� 0:45 1:7� 0:5 1.01

The data are in reasonable agreement with the predictions within the rather

large errors. As shown in Fig. 7, DELPHI and OPAL are in good agreement

with the SLD numbers. Furthermore, data at lower energies from MARK II and

TASSO are consistent with negligible energy dependence as predicted.



4 A Study of Rapidity Gaps

Events containing large rapidity gaps have been reported at HERA and at Fermi-

lab, where they have been interpreted as evidence for the Pomeron.17,18 Hadronic

events from e+e� annihilation containing large rapidity gaps produced by a color-

screening mechanism are expected to occur at a very small rate.19 This is the

�rst study of rapidity gaps in e+e� annihilations, and it will be useful for the

analysis of the Fermilab/HERA data, since the Pomeron is not expected in e+e�

annihilations.

Figure 8 summarizes the results obtained in this measurement.3 Figure 8(a)

shows the inclusive rapidity distribution of charged tracks in hadronic events,

Fig. 8(b) the average gap (average di�erence in rapidity between neighboring

charged tracks), and Fig. 8(c) the distribution of the largest gap in each event.

As can be seen most clearly in Fig. 8(c), there are many more large gaps than are

predicted by the hadronic MC. However, when contamination from �+�� events

in the hadronic sample are included in the MC, the disagreement disappears.

This data then provides natural spectra for gap distributions which are needed

for the analysis of gap distributions found in hadronic events.

5 Orientation and Energy Partition of Three-Jet

Events

Three-jet events have been studied since 1979 (Ref. 20) when they were used to

support the existence of a spin 1 gluon produced in the reaction e+e� ! Z0 ! qqg.

Similar events measured in the SLD detector have been analyzed in terms of the

energies and orientation angles of the three jets.4

The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC), which covers 98% of the solid angle,

was used for this analysis as it measures the jet energies and angles with good

precision. The events are analyzed by ordering the three jets by their energy in

the overall center of mass: E1 > E2 > E3. Then the Ellis-Karliner angle is formed:

cos �EK =
x2 � x3

x1
; xi = 2Ei=

p
s: (5)

Distributions of these quantities are shown in Fig. 9. These plots show the

data, fully corrected to the parton level, as dots and compare the data with



Fig. 8. The (a) rapidity distribution, (b) average gap distribution, and (c) maxi-

mum gap distribution. A hadronic MC with a 0.3% �+�� contamination provides

an excellent description.
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leading-order predictions assuming vector, scalar, and tensor gluons. The agree-

ment of the data with the predictions for a vector gluon is in all cases satisfactory.

Scalar and tensor �ts are very poor and appear to be excluded, but precise limits

are not feasible without O(�3s) calculations.

6 Jet Handedness

The polarized beam carries with it an obvious handedness. It is not unreasonable

to expect that the high polarization of the electron beam might carry over into

measurable �nal state e�ects. Since there is no complete theory of hadronization

and very few measurements of any spin-dependent quantities, this is a fertile area

for experimental studies.

The �nal three papers reported here5{7 address three speci�c spin-dependent

questions:



� Jet handedness. 
 = ~t � (~k1 � ~k2) to measure spin along the jet axis, ~t, using

the momenta of two particles in the jet, chosen to be sensitive to handedness.

� The triple product ~SZ �(~k1�~k2), where ~k1, ~k2 are the momenta of the highest
and second-highest energy jets.

� A search for a leading particle e�ect to observe ~SZ �~p, where ~p is the momen-
tum of a particle composed of quarks.

SLC/SLD is an ideal place to study asymmetries in Z0 decay as the beam

polarization assures that the partons from Z0 decay are highly longitudinally

polarized. If techniques to observe this polarization could be developed, the spin

dynamics of a variety of hard processes could be studied.

The polarization of the Z0, AZ , is related to the polarization of the beam

electron, Pe�, by:

AZ =
Pe� �Ae

1� Pe�Ae

; Af =
2vfaf

v2f + a2f
; (6)

where vf ; af are the vector and axial vector couplings of fermion f to the Z0;

Ae � 0:16. The following table shows how the large beam polarization at the SLC

produces large forward-backward asymmetries AFB for both u and d quarks, as

well as highly polarized forward/backward quarks.

Pe� AZ AFB(u-type) AFB(d-type) Pq(cos � = �1)
+0.77 +0.70 -0.35 -0.49 � 0.70

-0.77 -0.83 +0.42 +0.58 � 0.83

By contrast, the Z0 polarization at LEP, where the beams are unpolarized, is

only 0.16. So the SLC errors, both statistical and systematic, are reduced by a

factor close to �ve. This reduction in the statistical error could be compensated

at LEP by an increase in the number of events by a factor of about 25; it is not

possible to reduce the systematic errors by any simple technique.

Further, the ability to reverse the sign of the polarization is an extremely

important aid in the further reduction of systematic errors at SLAC. It can be

used to prove that an observed asymmetry is not due to an asymmetry in the

detector or in the analysis.

\An improved limit on jet handedness in Z0 decays"5 doubles the sensitivity

obtained with the 1993 run of the SLD detector.21 The increased accuracy is due



both to the increased statistics and the higher polarization, which increased, on

average, from 0.63 to 0.78, equivalent to a 50% increase in statistics.

Two observables were chosen to study polarization along a jet axis, one based

on the magnitude of the momenta and the other on the charge of the particles.


hel = t̂ � (~k1 � ~k2), where k1 > k2 and t̂ is pointing along the jet axis, has the

same transformation properties as the \helicity-based" polarization:

P
f
hel(cos �) �

�
f
R + �

f
R � �

f
L � �

f
L

�
f
R + �fR + �

f
L + �

f
L

= 2
AZ cos �

1 + cos2 �
: (7)


chi = t̂ � ( ~k+ � ~k�) has the transformation properties of the \chirality-based"

polarization:

P
f
chi �

�
f
R � �

f
R � �

f
L + �

f
L

�
f
R + �

f
R + �

f
L + �

f
L

= �Af (8)

which is independent of cos � and beam polarization. Note that the beam po-

larization at SLC/SLD allows examination of helicity as well as chirality-based

asymmetries; LEP can study only chirality-based asymmetries.

The measure of interest is then:

H = �P =
N
<0 �N
>0

N
<0 +N
>0

; (9)

H is the jet handedness, shown in Fig. 10. P is the expected polarization of the

underlying partons, and � is the analyzing power of the method. The data was

broken up into light-avor jets and heavy-avor jets using the number of nonzero

impact parameters in the opposite hemisphere as described earlier with results

given in the table. The numbers in parentheses are the 95% con�dence upper

limits on the magnitude of the analyzing power.

Analyzing Power

Analysis Light-Flavor Jets Heavy-Flavor Jets All Jets

Helicity +0.005 � 0.017 (.037) +0.025 � 0.019 (.056) �0.006� 0.022 (.047)

Chirality +0.017 � 0.026 (.062) +0.014 � 0.013 (.035) +0.005 � 0.017 (.036)



Fig. 10. Simultaneous �ts to light-avor jets for both signs of the electron beam

polarization.



7 Triple-Product Correlations in Polarized Z0

Decays

This is the �rst measurement of the triple-product correlation in polarized Z0

decays into three hadronic jets.6 The CP-even and T-odd triple product cos! /
~SZ � (~k1 � ~k2) is sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model, which predicts

unobservably small values. Here, ~SZ is the Z0 polarization vector and ~k1, ~k2 are

the largest and second-largest jet momenta. ~SZ is in the direction of the electron

beam polarization.

The variable cos! is even under C and P reversals, and odd under TN , where

TN reverses momenta and spin vectors without exchanging initial and �nal states.

Since that is not a true time-reversal operation, a nonzero value is possible with-

out CPT violation. Though this variable was proposed22 in 1980 as a means of

observing the non-Abelian character of QCD at lower energies, no measurements

have been made since a longitudinally polarized electron beam is required, but

has not been available until now.

The angular distribution expected after integrating over other variables is23:

d�

d cos!
/ (1� 1

3
cos2 !) + � � AZ � cos!; (10)

where ! is the polar angle of the vector along ~k1 � ~k2, and AZ is the spin polar-

ization of the Z0 along the Z axis. Since the sign and magnitude of this term is

di�erent for the two beam helicities, the cos! distribution is examined separately

for the two cases. It has been shown23 that in the Standard Model, � vanishes

identically at tree level, but could have a nonzero value due to contributions from

the interference between tree level and higher-order terms. However, the e�ect

is expected to be very small (j�j < 10�5). Thus, any experimentally observable

nonzero value would indicate physics beyond the Standard Model.

Figure 11 shows the angular distributions for left-handed (Pe� < 0) and right-

handed (Pe� > 0) electron beams for the 1994-1995 data. A �t, also shown in

Fig. 11 and including the 1993 data, yields � = 0:008�0:015 with 95% con�dence

level limits of �0.022 < � < 0.039. These limits take into account the acceptance

and e�ciency of the detector as well as the probability (76.4%) that the jet-energy

ordering mirrors that of the partons.
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Thus, the �rst measurement of the triple-product correlation in polarized Z0

decays to three jets �nds no statistically convincing asymmetry and sets a 95%

con�dence level limit on the rate of TN -odd Z
0 decays to three jets of j�j < 0.039.

8 Production of ��; K�; p; K0; � in Hadronic

Z0 Decays

The SLD detector combined with the SLC has a variety of excellent capabilities

that are useful for identifying di�erent types of particles; most of them were

utilized in the analysis described in this study7:

� Charged hadrons can be identi�ed from the cone angle of their Cherenkov

radiation in a liquid and/or gas radiator as measured in the CRID (Cherenkov

Ring Imaging Detector).

� Light- and heavy-avor events can be isolated using the impact parameter

analysis described earlier using combined drift chamber and vertex detector

reconstruction.



� Samples enriched in quark jets or in antiquark jets can be isolated using the

electron beam polarization and the fact that quarks (antiquarks) prefer to

be left- (right-) handed.

Since it is so vital to this analysis, a short description of the CRID detector is

appropriate. Figure 12 illustrates the principal design features of the barrel CRID.

A charged particle, whose momentum is determined by the central drift chamber,

passes through a liquid radiator producing an average of 11 detected photons.

After passing through a drift box, the particle emits an average of nine detected

photons in a gas radiator. The gas photons are focused back onto a circular image

in the drift box by a set of spherical mirrors; the liquid photons also produce a

roughly circular image due to the fact that the liquid radiator is thin compared

to its distance from the drift box \proximity focusing." The two radiators with

di�erent indices allow particle identi�cation over a wide range of momenta using

the fact that the cone angle of the emitted radiation is given by cos � = 1=n�,

where n is the index of refraction and � is the speed of the particle. The number

of photons expected is also used in identifying particles as the number increases

from zero below threshold to an average of about ten for each of the two radiators

for momenta far above threshold. The main properties of the two radiators are

shown in the table.

Max. Ring Threshold (GeV/c)

Radiator Material Length Index Radius � K p

Liquid C6F14 1 cm 1.277 16 cm 0.18 0.62 1.2

Gas C5F12 � 40 cm 1.0017 3 cm 2.4 8.4 16.0

There are altogether 40 drift boxes and 400 mirrors in the barrel CRID. The

drift boxes have a small amount of Tetrakis diMethylAmine Ethylene (TMAE)

which acts as a photocathode, converting the photons to electrons with a mean

free path of around 1.6 cm.

A maximum likelihood is constructed for each mass hypothesis for each track,

where the product, i, is over all measured photons. We expect nj photons at

angles �j and background b. Particle identi�cation is then based on di�erences in

Lj . For example, LK � L� > 4.5 identi�es the particle as a K and rejects the �

interpretation with 3� con�dence.

$j / �ln
 
nj

n!
e�nj

Y
i

[exp

 �(�i � �j)
2

2�2

!
+ b]

!
: (11)
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In order to correct for the various ine�ciencies, the following formalism was

employed. A MC calculation, including a detailed description of the SLD detector,

including the CRID, gave the number of observed and identi�ed �'s, K's, and

protons for an assumed number of produced �'s, K's, and protons. It is then only

necessary to invert the matrix to obtain the true fractions of �'s, K's, and protons

produced. This formalism can be written as:

0
BBB@

N�

NK

Np

1
CCCA =

2
6664
��� ��K ��p

�K� �KK �Kp

�p� �pK �pp

3
7775nch

0
BBB@

f�

fK

fp

1
CCCA :

" " "
ID'd Particles E�ciencies True Fractions

N� is the number of particles identi�ed by SLD as pions, f� is the fraction

of particles produced which are truly pions, and the matrix [�] is the e�ciency

matrix. ��K is the probability that a producedK is identi�ed as a �. The e�ciency

matrix is not constrained so �fi = 1. This matrix can then be inverted to obtain

an estimate of the true fractions:
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Corrections for electrons and muons, which are sometimes confused with pions,

were made using the MC. Only negative tracks are used below 2 GeV/c as an

appreciable number of slow protons are produced in secondary interactions.

The e�ciencies for identifying particles of type i as type j, where i; j = �, K, p

are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of momentum. The values at a given momentum

from this array of graphs are essentially the e�ciency matrix described above.

Correct identi�cation e�ciencies (i = j) peak near 90% and misidenti�cation rates

are typically less than 5% with a peak value of 9%. These e�ciencies were checked

using pions from K0
s decays with results that agreed with the MC simulation

within the statistical errors.

Figure 14 shows the measured hadron fractions as a function of momentum.

The solid line and dashed line show predictions of the JETSET 7.4 simulation

program,24 both in the standard version, called \Vanilla" and in the \SLD tuned"

version, which includes a better �-decay model and is tuned to better reproduce

a wide range of data from LEP. The lower �gure shows the sum of the e�ciencies.

Since the e�ciencies were not constrained to add up to 1.0, the consistency of the

sum with 1.0 is a check on the validity of the method.

In some momentum regions, it is impossible to distinguish between two of

the three species, so the procedure was reduced to a 2 x 2 analysis. In that

case, only the fraction of the identi�ed species are shown, i.e., protons in the

liquid (gas) analysis above 3 (27) GeV/c and pions in the gas analysis below

10.5 GeV/c. Systematic errors dominate for the liquid points and are comparable

to the statistical errors for the gas points.

Pions dominate at low momentum, but decline gradually to two-thirds by

10 GeV/c. Most of the decline is taken up by the kaon fraction, which rises to

about one-third, whereas the proton fraction remains below one-tenth. These

results are in agreement with results from LEP, where particle identi�cation has

been carried out both using ionization25,26 as shown in Fig. 15 and using ring

imaging27 similar to CRID as shown in Fig. 16. Combining the techniques permits

continuous coverage from 0.2 GeV/c to 35 GeV/c.
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Fig. 13. Identi�cation e�ciencies for charged �; K, and p=p as a function of

momentum for particles identi�ed using the liquid radiator (open circles at lower

momenta) and the gaseous radiator (solid circles). The notationK ! \�" signi�es

true K's which are misidenti�ed as �'s.
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tion loss techniques.
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the DELPHI RICH.

Neutral strange particle production (�=K0) was also measured starting with all

well-measured pairs of oppositely charged particles in the barrel region (j cos �j <
0:80). Other requirements included an acceptable vertex with �t probability

greater than 2%, the V 0 momentum pointing back to the IP, and an e+e� in-

variant mass greater than 70 MeV. The kinematic overlap between �'s and K0

was eliminated using standard techniques.

Figure 17 shows the measured hadron fractions as a function of scaled mo-

mentum xp = 2p=W for the �ve measured species. Cross sections for the charged

hadrons were obtained by multiplying the measured fractions by the total hadronic

cross section generated by JETSET 7.4 (Ref. 24). Note that the cross sections

for charged and neutral kaon production are consistent.

For comparison with QCD+LPHD predictions,28 the analysis was repeated

as a function of � = ln(1=xp). The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 18 and

in general are adequately �t by Gaussians within the point-to-point errors. The

peak positions are listed in the table.

Particle �-Peak Position

�� 3:74� 0:01� 0:04

K0 2:60� 0:02� 0:02

�� 2:63� 0:04� 0:01

This analysis was repeated on high-purity light (uds) and heavy (b) quark sam-

ples which were isolated as described in the section on multiplicity measurements.
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The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 19. Note the higher production of kaons

and pions in the b-tagged sample and lower production of baryons. Except for

the pion peak being lower in the b sample by 0:15� 0:05, there are no signi�cant

di�erences.
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Fig. 19. Preliminary production spectra for samples enriched in Z0 ! uu; dd; ss

(solid symbols), and Z0 ! bb (open symbols).

As a �nal exploitation of the beam polarization, an investigation was carried

out to see if the quark forward-backward asymmetry relative to the beam polar-

ization produces an observable leading-particle e�ect.

Figure 20 shows that fast �'s and protons do indeed tend to follow the quark

direction while fast p's and �'s tend to follow the anti quark direction. The



average asymmetry for p > 10 GeV/c is 0:44� 0:07, thereby giving six standard

deviations evidence for a leading-particle e�ect.
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Fig. 20. The asymmetry between p, �, and their antiparticles in quark-tagged

jets (those in the electron direction for left-handed electrons and in the opposite

direction for right-handed beam polarization). Statistical errors only.

9 Summary

As should be clear from the results presented here, SLD is doing excellent QCD

physics. In many cases, SLD is competitive or even superior to LEP in spite of

the much higher statistics available to the LEP experiments.

Many of the results are limited by systematic errors, even at the statistics

available to SLD. Since the systematics at SLC/SLD are quite di�erent from those



at LEP, independent measurements are well worth doing. This is especially true

because of the quality of the SLD detector and the unique features of SLC/SLD:

� Flavor selection using the number of signi�cant impact parameters has been

highly e�ective due to the tiny beam size, stable beam position, and precise

vertex detector.

� Particle ID has shown high e�ciency.

� The beam polarization has not only produced the best determination of

sin2 �W , but has made possible the demonstration of a leading-particle e�ect

associated with quark jets, and helped to show that other possible spin e�ects

are not easily detectable.

The future looks promising, given success in meeting the following goals:

� A vertex detector with increased coverage, e�ciency, and accuracy.

� Increased statistics, with continuing high beam polarization.

� Reliable operation of both SLC and SLD.
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ABSTRACT

The physics motivation for searches for very rare kaon decays,

either forbidden or suppressed within the Standard Model, is briey

discussed. Simple arguments conclude that such searches probe possi-

ble new forces at a 200 TeV mass scale or constitute a precision test of

the electroweak model. The examples of such processes are decays of

K0

L ! ��e� , K+
! �+�+e� ,K0

L ! �+�� , andK+
! �+��� .

We present the current experimental status and describe the new ef-

forts to reach sensitivities down to one part in 1012. The discussion

is focused on the experimental program at the Alternating Gradient

Synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory, where intense beams

make such studies possible.
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1 Introduction

Experimental con�rmations of a theoretical picture of elementary interactions, the

Standard Model, constitute an undeniable triumph of particle physics. Despite

that, the Standard Model is generally perceived as incomplete or merely a low

energy realization of a more general theory with a full symmetry at some high

energy. There are indeed many basic questions regarding the Standard Model to

which answers will have to come from the outside of the model. With 21 free

parameters in the minimal version of the Model, an overall picture is complicated

and many fundamental questions are obvious: Why are there three quark and

lepton families? Why is the number of families three in both cases? Why are the

masses of constituent fermions and intermediate bosons what they are? Why and

how is CP violated? Why is separate lepton-avor conserved? Etc.

As the consequence of this situation, many new theoretical models (or entire

classes of models) have been proposed over the years. The most successful ones

[i.e., the ones which have survived the challenge of existing experimental data and

make (usually hard to test) predictions of new phenomena] include supersymme-

try,1 technicolor,? left-right symmetry,2 horizontal symmetry,3 compositeness,4

and the most hopeful candidate for the ultimate theory of elementary particles,

superstring theory.5 At the same time, testing of the Standard Model continues

by examining more and more subtle e�ects predicted by it. One such venue is

studying higher-order electroweak (i.e., suppressed) processes. The level at which

they occur subjects the theory to a stringent scrutiny and may lead to observed

inconsistencies pointing towards \new physics." Processes like K+
! �+��� ,

K0

L ! �+�� , and K0

L ! e+e� could be used both ways: to con�rm or

to look beyond the Standard Model. They can shed light on the CP-violation

mechanism|one of the crucial tests of the present theory.

Looking back at the history of elementary particles, one cannot escape a con-

clusion that kaons played a central role in many discoveries. Starting with as-

sociated (strangeness) production and \� � � puzzle," through CP-violation and

GIM-mechanism, the kaon system was essential in establishing the foundations

of the Standard Model. Studies of rare kaon decays continue this physics-rich

tradition. Rare processes provide sensitive tests of new theories and an important

testing ground for the Standard Model. The �eld of rare decays is diverse and

active as it o�ers potential for major discoveries. At the Alternating Gradient



Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), the program is

centered around tests of the separate lepton-avor conservation (K0

L ! ��e� ,

K+
! �+�+e� , �0 ! ��e� ), and measurements of the suppressed elec-

troweak decays (K+
! �+��� , K0

L ! �+�� ). The newest generation of

detectors optimized for these decays is completed, and now the AGS program is

entering the extended data-taking period.

This review focuses on searches and studies of processes pursued by experi-

ments at BNL. Transitions relevant for the CP-violation (like K0

L ! �0e+e� )

are primarily studied at other laboratories and will not be covered here. Some

other recent articles o�er more complete overviews.6;7;8;9

2 Motivation

2.1 Forbidden Processes

Many new theories, or \extensions" of the Standard Model, predict observation

of separate lepton-avor violation. In a variety of theories, as illustrated in Fig. 1,

processes like K0

L ! ��e� or K+
! �+�+e� occur at tree-level. Such decays

are forbidden within the Standard Model although the origin of separate lepton-

avor conservation is not understood. It is not associated with any known symme-

try usually expected to exist behind a conservation law. Decays K0

L ! ��e� or

K+
! �+�+e� have to be mediated by a new intermediate boson, thus explicitly

manifesting a new fundamental force in nature. As such, these processes comprise

some of the most sensitive tests of new theories.

Figure 1 illustrates how some models lead naturally to K0

L ! ��e� . To

construct \a dimensional argument," one can assume a V � A form of a new

interaction and compare it to a copious electroweak decay K+
! �+�� as

shown in Fig. 2:

�(K0

L ! ��e�)

�(K+ ! �+��)
'

"
ff 0=M2

X

g2sin�C=M
2

W

#2
(1)

where �C is the Cabibbo angle, MW the mass of the W boson, and g is the

electroweak coupling. Thus the branching ratio is

B(K�

L ! ��e�) =
�(K�

L ! ��e�)

�(K0
L ! all)

'
�(K+

! �+��)

�(K0
L ! all)

"
ff 0=M2

X

g2sin�c=M
2
W

#2
: (2)
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Fig. 1. Examples of tree-level diagrams leading to the separate lepton-avor vi-

olation in four classes of theories \beyond" the Standard Model: (a) horizontal

symmetry, (b) leptoquarks, (c) supersymmetry, and (d) compositeness.
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Fig. 2. Examples of a tree-level diagram with \horizontal symmetry" leading to

the separate lepton-avor violation K0

L ! ��e� , and a copious electroweak

decay K+
! �+�� .
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Fig. 3. A diagram with \horizontal symmetry" leading to the separate lepton-

avor violation K0

L ! ��e� could also contribute to K0
$ �K0 .

Inserting the known numbers gives

B(K0

L ! �e) ' (1:2� 10�2TeV 4)

"
f2

M2
X

#2 "
f 0

f

#2
: (3)

Assuming for simplicity the same couplings f = f 0 = g turns this comparison

to a speci�c relationship of branching fractions versus the mass scale of the new

interaction

MX ' 220 TeV

"
10�12

B(K0

L ! �e)

#1=4
: (4)

A similar comparison between K+
! �+�+e� and K0

L ! ������ yields

MX ' 86 TeV

"
10�12

B(K+ ! �+��e�)

#1=4
: (5)

Thus sensitivity to rare processes opens a window at interactions at very high

mass scales through virtual e�ects of new particles. It should be emphasized

that K0

L ! ��e� and K+
! �+�+e� provide complementary information on

potential new interactions. The �rst is sensitive to axial-vector or pseudoscalar

couplings; the second is sensitive to vector or scalar couplings.

For completeness, it is worth mentioning that a new force inK0

L ! ��e� may

also contribute to K0
$ �K0 transitions as illustrated in Fig. 3. Thus stringent

limits on MX from �mK exist. However, some theories circumvent this restric-

tion.10 If one assigns \a generation number," G, to leptons and quarks with

G = 1 for (e; �e; u; d), G = 2 for (�; ��; c; s), and G = 3 for (�; �� ; t; b), then

K0

L ! ��e� is a �G = 0, and K0
$ �K0 is j�Gj = 2 transition. If G is con-

served by the new force (representing some unknown symmetry), K0

L ! ��e�

would be allowed without a�ecting K0
$ �K0 .
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Fig. 4. Short-distance diagrams which dominate the transition K+
! �+��� .

2.2 Suppressed Processes

Decays proceeding through a higher-order (loop-level) electroweak transition con-

stitute an essential test of the Standard Model. Rates of decays such as

K+
! �+��� or K0

L ! �+�� [referred to as Flavor-Changing Neutral Cur-

rents (FCNC)] could be used as a check of the theory or to extract some of the

parameters of the theory which are hard to reach through other processes.

The K+
! �+��� decay mode is short-distance dominated11;12;13;14 and

proceeds mainly via diagrams shown in Fig. 4. With QCD corrections known

and small,15 the diagrams depend primarily on the mass of the charm and top

quarks, mt and mc, and the V �

tsVtd product of the elements of the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix. If all uncertainties are included,

the B(K+
! �+��� ) is expected in the range of (0:5 � 5:0) � 10�10. Thus, if

observed, the process can be used to shed more light on mt and the CKM matrix.

K0
L ! �+�� mode has played a crucial role in establishing the multifam-

ily quark content of the theory through the famous Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani

cancellation (\GIM-mechanism").16 The reaction is dominated by an electromag-

netic two-(on-shell)photon transition, as shown in Fig. 5(a), which determines the
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Fig. 5. Diagrams contributing to K0

L ! �+�� : (a) a dominant diagram

which determines the unitarity boundary for this process at (6:8 � 0:3) � 10�9,

(b) short-distance \box" and \penguin" diagrams (similar to K+
! �+��� ),

and (c) representation of long-distance contributions.



unitarity bound for the branching fraction17

�(K0

L ! ��)2

�(K0
L ! )

= �2

�
m�

mK

�
2 1

2�

 
ln
1 + �

1 � �

!2

; (6)

where � =
q
1� 4m2

�=m
2
K . The numerical uncertainty of this process is primar-

ily due to the experimental uncertainty of B(K0

L !  ), measured to be18

B(K0

L !  ) = (5:70� 0:27) � 10�4. So

B(K0

L ! ��)2 = (1:2 � 10�5)B(K0

L ! ) = (6:8� 0:3)� 10�9 : (7)

There are also other contributions to this transition: the short-distance dia-

grams19;20 shown in Fig. 5(b) (similar to the K+
! �+��� diagrams in Fig. 4

where neutrino lines are replaced with muon lines), and the long-distance diagrams

exempli�ed by graphs in Fig. 5(c).

At present, it is not clear how to calculate the long-distance contributions

with uncertainties small enough to extract the short-distance graphs21;22 and thus

obtain information on mt and Vtd. However, theoretical and experimental e�orts

are under way to improve this situation. Determination of K0

L � � �  and

K0

L � � � � vertices from such decays as K0

L ! e+e� , K0

L ! �+�� , and

K0

L ! e+e�e+e� should provide additional guidance for the chiral perturbation

theory so that the extraction of the short-distance part of K0

L ! �+�� may be

feasible.

In summary, the two decay modes K+
! �+��� and K0

L ! �+�� are

complementary: K+
! �+��� is harder experimentally, but cleaner theoretically;

K0

L ! �+�� is presently less well understood theoretically, but the near future

should bring thousands of collected events.

2.3 Searches for New Particles and Other Rare Decays

As a byproduct of searches for rare decays of kaons, other channels are studied. In

particular, modes likeK+
! �+X0 , whereX0 is a new particle, could be exam-

ined. Particular experimental approaches impose certain sensitivity windows for

masses and lifetimes of such new objects. In addition, hermeticity and acceptances

of spectrometers also allow searches for other rare decays like �0 ! ��e� or

measurement of �0 ! e+e� .

Other less rare decay channels like K+
! �+e+e� , K+

! �+�+�� ,

K+
! �+ , K+

! �+�0e+e� , K+
! e+e+e�� , K+

! �+e+e�� ,



K+
! �+�0 , K+

! �+�� , and K+
! �0�+�� are also pursued,

and could either present more stringent tests of the chiral perturbation theory or

provide additional input to advance it for processes like K0

L ! �+�� .

3 Current Best Results

Searches for rare kaon decays have had a very long tradition. As illustrated in

Figs. 6 and 7, the progression of new results is grouped in two time periods. In the

late 1960s to early 1970s, experiments impressively probed branching ratios down

to the 10�8 level. Exhausting detector technology and available beam intensities,

the searches stagnated for about a decade. They were renewed in the early 1980s

when more modern experiments were able to provide faster and better detectors

and data acquisition, and more intense beams became available. Most of the �nal

results from these recent searches have been published. Tables 1, 2, and 3 list

these results. Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 illustrate some of the results in a full form

as published.

The lowest sensitivities have been reached at the AGS at BNL. Results from

KEK played an important role in the early stages of the new generation experi-

ments, but have been ultimately superseded by the BNL experiments. As this

round of experiments exploited the detector and beam capabilities, the three

groups at BNL, equipped with multiyear experience of conducting experiments

with intense beams, embarked on the next round of studies.

The newest upgrades and follow-up experiments have been designed with goals

to reach sensitivities which would \close the discovery window" for allowed pro-

Decay mode 90% C.L. limit Reference

K0

L ! ��e� < 3:3 � 10�11 BNL E79123

< 9:4 � 10�11 KEK E13724

< 1:9 � 10�9 BNL E78025

K+
! �+�+e� < 2:1 � 10�10 BNL 77726

K+
! �+X0 < 5:2 � 10�10 BNL 78727

X
0 weakly interacting

Table 1. Summary of best limits of searches beyond the Standard Model.
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Decay mode BR or 90% C.L. limit Reference

K+
! �+��� < 2:4� 10�9 BNL E78727

K0

L ! �+�� (6:86 � 0:37) � 10�9 BNL E79128

(7:9� 0:6(stat:)� 0:3(sys:))� 10�9 KEK E13729

K0

L ! e+e� < 4:1 � 10�11 BNL E79130

< 1:6 � 10�10 KEK E13724

< 1:2� 10�9 BNL E78031

Table 2. Summary of best results on processes suppresed within the Standard

Model.

Decay mode BR or or 90% C.L. limit Reference

K+
! �+X0 < 1:5� 10�8� BNL E85132

X0
! e+e� 150 MeV < mX0 < 340 MeV

K+
! �+X0 < 1:6� 10�6 BNL E78733

X0
!  0 MeV < mX0 < 150 MeV

K+
! �+ < 1:0� 10�6 BNL E78733

K+
! �+H0 < 1:5� 10�7 BNL E78734

H ! �+�� 220 MeV < mX0 < 320 MeV

�0 ! ��e� < 1:6� 10�8 BNL E77726

K+
! �+e+e� (2:75 � 0:23(stat:)� 0:13(syst:))� 10�7 BNL E85132

�0 ! e+e� (6:9� 2:3(stat:)� 0:6(syst:))� 10�8 BNL E85135

�0 ! e+e� (7:6+3:9�2:8(stat:)� 0:5(syst:))� 10�8 FNAL E79936

(mee=m�0)
2 > 0:95

Table 3. Summary of other searches and limits from the rare K decay

experiments.(� 99% C.L.)



Fig. 8. Final results from BNL E791. The top �gure is a scatter plot of p2T vs.

M�e for K
0

L ! ��e� candidates24 (pT is a missing transverse momentum of the

reconstructed �nal-state pair). The bottom �gure shows the K0

L ! �+�� mass

peak of > 700 events29 (an angle �K points in the direction of the missing trans-

verse momentum and is equivalent to pT ). The rectangular signal boxes surround

MK = 0.497 MeV/c2 and pT = 0 (or �K = 0).



Fig. 9. Final results from BNL E777. The scatter plots of the variable S vs.

invariant mass (S is the rms distance of closest approach of three track combina-

tions to a common vertex). The top �gure shows K+
! �+���0 decays; the

bottom K+
! �+�+e� candidates.27



Fig. 10. Final results from BNL E787. Charged-track range vs. kinetic energy

for (a) data and (b) K+
! �+��� Monte Carlo for events satifying the selection

criteria and having measured momentum211 � P� � 243 MeV/c. The rectangular

box indicates the search region for K+
! �+��� and K+

! �+X0 (MX0 �0).

The horizontal and vertical dashed lines in (b) are the theoretical end-points of

K+
! �+��� in range and energy, respectively.28



Fig. 11. Limits from the other searches from BNL E787: (a) the 90% C.L. upper

limits on B(K+
! �+X0 ) as a function of MX0 and various X0 lifetimes;28

(b) the 90% C.L. upper limit on K+
! �+H0 with H ! �� as a function

of mH ;
35 (c) the 90% C.L. upper limit on K+

! �+X0 with X0
!  for

di�erent X0 lifetimes as a function of mass mX0. The dashed curve shows the

upper limit for the combined branching ratio K+
! �+H0 and H0

! :34



cesses (K+
! �+��� and K0

L ! e+e� ) and probe branching fractions at the

10�12 level (K0

L ! ��e� and K+
! �+�+e� ). The new experiments have

been commissioned and started the data-taking period which will extend into the

near future. In the following part of this article, these experimental e�orts will be

briey discussed.

4 Experiments in Progress

4.1 AGS

Alternating Gradient Synchrotron at BNL provides the beam for the rare kaon

experiments. The accelerator was commissioned in 1960 and originally provided

1010 protons per pulse. The AGS has been continuously upgraded, conforming

to new technology and new experimental requirements. The �250 m diameter

synchrotron ring can now accelerate protons (up to 33 GeV/c, but more reliably

at 24 GeV/c), polarized protons (up to 22 GeV/c) and heavy ions (gold ions up

to 14.5 GeV/c per nucleon). In the future, the AGS complex will provide an

injector system to the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) currently under

construction.

The AGS has recently completed another phase of upgrades|construction

of a new rf system and an injector ring, known as the Booster. The Booster

increases the proton energy for injection to the AGS from 0.2 GeV to 1.5 GeV,

and quadruples the AGS intensity by using four bunches in one AGS acceleration

cycle. The new intensity record of 6:3 � 1013 protons per pulse was reached

during the 1995 proton run and exceeds the design goal. The 24 GeV/c primary

proton beam is delivered about every 3.2{3.6 seconds over 1.2{1.6 second-long

\slow" extraction, assuring about 40% duty cycle. Essentially, the entire new

AGS intensity is necessary to support adequately the kaon program.

4.2 The K0
L
! ��e� Experiment (E871)

The primary goal of E87137;38 is to search for separate lepton-avor violation

in the decay K0
L ! ��e� . The two-arm spectrometer is optimized for this

search and should reach a single-event sensitivity of 10�12, probing new forces in

nature in the 200 TeV mass range. Other decays, such as K0
L ! �+�� and



K0

L ! e+e� , can also be studied. For the former, a sample of several thousand

decays is expected to be recorded. For the latter, predicted by the Standard Model

to occur at � 3 � 10�12 level, the experiment should detect the �rst few events

ever.

The main source of background for K0

L ! ��e� is the copious Ke3

(K0

L ! ��e��e ) decay which has a branching ratio B(K0

L ! ��e��e ) =

38.7%.18 If this decay proceeds in a way that the neutrino has very little energy

in the laboratory frame, and the pion either decays � ! ��� or is misidenti�ed

as a muon, the observed �nal state contains a muon-electron pair. Theoretically,

if experimental resolutions are ignored, the reconstructed invariant mass of the

muon-electron pair, M�e, could approach the mass of the parent kaon to within

8.4 MeV/c2. Equally dangerous is the case in K0

L ! ��e��e decay when both

charged particles are misidenti�ed. If the pion is mistaken by an electron, and the

electron is mistaken for a pion, the invariant mass of this doubly-misidenti�ed pair

is not bounded by the kaon mass, MK, and could exceed MK if momentum of a

pion is much larger than momentum of an electron. Analogously, the background

forK0

L ! �+�� originates in (a)K0

L ! ��e��e if � ! ��� and the electron is

mistaken for a muon or (b) in K�3 decays K
0

L ! ������ (B(K0

L ! ������ )

= 27.0%18) if the pion decays or is mistaken for a muon. The background for

K0

L ! e+e� is due to K0

L ! ��e��e with one of the pions mistaken for

an electron, and ironically, from other rare processes: K0

L ! e+e�e+e� and

K0

L ! e+e� which occur at18 (9:1� 0:5)� 10�6 and (3:9� 0:7)� 10�8, respec-

tively.

To reach 10�12, an experiment has to assure e�cient background rejection. The

essential requirements on an apparatus are good kinematics reconstruction and

reliable particle identi�cation, both to be accomplished in a high rate environment.

The spectrometer for E871, shown in Fig. 12, has been designed to satisfy such

demands.37 E871 is the successor to E791, which set a 90% C.L. upper limit for

B(K0

L ! ��e� ) at 3.3 � 10�11 (see Table 1). The experiment has been fully

commissioned for the 1995 AGS running cycle. The main features of the new

apparatus, shown in Fig. 12, are:

� two magnets for momentum-�nding and providing \parallelism" (see below)

of two-body decays,

� a beam-stop placed in the �rst magnet to absorb the entire neutral beam,



� redundant �nely-segmented fast straw drift chambers and conventional drift

chambers in regions of low rate,

� redundant particle identi�cation of muons and electrons,

� multilevel trigger with fast on-line reconstruction, and

� fast custom-designed massively parallel data acquisition system.

The neutral kaon beam is produced by an intense primary�24 GeV/c beam of

about 1.7 �10 13 protons delivered onto a (1.5 interaction-length) platinum target.

A system of sweeping magnets and collimators placed at 3.75� with respect to the

proton beam direction forms the neutral beam with mostly neutrons and kaons.

Particles emerging from the 11 m long evacuated \decay volume" are tracked and

identi�ed in a two-magnet spectrometer. The neutral beam is absorbed in the

beam stop specially designed and tested for this con�guration.39 The strengths

of the magnetic �elds (+440 MeV/c and �230 MeV/c) imposes that trajecto-

ries of two-body kaon decays emerge nearly parallel downstream of the second

magnet. Such an arrangement simpli�es triggering and provides the �rst rejec-

tion stage of the three-body decays. The intense primary proton beam produces

�2 � 107 KL decays per the AGS pulse37 resulting in high hit rates in the up-

stream straw drift chambers. In addition, rates in chambers result from leakage of

low-energy particles (charged, neutrons, and photons) from the beam-stop. The

beam-stop shields the downstream part of the spectrometer, where the rates are

substantially reduced. This minimizes the probability of pattern-recognition or

particle-identi�cation errors.

Particle identi�cation of electrons and muons uses redundancy to minimize

errors. Particles to be identi�ed as electrons are required to have hits in a thresh-

old Cherenkov counter �lled with hydrogen (muons with momenta larger than

6.3 GeV/c and pions with momenta above 8.3 GeV/c can also produce Cherenkov

radiation). In addition, electron candidates are identi�ed with a segmented two-

layer lead-glass calorimeter. Total energy deposited in lead-glass has to be con-

sistent with the momentum measured from the reconstructed trajectory in the

magnetic �eld. The K0

L ! ��e��e and K0

L ! ������ modes provide a

constant calibration source for this system. Muons are identi�ed as particles pen-

etrating (the iron slabs in the upstream part and marble slabs in the remaining

part of) the \muon range �nder." Scintillation hodoscopes are located at depths

of material corresponding to muon momenta of 0.75, 0.94, 1.4, 2.8, and 5.8 GeV/c.



Fig. 12. BNL E871 apparatus.
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Fig. 13. Preliminary results from BNL E871 show the K0

L ! �+�� invariant

mass distribution with resolution of about 1.2 MeV/c2.

Proportional drift tubes are placed throughout the range stack providing 5% mea-

surement resolution of the penetration range. The range of the particle, its tim-

ing, and trajectory have to be consistent with the kinematics determined from

the magnetic spectrometer. The power of the background suppression comes also

from kinematics: quality of reconstructed trajectories, consistency of momenta

measured in two magnets, quality of the vertex, missing transverse momentum,

and reconstructed invariant mass of the �nal-state particles.

The custom-designed data acquisition system used by E871 is the same as for

E791.40 Briey, fast conversion-time front-end ADC's, TDC's, and latches are

sparsely read out into dual-port memories residing in VME crates and serviced by

Silicon Graphics V-35 processors. Once the memory bu�er is �lled with trigger

events, a software algorithm reconstructing kinematics is applied. Events passing

loose invariant-mass and angular requirements are retained as candidate events.

A certain fraction of minimum bias events is unconditionally retained and ulti-
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Fig. 14. The number of reconstructed K0

L ! �+�� events in E871 as a function

of the beam intensity42 measured in units of Tp (1 Tp = 1012 protons) on target

per spill. The experiment typically operates �100% live at �17 Tp.

mately used for the sensitivity measure of the experiment. With 17 � 1012 protons

on target, there are about 750 k nonparallel triggers formed by the coincidences

in trigger hodoscopes. The requirement of parallelism (i.e., position correlations

between scintillator slats hit in the upstream and downstream trigger banks) re-

duces this number to about 200 k. Further position-correlated coincidences with

the Cherenkov counter and/or muon hodoscopes form about 12 k triggers which

are read out during the AGS spill of 1.2{1.6 seconds. About 400 events per spill

are retained and written to tape as either candidate events, minimum bias events,

or calibration events. E871 collected data between January and mid-June of the

1995 AGS and the o�ine analysis is currently under way. Preliminary results, as

shown in Figs. 13 and 14, indicate that the apparatus operates at the expected

level.41



4.3 The K+
! �+�+e� Experiment (E865)

Experiment 86542;43 is an upgrade of the previous experiments E777 and E851.

The new spectrometer has been designed with the goal of reaching 10�12 single-

event sensitivity in the channel K+
! �+�+e� . Observation of such a decay

would explicitly demonstrate lepton-avor violation. Due to the helicity structure

of the hadronic currents, this mode is sensitive to scalar or vector interactions,

while K0

L ! ��e� process tests pseudoscalar or axial-vector forces making the

two searches complementary. As argued earlier,K+
! �+�+e� probes the mass

scale of 86 TeV (Eq. 5) at the 10�12 branching fraction.

The background to K+
! �+�+e� process comes primarily from

K+
! �+���0 and K+

! �+�0 . If in the � -decay (K+
! �+���0 )

one of the �+ mesons decays in ight (� ! ��� ) or is misidenti�ed as a muon,

and �� is misidenti�ed as an electron, the observed �nal-state particles are �+,

�+, and e�. Similarly, in the K+
! �+�0 case, if �+ decays or is misidenti�ed

as a muon, and �� decays via a Dalitz mode �0 ! e+e� , and e+ is mistaken

for �+, this leads again to the same e�ective �nal state which mimics the real

K+
! �+�+e� . The latter source hints at the necessity to conduct the search

of the �+e� and not the ��e+ pair. This stems from the fact that the K+

e3 de-

cay (K+
! �0e+�e ) mode has a branching fraction of B(K+

! �0e+�e )

= 4.82 � 0.06)% and thus is the source of positrons at a factor of �20 higher

level than the Dalitz source of electrons. It is worth mentioning that a search for

K+
! �+��e+ conducted in the mid-1970s set an impressive 90% C.L. upper

limit for this process at44 6:9� 10�9.

This charge asymmetry propagates into the detector design. Figure 15 shows

the spectrometer designed and commissioned by the E865 collaboration. The key

features of the apparatus are:42;45

� the left arm of the spectrometer, to which negative particles are deected

by the �rst magnet, is optimized for an electron identi�cation (or ��=e�

separation);

� the right arm (with positive particles) is optimized for a muon and pion

identi�cation (or e+=�+ separation);

� two dipole magnets with pT kick of +250 MeV and �250 MeV provide the

charge separation and a momentum measurement; and

� redundant particle identi�cation employs two sequential threshold Cherenkov



Fig. 15. BNL E865 apparatus.



counters, electromagnetic calorimeter, and muon range stack.

The 6 GeV/c K+ beam was substantially upgraded for E865. It delivers kaons

with about 5% momentum spread. For 1 � 1013 protons on target, the ux of

K+ is about 6 � 107, with about 2 � 109 protons and pions. K+ decay products

pass through the �rst dipole magnet which deects negatively charged particles

to the left, and positively charged particles to the right. A particle to be iden-

ti�ed as an electron is required to induce signals in two left-arm hydrogen-�lled

Cherenkov counters. In addition, the electromagnetic calorimeter (\shishkebab"

con�guration of the lead-scintillator tiles with a �ber readout) should reconstruct

deposited energy consistent with the momentum measured in the upstream part

of the spectrometer, where particles are tracked using proportional wire chambers

with resistive Mylar cathode. The right-arm particle identi�cation is designed to

discriminate against positrons. The two right-side Cherenkov counters are �lled

with CH4 providing the momentum threshold for muons at 3.7 GeV, which is

near the upper end of the muon momentum spectrum for K+
! �+�+e� .

Further, the electromagnetic calorimeter and muon stack with scintillation ho-

doscopes and proportional wire chambers provide additional discrimination. The

experiment ran with about 2� 106 three-particle trigger-counter coincidences per

spill. Additional coincidences with Cherenkov counters, muon hodoscopes, and

PWC's suppressed the trigger rate to about 1000 per spill. About 80% live-time

events were read out and processed by a farm of processors which discarded events

useless for further o�ine analysis, leaving about 50% triggers written to tape.

E865 collected data March through mid-June 1995. In addition to lepton-

avor violation, the E865 collaboration plans to study a number of less-rare de-

cay modes which could provide an important input (or tests) of chiral pertur-

bation theory. These modes include K+
! �+e+e� , K+

! �+e+e� ,

K+
! �+�+�� , K+

! �+ , K+
! �+�0e+e� , K+

! e+e+e�� , and

K+
! �+e+e�� . Figure 16 shows a preliminary result of K+

! �+e+e�

reconstruction from a fraction of collected data.45

4.4 The K+
! �+��� Experiment (E787)

Experiment 78746 is a continuing e�ort started in the mid-1980s. The primary

goal of the experiment is to make the �rst observation of the K+
! �+��� decay

mode. This GIM-suppressed decay is expected at � 10�10 level, but the �nal state



Fig. 16. Preliminary results from E865|a sample of reconstructed events

K+
! �+e+e� from a fraction of the collected data in 199546.



Fig. 17. Range and momentum spectra of �+ from K+
! �+��� and from the

major sources of backgrounds.

presents formidable experimental challenges. With well-understood underlying

theory and a measured mass of the top quark, the observation of even a few

events could be turned into a measurement of the Vtd of the CKM matrix.

Because of the weak topological constraints, the search for K+
! �+��� is

carried with a stopping K+ beam, and with the limited range of pion momenta

above theK+
! �+�0 peak. As illustrated in Fig. 17, most of theK+

! �+���

phase-space lies below the K+
! �+�0 momentum peak of 205 MeV/c, but the

severe background due to �+ from K+
! �+�0 (�+ can interact with the

detector material and shift down its energy) makes this region experimentally

di�cult at low sensitivities. The main background above the K+
! �+�0 peak

is due to misidenti�ed muons from K+
! �+�� and K+

! �+�� , as

well as from mismeasured �+'s from K+
! �+�0 if the two photons from ��

are missed. In addition, pions in the beam can be mistaken for kaons. Also,

misidenti�ed muons and/or protons originating from K+n ! K�p and followed

by K0

L ! �� pose a background threat.

The experimental approach undertaken by the E787 collaboration empha-

sizes:47



� redundant determination of the pion kinematics by independent measure-

ments of the pion's momentum, kinetic energy, range, and dE=dx,

� observation and measurement of timing and range relationships of the � !

�! e decay sequence, and

� nearly 4� solid-angle photon hermeticity of the apparatus.

The present E787 apparatus is shown in Fig. 18. This is an upgraded version

of the spectrometer used in 1989{1991.48 Two electrostatic separators are used

to deliver 800 MeV/c K+'s. The beam provides three times more kaons than

pions. Kaons are identi�ed by Cherenkov and dE=dx counters placed in the

beam. Passing the BeO degrader, kaons are stopped in an active target made of

scintillation �bers located in the center of the apparatus. The target is surrounded

by the central drift chamber covering about 2� solid-angle and used to determine

momenta of particles through trajectory curvature in the 1 T solenoidal magnetic

�eld in the apparatus. Further, in the central (barrel) part of the apparatus, a

scintillator range stack is used to provide kinetic energy and range measurement

of pions. In addition, pions are distinguished from muons by identifying the

� ! � ! e decay sequence using 500 MHz transient digitizers. Finally, photon

detectors (lead-scintillator stack in the barrel part, and CsI blocks in the endcap)

assure hermeticity to photons.

The thickness of the stack is optimized to catch pions with momentum 214 �

P� � 231 MeV/c and range 34 � R� � 40 cm in the scintillator, and to achieve

�1 cm range resolution. Additional constraints on tagging of transitions �+ ! �+

and �+ ! e+ in transient digitizers, beam and photon vetoing bring an overall

acceptance for K+
! �+��� to only few % level. E787 took data with an

upgraded apparatus between January and mid-June 1995. The beam provided

about 1.3 million stoppingK+'s per spill. A multilevel trigger reduced this number

to about a couple of hundred events which were written to tape. Figure 19 shows

an example of improvement in timing and energy resolutions achieved in the 1995

data. Besides the K+
! �+��� mode, the collaboration will also study several

other topologically and kinematically related kaon decay modes. For example,

K+
! �+X0 would give similar signature to K+

! �+��� if X0 is a weakly

interacting (new) particle. Motivated by their signi�cance in chiral perturbation

theory, and the fact that they are experimentally accessible at the same time

as K+
! �+��� decays, channels like K+

! �+�+�� , K+
! �+�0 ,



Fig. 18. BNL E787 apparatus.
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Decay mode Projected Sensitivity Experiment

K0

L ! ��e� � 1� 10�12 E871

K0

L ! e+e� � 1 � 10�12.

K0

L ! �+�� several thousand events

K+
! �+�+e� � 1� 10�12 E865

K+
! �+��� � 1� 10�10 E787

Table 4. Projected sensitivities of the three experiments at the AGS.

K+
! �+ , K+

! �+�� , and K+
! �0�+�� will be studied.

5 Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a brief summary of best results and described current exper-

iments at the AGS at BNL in the area of very rare kaon decays. This active

program, which was started in the early 1980s, has brought a major advance-

ment in testing \rare physics" within the Standard Model and in searching for

processes outside of it. The current round of experiments will probe mass scales

unattainable in direct searches and will possibly observe the lowest particle decay

branching fraction of any kind. Table 4 summarizes sensitivities expected for the

main rare decay modes studied by the three collaborations at BNL.

For the currently scheduled running, Expriment 871 should be able to reach

10�12 single event sensitivity in K0

L ! ��e� , probing �200 TeV mass scale for

the new interactions. Reaching low branching ratios will allow us to collect several

thousands of K0

L ! �+�� events and substantially improve the branching ratio

measurement. In addition, the �rst observation of K0

L ! e+e� expected at

� 3 � 10�12 should be possible. Complementarily, the near future of Experiment

865 should bring the ability to probe �80 TeV mass range inK+
! �+�+e� and

study other decays to test and expand the reliability of chiral perturbation theory.

With improved capabilities, the collaboration is considering also studying CP

asymmetries in K+
! �+���0 . Experiment 787 plans a continuing program

of upgrades and expects ultimately to measure the B(K+
! �+��� ) with

20% uncertainty. This will be an important test of the Standard Model and

will provide an important input to determining the ts�Vtd quantity of the CKM



matrix, shedding more light onto the current picture of the CP violation.

I would like to thank L. Littenberg and M. Zeller for providing useful infor-

mation, and J. Ritchie for comments on the manuscript.
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RECENT RESULTS FROM THE CMD-2

DETECTOR AT THE VEPP-2M COLLIDER

E. P. Solodov

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

Representing the CMD-2 Collaboration

ABSTRACT

The general-purpose detector CMD-2 is taking data at the Novosibirsk

VEPP-2M e+e� collider in the energy range 360{1400MeV, with lumi-

nosity of � 5:0� 1030 cm�2 s�1 for the � resonance region. Data from

� 1500 nb�1 of integrated luminosity around 1.02 GeV and � 500 nb�1

in the 600{1000 MeV range have been collected and preliminary anal-

yses performed. We present progress in studies of the � meson and

KSKL systems:

(a) measurement of the � meson parameters;

(b) searches for � rare decays. The new upper limits B(� ! �0) <

2:4� 10�4; B(� ! �+���+��) < 1:0� 10�4, and B(� ! f0) <

8� 10�4 have been obtained;

(c) the study of the KL interactions in the CsI calorimeter;

(d) with the help of 32,340 tagged KS, the semi-rare decay of KS !
�+�� has been observed with a branching ratio of (1:82� 0:49)�
10�3; and

(e) selection of events with KSKL coupled decays and interactions.

The regeneration cross section of the low momentaKL was found

to be �Bereg = 63� 19 mb.

Data from the 600{1000 MeV energy range are used for high-

accuracy measurement of the e+e� annihilation cross section, and the

preliminary analysis is presented in this paper.

c1995 by E. P. Solodov.



1 Introduction

The VEPP-2M collider at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk,

Russia, shown in Fig. 1, covers the center-of-mass energy range from the two-pion

threshold up to 1400 MeV (Ref. 1). Experiments at this collider yielded a number

of important results in e+e� physics, including the most precise pion form factor

measurements2 and studies of the �, !, and � meson decays.3,4 During 1988-92,

it was upgraded to allow higher positron currents and injection of the electron

and positron beams directly at the beam energy, rather than at lower energies

and acceleration after injection. After installation of the new booster, VEPP-

2M has peak luminosity L � 5:0 � 1030 cm�2s�1 at 40 mA per beam at the �

center-of-mass energy.
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Fig. 1. The layout of the VEPP-2M collider at the Budker Institute of Nuclear

Physics in Novosibirsk.



In this paper, we present some preliminary results from two energy regions:

one is the relatively narrow region around the � meson resonance, and the second

is the region from 600 to 1000 MeV, essential for the measurements of the total

hadron cross section in the VEPP-2M energy range.

2 Physics Motivation

The physics program of the CMD-2 detector is very rich; below we consider only

some of the many aspects of the � meson, and the total cross section of the e+e�

annihilation into hadrons which will be studied.

As realized at the very early stages of the � meson studies at colliding beam

machines, KSKL pairs (� 34% of all � decays) may be used as a new source for

observing CP and CPT violation. These suggestions, including studies of quantum

mechanical correlations, were discussed in papers5,6 when the electron-positron

collider at Novosibirsk VEPP-2M was under construction. The coupled decays

of the KSKL mesons will allow the demonstration of the quantum mechanical

correlations of the two particle decays (Einstein-Podolosky-Rosen paradox).7

The idea of constructing a more intensive source of �mesons has been discussed

by many authors.8,9 The ux of events at these so-called \�-factories," now under

construction,10,11 will provide an opportunity to make new precise measurements

of a possible direct component in the decay of the KL ! �+��; �0�0 (�0=�), as

well as the observation of the CP-violating three pion decays of the KS for the

�rst time. The study of the oscillations in the joint decay distributions could give

information about real and imaginary parts of any CPT-violating amplitude.

At the VEPP-2M collider, which could be considered as a pre-�-factory, with

the CMD-2 detector, we have been proceeding step-by-step to prepare for work at

the �-factory which is now under construction. Studies of upgraded detectors and

accelerators are in progress, including an intermediate � 1032 luminosity collider

for investigating the use of round beams, an important ingredient in the planned

Novosibirsk �-factory project.12,13

With the CMD-2 detector, the neutral kaons from � decays are under study,

and the coupled KSKL decays have been observed for the �rst time. The attempt

to select the KL ! �+�� decays again emphasized problems with the semileptonic

decay mode background as well as a high level of neutral kaon nuclear interac-

tions, including regeneration of KL into KS. The opening of this kinematic region

for the neutral kaon interactions study has been an additional argument for the

construction of �-factories, and we anticipate that the results obtained from the



data now in hand will be important in planning for �-factory detectors and for

physics strategies.

A possible problem with a measurement of �0=� at the level of 10�4{10�5 would

be an admixture of C = +1 into the �nal state, giving a component of KSKS

instead of the desired KSKL. Although e�cient experimental cuts can reduce the

e�ects of such an admixture,14,15 a component as large as 5� 10�5 of a C = +1

state would give a dominant contribution to the uncertainty of �0=� at the level of

the planned �-factory experiments.15 The contamination from such a C-evenK-K

mode has been estimated by several authors as giving generally lower values,8,16{18

but there are no experiments con�rming these results.

The decay of the � ! f0  with f0 decaying to two kaons is too small to be

seen at the VEPP-2M collider, and we hope to study the decay of �! f0  with

a subsequent decay of the f0 to two charged pions.19 The two charged pion decay

mode can be related to the two kaon decay and a limit on the C-even two kaon

�nal state may be found. Estimates for the branching ratio of � ! f0 range

from very small to as high as 2.5 x 10�4 (Refs. 16{18).

The study of the f0 is interesting by itself. The 20% decay probability into

a two kaon �nal state seems puzzlingly high if f0 is a member of the S = 0 and

I = 0 meson nonet. Various explanations for this large coupling to kaons have

been advanced,16{18,20 including the idea that f0 is really made of four quarks,

with a \hidden strangeness" component: (f0 = ss(u u + d d)=
p
2); or that it

may be a K-K molecule. A limit from VEPP-2M will help to distinguish between

these di�erent possibilities.

With expected high luminosity at the �-factories, rare decay modes of � can

be measured with high accuracy. For example, a measurement of the B(� !
�0) would give important information about quark structure of light mesons and
possible contributions from gluonium states (if any). Our new data obtained with

the present statistics already improve upper limits for this process, as well as for

�! �+���+�� and �! f0.

The data from the low-energy region from two pion production threshold up

to 1400 MeV (maximum energy provided by VEPP-2M) are important both for

the search of rare decays of the light vector mesons and for the calculation of the

dispersion integral that relates the cross section of e+e� annihilation into hadrons

to the value of the hadronic vacuum polarization. This value plays an important

role in the interpretation of the fundamental Standard Model parameters and the

evaluation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon,21,22 which will be

measured in the E821 experiment at BNL with an extremely high precision of



0.35 ppm. To evaluate the contribution of the hadronic vacuum polarization to

the muon g-2 with the same accuracy, a systematic error in hadronic cross section

should be less than 0:5%, because the total hadronic muon contribution to g-2

was recently re-evaluated and was found to be 72 � 1.6 ppm (Ref. 23). The main

part of this contribution comes from the energy range which is provided by the

VEPP-2M collider. The data on the cross section e+e� ! �+�� in the energy

range between � and � mesons were obtained with the CMD-2 detector, and a

preliminary analysis is presented in this paper.

3 The CMD-2 Detector

The CMD-2 detector has been described in more detail elsewhere.6,24 The main

systems of the detector are shown in Fig. 2.

The CsI barrel calorimeter with 6 x 6 x 15 cm3 crystal size is placed outside a

0.4 r.l. superconducting solenoid with a 1 Tesla azimuthally symmetric magnetic

�eld. The endcap calorimeter is made of 2:5�2:5�15 cm3 BGO crystals and was

not installed for the data presented here. The drift chamber inside the solenoid

has about 250 � resolution transverse to the beam and 0.5{0.6 cm longitudinally.

The muon range system uses the streamer tubes and has 1{3 cm spatial resolution.

The collected sample of the Bhabha events was used for the calibration and

determination of the reconstruction e�ciency in the drift chamber and in the

calorimeter. A momentum resolution of 6{8% for 500 MeV/c charged particles

and energy resolution of about 10% for gammas in the CsI calorimeter have been

obtained.

The integrated luminosity collected in 1992{1993 at � was mostly used for

the detector study and software development. Not all detector systems were

running properly, and data presented here are still preliminary|better detector

understanding and better reconstruction programs available now will give results

with less systematic errors.

About 7:2 � 107 triggers were recorded at the � meson region. The total

integrated luminosity, determined by selection of Bhabha events, was found to be

1500 nb�1.

The largest part of the integrated luminosity (� 1200 nb�1 in the 14 energy

points around � mass) has been collected during the 1993 summer runs and was

used for studies of rare decay modes of �, coupled decays in the KSKL system,

and nuclear interactions of neutral kaons.



Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical cross sections of the CMD-2 detector. (1) vacuum

chamber; (2) drift chamber; (3) Z-chamber; (4) main solenoid; (5) compensating

solenoid; (6) storage ring lenses; (7) calorimeter; (8) muon range system; and

(9) magnet yoke.



The 1994{1995 runs were dedicated mostly to measurements of the total

hadronic cross section at the energies below � resonance. The integrated lumi-

nosity about � 500 nb�1 was collected; the experimental conditions are described

below.

4 � Meson Parameters

The main branching ratios of the � have been measured using � 300 nb�1 of

integrated luminosity, collected in 1992. It was the �rst time when four major

decay modes of � were measured in one experiment. The event selection and other

details may be found in Ref. 25. The following results were obtained:

m� = 1019.380 � 0.034 � 0.048 MeV,

�tot = 4.409 � 0.086 � 0.020 MeV,

�(�! K+K�) = 1993 � 65 � 82 nb,

�(�! KSKL) = 1360 � 25 � 49 nb,

�(�! 3�) = 656 � 24 � 30 nb ,

�(�! �) = 47.9 � 3.5 � 3.2 nb, and

�!�� = (147 � 16)o.

The �rst error represents the uncertainty, and the second the systematic un-

certainty. The relative phase of !�� mixing in the three pion channel is in good

agreement with the most precise measurement presented in Ref. 4, where �� =

(155 � 15)o. The experimental cross sections of the � production in the di�erent

modes, together with �t functions, are shown in Fig. 3.

All the major decay modes were simultaneously measured in one experiment;

therefore, the branching ratios can be obtained as ratios of integrals over exci-

tation curves independently of the width of the �. The uncertainties due to the

luminosity measurements are:

B(�! K+K�) = 49.1 � 1.2%,

B(�! KSKL) = 33.5 � 1.0%,

B(�! 3�) = 16.2 � 0.8%,

B(�! �) = 1.18 � 0.11%.



The electron width of the � and its branching ratio to e+e� can also be calcu-

lated independently and were found to be

�ee = 1.27 � 0.05 keV,

B(�!ee) = (2.87 � 0.09)�10�4.

All results are consistent with Particle Data Group values.29

Here, we note that in all parameters, systematic errors dominate, and using

all available statistics will improve these results only after systematic errors have

been studied and there is better understanding of the detector.

5 Study of �! � and Search for �0

The decay of �! � was previously observed in neutral modes (� ! ; � ! 3�0)

only. Detector CMD{2 gives the possibility to study �! � decay in the channel

with charged particles, when � decays into �+���0. So, after �0 !  decay,

the �nal state consists of two charged pions and three photons. Two photons in

the �nal state are from �0; the third one has the maximum energy of all three|

362 MeV at the � meson peak.

We select � events using the information about momenta and angles from

the Drift Chamber for both charged particles and about an angle from the CsI

calorimeter for a primary photon assuming that other photons are from �0. The

reconstructed invariant mass of three pions M�+���0 is the basic parameter we

use to study the decay � ! �, and the distribution over it should have a peak

around M� = 547.45 MeV.

The distribution over M�+���0 for all 1993 � meson data after some simple

cuts is presented in Fig. 4. These distributions were used to get the numbers of

� events for the di�erent beam energies.

The calculated cross section �e+e�!�!� with a �t function is presented in

Fig. 4. Using the electron width of � from Ref. 29, the Br(� ! �) was found to

be:

Br(� ! �) = (1:12 � 0:06 � 0:15)%.

This result is preliminary because the work on e�ciency determination is not

yet complete, and we hope to signi�cantly decrease the systematic errors.

The decay � ! �0 was searched in the mode, where �0 decays into �+���

and � ! . So in both � and �0 �nal states, there are two charged particles
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Fig. 4. The study of �! �; invariant mass M�+���0 and �! � cross section.

and three photons. The events with all these detected particles were used for the

constrained �t.

The scatter plot of the invariant masses for two soft photons M23 vs. the

hardest photon energy !1 for the experimental data is presented in Fig. 5.

The decay into � is the main background for �0. Removing the 481 �

events from the sample, the scatter plot of the invariant masses for the two hardest

photons M12 vs. the weakest photon energy !3 was studied. For �
0 events, M12

should be around � mass 547.5 MeV, while !3 is a monochromatic 60 MeV photon.

Figure 5 presents the result of the 1992{1993 data together with simulation of

� ! �0. We have one candidate �0 event, with one event estimated as the

background. Using for the 90% C.L. upper limit N�0 < 3 and the ratio

Br(� ! �0)

Br(� ! �)
=

N�0

N�

� Br(� ! �+���0)

Br(�0 ! �+���)
� Br(�

0 ! )

Br(� ! )
� "�
"�0

;

with the e�ciencies obtained from the simulation, "� = 14:4% and "�0 = 6:4%,

the following result has been obtained:

Br(� ! �0) < 2:4� 10�4 :
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Fig. 5. The search for �! �0 (1992{1993 data). Invariant mass M23 vs. !1 after

the constrained �t (the box shows the � cut); invariant mass M12 vs. !3 after

constrained �ts (dots are simulation, triangles the experiment).

6 Search for �! �+���+��

A sample of three- and four-track events was used to search for the process

� ! �+���+��. In this sample, tracks have to originate from the beam-beam

interaction point within 0.5 cm in the r-� plane and have at least nine hits in the

Drift Chamber. The total charge has to be �1 for three-track events and zero

for four-track events. To suppress background from the two-particle production

and cosmic rays with some additional tracks, we reject events with at least two

collinear tracks (mutual angle of any pair should be 0.16{3.0 rad in the r-� plane).

Even with these selection criteria, we have a high background from the main

channels of � decaying into three-track events. So, in the search for the process

� ! �+���+��, only four-track events were used. The ratio of three- and four-

track events at the energy points outside the � meson region was used (along with

simulation) for evaluation of a detection e�ciency.

The scatter plot Etot vs. Ptot for the selected four-track events is shown in

Fig. 6. Here, Ptot is the magnitude of the total momentum of four charged parti-

cles, and Etot is their total energy, assuming that all particles are pions. To extract



the number of events of the process e+e� ! �+���+��, we apply a simple cut,

shown in Fig. 6 as the box.

The extracted cross section vs. energy for the process e+e� ! �+���+��

is also shown in Fig. 6. Only statistical errors are shown. A four-parameter

function which contains linear background, amplitude, and phase of the process

�! �+���+�� was used for the �tting. The result of the �t is shown in the plot

by a smooth line. Using this �t and the uncertainty in the e�ciency, one can get

Br(�! �+���+��) < 1:0� 10�4forC:L: = 90% :

This preliminary result is about nine times lower than the present upper limit

for this process.29 We plan to perform more simulations to improve both e�ciency

evaluation and data selection. Also, we plan to evaluate and apply radiative

corrections which are about 5%.

Fig. 6. The search for � ! �+���+�� . Etot vs. Ptot for four-track candidates;

cross section e+e� ! �+���+��.

7 Search for �! f0

In order to extract the resonant contribution associated with the �, two data sets

were used. Energy points at Ec:m: from 1016{1023.2 MeV with the integrated

luminosity 660 nb�1 were used for the � region, and points at Ec:m: = 996, 1013,



1026, 1030, and 1040 MeV with the integrated luminosity 440 nb�1 were used for a

background estimation (the \non-�" region). The event candidates were selected

by a requirement of only two charged tracks and only one photon with energy

greater than 20 MeV in the detector. Total energy deposition was required to be

less than 600 MeV, the average momentum of two charged tracks to be higher than

240 MeV, and the radial distance of the found vertex from the interaction region

to be less than 0.15 cm. These cuts removed Bhabha events as well as charged

and neutral kaons from � decays. The requirement that the Z-coordinate of the

vertex be within 10 cm at the detector center reduces cosmic ray background by

a factor of two.

Each charged track was required to have a corresponding cluster in the calorime-

ter. This requirement reduced the number of pions by about 14% and helped

avoiding nuclear interactions of the pions before the calorimeter with clusters in

the wrong place. However, split clusters may still be present.

The main visible background for the studied process is � ! �+���0 decay,

when one of the photons from �0 escapes detection. To reduce this background,

a constrained �t was used. This �t required total energy and momentum conser-

vation within detector resolutions for the three-body decay. For �2/d.f. less than

three, only events with these requirements survived. But a three-pion background

was still present, when one of the gammas from the �0 had a very low energy and

the event looked like a three-body decay. Figure 7 shows the spectrum of single

gammas and the squared missing mass of two charged tracks (taken as pions) vs.

detected gamma energy.

In the \� region" data sample, a broad peak at 200{300 MeV in the gamma

spectrum, also seen as a broad distribution on the scatter plot at M2
�0, represents

background from the three pion decays. Points concentrated at zero mass and low

energy represent events with one gamma. To reduce the three-pion and collinear-

events background, the cuts �15000 � M2
inv � 15000, E � 140 MeV and �� �

0:03 rad were applied. The sample of events, selected with the above cuts, still

contained about 30% of e+e� ! �+�� events.

The visible cross section of the processes e+e� ! �+�� + �+�� vs. energy

is presented in Fig. 8(a). With the cuts listed above, the detection e�ciency of

these processes, obtained by simulation, was found to be 0.17, leaving 1.7 nb of the

visible cross section. The observed 20% di�erence from the average experimental

cross section is due to the losses of the low-energy gammas, not correctly described

by a simulation. The curve shows a theoretical prediction of the cross section

including the inuence of � on the photon propagator (vacuum polarization) and



Fig. 7. Search for � ! f0; (a) single gamma spectra (the shaded histogram

represents the \non-�" region), and (b) the squared missing mass vs. photon

energy.



Fig. 8. � ! f0 search. (a) Visible cross section for e+e� ! �+�� + �+��

events. (b) Normalized di�erence in photon spectra. The curve is a prediction of

the four-quark model with destructive interference and B(� ! f0) = 2:5� 10�4.



f0 production, according to the Achasov four-quark model. The total branching

ratio of �! �+�� could be extracted from this interference picture.

The signal from the decay of the �! f0 should be seen as a 30{40 MeV width

structure at 45 MeV in the di�erence gamma spectra from the \�" region and

the \non-�" region shown in Fig. 8(b), together with the theoretical prediction

calculated by the Achasov model for the four-quark state. With the present

statistics, only an upper limit can be set.

Taking into account the e�ective number of �'s 1:1� 106 and all ine�ciencies

described above, the upper limit was found to be

B(� ! f0) � 8:0� 10�4atC:L: = 90% :

8 The KL Nuclear Interaction as a Tag for KS

Rare Decay Study

KL candidates are selected by looking at calorimeter clusters opposite a two-track

vertex with an e�ective mass consistent with that of the kaon. Figure 9(a) shows

the space angle between the predicted missing momentum direction of KL and

the cluster in the calorimeter. Figure 9(b) shows the energy deposition of the

presumed KL, Fig. 9(c) shows the number of hit crystals, and Fig. 9(d) shows

the probability for a KL to interact, corrected for the interaction in surrounding

materials. The clusters from KL are very broad and in 25% of the cases are split

into two to four pieces. Simulated distributions are shown shaded. Comparison

of the data with the GEANT simulation (using the GHEISHA package) shows

de�nite disagreement. The di�erence is due to completely incorrect cross sections

for the low-energy kaons, used by the GHEISHA package.

Once the properties of the KL clusters are understood, one can use the KL

cluster as a \tag" for KS decays. Figure 10(a) shows the invariant mass distribu-

tion for the events with two charged tracks opposite to KL clusters.

The constrained �t applied to the decay KS ! �+�� extracted 32,340 events,

which were used for normalization. The rest is shown in Fig. 10(a) as the shaded

histogram. In order to search for the �+�� mode, the sample of events with an

acollinearity angle less than 2.4 radians, Minv � 450 MeV/c2, and E � 50 MeV

was taken. Figure 10(b) shows the missing mass distribution for the two-track

vertex, taking the KS direction from the observed cluster, and the KS momentum



Fig. 9. KL interactions (dashed hits for simulation). (a) Space angle between

calorimeter cluster and Pmis. (b) Energy deposition of KL clusters. (c) Number

of hit crystals (dashed hits for simulation). (d) Probability of KL interactions in

CsI.



from the known center-of-mass energy, and assuming � ! KSKL. 34.5 � 8.0

events at zero mass, corresponding to the decay KS ! �+��, were found after

�tting and background subtraction. The simulated ratio of the acceptances for

KS ! �+�� and KS ! �+�� was found to be 2.49 � 0.30, giving a branching

ratio Br(KS ! �+��) = (1.82 � 0.49) �10�3.

Fig. 10. KS ! �+�� search. (a) Invariant mass for vertices opposite clusters.

Events without KS decaying to two pions are shown shaded. (b) Missing mass in

the frame of KS. Events with real gammas found are shown shaded.

9 The KSKL Coupled Decay Study

The event candidates were selected from a sample in which two vertices, each of

two opposite charged tracks, were seen. An example of this kind of event is shown

in Fig. 11.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show scatter plots of the invariant mass of the two

charged tracks, assuming that they are pions, vs. missing momentum for the

vertex closest to the beam and to the other one. The concentration corresponding

to KS's dominates in Fig. 12(a) and is seen in Fig. 12(b). Two dimensional



Fig. 11. �! KSKL event with coupled decay.

cuts, 470 < Minv < 525 and 90 < Pmis < 130 with an additional requirement to

have another reconstructed vertex in the Pmis direction within detector resolution,

select KS's in any of the vertices, with KL's remaining in the other. Figures 12(c)

and 12(d) show a characteristic Minv and Pmis broad distribution, expected from

the main three-body KL decays which are in good agreement with the simulation.

Figure 13(a) shows the distance from the point of origin to the decay point

for selected KS's. An exponential decay length is seen with the correct value

0.58 � 0.03 cm convoluted with vertex position resolution 0.23 cm.

Figure 13(b) shows the vertex radius for the KL decays. A loss of e�ciency

for these events is seen, since the KL events should be approximately at in this

spatial region corresponding to the very early part of theKL lifetime. A signi�cant

peak with 59 � 16 events is also seen and is interpreted as the nuclear interactions

of KL at the 0.077 cm Be vacuum beam pipe.

The histogram in Fig. 13(d) shows the events consistent with two-pion decay at

theKL vertices, when the additional cut inMinv was applied. With our resolution,

the suppression of the semileptonic KL decays by a factor of 20 was expected,

and these events dominated at all radii (only two CP-violating KL decays were

expected with the present sample), except for the beam pipe, where 28 � 6 extra

events survived. We interpret these events as regeneration of KL into KS.

The rest of the peak events may be explained by � and � production, when

two pions are detected and the recoil nucleon is unseen. With the applied Minv



cut, about 10% of these events may be interpreted as pure two-pion decays and

should be extracted from the candidates for regenerated events.

Fig. 12. KSKL coupled decay study. Invariant mass vs. missing momentum for

(a) �rst and (b) second vertex. (c) Invariant mass for KL and KS (shaded) after

KS selection. (d) Missing momentum for KL and KS (shaded) after KS selection.

Figure 13(c) shows the projected angle di�erence between the missing momen-

tum direction and a line connecting the KL vertex with the beam position, for the

events concentrated around the beam pipe. Dots with errors show the expected

distribution for semileptonic decays of KL, normalized to the expected number of

these events. A peak at zero angle is seen, supporting the hypothesis of KL into

KS regeneration.



Taking into account 10% corrections for the DC mylar window and 10% from

nuclear interaction background, the regeneration cross section is found to be �Bereg =

63� 19 mb. A visible nuclear interaction cross section (excluding regeneration) is

found to be �Benucl = 60� 18 mb.

The obtained regeneration cross section is in agreement with the calculations,

performed in Frascati,30 that gave a value 40 mb for 114 MeV/c long-lived kaons.

For the total nuclear interaction cross section of neutral kaons, one can obtain

a value 549 � 165 mb, taking into account the ratio 0.21 of hyperon production

to all other inelastic processes31 and 0.52 as the ratio of inelastic to elastic cross

section.30 It is also in good agreement with experimental data for higher momenta

and the calculation of Ref. 30.

10 Study of e+e� ! �+��

The data discussed in this talk were obtained by scanning the energy region be-

tween � and � mesons with 10 MeV steps. About 1,000 pion pairs were sampled

at every point. Most of the � 300 nb�1 integrated luminosity was collected during

the 1994 run. In the 1995 run, this work was continued below the � peak down

to 600 MeV. Using the resonance depolarization technique,32 the beam energy

at each point was measured with an accuracy of 10�4. The detector trigger is

described in Ref. 33. Events were recorded when:

� at least one track in the Drift Chamber was found by the tracking processor,34

and

� the energy deposition in the CsI calorimeter was greater than 20 MeV.

About 20 million events were written onto magnetic tape. For o�-line analysis,

only collinear two-track events were selected. The cuts used for this selection are

marked by arrows in Fig. 14. Events were used in a maximum likelihood function

�t with the following global optimization parameters:

� number of electrons Ne,

� number of background events Nb,

� N�

Ne+N�

, where N� is the number of pions and N� is the number of muons.

The ratio N�/Ne was �xed from QED. The likelihood �t used information on

the polar angle, longitudinal coordinate of the vertex, and energies deposited in

the CsI calorimeter. As it is seen from Fig. 15, the experimental data are in good

agreement with the �t.



Fig. 13. KSKL coupled decay study. (a) Decay length for KS's. (b) Decay

radius for KL's. (c) Di�erence in angle of Pmis and the line from vertex to beam.

(d) Decay radius for KL's after the Minv cut; crosses are the expectation from KL

semileptonic decays.
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The ratio N�

Ne+N�

allows us to express the e+e� ! �+�� cross section in a

simple way:

�� =
N�

Ne +N�

� �e�e(1 + �e) + ����(1 + ��)

��(1 + ��)
;

where �e, �e, �e, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, and �� are detection e�ciencies, cross sections,

and radiative corrections for electrons, muons, and pions, respectively.

Pion form factor values are presented in Fig. 16 along with the results of the

previous experiments. The statistical error of the �+�� cross section at each

energy point is less than 3%. At present, the total systematic error is estimated

to be � 1:5%. The main part of this error comes from the detector solid angle

uncertainty � 1% and from the calculation of the radiative corrections for Bhabha

events,35 which are known with accuracy � 1%.

The results from the OLYA detector have approximately the same statistical

accuracy, whereas the systematical error in this energy range is about 4%.

Radiative corrections for all other channels of the e+e� annihilation into hadrons

and muons were calculated with the accuracy about 0.2{0:5% (Refs. 36, 37) which

is su�cient for the purposes of the experiment.

The Drift Chamber z-coordinate measurement can be calibrated by the Z cham-

ber and thus improved signi�cantly. Along with the more accurate calculations

of the radiative corrections for Bhabha scattering events, this would decrease the

systematic error to the level of 0:5%.

11 Conclusion

The next stage in this work is to process the data with improved detector reso-

lution and to use all available particle identi�cation information (drift chamber

amplitudes, calorimeter energy deposition, and muon detector hits). The detec-

tor reconstruction e�ciency is under intensive study and will reduce systematic

errors for all results presented in this paper. Some other rare � decay processes

are under study.

The presence of regeneration and nuclear interaction background for the CP-

violating decays of KL will pose an additional background for �-factory studies

and should be under careful study.

Analysis of the collected data and new experimental runs are in progress, and

we expect new results in the studies of �, !, � mesons and also in precision total

hadronic cross-section measurements. The data taking at the � is also planned

with at least ten times more integrated luminosity before reconstruction of VEPP-
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2M for round beam operation, which promises an additional factor of ten in the

data sample.
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ABSTRACT

Particles with electric charge q � Qe � 10�3 e and masses in the range

1{1000 MeV/c2 are not excluded by present experiments or by astrophysical or

cosmological arguments. A beam dump experiment uniquely suited to the de-

tection of such \milli-charged" particles has been carried out at SLAC, utilizing

the short-duration pulses of the SLC electron beam to establish a tight coinci-

dence window for the signal. The detector, a large scintillation counter sensitive

to very small energy depositions, provided much greater sensitivity than previous

searches. Analysis of the data leads to the exclusion of a substantial portion of

the charge-mass plane. In this report, a preliminary mass-dependent upper limit

is presented for the charge of milli-charged particles, ranging from Q = 1:7�10�5

at milli-charged particle mass 0.1 MeV/c2 to Q = 9:5� 10�4 at 100 MeV/c2.
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1 Overview

Particles with a charge q � Qe � 10�3 e, with e the absolute value of the

charge of an electron, are called milli-charged (mQ) particles. In the following

sections, I will describe an experiment
1
that was performed at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center during 1994 and 1995 with the objective of searching for such

particles, and report preliminary results.

In Sec. 2, I will briey review what milli-charged particles are in more detail

and why it makes sense to look for them. Some of the theoretical motivation
2;3

involves the concept of \shadow universes," but the main motivation for the ex-

periment is the fact that milli-charged particles are not excluded experimentally

in a large area of the mass vs. charge plane.
4�7

Section 3 gives the presumed experimental signature for milli-charged particles

and explains why SLAC is an ideal location to search for them. A discussion of

possible backgrounds follows, and the experimental setup is described in detail.

Section 4 describes the analysis, and in Sec. 5, I present preliminary results.

2 What Are Milli-Charged Particles?

In general, milli-charged particles are particles with a charge q � 10�3 e. In

the following, I will often use the abbreviation \mQ" to mean \milli-charged" or

\milli-charged particle." The experiment I am about to describe in the following

is, however, only sensitive to certain types of mQ particles.

For one thing, it is assumed that mQ's have only electromagnetic and gravita-

tional interactions, i.e., they are not subject to weak or strong interactions. This

restriction is more or less a natural consequence in a model due to Holdom, which

I will discuss later.

For another, our experiment was only sensitive to mQ masses <� 100me. And

further, in order to reach our detector, mQ particles have to be stable or at least

long-lived.



2.1 Why Look for Them?

The primary reason to look for mQ particles is because they have so far not

been ruled out by experiment.
4�7

They are also not forbidden by established

physical principles. In fact, charge quantization is poorly understood, and there

is no a-priori reason to assume that all particles need to have a charge that is

an integer multiple of e=3. The Standard Model can accommodate particles of

arbitrary charge.

While it is true that most theories with supersymmetry require charge quanti-

zation at the fundamental level, there are mechanisms
3
by which mQ particles can

be constructed (see the next subsection) without violating charge quantization.

Finally, if mQ particles exist, they might be a viable candidate for dark matter

in the universe.

2.2 Shadow Universes

Holdom
3
has shown that mQ particles will arise naturally, and without vio-

lating charge quantization, in certain models involving what are called \shadow

universes."

Imagine that there exist particles that to �rst order do not interact at all

with the known matter in the universe, except gravitationally. Such particles

might interact with each other in a similar way as the particles we all know. Such

particles are generally known as \shadow particles," and the collection of them

and their interactions make up a \shadow universe." Supposing there is a shadow-

U(1) gauge group for these particles, it follows there is such a thing as a shadow

photon (sometimes called a paraphoton).

Of course, it would be impossible to detect these particles if there were no

interactions between regular particles and shadow particles at all. One way of

introducing higher-order interactions is through postulating the existence of par-

ticles which carry both regular charge and shadow charge. If these dual-charge

particles were light, then shadow matter would interact easily with regular matter,

so in the model, they are heavy, with masses near the uni�cation scale. Then one

can have diagrams as in Fig. 1: a regular electron and positron annihilate into

a regular photon, which turns into a loop of these dual-charge particles, which

then turns into a shadow photon, which produces a pair of shadow particles. Of



Figure 1. A photon mixing with a shadow photon according to Holdom's mechanism.

course, if the mass of the intermediary is very large, the process would be very

unlikely to occur.

The interesting thing about Holdom's model is that if there exist two types

of such dual-charge particles, then there will be an interference between the two

possible diagrams, and it turns out that the amplitude for the process involves

the ratio of the two masses, and with suitably chosen values, the process would

be more likely to occur.

One can treat the diagram of Fig. 1 in a simple manner. It so happens that in

calculations, the regular photon coupled to the loop of intermediaries turning into

a shadow photon coupled to the shadow particle pair acts like a regular photon

coupling to the shadow-particle pair at reduced strength. In other words, the

part of the diagram in Fig. 1 enclosed by the box can be replaced by a reduced

coupling strength for that vertex, q � Qe, with Q <
� 10�3.

The basic production mechanism for milli-charged particles is then of the

Bethe-Heitler type as shown in Fig. 2. Note the absence of the usual other

diagram|it is of higher order in Q and therefore unimportant. Similarly, the de-

tection mechanism (shown schematically in Fig. 3) is the excitation of an atom or

molecule by the energy deposited by a milli-charged particle, and the subsequent

deexcitation in the form of detectable photons. The amplitudes for both produc-

tion and detection go as Qe, and therefore the total cross section for production

and detection combined goes as Q4.



Figure 3. Schematic representation of mQ detection.

2.3 Unexplored Regions

Figure 4 shows a graph of charge vs. mass and shaded regions of charge-mass

combinations that have been excluded so far by other experiments.
4�7

Shown are

regions excluded due to the most precise measurement of the Lamb Shift, and

three regions excluded because of particle physics experiments: Mel Schwartz's

SLAC Beam Dump experiment, the Fermilab E613 experiment, and the ASP Free



Figure 4. Currently excluded regions in the charge vs. mass plane.

Quark Search. The reinterpretation of the available data for the purpose of the

graph was performed by S. Davidson et al.

Also shown are two regions excluded based on cosmological grounds. Masses

below 1 MeV are excluded because of the e�ect the existence of mQ particles

would have on nucleosynthesis: if mQ particles had a very small mass, they would

have caused the universe to have cooled more rapidly, and nuclei would have

started forming earlier, giving fewer free neutrons the chance to decay, which in

turn would give rise to a higher He abundance than is currently observed.

The large triangular region at small charge and large mass was calculated with

the assumption that the universe is not over-closed, i.e., 
 � 1.

Neither of the cosmological bounds is especially �rm.

Clearly, there exists a large region between charges of 10�3 and 10�6 and

masses between 1 and 1000 MeV, where mQ particles have not been excluded.



3 The Experiment

The experiment reported
1
here ran in 1994 and 1995 at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center. Essentially, the experiment can be categorized as a beam

dump experiment, with the SLAC positron production target serving as a beam

dump. The experiment was \parasitic" in the sense that it did not require ded-

icated beam time. Rather, whenever positrons were produced in the course of

normal SLC operations, the experiment took data.

3.1 Signature

In such a beam dump experiment, where high-energy (29.5 GeV) electrons

strike a target and produce light particles through a Bethe-Heitler-likemechanism,

the particles will emerge near 0� with respect to the electron beam direction.

If the particles produced have milli-charge, they are expected to produce very

little excitation and ionization in a detector. In a scintillator, they will produce

only a single photon, leading to a single photoelectron detected in the photomul-

tiplier.

For the same reason, mQ particles will travel through a large amount of ma-

terial without losing much energy.

3.2 Why SLAC?

SLAC is ideal for a mQ particle search for several reasons. For one thing,

beam time is essentially free because of the near-continuous use of the positron

production target. For another, the pulsed nature of the SLC operation causes

mQ particles to arrive at the detector at very precisely determined times. And

�nally, since the SLC pulse is so short, the time window within which mQ particles

arrive at the detector is very small.

Overall, this leads to a very good signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, it is easy

to estimate the background, simply by measuring it slightly before and slightly

after the expected arrival time.



3.3 The Experimental Setup

The experiment consisted of a main scintillation detector 107 meters down-

stream of the positron production target, situated in a cylindrical 12-foot-diameter,

22-foot-deep pit which was excavated from the surrounding sandstone. In addi-

tion, a set of �ve scintillation panels, arranged in a cross, was located 85 meters

downstream of the positron production target, lowered to beam level in one-foot-

diameter holes drilled for the purpose.

A top view of the arrangement is depicted in Fig. 5. Shown are the accelerator

itself, the positron extraction line, the positron production target, and the mQ

experimental area. In the insert, the experimental area is shown in more detail:

there are seven one-foot-diameter holes arranged in a line perpendicular to the

beam line. These are called E1 through E7. Of importance to the experiment are

only E1, E2, and E3. E1 is located on the beam line. Also in line with the beam

line are holes P1 through P6. The main detector was located in P6. The trailer

housed most of the electronics and the data acquisition system.

Figure 6 shows a head-on view of the �ve smaller scintillation panels. This

setup was close enough to the positron production target that the highest energy

muons were just barely able to reach these counters. The arrival time t0 of muons

was measured at E1, and the muon direction with respect to the nominal beam

direction was determined using all �ve counters. They also provided a cross check

for the luminosity determination and a measure of the alignment of the setup with

the beam direction. Figure 7 shows a graph of muon ux versus deviation from

the 0� beam line. For this particular measurement, the holes E4 and E5 were also

used. The data points are fully consistent with a Gaussian shape, completely due

to multiple scattering of the muons, as expected from EGS calculations.

A side view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8. The electron beam

strikes the six-radiation-length tungsten target, and the produced muons and mQ

particles enter the sandstone after about 24 meters (80 feet). Muons will still

reach the muon counters in the E-holes at 85 meters (280 feet, shown is only hole

E1), and mQ particles are the only ones able to reach the main detector in hole

P6 at 107 meters (350 feet).

The main detector is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of a set of four 8.25" x 8.25"

x 54" blocks of plastic scintillator (Bicron 408), each with a shaped scintillator

light guide glued to one end and equipped with an 8" hemispherical (Thorn-EMI)



Figure 5. Top view of the mQ experimental setup.



Figure 6. Head-on view of the four smaller scintillation panels used for muon detection.

phototube. Each block is wrapped in aluminum foil and plastic, and is surrounded

by copper sheeting, serving as an isothermal surface during cooling. The four



Figure 7. Number of muons as a function of lateral distance from the muon beam axis.

assemblies are contained in a Lucite box, which in turn is situated in a copper

container which could be cooled to �20� C. Surrounding the copper box were a

six-inch layer of thermal insulation and a four-inch layer of lead shielding. Each

counter was also equipped with an LED for calibration purposes. A pneumatic

device allowed a radioactive source to be put inside the copper box by way of a

tube, again for calibration purposes.

The signal from each of the four phototubes, which were run at relatively low

voltage, was split into two signals, one of which was fed into a low-noise �40 am-

pli�er. Both signals were connected to an ADC, with one ADC channel measuring

the full spectrum of pulse heights using the raw signal, while the other measured

the low pulse-height spectrum from the ampli�er in detail. The ampli�ed signal

was also fed into a discriminator and read out by a TDC, in order to measure the

arrival time of the signal.

A schematic of the data acquisition is shown in Fig. 10. Analog signals from

the experiment were digitized using CAMAC TDC's and ADC's. The CAMAC



Figure 8. Side view of the mQ experimental setup.



Figure 9. Schematic of the mQ main detector.



Figure 10. Representation of the mQ data acquisition system.

system was read out by an Amiga 3000T/040 personal computer (Millie), and the

data were logged to a large hard disk. When the disk �lled up, the data were

o�oaded through a �ber-optic Ethernet line to one of the SLAC central UNIX

systems, and from there the data were written to tapes in the robotic tape silos.



The data acquisition system continuously updated a large number of on-line

histograms, which were examined at the end of the run for any anomalies. Signals

from the SLC control system were also read in through CAMAC, in order to

measure certain machine parameters. In addition, certain records from the SLC

controls database were transmitted from the main SLC computer to the data

acquisition computer, and merged into the data stream, allowing monitoring of

the beam parameters during o�-line analysis.

The data acquisition computer was equipped with a modem and would send

messages to the pager of the person on shift if something went wrong. A second

Amiga computer (Mollie) was also equipped with a modem and monitored the

status of the main computer. If the main computer went o�-line for any reason,

the second computer would page the person on shift. It was therefore possible to

run the experiment without anyone in attendance. Typical runs lasted about 24

hours.

3.4 Backgrounds

The main background in the case of our large scintillator detector turned

out to be scintillator luminescence, the source of which has not been completely

pinned down.
8
The current hypothesis is that events that produce a lot of light

in the scintillator (mostly cosmic rays) cause the scintillator to emit photons for

a long time afterwards. This is a much larger source of noise than the thermionic

noise from the tube itself, which was selected for its low noise characteristics to

begin with. Another problem due to the large amount of light from cosmic rays

is tube afterpulsing. Cooling the entire counter to about 5� C reduces scintillator

luminescence somewhat. A hardware veto was installed to reduce noise from af-

terpulsing by almost a factor of ten, at the cost of introducing a tolerable (� 30%)

deadtime.

Cosmic rays themselves are not a source of background, because of the small

coincidence window with the beam arrival time, and the fact that the pulse height

recorded from any cosmic rays is so much larger than the single photoelectron scale

expected for milli-charged particles.

Natural radioactivity from the surrounding sandstone is a source of back-

ground, but with four inches of lead shielding and the copper box surrounding



the detector, this background is small in general, and negligible in the SPE region

(the typical signals from natural radioactivity are much larger).

Other potential backgrounds, such as neutrons, coming straight from the tar-

get or scattered from the atmosphere (\skyshine"), neutrinos, and gammas from

muon radiation have been calculated and/or measured to be negligible.

One important feature of the experiment is that the background can be mea-

sured accurately: data obtained out-of-time with the beam-arrival time is a good

measure for the background, and as a check, the experiment was repeated with

the detector taken out of the beam.

4 Data Analysis

4.1 Luminosity

The experiment took data from August of 1994 to April of 1995, at an incident

electron beam energy of 29.5 GeV. The number of electrons per beam pulse was

of the order of 3:0� 1010 under good beam conditions. In order to keep track of

the integrated luminosity, the digitized current of a toroid in the electron beam

line as well as the number of muons detected in muon counter M1 was recorded.

The results presented here represent a (dead-time corrected) integrated luminosity

corresponding to 1:03� 1019 electrons on target.

4.2 Production and Acceptance

The number of mQ particles produced per electron on target was calculated

using a Monte Carlo QED calculation written by M. Swartz. The calculation in-

cluded the e�ects of electron showering in the six-radiation-length tungsten target.

A numerical integration was then performed in order to determine the fraction

of mQ's within the detector acceptance. It was further assumed that for small

enough Q, the results scale with Q
2.



Figure 11. Typical time spectrum of muons arriving in M1.

4.3 Detection

The number of photoelectrons produced was calibrated by comparing the

pulse-height spectra recorded for Co, Cs, and Am sources with EGS simulations.

An additional calibration point comes from cosmic rays.

From the above, photoionization and �-ray fractions were calculated that pro-

duce a single photon at Q = 10�3. The results were then extrapolated to lower Q

assuming a Q
2 dependence.

4.4 Arrival Time in the Detector

The arrival time t0 of mQ's in the detector was arrived at in the following way.

The arrival time of muons in muon counter M1 was 60 ns after the SLC reference

signal used for this purpose. The time spectrum of muons arriving in M1 is shown

in Fig. 11. The time of ight from M1 to the middle of the mQ detector is 90 ns

at the speed of light.



Figure 13. Di�erences in arrival time of small and large signals. The sharp early peaks are

due to large signals (without �lter), and the asymmetric broad peaks are due to single photons.

The three di�erent sets correspond to the three di�erent measurement locations.

A correction needs to be made to account for the di�erences in the lengths of

the cables from M1 and the mQ detector to the trailer. These cable lengths were

individually measured for M1 and each of the four mQ phototubes, and relative

di�erences in the latter were taken into account. The overall correction is �33 ns.



An additional correction is needed to account for slewing: small signals arrive

later than large signals. This e�ect was measured to be 16 ns. Figure 12 shows

the setup used for the measurement: two small scintillators were used to make

a cosmic ray trigger, and the light produced in one of the four main scintillators

was measured by an eight-inch phototube. The measurement was done with the

cosmic ray trigger in three di�erent positions along the length of the detector.

The set of measurements was repeated with an absorption �lter in front of the

eight-inch phototube, such that the light was attenuated to a single-photoelectron

level. The results are shown in Fig. 13. The sharp peaks at early times are due

to the measurements without a �lter, where the full cosmic ray signal (tens of

thousands of photons) arrived at the tube. The broad, later distributions are due

to the measurements with a �lter.

Adding the various contributions (see Fig. 14), one arrives at t0 = 133 ns.

4.5 Time Window Size

The measurement of the time spectrum of single photons described above

also shows that the resulting time spectrum is an asymmetric, broad distribution

which starts at about t0 � 7 ns and ends at about t0 +33 ns. Of the SPE events,

85% fall within this range.

4.6 Spectra

Figure 15 shows a density plot of pulse height as a function of the time, for the

raw, unampli�ed pulse heights of one of the four counters. The cut-o� at times

above about 200 ns and pulse heights above channel 900 is due to the fact that

large pulses that arrive late in the time window have part of their signal outside of

the time window, resulting in a lower measured signal size. Aside from this e�ect,

the spectrum looks the same for all times. A projection onto the pulse-height axis

is shown in Fig. 16.

Figure 17 shows the density plot for the more interesting region of low pulse

heights (measured using the �40 ampli�er). The dark area between channel

number 100 and 500 corresponds to the SPE peak. The darkness of each bin in

Figs. 15 and 17 corresponds to the log of the number of counts in that bin. The

horizontal dark band at the top of Fig. 17 is made up of overows. The vertical

dark band at about 20 ns corresponds to the ADC pedestal level. Aside from this,



Figure 14. Diagram of the determination of the mQ arrival time.
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Figure 15. Density plot of the raw (unampli�ed) pulse height vs. time for one of the four

counters.

there is no signi�cant time dependence. A projection onto the pulse-height axis

is shown in Fig. 18.

The time distribution of all events, summed over the four counters (after

subtracting relative time o�sets), is shown in Fig. 19. Note the o�set vertical

scale. A slight clustering of events near 150 ns is statistically insigni�cant. When

a cut is made to allow only events with a pulse height between 2=3 and twice

the nominal pedestal-subtracted SPE peak location (see Fig. 20), we arrive at
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Figure 16. Number of events as a function of the raw (unampli�ed) pulse height of one of

the four counters.

the time spectrum shown in Fig. 21. Note again the o�set vertical scale. The

same clustering around 150 ns survives this cut, which keeps 72.5% of the SPE

events, but it is again not statistically signi�cant. The overall upward slope of

the spectrum is due to the asymmetric SPE cut: events with a pulse height below

2/3 SPE have a compensating downward-sloping time distribution. From other

histograms, it is found that the spectrum of events that arrive early is shifted by

a few channels toward a lower pulse height compared to events arriving late. One

likely explanation for this e�ect is that the signals are capacitively coupled to the

readout electronics and have an overshoot after the trailing edge of the signal. For
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Figure 17. Density plot of pulse height vs. time, measured with the �40 ampli�er, for one

of the four counters.

early arrival times, more of the overshoot takes place within the time interval the

ADC integrates over than for later arrival times. This e�ect is linear with time.

The vertical lines in Fig. 21 at 126 and 166 ns outline the calculated time

window within which mQ events would appear. A �t was made to the data out-

side this region, in order to estimate the background inside the signal region. A

straight line was found to be a good �t (�2 = 1:02 per degree of freedom).
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Figure 18. Number of events as a function of pulse height, measured with the �40 ampli�er,

for one of the four counters.

There is no statistically signi�cant excess above background in the signal region:

the excess is less than one sigma above background in the 40 ns bin.

4.7 Checks

Various checks were made to ensure the signi�cance of the experiment. The

alignment of the detector with respect to the beam was checked repeatedly and

in di�erent ways. The detector was less than 2 cm o�-center during most of the

running period.
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Figure 21. Time distribution for events in the SPE region.

The LED's mounted on the four scintillators of the detector were pulsed at

regular intervals, and the resulting events were recorded. These measurements

proved that the counter was alive, that the time measurements were stable, and

that the timing resolution remained good during the runs included in this analysis.

Measurements of the average Americium source pulse height from \source"

runs and the average position of the SPE peaks demonstrate that the counters

were sensitive and stable during this time.



4.8 E�ciencies

As mentioned before, the SPE cut had an estimated e�ciency of 72.5%. The

limitation of the time window to a 40 ns interval around t0 had an estimated

e�ciency of 85%.

4.9 Systematic Errors

In order to arrive at conservative estimates for upper limits, the following

systematic errors were taken into account.

| The estimated systematic error in the current calculations of the production

of mQ particles is a very conservative 50%.

| The estimated systematic error in the measurement of the luminosity is 10%.

| The estimated systematic error due to alignment uncertainties is 10%.

| The estimated systematic error due to uncertainties in the calculation of

energy deposition is 10%.

| The estimated systematic error due to the calculated light yield is 20%.

| The estimated systematic error in the e�ciency is 10%.

When added in quadrature, these contributions amount to an overall esti-

mated systematic error of 57%. This number is of course dominated by the error

in the calculations for mQ production. In the upper limit results that follow, the

\worst case" production rate was assumed.

5 Preliminary Results and Conclusions

The upper limit for the charge of mQ particles allowed by our measurements

was now determined, for four di�erent mQ masses, as follows.

First, the estimated background was subtracted from the data, to obtain the

signal. All events in the signal region were summed, and the error � in the signal

was calculated. If the total signal (after background subtraction) was less than

zero, the signal was taken to be zero events. To this signal, 1.65 times � was

added in order to arrive at a 95% Con�dence Level (CL) upper limit.

This procedure was repeated for various di�erent values of t0, in order to check

what would happen if for some reason our measurement of t0 were incorrect, or

if mQ particles did not arrive at the expected time. As an example, the 95% CL

upper limit for Q is plotted vs. t0 in Fig. 22 for a mQ mass of 1 MeV/c2. As
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time.

expected, there is a small peak near 150 ns, but the upper limit is not signi�cantly

di�erent from the upper limit calculated at the nominal value of t0 = 133 ns,

indicated by the vertical line in the �gure.

The results of the experiment are summarized in Fig. 23. It shows the already

excluded regions mentioned before, and in addition, the newly excluded region

determined by this experiment. Speci�cally, the results for four di�erent mQ

mass values are:

mmQ (MeV) Q (95% CL)

0.1 < 1:7� 10�5

1 < 3:5� 10�5

10 < 1:2� 10�4

100 < 9:5� 10�4.



Figure 23. Preliminary results of this experiment. Shown is the newly excluded area, com-

pared to the previously excluded regions.

Our detector is in principle sensitive to mQmasses above 100MeV, but reliable

limits have not yet been determined. We have also not yet computed an upper

bound for the excluded region|our detector is not sensitive to largeQ2 (Q <
� 0:2),

low-mass mQ's, because such particles would range out in the sandstone in front

of the detector.

In conclusion, we have established preliminary upper limits for the fractional

charge Q of mQ particles as a function of their mass. A signi�cant fraction of the

hitherto allowed region in the Q vs. mass plane was excluded.
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ABSTRACT

In a new experiment at the Final Focus Test Beam at SLAC a

low-emittance 46.6-GeV electron beam is brought into collision with

terawatt pulses of 1054 nm or 527 nm wavelength from a Nd:glass

laser. Peak laser intensities of 1018 W/cm2 have been achieved corre-

sponding to a value of 0.6 for the parameter � = eE=m!0c. In this case

an electron that crosses the center of the laser pulse has near-unit in-

teraction probability. Results are presented for multiphoton Compton

scattering in which an electron interacts with up to 4 laser photons,

in agreement with theoretical calculations.



1 Introduction

The interaction of electrons with intense wave �elds was �rst considered by Schott1

which led to the introduction of the dimensionless measure of �eld strength

� =
eErms

m!0c
=

eErms�0=2�

mc2
=

e
q
hA�A�i
mc2

;

for a plane wave of laboratory frequency !0, wavelength �0, electric �eld E and

four-vector potential A�. A �eld with � = 1 has a voltage drop of an electron rest

mass per reduced laser wavelength �0=2�. In the average rest frame of an electron

in a wave �eld the transverse motion has characteristic velocity �? = v?=c related

by ?�? = �, where  = 1=
p
1� �2, so that parameter � is often called vosc=c in

weak �elds. As � approaches and exceeds unity the classical radiation spectrum

includes higher harmonics of the wave frequency !0 (multipole radiation). In

the quantum view this corresponds to absorption of several wave photons before

emission of a single photon of frequency !:

e+ n!0 ! e0 + !:

Only one observation of this e�ect has been reported: a weak signal of second-

harmonic radiation in scattering of 1-keV electrons from a Q-switched Nd:YAG

laser.2 A closely related e�ect is higher-harmonic generation in a free-electron

laser,3 where � is often called k.

A quantum description of electrons in a strong wave �eld utilizes the Volkov

solutions4,5 to the Dirac equation, in which an electron is `dressed' by continual

absorption and re-emission of wave photons leading to an e�ective mass

m = m
q
1 + �2:

The role of the e�ective mass in Compton scattering of electrons in a strong

wave �eld was discussed by Sengupta6 and others.7{10 In nonuniform waves the

e�ective energy mc2 is called the ponderomotive potential, which describes the

forces on a charged particle as it enters or exits the wave.11,12 Ponderomotive

e�ects on electrons ejected from atoms in a wave �eld with � � 1 have recently

been observed by Moore et al..13

We report on an experiment in which 46.6-GeV electrons are scattered at the

focus of an intense laser with wavelength �0 = 1054 (infrared) or 527 nm (green).



Under these conditions the photon energy in the rest frame of the electron beam is

of order of the electron rest mass so that recoil e�ects are important. Absorption of

a single photon corresponds to ordinary Compton scattering. However, at the laser

intensities achieved (I � 1018 W/cm2, � � 0:6) the probability for multiphoton

absorption is large and this e�ect was readily observed.

When n photons are absorbed by an electron of initial energy E0 from a laser

pulse with intensity parameter � and crossing angle �0 to the electron beam the

minimum energy of the scattered electrons is

Emin = E0=[1 + 2nE0!0(1 + cos �0)=m
2]:

The higher e�ective mass of the electron in the wave �eld shifts the minimum scat-

tered energy to slightly higher values. For ordinary Compton scattering (n = 1)

the minimum scattered-electron energy is 25.6 GeV at E0 = 46:6 GeV, � = 0,

and �0 = 17�. The spectrum of electrons scattered by absorption of more than

one laser photon extends below 25.6 GeV permitting an identi�cation of multi-

photon (nonlinear) Compton scattering.

Figure 1 shows spectra of scattered electrons calculated according to ref.10 for

conditions representative of the present experiment with � = 0:5. The calculation

includes the space-time pro�les of the electron and laser beams and makes the

adiabatic approximation that the rate based on in�nite plane waves holds for the

local value of �. The calculation also includes the e�ect of multiple Compton

scattering in which an electron undergoes successive ordinary Compton scatters

at di�erent points as it traverses the laser focus. This process is physically distinct

from nonlinear Compton scattering in which several photons are absorbed at a

single point and a single high-energy photon is emitted. Figure 2a represents n = 2

nonlinear Compton scattering, while Fig. 2b represents two successive ordinary

Compton scatters. Electron e0 in Fig. 2b is real. The black circles indicate that

the absorption of a wave photon by an electron in a Volkov state is not simply

described by a vertex factor of charge e.

The curves in Fig. 1 are labeled by the highest number of photons that are

absorbed in a single scattering event. Thus the dashed curve labeled n = 1 cor-

responds to ordinary Compton scattering, but extends below 25.6 GeV because

of multiple ordinary Compton scattering. The curve labeled n = 2 also extends

below the nominal minimum energy for nonlinear Compton scattering because ad-

ditional ordinary Compton scatters also occur. The upper solid curve is the sum
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Figure 1: Calculated yield of scattered electrons from the collision of 5 � 109

46.6-GeV electrons with a circularly-polarized 1054-nm laser pulse with intensity

parameter � = 0:5.

Figure 2: Diagrams representing (a) n = 2 nonlinear Compton scattering, and (b)

double ordinary Compton scattering.



of all possible scatterings. Note that the simulated electron rates for n = 2 non-

linear Compton scattering and double ordinary Compton scattering are roughly

equal in the energy range 20-25 GeV.

In quantum electrodynamics a natural measure of electromagnetic �eld strength

is the so-called critical �eld for which the voltage drop across a Compton wave-

length is an electron rest mass:

Ecrit = m2c3

e�h
= 1:3� 1016 V/cm = 4:4� 1013 gauss:

The critical �eld was �rst introduced by Sauter14 as the characteristic �eld strength

at which Klein's paradox15 becomes important and was further interpreted by

Heisenberg and Euler16 as the �eld strength at which electron-positron pair cre-

ation becomes copious. For a particle in a strong wave �eld a useful dimensionless

invariant is

� =
e�h

m3c5

q
(F��p�)2 =

E?
Ecrit

' 2E
Ecrit

;

where F�� is the �eld tensor and p� is the particle's 4-vector; E? is the wave �eld
in the particle's rest frame, and the �nal equality holds only if the particle is

moving anticollinear to the wave with Lorentz boost . Static �elds with values

of � approaching one are thought to exist at the surface of neutron stars. The

�eld at the surface of a nucleus has � less than one, but quasistatic �elds with �

exceeding unity arise in MeV heavy-ion collisions.

Figure 3: Diagram representing multiphoton pair creation.

Electron-positron creation can arise in the interactions of electrons with a

wave in a two-step process in which a Compton-scattered photon collides with



wave photons to produce the pair. Weak-�eld pair creation by photons was �rst

considered by Breit and Wheeler,17 and Reiss18 �rst discussed the strong-�eld

case,

! + n!0 ! e+e�;

in which several wave photons participate; see also refs.8,10 Figure 3 represents the

latter process for a case where an external photon and four wave photons combine

to produce a pair.

The present experiment studies the basic interactions of electrons and photons

in �elds near the QED critical �eld strength. It is also relevant to the understand-

ing of so-called beamstrahlung processes at future e+e�colliders where the �elds

surrounding the beam bunches approach Ecrit,19 and where the consequent pair

creation will be a limiting background. The experiment provides a demonstration

of the technology for e- and - collider options,20 leading to measurements of

the WW coupling via the reaction e ! W�,21 etc. Copious production of

positrons in e- collisions can provide a low-emittance positron source due to the

absence of �nal-state Coulomb scattering.22

The parameters � and � are not independent, and for electrons colliding head-

on with a wave their relation is �=� = 2�h!0=mc2. For GeV electrons interacting

with a laser the ratio of � to � is near one, so experiments in these conditions probe

nonlinear e�ects due to both multiphoton absorption and vacuum polarization.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Phase I

The experiment presented here is carried out in the Final Focus Test Beam at

SLAC.23 The setup for the �rst phase of the experiment is shown schematically

in Fig. 4. The laser is focused at the interaction point, IP1, 10 m downstream of

the Final Focus. A set of permanent dump magnets is used to direct the electron

beam downwards to the dump and also serves as the analyzing magnet of our

experiment.

Compton-scattered electrons are deected away from the primary electron

beam by the dump magnets and are detected in a Silicon-Tungsten calorime-

ter (ECAL),29 sketched in Fig. 5a. Positrons were deected to the opposite side of



Figure 4: Sketch of experiment E-144 to detect scattered electrons and positrons

produced in e-laser collisions at the SLAC Final Focus Test Beam.
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1 pad =
1.6x1.6 cm2
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Figure 5: (a) The Silicon-Tungsten calorimeters ECAL and PCAL. (b) The gas
�Cerenkov monitor CCM1; monitors EC31 and EC37 are of similar construction.
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Figure 6: Energy measured by the calorimeter ECAL during a calibration run

with 13 GeV electrons.

the electron beam where they could be detected in a similar calorimeter (PCAL).

High-energy backscattered photons were detected by monitor CCM1 (Fig 5b)

which observed �Cerenkov light from the conversion of the photons in 0.2 radiation

lengths of aluminum. Scattered electrons in the range 30-40 GeV were detected

in �Cerenkov monitors EC31 and EC37 of similar construction.

The Silicon-Tungsten calorimeters are segmented vertically and horizontally in

12 rows and 4 columns of 1.6 cm � 1.6 cm pads and in four longitudinal groups of

23 radiation lengths total thickness. The calorimeter energy resolution is �E=E �
0:25=

q
E(GeV), whereas the size of the pads resulted in a momentum resolution

of �p=p � 0:04. Both ECAL and PCAL were calibrated in parasitic running of the

FFTB to the SLC program in which linac-halo electrons of energies between 5 and

25 GeV were transmitted by the FFTB when tuned to a lower energy. The number

of such electrons varied between 1 and 100 per pulse, which provided an excellent

calibration of the ECAL and PCAL over a wide dynamic range. Figure 6 shows

the ECAL response to a 13 GeV test beam. The peaks corresponding to events

with 0 to 6 electrons per beam bunch can easily be distinguished. The calibration

runs also allowed a check of the �eld maps of the FFTB dump magnets that are

used in our spectrometer.



2.2 Phase II and III

The setup of future phases of the experiment are sketched in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

In the second phase a thin foil or wire will convert high-energy Compton photons

to pairs that will be analyzed in a pair spectrometer based on CCD's. The CCD

pair spectrometer, sketched in Fig. 9, will reconstruct the photon-energy spectrum

with resolution su�cient to discern the e�ective mass m.

Figure 7: Sketch of the experiment with the addition of a pair spectrometer to

analyze converted Compton photons.

Figure 8: Sketch of the experiment with the addition of a second laser interaction

point to study pair creation by light.

In a third phase (Fig. 8), part of the laser beam will collide with the high-

energy Compton photons at a new interaction point, IP2, and the invariant mass

of resulting pairs will be analyzed in the pair spectrometer free from backgrounds

of electrons and positrons produced at IP1.
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Figure 9: The CCD pair spectrometer.

3 The Laser System

The beam from a chirped-pulse-ampli�ed terawatt Nd:glass laser system24,25 is

focused by o�-axis-parabolic mirrors of 30 cm focal length with a 17� crossing

angle onto the electron beam at IP1. The laser system is shown in Fig. 10 and

delivered 1.5-ps (fwhm) wide pulses at 0.5 Hz of up to 1.2 J of infrared light, or

1 J of green light after frequency doubling in a KDP crystal. The relatively high

repetition rate is achieved in a �nal laser ampli�er with slab geometry.26

The laser-oscillator mode locker is synchronized to the 476-MHz drive of the

SLAC linac klystrons via a rf/optical feedback system.27 The observed jitter

between the laser and linac pulses was 2 ps (rms).28 The laser-pulse energy and

area were measured for each shot. The laser pulse length was available for each

shot during infrared running and as averages over short time intervals for green.

The peak focused laser intensity was obtained for infrared pulses of energy

U = 800 mJ, focal area A = 60 �m2 and pulse width �t = 1:5 ps, for which

I = U=A�t � 1018 W/cm2 at � = 1054nm, corresponding to a value of � = 0:6.

Electrons that passed through the focus of the laser at peak intensity had a 25%

probability of interacting.



Figure 10: Sketch of the terawatt Nd:glass laser system.



4 Laser Pulse and Electron Bunch Overlap

The electron beam was operated at 10-30 Hz with an energy of 46.6 GeV and

emittances "x = 3� 10�10 m-rad and "y = 3� 10�11 m-rad. The beam was tuned

to a focus with �x = 60 �m and �y = 70 �m at the laser-electron interaction point.

The electron bunch length was expanded to 3.6 ps (rms) to minimize the e�ect of

the time jitter between the laser and electron pulses. Typical bunches contained

5� 109 electrons. However, since the electron beam was signi�cantly larger than

the laser focal area only a small fraction of the electrons crossed through the peak

�eld region.

The spatial and temporal overlap of the electron and laser beams was moni-

tored by observing the Compton scattering rate in the ECAL and CCM1 detectors

during horizontal (x), vertical (y) and time (t) scans of one beam across the other.

Figure 11 shows results of a combined x-t scan. Figure 11a is derived from scat-

tered photons and is dominated by ordinary Compton scattering. The slope of

the data agrees with the 17� beam-crossing angle. Figure 11b is derived from

electrons of energy less than 25.6 GeV where single Compton scattering does not

contribute. The peak in Fig. 11b has a smaller space-time extent than that in

Fig. 11a because the nonlinear process is more probable in the higher intensity

regions of the laser beam.
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Figure 11: Observed rates of (a) ordinary and (b) nonlinear and multiple Compton

scattering as a function of x and t o�sets between the electron and laser beams.

The area of each box is proportional to the signal size.



5 First Results

5.1 Electron Beam Polarization Measurement

In the commissioning of the present experiment in April 1994 a measurement was

made of the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam. For this measurement,

data were collected with circularly polarized green laser pulses of � 3 mJ energy

and � 50 ps pulse width. To minimize the e�ect of shower spreading in the

calorimeter, only the signal from the second longitudinal layer of ECAL (out of

23 layers) was used as a measure of the number of incident electrons.

The top row of ECAL was centered at E = 25:6 GeV, the electron energy

corresponding to the zero crossing of the Compton asymmetry

A(E) � N+(E)�N
�
(E)

N+(E) +N
�
(E)

where N+(E), N�
(E) refer to the signal in layer 2 of ECAL for events with electron

polarization along/against the momentum vector.

Figure 12 shows that the measured Compton asymmetries in the top 4 ECAL

rows are in good agreement for the two data sets taken with the right and left

circularly polarized laser.
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Figure 12: Measured Compton asymmetry in top 4 ECAL rows for right and left

circularly polarized laser beams.



A �t of the observed asymmetries gave the result Pe = 0:81+0:04
�0:01 for the longitu-

dinal polarization of the electron beam,30 in good agreement with measurements

of the SLD collaboration. The upper error of 0.04 on the polarization is due to the

uncertainty in the degree of circular polarization of the laser, and could readily

be reduced to 0.01 in any future measurements.

5.2 Nonlinear Compton Scattering

Nonlinear e�ects in Compton scattering were investigated by detecting the scat-

tered electrons. The ECAL sampled the scattered electrons in energy intervals

about 1.5 GeV wide. The highest energy sampled was 30 GeV, but the maximum

sampled energy could be reduced by lowering the entire calorimeter away from the

beam. When positioned with maximum energy below 25.6 GeV, only electrons

from nonlinear scattering were detected.

An ECAL channel saturated at 12 TeV, while at peak laser intensity some

107 Compton scatters occur per pulse. Hence the ECAL could not be used to

study ordinary Compton scattering for laser intensities higher than about 0.001 of

peak. Shower cross-talk between calorimeter pads and backsplash from ordinary

Compton-scattered electrons that hit components of the beamline limited the

dynamic range of ECAL to about 100:1. Because of this and the rapidly decreasing

electron yield at lower energies only data from the top 4 calorimeter rows were used

in the analysis. Thus the complete mapping of the nonlinear Compton spectrum

required data collection at several laser intensities and positions of the ECAL.

Figure 13 summarizes the data collection strategy for runs with the infrared laser

beam. The accessible range of the scattered electron energy versus the laser

intensity is shown as the white area. In the dark shaded area some of the ECAL

channels would saturate, while the light shaded area corresponds to signals in

ECAL pads dominated by cross-talk and background.

Data were collected with circularly polarized beams at laser pulse energies be-

tween 14 and 800 mJ at �0 = 1054 nm, and between 7 and 320 mJ at 527 nm. The

energy measured in the calorimeter pads, each of which accepted a limited mo-

mentum bite, gave the spectrum of electrons scattered in that pulse. Corrections

were applied for shower cross-talk between calorimeter pads, and for backgrounds

from high energy Compton scattered electrons that hit beamline components.

Two methods were used to estimate the corrections, based on shower spread in-
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formation from calibration runs and on signal in calorimeter channels outside the

acceptance for Compton scattering. The average of the two methods is used, and

the di�erence is taken as a contribution to the systematic uncertainty.

Because of the time jitter between the electron and laser pulses the interaction

ux was not readily determined from beam measurements alone. Instead, we use

the rate of Compton-scattered photons, N , measured by CCM1 as a normaliza-

tion. To �rst order the normalized rate equals the normalized cross section:

1

N

dN

dE
� 1

�

d�

dE
;

where � is the total cross section which is close to the ordinary Compton cross

section, �C = 1:9� 10�25 cm2 for infrared and 3:0� 10�25 cm2 for green.
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Figure 14: Energy spectra of scattered electrons as observed in the ECAL

calorimeter for infrared laser pulses of 42 mJ energy.

In Fig. 14, the rate of scattered electrons normalized to the Compton -ray

rate is plotted against the electron energy, for infrared laser pulses with a nominal

energy of 42 mJ. The open squares represent a simulation of each pulse using

the corresponding laser and electron beam parameters at the collision point. The

simulation includes both nonlinear and multiple ordinary Compton scatterings.

Only energies below the minimum for single Compton scattering are shown. The

plateau at 19-21 GeV corresponds to two-photon scatters, and the fall-o� at 17-18

GeV is evidence for the two-photon kinematic limit at 17.6 GeV as smeared by

the spatial resolution of the calorimeter.
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Figure 15: Energy spectra of scattered electrons for infrared laser pulses with

circular polarization and nominal energies between 28 mJ and 400 mJ. The data

(�lled-in circles) has been scaled to standard values of the interaction geometry.

The solid line represents the simulation and the dashed line shows the simulated

contribution for multiple ordinary Compton scattering only.
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Figure 16: Energy spectra of scattered electrons for green laser pulses with circular

polarization and nominal energies between 28 mJ and 325 mJ. The data (�lled-

in circles) has been scaled to standard values of the interaction geometry. The

solid line represents the full simulation and the dashed line shows the simulated

contribution for multiple ordinary Compton scattering only.



To compensate for small variations in the beam parameters during the run, the

data in Figs. 15-17 have been scaled by the ratio of the simulated rates at observed

and standard values of electron and laser beam-spot dimensions. Figure 15 shows

results from infrared data at 6 laser energies di�ering by more than an order of

magnitude. The full simulation is shown as the solid curve. The rate calculated for

multiple ordinary Compton scattering is shown as the dashed curve which clearly

cannot account for the observations. The kinematic limit for n = 3 scattering

at 13.5 GeV cannot be resolved in the data, but the expected e�ect is only a

very small shoulder in the rate. The two last plots at laser pulse energies of

325 and 400 mJ show proof of n = 4 scattering in the momentum range of 11-

13 GeV. Figure 16 shows similar results for green data at 6 laser energies between

28 and 325 mJ. The n = 2 plateau at 12-14 GeV as well as the n = 2 kinematic

limit at 10.9 GeV can be discerned in the data. The data points between 8 GeV

and 10 GeV in the plots with the highest laser intensities are evidence of n = 3

scattering in green data.

In Fig. 17 we illustrate the rise in the normalized nonlinear rate with laser

intensity. As the rates are normalized to the total Compton-scattering photon

signal which is primarily ordinary Compton scattering, data at electron energies

dominated by order n should vary with laser pulse intensity as In�1. The shaded

bands shown for each electron momentum represent the simulation including an

uncertainty in laser intensity of �I=I = 0:3 for infrared and �I=I =+0:5
�0:3 for green

laser pulses. The n = 2 and n = 3 data sets in Fig. 17a and the n = 2 set

in Fig. 17b agree reasonably well with expectations for the slopes as well as the

magnitudes of the rates. For the lowest electron momenta shown in Figs. 17a and

17b, only the data at the highest laser intensities represents a signal well above

background and therefore the observed slope does not agree well with expectations.

The error bars shown in Fig. 14 represent statistical uncertainty in the number

of scattered electrons and the systematic uncertainty in the correction for back-

grounds in the calorimeter. In Figs. 15-17 the error bars also include uncertainties

in the scaling to standard beam conditions.
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6 Conclusion

We measured the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam at the FFTB and

found good agreement with measurements of the SLD collaboration.

We observed at two di�erent laser wavelengths a clear signal for nonlinear

Compton scattering in the spectrum of the scattered electrons. At the highest

laser intensities achieved, up to 4 laser photons were absorbed in a single scattering

event. The dependence of the scattered electron rate on electron momentum and

laser intensity agree within experimental uncertainty with theory10 over a wide

range of laser pulse energies.
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ABSTRACT 

This report covers preliminary measurements from SLD on heavy 
quark production at the Zu, using 150.000 hadronic Zu decays 
accumulated during the 1993-1995 runs. A measurement of Rt, with a 
lifetime double tag is presented. The high electron beam polarization of 
the SLC is employed in the direct measurement of the parity-violating 
parameters At, and Ac by use of the left-right forward-backward 
asymmetry. The lifetimes of B+ and B” mesons have been measured by 
two analyses. The first identifies semileptonic decays of B mesons with 
high (p,pt) leptons; the second analysis isolates a sample of B meson 
decays with a twodimensional impact parameter tag and reconstructs 
the decay length and charge using a topological vertex reconstruction 
method. 
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Intraduction 

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) together with the SLC Large Detector (SLD) 
provides an excellent facility for the study of the decay of the Z? The significant 
developments over the past year have been the most fundamental: the SLC has been 
able to deliver increased luminosity to the SLD detector at higher electron 
polarization. This progress is illustrated in Fig. I, which shows the increase in the 
average polarization of the electron beam over time. During the 1993 running period, 
the SLD collected -50,000 Zn decays with a mean electron beam polarization of (63 f 
I)%. In 1994-1995, SLD recorded an additional -100,000 decays with a mean 
longitudinal polarization of (77 f I)%. Combined with the analysis advantage of a 
small. stable beam spot and the superior three-dimensional resolution of the SLD 
vertex detector, this data set has provided accurate measurements of fundamental 
electroweak parameters. We will cover preliminary results for a set of topics SLD has 
studied involving heavy quark physics. These include a measurement of Rt,, heavy 
quark asymmetries, and a measurement of B meson lifetimes utilizing two analysis 
methods. 

Beam Polarization 
SLD 1992 - 1995 Data 

0% -..'-~-'.--'.-~'~--I...'~~~' _I 
0 zwoo 40,ooo a.om so.tmo lro.aDl l imoo l4omJ lKmlo 

z count 

Figure I. A summary of the beam polarization and the Zo decays recorded by the 
SLD. 

A side view of the SLD is given in Fig. 2; the interaction between the SLC and the 
SLD and the production and measurement of the electron beam polarization are 
covered in the talk by T. Schalk in these proceedings. 

C herenkov 

D I I I I 
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vertex 1 1 LumfnoaHy 
Detector Monitor 

Figure 2. A quadrant of the SLD detector. 

The SLD Detector 

A detailed description of the SLD detector can be found in Ref. [I]. Working from the 
interaction point (II’) outward. the detector incorporates a vertex detector (VXD) for 
precise position measurements close to the interaction region, a central drift chamber 
(CDC) for charged particle tracking and momentum measurements, a Cherenkov ring 
imaging detector (CRlD) for particle identification, a liquid argon calorimeter (LAC) 
for measuring energy flow and providing electron identification, the. solenoid coil, 
and the warm iron calorimeter (WIC), which provides the magnetic field flux return 
and muon identification, and serves aa a tail catcher for hadronic showers extending 
beyond the LAC. 

Together, the VXD and the CDC provide the core of the SLD tracking measurements 
used in the analyses to be discussed later.2 The VXD consists of 480 charge-coupled 
devices (CCD’s) surrounding a I mm thick beryllium beam pipe with an inner radius 
of 25 mm. Each CCD is an array of 375 x 578 square pixels 22 pm on a side. The 
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CCD’s are arranged in four concentric cylinders at radii ranging from 2.9 cm to 4.1 
cm. The inner (outer) cylinder covers a range of polar angles defined by cosfl c 0.85 
(0.75). The CDC is a cylinder 1.8 m  long with an inner radius of 0.2 m  and an outer 
radius of 1.0 m. Six hundred and forty drift cells are arranged in ten superlayers 
covering radii from 24 cm to 96 cm. Each cell in a superlayer has eight sense wires 
spaced radially by 5 mm. An individual sense wire provides a measurement of the 
drift distance with a spatial resolution averaging 70 pm over the entire drift cell. 
Tracks are reconstructed at polar angles in the range cos9 < 0.85. 

The capabilities of the VXD are summarized in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 displays the 
measured miss distance between the two tracks of muon pairs obtained from decays 
of the Zc + p+p-. Since the two muons originate from a common point, this is a good 
measure of the intrinsic resolution for an individual track’s impact parameter relative 
to its origin; the width of the distribution is divided by fi because there are two tracks 
used to make the measurement. Correcting for this, the resolution in the r-0 plane is 
found to be 11.2 microns, and in the r-z plane 37 microns. 
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M  
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Figure 3. The miss distance between muons in the r-4 and r-z planes. 

Figure 4 demonstrates’the accuracy of the beam spot determination. It plots the impact 
parameter for individual muon tracks, again from Zn + p+p- pairs, relative to the 
position of the IP in the r-0 plane. The IP position is determined independently from 
hadronic events. The width of the distribution is 12.9 microns. Unfolding the intrinsic 
impact parameter rPco1ution of the tracks, we find the accuracy for the IP spot 
determination to be 6.4 microns. 

)I - Pair Trackr-@ Impact io <Beam> 

zso I- 

Figure 4. The impact parameter for muons relative to the IP. 

Couplings of Fermions to the Z’J 

The Standard Model (SM) makes definite predictions for a number of attributes of i!? 
decays, making possible precision tests by comparing these with the experimental 
values. Possible new physics beyond the SM may make itself manifest through 
radiative corrections to the SM couplings. An elegant and thorough review of the 
status of world measurements and the implications for the SM is given in the lectures 
by M. Swartz in these proceedings (see also Ref. [3]). We concentrate here on 
couplings of the Za to heavy quarks. Tests using measurements of heavy quark 
production, especially that of the b quark, are primarily sensitive to corrections at the 
Zo -+ ff vertex. This is distinct from measurements of sin%,, such as the electron 
asymmetry or tau polarization asymmetry, which are tests sensitive to corrections that 
involve the Z” propagator. The two types of measurements complement one another 
in the nature of their probing of the SM. 

Rb: Lifetime Double Tag 

A quantity of particular current interest is the branching fraction of the Zo into b 
quarks. Significant top mass corrections are expected to affect the cross section for Zu 
+ bb. The best experimental quantity to compare with predictions is Rb, the ratio 
r(ZO 4 t&) / I(Zu + hadrons). In this ratio, most corrections excepting vertex 
corrections cancel, so that the theoretical ambiguities am relatively small. Moreover, 
because the vertex corrections are isolated, the predicted value of Rb becomes a 
function of the top mass, again with little uncertainty. The ratio has the additional 
advantage that experimental uncertainties tend to cancel as well. LEP has made 
measurements of Rb using several techniques, and their current average is 3 B high 
compared to the SM. (See the talk by D. Strom in these proceedings for a current 
review of the LEP measurements.) 
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The SLD measurement of Rb employs a lifetime double-tag technique similar to the 
ALEPH measurement.47 5 The primary difference lies in the intrinsic resolution of the 
vertex detector, including its three-dimensional information, and the size of the 
interaction region. The information of the IP position is utilized in the following 
manner. After a selection of Z’J decays has been made, each event is divided into two 
hemispheres using the direction of the highest momentum jet as the axis. Track 
parameters are computed using only the information from the VXD and CDC 
systems; a second analysis of each track is made by adding the beam spot position as 
an extra hit on the track. A variable, x, is defined which represents the difference in 
the square root of the chi-squared of the fit track for the two computations. This is 
equivalent to the normalized three-dimensional impact parameter to the primary 
vertex for each track. Tracks that originate close to the IP will have a small value of 
the impact parameter. Tracks that originate further from the IP, such as those 
originating from decays of heavy quarks, will have a large value. An additional 
refinement is made by assigning a sign to x depending upon whether the point of 
closest approach of the track to the axis of the highest momentum jet is in the same 
hemisphere (x positive) or the opposite hemisphere (x negative) as the track itself. 
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Figure 5. The x distribution for data and Monte Carlo. 

A plot of x compared with Monte Carlo is shown in Fig. 5. The dip at the origin is 
due to the lack of phase space for tracks to point exactly at the IP in three di nsions. 
In the region of positive x, a tail can be seen at the larger values; these tr %  s are 
predominately from particles decaying far from the IP. Decays of particles containing 
heavy quarks dominate this region. The probability that an individual track originated 

from the primary vertex is then computed using the shape of the distribution of 
negative x. reflected about the origin, for the template. The next step is to look at the 
ensemble of tracks in a particular hemisphere. Only tracks with positive x are kept. A 
joint probability, that the ensemble of tracks in a hemisphere is consistent with 
coming from the Ip is then formed using a Poisson x2 probability distribution. 

Hemispheres with a low joint probability represent a data sample enriched in b 
decays. A cut on the joint probability is then made; b decays are isolated by requiring 
that events have a joint probability below the value of the cut. Figure 6 shows a plot 
of the purity, &, of the resuhant b sample and the efficiency, E, for the different quark 
species as a function of the value used for the cut. The precise value of the cut is 
determined by that value which minimizes the total error of the resultant data sample 
for measuring IQ,. 
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Figure 6. The purity, &, and efficiency, Et,, of the b sample as a function of the cut 
on the log of the hemisphere joint probability. 

Knowledge of the efficiency for tagging b events is crucial for determining &,. Note 
that Fig. 6 has two values plotted for &b. One is determined purely by Monte Carlo, 
while the other has been determined from the data by comparing the number of 
hemispheres tagged as containing a b quark with the number of events for which both 
hemispheres are so tagged. One would like the efficiency to be determined 
completely by the data if so possible. In a perfect world, if there were no background 
so that the b tags represented a pure b quark sample and the tagging of either of the 
two hemispheres was independent of the other, I+, and the efficiency, &b, could be 
obtained by solving the following two simultaneous equations: 
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nti = Zq,R,,N,, and ndwbL = IT,’ R,, N,,, 

In practice, however, non-b related backgrounds are present and their effect must be 
included. Similarly, the tagging efficiency of the two hemispheres has a nonzero 
degree of correlation between them due to a number of causes; a simple example 
would be the acceptance of the detector, while others include the effects of gluon 
radiation or small errors in the determination of the IP position. The correlation 
likewise must be accounted for. The resultant equations are more complicated, but Rt, 
and Eb can still be extracted with input from the Monte Carlo for the values of Euds. 
Q. and the correlations between hemisphere efficiencies, and assuming a SM value of 
& =0.171. 
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Figure 7. The uncertainty in Rt, as a function of the cut on the log of the hemisphere 
joint probability. 

The systematic and statistical errors for the value of Rb extracted from the data set are 
shown in Fig. 7. The choice of the value for the cut on the joint probability is set at 
the minimum in the curve for the net uncertainty in the value of Rh. This represents a 
balance between the statistics of the final sample and the systematic errors of the 
analysis. The variatiou in the result for Rh as the cut is changed is shown in Fig. 8; the 
flatness of this curve gives us confidence in the stability of the result. 
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Figure 8 . The dependence of the result for Rh upon the value of the cut on the log of 
the hemisphere joint probability. 

The minimum combined systematic and statistical uncertainty occurs at a hemisphere 
joint probability cut of 105.‘. The efficiency zb for this cut measured from data is 
3 1.3 & 0.6 %, with a b-tagging purity nb of 94%. The preliminary result for Rb is 

Rh = 0.217 1 i 0.0040 (stat) f 0.0037 (sys) + 0.0023 &). 

The value is consistent with the expectation of the SM. The SLD result is not yet 
precise enough either to certify or to de-certify the 30 discrepancy currently observed 
by the LEP experiments. 

Table 1 

B-decay multiplicity 
B-+Dmodel 

b fragmentation 
hb fraction 

MC statistics 

D-decay multiplicity 0.87% 
c + D fractions 0.57% 
c fragmentation 0.56% 

Rc=0.171+0.017 1.05% 
MC statistics 0.26% 
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A breakdown of the sources of the systematic error is given in Table 1. The largest 
contributors are seen to lie in the charm sector. Note that the systematic error due to 
the uncertainty in the value for Rc has been isolated. Improvements in techniques to 
remove charm decays will be a key to reducing systematic errors. Further gains in this 
analysis will require the development of an efficient, ultra-high purity b-tag to 
improve systematics in hand with a larger sample of data. 

Zo Asymmetries at the SLD 

In the SM, fermions have vector and axial vector couplings vf and uf to the ZO. The 
asymmetries at the Z-pole depend on the vector-axial vector interference term. 
Conventionally, one defines for each fermion the quantity 

A, = 2vfaf 
$+a:’ 

The asymmetries one has access to experimentally involve different combinations of 
the Afrelevant to a particular process (see M. Swartz, these proceedings.) The 
advantage of the high polarization of the incident electron beam at the SLC is that it 
enables us to separate the electron coupling from the fermion coupling to the 20.6 As 
an example, one can look at the expression for the left-right forward-backward 
asymmetry a{,. This is written below for the b quark: 

F (B) denotes an outgoing ferrn:on that goes in the same (opposite) direction as the 
incident electron. CTL (0~) is the cross section for left (right) polarized electrons 
colliding with (unpolarized) positrons. Besides providing a means to measure Ab 
directly, the use of Aft has the practical effect of enhancing the analytical power of 
the events used for the measurement relative to a measurement of the 
unpolarized forward-backward asymmetry A:B. This is because the unpolarized 
forward-backward asymmetry has the quantity 4 rather than PC multiplying tbe final 
state fermion term: 

A& = g A,A,. 

Since Ae is small, the relative statistical sensitivity of the two methods, (P. I A,)2. 
becomes quite large for a highly polarized beam; for the SLD, the enhancement we 
gain by eliminating the electron coupling is on the order of 25. 

The expression for &, above is obtained by integrating the Born-level differential 
cross section: 

au 
---(l-AePJ(F+A,($$&osO). 
acose 

Here,0 is the angle between the incoming e- and the outgoing fermion f. The direction 
of the thrust axis can be used to determine the direction of the outgoing fermion. The 
sign of P, in the differential cross section can also be manipulated to give the left- 
right forward-backward asymmetry as a function of co&: 

One needs, in addition to providing a polarized incident electron beam, to select a 
sample qf events enriched in a particular quark flavor and to tag the direction of the 
quark versus the antiquark to determine if an event is a forward or a backward event. 

The majority of the analyses to follow use the full Born-level differential cross 
section in making the fits. The use of the full form for the cross section in fitting the 
data allows the analysis to include corrections and detector effects in a more thorough 
and straightforward manner,while maintaining the ability to eliminate the dependence 
on the electron coupling as discussed above. 

Measurement of A, Using D*+ and D+ 

This is an update of the measurement made with the 1993 data.7 In order to tag CE 
events and separate them from bb and uds backgrounds, kinematic and vertex 

, analyses are used to find events containing one of two I)*+ + lrfD0 decay chains, 
with DO + K-K+ or Do + K-n-W. In the latter case, the n? is not reconstructed. The 
n;t in the D*+ decay is known as the spectator pion and carries the sign of the charm 
quark. Vertexing techniques also cleanly isolate the mode D+ + K-n%+. Both 
analyses benefit from the three-dimensional VXD information and the precise 
knowledge of the IP location. 

In the D*+ kinematic analysis, DO candidates are formed by cutting on the v 
invariant mass spectrum. For example, for the Kn mode, the central value is 1.765 
GeV/c2 < m(K-lr+) < 1.965 GeV/cz, and, for the “satellite” peak, we require 1.50 
GeV/c2 < m(K-rr+) < 1.70 GeV/c2. A cut is made on the opening angle between the 
direction of the DO candidate in the lab frame and the K in the rest frame of the JY. 
After this cut, tbe remaining candidates are combined with a slow pion having the 
correct charge and pn > 1.0 GeV/c. Finally, we take advantage of the fact that CE 
events are produced at high xD*, defined as 2 * E&J&, , relative to background, xD* 
is required to be Z 0.4. 

For the D*+ vertex analysis, the emphasis is on the fact that D@s in &events have a 
significant three-dimensional decay length and are produced at the IP. The cuts on the 
opening angle and pn are eliminated, and the xD* cut is reduced to xD* 2 0.2. @tracks 
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are required to have a good three-dimensional vertex fit, with a three-dimensional 
decay length distinct from the IP by 2.5 (JL, where crt is the error on L. To assure that 
the direction of the Du points to the IP. the two-dimensional impact parameter of the 
DO to the IP is required to be c 20 ltrn. Together,the vertex and impact parameter cuts 
strongly reject combinatoric background and D*+ from beauty cascades. 

A vertex-style analysis is used to isolate D+ + K-r&+ in cC events. A cut is made 
on the opening angle between the direction of the D+ candidate in the lab frame and 
the K in the rest frame of the D+; XD+ is required to be 2 0.4. The three-dimensional 
decay length measured from the IP is required to be at least 3 . a~. Finally, the angle 
between a line drawn from the D+ vertex to the IP and the direction of the D must be 
c 5 mr in the r-O plane and < 20 mr in the r-z plane. 
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Figure 9. Distributions of the D*+ - DO mass difference for Do 4 K-n +(top) and Du 
+ K-&co (middle); and the D+ + K-n%+ mass (bottom). 

Plots of the D*+ - DO mass differences and the D+ + K-&c+ mass are shown in Fig. 
9. A clean signal is extracted in each case. The signal region in the plots of the D*+ - 
Do mass difference is taken to be Amen.15 GeV/c*, and the sideband region used is 
0.16 GeVlc2 < Am < 0.20 GeVlc2 . The union of the two analyses is used to 
determine the asymmetry. The signal region in the mass plot for D+ + K-&C+ is 

1.8 GeVlc2 < m(K-n+n+) -Z 1.94 GeVlcz, while the sideband regions are 1.64 
GeV/c2 < m  c 1.74 GeV/c2 and 2.0 GeV/c2 < m  c 2.1 GeV/cz. The raw asymmetry is 
plotted in Fig. 10 as a product of the charge of the charm meson and co&, where go 
is the polar angle of the D meson momentum, separately for left-and right-handed 
electron polarization. 

o- or..., 
-1 0.5 0 0.5 1 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 I 

PC<0 Pe > 0 
q+os e qrlc=e 

Figure 10. The raw asymmetry for the events in the signal mass region. 

A maximum likelihood fit for the combined sample is used to extract Ac, taking into 
account the information on D(+) momentum-dependent fractions of CE, b6 signal,and 
background components. &D and A#’ are the asymmetries from D(** decays in 
tagged cZ and bb events, respectively: 

lnL=,$ln{ P:‘(xb ’ - pcAe 
‘34 -J’,) 

(1 + y,‘) + yjA;Ac 

+P,j(xb) 1-peAe (l+y,‘)+yiA,DAb 
264, - P. 1 

+P;~,,(x;)(o +~il)+24m~‘) 1 . 

The preliminary result obtained is: 

AC = 0.64 + 0.11 (stat) + 0.06 (sys). 

The dominant systematics are related to the random combinatoric background 
(RCBG), as shown in Table 2; this is largely due to limited statistics in the sideband 
regions. Thus, the systematic errors can be expected to be reduced with a larger data 
sample. 
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Table 2 

Measurement of Ab, Ac with Leptons 

This analysis selects Z” + aT. and bb events with semileptonic decays. The analysis is 
an updated measurement based on the analysis of the 1993 data to include all 1993- 
1995 data.8 Electrons are identified in the LAC by requiring agreement between the 
track momentum and the calorimeter electromagnetic energy, little or no calorimeter 
hadronic energy, and a reasonable front/back electromagnetic energy ratio. Muons are 
identified by comparing hits in the WIC with the extrapolated track, taking track 
extrapolation errors and multiple scattering into account. The lepton charge provides 
the quark anti-quark determination, and the quark direction is obtained from the jet 
nearest the lepton. 

Muons 

Figure 11. Distributions of momemum and transverse momentum with respect to the 
nearest jet axis for identilied electrons (left) and muons (right) in the data (points) 

compared to the Monte Carlo prediction (histograms) for various sources. 

Ab and Ac are simultaneously extracted from the sample of leptons using a maximum 
likelihood fit of the identified leptons to the theoretical cross section, employing the 
distributions of the lepton momentum and transverse momentum. The Monte Carlo is 
used to estimate the composition of the lepton sample, determining the contributions 
to the observed asymmetry from all lepton sources and backgrounds. Fig. 11 shows a 
comparison of the lepton momentum and transverse momentum distributions between 
data and Monte Carlo separately for electrons and muons. 

The preliminary result combining all our 1993 through 1995 muon and electron data 
is given below. 

Ab = 0.87 f 0.07 (stat) f 0.08 (syst) 
AC = ($44 f 0.11 (stat) f 0.13 (syst). 

A summary of the systematic errors and their sources are given in Table 3. 

Table 3 

6Ab 6Ac - 
0.004 0.016 
0.010 0.026 
0.003 0.030 
0.002 0.015 
0.003 0.023 
0.008 0.008 
0.037 0.042 
0.011 0.006 
0.008 0.040 
0.078 0.132 

Note that the systematic errors have begun to dominate the overall errors. In 
particular, systematic errors in semileptonic branching ratios produce a large 
contribution. Better knowledge in this area will lead to improvements in the final 
result. 

Self-Calibrated Ab Measurement Using a Lifetime Tag and Momentum- 
Weighted Track Charge 

The analysis utilizes an impact parameter tag to select an enriched sample of Z + bb 
events.9 The direction of the primary b quark is determined by use of the net 
momentum-weighted track charge, a method first suggested by Feynman and Field, to 
assign the charge of the b quark.10 An improved calibration technique reduces the 
model dependence involved in determining the analysis power of the momentum- 
weighted track charge method.1 ** I2 
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B events from the hadronic decay sample are tagged using tracking information from 
both the CDC and theVXD. The tracks were projected onto the plane perpendicular to 
the beam axis and the impact parameter measured relative to the IP. The distribution 
of the normalized two-dimensional impact parameter is shown in Fig. 12. 

Figure 12. Distribution of the normalized impact parameter, d/o& 

B events are required to have 2 3 tracks at 30 in the two-dimensional impact 
parameter. This requirement is 61% efficient for tagging b events, giving a sample 
that is 89% pure. The event composition versus the number of tagging tracks at 30 is 
summarized in Fig. 13. 

Next, the event is divided into two hemispheres along the thrust axis. The hemisphere 
momentum-weighted track charge difference is formed: 

Here, I? is the thrust axis while qi and pi are the particle’s charge and momentum, 
respectively. When ati is > 0, ? is taken to be the b quark direction. K is chosen so 
as to maximize the expression’s sensitivity to the b quark direction and is set to the 
value of 0.5 for this analysis. Fig. 14 shows a comparison of the lQdal distribution 
between data and Monte Carlo. 
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. ~=61% 1 
l-l=6996 mc ; 

4 i%l uds 

Tagged Events bl- 
1 

0 I 2 
Tagging eacks at 3o 

Figure 13. Event composition versus the number of tagging tracks at 30. 

IQdal 

Figure 14. Comparison of the momentum-weighted 
charge lQd,fil between data and Monte Carlo. 
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In order to extract Ab, a maximum likelihood fit is made to the b sample using the 
following probability distribution for each event i: 

$ 

L 

0, W ’:wm,.~ - I)(1 - A&(cos~,)) + 

pi=1+cos~ei+2cos6i f~Ac(2P~o,, - 1)(1 - AcpcD(cos 0,)) + . 
- .2< 

(I- f; - f:a+fwL~.*,, - 1) I 

The terms in the expression for the probability distribution include corrections, AQC-, 
for QCD effects that cause the direction of the final jet to differ from the initial 
direction of the quark, and the estimated asymmetry, Ar,+,, from Iii, dd, and s6 
decays of the Z. At is the asymmetry in the electron coupling to the Z, Pj is the 
polarization of the electron beam when the particular event was recorded, and f&, is 
the probability that the particular event was a Z + I& (cc) decay. f& is 
parameterized as a function of the number of tracks missing the origin by 3~. F’&,,b 

and P:o,.c are the probabilities that the weighted momentum method has made the 
correct sign determination. Fig. 15 demonstrates that the sign determination is . 
effective, showing the angular distribution of the signed thrust axis separately for left- 
and right-handed electron polarization. 

co&+ 

*I 

Right 
l 1994-E 

0 1993 

SLD Preliminary 
YYJIIIIIIIIII 

-0.5 0 0.6 

case, 

P:mea.b and p:om .c are evaluated as a function of l&l. Both can be estimated from 

Monte Carlo, but Pioma.b can also be obtained from the data by using the information 
contained in the distribution of the difference of the hemisphere charges, &, 
defined above and in the distribution of the sum of the hemisphere charges, Q,, 
defined below: 

The relevant quantities are found in the widths of the distributions of Q, and &. a, 
and ad@. Q, and aU are observables that are equivalent to the sum and difference of 
the momentum-weighted charges in the b-quark hemisphere, Qs, and in the huark 
hemisphere, Q,: 

Q,=Q+& 
& = Qb - Q,. 

P’ co,no.b is the fraction of time that rl, c 0 as a function of larl. With the 
assumption that the two hemisphere distributions areGaussian and uncorrelated. the 
probability that the determination of the b-quark direction is correct is given by 

where a is a function of cr, and Ok: 

2 2a,,-, 
K-7 0, a= 

** . 

This expression is modified by hemisphere charge correlations due to overall charge 
conservation in the hadronization process and tracks which migrate from one 
hemisphere to the other. The result is a distortion of the joint probability of the two 
hemispheres from a circular Gaussian to a Gaussian ellipsoid, as illustrated in Fig. 16. 

Figure 15. Distribution of the signed thrust axis in the 1993-1995 data sample. 
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Qb 

r Figure 16. Effect of interhemispherecorrelations on the 
momentum-weighted charge distributions. 

The effect can be parameter&d and a new expression for a obtained which accounts 
for the correlation: 

a=+(&-I) 
(l+;l)a, . 

A comparison between the values for a, a,. and uda for data and Monte Carlo are 
shown below. Note that 1 is obtained from the Monte Carlo only. 

Table 4 

o&L7 4.205 + 0.027 4.345 z!I 0.01 I 
1 0.029 
a 0.253 zk 0.013 0.245 + 0.005 

The value for Ab obtained from the maximum likelihood lit is given below: 

Ab = 0.843 + 0.046 (stat) +- 0.051 (sys). 

The value is consistent with that expected for the SM. As can be seen from the final 
result, the measurement is limited by systematic errors. The systematics are 
dominated by the limitations of the sell&libration technique, first in the statistics of 
the data used to calculate a, and second by our ability to calculate the effect of 
hemisphere charge correlations. A conservative estimate of the systematics due to our 
knowledge of the effects of charge correlations has been arrived at by varying the 

fragmentation models employed in the Monte Carlo analysis; these include the 
JETSET string fragmentation model, the HERWIG 5.7 generator, and the 
independent fragmentation model. The range of variation among the models has been 
used for the range of error. 

The systematic errors are summarized below. The uncertainty due to the an 
calibration statistics will improve with larger data samples. Increased statistics and 
improved b selection criteria will also reduce the uncertainty due to the b-tag flavor 
composition. The issue of the hemisphere charge correlation will require further study 
before improvements can be made in the final result. 

Table 5 

Systematic Source I SAdAb 
I ah calibration statistics 

hemisphere charge correlation 
light flavor subtraction 

~7: analyzing power 
b-tag flavor composition 

AC = 0.67 + 0.07 

I ‘Total Systematrc I 

A New Measurement of Ab with Tagged K* 

The analysis employs the fact that in the decay sequence fi + D -B R, the identity of 
the b quark is given by the charge of the final state kaon.13 Charged kaons are 
identified using the gas radiator of the SLD CRID. The analysis proceeds by selecting 
b events from the hadronic Z-decay sample using the two-dimensional impact 
parameter tag of the previous section. Events are then divided into hemispheres; in 
each hemisphere, tracks in the momentum range 3 < p c 20 GeV/c with an impact 
parameter in the r$ plane > 1.5 u are selected. 

These tracks are subjected to particle identification criteria which correspond to a K: 
rt efficiency ratio of - I2 : I. An event kaon charge sum is formed for the two event 
hemispheres: 

Hlni-t Heni- 
Q6= cQ,- EQr 

If Qr is less than zero, then the direction of hemisphere I is used for the direction of 
the b quark. Monte Carlo studies show that of the b events tagged by the impact 
parameter b tag, 30% will have a value of Q, that is nonzero, and hence have the 
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direction of the b quark determined. Furthermore, of these events, 71% have the b 
quark direction assigned correctly. 

The operation of the CRID detector is covered in the talk by R. Plano in these 
proceedings (see also Ref. [14]). As an example of the quality of the GRID particle ID 
information, Fig. 17 shows the Cherenkov radius vs. particle momentum for a small 
sample of tracks in the detector. The tagging efficiency of the CRID detector is 
calibrated by the use of ‘E decays to find the probability that a pion could be 
misidentified as a kaon. One- and three-prong T decays provide a sample of pions 
(electrons and muons are not distinguished from pions) with a small, but well-known, 
K admixture. This study shows that 75% of the final candidates are kaons. 

CRD Gas Rings 

0 10 20 30 

Momentum (G&‘/c) 

Figure 17. The measured Cherenkov radius versus particle momentum. 

Figure 18 shows a comparison of the number of kaons per event for data and Monte 
Carlo. As a consistency check, one can compute the fraction of events with both 
hemispheres signed by kaons that have opposite sign. This is a good test of how well 
we understand the b quark correct signing probability. For data, this fraction is 62.4 f 
2.95, which can be compared to the value for Monte Carlo, 61.9 f 1.5%. With a 
larger data sample, the number of single and double hemisphere tags can be used to 

calibrate the b quark direction tagging efficiency in a fashion similar to the analysis 
that extracted the b quark identification efficiency in the measurement of Rb. 

x103 
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Figure 18. The number of kaons per event for data (points) and Monte Carlo 
(histogram). 

The background subtracted asymmetry Ah -cDn is formed as a function of co&. Monte 

Carlo b events are processed through the same analysis to form A&c. The value for the 

Ab measurement is obtained by scaling .$,c to tit the data; the result is shown in Fig. 
19. The fit effectively includes QCD corrections as in the JETSET MC. The 
preliminary K-tag result for Ab is 

Ab = 0.91 f 0.09 (stat) f 0.09 (sys). 
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Figure 19. Distribution of the signed left-right fonuard-backward asymmetry. 

A preliminary estimate of the systematics is given in Table 6. It should be noted that 
the majority of the detector and physics systematics associated with the uncertainty of 
the b event analyzing power can be understood with a calibration from the double- 
hemisphere charge comparison when statistics are sufficient for the task. 

Table 6 

Systematic Source 
kaon mis-id. 

tracking efficiency 
MC statistics 

B production/mixing 
B+Dmodel 

B vertex K yield 
charm decay K yield 

uds K production 
b, c fragmentation 

tag composition 
Ac = 0.666 f 0.070 
beam polarization 

Total Systematic 

zb6 Coupling Parity-violation versus 6 sin’ 6f 

The preliminary SLD measurements presented here have been combined with a 
simultaneous fit to Ah and Ac. taking into account the systematic correlations 
between measurements. The combined SLD results are Ab = 0.858 i: 0.054 and Ac = 
0.577 + 0.097, with a 12.3% Ab, Ac correlation. The SM predictions are Ab = 0.935 
and Ac = 0.666. These results can be compared with the average LEP measurements: 
Ab = 0.884 f 0.032 and Ac = 0.642 f 0.053, which are derived from the LEP A:; 
and A$ resultsts using Ae = 0.1506 f 0.0028 from a combination of the SLD &R 
and LEP A& 

Fig. 20 shows the complementary nature of a direct measurement of Ab to the 
electroweak measurements of sin’ Wi and A,&. The plot is made according to the 
scheme proposed by Takeuchi et al.16, which is discussed more fully in the review by 
M. Swartz in these proceedings. The deviations from the SM can be represented as a 
cross-section-like variable, eb, and a parity-violation-like variable, <b, in addition to 
Ssin*@. The allowed <b versus Gsin * a bands for a number of current @, 
experimental results are shown in Fig. 20. The SM point at (0,O) is defined by mt = 
180 GeV/c*, mH = 300 GeV/cz, as = 0.117, and em = l/128.96. The thin horizontal 
band around (0.0) corresponds to the SM mt, mH variations as indicated on the plot. 
The 68% and 90% CL contours for the best fit to all measurements are also shown. 

Standard Model: 

&sin *Bw 

Figure 20. zb6 coupling parity violation versus Ssin’ et. 
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Heavy Quark Physics from LEP 

P. J. Dornan 
, Imperial College of Science Technology and Medicine 
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Representing the LEP Collaborations 

ABSTRACT 

A review of some of the latest results on heavy flavor 
physics from the LEP Collaborations is presented. The 
emphasis is on B physics, particularly new results and 
those where discrepancies with theory are emerging. A 
brief description is given of the many techniques which 
have been developed to permit these analyses. 
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2 Tools and Techniques 
1 Introduction 

Heavy flavor physics has become one of the great successes of the LEP experiments due to 
the high efficiency with which the Z decays to a pair of b quarks can be tagged. 
Consequently, in this review I shall concentrate on results in the b sector even though there 
are now a number of interesting charm results emerging. 

By the end of 1994, each of the LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL 
had recorded between three and four million hadronic Z decays, and hence, about 700 K 
Z + b6 per experiment. However, not all have been recorded with the full detector, and in 
particular, L3 has only recently introduced a silicon microvertex detector. These detectors 
take time to run, and so far no results have been presented with this detector, and hence, 
there will be few L3 results in this talk. 

Although the LEP experiments cannot hope to compete on the sheer numbers of B 
events which are available at the Y(4s) to CLEO, the higher energy does yield a number of 
advantages. At LEP, the b’s result from Z decay, and this gives a unique opportunity to 
test the electroweak standard model in the quark sector where the sensitivity to the 
electroweak parameters can be much greater than for the leptonic Z decays. Of course, 
longitudinal polarization of the beams gives even greater opportunity for stringent 
eke&rower& tests in the b sector, but this looks as though it will continue to remain a dream 
at LEP. 

At the high energy, the B, , A,, and excited B states are produced as well as the B* 
and B” , and all are produced with sufficient energy to travel long distances compared to 
the precision which can be achieved with the silicon vertex detectors. This enables the 
measurement of accurate lifetimes and direct measurements of the oscillations resulting 
from neutral B mixing. The high energies cause the B states to be produced in jets with 
additional fragmentation particles. Although this is frequently a cause of signal dilution and 
increased background, it does enable an understanding of heavy quark fragmentation and 
helps to isolate those particles which come from a common B parent. 

The results presented in this review will be based on those presented at the Pisa 
International Heavy Flavour Symposium, the Beauty ‘95 Workshop at Oxford, and the 
submissions currently available for the Brussels and Beijing conferences. However, where 
preliminary results have since been finalized, the final reference is given. 

A substantial array of tools have been developed by the LEP experiments to undertake 
bottom physics. The most significant are briefly reviewed below. 

2.1 Tagging via Displaced Vertices 

This is the great breakthrough which has made b physics so productive. It requires a silicon 
microstrip vertex detector with a point resolution of - 10 urn giving an impact parameter 
resolution of -40 pm. Secondary vertex resolution along the direction of flight of the B is 
-300 pm, and the flight paths are l-2 mm. The ideal detector has readout in both the r$ and 
z coordinates, but although all experiments now have such detectors, only ALEPH, which 
has had a double-sided detector since 1991, has used this for the present results. DELPHI 
has a three-layer vertex detector. This helps with redundancy and pattern recognition but 
has little effect on the vertex resolution. 

The major problem associated with “lifetime” tagging comes from the charm 
background,‘particularly the proportion of charged D’s as their long lifetime can give decay 
lengths comparable to those from the B states. Evaluation of charm contamination depends 
upon knowledge of both the production of the various charm states in Z + c? decays and 
the topological decay rates for these states. Whilst these are known adequately for most 
investigations, they remain a serious problem for precision measurements such as the 
measurement of Rt,. The other failing of the lifetime tag is the fact that it gives no 
information on whether it was a b or a 6 quark which caused the tag. For asymmetry, 
mixing, and branching ratio measurements, this is crucial, and therefore in these cases, the 
lifetime tag must be supplemented with a measure of the quark sign. 

2.2 Tagging ‘via High pr Leptons 

This was the first method to be employed before the vertex detectors were installed. 
Approximately 20% of b decays are semileptonic to either an electron or a muon, and due 
to the high mass of the B and its hard fragmentation, about half of these give rise to a high- 
momentum lepton (13 GeV/c) with high momentum transfer (2 1 GeV/c) with respect to 
the B direction. 

As prompt leptons constitute only about 1% of the charged tracks, the detectors must 
have good electron and muon identification, and, particularly good ability to minimize 
hadron background in the lepton sample. These were major design criteria for the four 
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experiments and have been successfully achieved. Consequently, lepton tagging remains a can, hence, be of significant value in forming a charm tag when coupled with a lifetime or 
powerful tool, particularly when associated with an identified hadron. lepton signature. 

Typical efficiency/purity plots for these three basic b-tags are shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. I. Typical Efficiencyvs Purity Curves for 
the three tagging techniques. 

The major problem is the low efficiency which arises from the basic branching ratio. 
Additional difficulties arise from charmproduction as the charm semileptonic decay rate is 
comparable with that from beauty, although as the transverse momentum from charm is 
much smaller, it can be significantly reduced with the pr cut. In principle, the lepton gives 
the sign of the b quark, negative lepton from b, positive from 6 ; however, this is changed 
if the B’s mix before decaying or the observed lepton results from the semileptonic decay 
of the charm quark from the b decay. These dilution factors must be understood and 
corrected for where this is important. In many analyses, lack of complete knowledge of 
both the &decay spectrum and the b-fragmentation function limits the accuracy. 

2.3 Tagging with Event Shapes 

This method is used more rarely and now virtually never on its own. Due to the high mass 
of the B hadrons, the Z + b6 events are slightly more spherical than those from the lighter 
quarks, and this fact can be used to achieve some discrimination. As the method uses all 
decay modes, a high efficiency can be achieved, but this is at the expense of low purity. 
Estimates of the efficiency and purity depend on the simulation of the nonperturbative 
fragmentation, and so it is hard to achieve an absolute measurement with known 
systematics. Nevertheless, the method is not without merit; perhaps the most significant 
being that, unlike the above two approaches, charm events are more u&-like than b-like. It 

2.4 D” Reconstruction 

In the multiparticle B jets, combinatorial background usually makes it extremely difficult to 
identffy the decaying hadrons in the B decay products. However, the very low Q value for 
the decay D” + Don’ enables a D* sample to be extracted with low background. D’ 
states, of course, are also produced in charm events, but partial discrimination can be 
achieved on the basis of the momentum spectrum, as those from charm production are 
primary D*‘s and have a substantially harder spectrum than those cascading down from the 
B decay. However, when an identified D *+ is combined with a negative lepton on the same 
side of the event, this forms a very strong and clean signature for the decay B + D’CV or 
B + D’dv . Statistics are such that D”!!’ tags are now a very useful signature. 

2.5 Hadron Identification 

The Cabibbo favored decay chain b --> c --> s requires that one of the final hadrons should 
be a kaon. Identification of this kaon significantly reduces combinatorial background when 
examining the decay products. All experiments use dE/dx from their main tracking 
chambers, but here DELPHI have a significant advantage due to their RICH counters 
which give good aYK separation up to 20 GeV. 

2.6 Emiss--Neutrino Energy 

Many of the investigations at LEP use semileptonic decays to identify particular states for 
analysis. Clean signals can then be achieved, but as the semileptonic decays involve a 
missing neutrino, a full kinematic reconstruction in the B rest frame is impossible. 
However, if the detector is hermetic and the calorimeters have sufficient directional and 
energy resolution, a good estimate can be made of the missing neutrlno energy. As energy 
is not shared equally between the two halves of an event, this must frequently be estimated 
with an algorithm such as the following: 
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This is used by ALEPH and gives them a resolution on the neutrino energy of about 
2.5 GeV. It makes possible a number of the following analyses based on semileptonic 
decays. 

2.7 Estimation of the B Momentum 

This is a procedure sometimes referred to as inclusive B reconstruction. As true exclusive 
reconstruction is impossible for all but a very few B decays, alternative techniques have 
been evolved by which tracks in a hadronic b jet are associated with either the decaying B 
or the primary vertex on the basis of quantities such as vertex information, rapidity along 
the jet axis, etc. The exact procedure varies from collaboration to collaboration and depends 
upon the particular study under consideration. The technique has proved to be particularly 
effective when searching for excited B states because sir&u errors occur for both B and 
B* , and hence, cancel in the difference which gives the signal. 

2.8 Tag Calibration Using Two Hemispheres 

This is a powerful and increasingly useful method. When events are divided by a plane 
perpendicular to the thrust axis, usually each hemisphere will contain one of the primary 
quarks. With the increase in statistics, it has become possible to use this to calibrate tags by 
comparing the number of tags in single hemispheres with the number of events which have 
tags in both hemispheres. The relations are 

N,=E~&+E~R~+E~J~-R~-R<) 

Nz=C~iR,+&:Rc+~:k(l-&-Rc)’ 

The E’S define the efficiencies of the tag for b, c, and uds hemispheres, and C 
represents a correlation between the hemispheres as the two-b’s will not always be on 
opposite sides. It is assumed that C, .Q, and cuds are small. 

Rb can be eliminated, and hence, the tagging procedure can be calibrated without 
further recourse to models or Monte Carlo except for the small parameters. Alternatively, 
the tagging efficiency can be eliminated to determine &,, and this is the basis of all 
competitive measurements of &,. The main problems result from the charm efficiency and 
the correlation term, as these cannot be eliminated and must be obtained in another way, 
usually from Monte Carlo. 

2.9 Jet Charge 
Jet charge is defined by 

with x a kinematical quantity such as p, ph,, or y relative to the jet axis, and K is a 
weighting factor usually chosen between 0.5 and 1. 

’ This provides an alternative method to determine whether a B jet contains a b or a &. 
Although not as clean as the lepton method, it has the major advantage that it is not 
restricted to semileptonic decays, and it therefore complements the lifetime tagging 
technique. Moreover, unlike general jet charge algorithms which are heavily dependent on 
Monte Carlo for their efficiency estimation, the lifetime tag can be used to establish the 
important charge separation parameter for the b’s directly from the data. As in so many 
cases, the major problem then becomes an understanding of the background from charm 
events. 

3 Electroweak B Physics 

The ability to tag Z + b6 events with high efficiency and purity has made it possible to 
perform tests of the Standard Model in the quark sector with a precision comparable to that 
in the lepton sector. The b sector, however, allows the test of electroweak vertex 
corrections due to the high coupling of the b to top with the strength of these corrections 
being proportional to tn,f, . As a result of the high top mass, these corrections are of the 
order of 1% for 4 = Id/Iw, and hence, just within the realm of experimental 
measurement. The other major electroweak measurement which is performed with b quarks 

at LEP is the forward-backward asymmetry in Zdecay. This provides the single mqst 
sensitive measurement from the LEP experiments for the measurement of sin* t9$‘. 

3.1 2 Decay W idth to b Quarks, Rb 

Measurements of Rb must aim at an accuracy of -l%, and therefore, cannot rely upon 
Monte Carlo for efficiency estimations. For these measurements, the use of double 
hemisphere tags to eliminate the basic efficiency of the b tag is vital. 

The best methods rely upon the lifetime tag, and these can now reach individual 
accuracies approaching the 1% level. Difficulties result from the charm background and the 
correlations between the hemispheres which may result, e.g., from hard gluon production. 
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Both of these must be taken from Monte Carlo. Results using these procedures have been 
given by the three experiments with vertex detectors; ali am currently systematic limited, 
but there is certainly the capability to reduce the errors by understanding these problems. 
The LEP electroweak working group is investigating the problem and is establishing 
principles by which each experiment quotes its results so that a realistic attempt at 

be made. 
LEP 
value 

175 
GeV 

The second significant technique is to use the lepton tag. This suffers from lower 
statistics as well as similar problems with charm background and hemisphere correlations. 
The analyses fit variables related to the single and dilepton p and pt spectra. Such analyses, 
referred to as “global analyses,” do not just give the electroweak parameters such as the b 

and c widths and asymmetries, but also other quantities of interest for b physics such as the 
b + e and b + c + e branching ratios, the mean energy fraction taken by the b and c 
hadrons in the fragmentation and the integrated mixing parameter, x. The accuracy for &, 
is, however, roughly a factor of two worse than that from the lifetime methods. 

Methods which are becoming increasingly popular use more than one tag. These can 
certainly improve the tagging rate, and hence, the statistical accuracy; however, the trade- 
off with systematics is not always simple to establish. 

In the review by Karlssont at the recent Pisa meeting, the average LEP value for Rb 
was given as 0.2196 f 0.0019 with R, fixed at the Standard Model value of 0.171. This 
gives a discrepancy at the 2-3 o level with the expected value of 0.2155 for a top mass of 
175 GeV as shown in Fig.2. However, one must be careful in quoting confidence limits 
as measurements are now systematically limited,which makes the combination of results 

from different techniques, and even more, from different collaborations, hazardous as such 
errors are highly unlikely to be Gaussian. 

Precision measurements at this level are difficult but the LEP community has been 
making significant efforts to understand and overcome the problems both with the 
individual measurements and how to combine them. Nevertheless, Rb probes unexplored 
areas of the Standard Model, so its measurement is currently both exciting and challenging, 
and conceivably, it is giving the first indication of a deviation from the Standard Model. 

3;2 The b Forward-Backward Asymmetry 
The forward-backward asymmetry is given in terms of the vector and axial couplings of the 
electron and the produced fermion by 

The most sensitive asymmetry measurement to determine sin2 t9$ in unpolarized Z 
decay results from b6 production. This can be seen from 

dAd 
2 = 4 (-21: - Q, + 8Q,‘sin2 0,) 
Ain2 6, 

-3 for Z-+ bb 

- 0.6 for Z + /.L’P-. 

The lepton tag still provides the basis for most measurements of this asymmetry; however, 
the high efficiency of the lifetime tag can now be employed when coupled to jet charge 
measurements to determine the direction of the b quark. The accuracy of the two methods is 
comparable, and as there is little correlation between the samples, they can be combined 
with comparative ease. It is also relatively simple to combine results from the LEP 
experiments to achieve an overall value as statistical uncertainties still dominate, and this 
gives the single most accurate technique at LEP for measurement of sin2 t9$ . 
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let Charge I I 

ALEPH (Sl-S3) 9.92 * 0.85 f 0.36 %  
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OPAL (91-94) 4-d-- 9.57 * 0.67 * 0.39 %  
I I 

LEP AVWQB I+4 9.57 * 0.35 %  
I h 

9.0 10.0 i2.0 

Fig. 3. Summary of the LEP AJbb) measurements from Ludovici’s 
review at Piss 1995. 

The asymmetry values, as summarized by Ludovici* at Pisa, are given in Fig. 3. The 
average at the Z pole is 0 .0957 * 0.0035, which leads to a  value of sin2 t9f of 0 .23182 f 
0.00064. 

4 b Quark Fragmentation Function 

One of the parameters given by the global lepton analyses descr ibed above is the mean B 

! t ALEPH 

energy in the fragmentation. However,  the 
analyses assume that the fragmentation follows 
the model  of Petersen et al.,3 al though there is 
no  direct confirmation of this. 

Recently, ALEPH4 have made use of the 
ability to reconstruct the missing neutr ino 
energy to reconstruct the semileptonic D’Pv , 

D+Cv, and D’XFv decay modes to 
determine the x =  Eb/Ebrrrm distribution. This 
is compared in Fig. 4  with predictions from the 
JETSET Monte Carlo for fragmentation 
schemes by Kartvelishvili5 and  the Lund 
symmetric procedureb,  usually used for the 
light quarks in JETSET simulations, as well as  
the Petersen prescription. The measurements 

yield a  mean value for eb> of 0.715 f 0 .007 f 0.013. However,  after adjusting the model  
parameters the data is still inadequate to distinguish these schemes al though they verify that 
there is no  significant discrepancy with the Petersen procedure after the E parameter is 
correctly chosen.  

In a  similar analysis,OPAL7 obtain a  value of urt,> =  0.695 + 0.006 + 0.008. 

5 Excited B States 

There has been a  major attempt recently to establish what percentage of B hadrons are 
formed in the s-wave states, B or B*, or in one  of the p-wave states, generically termed 
B**. The predicted B** states are given in Table 1. Heavy quark effective theory predicts 
that two will be  narrow (I- 10  MeV) whilst two will be  broad (F-100 MeV). 

State JP W idth Decays to 
B; 2+ narrow BIF, B’n + Bwy 

BI 1+ narrow B’IT + Bxy 

B; 1+ wide B’n + Blry 

B; o+ wide Rff 

Table 1. B** states predicted by heavy quark 
effective theory. 

The standard inclusive analyses use various types of inclusive B reconstruction, with 
the inclusive “B” paired with either a  low energy y (for the B*) or a  low energy n  or K for 
theB” or B:‘. All states should have low Q  values, given by 
Q  = M(“B”X) - M(“B”) - M(X), with X either a  T, n,or K. This is plotted, and  as errors 
due  to inadequate B reconstruction mainly cancel in the dif ference,evidence for these 
excited states is revealed by a  peak in the Q  spectrum. In the B** analysis, the resolution of 
approximately 45  GeV is such that the loss of the soft yin the decays B” + B’IF + BTZ$ 

does not significantly affect the signal. 

5.1 The B” 

The B* was first observed by L3  (Ref. 8) and makes full use of their BGO calorimeter 
which has considerably superior energy resolution, particularly for low-energy photons, 
than the electromagnetic calorimeters of the other LEP experiments. In the absence of an  
operational vertex detector, L3  tags the B using a  high pr muon,  determines the B* direction 
from the direction of the jet containing the muon,  and  sets the magni tude of the B* 
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’ momentum to the mean value expected fsom the fragmentation spectrum of 37 GeV. This 
allows the associated photon momentum to be transferred into the “B’” rest frame, where a 
peak indicates the two-body decay of the B*. This is shown in Fig. 5, the peak is at 
46.3 f 1.9 MeV, and they estimate the vector to pseudoscalar production ratio to be 

N. 
&=0.76+0.10, 
N,. + NB 

which is very close to the simple 3: 1 prediction. 

l Data 

5 750 
E 
r 
1 
g 

500 

ij 
g 250 

0 
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 

E,,, GW 

Fig. 5. B* Production in L3. The photon energy in the “B*” rest frame. 

ALEPH9 and DELPHI10 also report similar analyses, but, as their calorimeters are 
inferior at these low energies, they use electron-positron conversions to detect the low 
energy photons. However, both use their vertex detectors to obtain a higher tagging 
efficiency and have more comprehensive inclusive B algorithms which permit estimates of 
both the B* direction and energy. The results are quite consistent with the L3 ones. 

q, 
Fig. 6. The inclusive B  reconstruction procedure used by OPAL using 
charge weighting 

5.2 The B"" 

Inclusive evidence for the B** states has come from ALEPH,9 DELPHI,” and OPAL.12 
In ALEPH and DELPHI, the inclusive B reconstruction depends upon the rapidity along 
the jet axis coupled with vertex or impact parameter cuts. OPAL have evolved a different 
procedure which enables them to also have some estimate of the charge of the B state. They 
use the charged tracks to determine secondary vertices in jets and then weight each track in 
the jet with the probability, 61;. that it came from the secondary, and then sum these 
weights multiplied by the charge of the relevant track. In this way, they obtain an estimate 
of both the charge of the secondary, q, = x:w,q, , and the momentum vector of the 
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charged decay products. To this, they add 70% of the observed neutral energy in a cone 
around the P direction to give the estimate of PB. The results of the procedure for the 
charge separation are shown in Fig. 6; the composition of the sample following a cut Iq,,xl 

> 0.6 is 54% charged B’s and 33% neutral B’s, whilst for Iq,,J < 0.6 it is 24% charged 
B’s and 67% neutrals. Agreement of the procedure between data and Monte Carlo is good, 
as can be seen from Fig. 6. 

l OPALdata 
- simulation 

” 5.5 6 6.5 
mass (GeV/e*) 

6 65 7 
BK - (GeV/c2) 

5.5 6 6.5 
Brr - (GeV/cz) 

50 

48 

30 

l OPALdata 

0 
6 6.5 7 

BK mass (GeV/c*) 

Fig. 7. OPAL results oo inclusive B** production. Unlike and like sign Ba combinations 
are shown in (a) and (b), unlike and like sign BK combinations in (c) an (d) 

Following this procedure, OPAL pair a primaryl~ or K with like or unlike charge to that of 
the B. The results are shown in Fig. 7, where good peaks are observed in the BnfK) plots 
when the B and n(K) have opposite signs. No peaks are observed when the B is paired 
with a 7~ or K of like sign. They also have a peak (not shown) when a neutral B is paired 

with a charged,a but no peak when paired with a kaon. All these observations are as 
expected from the production of excited B**states. 

-25 

(0) DELPHI 

0.25 0.3 0.35 0.. 
O(B”‘K) ,’ GCV 

Fig. 8. DELPHI results for the Q value for BK 
combinations showing evidence for two narrow 
B:’ states. Full results are given in (a), 
background subtracted in (b). 

ALEPH and DELPHI plot the Q value for the supposed B** decay but make no 
attempt to search for charge correlations. DELPHI uses information from both dlYdx and 
their RICH counters to distinguish R’S from kaons, and this plot yields some evidence for 
the production of two B:’ states attributed to the two narrow ones. The results are shown 
in Fig. 8. A two Gaussian fit to these peaks yields mean values of 70 f 4 It 8 MeV and 
142 f. 4 f 8 MeV with widths of 21 f 6 and 13 f 6 MeV. However, as the widths of the 
Gaussian fits to these two peaks are less than the resolution, this preliminary result must 
await further confirmation. 

All experiments indicate that the proportion of b quarks fragmenting to B** is 
approximately 30%. 
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5.3 Exclusive B** heconstruction 

Whilst the inclusive technique demonstrates unambiguously the production of B** states, 

the mass resolution of typically 45 MeV is such that it is unlikely to yield information on 
the relative production rates of the different states. ALEPHI have preliminary results on 
exclusive B** production using a substantial sample (435) of exclusively reconstructed B 

mesons decaying to a variety of final states. They pair the reconstructed B mesons with the 
pion which has the maximum plong along the corresponding jet axis and then compare 
right- and wrong-sign mass combinations to look for the signal. The mass resolution is 
approximately 5 MeV, much better than for the inclusive B analysis. The right-sign BIG 

mass plot is shown in Fig. 9; an enhancement is clearly visible with respect to the 
background determined from the wrong-sign pairs. A single Gaussian does not fit this 
hell; two give a much better fit which is consistent with the two narrow states expected 
from heavy quark theory. The two Gaussian fit yields masses of 5585?z MeV and 
5703 + 14 MeV with widths of 28$ and 422; MeV. However, this cannot yet be 
considered a confirmation; in particular, statistics do not allow any information to be 
extracted on the spin-parity of the decaying B**. 

t-au 20 -- --TEn”~.- .~ ~-. -~- 
372 

3 

g 15 ALEPH 

Fig. 9. Right sign Bn combinations from exclusive B decays 
reconshucted by ALEPH. 

The overall rate of B** production from this exclusive analysis is also found to be 
30 f 6% in agreement with the inclusive analyses. 

Evidence for C, and Cl: Baryons 

DELPHI’” have taken this analysis further and produced the first preliminary evidence for 
Z, and 2; baryons at LEP. They extend the basic B** analysis by looking for inclusively 
reconstructed B hadrons which are enriched in baryons, by identifying protons, 
reconstmcted lambdas, and neutral hadron showers in the B jets. Examination of the Q 
value distribution for these states yields a 9oenhancement which can best be fitted by two 
Gaussians with means of 33 f 3 + 8 and 89 + 3 f 8 MeV with both widths fixed at the 
expected resolution. It is shown in Fig. 10(a). These two peaks are ascribed to the C, and 
C; respectively, and from the size of the peaks, they find that 4.8 f 0.6 + 1.5% of all b’s 

produced in Z decay fragment to a X,, or C; , which is approximately half of the expected 

b-baryon production. Repeating the analysis with an antibaryon cut shows no signal, see 
Fig. 10(b). 

0(&c) GeVlc* 

c 
9 
2 - 

DELPHI 
I Batyon anti-cut 

o- 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

Q(h,n) GeV/c* 
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6 A6 Polarization 

If, as indicated from the above DELPHI results, there is a significant amount of 
Zg” production, then the high polarization of the b quark resulting from the Z decay 
(--94%) is likely to be lost by the time the lowest baryon, the A,, is produced. Any 
A, polarization is reflected in the energy spectra of both the charged lepton and the 
neutrino. ALEPH have used this to measure the A, polarization using a variable, y, 

equal to the ratio of the mean energiesof charged leptons and neutrinos. This is 
particularly sensitive to the polarization but demands a good estimate of the missing 
neutrino energy. The relation to the polarization is given by 

Y= 
< Et ’ 7-p,, =-+ 
c E, > 6+2PAb 

The procedure adopted is then to compare the measured value of y with that from 
a Monte Carlo in which the A, is produced unpolarized 

R(y)&=. 
YMC 

The relationship of R(y) to P,,, is shown in Fig. 11 together with the ALEPH 
value. Their result is 

ALEPH 

Ry=1.12*0.10 ,. 

1.5 pAb = -oJ@J+o 
.__.-. __.- 

,_/_.... A..‘. 

__.... . 
1 -____.. ; .--.---- ; 

! ; 

! ! 
0.5 - i ; ; 

. ! 
! ! 
: ! 
: : 

0- 
0. -0.25 -0.50 -0.75 -1. 

which suggests that much of the b quark polarization is indeed lost in the formation of 
the Ab , consistent with substantial ZF’ production. 

7 Decays 

7.2 Inclusive Semileptonic 

The rate of semileptonic B decay is the cause of two problems. The values which have 
been measured at both the Z and the T(4S), typically between 10 and 12%, are lower 
than theoretical expectations and the value measured at the Z is systematically higher 
than that measured at the r(4S). In fact, the reverse would be expected due to the 
production of the A, at LEP, which is expected to have a lower semileptonic branching 
ratio than the B meson in keeping with its lower lifetime. 

Until recently, most LEP measurements have relied upon the overall “global” fits 
to the single and dilepton spectra, and values have been produced in conjunction with 
measurements of &,. Rc, etc. However, this summer ALEPHI has produced two new 
analyses dedicated purely to the task of measuring the primary b + P branching ratio 
and the cascade b + c --f fJ rates. 

Both of these use the “lifetime” tag in one hemisphere to select a pure sample of 
Z + bb events and then examine the leptons in the opposite hemisphere. In the first 
approach, hemispheres opposite to the tag which contain either a single lepton or two 
oppositely charged leptons are selected and an overall likelihood fit made to both the 
numbers of single and dilepton hemispheres and to the pI spectra. The numbers are 
sensitive to the absolute tagging efficiency, which is determined on the data using 
single- and double-tag information, whilst the fit to the spectra is affected more by 
modeling uncertainties than the absolute efficiency. The two aspects of the fit are 
therefore complementary. The fit to the final single-lepton p, spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 12, and the analysis yields the preliminary result 

Rg. 11. The ALEPH value of R(y) and INS relatmnship to the Ab 
polarization. 
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0 
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Fig. 12. The fit to the lepton p, spectrum in B decay from the ALEPH analysis 
using models for the decay distribution. 

with the errors respectively statistical, systematic, and  modeling. It is clear that whilst 
this method has good statistical precision, the model ing of the lepton spectra seriously 
limits the accuracy. 

To attempt to overcome this, the second approach builds on  techniques adopted 
earlier at ARGUS and CLEO to minimize the model  dependence.  Two samples are 
prepared; the first uses the “lifetime” tag with a  very hard cut to establish a  sample of 
hemispheres with a  very high b purity containing a  single lepton. A second sample of 
opposite side dileptons is then prepared in which one  of the leptons has a  high pt and is 
used as a  tag lepton; this, after corrections for mixing, etc., yields the sign of the 
decaying b quark. To improve the statistical precision, the dilepton sample is 
augmented by a  single-lepton sample with an  opposite hemisphere jet charge 
identification and  a  soft lifetime cut. The contribution of primary and  cascade b decays 
to both of these samples can be  simply estimated with no  reference to models al though 
the necessary cuts which have to be  applied to the samples for the lepton identification, 
etc., imply that the model  dependence is not totally zero. 

The overall pl dependence is shown in Fig. 13. It is clear that the statistical 
precision is inferior to the first method but the preliminary value obtained 

Br(b+~vX)=11.01~0.23~0.28f0.11% 
&-(b+c+IvX)=8.30f0.31f0.42f0.12% 

shows the much reduced model  dependence.  

0.15 
ALEPH 

0 0.5 1 I .5 P? 
2.5 

(GeV ‘) 
Fig. 13. The results of ALEPH for the model  independent fit 
of the lepton p, spectrum in B decay. 

These two measurements are consistent with each other, consistent with the 
earlier measurements at the Z , and  higher than the latest T(4S) measurements.  At the 
Pisa conference, Schmitt,” in his summary,  combined the LEP measurements to yield 
Br(b + evX) =I 1.25 + 0.24%, whereas when he  takes the latest r(4.Y) value and  
predicts the expected value at LEP after correcting for A, production, he  obtains 
10.0 + 0.4%. a  discrepancy between 2  and  30. Whilst not that strong statistically, the 
fact that this discrepancy has remained for so long suggests that there could be  a  
systematic flaw in one  of the analyses. 

7.2 Measurement of IV,,l 

Effective heavy quark theory can be  used to extract a  value of the CKh4-matrix element 
vcb from an  analysis of the decay B” + D’-e’v. In the heavy quark limit for zero 
recoil of the D*, the normal three form factors reduce to a  single one,  F(o). This is a  
function of the q2 to the lepton-neutrino system and  normally written in terms of a  
variable cu def ined by 

W= 
rni+rni. -q2 

2m,m,. 

such that 
as q2 -+qi,, O-+1, 

and  in the heavy quark limit, F(w) 3  1. 
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This method has already been used by CLEO with substantially more events than 
are available to the LEP experiments. However, for this particular measurement, the 
boost given to the B state at LEF is of value because, as a result, the D* products have a 
substantial momentum in the apparatus, whereas at the T(4S’), the two B’s are produced 
virtually at rest and the pion from the D* decay in the limit of zero recoil is very soft and 
suffers from reconstruction difficulties. In practice, w is determined using the decay 
kinematics and an extrapolation made to o = 1 using the linear form 

F(o)=F(1)(l+a2(l-w)]. 

ALEPH 

0.01 ------. F(CO)iv,bl 

Fig. 14.Linear extrapolation of F(o)IVcbl as a function of o. 

5 

This yields F( 1 )I V&l. However, as the resolution function varies with O, the linear 
function is modified for the fit to the data. Such an analysis has been made by 
ALEPHI* and their result is shown in Fig. 14, where F(W)lv,bl is plotted against 0. In 
this plot, the underlying linear extrapolation, which is totally adequate for the 
experimental precision, is shown by the dashed line. Extrapolation to w = 1 making due 
allowance for the resolution yields the value of F(l)lvcbl. This extrapolation yields 

F(1) I v, I= (31.4f 2.3f 2.5) x lo-’ 

a2 = 0.39 f 0.21+ 0.12. 

In the limit of infinitely heavy quarks, F( 1) is expected to equal one, but for finite mass 
b quarks, there are corrections which are the source of some controversy. Using 

Neubert’sis value for F( 1) = 0.9 1 + 0.04, the resulting value of IVJ is 

Iv, I= (34.5+2.5i2.7fl.5,~,,,)~10-~. 

The analysis also yields a competitive value for the D*lv branching ratio 

Br(ii” + D’+O-p)=(5.18f0.30+0.62)%. 

7.3 The Branching Ratios for b -> zXv 

and b --> TV 

ALEPHI and L3 (Ref. 21) have made the only measurements so far of the 
Br(b + TXV,); ALEPH has also obtained the first upper limit for the exclusive 
branching ratio Br(b + TV,). 

The ALEPH analysis takes advantage of their lifetime b tag to first select a pure 
sample of B decays. They then eliminate b hemispheres in which a lepton is identified 
and fit the missing energy spectrum in each nonleptonic hemisphere for the r 
component. As there are two neutrinos produced in b + r decays, there is more 
missing energy in the hemisphere than for all other decays, particularly after the 
removal of the majority of the semileptonic decays to electrons and muons. 

In Fig. 15, the hemisphere missing energy plot for this analysis is shown with a 
clear contribution from the inclusive b -> TXV decay. The value obtained by ALEPH 
for the branching ratio is 

Br(b+ ~fi,)=2.75+0.30f0.37%. 

The exclusive decay rate, b+ rV, is characterized by an even greater \ 
hemisphere missing energy, and an upper limit can be established by examining the 
spectrum above 30 GeV. With current statistics, no signal is observed and a 90% 
confidence level upper limit of 

Br(b+rp,)<l.8x10-3at90%C.L. 

is found. 
Both values are consistent with predictions based on the Standard Model, 0.023 

and5 x 10.,srespectively. They are of particular interest because the rate could be 
strongly enhanced by charged Higgs intermediaries in the MSSM and an enhanced 
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b -+ r rate had also been considered a possible explanation for the low semileptonic 
branching ratio. From the measured inclusive rate, a limit 

tab - < 0.52 GeV-’ 
?I’ 

can be set at 90% C.L. 
The L3 value for Br(b -+ rXv,) of 2.4 f 0.7 f 0.8% agrees with the ALEPH value. 

Emiss (GeV) 

Pig. 15. The hemisphere missing energy spectrum for the ALEPH 
b + rXv analysis. 

8 Exclusive Reconstruction and Mass of the& 

Attempts at exclusive reconstruction of the A, have proved to be more difficult 
than imagined. There are new preliminary results from ALEPH22 and OPAL,23 with 
candidates for the reconstruction Ab + .c\:n- . Unfortunately, this channel is more 
subject to misinterpretation from backgrounds from other B decays than the cleanest 
one, & --> J/y 4. At the present time, none of the LEP experiments has any candidates 
for this decay, but OPAL claims one candidate for A, + A’,n- , whilst ALEPH has 
five candidates with PA, > 20 GeV and four for PA, > 30 GeV where potential 
backgrounds are small. This mass plot is shown in Fig. 16. ALEPH claim a 
significance of 2.50 for the four events with PA, > 30 GeV, and for these they quote a 
mass of 

M(A,)=5621f17+15MeV. 

., 
> c 

ALEPH 

P,,b> 30 GeV 

J 
M(k n) I GeV 1 

Fig. 16. The Ah signal in the ALEPH h,l~ mass plot. 

9 Lifetimes 

Most methods use the semileptonic decays which are isolated most cleanly in the data. 
Early methods which relied on the impact parameter of the lepton as an estimator for the 
lifetime have in general given way to methods involving vertexing of both the charm 
and the bottom vertex. Nevertheless, the impact parameter method still proves useful 
when vertexing proves difficult, such as with the A,, or for inclusive measurements 
when the exact nature of the final states is poorly known. In the latter case, the weak 
sensitivity of the impact parameter to the actual momentum of the B state is 
advantageous. 

9.1 Inclusive 

The inclusive lifetime, < rb > , is given by 

with f the fraction of decays for the particular analysis channel. Hence, it need not 
necessarily be the same in all analyses. 

There are two new measurements, a final one from ALEPH24 using, for the first 
time, the three-dimensional impact parameter and a new preliminary one from 
DELPHI25 using an inclusive vertexing technique. For the former, there is only a low 
sensitivity to the B momentum, and this correction is taken from Monte Carlo in which 
the models for semileptonic B decay have been optimized. For the latter, the 
B momentum is estimated from the visible momentum of the tracks which are used for 
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6 (cm 
Fig. 17. The ALEPH impact parameter Fig. 18. The DELPHI decay length distribution for 
distribution for the mean B  lifetime. the mean B  lifetime. 

the vertexing and this is scaled to the estimated B momentum on the basis of the Monte 
Carlo. The results are: 

<‘&b> = 1.533 f 0.013 f 0.022 ps 

ad = 1.600 f 0.010 + 0.028 ps 

ALEPH, 

DELPHI. 

Both results are limited by systematics, but they are barely consistent; any discrepancy 
must be due to either the different event samples or an underestimation of the effects of 
the unknown B momentum. The plots of the ALEPH impact parameter distribution and 
the DELPHI decay length distribution with the fits are shown in Figs. 17 and 18, 
respectively. They show the high statistical quality of the data now available. 

Exclusive 

Most measurements of exclusive lifetimes depend upon a partial reconstruction of a 
semileptonic decay mode which serves both to identify the b state from which the final 
state originates and to establish both the decay path length and an estimate of the 
momentum of the B state. The usual procedure is to select events which characterize the 
particular state in question, such as same side D,‘PT for the B,. The charm decay 
products are first identified using the relevant invariant mass. These give the charm 
momentum vector and are vertexed to give the charm decay point. The lepton and the 

charm momentum vector are then vertexed to give the B decay point. The magnitude of 
the B momentum is estimated using the missing energy corrected to take account of 
non-two jet topologies as described in Sec. 2.6 for the neutrino energy. The B direction 
is determined from the e+e- interaction point and the B  decay point. 

The techniques for the momentum and direction determination, and the cuts to 
select the sample, vary considerably from experiment to experiment depending upon the 
nature of the vertex detector and the hermeticity of the overall detector. The latest 
exclusive lifetimes are given in Fig. 19, which is taken from the summary by Rizz~~~ at 
the Beauty ‘95 conference. Many numbers are still preliminary. 

9.2.1 B+/Bo Lifetime 

Separation of a pure sample of either B+ or ~0 mesons without full exclusive 
reconstruction is difficult, and although there are now first results from ALEPH27 
using exclusive reconstruction, the statistics are still too limited to enable measurement 
at a level which could challenge any predictions. In the absence of a full reconstruction, 
the traditional method is to rely upon the semileptonic decays and use the fact that the 
easiest charm state to identify is the DO after its decay into Kr, Kmr, Knmr. 

Furthermore, it is relatively simple to establish whether this @  has resulted from the 
decay of a charged D* as this yields a slow charged pion and a very clean peak in the 
M(D’a)- M(D“) mass plot. The method then relies upon the fact that in charged 
B decay, a neutral charm state is produced, whereas in neutral B decay, a charged 
charm state is produced. Hence, an identified D*+ with a negative lepton is assumed to 
have originated from a @  whilst a go, not identified as the daughter of a charged D*, is 
assumed to have originated from a B* . 
The main difficulty in the method results from the difficulty in knowing the charged B 
background in the neutral B sample and vice-versa. Potential causes of this result from 
failure to successfully reconstruct the slow charged pion from the D* decay, 
background under the D* signal resulting from combinatorial association of an 
unrelated A with a Do from a charged B, and the poorly known production rate for 
higher D*‘s (D**) in semileptonic B decay. The latter is the most serious, and the 
difficulty is compounded by the even less well-known relative production ratios of the 
possible D** states. Some of these can decay to D*IT, others to Dn , and one to both. 
The overall percentage of decays to D** states is believed to be about 30%. This leads 
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to a systematic error, but determining the magnitude of this is difficult as the error 
depends upon the ratio of the lifetimes, and hence, the uncertainty from cross 
population of the channels can only be estimated when the lifetimes are well-known! 
The present results from LEP using this method show a surprising tendency to give a 
B+/Bo lifetime ratio of one. The results are: 

ALEPH27 0.98 f 0.08 f 0.02 

DELPHI28 

0~~~29 j 

1.00 +0.16f0.10 

0.99 + 0.14 * 0.05. 

With such uncertainties, the fact that the results are all so close to one is surprising, and 
even more so when one compares the mean t?+@ lifetime using this method which is 
1.60, 1.6 1, and 1.53 for the three experiments respectively. 

In addition to the ALEPH exclusive reconstruction, another method which has 
been used to determine these lifetimes at LEP is a topological one from DELPHIsO in 
which they attempt to determine the number of charged tracks emanating from the 
B decay. This requires an excellent understanding of the performance of the vertex 
detector as the efficiency has to be established from the simulation. The results are 
given in Fig. 19. The best LEP average values given by Rizzo at Beauty ‘95 are 

r(B+) = 1.63+0.06 ps 

z(B’) = 1.56 f 0.06 ps 

The LEP measurements are, thus, consistent with the difference between the B+ 
and @  lifetimes, which is expected at the -5% level. The current error quoted is about 
6%, but because of the difficulties associated with fully separating the two charge 
states, it is probably unlikely that LEP measurements will be capable of measuring a 
difference with much greater precision. Full reconstruction would seem to be by far the 
most successful approach, but this will only be possible with au adequate sample at the 
hadron colliders. 

9.2.2 B, Lifetime 

The semileptonic decay of the B, to D,Xh resulting in same side D:!’ gives the best 
result, but statistics are limited. Such measurements have been performed by all three 
experiments with the average dominated by a recent ALEPHst result with an error 
-0.16 ps. 

DELPHIsI and ALEPHss have also used other methods which depend primarily 
on the observation of just a D, in the event. Such techniques produce a much larger 
sample of events but suffer from high and poorly known backgrounds which lead to 
substantial uncertainties. The current results are given in Fig. 19, and the average LEP 
value is 

T(q)= 1.59f0.11 ps. 

The, average is extremely close to the values for the B+ and I@ as expected. 

9.2.3 A6 Lifetime 

Present evidence on the B meson decays suggests that the spectator model with small 
QCD corrections is valid. Such models also predict that the A, lifetime, effectively the 
lifetime of the lowest lying B baryon, should be within 10% of the meson lifetimes. 
Measurements of this quantity come only from the LEP experiments, and they are now 
giving a precision which can, and does, seriously challenge this prediction. 

All measurements rely upon the correlation of a baryon with an appropriately 
charged same-side lepton. The decay chain used is 

A; + A;!-V 

A; +AX,pX ’ 

and the signal is then isolated using a same-side correlation of A!-, pt-, or At:P- with 
the AZ decaying to pK-n+, A~F+K+x-, or pK”. The actual methods used differ between 
the collaborations. All use a vertexing procedure for the AZ!- events, but whilst 
OPAL34 and DELPHI35 use a similar technique for the statistically superior AP- and 
pP- samples, ALEPH36 rely upon the lepton impact parameter rather than vertex the A 
with the lepton. The results from the three experiments are remarkably consistent, all 
showing a value about 20% lower than the B meson lifetimes. The actual values are 
shown in Fig. 19, and the OPAL data are shown in Fig. 20. The LEP average is 

r(Ab)=l.20+0.07ps. 

This is 25 + 8% less than the average B+/Bo lifetime and suggests that additional 
corrections are necessary in the spectator model to satisfactorily describe the bottom 
baryons. 
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Rg. 19. Exclusive B  lifetime results from Rizzo’s review at Beauty’95 

9.2.4 Eb Lifetime 

A preliminary measurement has been made of the E, lifetime by ALEPH37 using same- 

side correlation of E*PS to identify the events and a similar impact parameter procedure 
to the one used for the A6. The value obtained, T( 2, ) =  1.153% k 0.20 ps, still has 
substantial uncertainty but again shows a low value with respect to the J3 meson 
lifetimes. The method used cannot distinguish the 2: from the 2;. An earlier 
preliminary DELPHP8 measurement had given 1.52.: k 0.3 ps. 

10 Time-Dependent M ixing 

The use of the silicon vertex detectors has enabled the observation and measurement of 
the I?’ - B” oscillations resulting from the second-order weak process. The results are 
quite beautiful. 
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For a produced Bo, the decaying p&cle is either a Bc or B” given by: 

P 
B 

-le-” l+cosAmr , -0-z _ 
J I 

where Am is the mass difference between the two Bc states and F is the decay constant. 
This is usually assumed to be the same for both BO states, although there are 
suggestions that for the BP, there could be a lifetime difference approaching 10% 
between the two mass eigenstates. The quantity x = Am IF can be expressed, for the 

%,by 

This contains the important matrix element V,d, which defines one of the sides of the 
conventional unitarity triangle describing CP violation in the B system, but as the 
structure and bag constants are poorly known, a measurement of xd cannot yield an 
accurate measurement of V,d. However, whilst the absolute values of these constants 
are not well-known, many uncertainties drop out when one considers the ratio of 
mixing in the B, and Bd systems. The analogous relation for x, is 

and predictions for the ratio give 

~=(1.34+0.15)7 *. 
Ii hi 

Hence, as one expects that IV,,1 7 IV,,l , measurement of xd and x, enable a measurement 

of V,,+ For the Bd , the oscillation time is comparable with the lifetime, and so xd can be 
determined from the integrated mixing parameter, x, which can be expressed in terms 
of Xd by 

x2 ’ 
*=2(1+x’). 

This has been measured from the like-sign dilepton rate at the T(4s) where only 
the Bd is produced, but where time-dependent measurements are not practicable. 

For the B, , however, the oscillation rate is predicted to be considerably higher, 
and so integrated measurements have no sensitivity to x,. This is in agreement with 
current integrated measurements made at LEP which are all consistent with the 
maximum x value of 0.5 corresponding to infinite x,. 

To measure the oscillations, it is necessary to measure the decay time for a 
B”(Bo) state to decay by means of a channel which reveals whether it was a fl or go 
at decay, and it is also necessary to use a tag which identifies whether it was produced 
as a B” or B” . The situation is described in Fig. 2 1. The identified event is split into 

, two halves usually with respect to the thrust axis, and then on the probe side, it is 
necessary to determine the @  or B” nature and estimate the proper time for the decay 
from the reconstructed B momentum and decay distance. On the opposite side, the tag 
side, some property is used to identify the nature of the B on that side which, after 
corrections for dilutions from mixing, backgrounds, etc., tags the nature of the B 

produced on the probe side. 
There are now an increasing number of signatures, particularly for the probe side. 

Those for which results are currently available use either a D*, a D* and lepton, or just 
a lepton on the probe side with either a lepton or a measure of the jet charge on the tag 

Tag Side Probe Side 
Lepton 
Jet charge -wd Eiepto 

Fig.2 1. Possible arrangements for the measurements of 
B oscillations. 

side. The D* and D*-lepton procedures allow better vertexing for the proper time, but 
as the B, does not decay to a D* , these meaSUreInentS Only give infOrmdOn on xd. 
When a lepton is used on the probe side, the decay can come from either a Bd or a Bs’ 

and so these methods have the potential to also give information on Am,. 
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Propw time (pa) 

Fig. 22. The proper t ime distribution for the proportion 
of like sign objects in the OPAL D’-lepmnvs jet charge 
Am, analysis. 

10.1 Measurement of Amd 

All three experiments have now produced excellent results for Bd oscillations and  
obtained values for xd which, when averaged over the experiments, yield a  more 
accurate measurement  than that obtained from the integrated measurements at the Y(4s). 
The quality of the data can be  seen in sample results from OPAL.39 ALEPH,“O  and 
DELPHI41 shown in Figs. 22, 23, and  24. All three plots use different analyses; for 
the OPAL data, Fig. 22, the probe is a  D* with a  lepton and  the tag is a  measure of the 
jet charge; for ALEPH, Fig. 23, leptons are used for both probe and  tag, and  for the 
DELPHI analysis, the probe is a  lepton and  the tag the jet charge. The values from 
these and  other measurements are given in Fig. 25  which is taken from Stocchi’s42 
summary at Beauty ‘95. The mean value is 0.456 f 0 .020 ps-1 to be  compared with 
0.428 f 0 .050 from the integrated measurement  at the T(4S). The LEP value 
corresponds to an  .Q value of 0.711 f 0 .044 for the above Bi lifetime. 

0.5 
ALEPH 

I 

o.l”““l”“i”“l”” 
-5 0  5  10 

Proper time (ps) 

Fig. 23. Like sign fraction as a  function of proper 
t ime for the ALEPH lepton-lepton Am analysis. 

Fig. 24. ‘Ihe proper dmc distribution for Ihe 
ppation of l ikeugn objecu in Ihc DELPHI 
lepton njcr charge&tiysi.. 
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10.2 Lower Limit on Am, 

The real prize for LEPl, however, would be. a definitive measurement of x,. So 
far, only lower limits have been given, but these are now reaching values which are in 
the range expected by theoretical estimation from xd. These suggest that x, could be 
anywhere between a factor of ten to 60 times greater than xd. The determination of the 
lower limit at a particular confidence level, and hence, the combination of results from 
the LEP experiments, is, however, a matter of considerable topical concern and 
discussion. 

ALEPH Iep-Qj 

ALEPH leplep 

ALEPH D*-kp.Qj 

DELPHlLep-@hK,Oj 

DELPHI lepol 

DELPHI D’.D’lep-Qj 

OPAL leplep 

OPAL D’-lep 

OPAL 0’saj 

LEP Average 

0.404 f 0.034 *,9i 

0.430 f 0.032 0.071 f 

0.462 f 0.044 ;;:g 

o,563 + 0.w + 0.w 
~0.046 - 0.058 

o.438 + 0.040 + 0.m 
~0.051 .0.057 

0.456 f 0.066 0.043 f 

o,462 + 0.040 + 0.052 
-0.053 .o.a35 

0.570 f 0.110 0.020 f 

0.506 f 0.075 f 0.025 

0.456 f 0.020 

0.4 0.6 ps-’ 

Fig. 25. Current values of Amd from the LEP experiments taken from 
Stocchi’s review at Beauty’95. 

- MC Average tam,=)0 pr’ 
l 958CLpoints 

AmJps-‘) 

4, (%I 
Fig. 26. ALEPH results on the lower limit for Ams using 
the lepton-jet charge technique. The difference in log 
likelihood is shown in (a) as a function ofAm, whilst in 
(b) the sensitivity of the limit to the assumed proportion of 
B,mesons is shown. 

The method which is most commonly employed is to make an unbinned 
maximum likelihood fit to the like-sign proper time distributions which have a 
B, component and then plot AL = (1ogL - log&+,)vs Am,. If the estimated errors 
are both correct and Gaussian, then the 95% C.L. is given when AL = 2. Problematic 
is the estimation of the systematic uncertainty. One technique is to use many MC 
samples for different values of Anz, in which the experimental uncertainties are 
parameter&d, and a limit taken so that 95% of the samples yield a lower value. This 
technique can also show if in the real data, a statistical fluctuation had artificially helped 
to yield a higher limit than could be expected from the sensitivity of the detector and the 
statistics of the measurement. This is referred to as the “luck” factor, and again there are 
mixed opinions about whether it is appropriate to quote a high limit which has primarily 
resulted from a lucky fluctuation. 

With these caveats, the present results are quoted in Table 2, although more can 
be expected for the summer conferences. The best current value comes from the 
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ALEPH43 measurement using a lepton dn the probe side and jet charge on the tag side; 
the result is shown in Fig. 26(a). However, when comparing results, it is crucial to 
know the proportion, fs, of B, assumed in the event sample. The best DELPHI41 
result also results from a lepton-jet charge technique, but as they assume a lower value 
forfs, the results are quite similar. The sensitivity of the limit to the assumed value of& 
for the ALEPH result is shown in Fig. 26(b). An OPAL update is expected imminently. 

ALEPH 

DELPHI 

OPAL 

s Technique Am, limit, ps-1 
0.12 lep-lep > 5.6 
0.12 lep-Qjet > 6.1 
0.12 K-lep > 4.0 
0.10 b-Qj,t >4.2 
0.10 WepQia >1..5 
0.12 lep-lep >2.2 

Table 2. Lower limits on Am,, 

So far, no satisfactory method of combining the results has been established. 
This will probably be necessary if LEP is to have any chance of determining x,. It is 
amusing to speculate that many of the likelihoods presently minimize at a Am, value 
around eight. Such a value is well within the capabilities of the LEP detectors so there 
can be a real hope that by combining results and using all the data, including that from 
1995, .Q could be the last major measurement from LEPl. 

11 Summary and Outlook 

Primarily due to the success of the silicon vertex detectors at tagging the long-lived 
B states, heavy flavor physics has become a major part of the LEP program. Many 
results are still statistically limited, and so a doubling or tripling of present statistics 
would add considerably to our knowledge; they would also help many measurements 
currently systematically limited as understanding of poorly known branching ratios and 
decay distributions would continue to improve. However, 1995 is likely to be the last 
year at which LEP will take any substantial data at the Z, and in 1995, no more than a 
million hadronic Z decays per experiment can be hoped for. 

Nevertheless, important questions remain to be answered. With the increased 
data, it should become possible to fix finally the semileptonic b-branching ratio; it is 
almost certainly lower than theoreticians would wish, but a measurement to a few 
percent would give them a goal. It is also intriguing why this measurement is always 
found to be higher at LEP than at the X’ (4s). In a similar area, the ratio of the B baryon 
to the B-meson lifetime would welcome further improvement, although it is now clearly 
lower than simple predictions. In both of these, we are now aware that the data is not in 
perfect agreement with expectations, and therefore, further advances in the theory are 
necessary. 

Decays of the Z to b quarks gives a unique opportunity to investigate the Standard 
Model in the quark sector; in particular, an accurate measurement of the basic Z to b 

width &, provides one of the most sensitive tests to radiative corrections in the 
Standard Model and to possible non-Standard Model effects. The current 2-30 
discrepancy is enticing and the cause of a major effort by the experiments to understand 
their systematics and learn how to reliably combine results. It is reasonable to expect a 
further decrease on the overall uncertainty on & over the next year. 

However, the greatest aim for the LEP program over this final year must be a 
definitive measurement of 5, the mixing parameter in the B, system. With the latest 
data and an understanding of how to combine results, it should certainly be possible to 
measure this up to about 12 and maybe to 15, which would be well within the expected 
range. A definitive measurement would be of major significance to B phenomenology 
over the next ten years, as, if not measured at LEP, this may have to wait for the LHC. 

The final year of heavy flavor physics at the Z could still provide great 
excitement. 
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ABSTRACT

While the top quark is con�ned to virtual reality for CLEO, the in-

creased luminosity of the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) and

the improved photon detection capabilities of the CLEO II detector

have allowed for a rich program in the physics of CLEO's \heavy"

quarks | bottom and charm. I will describe new results in the B me-

son sector including the �rst observation of exclusive b! u`� decays,

upper limits on gluonic penguin decay rates, and precise measurements

of semileptonic and hadronic b! c branching fractions. The charmed

hadron results that are discussed include the observation of isospin

violation in D�+

s decays, an update on measurements of the D+

s decay

constant, and the observation of a new excited �c charmed baryon.

These measurements have had a large impact on our understanding of

heavy quark physics.



1 Introduction

The central goal of heavy avor physics below the top quark threshold is to mea-

sure the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) Matrix, since it

is the Standard Model prescription for CP Violation. This can be accomplished

through measuring a multitude of b hadron decay rates and time-dependent decay

asymmetries. Besides being interesting in and of itself, charmed hadron physics is

also relevant to B decays through being a laboratory where many of the questions

regarding QCD e�ects in heavy avor decay can be addressed. After a short de-

scription of the experimental considerations of doing physics at the �(4S), I will

describe a host of B meson and charmed hadron measurements done by CLEO in

the last half-year.1 I will also try to give some feel for the implications of these

measurements towards our understanding of heavy avor physics.

2 CLEO and CESR

At CESR, the highest luminosity collider in the world, the electron and positron

beam energies are set to perform physics in the region of the � resonances, the

system of b�b bound states. The hadronic e+e� cross-section in this center-of-mass

region is shown in Fig. 1. All the � resonances lower in mass than the �(4S) are
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Figure 1: The e+e� cross-section in the � region.



below threshold for producing a B �B pair. The cross-section at the �(4S) is about

a nanobarn above the \continuum" cross-section of � 3:4 nb, and c�c production

constitutes about a nanobarn of the continuum. Hence, every fb�1 of data taken

at the �(4S) contains about 106 B �B and c�c pairs. Further, the b quark decays

essentially 100% of the time to a c quark giving another million charmed particles

per fb�1. The CLEO data sample to date consists of 3.3 fb�1 of data taken at the

�(4S) resonance (so-called \on-resonance" data) and about half as much taken at

an energy below the B �B threshold (referred to as \continuum" or \o�-resonance"

data). The results discussed in this paper are based on about two-thirds of this

data.

The CLEO II detector, shown in a cutaway r-z view in Fig. 2, measures both

charged and neutral particles with excellent e�ciency and resolution.2

Beam Pipe

Return Iron

Inner Iron

Outer Iron

Central Drift Chamber

Muon Chambers

Endcap Time of Flight

Endcap Crystals

Time of Flight

Barrel Crystals

Magnetic Coil

PTL and VD

Figure 2: An r-z view of the CLEO II detector. For scale, the Time of Flight

(TOF) system is at a radius of �1 meter.



The tracking detectors, the TOF system, and the CsI calorimeter are located

inside the 1.5 Tesla magnetic �eld. Analyses requiring good lepton identi�cation

or maximal photon energy resolution generally restrict the candidate particles to

having been detected in the \barrel" part of the detector (i.e., cos � < 0:71 where �

is the angle between the particle's momentum and the beam axis). Most analyses

have a minimum electron momentum requirement of� 600 MeV while the detector

is only e�cient for muons above about 1 GeV. Photons of energy down to 30 MeV

are used while the charged tracking e�ciency turns on at around 50 MeV and

plateaus in the mid- to high-90th percentile, depending on particle type and track

quality requirements. Particle identi�cation is done using dE=dx measurements in

the main drift chamber and the TOF system. This provides greater than 2� K-�

separation up to about 1 GeV, with much better separation than this from dE=dx

up to about 700 MeV, and around 1.8� separation at 2.4 GeV, the momentum

region of interest for charmless hadronic B decay searches.

There are several unique aspects of doing physics at the �(4S) which make it

especially good for studying B mesons and charmed hadrons. First, considering

B meson production, since the �(4S) is just above the threshold for producing

B �B, there are no B�, Bs, or �b hadrons produced, nor are there any extra particles

produced along with the B �B pair. This leads to the very powerful constraint that

the B meson energy is equal to the beam energy. This can be used to select

B meson candidates by requiring that �E, the di�erence between the measured

sum of the charged and neutral energies of the daughters of the B candidate and

the beam energy, be close to zero. Also, the B mass resolution is greatly improved

by using the beam-constrained mass (MB), de�ned by:

M2

B = E2

beam �
 X

i

~pi

!
2

; (1)

where ~pi is the momentum of the i-th daughter of the B candidate. The MB

resolution of about 2.6 MeV is determined by the beam energy spread and is a

factor of ten better than the resolution in invariant mass obtained from simply

summing the four-momenta of the B daughters.

Since the B mesons are produced almost at rest (the average B momentum

is � 320 MeV), their decay products are uniformly distributed throughout the

volume of the detector leading to events that tend to be \spherical" in shape,

as illustrated in Fig. 3. Continuum e+e� ! q�q (q = u; d; s; c) events are more



jet-like in structure, as shown in Fig. 4. Event shapes are utilized to distinguish

B �B events from continuum events. Charmed hadrons produced in the continuum

can often be the largest source of background in B physics analyses at the �(4S)

(the B ! K� analysis is an example of such) which is why some amount of data

is taken below B �B threshold so as to be able to study the characteristics of these

events.

Figure 3: An r-� view of a B �B event in the CLEO II detector. See Figure 4 for

a description of the display.



CleoXD
Run: 55422 Event: 22909

Figure 4: A fully reconstructed, o�-resonance e+e� ! ��

c �
+����+

c (2593) event

where the ��+

c decayed to �+

c �
+�� and both �c's decayed to pK�. Starting from

the center are shown the hits and reconstructed tracks in the tracking devices.

Outside of this is a thin annulus where hit TOF counters are shown as empty

rectangles. Beyond this is a representation of the calorimeter which gives infor-

mation in the z view as well. The crystals are shown as boxes where the inner

radius is furthest from the viewer (in z) and the outer radius is closest. A crystal

is blackened where an energy deposition above some threshold was measured. The

muon counters (not shown here but in Figure 3) in the return yoke of the magnet

are outside of the calorimeter.



3 Charmed Hadrons

In e+e� ! c�c events at 10.58 GeV center-of-mass, the charmed hadron carries

most of the charmed quark's energy (which is the beam energy). Conversely, the

absolute kinematic cuto� for charmed hadrons from B decay is mB=2 � 2:5 GeV.

This is illustrated by the inclusive D+

s momentum spectrum in Fig. 5 where there

is a clear demarcation in momentum between D+

s mesons produced in B decay

and those from the continuum. Since the combinatorial background generally

D ’s from B decay

s
continuum D ’s

s

Figure 5: The D+

s momentum spectrum.

falls sharply with increasing momentum, most charm analyses require a minimum

charmed hadron candidate momentum of 2.5 to 3 GeV.�
The discovery of the large lifetime di�erence between the D+ and D0 mesons

was the �rst clue that charmed meson decays are much more complicated than the

simple spectator picture would predict. In some senses, charmed baryons are even

more interesting because, for example, the W -exchange diagram is not helicity

suppressed. The fact that the �c lifetime is about half that of the D
0 supports

the view that interesting things are happening in charmed baryon hadronic decays.

�Another variable that is often used is x � p=pmax where pmax =
p
E2
beam

�m2
hadron

. So,

requiring x > 0:5 or 0.6 is equivalent to the momentum cut mentioned in the text.



3.1 Charmed Baryons | The Year of the �c

Last year CLEO published many new �c results including: the observation of a

new excited �c,
3 measurements of semileptonic �c decays,

4 and the observation

of new hadronic decay channels involving the �.5 This year has seen mostly new

results on the �c, the csq baryon (where q = u or d).

3.1.1 New �c Decay Modes

The CLEO result6 of �(�+

c )=�(�
0

c) = 2:46 � 0:70+0:33
�0:23 is another indication that

it is going to take the observation of many di�erent �c hadronic decay modes

to untangle the relative strengths of the various diagrams involved in �c decay.
y

Simple spectator decay results in �+

c decays to �0, and CLEO reported previously

on the observation of such decay modes.7 Other hyperons, such as the �+ or �,

are produced through more exotic decay mechanisms like internal W emission.

New CLEO results on �+

c decays are given in Table 1. The � is reconstructed in

its decay to p�� while the p�0 channel is used to reconstruct the �+. The �+K��+

�nal state is found to be roughly 50% two-body �+ �K�0 and 50% nonresonant.

Decay Mode xp cut Events E (%) B=B(�+

c ! ���+�+)

�+K��+ 0.5 119� 23 10.4 1:18� 0:26� 0:17

�+ �K�0 0.5 61� 17 9.8 0:92� 0:27� 0:14

�K��+�+ 0.6 61� 15 11.5 0:58� 0:16� 0:07

���+�+ 0.5 131� 14 10.6 1:0

Table 1: Summary of results on new �+

c decay modes. The �+K��+ mode

includes both resonant and non-resonant contributions. The e�ciencies (E) do
not include branching fractions to the observed �nal states.

3.1.2 Observation of an Excited �c State

There are two �c states in which the sq diquark is in an S = 1 state | the �0c and

��c with J
P = 1

2

+

and 3

2

+

, respectively. The �0c is predicted to be below threshold

yIt will be standard throughout this paper that the �rst error given on a result is statistical and

the second is the systematic error. Also, when a hadron's charge is given, the charge conjugate

hadron (or decay chain) is implicitly included unless otherwise stated.



for decaying to �c� and so decays radiatively. The ��c was expected to be just

above threshold for the pionic decay giving hope that the width would be rather

narrow, �a la D� ! D�. The signals for the �+

c decay channels chosen for the

��c search are shown in Fig. 6. These decay channels were selected based on the
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Figure 6: The �+

c samples used in the ��0c analysis. The �+

c �nal states are:

(a) ���+�+, (b) �0�+�0, and (c) �+ �K�0.

desire to have good signal to background before the addition of the extra pion.

Note that the \new" �+ �K�0 mode is one of the channels. Also, the �0�+�0,�0 !
��0;� ! p�� decay chain is rather tricky since it involves the reconstruction of

two detached vertices for the long-lived �0 and �, the �rst of which is a decay to

two neutral particles.

The �+

c candidates are then combined with each remaining �� track and the

mass di�erence, M(�+

c �
�) �M(�+

c ), is calculated. The result is shown in Fig.

7 where a clear peak at threshold is evident. The signal function used to �t the
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Figure 7: The M(�+

c �
�)�M(�+

c ) data (histogram) and �t.

peak consisted of a Breit-Wigner convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function

(� = 1:6 MeV). The mass di�erence is found to be 178:2�0:5�1:0 MeV, and the

90% con�dence level upper limit on the width is 5.5 MeV. The mass and width of

this new state are consistent with the theoretical predictions for the JP = 3

2

+

��0c .

It is found that a rather large fraction, (27� 6� 6)%, of �+

c baryons come from

��0c decay.

3.2 Charmed Mesons | The Year of the D
+
s

This year saw a number of new and updated D+

s results from CLEO. A few of

them are summarized in this section.

3.2.1 Observation of the Isospin-Violating Decay D�+

s ! D+

s �
0

The D�+

s has been observed exclusively in the D+

s  �nal state. The D
�+

s ! D+

s �
0

decay chain is kinematically allowed but is forbidden by isospin conservation. It

was recently suggested by Cho and Wise8 that the isospin-violating decay could

occur via the scenario where the D�+

s decays to a D+

s and a virtual � (through



its s�s component) which then mixes into a �0. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. The

Ds
+c

ss

s *

Ds
+ c

s

u
u πo

η

*

Figure 8: The diagram describing D�+

s ! D+

s �
0 decay.

decay amplitude is proportional to the light quark masses in the combination

(md �mu)=[ms� (md +mu)=2], which is zero in the limit of equal u and d quark

masses (i.e., absolute isospin conservation). The prediction from Ref. 8 is that

R0 � �(D�+

s ! D+

s �
0)=�(D�+

s ! D+

s ) =� 0:01� 0:10.

The CLEO analysis of this decay mode starts with the \standard" D+

s !
��+; � ! K+K� decay chain which o�ers the best e�ciency and signal-to-

background (mostly because of the narrowness of the �) of the many D+

s decay

channels. The resulting peak after combining the D+

s candidates with each �0 in

the event is shown in Fig. 9. The signi�cance of the peak, which contains 14:7+4:6
�4:0

events, is found to be greater than 3.9 standard deviations.

The major background is combinatorics since there are many random �0's in

an event. Two \physics" backgrounds were found to be negligible. There is no

contribution to the D+

s mass region from the D�+ ! D+�0; D+ ! K��+�+

decay chain, where one of the pions is misidenti�ed as a kaon, because of the

requirement that the K� and \false" K+ reconstruct at the � mass. Also, the

possible background from D�+

s ! D+

s  plus random photons was found to be

negligible, both from a Monte Carlo study and in the data using D�+

s ! D+

s 

events.



The resulting value for R0 is 0:062+0:020
�0:018 � 0:22. If it is assumed that the

two branching fractions sum to one, then the individual branching fractions are

B(D�+

s ! D+

s �
0) = 0:058+0:018

�0:016� 0:020 and B(D�+

s ! D+

s ) = 0:942+0:016
�0:018� 0:020.

The width of the signal is entirely consistent with being due to detector resolution.
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Figure 9: The �M� � M(D+

s �
0) �M(D+

s ) mass spectrum. The points are the

data after all cuts, the solid line is the �t to the data, and the dashed line is an

estimate of the background using D+

s and �0 mass sidebands.

There are two other interesting results which follow from the observation of

this isospin-violating decay mode. Conservation of spin and parity in the strong

decay of the D�+

s to two pseudoscalars means it must have natural spin-parity (0+,

1�, 2+ ...) and the radiative decay rules out 0�. Thus, the most likely spin-parity

assignment is JP = 1�, the same as for theD�+ and D�0. Finally, even though this

result is statistics limited, the mass di�erence resolution for the hadronic channel

is so much better than for the radiative decay that the value for the mass di�erence

measured using this decay is as precise as the published number from CLEO of

M(D�+

s )�M(D+

s ) = 144:22�0:47�0:37 MeV using theD�+

s ! D+

s  channel. The



result for the hadronic channel is M(D�+

s )�M(D+

s ) = 143:76� 0:39� 0:40 MeV,

and the average of the two (they are statistically and systematically uncorrelated)

is 143:97� 0:41 MeV.

3.2.2 Update on D+

s ! �+� and fDs, the D
+

s Decay Constant

Decay constants are a measure of the nonperturbative physics associated with

quarks binding into mesons and are a source of great activity for those doing

Lattice Gauge, QCD Sum Rules, and Quark Model calculations. Decay constants

are important because they are often the largest source of uncertainty in extracting

parameters of the Standard Model from measurements. For example, in B0 � �B0

mixing, the mixing parameter is given by:

xd = �M=� / V 2

tbV
2

tdf
2

BBBm
2

tF (mt=mW )2

where F is a slowly varying function ofmt=mW . With the present precision onmt,

the largest source of uncertainty in the extraction of Vtd from measurements of xd

is the product of fB, the B decay constant, and
p
BB, where BB is a parameter

describing the degree to which the box diagrams dominate mixing. As another

example, a calculation of the expected rate for the decay B ! D�+D��, which is a

mode with similar \CP reach" to the famous  K �nal state,9 requires knowledge

of the D meson decay constant, fD.

To see why there have been measurements of the D+

s decay constant, fDs,

and not of fD or fB, consider the decay rate for the weak annihilation of a Q�q

pseudoscalar meson, M , into `�.

�(M+ ! `+�) =
1

8�
G2

Ff
2

Mm
2

`MM

�
1� m2

`

M2

M

�
2jVQqj2 (2)

where MM and m` are the masses of the meson and lepton, respectively, fM is

the pseudoscalar decay constant, and VQq is the relevant CKM matrix element.

Helicity suppression is evident in the factor of m2

` . The B
+ annihilation rates are

predicted to be small (with a branching fraction of � 10�5 for the least helicity

suppressed channel B+ ! �+�) because the relevant CKM matrix element is Vub.

The charm annihilation rates are not small but the D+

s rates are Cabibbo favored

over the D+ (i.e., by about jVcs=Vcdj2) making the D+

s leptonic decay the best bet

experimentally.

Last year CLEO published10 a measurement of �(D+

s ! �+�)=�(D+

s ! ��+).

The basic technique involved using the D�+

s ! D+

s  decay chain and the missing



momentum and energy in an event to calculate the neutrino's momentum. A

key point to this analysis is that the �� channel dominates over the e� channel

because of helicity suppression, but the backgrounds are essentially independent

of lepton avor. Hence, the analysis is performed for both electrons and muons,

and whatever remains in the electron analysis is directly subtracted from the ��

sample. The signal is then seen as a peak in the mass di�erence plot. The results

for the updated measurement are shown in Fig. 10. The primary di�erences

Figure 10: The �M � M(D+

s ) �M(D+

s ) distributions in the D+

s ! �+� anal-

ysis. Figure (a) includes the muon data (solid points), the electron data (dashed

histogram) and excess muon fakes over lepton fakes (shaded histogram). The solid

histogram is the result of a �t. Figure (b) shows the distribution after electron

and fake subtraction and the resultant �t.

between this update and the published result are the addition of almost 50%

more data and much improved measurements of the probability that a hadron is

misidenti�ed as a lepton (i.e., the lepton fake rates).

The result is �(D+

s ! �+�)=�(D+

s ! ��+) = 0:184�0:038�0:038. Using Eq.

(2) along with B(D+

s ! ��+) = (3:5 � 0:4)% and �Ds = (4:67 � 0:17) � 10�13 s

(from Ref. 11) gives fDs = 284� 30� 30� 16 MeV. The hope is that fDs can be

utilized to calibrate the various theoretical techniques being used to calculate fB

and fD. A comparison of this result with the theoretical predictions is given in

the next section.



3.2.3 A Detour into B Physics: fDs from B ! D(�)+

s
�D(�) Decays

In the dominant process leading to two-body decays of the typez B ! D(�)+

s D(�),

shown in Fig. 11, the D(�)+

s is produced from the fragmentation of the W+.

b c

W

B

+

c

Ds

q
D

s

( )

*

*

( )+

q

Figure 11: The spectator diagram for B ! D(�)+

s
�D(�) decay.

Assuming that the decay products of the W+ do not interact with the �nal states

formed at the b! c vertex (in analogy to semileptonic decays), then the amplitude

for these decays can be \factorized" into a product of hadronic currents. The

branching fraction for B ! D+

s
�D decays, for example, is then given by:

B(B ! D+

s
�D) = KG2

Fa
2

1
jVcbV �

csj2 f 2DsF 2(q2 = m2

Ds
)�B

where K is a kinematic factor, and the form factor, F , which is a measure of the

probability that the �c and q quarks will bind to form a meson, is a function of q2

(= mass2 of the virtualW ). The factorization parameter a1, which is essentially a

QCD correction factor, is the relevant one for external spectator decays like Fig.

11 and can, in principle, be extracted from the measured B ! �D� branching

fractions.

zIn B ! D
(�)+
s

�D(�), �D is a generic representation of the �cq mesons, the D� and �D0, while the

symbol (�) implies that the branching fraction for both the nonexcited and excited states of the

meson were separately measured.



The value of fDs measured from D+

s ! �+� decays could be used to test the

factorization hypothesis in hadronic B decays. Conversely, factorization can be

assumed and the measured nonleptonic rates used to extract fDs, as will be done

here. The B+ ! D(�)+

s
�D(�)0 beam-constrained mass plots from CLEO12 are shown

in Fig. 12. The four B0 modes are also measured and the \average" branching

fractionsx are found to be:

B(B ! D+

s
�D) = (1:10� 0:17� 0:28� 0:13)%

B(B ! D�+

s
�D) = (0:89� 0:21� 0:20� 0:10)%

B(B ! D+

s
�D�) = (1:12� 0:21� 0:26� 0:13)%

B(B ! D�+

s
�D�) = (2:41� 0:45� 0:51� 0:29)%

TheD+

s decay constant can be extracted from these branching fractions through

the use of ratios in which many of the experimental and theoretical errors cancel.

Experimental systematic errors are reduced by using CLEO numbers for both the

numerator and denominator. The ratio

�(B ! �D�D+

s )

d�(B ! �D�e+�e)=dq2jq2=m2
Ds

= 6�2a2
1
�f 2DsjVcsj2

(� is calculable) has the advantage that the uncertainty in the form factor cancels

although a1 is still present. Conversely, comparing the hadronic rates where the

W+ decays to u �d as opposed to c�s gives, for example,

�(B ! �DD+

s )

�(B0 ! D��+)
= K

f 2Ds
f 2�

jVcsj2
jVudj2

F (q2 = m2

Ds
)2

F (q2 = m2
�)

2

where K is a calculable kinematic factor. The QCD correction factor a1 cancels

(there is some debate on this as discussed in Ref. 12) but model dependence is

introduced through the parameterization of the form factor, F , since it is sampled

at a di�erent q2 in the numerator and denominator.

The CLEO results are given in Table 2 along with the theoretical predictions.

Both the experimental and theoretical uncertainties need to be reduced before

a meaningful comparison can be done. It should be noted, however, that the

xThat is, B(B ! D
(�)+
s

�D(�)) is the average of the B0 ! D
(�)+
s D(�)� and B+ ! D

(�)+
s D(�)0

branching fractions. See Ref. 12 for a discussion and justi�cation of this.
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Figure 12: The beam-constrained mass spectra for the B+ decay modes:

(a) D+

s
�D0, (b) D�+

s
�D0, (c) D+

s
�D�0, and (d) D�+

s
�D�0. The solid histogram is the

data within the �E signal window (j�Ej < 25 MeV) while the �lled histogram

is the data in �E sidebands. The curves are the results of �ts where the �tting

function consists of a Gaussian to describe the signal and a background function

which is linear for MB < 5:282 GeV and parabolic, with a kinematic cuto�, for

larger values of MB.



CLEO II Results fDs (MeV)

D+

s ! �+�� 284� 30� 30

�(B ! D(�)+

s
�D�)=d�(B ! �D�e+�e)=dq

2jq2=m2

D

(�)
s

281� 22� 32

P
�(B ! D(�)+

s
�D(�))=

P
�(B0 ! �+=�+D(�)�) 288� 13� 38

Theoretical Predictions fDs (MeV)

Lattice QCD13 235� 15

QCD Sum Rules13 260� 50

Quark Models14 � 290� 20

Table 2: Determinations of fDs. A B(D+

s ! ��+) = (3:5�0:4)% is common to all

experimental results and its uncertainty is not included in the systematic error.

A value of a1 = 1:07� 0:04� 0:06 was taken from the CLEO paper15 on hadronic

B decays to �nal states not including the D+

s .

theoretical uncertainties in ratios like fDs=fD are generally considered to be under

better control and, therefore, a reasonably precise value for fD could be obtained

from a measurement of fDs.

3.2.4 Semileptonic D+

s Decays

Semileptonic decays are particularly simple to treat theoretically because there is

only the one diagram and there are no �nal state interactions.16 In b quark physics,

a precise value for Vcb can be arrived at through measurements of B ! D�`� de-

cays and the inclusive lepton momentum spectrum. This is possible because of

theoretical advances in understanding the form factors in such heavy-to-heavy

(i.e., b! c) transitions. However, such techniques are not applicable in heavy-to-

light transitions like b! u, thereby complicating the extraction of Vub. Charmed

semileptonic decays could be the key to this problem because the CKM matrix

elements, Vcs and Vcd, are known, allowing the heavy-to-light form factors to be

probed experimentally. It was perhaps somewhat surprising, given the initial

assumptions about the simplicity of semileptonic decays, that the original calcu-

lations of �(D! �K�`�)=�(D! �K`�) were about a factor of two higher than the

experimental value of 0:56�0:05. Some postdictions do a better job, but it would

be very interesting to measure this same vector-to-pseudoscalar ratio for the D+

s ,



the \other" charmed meson system.

CLEO has published results on D+

s ! �`� decays.17 The CLEO II detector

is well suited for observing D+

s ! �`� decays because of the power of the CsI

calorimeter in reconstructing the two photons from the � !  decay chain. The

�0 is reconstructed through its decay to ��+��. The analysis uses both electrons

and muons, although the muon results are corrected for phase space and the �nal

results are then given as semielectronic branching fractions. There are su�cient

statistics in the �`� and �`� samples to also perform the analysis by using the

D�+

s ! D+

s  mode (the so-called \tagged" analysis). This requirement reduces

the backgrounds and allows for the minimum electron momentum to be lowered

to 0.7 GeV from the 1 GeV requirement used in the \untagged" analysis. There is

actually little correlation between the tagged and untagged results, and they are

combined in the �`� case. The mass plots for the untagged analysis are shown in

Fig. 13. The results are given in Table 3. Many of the systematic errors cancel

in the ratios.

�(D+

s ! �e+�)=�(D+

s ! �e+�) 1:24� 0:12� 0:15

�(D+

s ! �0e+�)=�(D+

s ! �e+�) 0:43� 0:11� 0:07

�(D+

s ! �0e+�)=�(D+

s ! �e+�) 0:35� 0:09� 0:07

�(D+

s ! �e+�)=�(D+

s ! (� + �0)e+�) 0:60� 0:06� 0:06

Table 3: Summary of measurements for D+

s ! Xe+�.

The vector-to-pseudoscalar ratio of 0:60� 0:06� 0:06 for the D+

s agrees nicely

with the value for the D meson and with the theoretical predictions. There is

some non-negligible dependence in the calculations on the value of the � � �0

mixing angle. The �(D+

s ! �0e+�)=�(D+

s ! �e+�) ratio is also interesting since

it is predicted to be equal to �(D+

s ! �0�+)=�(D+

s ! ��+) from factorization.18

However, this ratio of hadronic rates is found by CLEO19 to be 1:20� 0:35, not

in very good agreement with the factorization expectation.
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alone.



4 Bottom Mesons

The basic B meson decay diagrams are given in Fig. 15. The spectator diagram

dominates the rate although the color suppressed (or, internal W decay) diagram

is a signi�cant player as evidenced by the large B !  (0)X branching fractions.20

Neither the annihilation nor theW -exchange process has been observed, and their

total rates are expected to be small. CLEO observed the inclusive branching frac-

tion for the radiative penguin to be around 2�10�4 while there is no unambiguous

evidence for gluonic penguin decays (see Sec. 4.2.1). There is some question as to

whether even the dominant decay processes are understood, as will be discussed

in the next session. The following sections will be concerned with rare decays |

in particular, a search for gluonic penguin decays and the �rst observation of an

exclusive semileptonic b! u decay channel.

4.1 b! c Decays and the Charm Count

Assuming that the diagram of Fig. 14 dominates{ and that the b! u contribution

ν,

W
--

c , ub

d,l, s

u, c

Figure 14: The dominant b quark decay diagram.

is negligible, then the total B meson decay rate, �, is given by:

� = �(b! c`���) + �(b! c�ud) + �(b! c�cs):

In terms of branching fractions, this becomes:

B(B ! X`�) = 1� B(b! c�ud)� B(b! c�cs): (3)

{The Cabibbo-suppressed channels like c�us are implicitly included here as are the internal W

decay channels.
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If all lepton and quark masses were small relative to mB, and there were no

complications due to strong interactions, then B(B ! Xe+�) � Be would be 1/9.
Phase space corrections due to the large �+ lepton and charm quark masses raises

Be to about 17%. Bigi and collaborators claimed21 that, even including all QCD

corrections, the lower limit on the semielectronic B branching fraction is 12.5%.

Yet measurements from CLEO, ARGUS, and LEP consistently �nd Be to be less
than 11%, hence the moniker \ba�ing" for this branching fraction.

The measurements have predominantly come from �tting the momentum spec-

trum of leptons from B decay. Part of the di�culty in extracting Be from the

inclusive lepton momentum spectrum is that leptons in B meson decays come not

only from the primary b ! c`� decay mechanism but also from the subsequent

semileptonic decay of the charm quark. Thus a large model dependence is intro-

duced when trying to extract Be since �tting the spectrum requires a functional

form for both components.

A way around this di�culty is to tag the avor of the decaying b quark. In

the B meson rest frame (essentially the lab frame for CLEO), the leptons from

the secondary charm quark decay are generally \soft", with only about 3% having

momentum greater than 1.4 GeV. In �(4S) decays there are no other particles

produced along with the B and �B mesons. Therefore, using a high momentum

lepton to tag the charge of one of them essentially tags the charge of both (with a

calculable correction due to mixing in B0 �B0 events). This is illustrated in Fig. 16.

In this example, the `+ tag indicates that a �b decayed semileptonically. If there

b bX l + X e -

Y e +ν
νν c

Figure 16: Charge correlations in the lepton tagged measurement of the semielec-

tronic B branching fraction.

is a second lepton in the event, then this lepton's charge distinguishes whether it

came from the decay of the b quark or from the semileptonic decay of the charmed

hadron produced in the weak b! c decay.

This technique was �rst proposed by ARGUS, and CLEO added a momentum-

dependent cut on the angle between the tag lepton and the second lepton to



eliminate events where the two leptons come from the same B. Both electrons

and muons are used by CLEO as tags. Only electrons are used as the second lepton

since the detector is e�cient down to electron momenta of 600 MeV whereas the

muon fake rates get large for muons of momentum below 1.4 GeV. Using this

technique allows for the separation of the primary and cascade lepton momentum

spectra, as shown in Fig. 17. The B ! Xe+� branching fraction is found to be

(10:49� 0:17� 0:43)%. Some small model dependence comes in when accounting

for the undetected fraction of the spectrum below 600 MeV. This was estimated

to comprise (6:1� 0:5)% of the total.
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Figure 17: The spectra of electrons from B ! Xe� (�lled circles) and b ! c !
Y e� (open circles) after continuum and fake subtraction, and the mixing correc-

tion. The curve is an example of one of the �ts used to estimate the uncertainty

in the extrapolation from 600 MeV to the origin.

This model-independent measurement strongly supports the conclusion that

the semielectronic B branching fraction is signi�cantly below 12.5%. It is clear

from Eq. (3) that for B(B ! X`�) to go down, B(b! c�ud)+B(b! c�cs) must go

up. Recent calculations22 have shown that higher order perturbative corrections

lower the value of Be considerably but at the price of simultaneously raising the



contribution from B(b ! c�cs) decays. Since this �nal state contains two charm

quarks, this prediction has the experimentally observable result of raising nc, the

number of charm quarks per B decay, from the value of around 1.15 associated

with the larger predicted Be to > 1:3. The number of charm quarks per B decay

can be calculated using the measured inclusive branching fractions. Naively this

is given by:

nc = B(B ! D0X) + B(B ! D+X) + B(B ! DsX)

+ B(B ! �cX) + B(B ! �+

c X) + B(B ! �0

cX)

+ 2B(B !  X) + 2B(B !  0X)

+ 2B(B ! �c1X) + 2B(B ! �c2X) + 2B(B ! �cX) (4)

where some assumptions must be made about how baryons and D+

s mesons are

produced in B decay. CLEO has released new, more precise values for all of these

branching fractions in the last year except for theD0 andD+ �nal states where the

new measurements should be available in early 1996. The experimental value of nc

is around the 1.15 with an uncertainty of about 0.05. The dominant uncertainties

in many of these branching fractions are systematic, some of which are correlated,

so it is di�cult to get a precise value for the uncertainty in nc. Even given this,

however, the data do not support an enhanced B(b! c�cs) component so Be will
remain \ba�ing" for a while yet.

4.2 Rare Hadronic B Decays

CLEO has investigated a slew of rare hadronic B decay channels including the

��, K�, and KK �nal states (with both charged and neutral kaons and pions)

as well as the ��, K�, K��, K�, K��, and �� �nal states.23 There is still

no signi�cant signal in any particular channel although the upper limits on the

branching fractions for some, e.g. �+��, �+�0, and �+��, are encroaching on the

theoretical predictions. The beam-constrained mass plots for the ��, K�, and

KK channels are shown in Fig. 18.

The combined �+�� and K+�� signal is now > 4 standard deviations from

0 although the K=� separation of � 1:8� is still not enough to resolve the two

states with the present statistics. This is illustrated in Fig. 19 which shows the

results of the maximum likelihood �t to the two charged track �nal state.



Figure 18: The beam-constrained mass spectra for the ��, K�, and KK channels.

The modes in (a) and (b) are sorted by dE=dx according to the most likely

hypothesis.
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4.2.1 Penguin Pollution and B ! Xs�

The B0 ! �+�� decay channel is of great interest because it is one of the modes

that can be used at an asymmetric \B Factory" to measure an angle of the unitar-

ity triangle. There is one caveat to this, however, and that is so-called \Penguin

Pollution," which is illustrated in Fig. 20. Only for the top diagram in Fig. 20

can an angle of the unitarity triangle be cleanly extracted from measurements of

time-dependent decay asymmetries in B0 ! �+�� decays. If the contribution

to the rate from the bottom diagram in Fig. 20, the gluonic penguin diagram,

is non-negligible, then a more complicated isospin analysis of the full �� system

must be done to get to the desired information on the CKM matrix.24
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Figure 20: The tree level (top) and gluonic penguin (bottom) diagrams for the

B ! �+�� decay channel.

It is extremely di�cult to calculate the relative strength of the gluonic penguin

in decays like B0 ! �+��, and so it would be desirable to observe a decay

which proceeds solely through this mechanism. Assuming that weak annihilation

processes producing the s�ss �nal state (e.g., b�u ! W� ! s�u with s�s popping)

are negligible, then b ! s�ss decay proceeds through a penguin decay process.

The gluonic penguin, illustrated in Fig. 21, is expected to dominate over the

electromagnetic penguin so the observation of decays of the form B ! Xs� (where

Xs can be one particle or a system of particles with net strangeness 1) would be

an unambiguous signature for the gluonic penguin. Theoretical understanding of

such rates would lead to some con�dence that the contributions of these diagrams

to other processes could be reliably calculated.

The upper limits from CLEO on some exclusive B ! Xs� branching fractions

are given in Table 4. While these branching fractions indicate that this process is

not dominating the rate, there is uncertainty in how the s�ss�q �nal state hadronizes.
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Figure 21: The pure penguin B ! Xs� decay.

This motivates a measurement of the inclusive b! sg ! s�ss rate since it may be

calculable from �rst principles and should be at least an order of magnitude higher

than the rate for any exclusive channel. Some schemes even have very large rates

for this, \solving" the ba�ing semielectronic branching fraction problem without

raising nc (see Sec. 4.1).

Decay Mode CLEO II Upper Limit

B0 ! K0

S� < 4:4� 10�5

B+ ! K+� < 1:2� 10�5

B0 ! K�0� < 4:3� 10�5

B+ ! K�+� < 7:0� 10�5

Table 4: Upper limits on exclusive B ! Xs� branching fractions.

Two techniques are used to search for B ! Xs�. One method involves search-

ing for � mesons from B decay with momenta beyond the endpoint for having

originated from the standard tree level B decays. The continuum-subtracted �

momentum spectrum is the left-hand plot in Fig. 22. There is no evidence of an

excess in the signal region of 0:4 < x < 0:5 and the 90% con�dence level upper

limit is found to be B(B ! Xs�) < 2:2� 10�4 for 2:0 < p� < 2:6 GeV. The other

technique, the so-called \B Reconstruction" technique, is a slight variation of the

method that was found to be very powerful in the measurement of the inclusive

b ! s rate.25 The basic idea is to combine a K+K� pair which reconstruct to



within �20 MeV of the � mass, a kaon (either a K� or a K0

S ! �+��), and

zero to four pions (with at most one �0), and to keep the \best" (i.e., most likely

B) combination based on beam-constrained mass, �E, particle ID, and K0

S or �0

mass, if they are used. The goal here is not to fully reconstruct these exclusive

�nal states but to reject continuum background which is much less likely than

the signal to satisfy these criteria. The results of this analysis are shown in the

right-hand plots in Fig. 22 where again there is no evidence for a signal above

the continuum. The 90% con�dence level upper limit for this technique is found

to be B(B ! Xs�) < 1:1 � 10�4. The two methods are complementary since,

even though the �rst one is not as powerful at suppressing background, it is much

less sensitive to the details of how the s�qs�s �nal state hadronizes. It is clear

from these measurements that the gluonic penguin rate is not anomalously high

although a rate large enough to complicate the extraction of CKM parameters

from measurements at an asymmetric B Factory is not ruled out.

φ
N

( 
 )

x
Figure 22: Searches for B ! Xs�. The left-hand plot is the continuum subtracted

� yield as a function of x. The \signal" region is 0:4 < x < 0:5. The right-

hand plots are the K+K� invariant mass for the \B Reconstruction" candidates

(de�ned in the text) for (a) on-resonance data and (b) continuum data.



4.3 \Neutrino Reconstruction" and the Observation of

Exclusive Semileptonic b! u`� Decays

The measurement of Vub is perhaps the most important activity inB physics today.

ARGUS and CLEO established that Vub > 0 by observing leptons with momentum

beyond the endpoint for b! c transitions.26,27 However, there are large theoretical

uncertainties as to the fraction of the rate encompassed by these measurements

thus complicating the extraction of Vub. The ratio jVub=Vcbj is presently known

to be between 0.07 and 0.11, with theoretical uncertainties determining the size

of this range. There is some hope that measurements of exclusive semileptonic

b ! u`� decays could lead to a more precise determination of jVub=Vcbj because
the form factors in such heavy-to-light transitions can be measured experimentally

using semileptonic charm decays (see Sec. 3.2.4).

The problem in reconstructing an exclusive b ! u`� decay is, of course, that

the neutrino is not detected. However, the excellent hermiticity of the CLEO II

detector (coverage of � 95% and � 98% of 4� for tracks and photons, respec-

tively) allows for the neutrino four-momentum to be \reconstructed" by using the

\missing" energy and momentum in an event. Speci�cally,

E� = Emiss � 2Ebeam �X
i

Ei (� � 260 MeV)

~p� = ~pmiss � �X
i

~pi (� � 110 MeV)

where the index i runs over all charged tracks and showers in the calorimeter not

associated with charged tracks. The resolutions given are for events with no K0

L

mesons or extra neutrinos. For a real neutrino, M2

miss = E2

miss � j~pmissj2 should
be consistent with zero. The criterion (M2

miss=2Emiss) < 300 MeV is used because

the resolution in M2

miss varies roughly like 2Emiss�Emiss . The neutrino energy is

set to j~pmissj because of the better momentum resolution.

Further requirements are then imposed on events to suppress background.

Only one charged lepton is allowed per event since another charged lepton imme-

diately implies there being another neutrino. Also, the total charge of an event is

required to be zero to ensure that a charged track has not been missed. For a can-

didate event, this \reconstructed" neutrino can then be used to fully reconstruct

a B meson, and the standard beam-constrained mass and �E variables can be

examined.



The method outlined to this point could be used to reconstruct any exclusive

semileptonic B decay mode. It is useful to perform the analysis on a b ! c`�

channel that has been well measured using the standard missing mass techniques

as a test of the \neutrino reconstruction" technique itself and as a measure of the

systematic error. The results from an analysis of the B0 ! D��`+� decay mode

are shown in Fig. 23 where there is good agreement between the data and the
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Figure 23: The \Neutrino Reconstruction" distributions in an analysis of the

B0 ! D��`+� decay chain. The points with error bars are the data and the

histograms are from the Monte Carlo simulation.

Monte Carlo for the various kinematic distributions. The neutrino reconstruction

result of B(B0 ! D��`+�) = (4:65 � 0:65)% agrees with the CLEO published

number28 of B(B0 ! D��`+�) = (4:49� 0:32� 0:32)%.

Five modes are searched for in the b! u analysis | the pseudoscalar modes

��`+� and �0`+�, and the vector modes ��`+�, �0`+�, and !`+�. Both electrons

and muons are used and, to suppress the b ! c`� backgrounds, the leptons are

required to have momenta greater than 1.5(2) GeV in the pseudoscalar(vector)

modes. When extracting the yields, the �E-mB distributions for the �ve modes

are �t simultaneously. This allows for the utilization of the isospin constraints

�(B0 ! ��`+�)=2�(B+ ! �0`+�) and �(B0 ! ��`+�)=2�(B+ ! �0`+�)�
2�(B+ ! !`+�). This method also allows for the feed-across from the vector to



pseudoscalar modes to be handled in a consistent manner.

A further complication in the vector modes are nonresonant ���0, ���+, and

���+�0 contributions, for which neither the rate nor the shape is known. This

is dealt with in three di�erent ways: (1) �t for the rates with just a simple cut

in ��(3�) mass around the �(!), (2) �t for the rates after subtracting from the

��(3�) mass in the �(!) peak regions sideband samples in ��(3�) mass, and (3)

include the ��(3�) distributions in the �t where additional assumptions must

be made about the shapes of the nonresonant and background components. To

illustrate the results from method (2), the beam-constrained mass plots for the

�E signal region are shown in Fig. 24.
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Figure 24: Beam-constrained mass distributions for the combined ��`+� and

��`+� (left) channels, and the sum of the vector modes (right) for the analysis with

��/3� mass sideband subtractions. The points with error bars are the continuum-

and fake-subtracted data. The histograms are the signal (hollow), the contribution

from b! c`� (shaded), feed-down from higher mass b! u`� (cross-hatched), and

signal mode cross-feed (hatched).



The yields in the vector modes from the di�erent methods are about equal,

indicating that there is very little nonresonant contribution to the rate.

Several other distributions were examined to check that these signals are con-

sistent with having come from b ! u`� decays. The lepton momentum spectra

for the �E{MB signal region are shown in Fig. 25 where, needless to say, the

lepton momentum cuts have been removed in these plots. The lepton momentum
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Figure 25: Lepton momentum spectra for B ! �`� (left) and B ! �`� (right).

The various components have the same meanings as in Fig. 24 (except that here

the points are also sideband subtracted) where the normalizations are predictions

using the results of the �t to the mass spectra.

spectra are quite \hard," with many leptons beyond the b ! c endpoint, indica-

tive of having originated from b! u transitions. The exact shapes of the lepton

momentum spectra depend on the poorly known b! u form factors.

There is form factor independent information in the distribution of the angle

de�ned in Fig. 26. Because of the V � A structure of the weak interaction,

the signal in the pseudoscalar case follows a sin2 ��` distribution. For the vector
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Figure 26: De�nition of ��` in B ! �`� decays. The angle for the vector meson

case, ��`, follows by replacing the pion with a vector meson.

modes, the details of the angular distributions depend on the form factor but a

forward peaking in cos ��` is expected. The distributions, shown in Fig. 27, are

quite consistent with the b! u nature of the decays.

The �nal branching fractions are model dependent because the e�ciencies for

the various modes depend on the form factors used in the Monte Carlo. Speci�-

cally, di�erent form factors concentrate the rate in di�erent regions of q2, and the

e�ciency is a function of q2. Results obtained for the WSB and ISGWk models

are:29,30

B(B0 ! ��`+�) = (1:34� 0:35� 0:28)� 10�4 ISGW

= (1:63� 0:46� 0:34)� 10�4 WSB

B(B0 ! ��`+�) = (2:28� 0:36� 0:59+0:00
�0:46)� 10�4 ISGW

= (3:88� 0:54� 1:01+0:00
�0:78)� 10�4 WSB

where the third error for the vector mode is the uncertainty due to the non-

resonant contribution.

There is some potential to discriminate between models using the ratio of

rates. The results are given in Table 5 where the ISGW prediction appears to

be inconsistent with the data. More studies of the model dependence need to be

performed before a value of Vub can be extracted from this analysis.

kThis is the `original' ISGW. Results including the so-called ISGW2 model will be included in

the �nal analysis.
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Figure 27: The cos ��` (left) and cos ��` (right) distributions where the various

components have the same meaning as for Fig. 25.

Model Prediction CLEO II

ISGW 4.0 1:70+0:81
�0:50 � 0:58+0:00

�0:34

WSB 3.0{4.3 2:39�+0:81
�0:50 �0:58+0:00

�0:34

Table 5: Predictions and experimental results for the ratio of the b ! u`� rates

�(B0 ! ��`+�)=�(B0 ! ��`+�).

5 Summary and the Future

The power of the CLEO II detector to reconstruct charged and neutral particles

with high e�ciency and good resolution, coupled with the increased luminosity

of CESR, has allowed CLEO to probe deeply into our understanding of heavy



avor physics. The �rst observation of exclusive b ! u`� decays bodes well for

our ability to measure Vub, which is crucial to testing the entire CKM description

of CP Violation. Meanwhile, in the b ! c sector, the combination of precise

measurements of the \ba�ing" semileptonic and hadronic branching fractions

may be pointing towards a problem in the theoretical treatment of heavy avor

decays. The large CLEO charm sample has allowed for the observation of rare

phenomena in the D+

s system like the observation of isospin violation and purely

leptonic decays. Meanwhile, charmed baryons continue to be a laboratory for

testing our understanding of the relative contributions of various quark level decay

diagrams.

There are a series of improvements planned which will ensure the increased

productivity of CLEO. CESR upgrades31 will result in a doubling of the luminosity

in 1995 with plans to exceed a luminosity of 1033 cm�2s�1, i.e. in the range of a B

Factory, towards the end of this century. As for CLEO, a silicon vertex detector

will be installed in the fall of 1995. This will not only improve tracking in general

but, in particular, will improve the resolution on the crucial D�+ � D0 mass

di�erence by a factor of two or three. As well, the ability to reconstruct detached

vertices will open up much of the physics associated with the long-lived D+. The

CLEO III era32 will begin in 1997 with the installation of a new silicon vertex

detector and a new drift chamber. Also planned is the installation of a Ring

Imaging Cherenkov Counter (RICH) for much improved particle identi�cation.

The CsI calorimeter could be said to have revolutionized the physics potential

of CLEO by making available a vast number of new channels involving photons

(and, hence, the �0), and the RICH could have a similarly profound impact on

the physics reach of CLEO. Some of the physics gains that are made available to

CLEO through better particle identi�cation include:

� separating B ! K�� from B ! ���. This is crucial if one wants to use the

integrated rates to extract angles of the unitarity triangle.

� separating B� ! D0K� from B� ! D0��. B ! D0K decays o�er an

intriguing way to measure an angle of the unitarity triangle33 but the signal

is swamped by the CKM favored D0� channel.

� separating B ! � from B ! K�. Measuring the ratio of these two rates

was once touted as the best way to get to jVts=Vtdj and measuring either rate
will give information pertinent to b! u decays.



� separatingD+ ! �0`+� fromD+ ! �K�0`�. The hope is that the form factors

measured in this Cabibbo-suppressed semileptonic D+ decay can be used, in

lieu of theoretical models, in calculations involving b! u transitions.

These improvements will ensure that CLEO remains a \top" player in heavy

quark physics well into the next century.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN HEAVY QUARK

THEORY

Mark Wise�

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

ABSTRACT

Some recent developments in heavy quark theory are reviewed. Partic-

ular emphasis is given to inclusive weak decays of hadrons containing

a b quark. The isospin violating hadronic decay D�
s ! Ds�

0 is also

discussed.

1 Introduction

In this lecture, I describe some of the developments in heavy quark the-

ory that have occurred recently. Those aspects of heavy quark theory

that impact the determination of parameters in the Standard Model

like jVubj; jVcbj, and mb are the most important. A precise determina-

tion of mb may play a role in testing ideas about uni�cation of the

strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions. Many uni�ed theories

predict that mb = m� at the uni�cation scale. (Later, I will distin-

guish between various de�nitions of the heavy quark mass, e.g., the

pole mass or the MS mass. It is the MS mass that is approximately

equal to the tau mass at the GUT scale.) In the Standard Model,

the couplings of the W bosons to the quarks are given in terms of the

elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, Vij, which arises

from diagonalizing the quark mass matrices. In the minimal Standard

Model (i.e., one Higgs doublet), it is this matrix that is responsible

�Work supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of Energy under Grant No. DE-FG03-92-ER40701.

c1995 by Mark Wise.



for the CP nonconservation observed in weak kaon decays. (The limit

on the electric dipole moment of the neutron means that the QCD

vacuum angle is too small, �� < 10�9, to have a measurable impact

on weak decays.) A precise determination of the elements jVubj and

jVcbj will play an important role in testing this picture for the origin

of CP violation and will constrain extensions of the Standard Model

that make predictions for the form of the quark mass matrices.

While most of this lecture is directed towards aspects of heavy

quark theory that impact the determination of jVubj; jVcbj, and mb,

I will also spend some time discussing the implications of a recent

measurement of the branching ratio for the isospin violating decay

D�
s ! Ds�

0. Heavy quark theory is still a rapidly developing �eld

of study, and in this lecture, I only review a small part of the recent

activity in this subject area.

2 Inclusive Semileptonic B and �b Decay

The theory of inclusive B decay has developed rapidly over the last

few years.1{3 In this lecture, I consider inclusive semileptonic B decay

in some detail and then generalize this discussion to other cases. The

inclusive B semileptonic decay rate is equal to the b-quark decay rate

with corrections suppressed by powers of �QCD=mb. Over the past few

years, it has been shown how to express these nonperturbative QCD

corrections in terms of the matrix elements of local operators in the

heavy quark e�ective theory. The method used involves an operator

product expansion and a transition to the heavy quark e�ective theory.

As far as hadronic physics is concerned, the basic quantity needed

in inclusive semileptonic B decay is the second-rank hadronic tensor

W �� = (2�)3
X
X

�4(pB � q � pX)hB(v)jJ
�y
j jXihXjJ�j jB(v)i: (1)

In Eq. (1), J�j is the weak current

J�j = �qj
� (1� 5)

2
b; j = u; c;

for either b ! c or b ! u transitions, v is the four velocity of

the B meson, pB = mBv, and the sum goes over all possible �nal



hadronic states X. The tensor W�� can be expanded in terms of

scalars, Wa(q
2; v � q); a = 1; ::: 5, as follows:

W �� = �g��W1 + v�v�W2 � i"����v�q�W3

+ q�q�W4 + (q�v� + q�v�)W5: (2)

The form factors W4 and W5 give e�ects proportional to the lepton

mass and can be neglected in B ! Xe��e decay (they are important

for B ! X� ��� decay).4 In terms of the scalar form factors Wa, the

inclusive semileptonic B ! Xe��e di�erential decay rate is

d�

dq2dEedE�

=
jVjbj

2G2
F

2�3
[W1q

2 +W2(2EeE� �
1

2
q2) +W3q

2(Ee � E�)]

� �(E� � q2=4Ee): (3)

Here, Ee and E� are the electron and neutrino energies in the B rest

frame. The limit over neutrino energies given by the theta function

comes from

q2 = (pe + p��)
2 = 2EeE�(1� cos �e�) < 4EeE� : (4)

The form factors Wa are proportional to the discontinuity across

a cut in the analogous form factors for the time-ordered product of

currents

T �� = �i

Z
d4xe�iq�xhB(v)jfT (J�yj (x)J�j (0)gjB(v)i

= �g��T1 + v�v�T2 � i"����v�q�T3 + q�q�T4 + (q�v� + q�v�)T5; (5)

where Ta = Ta(q
2; v � q); a = 1; :::; 5. Viewing q2 as �xed, Ta has cuts

in the complex v � q plane along the real axis. The discontinuity across

the cut associated with B ! Xe��e semileptonic decay gives the Wa.

(There are other cuts not associated with this process. For example,

along the positive real axis, there is a cut corresponding to �eB ! Xe,

where X contains two b quarks. This cut arises from J
�y
j acting on the

B meson to produce X.) It is possible to express weighted averages

(over v�q) of the form factorsWa as contour integrals of the analytically

continued Ta(q
2; v �q), where, for the most part, the contour is not close

to the cuts.



We perform an operator product expansion on the time-ordered

product of the two currents. Because this expansion holds at the

operator level, we can identify the operators and their coe�cients by

taking matrix elements of the time-ordered product between b-quark

\states" and comparing that with b-quark matrix elements of local

operators. The momentum of the incoming b quark is written as pb =

mbv + k and the residual momentum, k, is expanded in, with higher

powers of k being associated with higher dimensional operators in the

heavy quark e�ective theory. The leading operators encountered are
�b�b and �b�5b. In a B meson, the second of these has a zero matrix

element because of the parity invariance of the strong interactions.

The �rst operator has a known forward matrix element because it is

the conserved b-quark number current

hB(v)j�b�bjB(v)i = 2v�: (6)

(Hadronic B-meson states are normalized to 2v0 instead of 2mBv0.)

At this level, the operator-produced expansion reproduces the b-quark

decay rate.

At zeroth order in the residual momentum k, there is no reason

to make a transition to the heavy quark e�ective theory. However, at

linear order in k, it is convenient, for keeping track of the mb depen-

dence of matrix elements, to make the transition to the heavy quark

e�ective theory (HQET) de�ning

b(x) = e�imbv�xh(b)v (x); (7)

where the HQET b-quark �eld, h(b)v (x), satis�es

6vh(b)v (x) = h(b)v (x): (8)

The operators that are encountered at linear order have dimension

four, and the only ones are �h(b)v iD�5h
(b)
v and �h(b)v iD�h(b)v , where D�

denotes a covariant derivative. But these operators have a zero forward

matrix element. For example, the �rst vanishes by parity, while for

the second, Lorentz invariance implies that

hB(v)j�h(b)v iD�h(b)v jB(v)i = Y v� : (9)



Contracting the above with v� and using v2 = 1 gives

hB(v)j�h(b)v iv �Dh(b)v jB(v)i = Y; (10)

and the equation of motion in HQET,

iv �Dh(b)v = 0; (11)

implies that Y = 0. This means that there are no �QCD=mb correc-

tions to the b-quark decay picture! Nonperturbative strong interaction

corrections �rst arise at order (�QCD=mb)
2 and are parametrized by

the two matrix elements2;3

�1 =
1

2
hB(v)j�h(b)v (iD)2h(b)v jB(v)i; (12a)

and

�2 =
1

6
hB(v)j

g

2
�h(b)v ���G

��h(b)v jB(v)i: (12b)

The �rst of these is related to the kinetic energy of the b quark in

the B meson, and the second is related to the chromomagnetic energy

arising from the b-quark spin. �2 is determined by the B�
� B mass

splitting to be

�2 = mb

�
mB� �mB

2

�
= 0:12 GeV 2; (13)

and we expect (at the order of magnitude level) �1 � ��2.

The operator product expansion gives the decay rate in terms of

quark kinematics with the phase space set by the heavy quark pole

masses mb and mc. However, we can reexpress the di�erential decay

rate in terms of hadron masses using

mB = mb + ���
�1 + 3�2
2mb

; (14a)

mD = mc + ���
�1 + 3�2
2mc

: (14b)

The di�erential decay rate depends on �� and �1 (�2 is �xed by exper-

iment) and may be used to determine these quantities. At the present

time, such an analysis5 (including perturbative QCD corrections at

order �s) for semileptonic B ! Xce��e decay gives the lower bound



�� >
h
0:33� 0:07

�
�1

0:1 GeV 2

�i
GeV . It is �� that determines the pole

mass mb. The pole mass is not a physical quantity,6 and the pertur-

bative expression for the MS mass mb(mb) in terms of the pole mass,

mb, is not Borel summable giving rise to what is sometimes called a

\renormalon ambiguity" in the pole mass. However, when the di�er-

ential semileptonic decay rate is expressed in terms of hadron masses

and ��, the perturbative QCD corrections to the decay rate are also

not Borel summable. If �� (or equivalently, the b-quark pole mass) ex-

tracted from the di�erential semileptonic decay rate is used to get the

MS mass, these ambiguities cancel so one can arrive at a meaningful

prediction for the MS b-quark mass. The basic lesson here is that it is

�ne to introduce unphysical quantities like the heavy quark pole mass

or �� as long as one works consistently to a given order of QCD per-

turbation theory. Since the �nal relations one considers always involve

relations between physically measurable quantities, any \renormalon

ambiguities" resulting from the bad behavior of the QCD perturbation

series at large orders will cancel out.7

The method I have outlined for semileptonic B decay has been ex-

tended to polarized �b decay and to the rare decay, B ! Xs (Ref. 8).

The latter may play a particularly important role9 in extracting the

parameter ��. Study of the exclusive decay �b ! �ce��e can also lead

to a determination of �� (Ref. 10).

We have seen that the electron spectrum in semileptonic B decay,

d�=dEe, can be predicted, including nonperturbative strong interac-

tions e�ects, in terms of �� and two matrix elements �1 and �2. Over

most of the phase space, this description is adequate with �1 and �2

giving only modest corrections � 5%. However, for extracting jVubj,

it is necessary to focus on the endpoint region of electron energies

(m2
B�m

2
D)=2mB < Ee < (m2

B�m
2
�)=2mB, where b! c transitions are

forbidden kinematically. For electron energies very near their maximal

value, only low-mass �nal hadronic states are allowed and a descrip-

tion in terms of the operator product expansion is inappropriate. For

B ! Xue��e decay, the nonperturbative QCD corrections proportional

to �1 and �2 are singular at E
max
e = mb=2. They must be averaged over

a region of electron energies �Ee before a comparison with experiment



can be made. It is su�cient to stop the operator product expansion

at dimension �ve operators provided �Ee � �QCD. This is too large

a region of electron energies to be useful for getting jVubj from the

endpoint region of the electron spectrum in semileptonic B decay. If

a particular in�nite class of operators is included, the resolution with

which the electron spectrum can be examined near maximal electron

energies is improved to �Ee � �QCD. This may be small enough to

allow a comparison with experimental data in the endpoint region.

However, there is now a loss of predictive power because an in�nite

number of nonperturbative matrix elements are needed to characterize

the electron energy spectrum. Fortunately, it has been shown that the

same in�nite class of operators (occurring in the same linear combina-

tion) determines the photon energy spectrum for the inclusive decays

B ! Xs near maximal photon energy. In principle, experimental

information on B ! Xs can be used to predict the electron spec-

trum in B decay, in a region near the maximal electron energy11 that

may be small enough to allow a model-independent extraction of jVubj.

A comparison between exclusive B and D decays can also lead to a

model-independent determination of jVubj (Ref. 12).

In addition to the nonperturbative QCD corrections suppressed by

powers of �QCD=mb, there are perturbative �s corrections to the b-

quark semileptonic decay rate that must be included to make an accu-

rate prediction for the B or �b semileptonic decay rate and the electron

energy spectrum. These have been calculated at order13 (�s(mb)=�),

and recently, the corrections of order (�s(mb)=�)
2 that are propor-

tional to the QCD beta function (these are tagged by computing the

part of the order (�s(mb)=�)
2 correction proportional to the number

of light quark avors) have also been computed.14 Typically, these are

the most important order (�s(mb)=�)
2 corrections and Brodsky, Lep-

age, and Mackenzie15 have advocated choosing the argument of �s in

the leading perturbative QCD correction to remove this \two loop"

correction.



For de�niteness, consider the case of b! u transitions. Then

�(B ! Xue��e) =
G2
F jVubj

2m5
B

192�3

"
1� 2:41

��s(mb)

�

� 2:98�0

 
��s(mb)

�

!2

�
5��

mB

+ :::

#
; (15)

where

�0 = 11�
2

3
nf ;

with nf the number of light quark avors. If the subtraction point

used for the strong coupling in the order �s term is changed from mb

to �BLM (�BLM is chosen so that the two-loop term proportional to �0

is removed), one �nds �BLM ' 0:08 mb. The two-loop term propor-

tional to �0 can be reduced in comparison to the order �s term if one

eliminates �� in favor of a physically measurable quantity characteristic

of these decays. For example, the average �nal hadronic mass squared

is5

< m2
Xu

> = m2
B

2
40:20�s(mb)

�
+ 0:35�0

 
�s(mb)

�

!2

+
7

10

��

m2
B

+ :::

3
5 ;
(16)

and reexpressing the semileptonic decay rate in terms of this quantity

gives

�(B ! Xu`��e) =
G2
F jVubj

2m5
B

192�3

"
1� 0:98

�s(mb)

�

� 0:48�0

 
�s(mb)

�

!2

� 7:14
hm2

Xu
i

m2
B

#
: (17)

Now the BLM scale is considerably larger, �BLM = 0:38 mb. Note

that expressing the decay rate in terms of a physical quantity free of

renormalon ambiguities does not guarantee a reasonably large BLM

scale. For example, if one expresses the semileptonic decay rate in

terms of the MS quark mass �mb(mb), the BLM scale is still quite

low.14

Perturbative QCD corrections to the electron spectrum (like the

nonperturbative ones) become large in the endpoint region, and careful

consideration of their e�ects is necessary for an extraction of jVubj from

the endpoint region of the electron spectrum.16



3 Inclusive Nonleptonic B and �b Decay

The ideas I have outlined for inclusive semileptonic decay of hadrons

containing a b quark have also been applied to nonleptonic decays.17

Now there is no analog to v �q to analytically continue. Nonetheless, we

expect to be able to express the total decay rate as b-quark decay plus

nonperturbative QCD corrections given by forward matrix elements

of local operators. This is because the energy release in B decay is

large enough that threshold e�ects which spoil the applicability of local

duality are probably negligibly small. (A similar argument is used to

compare R(s) = �(e+e� ! hadrons)/�(e+e� ! �+��) with data at

a �xed, but large, s.) The general structure of the nonperturbative

QCD corrections to the nonleptonic decay rate is (schematically)

� = �0

"
1 +

c

m2
b

hB(v)j�h(b)v (iD)2h(b)v jB(v)i

+
d

m2
b

hB(v)j
g

2
�h(b)v ���G

��h(b)v jB(v)i

+
e�

m3
b

hB(v)j�h(b)v �q�q�h(b)v jB(v)i + :::

#
; (18)

where the ellipsis denote terms of order higher than 1=m3
b, and �0 is

the b-quark decay rate. A similar formula holds for the nonleptonic

�b decay rate. An interesting aspect of the order 1=m3
b corrections is

that they correspond to contributions to the nonleptonic decay rate

where the phase space (at the quark level) is basically two body, and

so the coe�cients, e�, are enhanced by a factor of 16 �2 over c and d.

Phenomenological models suggest that the contributions of the four

quark operators are the most important for lifetime di�erences between

hadrons containing a b quark.

Experimentally, the �b lifetime is about 20% shorter than the

B lifetime. This is a smaller lifetime than can be accommodated

by quark model estimates of the matrix elements of the four quark

operators. The charm quark mass dependence of the perturbative or-

der �s corrections to the nonleptonic decay rate increase the b ! c�cs

contribution18 leading to an expected charm multiplicity of nc � 1:3.

Experimentally, the charm multiplicity is only nc = 1:17� 0:04.



At the present time, it is di�cult to interpret these conicts be-

tween the theory of inclusive nonleptonic decay and the experimental

data. One possibility is that the matrix elements of the four quark

operators are unusually large and the experimental value of the charm

multiplicity (which relies on absolute branching ratios) is mismeasured.

Another possibility is that both the charm multiplicity and the �b life-

time are correctly measured and one has an unusually large violation

of local duality in inclusive nonleptonic B decay. In any case, it seems

prudent given these problems to use the semileptonic decay width for

precision extractions of jVcbj from experiment rather than the B life-

time. Inclusive semileptonic B decay should give a determination of

jVcbj with a precision comparable to the extraction of jVcbj from ex-

clusive B ! D�e��e decay.19 Some recent work that uses dispersion

relations20 to reduce uncertainties associated with the extrapolation

of the Isgur{Wise function to zero recoil may improve the accuracy of

extractions of jVcbj from this exclusive decay.

4 Decays of D� Mesons

The ground state multiplet of charm mesons has spin of the light de-

grees of freedom, s` = 1=2, and negative parity. This gives a doublet

of mesons with total spins zero and one. The heavier, spin-one mesons

decay to the lower mass spin-zero mesons by emission of either a pho-

ton or a pion. The measured branching ratios are shown in the table

below.

Decay Mode Branching Ratio %

D�0
! D0�0 63:6� 2:3� 3:3

D�0
! D0 36:4� 2:3� 3:3

D�+
! D0�+ 68:1� 1:0� 1:3

D�+
! D+�0 30:8� 0:4� 0:8

D�+
! D+ 1:1� 1:4� 1:6



In the nonrelativistic constituent quark model, the invariant matrix

elements for radiative D� decay are determined in terms of the con-

stituent quark masses

M(D�0
! D0) /

�
2

3mc

+
2

3mu

�
; (19a)

M(D�+
! D+) /

�
2

3mc

�
1

3md

�
; (19b)

M(D�0
s ! D0

s) /
�

2

3mc

�
1

3ms

�
: (19c)

For mu = md = 350 MeV; ms = 550 MeV , and mc = 1:7 GeV ,

these are in the ratio

M(D�0
! D0) : M(D�+

! D+) :M(D�0
s ! D0

s)

= 1 : �0:25 : �0:1: (20)

Presumably, the smallness of the radiative D�+ decay rate is due to

the cancellation between down and charm quark magnetic moments

in Eq. (19b). Notice that this cancellation is even stronger for the D�
s

decay because the constituent strange quark is heavier than the down

quark. But how can we verify experimentally that this decay rate is

very small? After all, the D�
s is too narrow for its width to be mea-

sured. The answer is through measurement of the D�
s ! Ds�

0 branch-

ing ratio. At leading order in chiral perturbation theory,21 D�
s ! Ds�

0

decay arises from isospin violating � � �0 mixing which gives the rate

�(D�
s ! Ds�

0) =
g2

48�f2

"
mu �md

ms � (mu +md)=2

#2
j~p�j

3: (21)

The factor in square brackets is 1=43:7 (since this is greater than �=�,

electromagnetic contributions to isospin violation can be neglected).

In Eq. (21), g is the D�D� coupling. Equation (21) implies that

Br(D�
s ! Ds�) =

�(D�
s ! Ds�

0)

�(D�
s ! Ds)

= [8� 10�5=Br(D�+
! D�+)]

"
�(D�+

! D�+)

�(D�
s ! Ds)

#
: (22)



Here, we have used the theoretical expression for the D�+
! D� de-

cay rate to eliminate g. We expect Br(D�+
! D+) to be around

1%. Then the branching ratio for D�
s ! Ds�

0 should be signi�cantly

greater than 10�2 if the constituent quark model suppression of the

D�
s ! Ds amplitude occurs in nature. The recent CLEO measure-

ment,22 Br(Ds ! Ds�
0) = 0:062+0:020

�0:018� 0:022, indicates that, at least

at some level, this suppression does occur.
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